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7he proaai o medium is, in dfcfct, an integral pans of many military systems. For the most part. interest in tie propagatios
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regiassof tie ionosphere in order to affect radio wave propagation. A variety of mo-dification technique-; are being investigated.
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hgbpower RIFsouirces raise concerns over system limtitations due to self induced anomalous absorption, ray poth deviation and
dlurer. This Symposium will present the current state of ionospheric modificaticon technology, with emphasis on potentialI
applications for enhancing or degrading the pesforsmance of military communications, surveillance and navigation systerms
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THE nM ICS OF GROUND BASED HEATING

by

Professor T B Jones
Department of Physics & Astronomy

University of Leicester
University Road

Leicester LEI 7RH

Introduction

The first Indication that powerful radlowaves could modify the earth's Ionosohere was the discovery of the
Luxembourg Effect in 1933, (Tellegen, 1933). The transfer of the modulation of the high power Luxembourg
broadcasts on to weaker signals propagating through the same region of the ionosphere could only be explained
in terms of Ionospheric 'cross modulation* (Bailey & Martyn, 1934).

The ionospheric electron temperature and hence Its electron density, were changed by the high power wave and
these subsequently influenced other radio signals propagated through the 'modified' region. In the early 1970s, it
was realized that high power radio waves could produce a many Instabilities in the ionosphere in addition to the
collision phenomena asbodated with the Luxembourg effect. These instabilities have a wide range cf spatial and

temporal scales and a number of heating facilities were specially built both in the West and in the Soviet Union,
to study their characteristics. Special issues of a number of journals have been exclusively devoted to heatingresults, eM J.Geophys.Re &970, Radio Science 1974, J.Atmos.Terr.Phyi. 1982 and 1985.

High Power Modification Facilities.

The strongest interaction between a radio wave and the ionospheric plasma occurs when the wave frequetlcy is
approximately equal to the local plasma frequency. Thus, heating iacilities operate in the range 3 to 12 MHz to
correspond with E- and F-region plasma densities. A typical 'heater' Is capable of delivering about 2 MW of
power into an antenna which forms a beam directed ve~tically into the iorosphere. Provision is made for
radiating either ordinary (0), extraordinary MX) or linear polarization. The antenna gain is usually of the order of
about 20 db, thus an effective radiated power (ERP) of about 200 MW can be produced. The power density

F (pWm 2
) in the beam at a range R Otm) is related to the ERP (MW) by

F 826 xERPRI

and theelectric field ECVm"')

E -
R

Thus, an erp of 200 MW yields power fluxes of 150 pWr"2 and 65 .Wm'2 at E (110krm) and F (250km) layer
heights respectvely.

The interaction of the high power wave with the ionosphere involves a number of complicated proc sses which
can he subdivided into four general classes as indicated in Figure 1. The time scales for these processes differ
appreciablyranging from a few milliseconds to tens of seconds as illustrated schematically in Figure 2 These
various interaction processes are now considered in detail

Coallsoval Ineractions ID-region).

The collsional absorption of heater wave energy in the lower ionosphere (D-region) produces a rapid increase in
electron temperature which causes an increase in electron ctllision frequency and, hence, in the absorption
coefficient (JATP Special Issue, 1982). These changes will influence the propagation of other radio waves passing
through the heated region particularly at frequencies in the HF band and below. The time constants of these
heating processes are very short (- 0.5 msec) and, thus, amplitude modulation of the heater signal can be
transferred to other (low power) radio waves passing through the disturbed region as in the classical
Luxembourg effect already referred lo.
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The electron temperature modulations produced in the D and E regions by amplitude modulating the heating
wave, also produce electron density modulations via the electron temperature dependent recombination rait.
Consequently, the ionospheric conductivities are modulated and in the presence of the electric field, in
alternating current Is generated which radiates at the modulation frequency of the modifying heater (HF) wae
Stubbe et &l 1982). Significant signal levels in the ULF, ELF and VLF ba-ds have been radiated by modulating
th heater in this manner as indicated ir Figure 3. Low frequency radiations have been stimulated from both
auroral and equatorial electrojets and this type of radiation generation could have new applications in long
distance and sub-surface ommunications.

SMli askal pFmon frreedarities.

At WOgh wave powem instabilities can be generated in the ionospheric plasma by means of a variety of
perametric instabilities (Fejer 1979, Robinson 1989). These occur when the frequency of the heating (pump)
electromagnetic wave is dose to the plasma frequency and is polarized in the e.dinary (0) mode. At least one of
the parametrically excited waves is an electron-acoustic wave with frequencies dose to the pump frequency.
Examples of such instabilities, where coupling between the wave modes is due to the Ponderomotive force (Fejer
1979), are the parametric decay instbilty (D) and the oscillating two stream instability (OTSI). The PD! is a
three wave interaction in which the second decay product is a low frequency ion acoustic wave (see Figure 4).
The OSTS1 is a four wave process in which the pump wave decays into an electron acoustic wave and, in
addition, two zer frequency perturbations which constitute a spatially periodic plasma density bIgularty
(Dyth at al 1953, Weatherall et AL, 1982).

The time history of the development of these various instabilities is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.
ltlially ther is a rapid growth of short wavelength electrost•tic nodes driven by the PD! and OT1. These
plasma disturbances can be detected by the initial enane n of the Ion fire spectrum in incoherent radar
backscatter (Djuth et al 1986, Kohl et Q 1983). Two examples of ESCAT observations of these effects are

reproduced in Fgure S

The cu.-'l panel of the figure corresponds to the ion acustc spectrum and contains two enhanced peaks at ± 10
kHz plus new peak at o Doppler shift (zero frequency.) These enhancements amr caracteristic of scatter froM
low frequency eectryntatic modes and all three peaks have amplitudes which are much greater than the normal
tburwl Ion acoustic rFpectrum The two panels to the right and left in the figure represent th, up shifted and
down shifted playa line respectively. Thes lines are %Nf by the plars frequency (approximately 5 MH is
dw case) from the zero Doppler shift position of the 940 N~z raoar frequency. The plasm. fin? also shows
considerable structure. The peak at zero Doppler shift corresponds to an enhanced plasma line .ignature.
However, the interesting featurs is the more intense peaks which am displaced by approximately 10 kHz towards
the central ion lns- These intense peaks have been intepreted Q(ohl et 1, 1963) as decay lines (P1)1.

Th presence of the OTS Is Indicated by the exdstence of the 3 peaks at zfmt Doppler shift and, in the case of the
lower panel in FigureS , this pre.-. dominates. It must be emphasised that the spectral features reprodu- , in
Rpm are highly transient an are usually observed immediately after heater turn on,

The ost ad nonlinear evolution of t hermal Oscillating Two Stream irnsabilty (TOTSD causes the growth
o( mall scale fidd aligned Irregularities. These in turn give rise to anomalous absorption effects which reduce
the pump power and so quench the short wavelength electrostatic modes associated with the PDT and OTSI
watabillitls. This quenchinS effect accounts for the transient nature of the stoectral peaks observed in the
inscoe t isatt spectrum. Many theories have been prorosed to account for the growth of the small scale
brelpdarties and of the anomalous absorption effects which they produce (Graham and Fejer, 1976, Vaskov and

ono 1976, 1965).

Cmoider electromagnetic pump wave of field Eo (o, o) angular fequency a and zwro wave number (Oe. large
wavelength). This scatters from an initially low amplitude small scale plasma irregularity of dansty n (o, W)
with zero frequency and wave vector k (perp to the geonagnetic field). The first order scattered wave is
electrostatic and has an electric field L (to, k). This wave caa scatter from the density Irregularity which

lsaeequenty produces a second order electrostatic way.* with an electric field 14 (a, 2k). Scattering into higher
modes may also occur. Interference between the electric fields of waves with wave numbers differing by k
prduces heatig which enhances "n rregularities n (o, k). The increasing size of n(o k) will lead to a decrease
in 89 due to anomalou absorption and an equilibrium value will be reached where the values of 1O and n(e, W)
stabf,. The spatial and tmporal development of n(o, k. t) can be derived frmt h perturbation electrot and
bt belance equation in which an adiabatic approximation has been •rit Is yields an expression of the

formJ_

S. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . ... . .. . . .o
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0. +k
2 0 n(o,,k_ t) o zuH)

S-TT,+ T

When O, and D1 are the diffusion coeffidents paral&e and perFendicular to the magnetic field, T, and Tj are the
electric and ion temperatures respectively. The r4ght hand side term of the equation represents difference
heating due to the pump and scattered waves at the upper hybrid resonance level ZUH. The co-ordinate z is
measured in the directlon of the geomagnetic field. Q (o k t) is the heating rate which can be written In a
simplified form as

!Loo+ n- a k • -) )exp-MWF1 nl(O'k, 0. 13 )

whese Pit L the pump power as•a function of time L P, is the pump threshold power for fi. t order scattering

alone. P2 is the threshold for second order effects only and r is the coefficient of anomalous absorption which

can be written as (mnes et al M9O4).

r•t) - bn2 (o, k,-0

Examples of anomalous absorplion of three HF diagnostic waves of different frequencies propagating through
the heated volume are reproduced In Figure 6. The grmatest anomalous absorption is observed on the frequency
closest to the heater (pump) frequency. Note the marked change in fading rate produced during heating which is
the subject of another presentation at this conference.

Anomalous absorption effects can also be detected on the reflected neater signal itself (see Figure 7.) As the
heater power increases, so, initially, does the reflected signal power. At about 1/4 fuil power, the received signal
amplitude remains constant, even tho.gh the transmitted power is increa-,ed. A further increase in transmitted
power, beyond about 1/2 full power, leads to a decrease in the reflected signal strength. As the power is decreased
from full power, no change Ln the reflected signal strength occurs until the transmitted power is reduced to about
1/4 full power. This is the threshold for sustaining the irregularities and, since the transmitted power is less
than this value, the irregularity generation process ceases. There is a rapid but linear decline in received signal
strength as the trznsmitted power is further decre;,sed to zero. This so-called Hysteresis effect can thus be
explained in terms of the TOSTI as outline by the theory presented above (Stubbe et al, 1982).

Large-scale Irefglatities

The input of energy to the ionosphere via the anomalous absorption proctss quickly leads to a major increase in
electron temperature. These temperature enhancements have been measured by incoherent scatter radar during
hbating at Tmmso and at Arecibo (Mantas et al 1981, Jones et al, 1936). Tyf.ical results for Tromse are reproduced
in Figure 8. The figure indicates that the largest enhancement occurs at heights closest to the pump reflection
height and that enhancements in Teof 500"I( (corresponding to an increase of 40% over the amb.ent value) are
quite common. The temperature increase saturates in about I min after heater turn on. The T. enhancement
decays less slowly with height above the pump interaction level and more rapidly below this level. This
response can be explained !,t terms of thermal diffusion along the field line and the more rapid cooling which
occur. in the lower ionosphere due to the increased collision frequency (Gurevich 1978, Shoucri et al 1984).

Changes are als oberved in the electron density but these are much smaller than the temperature changes,
amounting to about only 10 - 20% of the ambient value, (Figure 9). The maximum enhanrement occurs at the
level of the maximum enhancement in Te and dies away rapidly above and below this level. There are major

differences in the electron density and temperature responses. The values of ANe/Ne at I min After heater turn
on are lower than those 3 mmn after heater turn on in the height range 150 to 225 kin. This indicates that the
time cotanats for Ne changes are greater than those for T. changes. There is also evidence for a depletion in N,

near the altitude of the peak in ATe/Te. This depletion, in electron density is consistent with the generation of a
thermal caviton by the Troiso heater. However, the limited height resolution of the incoherent scatter radar
(4kn for Ne) makes this conclusion difficult to verify experimentally.
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The large scale changes in the ionospheric el-aro density Induced by heating will change the refractive index of
the ionosphere and, hence, effvct the propagation characterlstics of tad jowaves traversing the m-gilo. it has been
established that it is possible to create focaming for defocussing lenses in the ionosphere depending on what
height the maximum interaction of the pump wave with the plasma occurs (Bernhardt and Duncan, 1982.)

sdmlatled mendlem

Mhen the spectrum of the heater wave reflected from the Ionosphere is measured, it Is found to contain
additional frequency components which are generated during the heating proces CThidt et al 1982, Stubbe et &I
1964). Thie spectrum of these stimulated emissions exhibits considerable structure but is limited to about t
100kHz of the primary wave frequency. An example of such a spectrum is reproduced in Figure 10. The most
prominent peak is that down shifted from the parent line by about 10kHz. However, other peaks are present
both up and down shifted in frequency. These new emissions have been explain ed as follows. Initially, the
electromagnetic pump wav re ates lare amplitude electrostatic waves through the Pt)! process. Further, wave-
wave interactions can then occur which involves these daughter components. These interactions give rise to
new electromagnetic waves which differ in frequency from the original pump frequency. Individual peaks in
the spectrum correspond to specific scatter processes.

SUMMar

Heating of the ionosphere by a high power radio wave can generate a wealth of plasma prccss~es a few of which
have been reviewed in this paper. Recent advances in theoretical understanding and in experimental
technique have lead to important new discoveries, for example, the thermal caviton. 11 seems that, with the
development ofmore powerful heating facilities, even more interesting and, as yet unexy.-fted, phenomena will
be discovered.
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~. DISCUSSION

How do you prevent crosstalk between transmitter and receiver when performinar
reflection *xperibants at the heater frequency?

AUTHOR'S RUPLY

At Tromso the heater is located in a steep valley, thus the direct ground vave at the
site some 50 km bouth of the heater is greatly attenuated. Our measurements indicate
that the ground rave is very small compared to the sky wave signal.

I p
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HIGH POWER HT MODIFICATION: GEOPHYSICS

N.C. Carlson, Jr.
Ionoapheric Physics Division

Geophysics Laboratory. Air Force Systems Command
Hanscom Air Force Base. MA 01731

USA

S1MIARY

As the electric field and power density or radio frequency (RF) radiation increases
eontinuously In a plasma, the response of the plasma to the Incident energy changes
discontinuously. This follows from a- complex of competing physical processes. each
generally with its own power dependent threshold, and plasma instabilities each with its
own grovth and decay rate. Non-linear power dependencies, boundary condition dependencies
on past histories of the plasma conditions, Cependence on proximity to plasma resonences.
and non linear mixing In the plasma to up or down convert with respect to resonances, all
conspire to make experimental guidance invaluable to theoretical development. Experiment
has demonstrated that wit. increasing HF power one passes threshold of detectability
sequentially from: passive transmisson. to cross-modulation, to thermal bulk heating.
to parametric and other instabilities with plasma structuring and stimulatedelectromagnetic radiation, to electron acceleration nnd airglow, to reported stimulated

Ionization. Theoretical understanding of these effects follows from merger ot radio
physics, ionospheric physics and aeronomy, plasma physics, and atomic and molecular
physics. The RF propagation and emission environment is affected through the VLP to G~z
range by lensing. scattering, !odulation, and stimulated emission. The optical background
and emission character Is affected over a very wide spectrum by electron impact and
temperature enhancement altering translational, rotational and vibrational temperatures
(as rell as raising fine structure population distribution questions). An adequate
understanding of the processes, if not a predictive capability of the consequences oa
sending very high power density RF into the Ionosphere. represents common ground for many
scientific discipline. agency.national. civilian, and defense goals and missions. This
presentation addresses a set of geophysical effects over this range, and invites audience
participation in anticipation of what effects lie bey.vnd the next threshold (of
ionospheric response to higher power HF illumination). The exciting upgrade of the Heater
at •romso and emerging new HF modifier plans ir. the U.S. are partial motivation for such
eonjecture.

1. INTRODUCTION

As we contemplate the next generation of very high power HF Ionospheric modification
experiments (C watt class ERP heating ayperiments) it is appropriate to review where we've
been and reflect on where we're headtd. he energy deposited in the ionosphere has
perturbed the plasma temperature. oompir.tion. and concentration, has generated optical
and rt emissions, has modified the rf propagation character, has diagnosed a number of
aeronamic and plasma physics processes, and has triggered a host of instability processes.
Figure 1 Identifies many of the effects we will now discuss in further detail.

2. THERMAL RLECI'rON POPULATION

2.1 Steady State Temperature Enhancements

The bulk electron gas temperature is enhancd by many tens Of percent. or many
hundreds of degrees X In the lower F region.

In fact, the thermal electron population can be heated at all altitudes in the
Ionosphere. The dominant immediate beating mechanism is deviative absorption. This will
be, strong wherever HP retardaticn is large (where an lonosonde virtual height Is very
different from the true height). Each electron alternately accepts and returns energy
from and to the passing rf electric field of the HF wave. If the electron suffers a
collision with a neutral particle, this ordered motion becomes disordered, i.e. beat.
the beating being said due to deviative absorption.

Locally deposited heat is very quickly distributed by strong thermal conduction
along magnetic field lines. Thit 's very effective at communicating locally depoolted
heat to distant regions, a hundred ka or more away for F regicn heating, where cooling
may be mor,. effective. Thus steady state electron gas temperature enhancements in the
F region r.-y balance local heating against cooling over hundreds of km. In figure 2.
the dashed and solid line altitude profiles of electron temperature Te and electron gas
heating Qe show very little difference In To for the same total Qe spread over about a
10 ka or a 50 km al.ltude region. This is because of the dominance of heat co-duction
in distributing the beat in altitude.

2.2 Response Time

The bulk thermal plasma temperature responds with a typical tire constant of a
fraction of *minute. This Is illustrated In figure 3. Ordero a minute is a
characteristic time for hulk plasma effects to set in, e.g. new electron and ion gas



temperatures. new plesma scale height. redistribution of now plasma pred sures. plaediffusion rates. and notion towards a now equplibrirm profile, and n pw teaersatur

dependent reaction rates and ohenic&l o-osition.

The observed time constants for electron gas ooling aLree with available theory
within the observational error bars. It is Important to note that this statistical error
bar Is set not by th3 measurement diagnostic (e.g. order 10K for several minutes
integration at the Arecibo ISR), but bY the fluctuation between the temperature in one
parcel of plasma relative to the temperature in an adjacent parcel of plasma, as special
temperature fluctuations in the heated plasma drift through the diagnostic ISR field of
vIew (here one-sixth of a degree angular field of view, or roughly a km diameter).

"ah electron gas cools locally by collisione with tons in the P region, and by
thermal conduction downward in altitude to where *lectrons collide with neutral particles
below. (The heated ions in the P region pass their heat on to neutral particles locally.)
The dominant F region electron gas cooling rate, collisions with ions, is proportional
to the numbv- of electrons times the number of Ions with which they collide. Thus. the
electron gas 20oling rate is proportional to the square of the electron density. neW. aid
thus the fourth power of the plazns frequency. For typical hasting matched to near the
lonospberlc critical frequency fcF2. on* must then expect dra-atioally greater heating
aeeponme et the low end of the heating range in view of an fo?24 dependence of cooling
r~ateo.

3. SUPRATMEWA~L C.ECY•ON POPULATION

*I1 Supratber"tl Electron flu, Energy and Special Distribution

a he high energy tall of the electron gas population Is als enhanced. This has been

mst readily Inferred from airglow enhancement* synchronized with H? transmitter on-off
cycles. In figure 4. the separation between the envelope of the alternately higher and
lower 6300A intensities. r•ughly 20 Rayleighe, is due to electron Impact excitation ofsteele oxygen by electrons of greater than 1.96aV. From this Wtsurement alone we haveno 1nformation on the ene•gy distribution of the electron flux abcve 2eV. and only a crude

M"=e or the total particle or energy flux (because of competing collision
aroes-sfttons for electron impact as well an subsequent O('D) quenching by molecular
aItrogen). The flux is of the same order as that which reaches a locally dark ionosphere
trust a sunlit conjugate mdlatitude ionosphere.

honcements of other optical emissions, whose excitation crose sections have higher
energy thresholds, are also seen. These in principle provide a crude electron energy
spectrometer, and a more unambiguous lower bound on the energy abeve which electrons are
accelerated by hM excited processes. 6300A emissions can be enhanced by Naxwelllan
electrons above 2eV for electron temperatures exceeding rough~y 2800oK. or by non

taxwellian electrons above 2eV. 5577A emissions, with a Way threo.ild. and other higher
energy threshold emissions. cannot be thermally excited.

The moat direct published measurement of the energy spectrum ias been by the plasm
line Component of the incoherent scatter radar technique. This has established that the
epetrum of supratharmal electrons reaches beyond 17eV before significantly falling off

(Carlson et al, 1982). There is not yet at this time an accepted theory to explain this
high energy reach.

The spacial distribution of the airglow enhanoements Is roughly the slse and shape
of the OF hael power beam width, and roughly collocated with it. as seen in figure 5
(Beonmardt et al. 1988). Ionospheric tilts. self-made indentations and drifts, traveline
Ionospheric disturbances, nd a gravity waves will displace the location of maximum airglow
enhancement.

3.2 Response Tim

The 6300A enhancement response time. roughly a large fraction of a minute in figur-
4. is determined by the response time of the 6300 emission process, not the time for the
ampra thermal electron flux to turn on. 5577A emissions show response times of a large
fractlon of a second, also determined by the response time of the optical emission

procwss, not the electron flux turn on. The suprathermal electron flux turns on over
plasma instability time scales (measured In me, not a).

I. PARAXTRIC INSTABILITItS

1.1 Spectral Identification

Among the plasma InstabilIties excited in the ionosphere by the HM transmitter are
Several at and near the height of OF reflection, identifiable in figure 6 by their
spectral signature on the incoherent scatter radar plasma lirfb echo.

The spectral peak at the MY frequency displacement is due to thu two stream
instability. The strongest spectral peak in this case, at the ion acoustic wave doppler
displacement ewi, is due to the decay mode Instability. Plasma waves in this ase are
enhanced about 1011 shore their thermal amplitude. The line at -wi is the decay made
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image line. The series of relative maxima at 3. 5, 7 and 9 *i are harmonics of the decay
mode line. That energy should cascade down (ty successive pumping of each resonance by
the one before) to the odd but not the even harmonics is consistent With theory, but the
absolute frequency at which they are seen contradicts standard theory. These harmonics
are in turn all superposed on yet another broad spectral signature of instability
processes in the plasma.

This spectra from 1971 represents an average in space over many km in the
Ionosphere. and thus compacts down into a single spectra many instabilities that can be
occurring at different altitudes. These ere all observed spatia!iy near the center of
the KIP main beam.

The scale size of the plama Waves sensed by the incoherent scatter radar diagnostic
are those matched (0.358) to its diagnostic radar wavelength.

4.2 Response Time

The rise time of the main spectral power components Just discussed is shown in
figure 7. The figure shows the plasma line spectra, identifying the decay mode, harmonics
of the decay mode, and the broad spectral feature, on both a linear and logarithmic power
scale, vs time after HF turn-on. These parametric instabilities turn on in a matter of

5. PLASMA IRREGULARITIES (km scale, Spread F, Scintillation)

5.1 Spacial Presence

An H? Imaging array sky map for the natural ionosphere is seen in the upper left
hand section of figure 8. If the ionosphere were horizontally stratified and motionless
the echo image would be centered in the sky map. and show zero doppler shift. The slight
spacial and doppler displacement of the HF diagnostic echo is due to a slight overhead
tilt and motion associated with a passing gravity wave.

The five successive frames show HF diagnostic echoes at successively greater times
after turn on of a high power HY modifier with a half power beam width of order 10 degreer
(roughly 40 km diameter in the F region). The HF diagnostic 3ky maps sense structures
produced in the ionosphere by high power HP induced instability processes. In this case,
the scale size of the "Spread F1 structures produced are ordsr a km across a magnetic
field line 9 and many times greater along B.

5.2 Response Time

The km scale structures in figure 7 have onset times of a fraction of a minute, the
se time scale over which bulk plasma processes occur. The total number of field aligned

Irregularities seen continues to increase for several more minutes after HF turn on.

6. INSIGHTS FROM IN SITU MEASUREMENTS

6.1 Satellite Measurements

There are some logistical challenges to having a satellite "thread the needle" of
the heater beam. For a 10o beam (moderate antenna gain) the "target" in the sky is
roughly 40 km. Successive crossings of a latitude well below the satellite inclination.
for a typical 90 minute period satellite, are 22.50 of longitude apart or a couple of
thousand km apart, offering half a dozen chances per year to penetrate the heater beam.
Variable satellite drag can greatly complicate scheduling a pass. The number of
opportunities can be greatly enhanced by hdving the satellite inclination a couple of
degrees of latitude above that of the heater. If one wishes to penetrate the heater beam
near the height of reflection, one must anticipate what ionospheric plasma frequency will
be at the satellite height at the overflight time. Day to day ionospheric variability
requires real time tracking and extrapolation in time based on knowledge of local
Ionospheric morphology (a comprehensive data base of e.g. lonosonde data far the season
Is valuable).

In 1976 Carlson and LaHoz obtained 3 Atmosphere Explorer-E fly-through, of the
Arecibo H? heater beam near the height of reflection during a two week period, by
applications of the above considerations. Figure 8 shows the electron density measured
during one such pass.

This shows some properties of the heater generated irregularities uniqucly well
studied by a satellite in situ pass. The background ionosphere was smooth to a small
fraction of a percent. The satellite entering the heater beam from the left. encounters
a sharp onset of strongly enhanced irregularity structure - many percent fluctuation in
electron density. The sharp onset means a sharp HF power threshold for the Instability.
The satellite passing out to the right (east) samples the irregularities drifting
downstream from the heater, decaying In amplitude with time and downstreat distance, and
losing the finer scale before the larger scale. While the incoherent scatter radar beam
of the 1000 foot diameter Arecibo disk is only a km In diameter at the region sampled,
indicated by the circle labeled 430 MHz radar beam in figure 9, this is too coarse to %



resolve the scale size of the irregularities, which are very vell resolved by the in sltu
AX-i diagnostic, as about half a k•. (Sointillatior data for other events baa given the
isome scale size information: Beau at al. 1983. 1987, ) Those data of figure 9 have been

Interpreted (Parley at al. 1983) In terms of the thermal self focusing Instability.

6.2 Hero Rocket 1easurdmants

Penetrating the heated volume with a rocket requires that the rocket trajectory
dispersion envelope be less than or comparable to the size of the beater beam (order tens
of km diameter target at hundreds of km range).

F; mmrt los shows data successfully obtained by Rose et al 1985 at the lax Planck
Neater at Tromso, with a HERO rocket flight out of Andoya. This affords a unique set of
data In tores of both some Individual measured parameters (supra thermal electrons
dir*ctly measured. VLF measurements, electric field measurements) as well as the
oaeprehe lye composite coincident data set. The findings are summarized by Bose et *l
1985 and the references therein (trajectory illustrated In figure 10b).

ohemical releases from rockets, such as will be done by the NASA CRRES exspriments
at Arecibo in 1991. also afford the opportunity to explore the interaction of HY energy

with other than the natural earth ionosphere.

1. COI•ING INSTABILITY PROCESSES

While satellites and rockets provide snapshots of a set of (usually in situ vs
remotely sensed) heater related parameters, incoherent scatter radar (XSR) diagnostics
can provede time contin,ious profiles of a set of parameters. These ISR paramters include
electron and ion teeparatures. densities, composition, drift velocity, currents, electric
fields, plasm fluctuation levels, sele•ted plasma wavs amplitudes, suprS thermal electron
fluxes, instability spectral signatures, neutral particle temperatures and densities at
selected altitudes, and other plasma and aeronomic terms.

Figure 6 illustrated a number of plasma instabilities sensed by the ISR. However
this data from 1971 compacts all these processes Into a single altitude and time bin.

The incoherent scatter radar diagnostic echo offers enormous potential to dlagnose
OF modifier or heater related effects. However, nost of this potential iaforastion is
usually thrown away (becauae of receiver and data processing limitations). Although the
ISR has been used for 20 years to study H? induced effects, only most recently has Its
full diagnostic potential been approached.

Figure 11 shows data recently collected at Areoibo (which has the worlds most
powerful ISR diagnostic capability, vs-a-via collwcting aperture and radar sensitivity.
but only a relatively modest HP modilflcaton facility). This data with bettor than 100m
range resolution. va the kas of figure 6. also hbs far better time resolution (mas vsabout
a minute).

This figure II unveils the character of the response and illustrates a key aspect
of ionospheric modificsttica. There are many cooeting instability processes, each with
a time scale over which it sets in, and each with a level of influence at least !n pan
also dependent on background environment parameters and history.

We see in this figure l1a the signature of an initial explosive growth of the
Instability leading to the observed downahifted (receding longitudinal electrostatic waves
in the electrcn gas) plasma line. Then. after a fraction of a second, a second process
takes over. quenching the initial growth phase of the first. After about 40 seconds.
during which the plasms wave amplitude distribution exhibits significant variations in
magnitude but a persistent character confired to within a km below the height of HP
reflection, the plasma exhibits the onset of an entirely new character. The character
is that of spread P. or scintillation, or thermal self focusing conditions. The onset
time for this Instability is a large fraction of a minute, appropriately the time scale
associated with bulk plasma changes and redistributions.

ftgure l1b Is an expended time plot of the same data &s in figure Ila. except now
shown not over the first minute after H? turn on, but detailing in ma the evolution over
the first 250 ma after turn on. The spacial periodicity with a fraction of a ka spacing
at the onset of the parametric plasmas instabilities and again at the onset of the Spread
F instabilities, the temporal coherence over scales of as and a few hundred a. and many
other critical properties are only now becoming available. Djuth and Sulzer 1990 discuss
amet of the implications of this new advance in extracting the information available from
ISt echoes, and implications for competing plasma processes.

8. n.y. POWER DEPENDEuCIES

Figure 12 shows two simultaneously measured HF power dependencies at Arecibo.
Figure 12 shows the HF power dependence of the normalized cross section for 50 MHz VHF
radar echoes of 3 m scale magnetic field aligned irregularities produced by the Arecibo
beater (50 Mizs choes are observed orthogonal to the magnetic field). The power
dependence Is linear over the range of HB power densities available at Arecibo. No



Saturation to seen. A threshold is verr sall or absent; that is. the Intercept is n•arly
the orgin of the graph so a finite cross section is round for even very small H? power.

Figure 12 shows simultaneously gathered data, but at a parameter which saturates
while the VF crose section 4ontinues to grea linearly with HF power. This parameter is
the normalized plansa line power, that is the 35 cm scale longitudinal electrostatic
plasma wave amplitude, often just called Langmuir turbulence. it too starts near the
origin or the graph, also with an initially linear growth, but saturates somewhat below
100 NW ZRP (effective radiated power).

Figure 13 shows data from anot-er time, and of the 6300A emission intens•.y In
Rayleighe vs normalized H? power density. Simultaneous ISn measurements of electro".
temperature verified that these airglow enhancements were not due to thermal electron
Impact excitation, but to a high energy non-Maxwellian suprathermal flux of electrorn
(erder 106 electrons ca-2s-leV-l, or comparable to a predawn photoelectron flux from a
sunlit conjugate hemisphere). The H? power dependence over the limited range available
Is most simply fit by assuming a linear growth. If one extrapolates a linear fit to the
data points. it intercepts the HF power axis somewhat below 100 kW ERP. I.at is. it would
suggest a threshold somewhat below 100 kW ERP.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

9.1 General Consid-rations

Geophysics is intrinsic to ionospheric HP modification technology because: either
controlled changes In selected geophysical parameters is the objective of the H?
technology; or geophysical constraints on the HF effects must be understood In order to
explain, predict, or control any other H? effects.

Coupled experiment and plas8a theory Is essential to: identification ot consequences
of high power HP irradiation of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere; and useful
realization ot the potential of such consequences.

Also. pivotal to research strategy In this area, as the HF rower delivered to the
ionosphere Is increased continuously, the dissipative process dominating the response or
the geophysical environment changes discontinuously. With increasing HF power, the first
limiting process in the Ionosphere dissipates more energy until it saturates. The
ionospheric resprnee then goes into 6runaways up to a new (the next) limiting process.
The cycle repeats: after each saturation, the next major process (or class of processes)
Is discovered.

One cannot rely on theory to be able to predict these discontinuous leaps. Only
experiment can tell us at what power the next *runaway" to new limiting procoases will
occur, and which property of the geophysical environment is changed, and how. At the same
time one cannot expect experiment alone to guide us to realization of potential uses oa
high power HP modification without working within a tested theoretical framework. There
are too many comreting processes, and too many parameter dependencies, to allow reliance
on empiltical answers rather than a validated model framework.

There are a vast array Of comeqting instability processes. If we wish to favor one
over the other, we must identify the competing processes and their parameter dependencies.
We will not develop the necessary theoretical framework without comprehensive diagnostics
to develop, test, and vajidate the theoretical framework. To do this effectively. the
capital costs and level of effort on the diagnostics must be matched for comparability
to those ot the HF modifier. A serious imbalance on either side beccmes the limiting
factor on both.

9.2 Hierarchy ot Heater Thresholds

As the HP power delivered to the ionosphere is continuously increased, the
dissipative process doei.iating the response of the geophysical environment changes
discontinuously (Figure 14). At very modest HF powers, two RF waves propagating through
a common volume of ionosphere will experience cross-modulation, a superposition of the
amplitude modulation of one UF wave upon another.

A HP effective radiated powers available in the West, measurable bulk electron and
Ion gas heating is achieved, electromagnetic radiation (at frequencies other than
transmitted) is stimulated, and various parametric instabilities are excited in the
plasma. Includirng those which striate or structure the ionospheric plasma so that it
scatters UF energy of a wide range of wavelengths.

There is also evidence that at peak power operation in the West, parametric
instabilities begin to saturate, and at the same time modest amounts of energy begin to
go Into elect~ron acceleration, resulting In modest levels of el~ctron-impact excited
airglow. This suggests that at the highest HF powers available in the West, the
inst-bilities ceomnly studied are approaching their maximum UP energy dissipative
capability, beyond which the plasma processes will "runaway* until the next limiting
process is reached. The airglow enhancement$ suggest that this next process then involves
wave-particle interactions Sad electron acceleration.
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The Nax Planok N? facility at Tromso. Norway, pusaesseo power significantly roeter
than the Arecibo and boulder high power heaters. Yet. It has never produced any clear
airg1ow enhancements, as commonly produced by the US NO facilittes at lower HM power. but
At lover latitudes. Thia is attri'buted to the partitioning of HP energy betveen different
ecmpeting proceseas As being different for the different geophysical conditions at these
different latitudes. The question of *xperiamntal control to selao" and favor at will
one procese over another remains an Open question and an intriguing technical challenge.
The answer must lie in controlled experimenta, with oomprehensive diagnostica. interpreted
witlin a tested theoretical framework.

The Soviets, operating at higher powers than thu West. now have claimed significant
stimulated Ionization by electron-impact Ionization (Migulin and Gurevich, 1985). The
elain based on Indirect M? propagation experiments, ti th.t HP energy, via wava-partlele
Interaction, aocelerates Ionospheric electrons to enorgies well In excess of 20 electron
volts (eV) so that they will Ionize neutral atmospherio particles with Which they collide.
Givei that the Soviet MY facilities are several t•lmes more powerful then the Western
fsoiltli•s at comparable aid-latitudes, this is certainly plausible.

In mary, the range of H? power available from US and Zuropean fecilities has
allowed us to pass several thresholds. At the lowest NP powers, simple classical
collisional beating (deviative ebsorption) dominates. At higher power densities in the
Ionosphere. a host of plasma instabilities dissipate energy. Which of these Instabilities
boeoem the governing dissipative process for given geophys106l conditions determlnes which
geophysical manifestations dominate. At our previously highest available power densities
(aot 0.3 OW IUP), we observe onergetio electrons, manifested as optical emissions,
lndioatirn that an additional, poor'y-understnod particle acceleration process is
dissipating appreciable H? energy.

We do not know what effects are produced at still highea power densities. Plausible
speculation might Include: production of energetic electrons, production of substantial
optical emission, production of substantial ionization and increased ionospheric
deantles, plasma turbulence and shock fronts, and electrical currents. However, until
facilities are built to perform higher power density experiments, tnd diagnostics are
collocated to sense the effects, we will only be able to speculate.
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Fig. 14. Hierarchy of Seoater Thresholds. illustrating discontinuous changcs in
plasma response to continuously Increasing RI power which drives the plasm. past
higher-power density threshold@.

DISCUSSION

D. PAPADOPOVLOS, US

in the time evolution of instabilities under constant HP driver, it is important to
roet, that we are observing the evolution of the plasma state toward a *fully
developedO turbulenc~e state (i.e., interaction of Langmuir solitons, their associated
cavitons and the suprathersal electrons) rather then new instabilities dominating at
various times. Such situations have been analyzed over the last fifteen years in
plasma physics (i.e., electron beam plasma interactions and laser fusion).

AUTHOR 'S RMPY

It is inoed fair to say that the change in character of the observed echo (of Fig.
Ila) is attributable to a change in the state of the plasma between the initial
growth and the following many seconds. After tens of seconds a different instability
(thermal self-focussing) interpretation best fits the data. However, to me, the main
issue and challengo to the theoretical/ experimental team is: to maintain a good
enough dialcg.:e to achieve theoretical definition and experimental measurement of
critical discrimirators to teat and validate alternate theoretical hypotheses and
descriptionsi and to intelligently plan for future heater thresholds (Fig. 14).

3. SOMIWXH, BE

Why do you see only odd harmonica of the ion-acoustic wave in the HP produced
instabilities?

AUTHOR'S REPY

It is a consequence of satisfying the geometry for reception of echoes along the
incoherent scatter radar line of sight and the conservation of momentum between tha
interacting waves.* It can be seen from construction of a k vector diagram for the
waves.
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we ave eviewe and provided a technical assessment of Soviet research of the past five to wet
year hs ionospheric modification 1-y high- power radio waves. This review includes a opeesv

Soviet reearchers The current state ofteart for Soviet research ithsfieldis evaluated, dcndiqyn
we. of potential breaikthroughi discoveries, and discussing Implications of this work for emergin

es and ftteapplictin. Tiases ntsdvdditohecategories of basic research,

geophyscal environimets% nonlinea plasma physics. said polar geophysics] studies. Advanced
research topis indsd the generation J artificial ionization mirrors and high-power oblique propagation
N~s A separate comparativ assessme-nt of Soviet theoretical workc also is included in this anslysis.

Owevaluation of practical and potectiall applications of this research discusses the utility of ionosphere
moification in creating disturbed radio wave propagation envirornments, and its role in current and fut~ure

rese~eung and telecommitnications s ystemsi. This tec.Wncal asseesrnment does not include considerationj~~ dhnophedc modification by means other than high-power radio waves

The Soviet effort in ionospheric modification Ptistains theoretical and experimental research at activity
levels considerably greater than that found in comparable programs in the West. Notable strengths of
the Soviet program are Its breadth of coverage, large numbers of scientiflic participation. theoretical
MaIwahvy and insight and its powerful radio wave transmitting facilitics. Weaknesses in the Soviet effort
include cociputational limits in numenical analysis of nonlinear processes, inferior experimental diagnostic
cabllitics, and as apparent tendency of experimental programs to validate theoretical predictioos as
opoed toepoig new phenomena. A recent review of Soviet ionospheric modification research is

kuby Milnand Gurevicls (I).

Raido wave propagaton throutgh the upper atmosphere is inherently a nonlinear process. As the
radio wave emery density delivered to the upper atmosphere is increased continuously, the response of
do medium and its associated iInfluence on wive propagation changes discontinuously. As sufficiently
Nog powesa radio waves are capablee of significantly modifying the medium through which they propagate-
The reslion of the atmosphere with the greatest effect on radio waves aind most susceptible to change
by them is the io'sosphere (roughly 50 tu- 1000 kin), which is weakly ionized by solar radiation. This
weakly ionized plasma is a subjct of preat interest In basic plasma physics research. Some of the
onolinear wave-plasmra interactions observable in the ionosphere are fundamental processes, with

application to many other area of plasma physics, beit which because of associated large spatial andI
wesoal growth scales are not easily reproduced and investigated in traditional laboratory plasmas

Cutemr, viamlossospherlc propagation, ionospheric reflection, and Ionospheric refraction are key
ilm nt In nmerous civilian and nilhitary telecommunications and remote-sensing systems operating at

ratflo frequencies. Nonlinear self-action effects o." radio waves on the medium through which they are
travelling may adt to enhance or degrade system performance at high frequencies, as well as to establish
*.olsste performance lminatations. In addition, induced ionospheric modifications may influence, or even
&suupt the operation at other radio frequency systems relying on propsgatlont through the modified
region. The conttrolled generation or accelerated dissipation of ionospheric disturbances may be used
*o produace new propagation paths otherwise unavailable, appropriate for selected rf missions. As a
tankt the study of ionospheric modification by high-power radio waves it moti,-ted by the diversity of

g of aio waves to perturbational Investigation of the ambient atmosphere, to basic plasmat
= ".Cm uingthe noar-earth space environment as a natural plasma laboratory-without-walls, and

ID Area measuements of the Inissence of the ionosphere ono rf systemss operations.

The Soviet effort in Ionospheric modification continues to maintain theoretical and expermaatal
aeseae t activity levels considerably g;reater than those found In comparatle Western programs. The

Soviets have approximately ten times as many personnel Involved as are active in the United States,
althwg the ratio is smaller (a factor of two or three) when evaluated in terms of researchers
demonstrating susa~ned participation over several years. Soviet high-power high-frequency transmitting
facliie for iocospheric modificatioa are both more powerful and numerous than simiar facilities in the
WeKt and appear to be operated on a more regulair bashs. Known Soviet transmitting failties am
duscribed in Table 1, providing owe best estimates of locationi, frequency range, power, and other
operadn characteristics. Figre I shows schematically the location of each facility and its approximnate
conjgate point. In convwtrs o Soviet faclities, modification facilities in the West enjoy superior
daprostic capabilities, at least as needed for the study of basic physical processe-s. WTheree-s Western
Meoretical research has esmphasized numerical analysis and computer simulations, the predominant Soviet
thseoretical effort has used a more Intuitive anatlytical1 approach, with noteworthy successes in addressing



weakl nonlinear pberownen using approsflnitlc techniues noa appreachs in large pert ns the result
of liie Soviet computational facilities. Nevertheless, the Soviets aint;ain a theoretical effort of
ext-oa quality sad tinsight.

ham of p,;rfoarnrne, Soviet theoretical research tends in lead their ezeletlionospheric
m iud5proptams. An apparent inclination toward stressing experimental ofinaonof theory is

a eCbffs aiAe--A unique to Soviet ionospheric modification researdh. hit ft West, experimental results
seaasdduedto be of greatest iapictanee when they dbVW wome unexpected feature or new

Iaqhlebehavior, beyond simple confirmation of fthoetca Pedctoms The Soviet experimental
madne tward reporting theoretically e~xpcted results may he a eoomequeon of data selectivity based

ongarrstica uncertainties or ambiguous diagnostic measurements (maing new discorverie more difficult
ao wissantiats or rigoousy reproduce), or perhaps is sma hisolted ame ar a conflormist respowse to
do acknowledged hierarcy of Soviet rcientific reaearch inthi do eld, In which recognized theorists and
risir stodies me. held mn high regardL For whatever reason Soviet ionospheric modification research has
mt demonstrated an exploratory experimental effor to eamoplesnent and challenge their theoretical

Tabl L Soviet ionospheric modification ftcilitims
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HP ,':ndification of the Ionosphere develops diacondiruusly. As Ineressing energy delivered to the
Ioisespber-, exceed$i the liniting capacity of each dissipative process, the ionospheric response cascades
discontlmsously to ever VUete nonlinear saturation processes. he addititie each new level of nonlinearity
is accomapanied by a hont of secondary interactive phenomena. Thas conceMt with associated nonlinear

poes sshown schematically in Figure 1. Kistodcally theory has been relatively poor at predicting
th hehlsfiw these di Titinuorus leaps in nonlinear physics behavior, a well as at anticipating what

nwo nonlinea processes wre to assume, dissipative predominance at each higher level. However, theory
ba been comparatively quick to explain expemme~ntal results once these new nonllnearities are observed.

TIMe Soviet Union Conducts experimentsl research wsing facilities with greater freqfuency coverage and
geesur aditedpowe caaciy tan mensfaclites n th Wet, nd husenjoys a considerable

of he enralInailty f teoetial naysi toprdic thsenew processes and

ther rserchhasye toappy hispotntal dvatae ito dvnce sytes oertions. We cannot
~atey ases th Imortnce r sstes apliatins teseproesss mghtaffrd, although several

ptntil pplctinarbeg ggsdan dicseintssypiu.W can sp~eculate, based
on comments fon nteSvet lterature, tathy rexeploring the ueof such geophysical

mdfCations to after Optical (visible and Ifrarewd) background atmospheric emissions; to either enhance

oderdcontrollably, selected RF communications and remote-sensing operations; to provide for low
actiityIn he earearh saceenvronentThat such applications have found notice in the Soviet

research is in itself not surprising, since simnila bi"se obviously have bee" addressed in the Wester

onphric: modification research.
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F1p6 L Hienrarchy of HF Ionospheric modification thresholds (H. C. Carlson, FASAC Repo:, TAR-

PbNWeim and report of Soviet studies of plasma Instabilities In the Ionosphere have iticreasedl
hramat-sily In recent yeams These studies are motivated more by the. Imiportanict to basic Lasmra.
physics research than by a desire to better understand the natural geophysical envirornment. Plastma
satablitics can give rise to ionospheric electron density irregularities, plasma turbulence, stimulated

aknantcemissItons, accelerated electrons, and larger-scale density redistributions. Notably, these
plsaInstabilities are often the drivying processes behind the geophysical modifications discussed above.

As mdioc the studl a( PF-induced plasmat Instabilities in the ionosphere is appropriately considered as
as aeueial basic research supporting the development of practical telecommuunications and remote-sensing
appllafions. Tis connection Ih opently discussed in the Soviet literature. Recent experitnental results

co eto be limited by diagnostics that are relatively poor in comparison to those available in the
Was. Hlowever, there are exceptions, with stase-of-the-art equipment such as HF digital soundesa
begkeing to be used in some of these experiments, Another notable trend in this area is the
ifeuno in Soviet publications of detailed information about their facilities and experimental methods,
Mi - ope willingness to participate in mutually beneficial collaborative research. Experimental

c~mmlcanare uppotedby careful data analysis and high quality theoretical calculations.

POwd PAO sai

Comidesshle recen attention in the West baa been given to HIF ionospheric modification at high
kineles, with relatively new HF facilities operating as Tromso,. Norway and Fairbanksa, Alaska, and as
am n mor powerful new facility being planned for Dwa Fairbanksi in the future. Given that ionospheric
inodiflEatie research is very active in the Soviet Union. and that the Soviets also maintain a vigorous

g, i po ionsphricresearch, it is quite surprising to find so little reported activity or apparent
.1 , - i ionsphricmodification in polar regions. All of the Soviet HF facilities from which dama

bog baen reportedl operate in mid-latitude geophysical environtments. A new 15-MHz facility is under
delpnmby the polar Geophysical Institute, but only on- =trr.autter/antenna elemuiat has been

ruSdan operated& Eventually this ftcility may become a uniquely powerful HIF transmitting site,

011c1 high-power radfio wav propagation hs an area of preat interest. but of limited reported
wafaty within Soviet Ionoopheric modification research. its primary application is to over-the-horizaon
radwsa, and possbly to high-power short-wave radio comsmunications over lon propagation pafth At
inflcensly high power desiiesbliqueiy inciddent electromagnetic waves can modify the ionospiheic
Plasma IwNg which they propagate so as to affect their "ysem performnance, as well as the
p A-mn of other ristems relying on tadio propagation truhti ndfe ein urnl
rlvae Scoviet research results typically come from either very dated or urtusually low power

= ,ent Although basic experimental and theoretical research in high-power oblique propagation has
Iostelecomtmuniications and radar applications, no specific reference to these systems is found within

tapialtahed Soviet literature. This may be a consequence of strong organizations] distinctions between

So1let bode research and systems applications, or the result of a more deliberate programmatic separationIzof
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empeiorfy of th Soviet or Western theoretical pvc~znn. As noted earlier, cexprmental observations
bequgody mmw to motivifs theoretical research. Soviet theoret*a efforts have in the past often

mas~e 14 1*Observations reported from experiments in the West. However, as modification sIdence In
tha~~~~~~~~~ Wehbms neig~ neetdI ighlty nodinarm processes such as strong Laugmuir turbulence

daffgs Soviet theoretical anlbom wea significantly disadvantaged by their lacit of access to sophisticated

Hlgbpow ee~r oen radiation is capable of producing and maintaining reg~ions of Artificial
bindzalc In the amiddl. amincrpbcre and bowr cepherew. The Soviets have coducted an orderly and
Ism wire propa rombining theoretical studies, numerical modeling laboretory obsenrations, and

b er velaeimema The concept of using d1 ud nrsccting high-power raicrowmv beams to define
and Oa n lonized region originated in the Soviet Union (2,3). Achieving steady poroess over7 the
P1111 rls the Soviets have developed a well-defined recommendation for' a prow"p facility using a
amukWtIpeuls .ln Seeln beam method of ionizing the neutral atmosphere le ppoch ading to

eas~da lozstonradio reflctors, has been described in th: Soviet literature a o"fne

mmW coinkdcs proved over-te-horizon radar covemre, and the psiiiyo euemiia

amytbenw d me _ Afi: mm nsuc;inte Wet ha been pursed only for about the last

O eats, but tooradmimsue the artifleion-spoesi bseil oie n etcnb
aely treated uda oilra ind nm d qb1tdcngu smhin.Mr cl
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Ioncpberk modlification research Is motivated In part by its practical and potential applications. As
long as grsow rely on atmospheric propagation as an integral component of their overall performance,
the study of a topeic distutacs both natural and man-made, will be an Important field of study.

As descrilbed in the prceing sections, Ionospheric modification offers opportunities to introduce

int te Inophre.seec icilyentacn tOF po rain g spu ifi th eaplcatommnitoaion
ajisem pformnrz.Soviet studlies openly discuss this motivation for their research;

*m at w to e ammbr ofpmccalapplications of effects resultng from radio wave
ammsmmiom at distances up ;o 3000 kcm, using aspect-sensitive fiel-aigned scattertng from artificial

sas l.-c Irregulauities, the use of the same effect for radio wave injection into the ionospheric
waeguldes6 and the improvement of very long-range HF eotmmunications with satellites. Such reasons
uniderlies the aLsiderabila Soviet interest in Investgations of nonlinear phenomena -(4)

As described, research Scih with system applications Include establishing limitations imposed! by radio
wae, slfsetloa effects, ctntrolling disturbed erviroaments through which other systems must operate, and
procsdrig propagation pathis otherwise unavailable for new RIF systemns operations. A summary of
pnhlkl controlled atmospheric perturtbations, as discussed In the Soviet literature, is presented in Table
Z. As ids time, tin cmoa promising practical applicationts of Ionospheric modification appear to be

ralo W rto ymoduslation of Ioosheric curents or nonlinear bea,, wave mixing:
enhnced tAr'ropagatin using artificial litreguiaritles and field-aligned scatter, ionospheric studies
exploiting HP-induced optical emissions; and HF over-the-horizon range foreshortening and VHF/UHF

rupextstsonusing scatter froms artificially Ion~ized regiom. Within these topics, most Soviet applied

wokseem to be In the area of exploring field-alimized scatter, with a number of recent reports
isaigtngvrious qualities and conditlons of the irregularity development and Its scattering

reunatiots and upgrading of the gyofrequency high-power facility near Moscow indicates a renewed
IneetIn D- and E-regiton heating, with direct applications to radio frequency generation. This

appliaton is Ilustraited schematically in Figure 3. The Soviets have conducted the most thorough
analysis to date on expected artificially excited optical emissions, but no evidence tug,-ests that an active

experimentall progamx exists in this areas (5). The Soviet work on artificial ionization is quite advanced,
with open discussion of the many possible telecommunications applications such a system might support.
However, any accelerated efforts toward constnuction of a prototype facility is not apparent. Proposed
application geometries are shown In Figure 4. and a Soviet cartoon of applications is presented in

potetia a.pplications Isseece system legradatiorss are shown schematically in Figure 6. Clearly
The range of ptnilapctosisdiverse, and Soviet science seems well aware of these opportunities.

fIte 2. Long-range HFP propagation (N. C. Geomm FALSAC Report TAR-4040, 1988)



1CROPIASATION- ULF ELF *VI.F GENERATION

REGION

F~mIgue RAdio way generstion In the peratured Ionosphere (N4. C. Ocrsow2 FASAC Report TAR-

4040, 1913).

PERTUR13ED VOLUMES- MULTIPLE BEAM

BREAKDOWN

Figur 4. Crossed-beam ionlospheric modmflcton applicatiof geoumtrre (N. C. Genoa, FA-SAC Report
TAR.4040, 19NS).
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lelat aw ionopec modflcalon conatlaee both to address Almdazoettal problems in ptasma
Pkhics and gsphkiiaI fcmrec 'a to dmioestrt fte application of this approach as a means of
Contro"lI the natural enhmepr~lq fanced or now opporitunities In remote-sensing and

asdooloimam rath- tectookles. Beceause of etfoeis In the pod several years to openl
dbm mangoi studies and eachnga research resuls, to bold Joint research aypocala. and to sup%*i

emisboradve rematc1 peosraz: we do mo belie~v the West bs bmntnesbm mzsccptl to rnWtian
fechoiawalsurris ft Soid onosherc aoc~taton esfr& indeed, the c.,,ponrutines for

..4bemdikmanv This is*d Is the outgrowth of work lnititr-A under contract to the Foreign Applied
Scieces ssesmen Ceet, ciece Apliatios he-azwna Cororaion.Th current study was

coaaeWwit supor frm te U Ai mz-r~ Cophyicsl~bratry(AFSC) through L4oS Alamos

adWeh so; 4 epot TARJO440 (19M5) by K. C. Carlson. Jr.. F. T. Ijuth, J. A. Fejer. N. C.
Clessm T.Haglb aý- D. B Newnm J. We lso ith t thak P.A. IKossey, . T rw

andCLWi t blpWcometsan hestinso h be.of

(1) Wilgnsn, .V. nd A. V.uevcIvsito InheUS ofnonlinearpenmn i h

M2 Garevieb, A. V., NnimPhenomena in the Inoanhere New York-Berlin, Springer-Verlag. 1978.

(31 Guevleb, A. V, onization of the lower Ionosphere under the letof strong radio tPuhWe
Qg="_Ac= 12 (979ý428.

(4) Gurewich A. V. andV. llo,~r Investrigtions In the USSR of nonlinear phenomena in the
WonospheW Ai Te V"yS 14 (1982). 1019.

(5) Gtnevich. A. V. and G. Milikh, ISpectroscoPy o( the ionosphere perhtrbed by powe&fu radio waves:
~.*..Az~o. 194 602.
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DISCUSSION

a. F. mus•n, no

Scientists fro, the USSR have alse been active in ionospheric modification due to
natallite-borne transmitters, i.e., ionospheric topside sounders. In this case the
high power is due to the in-situ rature of the transmitter. Indeed, one of the main
effects they have studied concerns elect-on acceleration due to the sounder pulse,
and electron acceleratior, was one of the effects in the high power portion of your
*affect vs MY Powere fiqure (taken from H. C. Carlsonl. They (Galplprin at al.,
Detection of electron acceleration in the ionospheric plasma under the influence of
high-pver radio radiation bear the la-,al plass- frequency aboard the apace vehicle
Interkoomoe 19, Co LZc Res.. 11, 22-29, 1911] vere the first to Investigate this
effect which has also been ob"erved with the ISS topside sounders (James, H. G.,
founder- ccelerated perticles observed on ISIS, J. Geohys. Res., a, 4027-4040,
1w631. o:re recently they have correlated the electron heating with the frequency
of the responsible sounder pulse and attempted to relate theo to specific sounder-
stimnulated plasea resonances (Shuiskaya et "l., Rsonant heating of the ionospheaic
plasma Ly powerful radiopulses aboard the Intercosncs-19 and Cosmos-1809 satellites,
PlaneAa-R.SJL, U, 173-160, 1990]. TheLr continued interest in space-borne
transmitters for research is Illustrated by the recent mission IACTIVE".

AUTHORIS hiMt

So re-.y needed.

D. PAIADOPuos , Us

In your report there was a mention of one qyrofrequency facility with more than I GW
of pover at Dshanbe. Is this still correct?

AUDDOR' IS RtlY

The report refers to a qyrofrequency heating facility at Zelenogradakaya, near
Noecow, with a pulsed ZRP of I GW. This facility has an antenna array with
approximate gaen G - 20 dB. The pulse duration* are 500 microseconds with a pulse
epeItition period of 20 milliseconds. The CW IRP of this facility is 40 XN.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF HF IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION RESEARCH

by
illiam E.Gordom
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Radio waves have h a dv ny modified the Earth's ionosphere since the Luxembourg observations of
.Tdlie in 1933 and perhaps since Marconi in 1901. The history ofionospheric modification by radio wavesIt -vi bngLinnin with Marconi, describing .the Lux~e-mlxr effect anc its expisnt&Mafiund its..eary use
w dod;• die properties of the lower ionosphere in the 1930s. measurements became n-e sophticzsed
I the 1950k, leading to the call for high-power high-frequency modification experiments in the upper

I I Beginning in 1970, radio facilities became available of sufficient powers to induce changes in the
lo platoa detectable by a wide amy of diagnostic insrumen ts ad techniques. A summary of these

effecta Ia presented based upon waok up to 1990. These studies were originally motivised as a means of
better nadensanding the natural ionosphere using a weak perturbational approach. However, A rich spectrum
of nonlinear wave-plasm interactions was quickly discovered and ionospheric modification research became
tonljoy motivated by issues in basic plasma physics. The ionosphere and near-Earth space are now
exploited as an exceptional plasm laborascy-withot-walls forthe study of fundamental plasma processes
requiringll Iarp spatial or temporal scales. Here we present a brief overview of these processes and
pbeaomM illustrated using results obtained from the Arecibo ionospheric modification facilities. The

so le and phenomena explored thus far offer many o ities for controlling the ionospheric
eavironment critical to many civilian and military telecommumc tionts systems, both to disrupt systems
mNaly at n so create new propagation paths otherwise unavailable.

L INTRODUCTION

bModifcation of the ionosphere by high-power high-frequency (HF) radio waves has been intensively investigated over
te peast two decades. This research has yielded direct advances in aer'onomy, geophysics, and ,!ssma physics with
applications to telecommunicasions, remote sensing, laser fusion physics, and astrophysics. In addition, ionospheric

hmdiicain s hiswxicafly provided for fruitful interactions of plasma theeists &Md radio experimensalists,

These being almo. no linear effects of powerful radio waves on the ionosphere, we will concentrate on the nonlinear
effecu. To pui the se 'ect in perspective we trace its history beginning in the early 1930s and highlight the important events
ap to te• late 1960s. We then shift to a phenomenological approach and deal, in order, with ohmic heating, parametric
instabilities, self-focusing and kilomenter-scale filamentation irregularities, meter-scale irregularities, strong Langmuir
ambulence, pu modulation, and wave generation effects, and a collection of recently discovered phenomens. Many of tu,=e
processes are mstrated using results from the Arecibo ionospheric modificatioe fscilities. We conclude with a brief
discussion of the diverse range of telecomnunications applications to which ionospheric modification techniques might
conibute.

LI HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

On December 12, 1901. in a bold experiment that be felt would work, but was not prepared to explain, Marconi
transmitted die code lettr -S from Cornwall. England and received it in St Johns, Newfoandlard, a distance of about 3(100
km around the curvante of the Earth's sueface. The success of this pioneering venture, althluugh not a demonstration of a
sonlinear ionospheric effect, stated a revolution in long distance communication, ushered in an era of international science,
and started a ttn of experimental observatior stimulating rapid development of radio science theory. In this case,
K= yan Heasse quickly responded by independently postulating in 1902 the presence of a conducting relkcang layer

The proper beginning for radio modification of the ionosphere, however, is the report by Tellegen 3 
in 1933 of the

isadaset mdultio oftheBerorsnmster (625 kHz) signal by the powerful signal of the Luxembourg transmiter Tgure 1).
Tellegen interestingly tiled his renon Interaction Between Radio Waves?' and within a year Bailey and Martyn -propery

cntibed the observed cross-modulation to ionospheric changes produced by the Luxembourg radio waves. In pa'rcular, the
Luxembourg wave changed the instantaneous electron collision frequency and thus the attenuation sNffered by the
3eroannster wave as it passed through the ionosphere near the Luxembourg transmitter, producing a modulation of the

Bernommmtr signal patterned on the Luxembourg modulation.

Ins 1937 Bijldy,5 
developing further the Lr embOsrg effect, suggested that if the disturbing waves were at a frequency

nea the gyrofresquency. the cross-modulation would be abnormally large. Some simple experiments supported thisprdcin
saad it wa law rigorously confisrmed by Cuzolo.

7

Feje. described a method using the cross-modulation techniques to obtain electron density and collision frequency
profiles (Figure 2) in the D region ionosphere under certain assumptions. This technique compares the amplitude of a
distaud warve and an undisturbed nin of wanted waves while altering the interaction height through changes in the relative
time f the wanted wie and disturbing pulses. A powerful radio wave in the ionosphere not only is capable of applying its
modfulaion d otti "sgnand passing e rough the same plasma, but also distorts itself in ways that have been described as""ef-ero.odulatin and nonlinear distorion. 10.



L3 ACrTME ILXPLhJAMK?

As the ph esmonnon ef cromea-ulstioii mod wooavesef citertion became better urideso~d.as maw eof- mtasachr
beast t the doecal of using hkigh-power radio waves to modify the iooi~phcrv in controlled experiments. In a
4 Ircs = of =bde eTaj; cross-modulnodfi theory. Bailey and Goidsunin' I uggested using radio waves sear the
elcr.gyreofiruestij' so co o electrontrm pest thereby affecting oempersture-dependent ~~phemt

Fnme such as Viusiaon, attachmewnt. and rewrobuistic. They Alao suggested the eapewcy n of coatroled

liglo-powee radin-owve modlficatloe or the lo-wgion ioospere was. npo by Gisbr sou Gaevc s190

*aeli hazing effecis wve investigaed by Crojley3 an Qtoovick1,
4 estinating the exCoo increases is P-region electo

.... -- end a ml Amoad dessity redistribution rsaulting fromt pl~astro diffusion along Ir icice & fied as. Btailey"

" ettdasing powerful radio waves so tenensea artificial airglow in the soctuarral E-region. Oinosburg' *-id

dou edmale fied of high-power radio wavea. conldn that ipacscally high radisaooa power densities were ueaesary

A olenbedom of Womospheric sandfifcadon Mcheiques howw smmwa-a imiprecisely as *WOMoPheic beastig.' begn go
ll fonthe docroduistloo and wave-lateraiuet ca udits. An ejaly aneroir (1963) to dew"lcct bnoperic heating

abc wit a relatively weak 7.7 hEns syme. was 1 In an experiment investigating icotosphcrlz abicirmos
- welndrecover y don C ~ j1 ma h 50- NJ4 hcurasrcst RAdio Obacrvamrzy facility ID nodualae the

cnu osmic radikokuds intem;*y. And noting Arecibo itocchtorent scarter roodair tmeswcaents an inter ccixt ia the
aiecoa ne rse Showen0 uivestgated chanps in toe icrnihoere under the Inflence or a htigh-powner 40-"t~ radio
wavw 7bese oety experiments; demensrasaed that catrolled inoocipieric mtodification experIMents werte Possible using

,ifthh powerf l fe l'es. Moders radio truisostuurs were being constrjcmcd capable of generating obese Powerful radio
Wvs "hadmg rte development of several dedicased groond-based lotiimt-nc riaidsfcarifot facilities in the Iate sstict and

wrlyoveaes, -23Mome woeedy. saw modlifcation fad'lides hawe been operated at Aec; bo. Puerto 3.koo Torions. Morway

sad Paoslree Aluki

2NIMATING

Thu ighl lo~pht~cmotffictlo = -ottns using higb-power BF radio waves were Intended an product small
peuuonin the local thermal balance as a too t study beating and cooling processes, collision rues, and satserning

eruossecoen The WnAspheiric D. E and F regionts hoarve been disurbed and then allowed so relax to ambient conditiona
Wl'gue 3) yielding beating sdcooollng tim constants and electron densty VW~bLatc24

As do delet we beased tnothe loweir Ioperthe collision rate increases; and hence the radlio wave tureo
hecoaws eve mof efirkso. This amsplification may lead son a proces kniown as *theornsa ronaway* in which electron

m1e1nses can rise so very hig zI evels.23 Experimetally, large se-postase rises have been reponei l ac companied by
~ of 5-30B absrptin or tradi w aes sing throutgh this region.

COhen nd WilbANIreo sePI adahP In signal strengohof 10 dB fbr a wave reflected af 9he Light of the distarsedI F
mgoon. A similaor retsutisr is shows In Figure 4. Stubbe et &L-repo thst the intensity of a wave reflecad in the disturbed
F iegion drops by up so 15 dB whea the distonting transisutiter is turned on. Varying the transiarstatr power of the disturbing
warve loodeed so chagin doth rollected wave fleld-aeret git when the ionosphere wasquict. btteatnuaitiondeead
when die disturbuing wave powe was decesen and the ronosphere was varuble. Such results the vse thatmo
Mgn leases in due -$aklsrl F region may be amtibuiesi to eulsane wave scarisening fttea.M3

Vitae s Meinm f telna~elO&P efgCDO.-resopenstxZChan has bee attntedFUsn incoherent SCOWr raIse
Initial atudtls esntrited the beating and cooling time 9;odence on high-power liF~u n mu war - HF
= i~igb31 Susequet stod by Mn to21.2 extended this apProiach soinclude analysis be aindodn

effct away from the reflection altitudet where butacroutn is responsible for spreading of the electaon atemperatture
v~ lasitiideof te regawhere the radio wave energy is deposited (Figure 5).

1. PENANCE PLASMA WAVIC

On of Ote amin 110nwhshle discover e2 of the early lIP ioope itc mcIsion experiments was the Iemeio of&a
tom psnu of plasmia imatabilities excited wr the WP reflection height These nonlinear wave-plasma interactions atm
bmiy ased collectively to peaumetic frsszabilitiel, characterized by apn o driving field whose energy eancodes into

~~as oes; a ower natural resonan plusnae freqencies sawd adiioZ electrotragroetic wavs IL thresen,
- odfcai e xperismenta the high-power lIP electoimagnewi radiation provides the Iitsialdriving Tc

dothve predc waves Includie the longitudinal electrostatic electro plasma-wave and as onsots-musuc wave
iaostotitty). the electron pioasma-wave and a sewo-freciaency, ion 12urde (oscillating two-sta Intbib t).

"s alseu p wua-wves at the quatrotr-coritical density height (two plasmion decay instahulit. an in ast '"av and a
scattered electromagnetic wave (stimsulated Drilloutsi scattering), and an electron plsm.wav ad a scsttered
ekeavnmgovezc wave (stimlated Runes seanserlng). In addition. the suited electrostatic plasma wae can reach infficienit
lefiles so a I uso as pom waives for fattie parumetric caocadtio.

Irbee auIstalbillties sem driven by the ---d-o--tve or atricton force 3U4 The possibility of axilsating of s'sh
intblities in tho Ioncospherie was first ngedbyekisand lKsw.35 Furthser rcflnemret of this nonlinear warve-plasms

Goldmn 36 Sad Fejer "n Leer.37 nth experMceta excittio or plsawvs t )wa lt bseve byCWson c

a~lt wse Wang and Taylor.39 The rsualting enhanced electrostatic turbulence is eaiy deetdand adidusing incohernt
!?fferadata. Echoes enhanced by up to severa orders of magnitude ame routinel observed at both the ion-acoustic amd

elsea.Pasmawavefreqencis, ata altitude just belo the HF reflection height (Figure 7). These enhancemsents are
melted only for ordinary pisaiatice of the 'mcident pump radiation; extrzordinary polarized waves do ami reacht te poper
skedisfo VMUMW genrat an phesonstnas

7% enhanced electrostatic nueo observed In radlar experimerits is generally attributed so pasreamletrc stabilities;
exldby the powerful HF pounp wave. Joans or the features observed in the fluctuation spectrums seem us correspond very

closely with Idce paswrl exciatins.Howeer parametric jorocse se ignerally dominant in a weak eturblence
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91im an we shal discuss Is a later section, some aspects of the high-power HF ionospheric mosdification reslts may
MquM cnaddeuatisi of M"e Laigmuir m ituruece effects.

War ms of the spectra of Im enhaniced plasmas waves (Figure 8) indicate a complex enhanced lasma wave
YOUeCO Additoonal spectra features have b~een associated with the saituation of the parametriaclly enhance oscillations
bowansd aecoodary, pwammw decay intracuits with the enhan~ced electrostatic plums oscillations acting as new pump
waves 4 04 2 Addfitina spectral effets ave bee suggested based upon plasma wave propagation through dhe reflected
pam wave Airy stading wave pastsern43 and through natural or HP-induced ionospheric density ducu,4

So of to esbaurd phsmm line rite and deca time behavior have been conducted in a continuing series of pulted
HP gzpu eams beginning with initia measuremensts by Kantor.32 Greatest interest am og these studies has been given to

andas~ a loess Lamma as plasma-line overshootL Immsediately foWowing turn-Ga of the HF pump wave, the observed
aacdplasma-has signal inceases; rapidly to a maximum and then relaxes back toa lower steady-state levet. The specific

duescls and ovashoot amplitudes are variable depending on the background Ionospheric conditios, HP pump frequency
iand powe, said th leng tho the preceding HF off time, An example ofteplasmna-lane overshoot is shown in Figure 9 from
Duactuc avid Sheetiu.43 The spectrum of the developing enhanced plasma line overshoot was studied by Showen and Kim,46
Auowlag an evolloadfom h broad diffurse spectrum to one of shoip spectral peaks at the prdce parametric instability
"inecliag frequencies. The height of the enhanced plasma line during overshoot has bees investigated by Duncan and
ISagiera tand DiUd th aaL4 They fosund that a Weak early Signal originated froma aheight several kilomtrs above the masts

ketaisy beighs, that the main overshoot instability developed in ten of milliseconds doring which dine the excitation height
voe byabo~at am hkilssst above its initial appearance height, and that the cxcizari' altitude rane begin as a veyes narow

kw W pm amseverml hundred milliseconds to encorripes several hundred=mtr (Fige "T0). A new observaioa
bas ben dvelo ed recenwdy relying on an incolicrent-scAtter radar chirped frequency,'IAP9 indicating that the

w 1 for te exismtene of fiosperdsic aiax ned wtoill bedisc ssemodest b relow Analternatie ex lanto gsingewav docing

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~sn ugeepaefeusinsaeadtm qirsinfcnadionlxproesimenta Qwork.--et

inmoaghale ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o moiiaineprmnk hs ag-cl tutrsaeblee ob il oetr th ae aitficis arpresd-

propagaio denonsrre the spatial pelasmahapve laccrate-cle irreulartes the self-focussing process.3Termls. C-ocusientary

*j psssmat. 0 Fomp ae edn hse stud iesrao h asnmed adcnsitystenria c~tion. e p on ptime calen of keondstoten-sc of srecolands.
batuonce ected thaa e forncsttng of th incuctes Pum power eniancemn p tinbythel-ortcalstuies have been conguted by a

Perkin esisa scame~ radar anudieerts a PerkFinsue aondshei dmsn uMries renly onmpautersmulntos of the pumpwnavced
propgatin stoug theIonopheic pasmahav accratey moelld th sel-fousin pro s Sythermati sefocusning of

L wave ledn oba iarnainaddnit tito.dvlp ntm clso secn ds tof then lofa seconds,

sesp~lno tiahe racodtscn winodsnu reift bye Moralesscaml

sas des. typisar m tsuiso Finue oopei rrglrte eyo mes re ifts veof thes pum-rnanceds
dus ~ elctrc fild.Ia aditon, ecase teseenhacedwave amdetetedat oly eneslityde sysariation s cann ofafe rc

TM Iw rad of beum aelf-os heH inteactionarge-ioncanlye d a speros-sc m ltionabo m aptreresnativ ad B-iu ,ootheloaeecric
sealtyprcess muuing beten illuminsed bysm Aslm.5 The todrlem rfteman.sed ionospheric wamind detrminin the larg-cale
m matud e a gd asoithed beha. Combinations ampfixued andea s oaua radar measuremnts aos sonI iue I aebe

*isde nd ssciaed nhnce plsm-lie apliud apear t bean mprtat cnsderatin In patcular. HF ducting
may help to explain the difference In observation height between natural phottoelcctron-ertance plam waves and HF-
exthanced waves for the same observing frequency, and the N~igh signal amplitudes detected for the Arecibo radar

mUNvatloai gromy.

SH -CL 3flEGULARfl3ZS

Oeof he N effetsý of the jzly HF ionospberlc odficion ,exponaents; wast the generation of intense short-

ther '300'70~l*~ Despsie a great deal of experimental informastion on these aspect-aensitive shout-scal- stetassons,
hod- maaomibl ha not yet be eovd

Exeietlsuiso *hr-scll strstA have involved the measuremnent of lHF. VIMFan UHF coherent radar
fekaarom the E- and F-region HF interaction vollume. These echoes ame highly aspect sensitive, indicating that the

assuming structses swe closely aligned to the magnetic field. Recent A.udies have concentrated on measurements of the
sraongrowth and'dway ims constants, drift velocity, and dependence on Incident HF wave power and polrization (Figure12.Growth and decay tunie constants have been measured to be of the order of 10 use. 7t The short-scae stuitious, similarIDa the parametrically enhanced plasma waves develop onyfr0md Fplrzto n nywhen the pump frequiency is

timsice wacaer, as shown in Figure 13.



Belaessv et &L7 workn with seaa 0 strilatiaons having cross-section, of 12 so 25 m find tinme constants at d
ade of10 usngdisturbring ttansmser of 7 min on and 8 emi off and time constants of seconds when the discobsag;

adee w ifls usingd I mi i fsgetn - effec CaS=e73 reports E- and F-regio time coastmt
of sighsecond and sc repe Mc-tively, foe scattering from 3 in diameter striatons when the ioonspisere is 'pe-

(udd L... accumuflaltion l ei~Opert5 Coster calculates that the observed time constants do ntagre by tae o
audmof~ M itlde with the values preedicsted by Grad et al.

7
4 or by Das and Fejer3O for an isdomeigeneous eia

noe stiatsia drift velocity baa been found to be hidepeadent of the HF radiate power, but well correlated with die
ginus F."el itnind drih.3 A courirp iarl of shimt-scatle striation asnd large-scale mregulariry drift veloees dining a
peeled of asmsrltaneoe obsevatiots, presnte in Figure 14, showa reasonably good apreemenst be-wee lathe

4.UMUATED ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSIONS

b alddiio to the m of incoheret scater radars so sady the excitation of pla-sma wa-e in "h ionosphre
i" bowe utilized direct observitlo. of the satrd eectromagnetic sapals newr the HP pump freoency. Ieespl

ý.pa the lensabiltIes responsible f o' die enhanced plasms osiclll&..rs reported by radatr studies, and generilly at
dur das sidmulated electromragnetic eminssions. Observations include rep"rt of detection of signas assa~cized with *a

p~l eay Instability. stimulated Brilloulii backicastering. and possibly ion Bestistein modes.7.7 Expenimeo

111gb-power electrompgetic wa-esswe also capabl of gewertint enhanced nighttime airglow through a Cco=le
pueas. beginnin wi-!t EF wave-particle litteractionsa new the reftetion heght. acerlantng electros snmo a aupra-hernsel

sixtlasior. ~oxt~g her en~ttc eectonsdow gemagetic field Emns out of the heated retion. erniorral escmrion
and de-exciwtion of &:-.inrt species such as atomic oxygen. and subsequent airglow radiationo. The ma~r.4ude of the effect

I uonthe arn;4irae. frequency and polarization of the incident pump~ wave-t. Eatraordinaty mode volainzanon wait
colsoly beat the plusma without exciting plasmat instabilities. Correspordingly this Increase in electron tc-repase

usporatly reduces the rate of ambient duinocisady: recomrbinaticon subsequently reducing the naturul red (630.0 =t) and
Wet(557.7 arm) line emisiioni. Hgh--powea ordinary mode pump wave excite plasma instabili'tise near the reflection height

soe al I I accelerti~on of thermal electrns so energies of several eV. Collsiona excitation of asormsc oxygen then result
bs abanamtW airglow er~thsneronts. This process is depicted schematically in Figure 15. Both thermal siond

maretl elctrn ebzcaxrden efects bve been reported in previous air~low emission studietAN More recenty
ffimt lreownbecenents Ism embe used so image the HF moification region using a charge-coupled device (CC))

casra1DIAdtm y thewe observations have been associated with large-ocale ionospheric plasma-dentsity esame
racently detected LiAichrn-cte radar sudies Trapping and focusing of electromanietic waves in these cavities in

*believed so produce relatively large populations of accelerated electons. Convection of plasma cavities an.o~ geotm~apec
Gield lines is believed so catucs ecenayn rercto of the HF pumpn~ beam, giving rise to a qusra-cyclkc process of cavity
formaton. conrvection, disripetion and reappesarance This process is shown in 630.0 urn aleglow images in Fig=r 16. The
dynamic natur of this process on ame scales of ama of minu-e is now believed to represen a major sourer of long-term
1"Itability in ionmplseric moffdifcton xprmo

L. CAVITIES

HF epm utuantronsnddensity profilemodifiatios generally observeda en agrta
'Itevintaifewerc Ani. owe~undrspciafl~~ic he coditonsmuch Larger modrfierstons

have been observed. Larg density cavities have been measured in the nighttrime F-rco oopeewt est
deplet~~~~~~~~~ons~~~ exceeding 50ie aeri cetamedn hnrd fkloeesaogte ~ i h r~

*erly rivnwit elcton empratre inthedeletonsinceaed y fctrs f 3an4. Examples of this phenmeonsw
see how inF~g. 1 an ILThedepetin d.masicsexhbitman ofthechaactrisicsassociaed Willi thermal c2vius
Cavtie se an a dvelp a tme cals f nnues nd n eca onrie sale otenofminuies. Numerical 4moeing of

hee-cal ioosperi cavtie ha cotriute to n iiprvedwidnraningof he eomtryand generation conditionsa
speifi anthee fatues.As escibe abve.thelare-salecavtie alo ae osered o be capable of eannratintg Oie

IncientHF eam alowig lrgerefacton efecs a sustatia sptia diplaemets of the beam as detected tpy the
afrlowobsrvaioo Thse easremntsthu Inicae tat uffcietlyhil-poer ado beams are merm susceptible an

h -scale directional errors bcueof these self-sicne. effra. salnod hrccvt development

Mlm at &09 hav developed a sensitive observing technique for observing irregularities; in the variation of the eau
density with height. The technique involves varybtg the freuliency of the lP Wave tha generates plasma lines, La.. Las~
w1ves, in the ionosphre at a rste that matches the variation with height of the plas~ma as observed by adiagniostic radar (430

M1t pase ver nthe medium. The frequency of the plasma-line receiver of the radar is varte at the sam rase. 7ka" if
the osemat g"ist variatiog of the plasma a o me ni interval, the contributions from each heigt in the interval will

add p giving a sing& line in the omu.Departures of the height varisartiorn f that and in the observing lsiqu proilce
*addidoial compnent an the narrow hone associasid with the match

Having observe remtis that have the addliricoal component they conclude by eliminating various other a e
esirladon that their observations wre evidence ofcva Ffrotscon so gmasrr wave ra1ping. They arm unable an give
saw or -h~ Islnntorb since the diagnostic has beamiwdh teodro a kilomoeter and the chisique averages doq the

Mlim's results are given an alternasse InmePrsko by Fejer in a paper by Salze at &L32 di am Muldrewis pe-
ameng &Met5 1 along the field lines,



I. 11TRONG LANGMU3 TURBULENCE i
U1114baedly oe of the most exciting developments in ionospheric modification research in recent___r has been the
I 'acle of teeiclmodelling and observational studies of strng Langmouir turbulence (SLT). 83 SLT is predicted to

semu at thesholds only marginally above thosn of parametric instabilities. Huwever, the SLT approach represents a
tdeparture: frot the conventional concepts issociated with paramnetric instabilities And weak: turbulence cascades.

I.SLT ofesnew opPornusities to explain experimental results apparently inconsistent wsth established

aa~Jare~ios models relying prismairly onweak turbulence theoy.

a ab do fa of localized zzzics, called cavitons, consisting of a high-frequency L.Angmuir field napped in a self-conssstent .
~,the loculiand fields are imap*e in self-consisteintly evolving density wells which collapse to small dimensions a h

-cooaev fance donninases the linear pressure force At scale sian, ; 5-10 electron Debye lengts the trapped
=eMergyV is rapidly diss~ipated through electron acceleration. This electrostatic burniout leaves an empty density

whary w.c then evolves an a free ion sound pulse. Subsequently, the residual ion density wells provide nucleation centers
hr d eacimio of new collapsing cavitons.

Several aspects of the expeurimental obsserv'ations bave been used to suggest that SLT effects wre present The
asmof the IIF-enttsuced pl asma lines show broad features at early times at weak powers that indcat the presence of

bomilea with otlusucion to tse geoagetc ie dpedcte th~at enhancements would be 104 lger when measured along
r ed ~isead hav been founed to be of coiirble magnitude in Axecibos observations at an angle of 45@ and EISCAT

aobsrvaiw with mas ao < I. FuutharmaMte, H-enhanced pclasma lines are measured to come ftom altitudes 1-2 kmo
dma,,* aongplastoa lines, and ocessionslly contain a free msode* peak above the IF pump

Sajueneyc orrsoding to the free aeuntMir wave dispersion. Weak turbulence theory. generally evoes the influence of
inemsopa desit uegnssties to qushalidely explain atme of these effects however, the growth time of the irregulatities

Sm nlystuiesoftn oertopifld slivn dunm poccus uchas urnutaccotmpanying Lagurdissipation
beg andity damping. The residual density, cavities then could act as nucleation centers for new cycles of caviront growth

ml oiaspse.&W-111 Under acene conditions it has been speculated that spatial coirrelations of caviton forouttion and collapse
my deelop Alloancefor all such processies is necessary wo adequately study the longer-tuimeyaoiso olasn

A UF WVESGENERATED BY TWO FMEUENCY HEATING OF THE IONOSPHERE

Nowlinetr ixn of two HP waves separated by a fivrinequ y differene of a Hertz to a kilohert in the oopec
pema we the, height where the lIP mautches the local plasm frequency is expected to produce ULF wave ta may be

obwamtdi groaindA Details =e availa"l in the Proceedings of this mzeetng.90

IL H AVDCZD TRJATION

bulvaje ~J haobserve electron density profiles continuously overArecibo while the HP usnismitter
isd 1:7= 1= Fg Rze 19 sosthe obssravtions of density in shades of gray, (dark is high density) on coot i.istes Of

timse and height r *si lwinry from 70 to 500 kin. The sudden changes with HF turn-on are due in par from hicreases
aeewosuwprm- - plasma which has not been rmoatved fromnth data in die figmr. The figure bs derived from

Po- o biserive by thediagnotc raiepont~ngesentialy vertcalyandcorecte for range. The suriatiorts we

EL. THE FIFFUR

Smallg Lmgsnum turboulence effect havre been demonstrsted to contribute to the variety of phenomena and nonllnear
hmeeaexcited during high-power HW ionospheric modification experimrents. Continu~ing investigations, both theoretical

11111 expesimntmal, Will deternmie the spatial and temporal scales over which SLT effects ar dominant in comnparison to weak
awbulence theory. Regardless of the outcome of these studies, the SLT wort to date his corclusively demonstrated the
vitalit aid richness of basic physics research ongoing in ionospheric modification investigations today. The ionosphere and

apaceS aselsusmnent will constinue to, serve as an exceptional plasma laboraanery-without-r.aHL
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PAPER NO. 3

S~DISCUSSION
R. SHOWEN, US

In your Figure showing a depletion of n near the heiqht of HF wave reflection, what
fraction of the effect is due to a denshty drop, and what fraction to an increase in
T'?

A3UTHOR'S REPLY

The issue is well taken that, because of the temperature dependence of the electron
scattering cross-section, an increase in electron temperature or a decrease in
electron density can produce a reduction in the radar backacattered power.
Separation of there two effects can be made using a variety of approaches, the
simplest relying on the relatively fast temperature response at Hi turn-one and turn-
offs compared to the electron density changes. These estimates are supported by
direct T measurements, at substantially reduced range resolution, and n estimates
based upsn the change in height of the HF-enhanced ion line. Our beet estimates for
n/n, even several'minutes after HF-Off so that T, is not a significant factor, are

that typically An/n a 50%.

W. GORDCN, us

in view of your remarks about funding of institutions in USSR, du you think that
Lebedev and/or IZZIRAN are threatened?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Just as in the West, during times of constricting national budgets the funding for
science in the Soviet Union will become tighter. I do not believe this immediately

., threatens the institutes involved in ionospheric modification research, in large part
because of the kinds of potential applications that we are discussing at this
symposium. However the pace of research, and particularly the development of new
experimental facilities, certainly will be affected. If anything, these economic
changes place an even greater emphasis on cooperative research with the West.

I

9i

II
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IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION RESEARCH AT HIPAS

RichardA. Brandt
Office of Naval Rosearch

800 N. Cuincy Street
Arlington, VA 22217

USA

SUMMARY

The HIPAS binospheric heating facility radiates a total power of 1.2 MW with an ERP of 84 MW. It
presen1y operates at an HF frequency of 2.85 MHz but Is tunable to about 5 MHz. Electroje"
modution experiments have bon conducted at frequencies tram 5 Hz to 5 kHz. The magnetic field
amlplitudes, measured close to tho heater, can be 1 pT or larger under very strong electrojet conditions.
Even under much wea•_ker onditions when the anplitudes are hl~hly variable, the phase of the ELF
signal is relvely stable. The efficiency of convering HF to ELF is presently too low for a practical
oorvnmunioion sy.stem. Beam pai.nting has been proposed as a method for improving the conversion

iency,•-, in D reqicn hea:•ni by causing a much larger area of the ionosphere to radiate coherently;
this conc-pt wl •be tcýstd using microscond beam storing. Use of shorter heating pulses (lower duty
cycle) already seems promising. Even larger gains are expected for E region heating as compared to D
regn heating.

PREFACE

This review of ionospheric mod•fication research at HIPAS sta"ts with a brief description of the faclity
which began operatng at the megawatt average powar level in 1986. The research conducted at
HIPAS since that time is described. This research has fo,:used on the generation of ELF radiation. The
review concludes with an indication of future research directions.

1. THE HIPAS FACIULTY

The HIPAS Ionospheric heater Is located in the auroral zone 40 km east of Fairbanks, Alaska. The
acronym HIPAS stands for High Power Auroral Stimulation. It was originally conceived as a high pulse
power heater, rather than high average power, because of the recognition that manyplasma
nonrinearities are excited bylarge instantanaous electric fields (Wong and Santoru, 19811. When
HIPAS became operationaf in October 1981, it dcliverod 1 ms HF pulses with a peak power of 2 MWat
a pulse repetiton rate ot 1 Hz. The avernng power, therefore, was only 2 kW, and the antenna gain was
17.7 dB at a radiating frequency of 4.905 MHz. This facilit/ was initialy used for probing short-term
nonilnear plasma phenomena, especially enhancement of the incident electric fields at the resonant
altitude and creation of electromagnetic cavitons via ponderomotive forces. These cvitons are
localized depletions in electron density with scale sizes from 1 to 100 m.

In 1982 several events occurred which aftei ed the original research plan. First In March 1982 the
incoherent scatter radar at Chatanika was moved to Greenland. Much of the detailed work on caviton
structure and dynamics was subsequently carried out at the Arecibo facility with its excellent Incoherent
scatter radar. Second, in late 1982 the HF transmitters fom the ''?.,eiAlle heater became available,
aid a dewision was made to Incorporate these transmitters in the HIPAS facility, transforming it into a
high aerage power heating facility.

Eight of the Pattevile transmitters are now operating at HIPAS, eacd connected to an Individual
element in the transmitting antenna array [Wong et al, 19901. This modular design allows the phase of
the high power radation emitted by each element in the array to be contrlled at the low-level input toeach transmitter and thus permits rapid oeam steering and related moulation techni'lues. Each
transmitter Is normally operated contlnuously at 100 to 150 kW, although the maximum rating Is 200
kW. Ins-teat. of relying on commercial prime power, two me~awatt diesel electric generators were
installed at HIPAS so that operational costs would be minimized.

The antenna consists of a circular (208 m diameter) array of seven crossed half-wave dipoles
appoximately one quarter of a wavelength above the ground plus one similar crossed dipole in the -
center. Although the antenna elements were designed to be resonant at 4.905 MHz, a novel scheme, .
was developed [21 for retunin. the antenna t,. lower frequencies by making use et a pair of wires '
alttached to the endc of each dipole elemer~t; the angle between these two wires and the angle these .
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wires make with the ground determine the new r esonant frequency. Using this technique, the array has
been successfully retuned and operated at the additional frequencies of 4.503, 3.349 and 2.805 MHz.
The antenna gain remains essentially constant at about 18dB. At 2.85 MHz the calculated effectiveFftW power (ERP) is 84 MW at a total radiated power of 1.2 MW.

With the upgrade of HIPAS to the megawatt aerage power level, the research directions changed.
These new research activities capiWized on the exiting diagnostic capabilities which includedionosondas, an HF Imaging radar, magnetometer chai~n data, nometer data, and ELF receivers. More
recently, a 50 MHz coherent radar has become o1..era. . In addition, satellite receivers and
beacons have been utilized at various time,. The Initial scientific studies wero concerned with optimalapproaches for coupling energy into ttv3 Ionospheric plasma [Wong et all, 1989]. Beginning in 1987 the
research has focused on the subject of generation o IELF radiation in the Ionosphere by modulation of
the powerful electrojet current flowing in the auroral region.

2. ELFNLF GENERATION

The ELF generailon experiments at HIPAS began in 1987. This team effort involved A. Ferraro
(Pennsylvania State University), A. Wong (University of California, Los Angeles), 0. Papadopout.os
Science Applic "lons International Corporation), J. Olson (University of Alaska) and coworkers. In
these expenrments: the ELF receivers were located about 50 km west of HIPAS. The receivers used
standard coheret d.'ection techniques, and the harer af d the receivers were synchronized using
separate frequency standards. Most of the measumments were made at modulaion frequencies
between I and 5 kHz where the detection senstivity was best. The heater was almost always
amplitude modulated with 100 percent modulaion depth.

These experiments continued through 1989 during which time progressiveS/more sophisticated
beam steering capability was implemented. Inialy. the heater oeam could be slaered by manually
aqust the eight phaseshiftors in the lines leading to the individual antenna e!rnants. In 1988
electronic phaseshifters were introduced and placed under computer control, and a beamforming time
of 10 ms was achieved. In 1989 this capability was upgraded to provide 15 ms beamforming time.

The initial experiments (Ferraro at al, 1989] served to demonstrate the abirity to generate ELF and
confirm earlier results obtained by the Tromso group. As an Illustration, Figure 1 shows data obtained
at a modulation rate of 2.5 kHz during a strong etectrojet event which occurred overhead of the HIPAS
facility as indicated by magnetometer data. We see that the amplitude and phase of the ELF signal
remain constant during the 2-minute period of modulation, after which the amplitude falls to zero and
the phase becomes random. The magnetic siqnal stritrth is 0.6 pT. Even when the electrojet is
veryweak and the amplitude of the ELF sign',l is small and highly variable, the phase remains
remarkcably constant as illustrated in Figure 2.

This phase stability of the ELF signal suggests that phaseshift ketIng might be a viable signal
modulatkio technique for an ELF communication system based on Ionospheric generation. To explore
this hypothesis, several phase shftng experiments were performed. The tests performed in 1987 were
relatively simple, consisting of periodicaly changing the phase of the ELF signal by 180 degrees. Some
of these data [5] are illustrated in Figure 3 anu indicate a very stable phase for penods of 0.5 minute.
Following these initial biphase stability te.ts, various quadphase tests were conducted in 1989 in which
the phasewas periodicaly switched from 18to 9to0to -9 to-10degrees. Representative data [51
are shown in Figure 4 andeagain indicate phase stabity for periods of 0.5 minute. All these
measurements were made at the receiving site 50 kn from HlPAS and at a fequency o12.5•.z. In
1989 several attempts were made to rece, ie data using a mobile recehing station located at more
remote sites in Alaska. Data obtained from Cantwell, Alask, about 210 km from HIPAS 15] are shown
in Figure 5. Switching between the various phase states is clearly evident, although the transitions
between these states are less sharp.

Other experiments were performed to determine whether these ELF signals could be generated at
less than full power levels. Some of these data [5] are shown in Figure 6. The curious spikes in the dcta
were caused by a local thunderstorm. In this experiment the modulation frequency was 2.5 kHz, and
the total radiated power was varied from a maximum of 800 kW to a minimum of 80 kW. At maximum
power the measured magnetic field amplitude was less than 0.1 pT which indicates that there was no
strong overhead electrojaet. Nonetheless, ELF signals were generated at all HF transmitter power
levels including at 80 kW when the measured magnetic field amplitude was less than 0.02 pT. There Is
some indication that the effect is beginning to saturate at the higher power levels, suggesting that there
would be little advantage in using a heater with an even higher ERP.



&. BEAM PAINTINGLOW DUTY CYCLE HEATING

The experimental results desa'ted above cdearly demonstrate the ability to generate ELF sn
under a variety of ionospheric condtions. Although the amplitude of these signals may be vaui.le, tie
phase Is reasonably stable. The efficiency of the generation process, however, Is quite low. The total
radiated HF power is approxinatoty I MW. Except under strong electrojet conditions, the ELF power is
very modest When there is no strong electrojet directly overhcad, the ELF power Is no more than 10
mW, corresponding to a conversion efficiency of 10-8. This ELF power Is calculated from the measured
nw-field amplitudes using a far-field formula for dipole radiation In free space.

P~ed and cowoors !•apadopoulos et 81, 1 have devee a theory which sugsests
a o for achievingdramtc improvements In HF-to-ELF converson efficiency, namrely, beampsiit. Frlow altitu~dehbeating they conclude that the ERP of the current HIPAS heater is su~fficient to

aciev , the ful saturated vaJue of Halt conductivity modulation. Any further inc i power denstywould be wasted. Papadopolo et at [6) conclude that the only way to ac•hi eve an increase hi
conversion efficiency in low altitude heating is to cause a much larger area of the ionosphere to radiate

coheently. The predc'ted ELF power is then proportional to the square of the radating area. hI~i .• this can be accomplished by beam painting, that Is, using the present bea,?m spot size but
rldysteering the beam such that many different spots are heated and not allowed to cool off before

they rad'i!e. At 75 km altitude the time required to Inrcrase tho elect~ron temperature by a factor of 2 (a
suffi~cient increase to produce mnot of the conductivity chano) Is typic~ly a.bout 10 ins; this heating
tine decreases somewh~at at higher power donsities. At the same a•tiude the cooling time Is of the

orde r of 100 m a, at least for tcm¢craturcs below 2000 K. The concoat of bcam• painting, therefor'e,
requires that mrany spots bo v•tad and that the tomor1dure rise producet.d durinp ech vbs't is not

di s p t dbefore th at sane sp at is revisited . The to• i ltim o av ai¶a.e for h eating is a hal cycle of the

ELF modulation or about 5 ins. During that time the temperature of each spot must be increasd, in
ojg'Tvnulative fashion, by at least a factor of 2.

Papedopoules and coworl'ers [6] have also analy/zed the case of heatingj at 100 kmn, the alttd at
which the electrcjet flows. Here the situaton is more comptex. At the•;a a~tudes the Pedlerson
codciiymodulation dominates over the Hall con ductivity modulation and does not saturate uiti

powe densrtes of at least 10 moW/rn2 are reached, a factor of 10 higher than that ava•iale at HIPAS.

Whnsaturaio occurs, the predoted increase in conductivityt modulation is by a factor of 1030 which
leads to an increase In the efficiency of ELF generation by a factor of 1.04. This incr'ease would be.
obtained without bearn painting. The practical difficutty in realizing the high altitude scheme, espeial

wider day time conditions, is the fact that self absorption at lower heights could deplete the power
density before reaching the h~gher altitudes. Another potential disadvantage of high altitude heating is
thtthe couplg of the ELF fields into the earth-ionosphere wavoguide may be more inefficient

Nonetheless the potential gain in generation efficiency by a factor of 10g4 is a slgnificent prize worth

I••nand seveoral schemes for defeating the self absorption problem have ben suggested.
owv,,none of these Ideas for increasing the efficiency of high altitude generation of ELF has yet

been tested expedmentally.

The reWent HIPAS experiments were designed to maimize the heating In the low atIstude regime

because f the hoice of operating frequency (2.85 MHz whia h is near the second harmoirc of the

S electron cycl:otron frequency) and the use of X mode polarization (same sense of rotation as the
elect-on cyclotron motion). An initial effort was ma~de to demonstrate that beam painting could produce
aneffiomc enhancement in generation of ELF at low altitudes. At present the beam forming time at

SHIP$ ; 15ms.Each spot must be heated almost 10 mns during each visit. Therefore, in order to heat

10 spots, for example, about 250 ma is required which is lorger tha•n the cooling time of each spot. This
skirrtIe arithmetic clea,,ly illustrates that "i significantlfy faster beam forming time is requred before an

efficency enhancement can be demonsx'ated. The initial tests at HiPAS, therefore, ddnot yield an

effic4ncy enhancement, but the depend~nce of generated signal strength on beam painting
pwrvnetars was in accordance with theory.

0 er experiments were perfomed [Papadopouios and Fenrar, 1989] which direcny relate to

beenpaintng concept. A srides of measurements were made in which the duty cycle of the ELF
m'odulation of the H F waves was varied. The ELF modulation frequency was 833 Hz, and the duty
ccles selected were 50 percent (600 ms on, 600 ns off), 37.5 percent (450 ms on, 750 is oft), 25

f.ercent (300 ns on, 900 ms off), 12.5 percent (1 50 ms on, 1050 ms off), 6.25 percent (75 ms on, 1125
m t off). 2.5pecent (30ms on, 1170 ms off), and 1.25 percent (15 ms on, 11.85insoff). The amplitudes

of the generated ELF signals were measured for all duty cycles, and the data are shown hi Figure 7.
The error bars represe,,t the scatter in the results for repeated measurements. The results cleary
shwthat the same ELF signal strengths are generated at 25 percent duty cycle as at 50 percent duty

cycle. Below 25. percent duty cycle the amnplitides fall off approximately i~nearly. The cocuso S that '
the efficiency of generating magnetic field signals can be increased by a factor of 2 and thus the +

n of generating ELF power can be increased by a factor of 4 merely by decreasing the duty

m it
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singl .~t ~ u firt 3 s of the heatng pulse Is effective; the rest Is wasted. Pulses
9h~orerun3603 Mms diolnotsaturate te conductivity modulation although they do produce a
measurabl effeat The time between heating pulses Is longer than the cooling time, and thus energy
cum~ be accumulas~ad

4. ULFIELF GENERATION

ELF generation was edso investiated in the frequency range below 100 Hz tMcCarrk* at al, 1990.

frequency expedrmerits bacause of various transmitter systemn resonances. Instead, an alternate
"ced"was ~ve!ocd nownas beam-dchnsing modulation. In this procedure all eight

poscoto forto mpthew moduanstion was sntewithedr I

was calculated I-~at the power density In the maln lobe Is reduced by more than 7t porcent during the
ou-fpaehail pericd.

The ecelvw used in these experiments Is located at th NOAA Gilmore Craek Facility, 35 km from
HIPAS.The systtern was deveopedl by 0. Santrnan frthe purpos of studying the natural Schumann

reoacsof the eaittirzsncshere wavegu~ds. Tereceiver consists of a pair of orthogonal magnetic
colts a ve'fticW eiactrls fitztd sensor, assoced arnp!iflers end siaIcond~tinlng electronics, and a
dedicated d=ata ecou!zsn end s"tcrz-.: systam. To rctuae the scncltM y to 60 Hz bncioreund
radiation, a low-,at fiýXr Is p'nced btw can the cotscundl the emi-p~ers. The zttenu:;ien Is 4.4 dB at 78
Hz end becerns 'jOWv 1;a acv 100 Hz. The dn-cbtahed at this site are tran-=.ttcd in real time to
Ithe HIPAS coritwl room wvhere they are dieplayed tog sthter with e nviromental da~a from the
momoods fth magnetom-eter chain, and, more recently, from the coherent radars.

Ungthe -ephasing moduttulon techniqu and the receMng ytmjs erbd xeiet
wePerfcrrncat the I_,frr-venos of 5, 11, 21, 23,41, and 76 H. In Figureo8 is xn a typical

bectgond noise settm otslned from a 4-minute Incoherent average of the ceat-west coil output
The first three ~cumann rsonance peaks at 7.5,14 and 21 Hz are well defined. In order to

observe the generated ELF signals which are often weaker than the naturel atrrospheric noise
beloncoherent detection techniqes were tteed, including conventional lock-rn aplifiers; and
diia ignlpocesSing routines. A typical coherent ELF spectmrum from the east-west coil [8] is shown

Mr. gur.9. Here we seetheII F sina rerratdby HlPASas well asthe thlrdharmonti oolthis
sina at 33 Hz. A 4-minute averaging pergo was used. Simi'lar quality data were obtained from the
noulh-south ma-gnetic senso as well as the vertical electric field sensor. Note that the measured

A~dfed s gtra:2 at I1I Hz is in excess of I pT.

These experiments weve performed under a variety of ionospheric conditions in order to correlatte
I6e strength of the observed sig~nals with measures of geoma.gnietic activity. Basically, whenever the
mfnt c actiit ,Is high erouLr. as determined by the Kp Index or by magnetometer cMain data, large
ELF igafls cn be genrmsied. In terms of Kp index, which is an Inriteation of how far south in

gemg Icattud9 the auroraf oval has expanded, It was found that signals in excess of I PT couldf
CO wge~nerat'ed whensever the Kp index exceeded 3. Similarly, ELF s ft-al strength correlates strongly with
dhingt of the electrojet as determined from magnetomeater chain data. Figure 10 shows data for the
nr~th-south magnetometer at College, Alaefta during a time period corrosponding to an ELF generation
expertlment [S]. Data from a slng:e ground-based magnetometer are somewhat difficult to interpret
sinceg the Ionospheric currents move in ge-ographic location as well as Increase and decrease in
wnpitude through.out the day. However, in Figure 11 we see the measured ELF amplitudes during the
same timneperiod. Both signals begin at high levels and then fall to minimum values at 0700 UIT,
followed byasignfcnrise Finila th anetometer output decreases and then changes sign

corespndig t a revrsl of Alotrj= current dircin there is a decrease and then a very rapid
Increase in ELF apistude. Athsaetime as this current reversal is occurring, the otherwise steady
Phas of On ELF signal experiences a discontinuous phase shiftL

Other favorable situations for ELF generation Include the occurrence of visible aurora and the
existnc of a sporadic E layer as determined by lonosondes. An unfavorable time for ELF generation
Is under high absorption conditions, as indicated by riometer readings. Such high absorption conditions

aecaused by high-energ proton and electron precipitation during major solar events. Under these
conditions mos of the HF [power appears to be absorbed at a very low Waliue and cannot effectively
modulate the conductivity where Ionospheric currents are flowing.



These measurements prove that th bean-dephaslng modulation technique worls successfully. but
wM an effective modulation depth of less than 100 perc nt Very recently, [ong et a], 9q90] it has
been demonstrated that the transmitters can be amplitude modulated at frequencies dov'n to 50 Hz by
kicreasing the filter capacitance in the r•'0h vzase power supplies. At the present time four of the eias
transmitters have been so mcdified. Initial tests nave been performed to compare the performance of
ernpfltude modulation with dephasing modulation at 76 Hz. The resultant electric field signal
ST4dudes ame shown In Figure 12. in all cases the total radiated power v,--s kept corstant at 400 kW.
The data labeled 8DM Indicates that all eight transmitters were operated at the 50 kW level and
modulated by dephasng. The •label 4DM denotes that four transmitters wre modulated by dephasn

Soperated at the 100 kW level. When four transmitters were full anpi!tude modulated and
ereat the 100 kW level, the resultant signal amplitudes are labele-d 4AM. Comparing •te 4AM

twith tht 4DM resul, we se that the 4AM amplitudes are largar than the 4DM amplitudes by a
Sof mote than 3, corresponding to an Increase in ELF power by at lea=t a factor of 10. This

e is achieved at the sam~e total radiated power and the same ERIP. The only change is an
kTlro~rnent In effective modulation depth. In the 8DM case the ERP is much hi,3er and even larger
anttudes are obtained, Indicating that the conductivity modulation effect is not saturated at the lower
powe density. It is ant'cipatod that similar gains can be realized when all eight transmitters are

e to ful amplitude modu ion.

& FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Adldtional ELF generatlon expeflments wv be performed at HIPAS later this year In order to
_we~tinv=•ga more futy/arous a.;h•3 for enh.ancing the HF-to-ELF conversion efficiency. The
beam steeflng cap-ztty •lI bc i.",.•:• d to a 2 ms bcam forming tirn, aýswing more definitive tests of
be beani painting ccnct. Oir ....... ...... vl .... vun t~he u.e of shrt puas (low duty cycle
heating) to Improve ef'c".r,¢!. AlI '. ;..-.zmnz v.l be r zd to a'lc, full nde modulation down

S50 H-]z. The recccrs wll bo c•,'~ni:.d for dcticn in the 75 to 150 Hz r.nce, and measurements
Sbe trade at disances of hunrc's of k :c•,'.tnrs from the heater usingj a m:tla receiving station. It

ib iticioted that a single HF heat~hg frequenoy w~ill be used, cosen to mamximize absorption in the D
_region, slth.u• h dual frequency operaion w'ould permit exploration of n�o3 of the concepts for
kIq~roved_ efflc~ncy via E revlon heating. The measured ELF amplitudss will be correlated with real-
time ernvironmental data from Ionosond3, the riemeter and ma nztom:~e'r chain, plus data from 50-
MHz coherent raas operating ner Anchorace and at HIPAS. The undarl.rdina cained from these
new measurements and their interpretation will be valuable in future research planning and in the
design of new f"olibes.
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DIS CUSIONI !

a. . Lnx., Us

When you mak* ground-based measuresment, say at ILF, were there any phase delay
niasurements to determine that the source Was in the ionosphere?

Phase height measurements were made by Sonsteby and Ferrara of Penn State during a
a pain at HIPAS in July 1985. These measurements, made at a heater modulation

frequency of S kM., indicate that the source was located at a height of 70 km in the
ionoephere.

W. ANOST , Us

Mhat fraction of tine (in tens of percent) is the electroj*et conveniently located for
ZIP experiments?

Altbaogh the data are available to answer this question, in the form of magettomster
chain records, these data have not been systeamatically anilyzed for the region near
Fairbanks, Alaska. During good periods, such as September 1989, for example, the
electrojet was essentially overhead about 50 percent of each day. During solar
minimum conditions and during summer months, on the other hand, the electrojet is
accessible less than 10t of the time.

IU. 3Y ZtT, Pl

The correlation between =L2 (11 Hz) signal strength radiated by the alectrojet
(Figure 11) and the change in the H-component of a •round-based magnetometer (Figure
10) relies on the baseline (zero magnetic amplitude in Figure 10) chosen. Raw was
this baseline determined?

AVIVOH 18 RMPLY

The zero level was set by comparison with earlier, quiet traces.

W. t00100, US

Antenna gain has been overestimated by 5 or 4 dB. Brandt', eight dipoles if
Perfectly operated vithout losses above a perfect ground at the right height
(possible for ome frequency in the range he covers) yields 14 dB, not 19 dB, maximum.
With losses for -wrong" height above ground of 2 or 3 dB, the actual gain will be in
range 11 to 14 dS rather than 19 da.

AUTWOR'S RNPiT

In the limit of a uniforaly illuminated aperture, thm HIPxS array would have a gain
of about 20 d9 at its design frequency of 4.9 MHz and a gain of about 16 d3 at the
present operating frequency of 2.85 MHz. There is an additional gain due to the
lipole elements of about 2 d8 and an additional gain due to the ground plane. At 4.9
=3 the ground plane gain is 6 dB, while at 2.85 MHz the ground plane gain is
substantially reduced, perhaps to 3 dS. Therefore, the maximum possible gain of the
array is about 28 dB at 4.9 MHz and 21 dS at 3.95 MHz. However, the spacing of
elements in the array is much greater than a half wavelength so that the gain is
substantially reduced from these maximum values. Calculations performed using the
N=C electromagnetic code give values of about 17 dB at 4.9 MHz and 18 dB at 2.85 Xtz.
The reduction at 2.85 MHz is less severe because the aperture is somewhat better
filled at this longer wavelength.

'-I
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AAvvoiw Is, atsd fresults ftm the Thm Heating faciiy in dhe areas of wave rn~eraeion fronm ULF (mHz) as VT-P khz)
t~a~b~ce as.w all as VLF wave propagsiom under beaed lmow heres. Results froem similar facilities in the USSR aSW USA will

L VfMUDVCTIN

pm hgh frsequenscy OMF radio waves heathde electrons In the lower lon'onpere dthmoth rion-deviative absorption on dhe

his diamete a 30 kin alltude, can act as a pertusrbseon on the ucnr WSJl of the Lnrmb-kicnouph" Wavte-ide. thereby afecsing fte
poaainof VLF waves. On thde oz~zr hand. by rpliiude cisydltin 3the he~t~in wave the hta!cd regiýs =a act as on oscillating

avn timif theme it an external driving electric flield, which can itucif rzdiste waves at the modulationt fieu y dimste
VC, or i mo t hae nagnesosoplt The auurals muse is ideally uirutted for experiments of the second type bcmeo h

pmsof large (arms of mV/m) electric fieids. For experiments of the firttye r, the suturarl torte is not quite so ideal
pnaeswraj w,nosheric variations cast mask the aslificieily produced ones. We thuall review results from bothi ye of

ezxineperformued using the heating facility of the Mai-Pluinck-lnstitut fiat Aenronoie. a dc!ctmntion of which cant befo=ssin
Sabeand Kopka (1979) and Stubbe et &L (1982A, 29M5. This facility will be operated by the EI'S&~T scienifi association ftomt

L. D.UECON PERTURBATIONS

7Mcftof beartia wit aboutj )W MW of effectiv radiated powur (ERP) at. say 4 M~lz. is to increane the electrons collision
fe-. b dmes tan axorder of msagniteude at S) kIsm, corresponding to a chsige in height of the collision frequency profile by

gb 10 ha. The effective change in VLF reflection height is. however, not so Urge since it dcpzr.ds on the iortopheric refractive
hikeawhich sho-e 63 kar depends more on the magnetic than the collisimals propfftes of the plas"ma The effect is. nevertheless. as
fiesse the sefleectici height by about 4 Ims over a circle of rO-st 25 ken ire diameeter. Such iearing-iriduced perturbeatios mar

amlogmasui kscaljud isartmir decreasest tnhe VLF refkectir ,aei~tt cauted by lightning-induced electron precipitationt, called
Trimi c evet firms and Cirpenter. 19R7; Dowden and Adas 19g8). Whatever the cause of the perturbeation, they effect changes

udiepbse ardalaspitu~deasofuigals fromtVILF ta ar.e Mth varring sign and dejeee depending on where the perturbation is
bxd wihrespect as the esnammte-receive pads. A go,' didactic explanation of scattering of VLJF wavea by such peerturationts
Is giva by Dowdenin at al.(1994)

b h der as tat m theoevey of VLF wave scarmiin.. X such perturbations. Far eti al. (1984) used the north- south bean arts
abilisy of die Tromti heater as maim the &ir' r-.-uvtions of the efl ect of a troveasble ionospheric anomsaly on VLF propagaton.

* They observed maill (typically .IdB in an.iuisdee and OT in phase) but clear diffrasction effects on signals at I2II kHz firom die
(Otega teamsnss Aldes. Norway, received at Skiboot which is 32 ken east of the heater rite. In owe extensive wart. Barretn all
(191111) ,uxtled die ienpes variability' of tie perturbations for&a fixed heaster deflec-tion ang&le such that the perturbation was on theIpomwg.os pe. They found that At tsnaof a maskied reduction in the VLF field strengdt. Le. dining titers of modal imeteferec

WENY afher mowes. much Larger pertresterions of up Iss 6 dB in aetplitude anid Sl in phease could be caused by heating. Figur I
s~u bow th woupa pertsmassatona occusrmi ,during times of the amrplitude milnimae.

both the w alad enance amplitudle and phase perturbations were successfully tmodelled in the same paper by th.eu ein i
efec nlmthimiad VLF "r~garxtu of heating a serie of ionospheres ranging fromn day to night conditionia. Mutioe

puopapeka win necessay in tha ease becamue of the short ( <<c 500) km) path. Values of the wavegiride prpgation constant were
cbad o each mod unde heated and unheated ionsospheres by solving the waveguide modal equti~on (Budn 1961). using aw

Wqtlimmlo descibed by Barn (1971). The effect of RF heatinm is tnreduce the hase velocitry of the modes which is the cause
*(d st ameiing. The efllct of moving the perturbtusion at rght4n tso the pah= bitcondition, was asclump thephaaa

teammred signal rellatmive nthtof die dsc signali nprportion to the change inecho path length. This result i s fato
piawhich couski be hirly well reIodce by Uieoe for .11al defecion a.gle up to 4Xr (Bar eta].1 1985.).

Dodn a aL (199M) also analysed data from a similar beam deflection eaperimeent using a different sp~pmosch. They sunwed dust
fthathing. -hdd pertaurbation acts; as a steerabl receiver and can be uaed to study the VLF mode stuicture and pmararesrs (plasse
velocisy ad mittiaso phase) at high altitudles (-75 han).

ina h dl I =aehsss performe so far, only, the changes camsed by collision firequency enhancment on tie time wcale of -05 a
war mosiw= hi was neceasasy so ovtrc due thedift due as Ionos~pheric varsibility. Ccsparistively high speed changes in

elcindersity at low altitudea in the D-relion, which may also occuar (see the partial reflection experitrent results in Stubbe in all,
1932a), am a uOi~ee for future researchs.

*o heam funa WMT physses and Engineering Libmory. Lower- Huts New Zealand.



& MODULATION OV IONOSPHMUC CURE

eddes nuh able *p omdue smatio•ary D-,egloo perru••aons, the hatter cm be usbwed produce a modulated
p~mumo IatheD- r -reiS.M The time constant for elecMtrotn tperature (rd enhancement is very shst. VTpcal los at

M;d les = t90 lose With dal ex onens f egi variation. The4 electron danany (N) Xon the other hAnd his alo; time constens
which b,,Aow the E-re.•.5on p=a,= dec . with increasing S-o-ude. For mmo&,,M Gquencies greater tha a few Hz the comsion
•swy modulation Ls domzarst wherva less thnd a few Hz trtrns density modulation may domine if the heater wav reachesI mono atitues. Tbe con,-',viy modcitison cused by electron teprtr enha,.ncement is quix well.ndesto (Stubbe

1op 1977. Stubbe et a 1932b) and that cmd by el--=n density thmugh modulation o( the 02+ and NO+
ram ationcaell undersodbyeInt~rinre mpertts, driven b n xera

691 wly Rpeorntionalto theeconductivity pe rturtntfian'le closur of these currents depends veymcand frequencySVasl Fiues, 2 sad 3 of Stubbe et atl., (192Tb). In general am may say that at low e fquens (<< I Hz)
cs(p n heat rein .Polarization currents) and e extent into ft manraetocphese ae important. Th
*my dfSubb and Kopka (1977), wich una he1tt,-interatcd currents, can then be applied to calculate t ornetic effect on
ado 4 f am *Am d o m agneasphmsc pahad efiducesnct. Thesa Ismefrcfects are considered by Fejef ad Lremusr

At a* oh s mthspcutrumdo p oryay t hndedsofk H tokHz range t acloseddtough thewase
a~and we limited mainly b7 self inutimThe reldzton hrm these currents cannot be calculated using the antpreach

A~v%: bit masut be done by considesrig elementy curren t htlsc anm solving Maxwell's equations at each layer. Such a full wve"

:1vd ~ Ua & (977"972pkunduftwae fUo t goundunh te .W ft,. I=of th
moses boamwe Eartht and bomophcre were alt includted. The sume modl cam also be usedi as calculate the uipward xreStgmbiader-mo& waves ia th: lpter E-mgn. to mio-he a used for calculating the wave fields excied in wft. Ilnjh wzve grsde. the psintary Hall1 Wn Podilersen rree currents ase lntetate over the heated volue toje an integrated

Oipoe aomo Matcm- effective height in the Ionospheme wcIch can then be used to get the effiiency of wave excitation by
tao i ' W of ecq•oneiy (Btr enStubbe, 198a., 1934b).

hil do I fbequency range (0.l-10 Hz) neter of th above sq.rroxches seems to work wvll Merveld at a, 191. Me
counsderti of all the esrrems acesavay in this range is a compilk d tak and not bees done yet
I I• Im ansoh•.mam prdue by thalternating curet, ofenalled 'pola detme sme' , is no-esoa-e s. so thee is so

.l y2 lt am inconventional ground based anmiteas. This is one of its advautages. but oterwise it is in ineffiwicas
Ms"Ven as the follat4ing work sbows.

4. NLAR FIRLD USLY(L RE.SULT

Mftrs the rar ofartificialwionospheric ELF wave geratkon by Soviet worlters (eg. Geunantsev et a&, 1974), Stubbe ei al.(10 1961, 1,982) and Dowden e: atl (1981) measured buds amplitude and phase of ELI signals rected at t 1vavgsdalen, 17km, i thle Troumso.eawr, and prve that fy wer of ions!ic origin. They use north-soth and east-we$t oneqted loo

awaa. By varying the miodulatio feqrsrny continuousrly from a few hurctred Hz to about 6 k~lz ft was found that the amplitude
Sproo ed pe ner 2 klz and hier ulle. M easurents of pha.e a ftion of frequency enabled the "
S 'el eby theeetive genertt d o ewavestyplly7km beeterined.k •An example of such a sweep m s
SF (f , were 6 ofr the weesolved into their right- and

hO hrndnd.circllae r 2 he ress full 1 wad v in the figue.Thedata (.sotied in following pil features. The
et alyI 7 uer ti bd g erc y cdltir'ns. l hec eectric fields wer rte an about20 mV/n

l as heduced fro.m ter SA .E hee rx data. The R e (whistlr mde nthep is slily stronzer fth the
Lend (whch i evnerene a a ~asrs) be th L~ode en sisitr .eaksat te 2k~ltreroance.awves sualsall

l y seede e m te Rn L- a cirhie inrn g. The ecves ened from the ma of

Oder feeles of the l X-VI• av teesa that .they fm unuave salolati fir X-ao than Oi mode hea rg e st a lon H p
r becae.e D-regi soth • ps mome ecit in both ca ptes. Mo andphas with hIw t a&nd h. pows tha an

dlP"w d dar pwth eigher ,, auex because nf the dnoea th reitwee. ccas tr atue eeps show ande sce
onetely ifnp-me tant Lo a f, 7982b o= = e dt al,, 199 ).

m afteai wh y oh eutami the VLhF waves from ienospherae e•xrin is to looadthe - rould c pals the uepw nserd o po uaa

Many stfipe waee a obe f rh e medand sour ofe wavhse dr Iti pupuagen wavesat. fq . B

. ft va rieato n th otw e s m teasu atmtn (mai lly mRun e ro. -tsa~ d tlehcac fiel d he a te n an d s STARE) it was sowe
doe thes atodt iA phe se can be mpow laued by lhe ncale relatio bewds on tlme-scalen from serAs to e many ond For

sMo (aet AL (190a , 19. showed ft- .aU d PC-5 a, l9 tio9) could be monitored in .tis way and Iemld et &. (1989)
PC. a I of .3 a period. On th e cav s ion sn experic teasting 3s l uring a Polar Ctp Ab orltrons(e t) evept

urshosince" do hegh arusfmte rather o dr cycw usmssios rieted af5 n dSurib gde, 1917).u 7 os tWS letedct

Umyarsia etssus f heansapas bhaiou o wve gnerte a aamal umeroffixd odlaio frqunces -

wit oter amurerena maily agntoetes ad lecse ied etimtesfrm SARE i wa thse

~~h m~isd adnae mb odltd ylre cl leti ied ntiesalsfo scnssomn ous/o



To deusnotirase the succesick ecitaotsc of wavegulcfr awdees by the ionoupheric ELF/IW antenna. inessurements were modeinI
So jadM Kkura. Lyckstele uA Uppiala at diseAoces of 205, 554, and about 10X00 kin respectively from the hea:1n facility
Signals hav been detected tis Uppstala but ne quantitative analysis has yet been made. Data in the frequency mrane 1-1.6 k~ ri
Kirina and Lycksele were used v doe~emine, not~ only the effecti ve pwe" radi ted by the ionospheric auntenna but also the

paap~a&~.onuao~tte Essili-snoespeert waveguide (Barr et aI., 198rb). Durieg 'a 2-dAy period the rmdiated power raniged f~ree
IM 2W. To era value -xmr-res fayoumblly with thecicl values of a few watts compucted by Barr and Situbbe

(1924b) Aa a conatasi ionosphorkl te~tmc field of 25 mV/ms For a HF power input of about I "W ths repretntat a power
Cal~clescy 0(-0.00 %. Thse aenplittyll, was highly variable but the high correlation coefficient of 0.87 and 0.8 at 1.04 can ".7kidl

saesvely between signals from h
9

runt and 1, ksele shows "m the variation is provided by the source rather than the
p r git aadiur. Tkiu conclusuion is cotiffiossed amlnesslocal osears-ementa as Lavingse.

The Miwtencydee acof signals at Lycbele from the 'polw electrojet mntenta ' was exaIiined at frequencies from 223 Hit to
544 ~a Bar et.1, 296).Frequiencies over the whole range were received with MAtaicem arnplintudcs -50 IT. Both azdmusttal

aeaal agnticfied cxnpneru wre eemnd lloingtherralocooouny trme plariza-.on, to be dctinetiThe data
wase~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~r vraele lsnoh haya madStib 18b s hc ontdpl f3 m-mw Icited at the heightl of the

malas.iriduatd Hllcunm a acerai anlea, heopasdo pth ncih~ouh).flure A shows the cutoff freUecWy am
2 kfl of he frst-oder uasieasmserseeketic (QE) mde (ludde. 191)tvry clarlyin componentaleorrponen. Th freuenc
hi dsan~ed b theIonopherc heght nd wn ued ~findthe pproriat denity eoffe. Oree of this cutoff frequency.
w~c Iatelsed~ te frstwavgule tson~sc ner 2k~zIn lgue 2 Iacorelaed ithaurcirl pre-ipftstion and with drietal
chanes i te ocephricheitie.A dpol loatedas 9kmaM oiened t t0 tothepeo..,tiol, pZih rnve the fit showns. That
lbs teety sdesatimaes th radal tngnetl flu densty beow 2k~z my beiue fineg doener-flldiefects n th mode.TTh
~a btwen 2mid4k~ Intheaziuthl dta e cuse bymodl Imerere~ceas he rapgtion charn!rs flun the er-a~det

quesi-triusnouse-ragntseic (CMh4 mode to the first-order QTM nmode. Overall. they cocude that the sirr.'!e model of a single
paint-dipole is the iooisophere located as the height of the ELF/VLF Hall current maximum is eate~llnt in explainting the

exeltetlreults especialy thane I kiz. Using waveguide mode theoy to extrapolate our results to loii'cr distances leads to
dlapme ith o epoblisheclamoclfw-fleldvasearerentsa(e.f Feresset al.,1982, Lunnien ctil., l9j4).

L MULT11FLI AND MO VEABLE EK1I/VLS SOUCTCS

noe Twmws betting facility Is able io dli the antennat beam in the fteeth-south plare by phuting the 6 .ows of BF antennaus
oissely. This can in tact be done as rates up to ebout 5 kHlL Experiments were e,-fcr.:d wh-n th4! hem was swept In a I

mseyce3'about the zeniths while ELF signals werie being generated near 2 kllz byathrc -oiiiaton. Sig-als recorded
ths =*n source of ELF radiation someteimes; showed an amph tude vatriation Zwith dceflectio man Ic Wli ch were Interpreted.

with the bellp of V=AR elec..i field da., as being cuse by spatia v.6.6ons In .ru iomAnheric electic firld (Rietived et aL.

floePap, runentwere perflamedundernsnre uitmnsabeotsprccndinsbut using areceimeatLycirsele. 554 kmn

d.lase dtioper heig ht. beam deflection angl sout wer se ab louity 6dB toned motha i verthcl b3eary oellad hae eplained velotes phate
agee whifrm thu caclthed from ducetied thery The s imuth thn h eoryca b ailed to wo it thue Iphae art agrnthlydefletig eam In

that thee diecio anteLF/iP rngto sa sieloeoodtut mt ~becntibut uimong the "alELF signdm3cd h dal output wesncalya themi

Dy eflen spting the to bhen Inoruxwv ninwth.u atheiud modlaton itwe sid plsibe tourr illuminatesteinph o tweouseparatd pafetcvesy

I n tEL wiegnasidte andthus wrotuc ahre propaatona s paths to t rad eivtio . Alsed the l eargertho befetween the pargrtches
powm 0 ath sie thanbeckme ansouthat thsnaiecondr In urces cnived fe signalfat canktle as t th5em sumn sourero the m ign bum
Ai. Wthofec space prmod gaswits velocities, twolawnethal.(98 heteEF sources ass a.4 wudned essukme toal ae wavelength) wpith

aotii mitism sinln the mao inyofte jo raintinothn Thres naxls seigtdna wasur als twie asmuch n oaied f rim totepas dingle
demostrtedinFlmpathch. Idicamn the timoe hear nted lf n h ulte7a h i~t nadto eapiuedt

do& thesignls fom dflectons r soth wrepaopt6d9sagaetn then wfsrtert mod ea c~aurduw etyma be deplain ed oylesphs
pat Nkuic: cros te sure drecedto he out tan heseritalble = dcIn t theulignaus occuar. Dsm e rng anethensi be= c aign

&wdmof E~erY prpagaion s a ood ash u fawor i ntaroticng thear~fL the s c onugtepoit toeial atoothe.o

-oveIing kin

By dlctngtheHFbetmin = wn asio wthot mpimlemodlaio, t i pssbl t i~miate woKlmstd athe

Tar i ".oFduetoRtittesure (l
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Tin DE-1 noiatshaere comspared with 101 Utz signals from tie Orega transmitter in Mldra, Nio. y, which wer received at the
-m dun. its deduce a radiated power o( about 30 W. This is somnewhat higher than that measured in the Ert-onocpheun

-W &pit (Barr a AL. 1995b) which is mtically a few watts, suggesting that the "polar electojet anea is a mom defcient
"itlieri tha asub-ioaopbetic radiation. Nevertheless the signal lei-els wer stilla facto of ahout 6 smalle" than

ig-aal from tte 10 MW pmg nwsrniuser. Spectral broadening of aibout 10 Htz and pulse stretching by a few hundred
w ,ilkswooscou ambe e xpained bypropagationin asm sooth magnewsopb re. butrequred Scattering offdensityurreglasteLa

blemsagdw efecs ofmodlatig crntns; n th UL ra e O thin a few NO~ hisbenmr iiclasnybcueth

mardisa leel i muh Itibe thn a ELYVLFfreuerci.lonse o hen y prouedionswilltheiods in o the toea 60el sondah
Momd ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~Mu *W th etdrpnhv enceryte re nteIt 0H an., 190.Sombe et these982 eventhvelhd ai198j;ides op

salOn? whi m uss feature c han a xtectedw n th e ue byeanosp her current modulaiton theo u o S'eata &1., a 19977 iSvolveng
esain. sod1 195.somdensimsthy shoatct atln alrurower, sicuenestigt, an icssahlwetypimaly he fnoedw One simiarstihose ihnido

ON fth other huand approuAsy I n? amplitude of a 120 a period event could be explained by the current modulation diary quite
wet I(Maul ea at . 1W9). During the .mre "xPesirm-in 1425 Hz and I Hz modulations wer alsgo used every half hour with ouccesful

m s.This example, shown in Figue k, ihisssmens dint the conditions required for strong ULF current moduglation wse quite
differen firow dos required fbr snum SELF/Vaj. exctation bectuse the 1425 Rz waves arn guite weak (-0.15 pl) compared to
am mnalty seen. Low electron denusris in the lowe D-region. which wer measured by ELSCAT. resulted in weak 1425 Hz
signals, thA allowed die HF wave soo modulate the eL =cgr density an the E-regimn as the modelling of Maul at a&L (199) showed.

The hunching at Alfvfn waYe into die magnewqtoshr by such periodic Iooperic perturbations has never been demonsirated
eprmnaly although a searh was made- for Pc-S perturba~ion on the OEOS-2"synchronous orbit satellite, and for Psc-I
pl atos a the conjiugate point in Mawsoon, Antarctica (Webster et a1., 1987). T1he chances of detecting these waves in the

aanssh re a thought to he remnote because of fth sinal extent of the perturbed region (Fkje and Krenzien, 1982).
Alhuhwe cannot completely exclude other mechanisms that do not rely on current modulation as die source of ULF or ELF

waves. caoss aof ou dama seen to he explainable in terms of such current modulatlo,.

ICONCLUS1OINS

?.suhh the 0-region on the propagation path of VLF waves by HF hearing has been shown to provide a useful sood in futwlarbig
Owunersurs" of VLF waeposgation In particular the eelms of modal interference, the displacemnent from the propagation

pad,. and the sin of the W =1balioosper on the signd amplitude and phase have been eluscidased.

The excitation of ELFNVLV waves prvides an interesting diagnostic of ionospheric conditions and another too for Studying die
PberOmes of the Earsh-sonoaphere wavepuide. Th~e mechanism is not very efficiient in exciting waveguide modses and is

meeefficient at exciting die whistler-mode in die magnetosplier Some methods of improving the power radiated into the
waveguide by fac-ss of uptso about 3 using antenina beam steering have been demonstrateti Recrnt ideas to

bWove further the efficiency of radiatio into the Earth-ionosphere waveguride from the ionospheric, ELF antenna etpduolo
aL., 1919) hae am yet been teste experimentally.

Mhe excitatimonfa demectable ULF oaciflatioona on the ground requires uman restrictive conditions dis fMr EL/IXI. There aie
limbably nmom unanswered questions in this ane than in the two above
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DISCUSSION

D. PAPADOPOULOS, US

A discrepancy of about one order of magnitude in the ratio of amplitude observed on
the ground vs the one observed by satellite and the theoretically expected has been
noted in a 1984 paper by James. Has the discrepancy been resolved?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

For the ISIS-1 data you mention, the discrepancy has not been resolved.

U. S. IRAN, US

to the excitation of magnetospheric ELF/VLF waves really more efficient than that of
exciting waves into the wavyguide? Are the wave intensities observed on the ground
inconsiatent with satellite observations where one takes into account the absorption
during transionospheric propagation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The estimate of i.,diated power into the magnetosphere from the DE-I data do suggest
about an order of magnitude more efficient excitation than into the waveguide. I
think, however, tiat there is room for better modelling. The intensities are not
inconsistent, considering the uncertainties in the absorption during transionospheric
propagation.

H. CARLSON, US

Could you say more about the null result of Alfven wave detection (heater induced)?

IFTIIOR'S REPLY

The search for artificial pulsations using the GEOS-2 geostationary satellite yielded
a null result for the long period pulsations. Th. chance of detecting such
plsations is very low, however, because the small spatial extent of the modified
ionosphere maps to a region near the equator which is also very small. Fejer and
Krenzian (1982) discuss the probabilities of detection by satellites. The amplitudes
are also expected to be very small. I do not remember what the detection limits for
the satellite observations were.
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J. a. I•WSZ, Ch

You have described VLI transmission (12.1 kFIl over a 425 km path) in terma of
bultimode propagation. While this is one interpretation, propagation over this short
distance range can more simply be described in terms of a ground- and a once
reflected sky-wave. In this interpretation, the direction of phase change@ at the
time of a sunset minimum in amplitude of the total field can be simply explained.
It depends on whether the skyvave or grounawave is the stronger. Hence the positive
or negative phase perturbation with heating can moro simply be visualized.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We used the multimode waveguide propagation approach because we had the programs fo-"
such calculations available, and this approach is easily extended to longer
distances, where the taunber of rays necessary becomes large. I agree that for a
short path one could use the ray approach.
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Obeevsrtlr~na of the anomralous absorption of diagnostic radfo waves during Ionospheric
nlodflcetlon at Arecibo

A.J. Stocker, T.R. Wbnson and T.B. Jones
Department of physics
Ur*vestr of Leicester

Univrily Road
Lallonstor. LE' 7RH. U.K

TheOry Indicates that ith- anomalous absorption produced during modification of the Ionosphere by
Means of high power radio wave2 is dependent on the magnetic dip angle. Recent measurements of the
anomalous absorption at Aiecflo, Puerto Rico. are found to be considerably smaller In magnitude than those
previously reported for the high lathitde sMe at Tromso, Norway.

1)mtroduction

The anomalous (or wideband) absorption of low power HIF diagnostic radio waves propagating through
an F-regun iguminatbd by a high power radio wave (heater) was discoverf-d during some of the earliest healing
experiments at mid-latitudes at Platteville (eg Cohen and Whitehead 1970; Utlaut and Vloetfte 1974). Heater
lIndiuced anomalous absorption has ulso been a rcgular feature of heating expriments performed at high-
latitudes at the MFI heating facility at Tromso (Stubbo o ata 1982; Robinson 1985; Jones afta111986).
Simultaneous observations of large scale heating and anomalous absorptio at Tromso led Robinson (1989) to
suggest that at high latitu~des anomalous absorption of the pump wave itself plays a tar Moro significant role In
heating fte plasma than deov~vo absorption. Theoretical studies (Robir'son 1989) also predict that for the same
ioniospheric conditions, anoma'ous absorption ano therefore anomalous heating, should be much snaller at low-
laftxlods (eg Arecitbo, dip angle WO0) than at high tatritudes (eg Tromso, dip angle 780). due to tha role played by
the diection of the geomargnefti field.

A wide variet of neating experimefts have been undertaken with the heating facility at Arecibo but no
diredi observations of anomalous absorption nave been reported. However, Fejer of a/ (1389) have measured a
reduction of about 4 dB in the reflected heater wave after a few se';onds of heating and Coster efta! (1985) have
observed tho growth of field aligned irregulwirtles (FAl) during heating ct Arecibo. Heater generated FAls are

currently held to be responsible for anomalous absorption (eg Vasicov and Gureviý, 1975. 1977; Graham and.IFejor 1976; Jones of a) 1984; Mjolhus 1985; Robinson 1989). Mantas at at (1981) have Inferred, frum
measurements of electron heating at Arecibo, that. weak anomalous heating comparable in size with deviative
heating does occur.

In thes paper the first direct otsrnvations of anomalous absorption from an HFP propagation experiment at
Arecibo are presented.

2) ExperimeertaI Results

The experiment reported below was performed on 16 May 1989 and ran from 1630 until 1900 AST
(Aft~a.tc Standard Time. AST - IJT - 4). The interval of intarest occurred tow~rds the end of this experimenital
period from about 11800 AST onwards. The heater, which Is located at Islote (17 kmn northeast of the Arecibo
Obseratory), tranmittfed 0-mode polarized signals at a frequency of 7.4 MHz. From 1700 AST the hearer was
repeated~y turned on for Nie mrinutes and then off for ten minutes. Four HF transmitters were operated, each with a
power of 100 kW resulting in an effeactive radiated power fERP) of approximately 80 MW (assumning an antenna
gainof23 dB).
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ROL"r 1. a1) MaP showilng the location of the diagnostic transmitter and receiver sites, the heater and tihe 430
Wliz radar at the Arecibo Observatory.
b) A schematic of the diagnostic ray pafth In relation to the 3 dB COntour of the heater.

The dignostl equipmerd, which consists of 3 low power (30W) transmitters and 5 receivers, has beendescribed In detail by Robinson (1980) for eXPeriments at Tromss. This equipment was deployed for the
esperfMet described hare with the transmiters located at Ramney Solar observatory anid the receivers and data
bWlog g aPpparat at Shbana Seca Naval Base (Figure la). This experimental geometry ensures that the
dagnostic waves do not propagat through the heated 0-region (Figure I b) and thus only F-region modification
effefts will be observed. Owring the Interval In question the fthee diagnostic frequencies were approximately,
&77. 7.85 and 7.95 11lii. 0-mode polarized waves were monitored for all three of these frequencies. A further
reolivier monitlored the reflected heater signal strength.
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FIguVM 3. Superimposed 0-mode diagnostic field strength from four heater cycles between 1800 - 1900 AST, 16
May 1969. Heater on time Is indcated by the dashed lines. a) 6.77 MHz; b) 7.65 MHz; c) 7.95 MHz.

a./25 (MHz) 2 6.77 7.65 7.95

Absorption (Me) 1.5 4.8 2.5

Table 1. Anomalous Absorption in dB of three diagnostic frequencies for 4 heater cycles between 18,30-1900
AST. 16 May 1989.
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The &npltiae vjariaton Immediately after heater turn on appears to oscillate In a manner similar to
IM ptW" f the os ieinei the oppoeIte to hat at" heater turn on. A similar response occurs fortho Interval

rpoosdI inFigure 3a. In heaerguren3 osclaoyff a t~f el ar e sst. ll evieatueIobrvdnthaplue but tontehbttemre histie

I&e powse

Robinson (1989) has discussed! three possible mechanisms which could lead to the reduction of

W) Fm~nscaterng f E waes ntoLargmur wvesfrom small scale FAI. Ie anomalous absorption.

For is uirentexprimnt he offt ranmitsirand receiver stations (Figure 1) rliould ensure
OWVi the diagnostic waves do not pass throuh the heated 0-region. In addition the diagnostic sinnal response to

Mechanism (I) requires "ag scale cagsIn the pam est.Te ssm vdnefrsc
bitagee as a heater-iduced Increase In electron temperaure of coet 0 a o esrdb h 3
MHf Wadr. However, no diagnostic phase changes wereobevdIth" xprmnsarsutwihs
consistent with no change, orea very ersmachange, In electron density (Jones ON 'IS98). It should be noted that
bW chage Inf-lcrndniya o w rdfrdfousn oo .Rbno 18)eiiae
deliocussing as an ampitude redicotion mechanism for the Tromso expertmen. on the grounds that the absorption
Ime constants were much les than the times measured for largswae &agsI h est oocr o h
experiments reporteid here there, was no mcasurable chainge In the it-ectron density and therefore it was not
poss-ibte to deduce the relievanit time constants. However. In previous experiments at Arecibo, Mantas of al
(1981) resporteid growth and decay times of the modified eIaztre, temperature of between 17 and 30 s. The
recovery time of the diagnostic amplitude Is much less than Vo~s (Figure 3), although the onset time Is Rimilar.
Therefore, It Is likely that defocussing can be eliminated as a significant source of the observed amplitude
reduto

Oy el1minating mechanisms MI and (9), 4 remains probable that the reduction in the diagnostic amplitude
leea resul of anomsalouseorptioni.

4) Coneuslofla

Measuremnents; of the reflected signal strength of low power HF redio-waves propagating through the
modifled ionosphere, have yislded the first direct observations of anomalous absorption at Arecibo. The
aeorptio levels wer smalleir than those, typically observed at high Latitudes as predicted by theory (Robinson

196w).
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S. XIViuS, no

In Tromso, a certain maximum level of absorption has been found, at -15 3 asa far
r as I remember. 0- you have a similar kind of result in Arecibo?

LA~rM'S ZEP.!

5 Experimentally the maximum absorption observed so far is approximately 6 63.
Theoretically, for an intensity of irregularity similar to those observed at Tromso,
the anomalous absorption would be sabou 5 63.

1.. WUNCAM, us

The Arecibo beam pattern is such that the first sidelobe, with significant power
density and opposite polarization from the main bean, occurs at about 150 fro
vertical. This givea a possible secondary 0-region heated volume at about the
intersection of your probe waves with the D-rogion. Therefore great care is needed,
such as your 0/X made and time constant comparisons, so as to ensure that 0-region
effects are excluded.

f AUTHOR '5 REPLY

ge feel confident that the effects are not due to D-region heating: Ci) the time
constants in the 0-region are very much less (- milliseconds) than those observed (-I 40 seconds):; and (ii) tuning the beater to X-mode (and the sidelobe to 0-mode)
produces no effects.
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S. lOmCwI, us

you asume absorption caused by striations. Is it not possible that large scal*
striations cause signal scattering rather than absorption? After all striations are
associated only with O-mode heating and not X-mode.

ADIMus' RMPY

Or results are for 0-mode heating. We use both 0 6 X mode for the low power
diagnostio signals. We usually ea anomalous absorption only for 0-node diagnostic
and hot for the X-mods diaqnostio. Nowovevr, fading rate changes are observad on both

0 & X diagnoetics, auqlestinq that scatter effects are obser#ed on both 0 A X, but
absorption, i.e., a general reduction in the signal amplitude is seen on 0-mode only.
At Arecibo ye do see some changese in the amplitude of the XI-ode diagnostic (never
sem at 2. ). This effect is, we think, due to the fact that tortuitously tae
reflection height of the X-mode diagnoetic frequency is the sase as that of the 0-
mode pimp frequency and thus scme strang effects may be expected.

'1?
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Daniah Neteorological Institute, Dept. of Geophysics,
Copenhagen, 01-2100, Denmark

Auroral region modulation experiments have shown, that strong electromagnetic INY waves are
generating ahort-ecale field-aligned i.-rseularitiea in the R region of the high latitude
Ionosphere. ?or overdonse conditions the inatabilities are excited close to the reflection
altitude of the *-mode heating vawe. The theory presented here for a thermal resonance
Instability are capable of explaining these observations for magnetically quiet to moderate
disturbed conditions. We consider the dispersion relation for a thermal resonance
instability, whore differential heating by collisional dissipation is more important than
the action of the panderomotive force. Thus special attention is paid to the transport
theory, when a constant ambient mlectrio field is applied to the plasma. For irregularities
with transverse scale lengths such smaller than the wavelength of the heating wave, thermal
mmlinearity causes strongly enhanced electron density fluctuations in regions of excess
beating save intensity. In the region, where the upper hybrid frequency of the plasma
mat•dhe the beating wave frequency, the initial growth of irregularities takes place. The
dispersion relation for the electrostatic response of the heating wave together with the
ftll teory of transport lead to criteria for the threshold electric beating wave field,
grwth rate and drift velocity of the instabilities. Numeric simulations of the theory
demonstrate, the magnitude of the threshoad electric field as function of altitude in the
ionosphere, the magnitude and direction of the phase nelocity of unstable waves and the
Influenoe of the constant ambient electric field on the threshold criteria.

Vertical NY beating of the high latitude ionoephere with frequencies, just below the
mxinum plasn frequency uf the 9 region, have been able to generate unstable vaves
popegiatiq close to the direction of the drift of the ambient plasma (1,2,3,41. Series of
emperiments with the Heating facility near Troaes, Norway showed a prefernnce of NY
modulation plasma processes, when the ambient plasma irregularities vere small or moderate
(4o. The aim of this paper is to present a theory for the observations done during
magnetically quiet to moderate disturbed conditions (3I < 3).

The theory of the thermal resonance instability is derived from the fluid approximation
to the full dispersion relation. Similar results for a simpler model have already been
presented in the literature (5,6). But since the i region of the ionosphere in relatively
demse, this paper will demonstrate the importance of including all thermal forces and the
spatial extend of the pump wave in the upper-hybrid resonance region. Thus section 2 will
treat the transport equations in detail and the possible approximations needed to explain
the modulation experiments. In section 3, we will present the electrostatic pump wave
relations to the electron density parturbations. The necessary spatial extend of the pump
wave electric field will be verified (61. Section 4 briefly discusse" an approximation to
"the linearized dielectric tensor, whm a constant ambient convectional electric field is
present in the plasma. Finally, in section 5, we show the simulation results of the theory.
Additional we marise the results.

To describe the ionospheric plasma, when the heater wave is present, we have assumed
a plasma consisting of electrons, one species of single ionized ions and neutrals. Due to
the geometry at high latitudes the pump wave modulations is thought to generate
Irregularities with a spatial extend, along the uarth magnetic field direction, that ts
larger than the parallel diffusion length of the electrons. The Ions are considered
mmagnetized and the electron lyroradius is small compared to the wavelengths of the



i~netabilitlee. Toqathez with the assumptions that eloe~tons and ions behave isothermal and
that the time scale of the i.nstability process is larger than the plases collision time#,
the set of equations describing the dynamics can divided into &eta of equations parallel
and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field 3.Figure I outlines the geometry of the

experiment

Fig. I The geometric relations used in the theory. The direction of the Zartha magnetic
field is along the s-eu.e. mas and v form the magnetic meridian plans. v is in
the verti~cal direction, while Ca,p) constitute the horizontal plane, The Unit

vecor indicates the direction of the constant ambient convectional electric
field. Ai reprevents the unit vector of the perpendicular wave number vector of
the irregularities.

The fluid momentum equations for the electrons and ions, parallel and perpendicular to
become (73

1f V.N.-
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f, , + - * o . 0 v i, • +.m.. .(b x T,).

W.. v- ,) - M,.%I.& -•.;( x VT.)

2le temperature* are defined as k,-T, where k. It the Ioltruann constant. 0 is the electric
potential defined as U - -V*. 1, is the constant electric field in the plasm, & is a unit
vector along the direction of , (; - e/II), T., represents the electron and Lon
velocities in the reference trane of the neutral gas. 0, is the electron gyrofrequency, 1,.,
P,, P*, represent the conaidered collielon frequencies and X;, ff. the ion and electron
densities. We have assumed a neutrality condition for the steady-state densitiee of Lone
and electrons, i.e. 9d - 9,,. The thermal forces included in the above equations originate
from da velocity dependence of the collision frequenciee and the temperature gradients (73.
It leads to the thermal derivatives given in appendix A. mere P,, refers to the avereged
electron-ion collimion frequencl.

Perturbation calcul, .ions together with quasi neutrality and the continuity equations
result in the relation for the temporal changes in the electron density.

S[e,, 1

With

,~I D, . :(,I +) SO.

a,-and are given in appendix A. ?hey consist of the product of the electron diffusion
coefficients and the squared wave number of the irregularities perpendicular and parallel
to the aL-th magnetic field. The a, terms are also given in appendix A.

fte last term on the right-hand aide of the equation for ./it become a function of
the diffusion coefficients, the wave number vector, collision frequencies and
Since the term is of second order, it Is normally omitted. but for the wbole possible
paramster apace, it is not trivial to discard the last term. For typical 2 region parameters
together with ImU/N.I < 0.1 the last term becomes small.

?be second moment transport equation, the energy equation, reduces for the electrons
to,

T.,t A J.,at+ M, 2 T,"r,+ A.N.."

+4VoTofT. - N.T. -f.q + &a.]

q represents the heat flux. The cooling terms have been included in #I and So (see appendix
A). The 4, and 9, terms are also relatod to the density and temperature dependence of the
collision frequencies. Thus they will be Influenced by the eteady-state beating of the
plama caused by the strong pump wave and the sambient convectional electric field.
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Together with the electron heat flux expressions, we have established a closed systeu of
equations for determining the transport processes in the plasma. The beat flux equations
are

# T. T- - K: 0T.VT. + GT ". - L1 1

- ., ,K'~ .T. -K: [, Iv.]-e [,x.-,.1

The thermal heat flux coefficients Si, I1 and 9, are defined as

' - A,, r.I

K,',, A., r. 1.

The approximations to the transport constant, A, and A:, for the conditions in the
ionosphere are given in appendix A. f. is the sean free path of the electron and r. is the
electron gyroradius.

Substituting the expressions for the heat flux into the energy equation gives the
following result

3  T. _ jaN.
r'T it N.at

+ [ . + O:[e,+. • ,]]A 't+t .

+* ,j m6. + DN[a..+ .5 I . = N.T.

$1.I 1,%1 ,a* and S,, are given in appendix A.
The next step is to express SQ. as density and temperature fluctuations. The heat

source are divided into two terms.

601 6()P + 60A

SQ, is the differential heating of the pump wave and 6SQ the ambient heat source of the
currents in the plasma. In section 3, a relation is given for the differential heating *.n
the resonance region and the density fluctuations for a linear electron density profile in
the inter-tction region.
Perturbation calculations of the closed set of equations gives the characteristic equation.
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Tbe threshold for the Instability can be found for y - 0 or ? - -A, where

A - a-[I....,']

Me threshold condition for marginal growth of the instability becomes

* ~ [• T , J [~ D* j]

Solutions to the threshold depends on the sign of I. and the magnitude of m,, uich
repWesets the phase velocity of the unstable waves. For - 0, the growth rate becomes

[ I.] - 'QAN.T.]-

21 D[k. J]



Per aer 0 and c, < 0 the rowth rates increase for increasing .. while the growrh rates
decrease for 1 and for 0I(, ,

For a., i 0, we find the growth and the phase velocity to becons

0, - 0, the instabilities will only haea the phase velocity of the electron gas caused by
the ambient convectional electric field. For c, • 0, the threshold condition and the phase
velocity

Q IQ1. 1...

-k jke.;(N.T. .IJP 1 [I Ii
,- 1...

Small density perturbations create together with the strong pump wave field a polarization
charqe, which gives rise to the electrostatic field fluctuation 13. Under the aseumptions.

+- L C and 2 - s, + R,

E,= N..

Sis the dielectric tensor and 3, the constant pump wave field. Neglecting higher order
perturbation terms for a qua&. xne dimensional model, gives

X ( + I YE.,
I ,- N



X and T are given in appendix a. The above is valid for slow spatial variations in 9f0 an.

for (w/k)Pal . v,. , liv.1, where Sv. refers to velocity fiuctuation. in the electron
populartion.

We now want to find a relation between 3, end INH/No at the level of the upper-hybridresonance. In this region the real part of the refractive index goes to infinity. As the

wave approaches the resonance region, both its phase velocity end group velocity g9ea to
aero, and the pump wave energy is converted into upper-hybrid oscillations. These waves will

in a irho " neous plasma be absorbed in the resonance region.
for perpendicular propagation of the pump wave to 30, resonance occurs for

R+L r0

I and L are given in appendix S. To simplify the conditions at the resonance region, me
assme the electron density to be linearly dependent of the altitude h,

L, {L - \.L M

ftis given a relation for the pump wave electric field and the electron density
fluctuations.

1 E.- E. , e,+IYE. IN

SA "-"• + |

1- Y

The differential beating amounts to

0 - 2E*'£'

When taking the upward end the twnward propagating pump wave into account in the resonane
t region 15,6, the differential heating becomes

a.'EJ
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where

P,- S-rLexp(-2kLS) Cosa

P, - rs"(A-b-co*'A)

' 1 .+1 S{Ir)OXP(2kL.) + 2r cot 1 - .0]icf(20)

W 1 -[. Y' 2Y r' Y(3.Y v'rJ[i

b - I' r'

J cm Yti-ri

r - c-Ycs-a [(in4a + 4Y cosla sin "a

a IS the angle between vertical and the direction of the constant ambient magnetic field
;. Ias the angle between the magnetic maridian plane and the pump wave electric field.
Flgure I outlines the geometrical relations, when the magnetic field coordinate system is
tilted with respect to the Earth reference frame. r is the angle between the pump wave
electric field vector along the x-axis and the constant ambient electric field.

In (6) they shoy that the differential heating calculated this way gives the Game
result as for the full two-dimensional analysis.

Recalculating the above expreassiona for the differential heating of the pump wave with
the modified dielectric tensor, given in section 4, result in the below equations.

where

p-)2rsin[iv, v, rv]

+ [I I -r-1expI2kLaj 2r cos6]

[Iv. v. r'vs1- Iv,- v.v i,- r'}cosl, -rv,]

All the 71 terms (see appendix 8) are 'relations of the geometry of the experiennt in the
resonance region, the dielectric tensor, 36 and 16.



4. M LznflIaa D DIRWCt3IC TUBOS.

In wbet theories the local dielectric tensor with no external forces is used [6,0). In order

to take account for the ambient electric fields influence on the instability threshold and

growth rate, we have calculated a linearized dielectric tensor C, where pressure

perturbations and the forces, due to the ambient convectional electric field 3, and the pump

Wove electric field perturbations 31, only are related to electron density flutuations.

The expression for C is only valid for ionospheric Z region conditions with a moderate

vertical electron den3Lty gradient and for a phase velocity of the pump wave, such larger

than the electron thermal velocity of the plasma. For magnitudes of 2. smaller than the

magnitude of the pump wave electric field X, we find for the resonance region thn current

fluctuations.

iý Ls the angular plasma frequency, w. the angular cyclotron frequency. The approximation

to the dielectric tenaor gets the form

Sk, IDX2  0

S- * "IDX2 S X, 0

"0 0 P

where

,- I Y YY-l1IIhL"'- ISsin t EAE.-'

X2- Y- •y- lIhhL-- IScosr EE;-

, $. *wMxTo 3Jzsm.S.

We performed numerical simulaticns of the thermal resonance instability, as described in

the above sections. Some of the results will be presented here.

All the eaiulations have been done for the Earths magnetic field tilted 12 der;ees with

vertical. This is the geometry in the ionosphere at the latitude of Tromas, Norway. The

angle D, defined as the direction of the pump wave electric field with respect to the

m•gnetic meridian plane in the resonance reqJor., has been fixed to 45 degrees. The phase

shift betveen the upward propagating wave and the reflected wave is kept equal to zero, i.e.

the lowest threshold condition is estimated. The collision frequencies and their derivatives

are deduced from the collision mcdels given in (9,lo). Furthermore, the coapositLon of the

oeutral ionosphere has been derived from the CIRA 1972 reference atmosphere model. The

electron density profile used in all the simulations equals a summertimA profile at high
latitudles.
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Fig. 2 Threshold of the horizontal pump vave field as function of altitude for 10 a
vavelenqth irregularities. The calculations are done for a ambient convectional

electric field 2, of 10 aV/a.
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Fig. 3 Maqnitudes of the drift velocity of the striations as function of altitude.
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Figure 2 shows the threshold pump wave electric field IK.i* as function of the altitude.
The perpendicular scale mixe of the instabilities is equal to 10 a, while the parallel
length equals the diffusion length of the electrons, which in turn is a function of the

altitude.

Below the altitude of 95 km the growth rates for all scale sizes c the unstable waves
om Zso small, that damping processes will stabilize the plasma. For altitudes between

95 Im and 110 km, increasing To in the hasted volume gives higher threshold pump ways
electric field for Iu/kl,,, - 0 (graph I and 2). While for lw/klb,, > 0 , the threshold
decreasees (graph 3 and 4) for the same altitudes. The calculated thresholds is obtainable
with the Heating Facility in Tromse, Norway. In fact, instabilities can be generated up to

an altitude of.110 km with the Heating Facility. If the enhanced T. in caused by the heating
wave, the plasma may grow unstable for relatively high threshold, for l/kl/,,, ; 0, since

the threshold wave field to maintain the instability is smaller than E,,p'I, shown in

graph 2 and 4. But this depends strongly on the magnitude and sign of e,/a,, given in

section 2, and the growth time in reference to the response time of the plasma to react to

the strong pump wave modulations.

In general the growth rates increase with altitude. We find growth times less than a
second for optimal conditions in altitudes from 102 km to 10 km. For shorter wavelengths

of the unstable waves, the average growth time can ho less thvn 100 ma. The growth times

decrease for increasing ambient electric field RA.

FPr b 4 110 km, the growth rate varies strongly as function of 6.. Thus the striations

have to have a parallel scale size, which is larger than the diffusion length of electrons

along 1,. This means that tI has to be at least of the order of 0.5 km to I ks.

Figure 3 gives the phase velocity of the unstable waves in the rest frame of the
ambient current, driven vy %. The magnitude of I a waves are in agreement with the measured

phase velocities C4].
Figure 4 shows the influence of %, on the threshold pump wave electric field I•E,•1.

The engle f has been set to zero, i.e. the ambient electric field is along the direction
of the pump wave electric field. In general we see an increase in the threshold conditions
for increasing 2,. While for 115 km < h - 125 km, IE0.,ý'J, decreases for 5 mV/s < <

20 mV/i. The decrease amounts to 5 % for Ii - 12 mV/a. For another geometry of the
emperiment, it is possible that even larger changes occur. Here, we have only analyzed this

geometry to verify, that it is possible to decrease the threshold pump wave field for

Increasing i.

2.0.•

B.C .. •

be, to'L

Ir h.IOOkm
: h-110 km

: kh120km

0 10 20 30

i/- Ea (mw.m'v)

Fig. 4 The relative change in the pump wave threshold field as function of the ccnstant

ambient electric field 8,. The given data are for 1 a wavelength irregula-.ities.

L _ _



fs have presented the theory for the thermal resonance instability in the 3 region of the
high latitude Ionosphcre. We have demonstrated, that differential heating by collisional

dteaipetion is more important than processes caused by the ponderomotLve force. For
oerdense 3 region conditions, the theory are capable of explaining the observations donr
for magnetically quiet to moderate disturbed conditions. For wet parameter space,
increasing ambient convectional electric fields enhance the threshold of the thermal

resonance instability.
In all, the i-hoory shows that exieting heaters can modulate the 3 region of the

ionosphere for the presented instability.
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DISCUSSIO
S. IID, W

O9aally, OMS! can only be excited by dipole pump and In the overdense region of the
004a. The I-tability considered by the author ir, If fact, a filaentationS mtability since the pump is an electrostatic wave ( 101o)and the excited lowtreqmncy wave prop•gates perpendicular to No.ia

&mumMs AMYL
I refer to the peper by Dyethe at al, 198?, where thev suggest the name, the thermalOecillating two stream inAtability, for a similar instability as the one presentedhere. - TheT is dominated by Collisional heating processes instead of the

rmeacmtive force.

a p. IW IU, g0

I Mely visbed to cmment to Dr. Iuo that what the speaker has in mind, is probablyWhat has been called "the Thermal Oscillating Two Stream InstabilityO, where thedominant nonlinearity is ohmic instead of ponderomotive, but which io otherwise quiteanaloquec to the ordinary Oecillating Two Stream Instability.

AM ' &Tl Rn•8IULY

Yes, I Waps with Dr. Njolhus.

D. P/ADOPOO•cS, Us

You described a situation that TST! hes a finite phase velocity due to the fact thatIt Li driven by the ohmic nonlinearity. I wot.ld then expoct that when the phaseVelocity approaches c (- 200-300 */a) it would couple directly to the Farley-DunesaniLstability. Nave A examined this theoretically or experimentally?

DM1 'M 8IlL?

YeT, the theory predicts for the hiqh latitude 9-req)"n, that enhanced ambientelectric field stabilizes the plasma for the thermal reso.anze instability. Usingthe ITAI• twin-radar as the dia7nostic lyatem, experimentally it has been difficultto determine If the TIZ occurs when the two-stream instabilities are observed in theSIfTl field-of-view.

" / i
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ON THE VALIDITY OF THE WEAK TURBULENCE
APPROXIMATION

A-Mmm a ad RK Mkwha
Usimmist ef Thtnue

NORWAY

SUMMARY
Tie on& Laieposlr taiietes appresack be ozplal the .,tIWla ploeui Mie In iem.,epherl radi

modeetwa upedemmoeuts. nmetydoed. roe uatarnalietal med.l is wae "mimo the cme dikwaslnael
Zalbais equatius., lWJAdol damprg sad a aftuliosr sA. dlei~im Notmrwale ownB wave eet~tbeo t.
9* met .fspathcs we. eesnpred vrith the mak"Irel epeatwu dwtmvrodo b7 a warew kie-ti equatlir
deld limm the same wt eteqiathrte. We baud tha a diataira below the 0-mode rsllatio level,
o - w 2 (a/Nh.i1 (w applied freqr~sy; ,, pleewa frwyoqufcr es. M dwetri ad We asmee.), the
fsa woot ad~s. la Is Inlo qwiliative agrremem with Ohe nesde. theorty Tle saka~e of eamd..
NMab tikJ Mel WD" eelVt01. 10 pMWull 00a110f thea thee .1 the e0teratOM DPeetrfeM atthe 0a
b-**ti oweetsea on the ethr hood. Ia the ridect "elmigo w - as, < (ia/ )wP, a qwreeitlwiy

4 p pime tas. vi, descuhsht 4 msay loribed oefloo of meeleatkw. (ema dleemwe~us
drive) c&Lhpm% swd bureau, dmgw eil the raialks W Doem ts at .111 ram Thsebdi., ael dimumo.d

mah ctt the euportmmo pedrmed lo Amsetb sad Twm

I INTRODUCTION
The ceomfiaeeafl wvestd tbee for the Iln -rca bwpaell fi the wtlai" pleersa Ise
bbw~eaual is waslopheoe riae wtedilltmi- aspodsebat (e.& ji) sad [21)) is the u.a itarrpra
Ssburmlea wr cw&&A thee.7 . b dvelop Ine o Krum sod Val. Ill, "ae sad Xs. 41, mad Patinae
49 4L IS). ThIS b*S"Vpwtatle be pnoewtly babog detebe. Pimt, thate we vW&Wl Meestarmsob a .d
be tgm worimmoofut 4wa No "a oaslotsat wkt thiSble idi t4besry. In .uttksuts, this mai
doe eheicod heigh In the loamophsom &ams which the plean Ie coasts 161,171. 5erod, te &boe"

mmessod Jactaribe has ently basis thaheregd thearatIcally rll-Iij. Tb..e sathoe cdeim that the
mautd. theory he. aw"ry bainted "&idaty mdsad be repLaced by a the..;'o atircog Laiapreuer
Sechbsmme.. Avoeedbag to the latte tiee), the tvebbolme coosist s( a sImp mumber eM lonlse
ceydes f wbshetS., Laiguesle eelapme, sad hsuuest.

Tb. objtM.v4 athis proewAesatt is to repest a otady f1 the arprtleef Wim lea nelce.Ste'y seem
Slimed abm. '. Th eet4 aqmtiqelsa knocw - the Zakhare' -- 4del 121 -11 .4i st.d"~ emethuoate
Model that teatame the becklo u toert ebih ar.eM i~mpoctoec in a Larrtr,0,ortble desre. by
m et~eia Geld adistieg meaw the pineua friqorcy, With reepart te She prerna ippsa,

ailes at Iomyhen r*A. sseadifetiea. this .eodel fombt jaroher by Wnthatls l at ad. 131, sand the
&b.~ naes vmes by the Los Alatn... "poe & 11 Tha nmoedl creuniavl coeteim the r.leosans

hoalsd peceautui hemsillt 141, smw fssrterhmore m e l.. Shetistrentas o ae ýmads theoy a a
aw eeompletiiy esiae to that deeelreed in 13-SI we will be doreeotated below.

Owr spw. "h will the. he to tmaputo mawirhally the Pourter ipareta( fulls woe seirstio

61 She Zehhere anduL, thi awwwos the 5attwptiý "perumr from the wavo hinetic .5saats thea
i. dAmee free the Zekbooom rsedL, is ceder to onwomthrowb . A study of th" bld mwe mseitly
eeguetid is [14 Reseus, tome Su~oeths i .sedered the ifastim) wis pnabee fat a rcowrmovtive u"*;a~
of 6&0sZahhet. uad". 71w p -wotom llilmo bycmldne wdidth ehieree el se
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sýd dape 'Ofte
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whom 0 I the Aesc M d ie pispu. sad ., in the lmea P6sus bequoeey. Sam e I, dsI~ Im
hel*ut AU as. be baerpeated sa the hWight relooti to Sith reiawtics 1-1u =o of OA thed~meay
P61-mhd P-iap bWia pomtive (ampt") hale (ab-.) the rwllrtms boil.
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91aitI indalfty ii mawmk by cammalig Ate eecbmsiley onalle wan am embere di ppoitc
slow -4 ksi, is < -ba, am& mlatyýe the rie n coudittim Tee paownetiri da-y from the

h maded, sýd the Niss re6tel., This picture we laodeed q.saltatleey mr&J b) ov, fc
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-ormonin voc heeoti theory.
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2 ZAKHAROV'S MODEL, AND A CASCADE THEORl~Y
?be verio of ash en "wasea tokhoewes qeateIs. "a Is aweprepts for tOw pmao wor,
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DISCUSSION

T. T. AWMSTROO, US

Hov do Ofull wave theoryw predictions compare to Djuth's detailed measureaents of
height depondence of turbulence development?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

(Reply by NJ0lhus) First of all, we have wanted to examine the consistency of the
""wak turbulence" theory of the "plasma line" experiments. I have focussed upon the
fact that the echoes of the Djuth experiment start at the "highest" height and expand
downwards. If this height is the reflection height, it is consistent with a "strong
turbulence" theory. The expansion might be explained by distortion of the density
profile by the heating wave and/or the turbulence.

D. PAPADOPOULOS, US

This is a very nice comprehensive work. However its applicability to the ionosphere
as well as the applicability of the Dueois-Rose work is at best doubtful. The
magnetic energy 8 /8i is at least 1000 timns stronger than the plasma energy density.
As a result transverse collapse would be easily prevented. The dynamics would then
be 1-D, as described in Rowland and Papadopoulos (1904) for beam plasma interactione,
namely, multisoliton state for W/mTr < 0.1 and chaotic state resembling 3-D collapse
for w/uT ), 0.1.

AUMR8 1 RPLY

I agree with you that the magnetic field effects are very important. We will include

the magnetic field in our model, and I thank you for the reference to your work!

R. L. BROWmN, US

I want to be cautious with the assumption that theory is in agreement with the
beating observations in respect to plasma line altitude. Its not sure that the
recent plasma line reports have indicated accurately the enhancement altitude, but
I do think that such measurements should be made.

L. DNCAN, US

Some care must be taken in interpretation of the radar data shown with regard to

enhanced plasma line excitation heiqhts and the H? pump wave reflection height. The
pump reflection height is inferred rather than measured directly. The usual
technique for measuring this hoight relics on looking at the natural plasma line at
the pump frequency, but this range cannot be resolved with the accuracy used in the
NF-enhanced plasma line data.

UMOR '1 REPLY

Thank you for pointing this out for us. This then, appears to he an Important task
for good oxperimentalists to re3ylva. On the other hand, since you cnnot resolve
the height difference betvcen the natural and the enhanced plasma lines, they must
be quite close to each other, which is again consistent with our assumption 40 a 0
in the Arecibo experiments.

1.!
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Insomphamde f ae-ie ooshric heating by high-oo paiwvs bevtoa n howeria rtudioaes.ca

role ngenratigekiomagneticcfieldapriorutouhighnpower rsdructureinIection.Wruchtstructur
be ecetlypreentd eplrsmentflu andseineticonsthabilitiest thnt proesses. thoevser, er

Cmity wavs iymac rasctiseed for theighpoertia vetadionoo htemlsperifc ingIstabilitiesan

bov~~veri tam faoiyo tdelos: on Shlresctinle dispcuss aslphetsofeolg l oe-if

Ionospheric ~ ~ w stdbset fH eating iay* ao strsctured, ioasl-osson anr honolee ofabent
Ionopheic lectic iels. on rlo fbrequpency winospheracvistailtiena. driftsallyainoSection

covc vetefet ahe evlatio, of the prestenregiof s hih Foer rlonge tom healee S dand
hoa~im, eg. fo tos o athat the minutves bea povratdensit ove sufficiently tlare everial

cavity *is p In, and eletrca cupin fro th alsroudn conosider teporA chanesein herm
axis. Th" efectssay tis scales lonad tohange an hlectron collson tiropagawith so

mel-ommstet heretca mdesibl ofr atimoel canostheni heatrittng yhg pvr7 1 ~ wv
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Is 8thllai olrt Ieathe hasttts, pf . . Iectr Tx is the stres tensor. it Is the
mew t field, to th . pa on due to i ravit y, iit the wII th les vector duo toSee~tlligtl e-- ic ~ tV -'. - M ,(Y(V - ) R iel~ii(Vi - T e) 14o~(V * ),e

(Vie)I in -h elcrn n (•1- •trscI tn-feen, Von (win)is the amectro;n-eutral
tim-meta 1 co sion frequ~tey•, Isl the thsrmofophqeric ryind velocity, I Is the electric

field, To to the tempertutre, 21,. i1 the host flow vector, 0. is the beetingtrata with s So IeE
sod I go I wI lads the &.1. p f.s conductivity, L. Is the cooling rate of h L' • V'iTJ' --T1)

!eitn aa1-d) e:I.t h v(Tj - Te) .- n(TI - T.) vith T, the neutral teone.ture.
- ulations (1) - (7) are suppleent by the vam@ equation In the alU t O )) Vm. vi

with s0 the freqvency of the electrcsuagntic ways mnd € iv the dielectrjj|esor. Eq. (1) - (8)
with exclusionc of Eq. (7) a&e similar to those used in previous studies

2.1 COMnCTICM AvR) ST•.r¶ I7' 0? MTT-INPU1C•7-, Dr'zSTTT CAVITIES
It to well-known ath- Fpover radiov fas can pro uce-large scale dessity cavities and

depletions In the ionosphered.A. W. nov shayX0 that, for long-time scale heattag, these density
depletioas can steepen perpendicular to the geoosagietic field due to polariration electric
fields caused by gravity and/or neutral thermosphecic winds.

using Eqs. (3) and (4), 1q. (7), for current conservation at F-regfen altitudes, can be
Writt. to lowest order,

0 0 (9)

With

* Roc (10)

bet ,.. ta the ion cyclotron frequency and . The first term .. the right-
bead aidI -e to electric field-induced Pedersen drifts, the second term doe to gravity-
htsdood drift and the third tern due to neutral winds. Equation (9) can them be written, after
seopaating 3, i.e.. I - oT *_

with X . vi D , • Ro, a constant polarization field. .Linearizing
811. .t '- for tios in N end taking we " •a..<fid

0

thetotal electric field iT n the density depletion can then he writates

S(13)

Ae a result. the total electric field inside the depletion io greater t the total field
gotIde the depletion. This Implies that the center of the depletion Wsm faster than the
eoetide portioas end results in a ateepyning of the depletion or cavity as depleted in fig. I.
ith steepening will occur in the x a b direction. This enalys j Is sitmlar to that applied to

iI
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lterally occurring iotnospheric depletions In equatorial spread-P by Oesakow end Chaturvedi
2 t

who tompeted depletion end cavity velocities for varicse cavity shapes. e.g., cylinders, sheets,
, ~ellipeeso

In order to estimate the steepening time ts we take tL - Uis - 11 where VI a ypViA is the

velocity of region 11 (large 3n) and A (small in), respectively. oe L to a typical se

length for the depletion. Now VB • c/ IN/01(No - in)] and ha a C/o I1/(N0 - wit. c!lJS.
Fer a 50 *ercent depletton, i.e., b/N 0  * 0.5. C20%1  a10 a•ses , L- 10 ka_ we Mel a

stnevetam time t8 a 10t sec. The steepening time can very depending on the shop@ of the

depletion1. 8oweverv the variation will involve factors of two to three and Vill not change

this estimate appreciably. As a result of steopening, the cavities will develop strong density

gradients An the direction of convection. Tn the nest Sectiorip we discuss the effects of this

steepening os high power radiovare propagation.

PLASMA DENSITY N

G EOXE a

1-0

N

-0©

Fig. I Sketch of steepened plasme cavity. lIna t'. i 1,5, denote planma densities.

2.2 MOPACAITIO OF WIGH POWER RADIOVAVES N COWECTING AND STY•U•tO
DENSITT CAVITIES
VW nov consider the effects"

0 of a steepened ionospheric density cavity on the propagation

of high power radiowaves assumed to be ptopagating in the %-direction. In Sq. (S) we take

a(a
-Iy)exp(i 1 0k ds)i (14)

is the geonetrical optics approximation where sow S refers to the wave electric field.

Inserting Sq. (14) intm Sq. (9) we find

Lj*21k It iS W2 Y' 2 CE c 0 (

with - @A + It the complex dielectric. Further decomposing S - S0 expVikS) we find

- I -!



1"re we have dofae 11 - VS. I 0 Is the gradientt "orator transeverse to the ray vector
L ea1d. 1. - .0 ke w t e d e t a g litude effects. sq..atto. (1i) (17) #.torsi"* the

to 14.J ( 7 th e hao a vety ej eoriated a ti n AM d ff with Itee ee o s a d~ S e take " by Ste (1a ) wt

witt

110 0(21-02;) 4 1)

Ustaeh a 0edal lot in to he of the form

In g

ST 2

with IL- O* sol7a,1( . '0h) 1/2hi with % the elsetr.. "gto, the wave frequesy, the
electrie teepersture, vo the alectron collision froqvn-"y' and 40 is the aeraege frat"Io .1 the
emerF lost by electran .0 ia"e celliuie l, 13q1. (21) f(x y~) a us*4edt deocrlh a te.0peoed

Maiy ace If*. * g0ow have is * 90~ I . usting tq. (1) t q (20) we have

IS a of(M.Y.8) M2)

shae we have merefalised I . 102 hy *1/.0
2 
3U.1 1s4gS. (21) e1d (I,) we hae' free 9q. (IS)

With

I"I

* dt(R.7)V - *M- 2fIR(1 Nz) ftI P

A pout ofthis i.irotioe medarel tshe- teeoe f rifg l 2.h ypi eigtem~la
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114. a. nlot .1 waitie profile of steepmene Plans, tavity..

ganme findl a solution to 1q. (24) Miss perturbation theory by assuming I To 191 O
With 44 (1 Tis amounts to inserting to to the expressions far 61 and S2 so the

aigit-hes s4ide 94 S. (44). is the my-plane go take so Initial Gaussian baee profile

3(nP). 12)u/42a* (23)

sucsh ioabse in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we show the born Intensity I(x.y,s) as given to Sq, (24)
Wttbg #nIg eva Oluated MIME I * . so given by Sq. (23), In Fig.' 4We see 0 . 0.6. Far 6.

esw noonly $"i distortion 5f the be" Intensity with a shift In be"n peak Intensity
ungteflow directicet. Is addition, that* is ams spreading of the besen awd associated

dateese to Peek be"n intensity. an the ether bend for strong bean 0 . 0.6 io Fig. 4 we find
etraGOVI focusing together With on iftdreMaeend shift tf be"pak inftensity. This shift in
bown intensity is consistent with the recent observations' of bean shift ond enap-hecks' during
leng-tios bigh pewer OF bosting experiionts.

3.3 NilVIWiIAli~1~ghiIW? INI FP0119".0 Of COUWWTION AM~ MV0hIPNG

me howe also studied teefeto convecti asnd steepening on the t reral filamentation
Instability. Owity depltions In the Ienoephere are known to be unstable to the 1byleigh.
Tayorle Imtability, so Intercksngelike plasma instability driven by gravity In conjunction with
neetrel thatesephorie winds, The growth rate of the thermal fIlomeetation Instability is the
prseonce at isterI go inetability can be write

20
.

q9# 12 I2-Iv 13(0/ voc2 2 _k22

shero 16(0ij) Is the electron (len) gyrofrequency. B . 1;, v, Is the electron thermal speed, ve
am e lectrea Malliesie frequency, nj(.m) the ion (electron) Maes, v the electron quiver
Velocity, awthe ainplamsinfraqueacy, Ce the sotmi spewd. Ow To - Vo/rWith We -(g/'. 1 ) 0u
Ow 8 Is grawity. vi the ion, collision frequency, w Is the neutral thermsopheric wind, and L is
Iho density gradienot sWealength perpendicular to the gommegneticlie 10. FrC" sq. (26) the
dwold ~ fildU fr fil~metatiwn can he Written

With )g the Ieye length. Squation (26) raedce. to the standard reewlt
t4

'
1

6 v.1 yo 0. We
ONe that #NO growth rate ve of Interchange iastahility con incrense the threshold for exicitation
Of t he tb*Wl filintotir Instability.

L
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th this amities we dievess the possibility *f influencing the deaelepmemwt ot natural low
fespossay plason we" toe the p-rerien nod B-regina Ionospheare by a high power W pump "Toe.

nod". waea believed to be onuited t? variose Instability praceweas at different time" and
to different noe"in, teawtiag io atruetwrod fields to the sodium that hoe, hemis detected by
Vais.ouseetestal tecksiques far de0064M. It to howe that a controlled experiment inoed
Miatomi W mite to study tOe dewlepeut of low frequencyr Imnosphteric instobilities mayF

aneme the andestenuding and Identificatien of thm~ Ow"cesnm as a step tewards development of
as Ionespheric model with predictive espebilitiee."4

vs Coneider a situation is whichs an UMP move Is resonantly maoe aeaverted int aso
eloatreettit sode seae the reagve shere it. frequescy is cloea to the eabient upper-hybrid
ftegemep. further, we masegot the effsects of ambient magmetic field an the high-froqtaecy
model, as approximation made for simplicity. The standard made coupling analysis is performed
for the istersetien betwese law-f reqweay modes (at. k) sad high frequency oideband @*"ac (m t

46,kLftto isth pve"S f s pwip (es Is the lee-altitude Ionosphere, Mhe
t~r- ulearity isdominant (when 'e int 0 Ust the hgig-eltitude ionosphere,

the e ffesto doiant (VI L. efolwig we precant results of the linear

staility analysis foe various lev-f requmocy mates is the presence of VP punp wave. and their
prebable regiue of ecceraomu.

1.1___ ton PML 9 I -REGMs
Twbof-tpes vst onmeans is Oth PC.*ence of a high power It punp io the

plainrftoeetiih frame ofte 9 t1l1i%*¶.j'slOi 0

aM a I4wIhh V, 61S/194 (d~a t~ )1 (:9)

with 1 0 *. ") Interchange instabilities are believad to caus ionespharic
Istegulnr~tiee hb Is the oew latitude and high latitude Ionosphere. 1. the low latitude
Ionosphere, gravity-ftiven Wayleigh-Tarlor sodas are believad 24 to cause equatorial, seroed1 foe
sal~e siass 100 a - 10 ha while at high latituda@ electric field-driven Interchange modeS

2 are
believed to leod to tessitl irregularities so the edges of convecting plasma inthomeogaoities.

"a um itafted s~mretr at altitudes - "00 ka, requires threshold pump power (puop electric
field) of .01 p~lo' (I aWe). The pump destabilizes Interchange nades in overdoes* regions (I <
a. me 4 am while It Is satbilising is the underdone* region (6 ) 9, Ish~a Thus the
inistbl bdes weul hPA"e a structura Is altitude ntch that the nudeo i:slalisod in the
oveedesse region (in a situation similar to the natural instability associated with the "blobs,
which hbes 0 finite altitedo extest).U3 This situation favors destsbillsation of Onods with
sane" esomarabla to the Ifealiastion region (- 100 a). hot ISager scale films, nonlocal
effects PUaT 40 Important 1ole amd the goth rates (pump mave thresholds) are reduced
(MOOLO). More. IgSiwes a plot of 14 . (2r) for typical parameters for anderdease heating (0

3.1 r A2U~TA M AM~t PI0USI TO 113 3-3011
Wtwe-atreas iastalI'ty &a che 3-region is favored at elootrojet altitudes (105 - 113

ba) when electran. Mu drift (will exceeds the localoin-smod speed (C,). vt± 1% q. The
penneof IF pum mama may ran.l toi its seletatien for rabt-threshold conditime v± C)

V* dLWise rsin latima few the two-streas instability Is Peaseec sf31 pot waetIsin

2 -2 #'

ka i(I kjL eeeIl

Vhif V Wut/e 8 V#~ ~ s % -V' * , *0. v1 11 - 0 SO "o L

IA. The W tw aw. dents iliseeths odas is the everdens riegin (S 0. )a tC
sieqered threshold p"a yors power (electric fied) Is 3 WV/a 2  (60 W/o) (for q!,vj-
350 we, N a 410" a-', vn, - 3.3 t 6 a l l0 ). the natural two-struam instabilityha n

alsise with oseorvations of amwend electron temeratures ("hot nofts') to the region
sow pertmsetosm m effects en a-region hae" indloie ohe levatines of type I-like

Itrragurities (assoeiated 'with the two-sri ntblt)" A future expeiment may he
eenuiderod teverify the association Of "hot sptotn with the two-otrsa Instability.

* At larger scale sites the gradient-drift Instability myp he excited in the B-cagien
eacotrojet. Use V pum waew may aso6 he sow to isfinenca the large scale *ixe modI (- 100 a)
is the 3-region. The gradient drift instability Is associated with the electrojet current (100

-n US altitude) an the Cwrret-conaective Instability (WCI) is associated with the pretence
of parallel curents (> 130 ha). Thes" Miles may be detected by WM-radar (type It echo..) or

* ntistilslesio measuremnst, ansd require pump waew field strength. of - 15 aV/s (for gradient.
drift Instability, at - 110 ha) sod -2 site (for 0!at -5 ItsOa). somes 3-region experinents



weboof appareutly detected oweb affect*.

roeL is the firregvlertty gemsretio"10 A t altitude@ whar* wk0 ( 20h), elactr~estati
itm-cyoietroa (RIC) modes ean heavily daspe due to whtile 011-ecusutie Moves (IA) my be

an SIC *bo t higU-~r altitWas( S a o v-PWv fields - S v/r. TMa PtaP waye is
further deetalfilitooe to the linearly unstable odctts In the everdsusa regic.,e (6 ( 0, %
*fle It IMy &uea 1tsol lie artetly stbeth :. doa i to e 04 dordeanoe region (0 A 0,h4
SIC I" I sbill tt Im bigh-latitu41o loonrsp'tr has been associated with Ih oy igo

carried "t to "crify this Prowoitisa.

"'INfTERCHANGE [NSTAM3UTY

Sal

.6110 --

A.1-0

'me BI-lX1OW'/ml

C.I.5X10 'V/rn'

net. S. at o growth rates fre, Eq. (27). not@ I . ,Zý2!Sa w'th vTiew en T
fllowing peramoters art usent.V . 1 92/s, VI/e I

* g~~~~I ini tlj x-directlee, yi to the '511c so % .a1 ,

ID. s SUME -4 UUWCS

is be"s discoteed features of Ierge-ecal. El? beasting processes to the asetruetured and
stwectured loeeooherv. for the unstrmtetured problem, for large scale long-time. IT hosting, we
be" @br that polauization liel,! due to I onospt..ere- the ot; h~ere inteactireons VWd couplintg
will be important it the evolution of the strujcture end dynamici. of heater-Induced plomEf
eewitles Is the lcorportosh. Suotral effects, e.g., cavity ateepening. convection, eWd
electrical iecou lin~g f roe the aso'rnt iov,?;berw say mels.. we have shown that typical
stooentag tin for beater-loduerd de'nsity cavities are on the order of a few minutes. Flamm
esmaectie. an stee Inrg Induced by both gravity eAnd eutral winds have bee" investigated. ?We
pcpegatiles of high powor radinwavese is a steepened depletion hes beon studied. It is fnued
thet w Latitisily tellizated radtowavi bowes ishaifted is the direction of convection due to e
atebpemeed plese" cavity, tot low beams powers, this convetion mand steepening causes a decreess
in pek berns inetsilty while st highaer power - increase Is peak bees lntensity Is see", i.e.,
bom facsielog Is Itsere"". Ism eddition, we have mane competed the growth raet ef the

eclsad thermal melf-focoxlag testability io the preseence of both emowaeetio end a plosme
~ttgrsdintlelucad by eteepenming, perpoodleeler to the geomagnetic field. We ftch that

ft= mqprooemme see increase the threshold end reduce the growth rate of the generalized
Pss 5f-toeusiag testability.

For the strvetared inosopboer, we ohm that isatabilitiet and proceosse In both the I-
sqmle ad B-rgisma eassociated izrrgatusetie may be stabilized or deaotahlleed gmetg high
Sno W saw". W psqfg ampittides my be accessible mating existing heaters.

S. 3"win.

t. Sem . . ft. Sae, F. Stubbe, S. Ka~ts!a and J. nsarxmeý, thytime scantillatioma induced by
Mbi-pow"r a eave at Trotes, Norway, J. (iehs g. 92. 11149, 19607.
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DUCT MODEL FOR TilU DUTY-CYCLE VARIATION OF THU
PLASMA-LIZ OVERSHOOT DURING CYCLIC HIZATINO AT ARECIlXO

Oemmuklationa Ruesam Centre
Deoarlat of Ommunicalitu

P.O. Dov 11490 Station 'H
Ottaw% 6;"rm KWl SU2

SUMMARY
lIs aeceat publicatioaon bc e uophernlc heating by Swdeeet 4% . [to" the elect of s~aiddely changingS.thednt3czlded urtn oelo 7 cding of the •1' t.ansmtter, oa the pls.rlin. (PL) o•ershoot ane str * il-" Illy "W d 2the duycl4 was mddcly decremsed, the aesobot lifetime chbahe gradually over tbhut I

in. from rnqb~y 01 *to more than 0.1. Wh en n t el4 wt " suddenly inicmaed, the lifetime ched
cmdedly o mor th,• O to rogqhly 0.1 a. For ti b hherduot cycletkePL inaitr bo to pumate
dramatkally. The Len• kulr(L) wave• respontzibe for the KLgow by the pamrmetrc-decy tn.iy d
Pms9pate In " setle-n ehvl* edkmlxatd uctwd s having a mith d&rcment rdative to the enbimt den-aug nistude the du.t. The chne a the dre d* both on th poderoctive e c the t d L

sewm nda em heatin due to da g of the L uevse. When th Ia on, the de inernees. Whe the
W is o, the decr.ment decrea-i. Rapl o the L waves (ie. decy .1t otea. ) by Leaden d .
Sbeoi.m when the decrement ece cetai leve. Te duty-cycl oheratls em e explaned with thia

INTRODUCTION
The PL erer-bot was firet "imtd and described by EjnJl9IM1 and Showns ad Kim r19781.

Graham and Fefer 119761 wanmt that shb wt-ecle fleld-allpned i~~~ewith a growth time fat fe NVaeec
as&e catter the EM wave into L w md hence reuce* the E, ikd at greaer heights after a few tonds.
However, the exitence of overehoot com Ained with * ]ak of a mran&l re•uctio in relected EM power
has bea demonstrated IDJwAath &Is, IQL; eet~a al& 1=1~ Kun e, 0. tf107 = "L waves, withgrowth rates p than the growth rm of L waesr t e ; thi, , , th Lin-
cranras the thmcew'd of the detected wavm mad caucus the dftp n FL Ir ensit. Caviton theory [Dubois et a&I,
1101; Dubol at W., 1 4 does sot expi the o hoo. The lizif alous of tbe role of eavitom in eplainlng

l 1amrhrit-brtling obsemvtioname one by Sulzner st &I. [gj
The duct mode in eomjunct with the parametric decy rA-mlity have bees able to explah qual-

y many i the tervact v-es o the plusa line o3&arrv as Arecibo [Muidrew and 2Slowen,$P17;.Muldeewv, 1975 1979,136 t aJ _in a expl.ntin of the FLerieoo I• udew, 1t35). S~i-r at al.
Ij1W)l rceent datai stai n~ the elect en the FL, orenbo of er w ay chaning the duty cycle durn cy-
elagofth~e betn iralte. A hEW eplanatlos of theme ramuli ucL the duct model wee given by Stilee
at .t. baeed on• a pe riso Maidre (it~ ned coresmpondenc betwee J.A. Fejer m th de author [1185). A

OSRVATIONS Or SULZER ZT AL. (IN"3)
Iigpu4r s I land I el SleeratL 119a with their captions ae reproduced hee In Figures 1 2 and

8, moftrrely.=t in le I the &dut cycle orthe HI transmitter was chage from O.5-e on 6.4 ON (W t -y.
do A} to 03. o@4 10.&4 o (B) #A 1015:49 (time, a 0 I the 11me). Only timis marthe 6 .e on pei-
ae shows in the figure, he"*, the Umea can only be used rat comparng received puk. Tie graual
lmather•nc at the em.bo t 0.1 W ,•9 ,tahe aboat z, ntim = I -ain the trim). See iV,
marin t e caption reqarding the third •ad W6ihpuak, In Fip * lthe duty cycle at the HF trinmitter
use changed We 8 to At rA7~ 3=(timne a a th e gu-re). Te gradual shortening at the oveirshoot from

Ilia"than03 ato aoat .1 atalm abw 1.6Wa (ime 9 a I g h lure).
SIn Fpf 3 the 1W duty cycle .Ie on, I.e of with an effeetive radiated powe of 40 MW at 5.1

Mill. Tie 4.304ids mda plm hae anI n i m pube period ofI nm givingn a time resolution of I mi. The H!
ruemuaion etarte shortly altar 400 me In the figure. The PL disappets about 1200 me af•er the start of the

HP. Between about IWO end 1700 on oe the time scale the pubes are extremely regular with lea-than-10-mn
pulses eparites by abhot 41 me.

DUCT-MODEL EXPLANATION
Figure 4 1b take from andewi d ins*Madld versiloat aacheuiatc oar s remeentatlre

everebiaot for the early Arecibo expwlmentew reativel weak HP power an determined by Mhown 12q
Tb. evolutio of a duct during lonispheric best'esa em divided into fiour time domains [Muldrew, 1M].
The liz .three of thee which onintitsete the stage u w in the fkiue. ThM ourhei the mr

gsup wh" the beater is off.
Coneder the start of HP eyefa after the transmitter has been off sufficet Iong (eg. more than 10

m...) that no HF-enhanced ducts exist. Natwur field-hli ductan alwap pramre in the ionosphere havingv i ariet of cro,-lied diaetr an deu*4 t enhance~ments or decrmeI. These daf sine to nmsf

to elfect the HF field distribution. h the prweene a powerful HF fAeld the parametricsdecay instability ca
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rf
sister /led& t d ut 1 h 11s of m&A%7u fIrl @twmr (first AJ.y "Drv~zc tA• a phurra fretquency

which is Mls ®Z -f..Otbt trtL-weT- wavoe will
growsea 1Y Qo betthe small detzhy " MO&7wawl hbedi x,4 , i 7 gteeeto e

p4mr T. k-' Is the duct nd c•qentu y decrezzit the elOect dc= ty by t iv,,1-art-oa of •.w •io
the e c-zdidrectsoe. Larrivarourfiberl L &Y wrie An thin grow pwa trltet! The duct &AM.*hh a
were e. A. the L warts we gi,.ed alog the duct tOir WitI.O - bad and forth over a I--- an.
gk rc.'t.re to tie r rtc.Mdirection. When the duct l'. gc., p u~&rt, L wrarm %Mu exist týi. Wri'MJ
wh!Ah have the opprpiarte dirttticcn and wmrnumblr to t h!,Z 'tcr th.- 413-14,113 Waer Sipal. K.f: the vtart
of KF tyc~in3 it =7n take @ereraJ IIF Pubaf be' *e a FIL is d-1tctýd; the duct coctlnves to grow duri-1 ~
Puilee tatii an a recuimmst stedt sat~e in rershzi. Daztte with re!livitly large denvity deceioms wýiU per-
wit a l--Zvr rit," of L waves to be trapped than those with rin•!c'r den•ity decrement&. This ,nzw ducts
with .lrr dcin:ty decrements will be heatd more It drmpinl' and will graw more ri Id! than sm,11tr ducts.
Ceeucntly, only the lar---t natural ducts existing lcc•e the Ititlal HF turn-on will] endap -. the d-cts r-
spcesziLbl for the PL. This probably explains the lart* separation of PL ducts (roughly 0.5 km) which is cleary
i&"iated by the observed approximate 1-mi fading rate of PL Intensity.

As nscationed abore, %fW the HF transmitter hae been cycling fokr some Uime the ducts rve the
aedy State, In w.ch Ihe duct elictecistics repat Ia ly each EF cycle. As oon Be an HP pulse

alltw, L wvane bIwij to grow bi the perwnet-idee Lmtbtty is the ducts and a,"y rrsch to othkerrule
level in &touzt 2 ma (rctcoa 1, Vlavre 4). They beecome ec'ciinearfT es 'ated in anocther fcw 2Wc 2an
start to exert en epprziisbla pariderowaotivt force on the pi5Anl in the duct. This ktore d.iea' pha.-na in both
dire-tooas alorl the rnt-_-dk Eel4 away from the maxiLosum 1fF ficed vtrTvZ~h at the Eet Airy mLziifnm. ThIilate fo aprcninat~ty the time It take e ec tr~n-iou pair to ttavel at thermn-l ee c•y arc-e eoe hrif of the

ment Inc'enct, Landin dumping o the L wares Increer [Figure 2, Muldew, IC2 e.n.d at some pointbeoe
sevee, can:i:n the strep drop In PL Intcn•ty showen laFiure 4 meat$ s (region $,

1
FiFure4.

sLg he &m dwictioe of the PL ov hoot based os Mul4rew I, the ,aebeaone•In pit-wees I to 3 wit be VXpUa~ed. At I Be 0 in Fig-re I the duly cycle suddenly deert"•. The hteatbi interstedl
&eect of the pc's-ou.s p'-u' thus decrevses and T, a•nd the density dccr'naent 6T dus to thrzrAl Le'ets de.
(tel-te, frO71- f::lj to Fuas.Fo t~h? left-hvid s~de of 1,ur I. r W We'tI':ely lae. The ptd nO1eforce
peodriccl rn r ýNticn&l dezflty dei'cocetnt Up which rev%'s itt ptik V~-ttr.s of =Timccnd, rft thc B~tu%
of tee-h put:7; hr + op is ku ~n~ iph ttuitt OtU L wa-f-r~'i t~ f!r the PL are aureic!y Le.' 4,u dt.Mped
after 1t>', 01. o'tne.:hd z:f iueI6-Isrzzively eal] an 6-7 + p Is not SUt'Minr17 large
for the PL w&vs to be ,ere y dmped In less tLh 0.5 6.

At the hlier duty cycle starting at I a C in Figure 2, 7', as'd hence 67. In the duct rie frm pulse
to pulse uonl ' ;I B.'nUt OZ: 0.5-s Frule, 67- + 6p becomnes hitCda enou-_la near the end of the 05S-a pukese to ini.
tnte Lpn:u d=i'g of the PL wxyes. br at the sun of 0" polu coatitres to incir e fer the next even
pulbeai a- ' Ledniu dampiig of PL siesA occurs at proigecivrly ea• ioer ti=es Nom P2!&e to pPW.. On
tke 2L'-.ad ride of i iure 2, 6r. is suf~citertly Iarve at the stag of the p*-!e 0.2% wheni jp =31imizes is same
tOe oal Si!r- + ccOnds 67 " Up is great enrr-uh to initate seaere diltzLng of PL wa-ces. The L -muir wm
whone ws ae,.els make eame eng'es with the duet mix and bhnte cernot be cbsvid by the radar euffer
aeonidcr ljry Iois damping than the FL wayna. Hence, the pooderomotive force Is intit.ined.

At the still higker duty cycle of F'igure 3, even the L Warm whshea warewocal make small angles
with the duet exls can be damped, cutting off the po mecnotie force. At t&he AAt of the HF pulse (at about
450 er), Oyr I qfte ekoe to the value at whcLh seve dx.ping c PL wsitr ta.1 place. Shortly after the Pon.
derni;tve trv~ ats.-ts to reduce the density, severe damping of all wavw esats in L'md the ponderornotive force
Is alrlect climiated. The PL waves we •cb•erved for a short Uoe before th-y a•e absorbed. Due to placme in-
rtia 67r + 6p remains high for tens of imnitisccovda (in thi case about ;0 ,e) be.ore Sr + Sp derer, to whbe

L wares can S aain. The procem i repelted recaelng i& the obterved periodcity. It in intereting that for
8 > 1200 is the PL Ittensity betwae PL spikes hae f•a to the HF-off Moim lee. Ti is likely due to the"sahbneed temperature near the middle cfthe 2-a pube which ersvis that the PL waves an completely etmi-
mated bctwtz'a the peaks.

TMorm is aother Important bee•ration: the .xen from 12•0 to 170 me are clean end evenly spaced.
Thes is prtbnh'y becatse there is octy cae PL duct in the radar be=m. Duet spacring In roagbly one-half to one
kilo• etr and besam dameter 6 about one Ue'rr, hence at a gis tOm the-e may be anywhere from zero
to a few ducis in the hatm e the b t oft a Era Airtmi mm. If there were two ducts In the beam the
spcnw nllet appt Irregular (see Figure 3 for 9 < 120 mes). I there were thre or more ducts the sfaing
mi&h appear randoC.

CONCLUSIONS
The duct abodel for the PL overshoot at Arecibo In capable of explainizg qual!itatively the rather

empl ervolution of the PL intensity when the duty cycle of HF cycling is suddenly changed.
Tb the eastlier's keowledgs e gamoo dsaa hwer yet bees pebl~shed an PL Istensity fiolloing the Maiat

of HI cycling after the transmitter hbe been off for at least 10 min. Forloncepheric eosdioees, HF power", 3
qmscy, and cycn periods milar to those enreepmding to Figuree Iand 2, it Is p, ieted that if a PL Is

r it i pr!bal take I to 2 ain for the PL o to ppeaw and reach Wm m Lifet!is.
Prs ah ig duty cycle iec a the ome correspondng to FlIgre, it In occassiaonay possble to get

nrpd FL p"sin'. This oc whes, the duct density decrement Oue to heaLin a r*st low eneougsh to allow
weakl d= pe = L ves, which a We observed by the rmdsr, to eaint but enough so that an L sae be
come saverley damped when the density dcrment Is n rcm,,ed iurther by the posderoiative Sfec.

t.
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N. aUiCVj, us

You rotor to ducts being an explanation for the Oerv4-lons If Duncan and Schra(1978). eoverer, tX:Ir driftinq striations are kilc•utois in size, while the duct.syou are discussing are 25 e In else. n do you acount Cor tke difference?
£UTISO S|IUlLY

Although the ducts are about 213 i n dintter, irndvidual ducts are separated by
about 0.1 to I km. Cosu-ently, the fediav7 peaks are separated by about the saaamount as that abictt would be experted from the self-focusaing instability.

L. UKCAN, US

to fact, there have been weasuremts showinq helqht variations of the enhancedplasm line convistant vith structures of An/n - few 0 drifting throilh the radar
beIm. Nowever, there appears so" rseasna to believe that the intermediate scale
structures associated with self-focuseirog (- ki) and smiler structures you arecalling ducts (- 25 a) may both be present as components of a multi-scals
Irregularity environment. There Is "n Inconsistency between thae models.

Iarhepe ducts and selt-focussisj irreqularities could co-exist. The data I referred
to showing no height variation of the PL during - I min fading were recorded with a
height resolution of 600 a. since this wv-- '. in several sets of data, the
height variation Is probably oonsider,.ly lees than 600 a. %is imwlie. daneity
variation for slf-focussinr of lose chan about Wt. Your obhervatcent had a beight
resolution cf 200 a, I believe, so that our observacions could be consistent.
Ruvever quite maill values of An/n are implied.

I
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The HP-enhanced plasma lines (HFPU) obsrved in the Arecibo heating experiments refe.
the radar returns at frequencies near the sum and difference of the radar frequency and the HF-heater
frequency. These enhanced spectral lines are caused by backscatter of radar signals from parametrically
excited plasma waves having a wavenumber of 18m"l- A nonlinear theory has been developed to
describe the temporal evolution of those specified plasma waves and their originating altitude
interval. Both phenomenta of Lntensily overshoot and expansion of originating altitude interval of
HFPLs observed at Arecibo, Puerto Rico ame explained. The theoretical results agree well with the
observation [Ojuth and Sulzer, 19891.

L lntroductio',

It is generally believed that parst.i;r decay Instability plays an essentially role responsible for
various nonlinear plasma phenomena observed during the Ionospheric HF-heating experiments
[Carlson et al., 19721. One of the most pronounced signature of such an instability Is the observation of
HP-enhanced plasma lines (HFPLs) during ulie hesting experiments. In the Arecibo heating
experiments, these lines correspond to the enhanced backsitter spectrum of the Are,-bo 430Mlz
radar signals at frequendes near 430 MHN f:t: f, where fti Is the frequency of the HF heater wave. The
enhanced radar returns at these two sidebands then provide useful information on the characteristic
features of those upgoing and downgonirg components of the parametrically excited plasria waves.
One of the Interesting features associated with the HFPLs in the F region over Arecibo is the so-called
main plasma line overshoot [Showen and Behnke, 1978; Showen and Kim, 19781. It has been
described in detail by the recant study of temporal evolution of HFPLs (Djuth et &l., 19861. rhe
experimental results at high HP power (80 MW ERP) show that the HFPL signal exhibits an initial
growth lasting for a few tens of milliseconds before reaching a maximum value, and then greatly
seduces its strength in the order of a few seconds. A theoretical interpretation of this phenomenon
has been suggested in terms of a mode competition process which results from anomalous damping
introduced by incoherent scattering of electron orbits by the total excited plasma waves [Kuo et al.,
19893. Electron diffusion in the velocity space along the magnetic field together with the cross-field
diffusion in the coordinate space are results of the Incohcret scattering. On one hand, these diffusion
processes appear as an enhanced viscosity to the electron motion. But, on the other hand, they
broaden the resonance interaction between the electrons and waves and lead to anomaious damping
of waves. The mode competition process can be understood from the fact that the anomalous
damping introduced by enhanced electron cross-field diffusion to each spectral line of excited plasma
waver Is proportional to the total spectral intensity of excited plasma waves. This is because the
enhanced electron cross field diffusion is determined by the total spectral intensity. The increase of
the anomalous damping on the slowly growing plasma lire can result from the fast growth of other
lines In the same reglor. Consequently, plasma waves with smaller growth rates will be suppressed
by those with larger growth rates. Such a mode competition process is believed to be responsible for
the overshoot of HFFLs observed with the Arecibo 430 MHz radar. With the improvement in the
altitude and temporal resolution of radar measurements, the time evolution of the intensity and
height location of HFPLs can be investigated. The experiments for such a study were performed by
Djith in the April, 1988 heating campaign with an HF pulsing sequence of 9 minutes off and 1 minute
on. During these observations, the YF heater was operated at 5.1 MHz and approximately 80 MW
effective radiated power was transmitted. The results show that during the first few seconds following
HP turn-on, the HFFLs exhibits a transient response wherein it overshoot in intensity over a time
scale of a second. During this period the HFPLs also occupy an extended altitude interval which is
much larger that that predicted by linear theory. The upper cutoff a!titude of HPPLs (- 275.8 Kin) is
very dose to the point of HB reflection in the plasma. The location of HFPILs never extend above ths
upper cutoff altitude (HF reflection). In general, the altitude interval extends only downward over I
o 2 Km in about 30 to 50 milliseconds following HF turn-on. A common experimental result

"showing the evolution of the altitude intervwl of HFPLs is demonstrated in Figure 1.

In the present work, a detail study of plasma line overshoot is given and a theoretical
interpretation on the expansion of orignating altitude interval of HFPLs is suggested. The proposed' I
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excited LAngroul' waves whose tespswrel evolution is des~cribed by th- modri t eption delrive in
ou previous wort addre'ssing the plasma line civrstutcA plisnomensw~ IKuo etat 1,671 The inc~rease

of "h Gvquivsltnt tomperfture, of the plasmna which is proportional to the ossergy denstiy of
1LAMngsinu aie Waus's CUC-0I dOWnahirt 01 the matching Location nf PIA~Ma14 Wave disErson relaiti
w.th frequ~ency and wavevcor fixed by heiter wave iond radar signul. respiectively Tu.the FlA na
waves rMporvthle for IftlJ are excited not only hrer the original matching location but also fromn
the newly established matching height It results in ant expansion of originating altitudo interval C4
HFl'Li folluwing the growth and satiuratiort of L.Argmuir waves. The theory and formulation, are
presented in ate-tion 11 The numerical results presented in section III have reproducsed bkth the
evertwhot and altitude espnalion phenomsenal. A swrivnairy of the work is given its section IV.

IL T"er and Formulatkion

As plasma waves aret excited through the parametric decay instability, their wave fields affect
hew motion of electrons and introduce electiont diffusion in the vlokcity space. Such a diffusion

process can be described by a quasl-linear diffusion equation wherein the diffus~ion wreffidiert can be
separated into two parts The resonant interaction of waves and electrons contribute to the resiimant
part of the diffusion coefficient Ilowevis , only very few electro~ns aret lnvclvvd ins the lnteracuon
Ont the other hand, this notracinant (or adiabatic) Inteaction Involves fth "tan body of the plasma
distribution In the pla.sns oacilllatlo-i The oscillatory kinetic energy "iasoirid with the excited
Langmuzlr wave trimares as the amiplituder of the waves increase and the main body of the plasmia
appearsiolto heated One can show that tl* main body of the plasma eleoctrons Iseffectively hetate in

tepresence of plasma waves by 9he temperature Incrtseimt t.y. Ej/Azr. where It Is the Spectral

intensity of plasma waves and no Is the back.c~rund electron dent-Ity Is. g. S&Sdee, &Md Galeev, 19691
Consequently, the dispersion relation of plasma wave -a modified to be

4 s n~sln 0.+ UreK)/m. where w sops k6 6 0,O, m~and To are the Lanignult wave
frequency, electron plansm frequency, L.An.Muir wave number, the propAgahotsionate# of L.anrtguir
wave W~.t, respect to the geomagmrtie field U h electron gyrofrequency, the electroan mass, and the

simperttarbed electron temperature, respectively. Sincei ad - aw required by the fquency matching

asrditio" of OWe parametric instability AMd C - Z required for being able to be dertected by the
baiciscatt-r radar, where wher Q in the wavevcor of the radar signol, the disporsicnt relation is

reduftd to .4 + 0/ms. . conaL It implies that the modification otf the dispersion relation of the
pLisms wave due to finite t is going to change the matching height location of the plasmat waves
re~poeiblk for H}1'.a Ass i increaseas in time, the matching; height location also moves in time

tactricsnsto the rate equation At d It is noted "tthatUe plasma waves which ame responsible
dtm.

ki. HFI't1.an the early time wi1 continu to grow at the original location aslogs the pump field
ofiaI exceeds the enhanced threshold fied of the parametric Instability. If a linser density profile is

sassumed for the heated ionosphere, Le.,..-sJ.sL where L in the rinea aKuk height of the

Itonospheric, density and 4. Is the electroin plasma frequency at the originail maktdtlsg location, we
then have ther rate equation for the originating altitude of H11'Ls as

Equation n1) Indkictes that the originating altitude of Hfl'ta In gor-, to move downward asI
ra.This represents a downward expansion of the oslginatlng altitude intervall of HFPM.&

Lat I - 4zAinfdhk OE represent the, spectral Intensity of Langmnulr wavrn propagating at the
asame ang& I witit respec toI the earths& magnetic field thus, t can be eor~essed In steirms of litas

,s.Irsdeltiii where Is in the averaged mausximum spectral angle of excited plaisma waves.
Satauig thi expression of t into (1), yields

A.1



1% isequadrs e dIs(e. 'and dF) wr already derived In ow early work MKao .t

al. NPJ = the study of HUPL overshoot phowenomu.w In the following, a brie summary of the
prvowl" derivation is Included.

The Uetgrowth rate of parametric Instability forthew spectral line Is found to be

where a 5s M~SOM,)" of .v*%, F, a ldiSr??Y~e. -kcý, and VA Is the electroft
IN coblsio fr~equcy.

The fmea growth rate is then give by 4~st~4~o' 1for it-kcos'mw~e, itis seen
*iA the Maser growth rats, of the spec-tral lin Is a function of the propagation angle 0 and the
wavasumber k, and the growth rate Is maximized for eacd katS 9 - For i pump field exceeding the
threshold fiKd the maximum angle for the unstable Mk modes Is given by 0at - coo -f (Pg+OkYck'*J.
whome PS+,Pkftkw Is required for thes Instability.

Two mosilnese damp" mechanisms will be considered to obtain the net growth rate of the
Insablity. Th PW oir&ta Is the cock~ing of the plasma line which occurs when the amplitude of the
eatidtd =lm wave exw"eds t threshold of parametric decay procese. The daughter plasma wave of
each Cascading proces then takes 410110 away from Its corresponding mother plasma wave, and
esWAMMalY, OWe tOWa Wne drained by afthe decay waves becomes large enough so stop the growth of
die frst atsplasma wave. Saued as the balance relation, the anomalous damping rate výon the
starting lasprce ldeduced to be

srh UIs toe spectral width ofeath spectral line md given by hhft -Coo, N/hv&; v&nT*/nm.

Oinm VIproportional to 16 only, thi cascading process can only lead to the saturation of the
testability. Tesecond non-linear damping mechanism which originate., from the broadening of
Waveslectr resonances in the presence of random scattering of electrns in the excited turbulent
&ai Is considered to he the caus of HFPL overshoot phenomenon. It has been shown by Dum and
Dupree 1197MI that the field-dependent resonance broadenilng can be expressed In terms of diffusion
confficients which broaden the, resonanc function is, a similar way as collisional damping does. In
die magnetized plasma. the cross-field diffusion will br' the major response of electrons to the
boamermrit scaftebing by waves The diffusion damping rate bo the illnm Is thus obtained to be

where 5  ~ ~ ~- hl'macost, and il! -c4 is assumed.

Resplacing the simimallon by Integral, we can rewrite (5) as

de*c) acKk~sin~ jlxJk4'slnSWcoafl.adk'd6- (6)

Re. 0S), (4) and (6), the nonlinear growth rate of the i Kns can be defined by

The rate equation for describing the nonlinear evolution of EN Is then given by

Isto w of Is, equation (M) beoe approximately



whetre is24"V is M-Ok.),~ e 4 YlI~zinukic) and

S -k -a /4, and -3la"' q4•,I* Is defined by

ao.2-a,,a-•, . 0 which lead, to the rate equation fo to as

- &.slnsl / btoin'S. ibl%5 cve.
di

r *c,. 2. -•. 6471 l0ir lOe (1M

with " coefficients b - d,/3:•',DL • a /.

Equations (2), (9) and (10) represent three coupled equations for describing the temporal
evolution of the spectral intensity of plasma waves oriented at the angle I and the height of HFI'La

These equations will be sohded numerically. In terms ot dimensionless vartibles I x/L, - 2A.t

nd~ *0 - l4e/ T., equation (2, (91 and (10) ar ,mrntlied for num• tis aalysts , be

IS-A I . e (11+

-. [sino- I - 0/r24in•o 4sien%,'os'O.'

ICO*Sn
2 S./IBWA7O.)(i~coa'.l) d

C2- -='•• 1)|

C(S5/2 -7eiA0A/n/8j "I~
Cr'(sln'eo °d (13)

,,. .a-f2 ps( and C.

II Results

Using the following parameters relevant to the Arecibo heating experiments

' = Ixl=0cmsle. c. - 1.5x105Im/sec, T. - T, - 110 r., .,/2x - 5.Isl0'ect, Lp - 35 cm (for 430 MI-z

radar), and vaj-5001Hz and a,-2 we then have -125 Hz, A, -0M2c., AI/1/50, 3-120 and
C- 03. Equations (11)013) are then integrated to determine the tine dependence of the re
heisut tid tnteanety of TheLe

Shown in Figure 2(a) and (N) are the numerical results describing the 14& and the fake

timperatuwe indement 1, where Le simulates the plasma line detected by the Arecbo 430 MHz
beckscatter radar slnc" the vertical lines of sight of the Arecibo radar makes 40F aigle with the
geonmagnetic •ield. The observed overshoot phernomnenon of HF-PLs is successfully reproduced by the
numerical result of our theoretical model. It Is noted from equation (2) that the matching height
)ocztion of the plasma lines responsible for HFPLt is going to move downward during the gnowth of
plastra waves. This observation is demonstrated by a numerical result evaluated for the Ar,,ecibo

sit. This result is presented in Figure 3. It shows that the matching height location indeed
moves downward as the total intensity of plasma waves grows. This location eventually settles at a
distance 0.05L below the origial altitude after the HY heater is turned on for about 50 milliseconds.
As mentioned before, this represents the expansion of the originating altitude of H]PUL. bec use the
piatutlnes respo~nsil for HF•.s ame cotinuotusly excited not only from their originl loaion but

Sa s, at the "me time, extending to a lower altitude due to the 'lake heating" of electrons by the-excited plasta waves. The ionosphere scae height 4 deduced fo the experiments is about 22

•. •' "IIdom'etm (Djuth et aL, 19861, leading to the calculated ex]pan'ni of the originatig altitude interval
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of HFKIA to be 1.1 Kilometers. These theorecal reutts agre well both qualitatlively andi

"qthantitatly with. the Observation sho" lin "ur 1.

Iatepresent theory, two ntonlinear effects at induded. Mode Mmpelitiont mechanism Is

kwes. "nl when the first mechanism dominantes over the second mechanism~ overshoot can occur.
Therfore Or s usful o fid ou therriaionsip btweet ovrshot tuhnomeon And the hae

*Al 1and tsrepresnt te times for the plasm* Vre to reach Its I - k intensity, th~en drop Its
hilensity to One-half antite owetenth rdIspa auMetvl.Accrding to our theoretical
mtodel, t1 approaches inl~yi hsplasma line dosn vrhot , h dependefnce of these three
diatractetstic times othheerIntensity Is displayed In Fiue " .Shown In Figure 5 Is the
dependence of the peak Inest o aT n the hetrintensity. The results show that both
ovrshoot times adpeak Inest fHYPIA daceaem Senerall/ with the heater intensity.
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IV. simmary

Out theoretical model [Kuo ot al., 19I7 deve!o•ed ori•,tlly (me -gpati ix Intensity
O ero, ot of the A has ben extrndrd. The exnter onof the modt• Ore s"M fact that
monromint heins o eof lcetrorn tht p2tr•T•C!t-fly excited L.angmulr way - in yield an
qpparow tntr mertIn eictrcn tc -7s7ture. 71,11 fake hctafrg of el,-trans Lbitroducr, In extra term
Into the dC',rlon rc•'.!!c-i of Lqn:nu!r wsv-'. The moif~c !%n of the dIeersim ,tation move
OW mstc'r. ' Itoc'.Jio of the 1111"Li to a lowcr tlhtude where' th pl.m1. dcr'!ty t ler than that at

Itr lstlW tlocn. Trls extendr- rrm-! Is int,"idcd to exp.,in the newly obseved eip.lon in the
originated altl-.de aIntrval of WI-PLa. This model can succcssfu!ly reproduce b"i the Intensity
overshoot Lr- the epanm1oi of the oririntin I ltidti,.!e lntervtl of IIFPLA in good areenmet with the

oebivatflor. TM numcrical results ofthe ;'icrc," model also show that botl ile meershoot tn'm
and hIttefty deevrea genea!y teth the pump !,%Ienlty.

II In rot that thermal flh rnantatlcn Insutb'lity can generate large sale denoz, peeurbatlo (>
I Ks Kale length) whIcfh may also ceu"- the shlit of the plasma line altitude. H-ves•e,, two facts
stark& on the way so ruln out the poin[lbly of thls tnstability aS the cause medsniem feethe observed
pOenomena. One Is Its growth time. It tske at least a few seconds for the deelop',ntý of large scale
density Irregularlties through thermal filamentation Instabllity (Kuo and Schmidt, 193). The other
am Is ith fllamerntatlon dirc-tlon which Is shown to be perpendlcular to the magnetic malidlan plane
f an -mode pump tKuo and Schmidt, 19331.

M[•f.'•e ' Thi: Ths worik was supported by the National Science Foundation under Crant
No. ATM-6 -164.57 and by the Air Force Office of Sclentific Research under the Grant No. AFOSR-8.-
@316 and AFOSR-8M-I127 at the rPlyt)thnic University, and by the NASA unde Gr rant No. NAG5-
1053 at the Masachuseits Institute of Tcchnclogy, and by the Aerospace-spor.sioed lKeudt program.
The numerical work was c.rfir-d at the Pftt.burgh SupercoomputIng Center which is su--portpd by
lbe National Scicre Foundation.
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I wasted to point out, relevant to your last ooncltaaion, that ahea the placsa linet
uaxwnifti to noderaL 1 the overshoot durations warO swa second, au~l wMA~ th
etror.L were stron the overshoots wert -sharp', with duration of - sec. j
ehould aleo ark the last speaker, Don Muidrew, If thee" obeervetimw are evasiutent

wihbgduct theory.

Iftol otr results are oconsisatent with your rmarks. As we have shown, both the
overshoot time and plasma line strength a&e pump power dapendent. In the region
1.42 4 a c% 1.1, the overshoot time decreases with the pump power, while the

* plsm IiI1ew~tth increases with the pump Intensity. For 111[h- 1.7, the plasms
liereaches the Peak In lees than % sac.

Maldrew) The observations are consistent with the duct theory. Moderate WIL strength
lies moderate L-wave Intensity in the duct and a atron7 nL implies strong fr'wave
enity. Electron Meat ing in the duct would occur more quickly with strong i-wave

* ~ity and hceduct electron density would decrease more quickly than with
nodert v-av intensity. Landau damping of the trapped aguir waves reapfnasible
Cor bcksattering the radar would thus also occur soone for the strong nI case,
I.*.,* the Overshoot would be ahorter or aherper.

OWWncsUs
The tast thermal effect due to your 'take' heating frow enhanced Lafigmuir wave. is
very interesting and helps explain emonber of features of the overshoot. Nowveer,
there are also ether features wtich Indicate a role tar desiwty structures In
overshoot such as In the previous talk. no"s data note a stronag dependence on the
caractnr of overshoot Lased upw. oftI times of the p.=p wave. for seconds to teas of

sonstime scales, coneistent with dlffa"ion relaxation of structures.

RMS lf.

1Me two Phenomena, Plasma line overehoot and expansion of altitude interval of ml via
discussed in my talk, were Observed gLaultaunocusly in the Arecibo heating exporimonts
only when the iCU007htre is g~ pre-oonditinode. The. experiments were performed with
Meater one mirarte on and ainm minutes of I. &uct an orra eet ws intended to
elimina4te the posaible role of heater induced irregularrit i11or ducts) on the
Observed Phenomena. The possible role of naturally occurred irregularities as the

oueof the observed pbeOMeaRA wee also sot Ilkuy because the background plasmaduring the experiments was very quiet and the two Phenomena wOMarobservedpersistently over the long experimental period.

31'" A Vale. (1972), perking at &I. (19741p Chun 6 Pejer (?) and other authors
consistently 800 strong oscillations in the intensity of numerical solutions to the
wav-kinetic equations. Towr calculations do, = show that. IIty?

IWO nonlinear Proceses" ame included in our theory. One s I&caecading of plagsm lines
reeponSible for the saturation of pleasm lines. fte other one is mdod competition

Pon plasma lines respnnsible for overshoot of pla=&a lines. These two nonlinear
processe~s ars -- c ptin end pump power dependent. lWhn pu pownr is low, cascading
Process is dominant and there is no overshoot. In this region the energy of Langmair
waves Oscillates In time before reaching a constant saturation level.* As pump power
in-mease, m10de COMPtition Process gradually takes over and the oecillationa of
ta0g1004waoe energy becomes less apparent. This trend is shown by cur calculations.
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When vemy hIgh power radlowave; are reflected from the Ionosphere, modillcatim in thae physlcal
characierlstics of the ambient plasm a are produced. These Include the production of lud aligned plasma
sb4atiom with scale szes aaros the geomagretic fi•d Iline ranging from a few meb tr I few kilomeftr. The
p rw of theew Wstriona produces atcrrslous sb~orptfon of both the hesaw wave hauff and of other HF
eignals propagating through the moedMld region. During experim.nti at Tromso, Norway, with the heating
facility constucted by the Mux Pl•nck Inctitut fur Aeronoeny, LU-.dau, West Germany, MWWked Chang"s in the
fading r"e of HT signals reflected hem the heated volume have beer. noted. These rapid fluctations In signal
amplitudes are thought to be produced by medlum rcale striations generated during th ht'ng process. An
asimate of scale Anz of *thse striations is moade from the experimnental data.

Mm efm of fading rites

San ei Irregularities with w !w='-,!s bct'-cen (I - 10.1m) are generated by Instabilitie which Involve the

brer'Awakite produce anomalous aeT!iof an O-rn~d wave propagating through &t disturbed region,
(Grabam and Fc~er, 1976, joneIf et al, 1934, Ratoinfon, 1931). The X-rnode, however, do"s not suffer anomalous
abxrpds and tht amplitude fading rates olcrved are proluced by changes In the 1edrm density rsucture

rather than by antomalious absorption. Since an X-mode signil Is reflected at a lower height (smaller elctodeesity) than an )-mode of the same hreq.'cry, the X-mode dirgnogtic si!W is transmitted at a frequency some
O25 Mz above the O-mode he-ter (pumnp) frce-ncy. This e'nures that the X-mode sirgal Is refic-ted at a
hsight dose to ftht at which the heating wave Intiracts most strongly with the ionospheric plasma. The heater
and diagnostic eometry Is Illustrated in Figure 1.

Typcal examples of the changes produced by the Hester in X mode fading rates matured during quiet
Imospherl coditlons on the 17 and 22 M:-ch, 1r,5, are reproduced in FIgure 2. The hesle was operated at futl
powar (4-544 MWi, EUP - 360 IvWV) in a 2 min on, 6 min off cycle on 17 March a a 3 min u? mir•. off cyce on
2 March There is no overall changt In signal level indicating the absence of anomalous asocptio There is,
bowesr, &*very marked ducnge In the fading rate during times of heater on. The increased fading rate persist"
___ ater the heaam, has been switched off. lonograms taken during th ex periment Iniate that there Is no

chan Iek pnpeapton mode structure is during heating. It Is, therefore, concluded that the auhanced fading rate
Is a direct consquence of multiple field aligned scattr crated within the heated re It becomes more
difficult to distinguish the erhanced fading rate from the background fluctutoes "d u isurbed Ionospherlic
ennditlor•s.

Specta &aradmaisi of the X-Mode 1sinal

The complex specrum of the 4.7 MHz diagnostic signal was obtained from samples offt rel and im4nary
uW of the eiverby means of an FF. Two effects are a ar Ahete there is a b

downwar dislaomwt In the refectio level (+ Doppler) which deay awa during tdo Is period. At switc-
off ther is an upward• movemenet (- Doppler) whidch gradually decays as the ionosphere rerrs s. Such chages

have ben repotd by many authors (e. Imes et al, 798Z R n, 199).

nth se1 effect Is the spread In the feunyothsialduring the on perIodL This Is due to the aduuanced
fading present at this time. At persists throughout the heater on ti5re and takes over I 2"Jte to decay after
beates tun-off. It is this spectral spreading tuht firma the bas of this study.

w the pyoceduresco studying of the scintilationof trias-nospherie preopgsd teg. rt e al

". pa aw sectrtrn of the X-mode fadi& An xLampte of this type of spxctrum Is reproeuflx in Figure 3 together
with a scdhematie diagram which illustrates the main features. The FFT techni was applied to 2048 data

4 amples representing a 120 sec intervail resulting in a frequientcy resolution of 0 M1 Hz overdi range 0 to 16 Hz..



Th infdo peta density Is coritantas m expected. for dimensions larger than the Fremnel scale size (h
* h).V, which ccsmposxis boa frequency of 0.4 Hz In Figure & The scintillatica frequency Is csn be written in

Wms of tOw ionospheric drift velocity, U4, a
Us

Por a drif velocity of 150 ins4 this corresponds toa Fresno! dimension k1 of 2 x 10*3 ar. For the parameters Off
he Thaw. heate, rdadiating a frequency of 4.3 MWz (L - 65m) and a reflection height z - 200 kin, the value of

the Fren=W sMw parameter kf I expected to be about 1.17 x 1i-3 vrt . 'The difference between the two vslues fi'r
Mhe Preuaw xoe can be attributed to both the 7resnel Filtering' effect and the focussing effects observed during
Ostrn refractive scattering (Briggs 1975) It should be rated that the noise cut-off in the spectrum of Figure 3
oocus 1A about 4Hzf and that all the Important informations Is contained in the rang 0 toO Hz.

11w spectral power Index p has been obtained by applying a least square Ait to the spectrum between the
laterval 0.5 to 3.0 HL. The S4 index was obtained by Integrating the area under the power spectrum (from 0.01 to
16 Hz) as indicated by the shaded regon of Fiure3. The values obtained for this spectrum, p - 2.94 and S4
LO4, Indicite that a strong scattering regime exists during heater on times (booker et al 1966, SIngleton 1969)

A comparison of the scintillation parameters during heater on and off periods has been made from data
caollcted between La.46 andi !4.37 UT on 17 March, 1983. During this period the heater radiated an X-mode at a
frequenicy of 4.5W*' with an erp of 360 MW. Thet diagnostic frequency was 4.7 MHz and the fading
characteristics weW n -aure'd for the X-inode component which was Isolated by means of a polarimeter at the
receivwr A nit ou g mnin off heating cycle was employed. Examples of the fading spectra obtained durirg this
period are -ep oduced in Figures 4(a) to (di. The derived S4 and spectral Index parameters are presented in

lohthe S4 and spectral index inareasn during tha period of heater on. The steepening of the spectral slope
(aver the Interval 0.5 to 1.3 Hz) during the times of heater on suggests that more power has been deposited In
the intermediate size ir egularities than was present before heating commenced. It Is not clear, hoevr
whether the power Increase in the intermediate swale Irregularities Is due to the cascading of the larger scale
Irregularities Into smaller scale sizes or to the growth of the :mal scale Irregularities, The theory of self
focussing; instabilities suggests that th break-up of large scale irregularitles would occur due to stimulation by
die heater. However, the consistent increase In the 54 index during heater on times. Indicates that a stronger
scattering regime exists when fth heater is on. This effect Is see more cleauly by considering the spectra
reproduced In Figure 5, In which five of the !20-ee interval spectra presented In Figure 4 are averaged to
Ilustate the principal changes In the spectral characteristics of tin diagnostic signal between periods of heater
an endl off. The general trend obvervsed is for the spectral sdope to become steeper (p Increases) and the S4 Index
toexee owe, Indicating that saturation and focusing Is occurring, (Salpeter 19V2) for periods when the heater is
OIL

A simiar experiment was performed on 22 March 1965 fromn 1154 (Ut) until 13:24 (Ur) in which a 4.70 M~z X-
mod~e, diagnostic signal was received while the heater (4.91 M~b. ERP-W6 MM) was operated at full power in a
3-ami on, 7-mint off switching sequence The spectra, obtained by averaging oae five Individual 120-sec spectra
cotresponding to times of heater on and off, are presented in Figure 6. The steepening of the spectral slope
between periods of heater off (p - 2.06) and heater on (p = 2.83) once again indicates that more power is present
in the intermediate scale Irregularities when the heater is on. The concurrent Increase in S4 index (0.48 (off) -

1405 (on)) cotnfirms the need for a strong scattering theory to explain the observed scintillation ef the diagnostic

j 1Thw values of the spectral and S4 Indices obtained from the fadig rates of an X-mode diagnostic signal, Indicate
dwe the heater induces a strong scattering regime in the ionosphere. Saturation and focussing mechanisms
wWu als be considered since the S4 Index is freq~txry greater than unity. The steepening of the spectral slope
between heater on and heater off periods suggests that power is being deposited into the Intennediate scale
Irregularities during heaftng The change from slow to fast fading Induced by the heater suggest that larg scale
sbeucuva are brokcen up due to stimulation of filemerfttion Instab~ilities and a scale size of the order c Ii km is

... .....
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P*g 2 bhcrem aerobw d in the fading rate of an X-mode dlAgnostc signal (upper panel) correspamadng to
the switch on of the heater (lower panel).under quiet Ionospheric conditions.

"AM "IS z~ a a

Si,.,,

Rg. 3 (a Typica exa-ple ofthe power law type spectrumn obtained hrm a4.4 M~ft X-mode diagostic signal
an13 March, 19.

-A ~~~(b) Sftianit diap-t highlighting te fau n(
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AI 4 (a) - (d) Typical examples of the dif'renca observed in the power law xpectra o( an X-mnode sOgl
betweit periods of heater switch on and switch off 11:46 to 14037 (Ut) on 17 March 1985.

713i IMU) MUTER +WI SPI•'TRIAL ( IS1 , F M4IX

(o 5-t.)) (0 a82 0)

l3:18:12 01 2.08 2.(i 0.8

13:20:12 off 1.60 1.51 0.73

13:25:12 OPT 1.13 0.30 0.54

13.28.12 ON 1.60 1 19 0.9
1):30.12 o0f 1,54 2.04 0,43

13:35:12 Off 1+23 0.41 0 31

133612 ON 2.62 0.63 1.09

(a) 11th alrch 1185

ntQtM^ SC T8AL 626 (11t) J
E 11LA)O 

MC I 
SPECTIAL 

INDEX. 
-7 

S 4 •DI 
0

(I).20 2.24 2.31 1.09

OFT 1.0 0.35 1 42 0.03

(b) 17th lurch 1985 111:59-12:40 1UT))

T"le 1 (I ) Spectral- and S4-indices derived from the data presented in Figure 4 (a) - (d).
0() The average change in the spectral and 54 indice otseved beteen pfioda c heater on

and af obtalned between 11:46 - 14:37 EMT on 17 Marv-h, 1985.
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V. O0C•O U, us

Do you explore heiqht variation of *stronqg scatterer. by selecting frequency of
diagnoetics? What happens for paths below HF-induced strong scatturers?

MlUTOI'S UEPLY

Vee we usually employ three or four frequencies selected so that ttey have reflection
poifnte above and below the heater reflection height. The effects observed decay more
rapidly ae you move downward below the heating level than they do with increasiqn
distance (height) above the reflection level.

6. UMLM, UA

Given that you measure the quadrature components cut of the receiver, have you looked
at the full spectrum, t frequency shifts and is there any deviation from a
symetrical shape and are there any offsets from zero Doppler which might indicate
driftU through the heated regions?

AUTHO RS RUEPiLY

There is little overall frequency shift. There are of course large frequency change*
li the diagnostic associated with heater turn on and turn off. We have found no
evidence of a drift induced by ieating although we have looked for this using a
spaced receiver method.

a. C. YYI, US

Your fading measurcrints such as 5 and tho spectrum seen to refer to amplitude only.
Do you have phase reasurements?It so. whAt is the behavior on the phase data?

WORuOI'S REPLY

My remarks referred to the amplitude only. We have the phase Information, but have
not done a Siailar analysis on these data. Note that the phase change is usually
slower than the amplitude effect.

a. S. alliZs. us

gsing the quadrature conponents of the received signal, have you looked at the actual
spectrum of the signals, i.e., with positive and negative Doppler, do you see an
offset and approximately how wide is that apectrun? You might bb able to say

something about the drifts driving these across the pattern.

VIUOM'8 REPLY

This is just the amplitude spectrum. We deliberately introduce a 2.3 Rs offset
between the transmitted frequency and the receiver local oscillator, and you can see
that there Is a spreading of about half a Herts during heater on. It's more
sometimes - these are particularly strong examples, but they don't usually shoy
that big. lore typical'y it's about half a Hertz. There is not a shift from zero
NeMts, just the spreading. This doesn't show you where the energy is distributed
the dynamlc range in our plot is zero.

h.
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Ussmeepheri modificatian With high power radio waves say generate plasm irregularities end
airgiew clouds. Large scale Irregularities are produced tit a converting P-layer by a machanIse
called the plessmm-relsztiem-eaciilator. When a continuone beam of powerful electromagnetic
msrem hunts the ionosphere. e cavity is produced by thermal pressure gradients. The cavity
driftis under the Influmen of ambient electric fields causing the verticslly-tncident, radio
bas to he refracted fron the smnith. At some point, the cavity can no longer lcspture* the
baer ead It returns to the smilth to form another cavity. This relaxation process repeats to
Field Irregularities es the scale &F the heater bass disseter. Airgiow enhancements are
preduced by energetic electrons accelerated out of the bested region. large asplitude
electrostatic waves: may be excited by linear mde coupling, by parasetric decay instabilities,

edby strong please turbulence. This occurs near the point where the plasm frequency of the
Ieonophere switches wave frequency. The electrostatic waves accelerate ahbient electrons to high

gieswhmergr to callisionally excite ambient oxygen atone. Clouds of enhanced red-linte (630.0
an) mlgreen-line (557.7 to) emissions have been recorded with low-light-level imaging systems
Iacated at Arsecibe, P'uerto Rico. Coope"loan of the Ieager date with date from the Arecibo
incoherent scatter radar shows that artificial airglow clooud ara physically tied to the density
cavities and to regimes of enhanced electrostatic waves; by the earth's magnotic field 1ines. At
currently available power levels (around SO MV effective radiated power). 11F modification yields
W3093 fluctuations in density mod 10-100 Rayleigh enhancements In airgiow Intensity.

Ionospheric heating by high power radio wave& produces a wide variety of phenomena through
meelineer processes. These Include generation of enhanced ion-acoustic sand Langmuir wave
turbulence, production of field-oligned irregularities from meter to kiloeeter scoile sizes,
stimulation of electromagnetic emissions, and extcitation of enhanced airglow emissions. The
study ef artificially generated Ionospheric irregularities Is of practical Interest because they
so affect a coic statio channel by Inducing amplitude or phase fluctuations as a result of
mipottuth mixing or scattering. Artificial modification of the 7-region can be used to generate
artificia density structures, control existing irregularities or to study processes which,
severe the evolution of beth nstuial and 3rtificial plasma structures.

During nighttime, winter solar-sainiom, experiments were conducted with high-power V7
hewing frequencies enva 3 Ni Ws aneffective radiated powers on the order of 00 WV. observations
by Ojuth at &l. 119971 and Dleacon et al. 11988 at the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico hae"
domestrated that significant (factors of 3 or 4) electron temperature atienessents and large
(10 - 30 paerat) density raductions can be generated with high power electromagnetic waves.
seznhardt et aX.p * 1988 have reported large airglow, enbencesots which accoopany the
artificially created density cavitias.

thus@ anomalously large effect* have been attributed to the low nighttime plasm densities
which occu4rred during the winter of 1966-1"87. Calculations by Naentas at *1. [19821 med Neen
at al. 119681 show, that electrom heat loss occurs through thermal c.ioductton endJ ale, tron-io
callisimm. It ts well known that the electron-Ion energy trantsfer rate Is proportionl to n
wdere a. -a - al Is the plasms density jlanks and Kocharts, 19731. For a constant heat input
frat hi" power radio waves. a lower density P-reglon will yield higher electron temperatures
becommes of reduced electron to ton cooling, Thermal pressure gradients will drive plasm from
the hanted region leaving density cavities.

cavities generated Is a drifting plost" will convect away fron the 2enith of the heating
facility. The hem of high power electroeagnetic waves will be deflected by the aides of the
cavity. ?1e Interactions of the cavity and the reami bass leeds to the gSanatoium of large

acale periodic structures. The"e have been detected with ground-based op.tical and radar

this pawe describes the physical process thought to he responsible for cavity formation is
a drifting plaxsm. tn the neast mection, the fluid snd wave equations which describe P-region
brutimg by poverful radio waves are solved numerically to yield a large scale thermal cavity.
Im the following section, a phenomenological model treats the waves as packets to demonstrate
relaxatione acillator behavior is the plamsm.

ir7
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I -m-I'erie medificetten using th. transmisio~tn of high "nvr redio wae@e lste the F-reis.e

ambe eaersetoo In torus of coupled fluid end vay. equations. The electron met te oo atiegity
olostisas have the fare

to 9.0j!~) P (11i

where the esubecript -j rafers to electrone s ccs ji h oncentration, ! its tSe
"vlocity. P) is ithe production raet VAn L Is thL lo:s :I.e !o, thee PlUSm species, oVer tel
radio waves can affset the elec*tront produt iOn 10y accelerating electrons te higi. enough esergie.
to some neutrael breakdown bWt this does sot occur In the lor~ospiere for facilities currently is
emieteme. Tepoereture dependent electron-ioe recowbinetloe raets are modified Is the
artificially hoated emvirosieegt.

U pewer redio reves most directly coule to the electron deneitiee to the ionc*ep'or* by
modifying the transport rere l(seIin thes continuity equation for electrces. The velocity
Of amch plamsee species to dtetrminiJ by the equation ef motioni

aee sk?1 Is preesure, p1 .nu is moass donsity, Tj is electron or tos teepersture,.*4
becalarsti (.osi thi elettrea- (or ion-) neutral collision froq'ttrcy, VJ is neutral velocity,

It e irOn.. (r ions-) Ion collision fretao',In and v1 Ie the velocity of the other"elo. Wtit of the ter-13 on ito ricot1 ide of (2) ca; be artifirtvlly 6cInqud. Tie
flow of pluzusa out of a r~o of blI% prrer radi !~vrs is & rrsult of enhanced plssrut pressure
to the boated rc;Iocn. St;ýrnt! 'cool electrct, flur.3 a r: produced by larrp eaplitude electric
fields maxt the reIoens wvehe t~o elactrosi-netic waoves ravoonat with the electron plat,".

~Ietve batie by ~-~tpowo rreio wol p ln1A an entrey source Is the isnoePhere to
fore large *cale cavitiee tt a,nt et ol. * 19"01. Tthq rctniltirg therval cavities can refract the
Incident radte wave Cauair" sael-fooussinrq. Slr-Inlttio of these effec-ts require roqu~lng
eaetiesity equations (1) an ruc~'.tionie of motion (2) to equations which describe the electron
an Ion temperatures mad ith pro;&Cating *lectromozoe4tlc wave.

fbm amersy equation for the electron gee te derived ie a reference freee which moves with
the todrift of tb4 plasus. Peat flow is restricted to the direction ef the ambient magmeti
Haell. The imsdiseenziotal hast equation is

Aser the toordisete 02e is along the magnetic field, v5 Is the field alIgond component of
electron drift, 1:6 to the electron thermal condusctivity, 0. i the heat imput to the electrons,
mo iw s the heat lost to ioas usE to meutrala. `1 mimiLar squatice describes the ioo
tomeratwres. The artificial heat source for eohmic hating frm. high power radio wares is given

ret 11.1 is the mogolirde of the *elet:.e field of the electroesynatic wave with frequency a,
I . -/to', 9 to the pla-uuza frequency, to Is the dielectric constant cf free spae, Ond V, is
the total electroa collision frequency. Conversion ef electromgnetic waves tos lewly
FPegaPtla lasm waves can be enother heat source to the pissal.

for a single frequency time variation etut, the wave equstiom which describes beth
elsctromegetic en electrostatic wave propagtion is written as?

- !eI(T 2) ;[~l!4t5 0 (5)

9 O-t(I-i Lt), b ha the vjfore am If except that L&ande dasyIng is incorporated Into 9, r
6WsW Ito .ar, &' .T rV1 I vre is the electron thermal velocity, and e Is the ropedof
lIght. Details about the wave equstiw~ end the motation are given by Yoh swd Lzs 11972).

. .~ -~ Uqustiom (5) should be used for a complete electrostatic and magoetolonic treatment a- radels. -

1-i.- coligto___ase



sorish41 aid Downs 11942, 11067 have have developed amodel of ionospheric besting which
L Incorporates equatinse (1) throug (5) with the following simplificationa,

(1) The prepegmtiem is easstaid to be isotropic s . is gert to surr..
(2) ?he hesting to uadardoma. (w)*) so that 2<1 *;erytwhre.

3) nhe conversion to plot"s waves In negleted.
t"thermalcavity produced bya 60 u0161 baea at 4.4 Usa Is shown In figure 1. noeV
electromagnetic waves heat the plasm cootinvuotl5y for 1600 @*conds. The electron temerature
amr the center of the beus at the peek of the layer In elevated by 400 K. The esaime dmnsity
to reduce 4 too percent. Fut this simulation, the ambient Plasm is drifting Northward at 50
a/@. Asymmetric thermal covities arm produced by the 30 degree inclination of the euhient
eagmetia Hield and by em Imposed 30 5/s northward planes drift. Continuous wve" heating of the
drifting Ionosphoric houlId eventually causos a depression In the plasme does stress froe the

TIME I low6. S TIME a 9856. S
9LECTWE CAICEWTRATIBN (I0WO /MC LUOGI0IPIIR DENSITY (W/sallmI

420 _ _ _ _ _0.

220

5-0 DISTANCE M(MI S-N DISTANCE ((MI

Figre . Cmpuedthemalcavty rouce bya hghpower radio wse with afrequencyof 4.4
Ms. Ihe critical frequency of the unodifiled layer is 4.1 Mia.

simultaneous radsr end optical measurements at Arecibo during Ienospheric heating
exeriments provide the mine aind locatien of large scole plasma cavities. The radar profiles In
Figure 2 shew the nodified (hot) sand amoodified (cold) ionospheres. A density reduction of 40
Vaceant ts estimated from the radar backacatter date. Both broad and &maro cavities are formed
Ia the Ionospheric Profile.

bearetit electrons accelerated out of the heated region produce measurable changes In
airgior Intensities. A ground based photometer filtered at 630.0 ma detested enhnced red-line
emission during most of tho heating cycles at Arecibo (Figure 3). Betwee 0130 and 0330 An?
large changes is airglov intensity occur which con mot he attributed to thanges In the pewer ef

* the IW transmitter.

*Tme tomoral variations tn airgiow intensity can be explained In t---- of the airglor
claude seen lia Figure 4. The clouds drift to the right. vanish, and are reformed at the senith
of the hester. mhe nation of these clouds indicates convection of the ionospberic cavity which
%etraims

5 the beater been.

a. -1M u- FIAUm ULAUUMI mcxuAr
thesea cbi,?rvations end others by Bernhardt et al. (11M, I989.bj have emntrated that

enotisenus. owerdensv ionospheric heating can produce periodic structures Ia the ionospheric. A
othatie of this protonsa is shown In Figuret S. When a transmitter is twired en at ties t.O.
the ray psthe iateract with a herisontally stratified plasma. Scme LA the rays neer the center
of the vertical beug reflect where the wave frequency a io equal to the plasm freqtuency .
Ohi resonance reglon is where the largest aplitude electric fields are found and whorn most of
the anargy Is absorbed Into the F-region. As a cavity forms and begins to dr'ft, the ray paths
becomes refracted away from the zenith sand a resonance ragion may no longer he fUtd. If this
happens, the regeneration rats for the cavity Is grestly decreased, the cavity drifts ame. send
the r adio bm ..heck" to the souith.

on coepled flutd, alactio ntie model cannot currently simulate r"ardense ionospbaeri
besting. We hae", instead, produced a differert type of model to 4eonvostrate the genoration of
Irregularities In a convecting ionospher-. iWiti the restrictions of ge oric optics ono us

- -describe the motion of em elactromagnetic wve" pacckat by a ESailtonia, (isaudna"en
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630.0 nm AIRGLOW

03075103:13:47 :03:17:S7 03:1M0

FEBRUARY 3,1987 AST 3.175 MHz HF

ARECIBO, PUERTO RICO

=ip A4. On cycle if th. drifting ainglow clouds produced by Ionospheric heating, The airglow
ae.outline the elliptical bet" which has & major axis in the north-south (top-bottom)

direction. Tbe airglow clouds and eassociated cavities drif*: to the vast (right) at 50 a/*. A
@mae~a occurs at the third paenl witem the west moat cloud vanishes end a new eas forms at the
seaith of the heater.
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fsts191. Fo th twoofa e " akttavligtrug lcs th~ equatons o

motion can he written In the "me farm as those for a single particle moving through a potential
(Stix, 1963). Beyond the requirements that the that spatial gradients be leng compared to the

:avelength of the radiation and that changes In th& medium occur an time scales long compared to
tha radiatia's frequency, to he able to wse this approach, one most be able to differentiate

telcldispersion relationg for the soda of Interest. This opens up the possibility of using
nWWy of the techniques of particle simulations to study the large scale propagation of
electromagnetic saves In spatial end time varying plasmas.

soe came of a htigot frequency electromagnetic sode In en mmapstisa" plansm is particularly
ottzaigtforwerd. This branch obeys a dispersion relation

Id the frequencyptof + e~m (.(kc) 2  
()

*me 10 M rqec f2 wae, e is the local plasms frequency, itoi the local i4wVes4ector, a In the verticA copnAdinet, aMc Is the speed of light, mae motion of the
wavepecitt Is aeiat vSw where -*1 Is the group velocity, The popvelocity is efall.
Therefore, -

Ue -(c2/0) kt.
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ft "aead equaties of motion for kt which tam he obtained hy differentiating the dispersion7 telatis, ~ 1ak (ak/t) (St/h2) ( 4gts)) o

&Vw o) (s,/N.) a .Lettina wl. A1 t/0 and 81(s) . n(s)/RW, tm qaiso otionfo
the aye packet Is

hse/t . W' aNo owl/at .- ahs/,(

where. a - 2)(cuV/o)
2
. The density of th. plasma scts as a potential field which dsteralise

the as1tica of the poaci.t.

To perform 4 preliminary study of tho effects of resnatcnt beating by the IF bus., a simple
model of a drifltcrg glasma was constr:?&A4. The dennohy is Initializot1 am am increasing
Cameuism to the 2-direction and uniform In the borizctnt A-directice. The initial normalized
temperature is uniform ( . 1.0). A third array, C(x,z), Is the product of A(W'a) sod T(xcs) and
does sot change In time. These threw arrays are shifted to the right is the a direction by one
tell each time step. The values of the three arrays on the left hand boundary are not changed
as that -n unperturbed plasma flows Into the simulation box. The ware packet* are Injected into
the plasma at a constant rat* of at.1,t Packatv per times step at 8.0 and at R. 15 cells. IV in
choosem me that thle critical layer Is approximat~ely balf way up the density gradient. Val a.
magni tude of 202 of Val end Is miltiplied by a uniform random number hetyee -1 and .1 so that
the boom basa angular spread. Lahwaye packet carries a fixed amount of entry (bo). When
T", < 0. this indicates that the pafticle has reached the critical layer and th4 almerry Is
deposited In the pla-cam. This Is done by increasing the tes~raturs at the nearest grid point

adits siz closest neighbors.

V(zal)- T(x,t) - * (11

where V Is a linear weoghting. Ths particle is thtn rveno~d free the simulation. The densi1ty
Is changed boy m(x~s) *C(x,K) /T(x,s). This mew density determines the forces acting on the
waew packetsI.
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Pgwr 4 bo- the electron density contours and the skewed radio bea" at t-1500 seod.
Am vaecturbed plas*& flows to from the left band boundary. As I t flows over the transmitter
eergy io absorbed at the critical layer, the temperature Incroev&e and a cavity is forued. at

the critical layer the width of the beass to approximately 20 ha. The pleasma is flowing to the
right sal the structures to the right of the transmitter were formed at earlier times. The
modification af the density io sot smooth but Is bursty in mature forming locallsad cavities,
"The density gradients is the x direction act to focus the baae. The plasma drift then acts to
bead the bean to the right. By reducing the density at the critical layer It is possible for
the beow to roea higher altitudes. This car be seen i the structure at 140 ks where a cavity
"wa formed above the ambient critical layer.

So dynamics of this Interaction is still being studied, Injecting the eas nmuser of wave
pakto bet reducing the asount of energy carried by oach wave packet by 2 orders of magnitude

toed ta wch asocather response. The density at the critical layer is reduced by sne percent
and am doe" sot see the large oscillations a&M cavity structures. Also, ome does sot see the
balding of the been.

Tbe Ionospheric cavities produced by high power radio waves are subject te the effects of
polariastiom by neutral winds. This baa be"n discuasad in a previous section with reference to
Ieonopheric holes produced by chemical releases. A neutral wind can polarize a thermal cavity
to caose it to steepen en the up wind side . VA are currently investigating the effects of this
steepening on the high power radio waves with respect of beam propagation and been stability,
4C., thermal self-fecussing Instabilities. Inae stationary heated ionosphere, a plasm
depression acts like a convergent lens to further Intensify the electromagnetic boea. Neutral
coawection relative to the plasms may Induce cross-B1 drifts which further Intensify the density
Zudiento On we side of the cavity. As a result, temperature gradients due to obsic heating
will appearr acress the cavity. preliminary calculations show tbat these density and temperature
gradients, is conjum.-tion with convection, will hove a stabilizing Influence on the thermal
sell-feacssing Instability (iteeklnam et al., IM9).

Wbo anomalously lover densities occur in the midlatitude Ionosphere, ground based VP
fenameIttors with equivalent radiated power* of 0O NY or mnor cam produce thermal cavities near
that the wve frequency equals the plasma frequency of the Ionosphers. At high enough powers,
continuous wave transmissions em produce perriodic irregularities In a convecting PF-layer of asy
density. This will be the result of a relaxation oscillator type process thet produces multiple
smap-backs of the heater beam. Once a large scale cavity Is formed, NUS gradient drift
Instability my yield shorter scale sizes &alon their edgu*. Our future roseacs ino directed to
upgrading our coupled fluid-wave maodl to simulate ovordense Ionospheric heating. itub this
moedl, we hope to be able to predict the radio wave pov-re required to generate large scale P..
regime cavities under all Conditions.

Ibisa week is supported by the Offtce'of Naval Research.'
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•' ~DZICU8SSUM

W. 1. AmuTM=g as

1. to the sale isse of ambient irreqularities indicated by airglow maintained during
beating or reduced, as su77gotad by paper 12?
2. Do the ambient irragilaritise indicated by airilov appear correlated vith anySclas of acoustic g.-svity waves?

1. the airqlov tdhcnique can only umaure stru&,jrea with scule sizes greater than
I to 10 ka. Zn this limit, the scale slie of te irregularities ".vza to be
&aintained by the beater. Futur e rperiinta bhould use simultaneous optical and MY
radio diagnostice for comparison.
a. Ithe gravity vaves at mid latitudes have 1000 km vave lenqthi which can tilt the
Ionosphere to have a s=all effect an the radio wave reflection point. No study of
the etfoect of gravity waves on optically measured irregularities has been performed.

I think the point about the ambient ionosphere is a very important one, especially
bre in Norway and TrcrAO. You should liken the idea of a beating exparizsnt to
throwing stonts into the sea. It you want to ame a good effect, you don't throw a
stone into a storm sea, you threv it into a millpond, and you'll see the effect very
well. Similarly for a very quiet and calm I- "phere. If you try to boat a
disturbed Lono-saer, for erniple If there is a lot of aurora about and a lot of
disturbance, you will mover see any hbating effects because the inherent enery of
the system is much bigger than anything you can put in from a radio transmitter on
the ground.

Two ooantst the mid-latitude 7-r~icon io o2,nre in terms of naturally occurring
structures is ver-1 p-nerly unlirnt~cody arld zsc:nd, gravity waves at Ardcibo usualfly
are typically h=or©reds of tho•r•ndo of kilcmtera in w, lengt, an" I dcn't think
they could be a seed for 10-20 ko type fluctuationa, you have to look for mcm. other
plaima processes.

AWMORIS iMPLY

Tilt* of the Ionosphere from the gravity wasve could affect the region where the
airyloa is smen, where the wave reflecta, but you're right, large scale structures
would probably not act as the initial mozd. cost of the jime that we've made the
large cavities, the beater beas itself produced its own sed.

" 2.:'"" • • .. o.
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2.1. Calculation Of Fields Sear Caustic@

We eluate the electric field In the caustic region as a superposition of -usst-ptn-w&ýe €orponerts,
each component being an asymptotic solution to the wave equation in a msdium vwi. specOfied (field-
Independent) refractive index. Sudden 11976J shove that a field component I inm .satropic Sedium *hONe
complex refractive index n varies only In height a can be approximated as the plane-weve spectral in-
tegral

3(-. y. ) -j G(Sr, 9 )(C/q)
1

/
22.e1 2f 

1
/4Ai(f)

a" L { i~s 4, 82y 0 10 dz]} dIS2 (1

mbere i1. 122 C are complex airection cosines in free space: C Li essentially the radiation pattern of
the transmitter; x. y, a are Cartesian coordinates of the field point; and k - 2s/I is the Zro space
wrve number. The function q ie

1 2

the variable r to

3 - k Oq dJ2]

At is Airy's integral, MA t 0 (S31 S2 ) ir the reflection height tq(zo) - 01 for the plane wve cmponent
labeled by SI. S2" q"uttion (1) is a uniformly valid apprant&&tLon throughout a reflection region if:
(a) higher-order derivativee of the refractive Index rith respect to height are well behaved; and (b) the
height is not too close to roots of q. Kaalin [1976a; 1976bl proae* that caustic regions are always"asoclated with envelopee of dovngoing rays for which q < 0. We evaluate I integrals in Eq. (1) numert-
cally, using the method of Warten, DeVitt end Uarber 11982). The calculation to valid both in the region
ef geoometrical optics and across caustics. This method allows us to calculate field magnitudes
thrwo#ut large regions of epaca without having to piece together boundary conditions and highr-order
asymptoties inside and outside areas of strong focusing. The method cannot be used, however, to calcu-
late the wve field wt'en the refractive index n varies in more than oam coordinata direction.

2.2 Transport Calculation

The socond procedure in the 'diffusion' calculation, using as a eource term the horitental electric field
I calculated - above. The equations are similar to those given by Curevich 119733. and are recapitulated
in Appendix A to define notation. Asida from the electric field, the wmin parameters are characteristic
pleama field 1, the relaxacion times rT and fg, the diffusion length Ltr and g., end a parameter V that
accounts forte change in equilibrium density due to a change in de-loization rtea. The subscripta T
and N dencto mbether a given paratear is associated with tspoeraturs or esectron-density fluctuation. We
smarically integrate the transport equations A-$ and A-19 to evaluate AT/'T atnd in/M. the relative
changes in temperature and electron density, respectively.

2.3. Cron laevel signal Change

The final procadure IN the estimation of the ground-level electric field Intensity chhan due to the
ionoesperic perturbation n/kO. As mentioned above, q. (1) cannot accomdate ionospheric profiles that
he" gradiente in other than the vertical (a) direction, so we use a owll-testod ray tracing progra
(Jenee, amd Stephenson (19835), first with the ambient complex refractive index n(x). than with the
perturbed oem t(x~x).

In emajuntion with t ray trace, w integrate certain quantities measuring the rate of change of ray
cso,'4imate with respect to infinitesimal changes in ray Initial conditions (i.e., lsoch and asma•th).
thise"•llsa for the continuos calculation of the relative convergence of a small pencil of rays around
the main ray. This couvergence (or divergence) factor is proportional to the Poynting vector. We ake
this calculation at pound level for both the ambfent and perturbed ionosphere ma obtain the change in
field Intensity caumod by the modifying weve. Me ha" applied tbh methods of fickioch and Buckley (1988:
19121.

Several points mist be stressed. First, the g mtrical optics field intensity becomes unbounded at the
skip distance, both at the interior cauotic and at the horizon. The region of validity is wherever the
fractIoal charge in adjacent ray specing per wavelengrth is mauch less than unity. The method may
correctly predict a shift in the interior skip distance, but ceret predict accurate fields there.
Soecon, in the illuminaeod region past the interior skip, there are typically two rays landing at each
"pintt. This gives ries to rapidly varying interferenceo phenomena that depend onthe phase dIfforecme
btweenm the high and low rays. The field asplItwde lies in the envelope formed by the smn and difference

A*•;; o " f the esuponent ray aplitudes. It may be assumed thit the resultant aplitAsd is. a the &"rage, the
root-uvan-squsare of the two componente.

S.... ".'K.:
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A related, though different. approach to weakly nonlinear wave propagation can be found in work by loch-
kare, [1979; 1980; 19821. here, the nonlinearity in dielectric constant is assumed, & priori, to be
proportional Uto the electric field intensity Ill'. That is, n,2 - n

2 
+ Oi3l2, where a is the coefficient

of nonlinearity. 2xcept foa the region immediately surrounding the caustic, the field is found by elas-
steal geometrical optics with the ambient r..fraetive indec and is used as a boundary condition on a Seall
rectangular domain around the caustic. Therein. a technique known as the Method of Parabolic
Equations is used to approximsate the field |z•a-rich 1978). It would appear that our method of aolu-
tion has the advantage of providing insight inco the constitution of the nonlinearity that BochkArev has
bottled up into the ad bee constant e.

For a treatment analogous to ours, with a deeper analysis of HP wave energy deposition as well as as-
timates of nel.near absorption due to plasma instabilities, see Maltz, Holway, and Totljanovich 11974).
For an adaptation of this class of calculations to an automatic, feedb&ck-propelled computational schema,
see S~rnhardt and Duncan (19821. Both of those papers apply to vertical incidence, however.

3. usN! OQWtPEV UppilMn"

To our knowledge, only gochkarev at &l (1979; 1980; 19821 have used an oblique modifying wave. In order
to ensure that tie diagnostic wave passed through the caustic of the modifying wave, they transmitted
both waves between the sa terminals with the diagnostic wave having a frequency within a few kilohertz
of the modifying wave. The single-hop path length was about 1800 km, the launch angle was about 16 deg,
the location was aid-latitude. and the experiment was performed with lordinary short-uave equipment with
gains of about 100,. go values wer* given for power or frequency. However, in order to interpret their
data, echkarev at *1, (19821 present a ray-trace diagram and a corresponding daytime model ionosphere.
By meas of trial •nd error comparisons with Sochkarev' a ray-trace, we have inferred a frequency near 15

Sochkarev obtained 15 measurements for the situation where the frequency FN of the modifying wave ex-
coeded the frequency FD of the diagnostic wave by a few kilohertz. and two samples whwre To > FM.
Figures la and lb show averaged results for FD < FN and FD > YM. respectively. The vertical dotted line
shaws the instant when the modif)lng transmitter was turned off. We concur with Bochkarev that Fig. I&
shows the field about doubled within 40 see of the transmitter being turned off, and then slowly
decayed. We cannot, howeer, clearly see the 2-to-3 deg change in 0, that Sochkarav attributes to the
transmitter being turned off. Nor can we see any transmitter-induced change on Fig. lb, although Boch-
kaero (1579) claims a rapid (l0-to-20 see) increase, followed by a decrease after about 60 see. Rather
then debate the point, we simply reproduce gochkarev'a figures.

Iochkarev attributes the differences between Figs. I& and lb to an interaction between the diagnostic
vae and a stan4ing-wave pattern set up by the incident and reflected corponente of the modifying wave,
the magnitude of that interaction depending on whether FPD is less or greater than FM. In our model, the
tiny differences betvsen PD and YK are of no consequence, end the self-effect would be the am as the
effect on a diagnostic wave of similar frequency. Therefore, all we need say about lochkarev's results
are: a) depending on conditions, the ground-level signal at a range of about 1800 k is uis to several
decibels larger when the modifying transmitter is off than when it is on; and b) small changes (S 2 dog)
miLht occur in vertical arrival "le. but such data are inconclusive.

To have performed calculations using several daytime and nighttime model lonospheres and antenna
pat-rns. Depending on the model used, a wide range of values arv possible for the characteristic field
IF the characteristic times rT and rx, the characteristic lengths LT and 4g. Lod the ionization-
equilibrium shift factor 7. The characteristic times indicate how long it takes for a steady state to be
reached; the lengths LT and iq characterize the distances over which heat is cond1ucted or electrons
diffuse in times vI and og, respectively.

In the interest of brevity, we will show detailal results only for the model F-region shown in Pig. 2.
which Is the one used by Bachkarev. Table 1 shows the nominal paraester values that we use, which are
those suggested by Curevich for an altitude of 200 ke, near the altitude of peak heating. Although a D-
layer is not shown in Fig. 2. our results Include D-layer absorption. VW will assume a frequency of 15
Mls, and use the antenna pattern sbown in Fig. 3 that has a maximum when the launch angle is 18 dog and a
gain of 25 dl, which is 5 dB larger than the nominal value quoted by Sochkarev. The pattern shown in Fig.
3 is representative of modern curtain antennas, as described by Kershner [1989]. The precise value of
the assumed gain is unimportant, because we will treat powmr-gain product (effective radiated power
IMPI) as a parameter. Our main example assumes propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field vector,
a m tic dip angle of 60", and an UP of 85 dIN. Later in this paper we show parametric studies of
fiae change vs. EfP and dip angle.

Figure A sbows the ray-trace at 15 3z for the model ionosphere shown in Fig. 2. Such traces are essen-
tial to the construction of wave phase and for locating the caustic regions. Fig. 4 indicates intense
focmsint at a rawg of about 800 ke and an altitude of about 200 km. Because the frequency greatly
zeed"s the gyrofrequency, we assamed isotropic propagation.

Figure S shows calculated electric field strength contours for EILP - 85 dSLW. The diagram is centered fat
the wavs ra, wlioa height and caustic region, i.e.. at the region of maximum focussing. Appendix A shows
that ratio I /R; igoverns the str.ngth of the temperature and density perurbations. Becsuse the ratio is
smell (S 0.4), our linearization is ac,eptable for the 85 dZI UP assumed. If there were only geometric
spreading and sbcorption without focussing, the maximum field strength in Fig. 4 would be about 0.08 v/m,
so focussing n•.resses the field by nearly an order of magnitude.

Fi..re 6 shows calculated electron steady-state temperature changes caused by the electric filds in Fig.
S. The largest relative temperature changes are 0.16, about half the maximum value of 9

2
/%. which Is
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Table I. Char..terietic Fields. Times. &Ad Lengths for
an Altitude of 200 IIM And a Frequency of 15 MHz.

~~ (a)~ 'o L,1 (k.) LV(k.)

1.2 3.2 U2 17 2.3 0.08

what the maximu relative tamlrature change would be If there were no hear conduction. Conduct!on
reduces that ratio by a factor on the order of s/..y. where a is the characteristic width of the focýuased
electric field--5-to-l0 km in Fit. 5.

Figure ? showe the calculated relative electron density perturbations. n/No, which do not exceed one
percent. Wihile the iso-cont:,urs of field strength conforo to the downwa~rd-curving pattern of the caustic,
those of the density perturbation appear elongated in roughly a vertical direction. This I& because
diffusion occurs mainly along magnetic field lines and appears vertical In the 2-d projection. It is
shown In Appendix A

which agrees well with the rnueerical reaults of Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure Ia shows the calculated change In the geometrical optics field Intensity at the ground caused by
the heater-induced ionospheric perturbation. In addition to the region just pest the skip distance.
wohe re the calculation to unreliable, the greatest change is predicted to occur at around 1800 ko. for
K~s of gs-to-90 diV, the calculated fields are reduced by 2-to-4 dg. Thub, tha location (-1800 Ice).
sl~e (few di). and senee (negative) of the ground-level field change agrees with lochkarev's data.
Noteover, the time scele "T - 30 eec (see Table 1) appears _'u right..

Figure lfb indicates the trend In fiald-strength chante as EPP is Increased to 95 dew. As cepected. the
greater the effective pmowr. the greeter the field chnnge. Note, however, that Increasing ERP much
beyond 85 d5ll abuses our method. because the differential equations we solve for n/lto are valid only ehen
6T/r 0 Is much lees than untry. One .zan infer that the 90 dBll predicetion (where 9

2
/9p - I and AT/To -

0.5) gives en upper bound on effects which can occur as a result of linear kinetic processes alone.
figure 1b does, hovever, give a hint that ERP - 0 31 Is a sort ef threshold, beyond wkich substantial
field changes might be caused.

figure 9 shows the dependonce of the ground-level field-strength change upon the geomagnetic dip angle.
Recall that the direction of propagation has bean taken as east-wet. The diffusion decreases as the dip
angle tends toward the horizontal. because the strongest gradients In It become nearly perpendicular to
the magnetic field. That diminishment in diffusion tends to concentrate the density perturbation and thus
inctrease the maxiimwm value of n/iio. Howvever, one must not ase~me that the ground-level field change will
necessarily be monotonic in response. In fact, a complex relationship holds between the maainm mag&-
nitude of n/SIC, the et,&e of t~e region over which the density change diffuses, and the signal change on

teground. That conplext behavior is evident in Fig. 9.

Finally, we have calculated the thange In angle-of-arrival at a range of 1800 ko for the paramters used
above. in no case did the calculated change exceed a few tenths of a degree.

S. COCLt79!0WS

Our calculations Indicate ground-level field-strength reductions of up to several d3 might be produced by
j oule*-heating of the Ionosphere by Intense oblique RF waves having MP In the 85-to-90 d3ll range. These
calculated field-st-rength changes are similar In sign and magnitude to the 0-to-ssveral-d3 reductions in
field strengths measured by Bochkarmv and ossociatto [1982, 1980, 19191. Moreover, by using ionospheric
parameters pertinent to the Soviet experiments, our predicted signal reductions, occur at a range of shout
1800 km. vtich also egrees vitth tte published data. Our calculated vertical arrival-angle are much Meal-
lor Ithan the 2-to-S dog change claimed by Bochkarev, but are not suteasarily Inconsistant with his deta
(see fig. 1).

leamsts for several day And night model ionospheres not shown hers Indicate similar results, although tL&
size end location of the change in ground level field depends on tha model Ionosphere aassmed. and future
experiments should therefore therefore employ the widest possible range of fr..qjsnciee and propagation
conditions. An effective power cf 90 dli) esems to be a sort of threshold that, if exceeded. results In
aubstantial rather then small signal changes. Our conclusions are based solely on joule-heating end
subsequent defocusing of waves pasoing through caustic regions.

Our results perta~n to time long enough for a steady-state to occur. That time scale Is rAughly the
characteristic diffusion time at Ionospheric heights where the strcngýser electric field focusing has
occurred. This times. r. depends on the amient ritcomb1nstion coefficient and plasmat density, and is a
few tens of asends for the model ionosphere that we a isnmed. This characteristic time is in arsrelmsnt
with the roughly 40 see onset time -maeured by lochkarev.
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]A7PDIX AG SDATIO$S CoE0f %6 IC•qK( EUC1 A•T]nG "Mi LAISP(T
The equtieon that govern the changes In electron temperature aid density prod~esd by an internse radio
wave ip the jont0ehere are presented in this section. Approximate solutions for limiting cases are *l"

provided. The equations below ere similar to those used by Curevich 119781 whose notation we use when-
ever convenient.

oVe consider only field-llgned portil•.e motion and energy transport, Ignoring the small cross-field drift
erd thermal conduction. We use a coordinate system with the x-direction alongt the geomagnetic field.
That coordinate it related to height a by x sin 0 - z where 0 is the dip angle. Ik•ustiuns are nubered
separately from these in the text.

It wm neglect ion teating, the electron temperature is described by the following equation (e.g.. Kelts
and LeLavier, (19701):

where To Is the ambient electron temperature. I is the electric field of the modifier w•e. 6 is the
fractional energy lset by ma electron per collision, and wse the electron collision frequency.

mo d q iftity &p in 9. (1) i1 called the characteristic plass field and is defined as

wvhere It to Daltzsma's constnr.t, m is the electron mass. e ie the electron charge. and w is the modifier
4 wre ana lr frequency. Th quenti.y a is the thermal diffusivity end it g$Ivn by

KT K, (3)

"wuhat- A ma s be asrg as 2. but is often aeuosd to be unity.

Us quntities t aend we both depend on temperature, ao Sq. (1) is non linear. Koreover, the depende*nc
of aone a prevents Eq. (1) from assuming the fcrm of a canonical diffusion equation. The criterion for
Slineattsing 14. (1) Is that AT - T - To << T. vicý is &Ivey true if. 

2 
2 is small, and in the presence

of strong beat conduction can be true even if I is of order unity, i a-dependence of the thermaldiffusivity a can then be Ignored if the gradien tain the ambient ionosphere are weeker than those causedSby the modifying ~we. e make both of thoeo simplifications and rowrite Eq. (1) in the form

La - T T (4)

wtl, following Gurevich [1978, we have defined

2 2C)

iand w s computed using?- TTo.

Equation (A) can be solved by Fourier Transformation. The result is:

2St i, 22_d"T t -a)f £?x,t) To jdC is
p (7)

Once the field t of the modifying wave has been calculated, Eq. (7) can be used to calculate both the
time mad spaes dependence of electron temperature.

"the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (7) is found by pdrforming the ds Integration:

-2j
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soer* 1(s, t) - 1(n) as t

if we agate use ltoally heibgt .'srajed values for ambient Ionoepheric properties, so coo wite the
oqition that governs the electton density in the following fore:

L it a 2. 2 (9)

It 8q. (9). F is the ton-pelt prodution rate. a io the electron-ito recobinettoo ceefficient. end 5 to
0 less rate that occoxts feor Interactions between the ion 0 and the mlcuies ft and 02. The ---iplar
cl(fusiom asefficisr.t is

m the -ipolar thoral diffusivity to

"o- -! .Y,)

sre IT o T (To * Ti). R is the men ion ss, T7 to rhe io teepersturs, and w is te ion-neutral
collision f:rency. Fastlom (9) thus accounts for diffusion caused by oemcee particle conentration•,
d.ffwAion driven by therlal gradients. AM density change@ brought about through the tes*rerure depend-
one- of reation reoie.

The fractionel density change is al'ays mal. so vwe cn writs

gO-o3 0. (12)

odhe&a sod %, are the perturt-stion and -obtnt electron density. and use the fact that a tc go to
linearize 9q. (9). The result Is:

ao 82n ha 2
itl- T - -(2.eUJ)e - Ce(T) -e0 so) (13)

Obar* we o *(
T

s) is the unperturbed recombination coofftL-it and we h3vs used

S" oeo*3 *.p*3 (IA)

bicause 0 is virtually independent of tperatura. we hae neglected a tere prepertional to - Oo. By
defining

"F " (2m3 4, (1P)

S- 0 , . (tt,)

sad

we cam rewrite 9q. (13) In a fore analogous to Sq. (4):

# so 1
0'l at .I W2, - o IT • F 2 AT .(12)

U. •eoncileee 
1
tq (17) with the definaeton of Y ued by Cýrevich (19711 by noting that the electron iees



rate ts qg So +~ ON.U so ry (#qr/ 21)-I and S./#T - W2qr/VT. The tiae-dep~nd~nt solution to Etq. (18)"aea be written in torae of a Croon's function, but that result to toe comlicated to be useful. There-
fore. w restrict attention to the following steady-ste solution:

- IL 12 OP(I YN - n- - I A T

Tm?3TW [is!ity O I ) OR -x IL~

suab our numeril results pertin to the actual netric-fipld stri)ture, it istructivt
esosider beating pulse with 0 esquire wve, ahmpe given by,

9(m IAISO(0

%tere 16 is constant and 2a is the width of the hooted zigion. then Kqs. (7). (8), and (19) can bA in-
tegrated straightforwardly. Th. details are given by Field, lNone and olkise I1l98). Here we give
roeault for smei limiting case*.

The.1 peak values of AT and a uslloy occur at the origin (a - 0). For that case it can be shown that the

fell"in ospressiomsspra otesur hsigplegvni 9q. 2

0 I . . 0 - (21)

p u ls eT + L - -s L . -e d /I T ( 2 2 )

"m limit of weak beat conduction and 'diffusles is reached Mhen a >> Ig and LT, which can occur either if
te beatisn pulse is very wide or the diffusion snd conduction lengtha are small. in that limit,

AT t2(23)

U AT (24)

&.3.2 Etrong Transport

The limit of strong transport reached when g and >I a> e w T< 1. in which csa Eqs. (21) and (22)

Ibcaem()
To LT[Ii Z2 (25)

Pm ToT(26)

"Note that 4 soldm. exceeds IT in the F-rellon, and is usually much maller. Therefore Eq. (24) and (26)

s _ _ _
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regardlese of Whether tranapoe Is strong or weak.

In order to deftlne the lofltztioe-oquilibrius shift factor - va must chooee values for various electron
lose rates. Ourevich 119111 sug•este the follovwng formulia for the loss rates a ad:

wbore

a1 IC W o' (2a)(Tl

02 - 2.2 a 10" 10J (2b)

and

-12 %11 (2c)

Other authors give somewhat different valu4s for the &be loos rates. For example. Kcfwan and Phillps

I1971 indicate that &1 behaves as (300/T)1.0, vherse gatet 11988) uses the relation~ship#

.e.7.2 z 10" O-O a'1 .1(3)

• -1.6 x 10"7 fS-0112

(4)

*Aere 0.37 S Al 9 0.9 and 0.55 9 Ag 9 0.7.
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Have you looked at beau aelf-action effects at 90 and 95 diW?
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SUMMARY
Acomprehensivse numerical Implementation of plasma geometric optics is being eahanced sand adlapted to the probrlemn

atself-eonsistent ionospheric pmupaatioi. of high power, high frequency (HF) radar signals The emphasis in this work is

anrealistic and rigotrous description of the propaating waves so that geometric and spectral &szmteaistics of nonlinear

nonlinear phenomena such as beam self-focusing, formation of larg.-scale density cavities and striations, and induced wave
dticting. Anr overview of the theory undezrlying the modeling of radiation propagation and ohmic powe deposition is given,
ennd current results from the plarma geometric optics rode together with associated onoempberic: power de-postition profies mre
p2eene. Detailed structure of ordinary and extraordinmry mode caustics formed In a man cnressistent with a realistic
atenna pattern and birefringence upon entrance into the ionosphere ame evident.

1 INTRODUCTION
The 6wvmphere is an inhomr~gmrcous, aniiotropic, and d!inp~tive medium which is frequetly used as a propagation

*channel by elctro mýgetic waves. When thewa~ve power is kw, liLtle interaction with the painsocra sem, and the pria-oaption
is qualified as line"r. When the wave powtr is high, the wave interacts with the medium and changes its prvprties, and a

nolinear theory is required to describe the proce". This noruiinear action can be either disruptive to an operating syetr.
asinrg the Ionosphere, or it can he intcntionaly produced, as is done in ionospheric modification exeiments.

In the HF fr-equency regime, nonlinear phenomena havec been identified both theoretically and erperimentafly. They can
be categorized accordiag to their Ien~th and time sca-les into two distinct regimes: large scale eketomaj,,etic phencomena,
occurTin on scatles larger than 1 kilornettr and I second, and arnýil scale electrostatic phenomena, amrring on sciles of the
order of meters and millisecoinds. It is usýefl to as~es the contribution of eacls phenosmeon to the nonlinear HF heating of

* the ionosphere and to determine which meichanism is more liksely to dominate under given HF parameters and ionospheric
* conditions. For example, paramet ric instclsili ties have Ion% been thoug~ht to play a maior role in pluam beating~l

t
. Specifically,

two major instabsilities, parame-tric deccay and thermal velf-focur~ing, have been frequently irivo~ to account for expermental
results. Although the fornrmer belongs to the category of small scale electrostatic phenomenafM, the latter is observed as large
scale structures (I - 5 kilometers) drifling across the ionosphere with a time sale of the order crone minutelM. Different
theories of thermal self-focui~ng provide dircent estimates of scale length for the resulting striat varying from meters to
kilometessiN. To date, the relative contribution of electrostatic and electromagnetic phenomena in producing the observed

striations is still unclear. More recently, strong turbulence theory of caviton collapse and bursooutl has been used with new
experimental data to put forward a mcchans-m foc HF energy absorption whirls is finding favor avenr the more traditional
assumption of weak turbulence. Because of the collin-onri nature of the ionosphere, it is estimaled that a large amount of

teenerv' carried by the HF waves is diz-ilsxAed ohmlicaflyltl, first in the highly collisionial D and H regions, and then in the

amnsog other things, large scale, field-aligned thermal density cavities which can alao cause self-flocasing and can induce wave

For anl the proese mentioned above, a self-consistent analysis which relates the HP wrays emanating from the
transmtter atrntohelocal region inteplama where the energy is deposited 6s crucial. Stich an analysis permits
atrue estimation of tepump field amplitude, polarzation, and phase needed to initiate the instabilities discussed. A

self-consisftent analysis also traces the different mechanisms to a comnmoni HF beam injected into the ionosphe-re so that the
reaieimportance of the competing proce-mes can be correctly assessed. CalculAtion of wavw-plasina interaction processes

In te crret wrkwe ave ddr~edthe isuesby fuirther enrhancing and adapting a -weicall implementation of
plasmheomaeti opicintan lydethelontedt ofl con vesistent 1 wave uestegemti aszn incspmlkm &oto calculate

wav amlitdephae, nd olaizaionininhomnogeneorus, nstoihredmsoaleisWeplyhscdeo
thespciicprble oobqu omicherig f heionosphere by pwru Fw.sc ste eeae yH aa

trasmiter. W inendto uethe power dissipation determined from output of the geometric optics field as input to a
transport cdwhcpritsthe corresponding ohmic heating of the Ionosphere. A block diagram outlining the procedure

fra vloossetaayiofionospheric HF heating is shown in Figure 1. The plasma dielectric tense is implemented asr
aseparate mdlinoebytegeometric optics code. This modular aspect permits the use aof ymnou types of barckgroumnd
pl-nm models in the rdaincalculations. For the current effort we use an inbomogeneot, uingnetized and dissipative

codplasma dielectric tensor, which Pdequately represents the actual ionoosphere, and use exisrting standard models to obtain
the necenay ionospheric parameters.

In Section 2, a description of the theory underlying the plamsm geometric optics code is peesmted. Section 3 describes
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ealcullations olfBF power deposition profiles, and the Conclusion poanta toward future work

2. OVERVIEW OF THE RADIA11ON DESCRIPTION
a ~Plamsa geometric optics is an aqymptotc theory of linear electromagnetic waves in plasmnas with weak space and time

dependence haead upon the well-known WREJ approximation techniques. Deapite the relative simplicity ofthe comnputationial
peeiption resulting fram thia asymptotic theory, comrplications associated with anisotropy of plusma media and vectorial

wave A"ld require that tiootrivial fields he generated by numerical tather than analytical meanis. A technique known as ray
tracing is used fir numerical description of high frequmicy wave propsgation in the geometric optics limit.

Although many rmy tracing computations have been performed and repored('i, the code utilized here is the &Ars to
determine fu" the variation of the amplitude and polarization of the field. The code generates boundlary data describing
transmitted radiation in a form copatible with the asymptotic themr ai propagation, launches geometric optics rays,
decunposea them into geometric optics modes, and propagates each of these alon& separate refracted ray trajectories.
The amplitudes and polarizations of the radintiio modes are calculated aloug the way, which is essential for the correct

K determiA-tion of power deposition resulting from corerent superpositioni of several waves. The code is compatible with an
arbitrary model of background plasma, properties an they contribute to the local plasma conductivity tensor, since toots of
the local plasma wave dirpeiion relation are trackead through parameter space by performing computations directly with
the components of the conductivity tensor itself. In addition, the code admits general weak space and time variation of
the background plasma and fields. This latter property allows the direct prediction of spurious radar doppler shifts caused
by time-dependent density fluctuationst in the ionosphere. The code detects the oocurrsnoe of causics and implements the
asymptotic matching which results from a local boundary layer analy-ds, pcrmitting graceful continuation of the geometric
optics calculation as shown in Figure 2. For boneepheric heating cslculztaioa, this capability must he extended beyond the
limitations of geometric antics so that accurate field values are obtained everywhere near the caustic surfaces, Thisi may
be accomplished in a stexlgtfor-eard manner a pastev~r" by patching the geometric optics amplitude in the neighborhood
4d the caustic sinrularity with an amplitude obtained fromn an appropriate boundary layer analysis. Birefringence and
Faraday rotation are treaterd in a fuly automate and general fashion. An appropriate modification of the asymptotic theory
na automatically implemented in nearly degenerate environments, where tao different modes have nearly the saeloca
dispersion relation. Figure 3 illustrates the reults of this procedure when an electromagnetic wave enters a magnetienA
plaisma Thtis procedure results in a ocrect accounting for llnzesr mode conversion in weakly anisotropic plasmas. it also
5flOW5 the prediction of large scale spatial modulation of wave dissipation rates due to long wavelength Faraday rotation in
the lower lonoeapbere.

The asymptotic theory upon which the geometric optics code is hbnrI may be summarized as follows. An equation
governing linfar waves In a magnetized, weafl nonuniform plairma follows directly from Maxwell's equatoos and an
appropriate lineair constitutive relation,

9 the dependence of on its last ta raet swe hnnearly plane wave solutionis to (1) may be sought of the form

vism the complex amplitude vector & is slowly varying in space an4A time and the real phase function~ is a nearly linear
fincetion of apece and time. When the asists (2)1 isued in the vrav eqmetion (1) there reasus

iA -1 PU&o (3)
accurate through firs order in small inverse space and time scales. Here the operator may be written

where
AUV# a~uOs#.(5)

The operators with hats mre understood to act only cc explicit space and time dependences, whereas those without hatis
act an the implicit dependences through k and wn. as well. If the plasma is perfectly uniforn then the right hand side of (3)
"vnish~es. The tenso A ha hefr

where Z is the uniform pluma conductivity te~evaluated using the local apace-dependent and time-dependent plasma,
propertAes In a cold, magnetized etectron plasma with Krook typ dissipation giverne by collision frequency ve, the
conductivity tenor takes the form

whome

mee~

and Ais the backgrunndmagneticled e isthe magnituade ofthe eectron charge, m is the electronmama.a s cthe speed of
Egtand nis theelectron density. The' two&Avanisese in the cold plasmat dmit, and in general is not simply expressible
Istesm fcthe tensrm



A Sark$somlution to (3) is developed based upon the smallness of the right band side, whence

'A 40(10)

In ceder for the phase function 0 to be real when the conduc it i nc i not comnpletely antlhermitian, az' additional
small term may be consistently introduced in both zero and zirstorde wic contains a free parameter Y', so Lha the system
(OHIO1) becomes d . 0 ~& .~)(1

and .W a )+(2

The seen order equa~tion (11) has nontrivial solutions Aily when

&tf(A + iva'8.) - 0 (13)

which defnes a local dipersioe relation

'!pution parameter P<Lrt), and a polarizaticon rector IL such that

+0 = IL (16)

an ai a cornplex scalar amplitude. The polarization vector JZ hasi an adjoint Y such that

When the first order equation (12) is projeceionoi -7 eslj:;j tr oei manvd ations,18

2

* ( -7 -(A,&) LI

and A is that singular value of A -rizBLA which manisbes when (13) is satisfied Application of the method of chacterstirs
to (18) yields the ordinary differental equation

&C + 1(v -ofl)a - " (20)

withcharatrstccrv es e± ned by

D if r-ito offl (2)lad t

84j -Oi (22)

which formaly wmple~es the system of ray and amplitude equations. The polarization of the wive in transported along the
ray by differentiating (15) with respect to r and solving for the derivative of UL. Finally, if coordinates *I and 82 ame defined
which parameterize the boundary surfac from which rays are launched, then it can be shown that

0') -(V -81nl)) (23)

where
a 8.'t x 0"t arr. (24)

Equations (23) can be used to sim.,iy (20), which becomes

8,E(&A~) 1 ~j -~6'[(&A2)t~o](25)

9(a )T 2 4 T. -(X~ &)L

T__
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The divergence of the group velocity appearing in (23) becomes infinite an a caustic surface. In practice, the-ore, (25)
in Integrated along with the ray equations, the jacobian ) is calculated fmm (24), mad equations determining the partial
derivatives in (24) am also integrated,

O,~=.(C8kf)+~.8k~fl)(27)
ma d,2 = n, . 1. ( 8 ) (2 8)

where g is any one of the partial derivative vectors appearing in (24) and 2 is the corresponding partial derivative of k. The
advantage of using (25), (27), and (28) is that all of the coefficient3 and dependent variables axe bounded on a caustic suifare.

When the background is isotropic or nearly isotropic the foregoing analycis breis down and the analysis must be repented
fer the case in which two singular values of the wave equation tensor vanizh or ae both small. One result of switching betwete
the two formalisms is the bifurcation of ray. on entry into an aisotropic medium.

The ray tracing code described by the fhoc diagrom wh Figuc e 4 r as been codustructed co n the formalism descin bed
sbove. Examples of its capabilities are displayed in Figure 5.

Electromagn tirc ielde at the boundary tulface faom which rays are launheed muct ronstrut to the assumptions d slowly
varying amplitude and nearly linear phase which underly the geometric optics theory. Fields radiated from a transmitting
antenna must therefore be expressed in their far field form on the boundary surface. The far field form in conjunction with
the local dispersion relation serve to determine the geometric optics phase, amplitude, polarization, and associated Dropertie.
of the transmitted wave on the exterior of a sphere surrounding the antenna. The sphere is chosen to be large compared to
the satcana but does not extend into the ionosphere. Geometric optics rays are launched from the surface of this sphere and

the peescribed amplitude and polarization data are transported into the ionosphere.
The procedure for evaluating the radietion electric field and associated volumetric power deposition once the ray tracing

results are iA hand is not trivial. Each geometric optics ray must be considered as a member of a family of rays which
describes a single geometric optics mode j having the form

U - 5{r~te~' ~(29)
where the amplitude vector is nearly consta•t and the phase funetion is uarly limear. The transport of the wave phase,

amplitude, and polerization along a ray constitutes evaluation of a single geometric optics mode along the ray path. In
numerical practice, values of these wave parameters ar available at aiscrete points along the ray path. Thus, for each
geometric optics mode there is a three dimensional grid of points at which the wave parameters are available. This grid in
generated by tracing rays launched from a two dimensional boundary surface. The field of each mode at an arbitrary point
im space and time must be determined by a three dimensonal interpolation procedure. The procedure is as follows. Let sl
and #2 be coordinates parameterizing the boundary surface, and let r be a coordinate parameterizing each ray. Then wave
parameters for a given mode may be made available on a regular grid in the three dimensional ray space (al, 02, r) after rays
have been traced. Likewise, the position coordinates of these gridpoints are tabulated as s 1, &2, r). Suppose that the field of
that mode is desired at a point r. First it is necessary to determine ray space coordinate values (slo, sM, rý) corresponding
to the field point r. such that

This must be done by inverse interpolation. If interpolation is justifiable, a straightforward three dimensional numerical
rootfbndc g scheme will solve this problem with any reasonable initial guess. In particular, a Newton iteration based on the

St: = 6s0a8,Z + 
6
52'9,L + 6rO,- (31)

it=ro j- r(si, 2, r) (32)
wesrl wel Here the partial derivatives can be evaluated using tabulated ray coordinsa data. The increment 6r, Ior example,
may be determined by taking the inner product of the total variation 8E asove with the vector at x as. This -. .. a is
perpendicular to both Oa,,. and asL., and the result is

5, r (Or x a,,r) • 6r./(5,, X aO.r) -.. (33)

Increments 6.o and dSa may be similarly deternined. The coordinates st, 02, and r we repeatedly incremented until they
trt-I 810, S, and r0.

H Having detenined 110, &20, and 10 in this fashion, the wave parameters of the geometric optics mode may b, forward
interpolated in three dimensions. That is, the phase, amplitude, and polarization at siO, S30, and it may be found from
esrresponing values st nearby points in the three dimensional ray space grid det•rmined by the ray tracing. The entire
pess of inverae interpolation followed by forward interpolation must be repeated for ech geometric optics mode which
pses aecrms the field point. In a typical oblique propagation scenario there may be ,aur modes pasming through a field point:
upward launched and downward reflected instances of ordinary and exta intary magnetized pla•mi waves. Coherent
superposition of these waves is necessary in order to display such features as Faraday rotation of the polarization vector and
associated spatial oscillation of the power deposition.

The time averaged volumetric power deposition is expressed in terms of the total electric field as

(34)
2

: Lr



iw'~g~zj.(36)

In order to ei'aluatL the power deposit ion at an arbitrary field point, the conductivity tensor g, umud also be interpolated
llr radiation mode.

3. IONOSPHERIC PLASMA BACKGROUND AND ftRANSPORT
As already mentioned, the geometric optics code uses a modular conductivity tensor, that is, the dielectric peoperttes of

the medium are inerieporaited in the code entirely throughi an iisolated module. Of the various inuisiphere models currently in
usage, we have chosen the International) Reference leonoephere (111I) modelt 01. It provides electron and ion densities and
temperatures aswell @as neutra temperatue as functions of geogrephic or geomagnetic location and altitude. Paramretersi
are time of day, time of year, ari sun ipot number. The grcmrngnetic field is also evaluateci by tisse routines. The IRI is an
scmpiricial model that gives the most flexibility and generality for applications of interest. The flW version used was obtained
thrmigh the coartesy of D. Blivta at the National Space Science Data Center at NASA Goddard Spame Flight Center.
The neutral density model wax obtained fiom the Mean CIRA Rteference Atmosphere toodell! Land provides densities of
molecular nitrogen and oxygen, atomiic oxygen, argor., heliuni, and hydrogen at variows altitudes. The electron collision
fr~equency has contributions from the Coulomb colli~ions with ion3 as well as short range colinsions with the neutral,. The
Izme is important in the F region, white the tatter domriinates the D) and E regions as well as the loser V region of the

proideae bsisfo th. deermnatonognhetlicro colilon resen cadldcletrctpopetieromheionhehre9FiureoPOGOhrespheranetccaeldihaalulaedirot te 1C8 OGOsperial armni woelt tl ogehe rtuseioutne

ahows densmities, temperatures and collision frequency profiles used in our -xomputations and derisrd from the I111 routines.
Calculations of radiation power deposition will serve mas input to the plasmna transport compritations. The tranmor

analysis in the ionosrphere is best carried out by a one- di m.'croneil model along the earth's magnetic fied linc. The lower
bountdary is choten in the E region where l,,ctl electron rcoohrg by the high toncertrastion of cnetrals is a dominant c-.ct
which reduces pla~sima heatiag by the HF waves to a minimum. The tra-riport code includes all the ma,;or elastic and inelastic
local loss mechanisms existing in the ionoephere as well ws the eecrts of convection and theeuail conduction ajo~ig the earth's
magnetic field lines. It calculates the corresponding bulk chArges in the plasma temperature and density. Such a model
was initially developed for polar heatine of the- ionr'spherelt and is currently generalized for a tvie-dimrnsional mnid-latitude
geoMetry(2. Other transport codes(13.14l could be used with our rmcidtion model in a similer mu=, using power deposition
profiles as a heating source for energy balance transport equiations.

4. [LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Ithssection we show smooe ill istrative calcumlations simulating an HF radar beanm propagating in the ionosphere All

examples use the ionosrpheric conditions sho-n in Figure 6. Rtays are trenstnitted from a location 45a North and Q0o West
during the mnssh of January at 8:00 AM Incam; traxmnitter timew. The sunrpot number is 100. Figurr~shows an angular s~can
of tenn rays~r transmitted at 10 MHz with hori-ontal trantsmitter pot.-riration. Since the re~ection layer Altitude is a hunrtion
alf requency and o-ngle o! incidence, some rays refiect from the ionosephere and others pass througl it. AlD rays bifurcate into
cdtioct ordinary and extraordinary mode rays because oif the anisotropy of the ma~gnetized iotimpberic plasmas. Figuiv 8
show multiple bounces of a radtar-like becam. Notice that while rays incident at steeper angles sam about to complete four
hops, grazing incidence rays are barely completing two hops. A full layout of the different prosjections of a mingle hop beam
of rays is shown in Figure 9. Details of the caustic surface geometry, splitting of the bews , ato ardinary aud extraordinary

f mode, and shifting of the beam pattern toward the direction of the earth's magnetic field are dlearly apparent. Figure 10
shows contoura of constant ohmic power dleposition along the equatorial s-s plane. Here the omtehutions from different
warrs sam incoherently superposed since the interference terms are rapidly oscillating in space. Large absorption of the HF
energy occurs at low altitude in the 0 and E regions due to large collision frequencies. Caustic swellg at higher altitudies is

k soe a cauise of enhanced abseorption of the wave energy. These regions are therefore likely locations fts thermal modification
of the ionosphere. Finally, Figure 11 shows an example of results from the polar beating transport cod-! where both electron
temperature and density ame changed by 90 seconds of heating at 5 MHz. Similar effects are mpe led to occur in the mid-

t I~tude cuse using powerful radar beamrs since the power absorbed by the ionos~pbere is comparable, if not larger, in the
latter case-

a . CONCLUSION
We have shown oblique HF ionoispheric wave propagation and ohmiric beating rate results from a comprehensive numserical

implementation of pLasmna geometric optics. The completeness of the numnerktal implementation allows mnodeirwS cf wave
propagaion and absorption with novel realism and dletail, and is -tuitable for self-consistent prediction o: quacilinear
ionospheric modifications and associated effects. Future work will focus on coupling the radtiation computations to transport
compisttoirs in order to achieve self-consistency.
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DISCUSSION

1. Comments This kind of cod* must also be useful for studies of large thermal cavity
formation, large scale field aligned irregularities, -thermal self focussing* and so
on1. Your comment?
2. Question: My feeling is that coupling to Z mode and access to plasma resonance
msut be undesired, and difficult to handle in this very general code. Your comment?

wmTHOR' I NLY

yes, this is one of the major phenomena that we would like to be able to analyze
using the code. As far as handling electrostatic wave effects (plasma resonance, z-
soft, etc...), the code will go as far as the geometric optics approximation permits.
i.e., it will calculate any longitudinal field component as long as longitudinal
oecillations are small with respect to spatial variations in the medium.

.1
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MODELING AND DESIGN IOR A NEW IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION EXMM rr

Gory S Salest, Ian G. PattIl, D. Mark Halnesl, Yuming HuAngl and John L Heckscher
2

lUnversty of Lowell Center for Atmospheric Resarch, Lowell, MA 0184 LSA

2Gophyaks tAboratory/U.1-. Air Force, tlanscorn AFB, MA. 01731, USA

S~ ABSTRACT

P~ at• y now ut erway lo carry ow t new (P olique iornopherl modfiation with Increased
radibted poywer using new high gain pntenna system and t I MW transmittr. The output of thas large
tr'urnitting system will aleptrch 90 bW. An important part of th2 s program is to determhe the existence of s
threshold for non-ineat effects by hrying the transdtaz output.

SFor thess experiments we aree antung a new i- probe system, a low power obnlie sounder, to be used
long the twame proptgat enn path as the high pow po distbing tranmiter. Tht s concept wi s first used by i sprict

researchers to Insure that this diagnostic signal elwayn passes through the modified reton of the .onosphm.
The H t probe system will use p low powth 50 W) CW signal shifted by approximantely 40 kHz from the
fmequency used by the high power system. The tr a ytter the probe system will be at to prvie elocaion the
high power transdntte while the prnbe receiver wt. be 2400 km down rarV. The probe receiving system uses
multiple denrits to metsure the the vencal and a•,nuthel angle of trrival as well the Doppler frequency stdft

thef obe tPgronospheric three antna ay will be In an pLj configuration to measure the phase
differences between the Antennas. At the mldpath point a vartscyt l sounder will a in ie the Ionospheric
Wnhmation necessart for the frequency mz wae,-tment of the etphei2mknt.

Reagatime sigaal prberg of ng will permit the site operators to evaluate th peVformance of the systean and
make adjustmaents during the ex ii•ent. A special ray tracing computer will be used to provide real-tme
frequencies and elevation beam steering during the exaeriment.

A dkaipfem of the syse m ann t he aen alys. used In the derign of the exeriaont are p kmsented.

Introdu~ctn

Teis oblique eIP ionospheric "heating* project Is designed to Investigate the modification of the
Ionosphere using high power HI: communications and radar systems that operate in long ran~ge propagation
mode. In this partcular cam, for the F,-regfon, we are attempting to *distuarb" the ionosphere si~me 1200 kin down

rtnghe t d bearing of 90b T from the high power transmitte located at the Voice of America (VOA) station in
Delano, t aleionialt This places the modified region of the ionosphere over the Aibuquepwe, New Mexico area.

Seed onat the theoretical work on f r ult ich (1n78) and Field et aL (19ee It is exn pecte that the beatingoproces manifets Itself in two differen.t ways. In the F-region of the Ionosphere, abo~ve about 220 l-n, the primiary
effect is to heat the electrons In a wclume (approximately 20 kin in height and 100 kin In diameter, depending on
the two dimesoal beamwidth of the transmitting antenna) located in the vicinty of the caustic region formed
at the reflection altitude just beyond the midpath for the skp rays of the high power transmitter. At these F--
region altitudes the heated electrons result In a depleted region with an electron density which is about 5% below

the ambient density. Figure 1 shows, in pictorial form, the relative positions of the transmitter ray path and the
heated region. As will be shown below, other radio signals propagating through this hole" generated by the
high power HF transmission can be affected.

In addition to the depletion effect we expect instabilities to develop resuting from the likely presence of
small scale perturbations In the ambient plasma. The self-focusing instability mechanism appears to have a
ret•aively low threshold (- I mV/m) and should produce enanced Irreguarities which are capable of scattering
radio waves.

rat bade plan to detect the presence of the disturbed regions is to observe changes on a probe signal passing
through the modified region as the high power transmitter is cycled on and off. As will be discussed later the
probL- transmitter is colocated with the high power (VOA) transmitter, and uses a frequency only slightly

j removed from the frequency of the "disturbing transmitter. This arrangement insures that the probe signal
follows the same ray path as the disturbing signal and passes directly through the modified region on its way to
the ground receiving station some 2400 km away from Delano.

In addition to the probe signal we also monitor the mldpath ionosphere using a vertical Incidence
Digisonde to provide profiles of the ambient electron density for frequency management of the high. power
transmitter and for control of the elevation steering of the VOA 2-D antenna array. The ability to control these

A, _
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two facios makes I* posse to maximize the energy depsted in the ionosphere at the desired location. The
Dlijonde can also be used asa vertical looking HF radar to detect the smaller scale irularities.

The 5% modification of the bc.*ground F-reglon Ionosphere by a high power HP transmsslon requires an
effeive radiated power levwl of the order of 90 dBW. The Voice of America facility at Delano, California has this
epabity Using their new 2-D antenna array which consists of three vertical bays of 4 V 6 elements each, it is

possileo e 25 to 30 dB of directive gain depending on the specific frequency selected within the frequency
bA for the array. Each of the three bays can be driven in phase with a separate transmitter each having a

adimmn power of 373 kW to give a total transmitter power of 1.1 MW.

heelevation antenna pattern of this array is steerable by phasing the horizontal rows of elements relative
to each other. This permnits the beamed energy to be deposited at the desired location relative to the mldpath and
down rangu stations. The choice for the specific elevation angle depends on the separation between the
tansmitter site and the down range receiving sites as well as the height and critical frequency of the Ionosphere.
In addition, theoretcal modeling of the heated region with the ray tracing through the disturbed region leads to
the wncluslon that the largest effects occur when the skip distance is adjusted so that It lies some 200 km short of
the down tange site, i.e. at approximately 2200 km down range from Delano. This degree of experimental
maaement require a near midpath vertical sounding to specify the Ionosphere in that region.

EQ W Mans"M~ent

A University of Lowell Center for Atmospheric Research (ULCAR) D4isonde 256 Is located at Kirtland
AFB in Albuquerqri, NI., some 1200 km from the Delano VOA station. This midpath site was selected because
It Ji almost exactly on the great circle path to Barksdale AFB near Shreveport, 1A (2400 km from Delano) which
sves a the ground point for the probe system discussed In the next section.

The primary mode of operation for the Digisonde is the vertical incidence (VI) ionogram made each 15
mirtes and it is planned to control and receive the sounder data via a modem at the Barksdale AFP site. As a
backup to the remote control and monitoring of the Digiznde for the frequency management part of the
experiment, voice telephone can be used after each VI lonogram. These available data Include the layer critical
frequency, foFZ the true height for the maximum of the layer (derived from the automatically scaled and
iverted ionoram) and the height of the bottom of the layer which for these experiments Is chosen to be the

lowest virtual height corresponding to the bottom of the Player; all these proposed measurements will be made
at nht during these campaigns. An example of the summary of these data are shown In Figure 2. For 31 Jan.
19m0, from just after 03 UT to just before 10 UT, we see the edited vertical sounder data specification for the
nighttime lonospher. The lowest trace is the modelled E-layer, of no great significalnce for these experiments.
MNaf upward we see the variation of foF., the height of the bottom of the F- layer and finally the height of the
p fthe la a very typical behavior-

T -eoeved data, foF2, hmax and Ym - (!max - hmin) will be put into a simple quas-parabolk ray tracing
proram and for each selected frequency the program is run through a sequence of elevation angles beginning at
3" and Increasing in P steps until the rays penetrated the P-layer. This set of rays is examined to determine the
equwy that placed the sklp distance some 200 km closer to Delano than Ba-ksdak. At the same time the

veitdl take-off angle to the skip is also calculated from the program and this Information ib telephonically
tamitd to the Delano operators so that they can adjust the high powe transmitter frequatcy and elevation

As part of the routine Digisonde mode, F-layer drift measurements are made during the time between the
VI soundings. This means that some twelve minutes of drift data is recorded during each 15 minute period using
tre fw antenna receiving array at x frequency whose virtual height is at the same virtual reflection height of the
oblque heating ftequenfy. This approach insu that the skymap measurements are made in the same altitude
segime as the oblique heatting prces

U9ymaps aw displays of the location of the several reflecting sources in tne Ionosphere near the reflection
layer detected by the phase difference between the four Digisonde receive antennas. The signals on each antenna
we spectrally processed and then the phase differences betwee the antennas for the strongest spectrum lines are
kuliatted. This phase difference is then converted to elevation angle.

The spatial distribution of the observed source can be und.vstood as a measure of the irregular structure
In the reflection region. When the ionosphere is relatively free of irregularities the sk-ymaps will appear as a
doody spaced group of reflections and the sour -e locations will all coincide. On the other hand, when the
ionosphle is highly Irregular, the skymap will show 4 wide spread of sources over a significant fraction of the
total obsrvat•• angle, typically 45 measured from the zenith. Por these heating experiments It is expected that
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the selffocusing Instability mechanism will Inceas. the number of lrregula~res n the obvtitrton Area and the
cotr of the number of sources will Incresse during the hating part of the cyie.

During the part of tvheMating cycle when the high power transmitter Is turne off the number of rkytrap
sources are epKected to decrease. We must recognize at this point In tle analysis that we do not know th4 time

onstants associated with the decay of thse instabilities and therefore the skymar my or may not show a
riation comparable with hcater power cydling.

An oblique swept frequency sounder wa established over the same path as the Probe system, I.e., from
Delano to Barksdale. This sounder sweeping from 6 to 30 MIz provided an Independent measure of the
maximum observable frequency MOPF) that can be compared with the values derived from the vertical incidence
mldlpth longr am using transmission curve overlays for 2400 km. Thes oblique i•cogrms, made every 15
minutes, helped provide a basis for the frequency mana•.nt decisions, but these data Wad to be extrapolated to
determine the MOF for 2200 km (.*. to put the Wp range approximately 200 km doser to Delano). In addition
the oblique lonograms can not provide any estimate of the elevation angles that must be ured to maximize the
mery &position over the Kiu-tl-d site.

19 mbe Etem

A low power (150 W) CW transm•ssion was provided ov the 2400 km path fom Delano to larksdale.
Tleme trbsnsmslons at a frequmcy only slightly dilffe."t from the high power heatirgtr-anmlttyr, would notI be Interrupted as the heater transmitter was cycled on and off with a five minute period The probe signal passes
through the modified ionospheric region and the sigral received on the ground at Barhdale Is proceased for
danges in Doppler frequency shUit, Amplitude And arrival angle that correlate with the heMAr cycling.

The A-D convertor at the IEF output of the receiver samples the In-phase (D and the shifted qu ,dratjure (Q)
components of the signal and these complex sa-mrples are stored until the system has accumulatsd 401 data
points. In the Zenith comnputer, these 4096 complex points are used In a Fourier teradorm anal)-i. The 400
jpectrum lines centered on 0 1z are stomd on the system for real-time display and also recorded on l:-ppy disc for
subsequent analysis. It is necessary to retnin only the center 7ortlon of the spectrum around ± 10 Hz, since we

4e apect the natural fluctuations of the Ionosphere to cause only small Doppler frequentcy shifts. Again, the heating
can be expected to superimpose an additional small Doppler frequency shift (certainly less than ± 10 Hz) that
varies with the heating cycle.

The first test of the entire system was carried out during the period from 25 Jan. 1990 through 2 Feb. 1990.
Five campaigns were held on alternate nights, each ran for about 5 K urs beginning around 04 UT (at the
midpoint hasting region the local time is -7 hours from LMT. This particulsr time period was selected for the
fiollowing reasons.

1. The heating proem Is enhanced when the heating frequency is low.

2. The Ionosphere bU stbilized to some degree after the sunset period.

& Not D3reglon absorption Is present during these hours.

This first test period Is considered a dry-run for the upcoming full power tests panmned for the Fall, 1990.
During this test the VOA high power transmitter ran with only 375 kW totW power. In addition the transmis&ion
Azimuthal array beamwidth was wider than planned, thus reducing the power density on the Ionosphere by an
additional 5 dB. For the Ianm 1990 camaign the ER? ws about 10 dl0 below the sytem's maximum power leve,

The spectrum daft stored on the computer hard disk during the mission are transfered to a floppy disk
eand ar bought back to the laboratory for additional processing.

N HProbeTransmlttiolS;sem

The tramitter is a 150 W Amplifier driven by a 10 W amplifier. Th" frequency is obtained from a
m ble synthesizr locked to a ey stable atomic frequency standard. The amplified signals are delivered touslrt,-V antenna with two 400 ft balanced elem'ents suspended from a 25 m triangular metal tower to the ground

sloping outward in the direction from Delano to Barksdale (W0 T). A balun was installed near the top of the
tower to provide an impedance transformation from the unbalanced shielded coaxial cable to the balanced two
long wire elements.

The ftequency for these probe transmissions was usually set to be just belowthe ha" frequthe h(ieh 30 to
0kIz to kaep the high powe Mawr trasissions from overioading the probe receives.
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To Mcev the probe signals at Barksada Al I outside of Shreveport, LA we established a 3 antenna/
ncelv sym. The three antmnas are placed in two lines, one in the dl:ection of Delano and the other

mrnmdlculart the direction to Delano. One antenna Is common to both arrays and acts as a reference antenna.
two element amy along the geat drde path to Delano serves as an interferometer, measuring the vertical

angle of arrival of the probe signal. The titerferometer meaures the phase difference between the two antennas
paced approximaftly I00 m apart and converts this phase difference to an angle of arrival. As with any
ltrferometer, there will be some ambiguity In this measurement and for the frequencies used in this heating
Wpeelment thee loldovers due to slissing are located outside the range of expected elevation angles.

noe amwd amy of two antennas elements spaced 30 m apart, is oriented perpendicular to the great circle
path from Delano to Sarklsdae. 1his pair of antennas serve as an interfeoeter to measure the changes In the
i/munt atrval angle. Thee three antennas are simple vertical, I m monopoles with an active amplifier at the

uew of aiw. Thyre RACAL receivers, one for each antenna, ue a 150 Hz bandpass filter and amplify the recesved

sipsia and convert the transmisslont frequency down to the IF. The receivers are run in a manual gain mode
md sea automatically phase calibrated at the beginning of each change in the probe frequency. This change

alo Initiates a new file an the computer hard disk. To be useful for later signal processing these files should be
1"st 30 minutes lMg

The A*D convertor at the IF output of the receiver samples the In-phase (M and the shifted quadrature (Q)
ampoewfts of the signal and these complex samples are stored until the system has accumulated 4096 data
points. in the Zentil computer, the 4096 complex points are used in a Fourier transform analysis. The 400

aspcaui Ines omsrned on 0 Mz are stored on the system for real-time display and also recorded on floppy disc for
mbs.quewt analysis. It Is necessary to retain only the center porton of ft spectrum awound *10 1z1 since we
epset the natural fluctuations of the iononph to cause only small Doppler frequency shifts. Again, the heating
an .teo ecd to superimpose an additional small Doppler frequency shift (certainly less than :* 10 Hz) that

"bawihth eating cycle.

The lrst test of the entire system was carried out during the period from 25 Jan. 1990 through 2 Feb. 1990.
Fie campaigns were held on alternate nights, each ran for about 5 hours beghining around 04 UT (at the
midpoilt heating region the local time is -7 hours from TA). This particular time period was selected for thekn:mh reasons

L. 1Uw heatisg process is enhanced when the heating frequency is low.

I1 " Inpher has stabilized to some dere after the sunset period.

&. No D4reglon absorptiont Is present during these hours.

This fi"s test period is considered a dry-nm for the upcoming full power tests planned for the Fall, 1990.
During this test the VOA high power tnusmitter ran with only 375 kW total power. In addition the transm•ssion
atimuthl arlmy beamwidth was wider than planned, thus reducing the power density on the Ionosphere by an
additional 5 dl. For the Tanm 1990 campagn the ERP was about 10 dB below the system's maximum power level.

The spectrumn data stored on the computer hard disk during the mission are transferred to a floppy disk

sad ae bought back to the laboratory for additional processing.

The beak approach to the data signal processing is to detect the presence of the heating cycle (5 minute
perid) ga~nt te bakgrundof natural Ionospheric fluctuations using spectrum analysis. This analysis is in

the very low frequency domain where the basic unit is milllhertz, e.g. the five minute heatin.g period Is 3.3 mHz
and the spectrum range is from 0 to 22 mHz. The natural background fluctuations caused by acoustic gravity

waies (AGW) In the ionosphere have periods of one hour or greater to a minimum of about 7 minutes or, in the
beqmKydomain, from 0.27 n-.14 to 24 mHz respectively. The choice of 5 minutes for the heating period is to

pub the fuency of the desired signal above the highest frequencies associated with the passage of AGW
btough the midpath region. It was found not to be feasmble to move the heater cycling frequency any higher In

ordr to go further away from the upper limit of the AGW. A higher cycling rate would reduce the heating time
so that we would not be sure of reaching the saturation point for the maximum growth of the induced

For the HF probe system, the sampling time is dictated by the requirement to gather 4096 complex data
points to generate the spectrum of the signal received at each of the Lax*. anttennas. It takes 23.3 w-c to gather the
data k all'theantennaspecui. Whenthespect are completed (in real-time) then the peak of the spectrum is
identified and the I and Q components at that frequency are combined to give the amplitude of the peak and the
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phases on the elevation pair of antennas to give the elevation angle associated w eth it r•Xppr frequency bin-
When 64 of these spectra are completed, covering a period of 24 minutes, the 64 peak amplitzdes are spectrally
analyzed as described above.

Amplitude

The composite amplitude variations of the peak signal are shown in Figure 3. These data include two
Iquency diarnes following the time when the skip passes beyond Barksdale as the Ionosphere decays moving
Into the night. The first frency change was from 15.0 MlHz to 12. 1 MHz at 063 UT and the second change
occurred at (1710 when the heater and probe frequency was reduced again, this time from 12.1 MHz to 9.48 ME-.
A large spectrum of 'fading" characteristics can be readily observed and this manifests Itself In the spectrum of
pieces of thzse data.

The actual frequency management of the heating and the probe systems during the 31 Jan. campaIgn is
shown In Figure 4. The three frequency steps in the heater are shown to follow the changing MOF on the oblique
sounder over the Delanio to Barksdale path.

Figure 5 shows a typical spectrum of the peak stgna fluctuations on the reference antenna. There I no
meason to expect that the spectra from either of the other two antennas will differ significantly. Often we see a
relatively high power level at the lowest frequencies In these spectra corresponding to the long period fading of
the peak sInal. These long (- 10 minutes or longer) fades, associated with the AGW propagation over Kirtland,
will not Interfere with the detection of the heating cycle frequency.

The individual campalns are of the order of 5 hours and since each Individual spectra takes 24 minutes of
data, we obtain 12 spectra over the full period of operation. In order to smooth these spectra we have taken the
overlapping data, I.e. the last 12 minutes from one set and the first 12 minutes from the following set of data and
produce an intermediate spectrum. In Figure 5 the second spectrum overlaps the first by 12 minutes and yet we
%ee significant changes in the structure of the power. These observations will be stpported later when the
skynmaps are discussed.

All of the resulting spectra are then displayed in a time sequence with frequency as the ordinate and time
of day as the abscissa. The spectrum power is displayed as Intensity shading. Figure 6 is for the 31 Jan. 1990
campaign. We see in this figure that the most Intense shadings are at the low frequency end of the spectra
corresponding to natural background long period f|uctuations. The shaded area represent power levels of less
than 40 % below the peak power. The solid bars drawn In the shaded areas Indicate the location of the peaks in
each spectrum. A horizontal dashed line Is drawn at the expected heating cycle frequency. If these spectra
included power at the heating cycle frequency (3.3 mHz) this would show up as a horizontal trace in the figure
over the time interval when heating process was effective.

As discussed earlier, the periods of effective heating will likely be when the heater frequency is dose to the
MOF for the path from Delano to Barkldate. On these plots, particular attention is paid to those those somewhat
brief times when the heating frequency approaches the MOF for the somewhat shorter path length (2200 kin)
than the 2400 km from Delano to Barksdale. The difference between the MOF and the heater frequency is
displayed in these figures above the spectir.

Elevtin ngl

Using both the reference and the elevation anternas, separated by 100 m along the great circle path from
Delano to Barksdale, we measure the phase difference of the arriving probe signal after passing through the
heated area and reflecting from the F-region of the ionosphere. The elevation angle for the peak of the several
spectrally resolved components is calculated in real time and presented with the central portion of the 233 second
coherently integrated spectnm- Figure 7 shows the variation of the elevation angle and the 23.3 sec. spectra as a
hfnction of time during the 31 January 1990 campaign for the period 0633 UT to 0719 UT. The heater and probe
systems operated at 9.5 MHz and we see two modes interweaving on the spectrum with a systematic frequency
shift 05 to 1.0 Hz. A this point It Is speculated that the two modes are the low and high rays Threy eventually
merge pust before that frequency drops out and the spectrum Just becomes noisy before 0719 UT. The elevation
angle variations are shown below the spectrum and we see two angles associated with the two modes on the
spectrum (low and high ray). The low ray elevation angle varies around 18 to 20r while the high ray angles are
large approaching 30* when the skip distance is relatively far from Barksdale and merges with the low ray angles
as the skip approaches Barksdale just before 0719 UT.

The Digisonde skymaps, made at Kirtl-nd, under the heated area present a very dynamic view of the F-
reg of the ionosphere. Figure 8 c composite of 42 skymaps for 31 Jan. 1990 from 0502 to 0551 UT. Typically we
see a strong duster of sources near the overhead position indicating a relatively smooth ionosphere with littleStilting. The pattern of sources is rapidly changing In form and in the number of sources seen in the I minute

integration time for each mnp. A plot of the number of sources for the entire 31 Jan. campaign Is shown in Figure
9. excu s in the number of sources occur frequently indicating dynamic activity under what would

*i " 1 _



normally be recogtzed as quiet conJitions with little or no spread-F. These variations confirm the results of the
specrmaaflysisotefadllI inkIgofth pl lpeak.

SumMM and Future Plans

The completed operation and analysis of this "vest" experiment, using a relatively low power for the
disturbing transmiteer, are important to the success of the upcoming full power campaigns scheduled for the
Summa, 19QO. The data processing for these experiments has been designed to facilitate the detection of the
beating effects In a straight forward manner. The dominance at the lowest frequencies correspondins to the
ubqults ahot period AGW activity has beean recognized and the upcoming campaigns will insure that the
heating effects are separated sufficiently from this nOise.
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Figure 4. Probe and heater frequencies as a function of time during the 31 January 1990 campaign. Twice during
the night we wee the MOF pass through the heater frequency.
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Figure 5 Sample spectra of the peak arnp~tude fluctuations at adjacent times 0436 UT an~d at 04M4 UT.
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DISCUBSION

1. B. JONES, UK

If the effects are this small, do we realy care?

AUTOR11I REPLY

Yen. If this is preliminary to 95 dBW systems vhich say be cooing along, then I
think we are in a region where things may become more serious.

W. CORDONf, US

Antenna gains have been overstated in both papers (05 and 014C) by 5 or 4 d8. 3
ariays of 4 x f dipoles If operated y"*-u lit will give maximum gain of 24 da
(This with -10 W transmitters gives ERP of 84 4dW).

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We have taken the word of TCI that the gains are as advertised. Wilenaki (ZtZI
Trans.rjt , No. 2, June 1986, pp. 201-209) claims a gain of 30.6 d3i at 1.35
times the design center frequency, see Table III of the reference.
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SUMMARY

The paper describes the generation of FLF signals due to oblique heating of the auroral ionosphere
by signals from ELF modulated LF/MF radio transmitters. Apart from signals of natural origin, timing
signals (six pips which occurred on the hour) were received. The pips of frequency 1 kHz, duration
105 ms and field strength -0.1 pT exhibit a favoured source location -150 km south-south-east of
Sodankyla. The pips are shown to occur only when there is significant local magnetic activity and when
the auroral electrojet is enhanced. The originating signals are demonstrated to be of Soviet origin and
due to LFIMF broadcast transmitters several hundred kilometres away from the ELF source location.
Various mechanisms which could account for a locafised generation region far from ,'he transmitters are
discussed. The favoured mechanism involves in-phase heating due to two or more transmitters.

1 INTRODUCTION

Eleven years ago (14 March to 4 April 197g). close to the peak of the previous sunspot cycle, a
network of ELFNLF goniometer (direction finding) receivers was operated in Northern Scandinavia.
These receivers were designed to be sensitive to whistlers and chorus which occur In these frequency
bands. Apart from these signals of natural origin, 6 pips, which occurred on the hour. were also some-
times received. The pips had a frequency of 1 kHz and each lasted 105 ma. On some occasions
distorted music was heard prior to the pips.

Turunen eo at (1980), Cannon (1982) and Cannon et al (1982) presented evidence that these pips
were propagating ELF signals produced by a nonlinear demodulation mechanism In the auroral E and D
regions. The distorted music was used to identify the signals as Soviet LF and MF ,ransmissions which
court have originated from a number of stations. Table 1 and Fig 1 describe the most powerful of these
candidate transmitters within a 1500 km radius of Sodankyla. Stubbe and Kopka (1977) and Cannon
et a! (1982) showed that the ELF field strength is related to the auroral electrojet current density
which is expected to be statistically higher 6,ring periods of high georragnetic activity (see also Barr
and Stubbe (1984)). Such were the conditions 11 years ago. This Paper reviews the phenomenon of
oblique heating of the auroral ionosphere as identified in those eanier papers.
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Table 1

Candidate transmitters

LF transmitter Geographic coordinates Power Frequency
Location of. transmitter (kW) (kHz)

Kailnlngrad 540 45'N 20" 30'E 1000 173
Moscow 550 45'N 37" 38'E 500 173

Syktyvkar 610 41'N 50 31'E 300 173
Leningrad 590 59'N 304 21'E 1000 236
Moscow 55" 45'N 37" 08'E 2000 263
Minsk 53* 54'N 271 34E 500 281
Minsk 53' 54'N 270 34'E 1000 549

Murmansk 680 58'N 33" 56'E 50 657

2 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

Three different types of equipment wore used In the study. Bullough and Sagredo (1973) describe
the ELFIVLF goniometer (direction finding) receivers used near Sodankyla (Finland), near Tromso

(Norway) and near Arjeplog (Sweden). All goniometor recoivers operated between 19 and 00 UT over
the period 14 March to 1 April 1979 Inclusive and from 20 to 00 UT on 2, 3 and 4 April 1979. Addi-
tional scheduled recordings were made between 11 and 16 UT on 28 March 1979. Outside of these
periods each station operated Independently whenever feasible. Measurements were also made using an
ELFNLF receiver designed and built at the Sodankyla Geophysical Observatory and using a separate ELF
receiver (Cannon, 1981). Pips were detected on all three types of instruments, but not on every hour.
Noise at Arjeplog Interfered with the measurements and precluded using these signals for detailed
studies.

Several series of tests were carried out on the goniometer system to establish that the ELF pips

were not the result of demodulation of LF or MF signals within the receiving system. The LF/MF signal
strength was estimated and 173 kHz signals -50 dB stronger than those predicted for Sodankyla were

injected through a dummy ELF/VLF antenna. No demodulated output at I kHz was noted.

3 RESULTS

Pip occurrence

Pips were found to occur when the geomagnetic activity was high, but not when it was low. In
Fig 2 the number of occasions that pips were detected at either Sodankyla or Tromso in one day are

shown In the top panel. In the bottom panel the daily sum of the eight Sodankyla indices KHOZ are given.

There is a strong positive correlation between pip detection and geomagnetic activiry.

Fig 3 illustrates the number of times on each hour that pips were recorded at either Tromso or

Sodankyla. The period 15 March to 21 March 1979 has not been included because at no time were pips
det.cted. The probability of hearing pips maximises In the evaning sector magnetic midnight at

Sodankyla occurs at -21:30 UT.

STARE and magnetometer analyses

Goniometer measurements described below place the pip generation regions 20 minutes In longi-
tude away from the STARE (Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment) VHF coherent radar
(Gijenwald et al, 1978) viewing window. The STARE window covers the region 681 to 721N and 14* to
23°E. Notwithstanding this difference, the absence or detection of pips has been plotted on a compass

projection (Fig 4) as a function of the electrojet direction determined by STARE. Each point is the



visual average of So Individual vectors within the window; the error bars Indicate the variation of
vector direction within the window. The occurrence of the pips shows a high positive correlation with
the stward flowing electrojet.

Somewhat simplistically, positive bays In Sodankyta and Kiruna (Sweden) magnetometer data wore
Interpreted as Indicatlnn of a nearby eastward ele.trojet (Rostoker and Kisabeth, 1973). Simlilary,
negative bays were Interpreted as due to a westward system. Pips were fcjnd to occur during both
positive and negative bays; this does not corroborate the fTndings from the STARE analysis, where the
correlation was with the eastward electrojet. It does, however, substantiate the view that a strong
electrojet Is needed for pip generation.

Pip generation regions

eoWhen the pip amplitude was high the gonlometer receivers were used to obtain a bearing and an
error on the source. When two bearings were available the source location was determined. Fig 5
shows the location of the triangulated source, together with the worst case envelope of standard errors
determined from all bearings. All but one of the six triangulated source regions are located In a group to
the south of Sodankyla.

Field strength

The mean pip field strengths were determined for each group of six pips (Fig 6). Field strengths
at Sodankyla were higher than those at Tromso - In agreement with the direction finding measurements
which show a favoured source location closo to Sodankyla. In general, on one night, variations of field
strength observed at one station are mimicked by the other.

4 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It was established that the I kHz ELF pips received by.three goniometer receivers were not the
result of nonlinear demodulation of a strong broadcast service radio signal in any part of the receiving
equipment Two other instruments also received the pips. it was consequently proposed that these ELF
pips of strength 0.1 pT were produced by nonlinear ionospheric demodulation of signals from one or
more LF and/or MF transmitters.

Since aln candidate transmission frequencies are <700 kHz, the ionospheric Interaction must take
place In the D-region or lower E-region.

The period of the experiment was characterised by two levels of local geomagnetic activity.SDuring the period 14 to 21 March, when no pipe were recorded, the daily sum of the KHOZ indices at
Sodankyla varied between 2 and 20. From 22 March to 4 April the corresponding values varied
between 20 and 45 and, with the exception of 1 Apil, pips were recorded each day. Pips were, there-
fore, only recorded when the high latitude magnetic activity was high, te when the ionospheric currents
were strong. Analysis of STARE and magne~ometer data corroborate this view.

The probability of pip occurrence was greatest In the local evening, between 19 and 20 UT
(around 22 MLT) and, on a number of occasions, the source location was determined. On most of these
occasions they fell south-south-east of Sodankyla at a distance of -150 km.

5 INTERPRETATION

Most Ionospheric heating experiments utillse a vertically Incident wave from a high gain antenna In
order to produce a locallsed hot spot overhead. The cause of the ELF pips has, however, been identifi6d
as LF/MF transmitters located several hundred killometres distant from the generation region. It Is
reasonable to suppose that the LF/MF antennas are low gain, capacitively loaded verticals, the radiation
pattern of which will be vertically polardsed and omni-directfonal in azimuth. The main lobe may be
expected to occur at 10 to 20 degrees elevation. Any heating mechanism must, therefore, explain how
a distant locallsed region of the ionosphere could be heated "referentially to all others. ArIditionally, any
proposed theory must explain why the five triangulated pip sources were approximately co-located.
Four mechanisms were considered.

_ _ _ . - U +: '
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In this model consider the LF/MF wave propagating from the south and Incident directly (no
reflections) upon an efectroJet flowing essentially east-west No refections are a.umed. Demodulation
might then occur on the southirly edge of the eloctrojot, where there Is adequate current flow but low
radio wave absorption, thus allowing the incident wave to attain the electrojlet alilude. Primarily,
however, localsation of the generation area will be In latitude. Localisation In Iongtuls will only occur
as the result of the fall off in field strength with distance. Additionally, the distance from the trans-
mitter to each element of the eloctrojot Is different from that of the neighbouring elements. Conse-
quently, each element will be out of phase with Its nolghbour and It Is difficult to vlsuatised how a
localised, and col'rent, IonospherIc radiator could be formed.

Mechanism two

In this mechanism (Fig 7) a single transmitter Is also considered, but the possibility of waves
multiply reflected from the ground Is considered. In certain regions the periodic heating effect of a
wave having suffered m reflections may be In phase with the period;c heating of a wave having
suffered n reflections (no im). In a homogeneous ionosphere, with planar gcmetry, a pattern of
heated rings (hot rings) concentric with the transmitter would result. Localised demodulation vwould be
expected to occur where the electrojet and the hot rings overlap. Demodulation would be forbidden
within a cold ring.

Mechanism three

Fur the third mechanism (Fig 8) two transmitters are considered such th..t the modulated signal is
broadcast wilh some constant phase difference which could be zero. This is the same situation that per-
tains in hyperbolic navigation systems. Lines defining equal phase will occur. A locatised demodulation
region will exist where a hot strip, due to in-phase heating, overlaps the etectrojet

Mechanism four

If three or more phased transmitters exist, then a set of hot spots will occur where the signals
from all the transmitters are in phase (Fig 9). A fixed demodulation region Is now defined by the
crossing of one of those hot spo

t
s by the etectrojet. Only a finite number of locations now exist, in con-

trast to mecianisms hvo or three.

Mechanisms three and four do not require that the transmitters use the same carrier frequency or
have the same carrier phase - only the modulation frequency needs to be phased. It is reasonable to
suppose that this Is so for the transmission of timing pips. It Is Important, however, for a mechanism
nvolving several transmission frequencies that tho transmitters are not greatly separated in frequency.

Otherwise their reflection and Interaction with the ionosphere may take place at different altitudas and
their effects cannot be aggregated.

6 DETERMINATION OF MECHANISM

The mean distance of each generation region from the principal LF/MF Scviet transmitters, within
1500 km of Sodankyla, are given in Table 2. The mian generation to transmitter distances d, - ds
are also given. Evidently, dj-d 2-d 3 -d6 which suggests generation via mechanisms three or four. The

Syktyvkar transmitter (d6 ) Is, however, of lower output power than the others under consideration.
The analysis of variance and Fisher's F-distribution were used to determine the probability that the
various distances could be considered to be samples of the same population, is represent estimates of
the smrn mean distance. The transmission schedule on 173 kHz best fits the detection of pips and the
ayove telt was applied to the transmissions from Kaliningrad and Moscow This showed that as large a

difference as 30 km (d -d2 ) would occur with a probability of p . 0.4. This discrepancy is hardly
significant, lending support to mechanism three. If the powerful transmitters at Minsk are also included
then the probability reduces to p - 0.2. We ccnclude from this that a type four mechanism is less
probable than a type three mechanism; however, its probability Is far from Insignificant

*'... 1
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Table 2

Treanmltter to generatlon region statistics

Transmitter Kalinlingrad Moscow Minsk Leningrad Murmansk Syktyvkar

Transmitter 173 kHz 173 kHz
frequencies 1000 WW 500 MW
and powers

263 kHz
2000 MW

281 kHz
500 kW

549 kHz
1000 MN

236 kldz
1000 kW

657 kHz
150 kW

173 kHz
300 NkW

Date Time Mean distance from transmitter to crossing point. on each day
(UT) k m)

22.3.79 19 1309 1279 1351 697 409 1238
26.3.79 19 1302 1280 1347 695 418 1245
27.3.79 20 1350 1321 1397 743 377 1256
29.3.79 22 1608 1736 1743 1136 521 1616
31.3.79 19 1260 1214 1284 630 458 1212
31.3.79 20 1403 1380 1457 805 345 1284

Mean di .. d2. - d3. d4. d5. ds..
distance 1325 ± 54 1295 1 61 1367 ± 64 714 ± 65 401 ± 43 1247 ± 26
to each

transmitter
(km)

29.3.79 was omitted in the determination of each mean

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reviewed data which lead us to believe that Soviet LF and MF broadcast
transmissions were demodulated In the high latitude Ionosphere and that re-radiation took place at
I kHz. The transmissions on 173 kHz were Identified as the most likely candidates. Further experi-
ments are required to investigate fully this chance discovery, and it may be that the phenomenon could
provide a cheap hourly measure of the electrojet latitude over Finland.

- .2.
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DISCUSSION

M. RIVMKW, NO

Did you examine STARE data to sea whether there were enhanced electric fields in the
regions you deduced the sources to be?

AUTHON't REPLY

*e did examine STARE data and found that pipe were generated during periods when the
electrojet flowed eastward rather than westvard. STARE was unforturnately nor
operational over the whole of the eaxprimental period. Additionally, we must
remember that the STAR"E window lies several degrees to the west of the favored pip
generation region.

a. S&AR. UN

I wee very impressed with this work when it first appeared in JATP, so such so that
I have undertakmn an extension of your experiment in Lindau, FRP. I am cross
correlar;tiW the audio modulation signal from a series of powerful HF broadcast
transmitvjrs with the VLF signal, assumed to be coming from the ionosphere. I can"see clear correlations at non zero time lag which support your claims of a real
ionospheric effect rather than an equipment nonlinearity. I should also point out
that at Lindau the electric field is probably an order of magnitude smaller than
during your experiments.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I am extremely pleased that you are pursuing further investigations into this
phenomenon and I look forward to seeing your results.

V. S. SmAM, US

S appreciated your comments concerning LF/MT heating being possibly more effici.,nt
than HF, especially in view of our new results concerning D-region heating produced
by VLF (30 kJz) that is published in this month's GRL. Did you have any O-region
diagnostics (such as VIF) durino your experiments?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

No, we didn't. This phenomenon was discovered by chance with an instrumentation set
designed for other purposes and no D-reglon measurement facilities were specifically
deployed in association with the experiment. We were able, however, to utilize the
Finnish meridional chain of riometers which provided us with much useful information.
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Abstract

This paper describes theoretical and experimental research on the creation.
maintenance, and control of artificial layers Of ioanlzatiou in the 50-90 km altitude
range. The focus of the research is to assess the potential for exploiting such so-called
'artificial Ionospheric mirrors" (AIM) as scatterera or radio waves to distances well
beyond line-of-sight.

The AIM concept is discussed in terms of a specific technical approach, the use of
ground-based, very high pover. RP waves to breakdown the atmosphere. The concept is
described in terms of RF requirements to produce breakdown, electron production and
losses., resultant ionization densities, and their lifetimes. In addition, Issues
concerning the RIP reflection properties of artificial patches of ionization in the
atmosphere are considered, and the potential of exploiting the AIN concept for practical

t applications is introduced.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Artificial Io.aospheric Mirror (AIM) involves the use of a
ground-based radio frequency heater to create localized patches of ionization ("mirrors')
In the atmosphere, which could be used as reflectors of radio signals for over-the-horizon
(0TH) communication or radar purposes. The concept Is revolutionary In that, rather than
working within the limitations imposed on conventional systems by the natural icnnsphere.
It envisions seizing direct control of the propagation environmen~t to Insure that it has
the electromagnetic wave reflection/scattering properties required to achieve a desired
system capability. Many i43ues associated with the concept have already been defined and
Investigated, Vi3 theoretical research and laboratory chamoer experiments, in both the
United States and the Soviet Union.

The basic premise for the concept depends on the fact that when free electrons are
Immersed In an imposed electric field they accelerate. If the electric field is strong
enough, or If the electrons can accelerate for a sufficiently long time, the electron
velocities can become large enough that subsequent collisions with neutral particles
Involve energies exceeding the neutral's ionizing potential. thL3 producing additional
free electruns. If the resultant electron production rate exceeds the loss rate, the net
electron density Increases, I.e.. artifi'nal ionization builds-up.

2. AIM GENERATION BY CROSSED AND FOCUSSED BEAM4S

A sori..jm problem that can limit the production of' artificial Ionization in tne
atmosphere is self-absorption of the powerful radio wave pulses used to produce the
ionization. This effect (often referred to as 'tail-erosion") is produced by ionization
that is formed alongthe pulse proppgation path, especially at heights below where the
desired layer of ionization Is intended to be produced. In order oo avoid such self-
absorption effects, two basic approaches have ý -en recei,!ing attention in recent research
ef forts; crossed radio beams and focussed beams.

2.1. Crossed-Beam Approach

The crossed-beam approach (Figure Ia) has been pioneered by the Soviets since the
late .1970's. as described in' the seminal papers by Curevich (19T9) and Borisov end
Vurevioh (1980). The approach is simple: instead of 'asing discrete, powerful radio wave

3 puilses, dual miultiple-pulse beamis are proposed. Only in the intersecting region of the
crossed-beams are the field-strengths sufficient to produce Ionization. Thus (in theory),
the location and heigtt of the region of artificially produced ionization can be precisely
controlled. .-
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In the crossed-beam approach the electric riel0s of the two beams interfere in the
region where they intersect; and. since the ionizi tian rate depends very strongly on the
electric field strenlth. the iorization produced in the intersecting region is intense
where the beams interfere constructively and we3k where they interfere destructivoly.
The ionization pattern in the intersecting region is illustrated by the dark bands in
Figure lb. where it is assumed that two beams or wieth h and wavelength A intersect at
an angle '. he ionization bands are much thinner (approx. 0.2k/p) than, the spaces
between the a ids (approx. 2A/%), because substantial ionization is produced only near
the peaks of the constructive interference pattern.

In addition to theoretical work on the crossed-beam approach, extensive laboratory

chamber experiment- have been conducted in the Soviec Union and the United States to
investigate various characteristics of such artificially pa'odiced ionization. One such
example from the Soiiet literature (Vikharev et al., 1984) is illust:ated in Figure 2.
which shows that the structure of the ionization produced in the beam Intersection region
depends greatly on atmospheric pressure, i.e., un the bltitude at which the AIM layer is
to be produced. Such "altitude" issues are further discussed later in this paper.

2.2. Focussed Beam Approach

The use of a frcussed antenna array (Figure 3). tc control the location and altitude
of artificially pro uced Ionization in the atmosphere, has been the subject of theoretical
and numerical reses.'ch efto,'ts in the Uniteo States. In contrast to an u~focussed array.
for which the power density profile from the heater falls off as k- wit altitude
(thereby ravoring ionization at lower heights), a focussed array can produce a power
density proflie which peaks sharp)y at a desi-ed altitude. To what degree this ian be
accomplished is illustrated in Figure 4. which illustrates the vertical pattern of a 300
NHz array whose ele"ents have been phased for focussing at 70 km. The array has 200,000
elements and a lotal width and length of 2000 wavelengths. The peak of the patt-rn eouala
that of the R- dependence. As shown late", the very sharp rise in the electric field
at tce ionlhatlcn altitude creates a high peak density and steep density gradtents, which
are attractive in terms of radio wave reflection issues.

Whatever- approach is taken to produce artificial layers of ionization in the
atuosphere. there rre many technical and prectical issues associated with the AIM concept.
rFr example, what are the heater power requirements, how co they vary with heater
frequency and the desired altitudi of the patches, what are the resultant electron
densities, what are the obtainable patch sizes. litetime!. and radii wave reflection
prcperties, etc. Theoreticol and experimertal Investigations of many of these issues,
being conducted in the United Statea and the Soviet Union, have not uncovered Pay physics

a show-stoppers" to undermine the basic concept. Nevertheless, more resoarch is needed
to properly assess its overall viability in terms of realistic communitL:ion and/or radar
system applications.

3. ALF. HEATER POWER REQUIREMENTS

In the scientiric literature *aere seear. to be no unique definition of "breakdown".
For example. Curevich's (op.oit.) delinition .3sentially refers to the case when electrons
are produced oy the incidert wave faster than they go away via attachment On *4e other
band, most laboratory chamber experiments define breakdown to orcur when the incl ent wave
is reflected from the ionization it ha3 created; i.e. . the breakdown field is defined to
be .bat which causes the plasma frequency to become equal to the wave frequency during
the breakdovn pulse's lifetime. Whatever the definition used, however. tne power
requiremento to produce artiricial ionization in the atmosphere from ground-based heaters
are very large. For example, in his theoretical treatment of the physics of RF breakdown
of the atmosphere. Gurevich (op.cit.) illustrates that two-crossed I GHz beams, from 11
gigawatt (peak-power) transmitters using 100 m diameter antennas, could p~odtce asufficient
Ionization at 50 km altitude to reflect a 300 MHz signai. In a later gheoritical paper.
Novikov and Sergelchev (1982) used focussed 5 OHz crossed- beams to produce sufficient
ionization at 70 kip to reflect a 1 GHz signal. In their case, "only" 100 MW peak-power
was required for each transmitter, but 400 i diameter antennas were specified.

Fý..' illustrative purposes, it is or interest to cast the issue in terms of the
effective-radiated-power (ERP) required or a heater to produce a desirsd electroa density
at a given altitude. Figure 5 does this ror a specific set of parameters, assuming a
focussed-array approach is used (sCea ectlon 2.2) to produce the ionization. Shown are
the ERPs required to produce 1.6 x 101electrons/cma in 1Oasec, as a function of heater
froquency and altitude.

Although the curves show that for a given Eltitude, the EPP requirv'ents decrease
with decreasing heater frequency, practical considerations =*: force tI- is or much
higher heater frequencies to exploit the AIM concept. For example, for 7o am altitude,
the ERP required for a 30 MHz heater is about 138 dBW. while the ERP required for a 300
Mz hea.;er is about 153 dBW, 15 dB more. Nevertheless, the use of a 300 MHz heater may
be much mo.e practical than the use of a 30 MHz heater. For example, even assuming an
antenna gain of 30 dB at 30 MHz (no small achievement itself), a peak transmitter power
Of 108 dBW would astill be required to produce the desired ionization. To put this in some
perspective. it should be noted that 60 dRW peak powers are considered very large for H,
systems today. At 300 MHz. however, antenna gains of 60 dB or more can be achieved using"large arrays, thus leavlng a peak power requirement of elbout 80 dBW (100 NW) to be
realized. Although thl. peak power is still large, the avorage power requirements for

.- " I
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a communication or radar system may ba more on the order of 1-10 MK and thus tolerable.
In a like manner, even larger antenna gaina are achievable at higher microwave
frequencien; and, although the corresponding peak power requirements to achieve breakdown
at those freqjenoies are very large, ongoing advances in high power microwave source
development may lead to practical possibilities in achieving them in the foreseeable
future.

.. AIN PLASMA FCRKATION

Numerical studies have been made of the microwave breakdown of air through avalanche
ionization for both the crossed- and focussed-beam approaches discussed above. The result
of one auch simulation, for a focussed beam, is illustrated in Figure 6. In the example
a 300 MHz heater with an ERP of 156 dBW was assumed to be initially focussed at 71 km
altitude, and the formation or a one-dimensional ionization profile, made by a 10Sec
pulse, was calculated. The result illustrates a long pulse effect, (termed -clamping-)
that inore•eeb the gradient of the ionization layer.

To describe the phenomenon, it is useful to first define a critical power density.
S n as the value at which Ionization can first occur at a particular altitude. As the
lsng pulse propagates upwards in the atmosphere and ionization takes place,
self-absorption of the pulse decreases the field strength in the pulse. Moreover, the
areas with the highest Induced electron density will absorb more of the pulse.
Eventually, the area of peak ionization will absorb so much of the pulse that the
remaining power density will fall below S . At this point, further ionization can only
occur below and in front of the point ofr ak electron density. This moves the electron
density peak down vertically with time, bringing it closer to the point where the
unattenuated power density is S,. Figure 6 shows the formation of a one-dimensional
profile made by the 10^sec pulge, at 1.5jpsec time samples. Also illustrated in the
Figure is the reduction in heater power density as the newly created electrons absorb the
Incident field. Examination of the Figure shows that for this case S is approximately
42 dBW/m

2
. Moreover, when the power density has attenuated below thit value, at about

70.5 km. %here is no further ionization at that altitude.

The gradient of t"' electron density profile is dependent on the slope of the heater
antenna's array factor near the initial breakdown point and the heater frequency. A
steeper slope in power density creates a corresponding sharper electron density gradient
along with a higher peak in the electron density profile. Parametric studies show a
linear dependence between the power density slope and the resulting electron density
slope. Since self-absorption or attenuation goes down as the heater frequency is
increased, a higher frequency will produce a greater electron density before the clamping
phenozenon occurs and a steeper gradient as well. As shown later, such large gradients
are attractive in that they help to reduce the absorption of communication or radar waves
reflecting off Aim layers.

5. AIM ALTITUDE CONSIDERATIONS
There are many trade-offs to be considered in choosing the altitude for an artificial

ionospheric mirror. In addition to the heater power requirements outlined above, issues
associated with the lifetime, stability and radio wave reflection and absorption
properties of the ionization must also be considered. Potential communication and/or
radar system issues may impact significantly on such considerations, as well. Most Soviet
and U.S. AIM research have concentrated on issues associated with ionization produced in

* the 50-90 km altitude range, for the reasons outlined below.I
5.1. AIM Lifetime Issues

At 50 -m, since the electron densities that can be practically created are many
orders of magnitude less than the neutral density, the formation a•.d evolution of the
ionization layers are not expected to be subject to the dynamic motions and plasma
instabilities often encountered in plasma physics. The very high electron-neutral
collision frequencies at the lower altitudes, however, result in very short electron
lifetimes owing to attachment processes. Above about 85 km. the electron lifetimes aremuch longer but the diffusion of electrons out of the wanted region of ionization may
become important, and the potential for triggering the deleterious plasma motions and
instabilities mentioned above greatly increases.

Regardless of altitude, one way to insure sufficient AIN lifetimes is to develop
techniques to *maintain' the ionization. One possible approach is illustrated in Figure
7,, whinh diagrams the establishment and maintenance of a layer of ionization that always

exceeds a minimum density N which corresponds to some desired plasma frequency. For
purposes of discussion, thAUmplitudes of the ionizing pulses are kept at a constant
level. The first pulse--the "establishment" pulse--is maintained for a timer , during
which the ionization is raised from its ambient density N to a value N , whFn exceeds
sanewhat ths required plasma density NN. After the est0 ablish'ment pu•. is turned off,
the deraity drops in a time r from NX to NT, at which point a 'maintenance- pulse
le turned on ftr the time y' %eeded M"again W•ieve the density N That cycle of
Ionizat.'*on and deionization ts repeated to maintain the layer. The dlWinization time ''
is usually much longer than the maintenance pulse width Y' , so the duty fraction Oan bR
very small, and the average power can be much less than tle peak power.
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Depending on application, it may not be necessary to 'maintain" the AIrm ionization
a all; i.e., the natural lifetime oa the AIM ionization may be sufficient that the mirror

can be used as a radio wave reflector while tne heater is turned off. For example, it
is estimated from LeLevier (1964) that electron lifetimes at altttudes abcve about TO km
should be greater than 0.5 seconds, which is sutficient time for a number of communication
and/or radar applications. The possibility of uslng AIM ionization as a radio wave
reflector while the heater is off alas has important implications in terms ot algnal
absorption issues, as discussed below.

5.2. AIN Absorption Issues

To illustrate the nature of the absorption losses associated with HP/VHF reflection
from AIN layers. rerlection coefficients were computed using so-called Epttein profiles
to represent derived AIN profiles. The Epsteir. profiles used for the reflection
Scoetficient calculations are illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b, along with the
physically-derived AIM profiles they approximate. The use of the Epstein proftle, is a
convenience in that closed mathematical expressions can be derived for their reflection
coefticients, as described in Budden (1960). Figure 9 summarizes the results of the
reflection coefficient calculations, and illustrate dramatically the importance of having
the AIM layers at relatively high altitudes. For example. Figure 9a shows that for AIM
layers centered at 61 km (heater beam off). the reflectivity is extremely poor; while for
layers centered at 72.5 km and 80 km the reflection losses are substantially less, as
shown In Figure 9b and Figure 9c. respectively. In the latter case, the losses are really
quite small, especially at the more grazing incidence angles.

Figure 10 shows reflection coefficients for heater beam-off and beam-on conditions
for the layers of Figure 8b, centered at altitudes of 72.5 km and 90 km. As the graphs
illustrate, leaving the heater beam on has a devastating effect on reflectivity, even at
an altitude of 90 km. This is due to a very large (factor oa 35 or more) Increase in the
electron-neutral collision frequency compared to beam-ott (ambient) conditions (Borisov
at al., 1988).

Other investigations indicate that, in crder to further minimize signal absorption
when AIM layers are used to reflect radio waves, It is important that the heater be
capable of producing regions of Ionization whose "depth" (i.e. , the distance over which
the plasma frequency changes from ambient to a sufficient level to reflect the Incident
wave) Is short. In general the depth should be less than about 20-30 aignal wavelengths.
and the layers should be created at altitudes where the electron-neutral collision
frequency is very small corpared to the signal frequency. In addition, as shown above,
It is also very Important to be able to use the AIM layers as reflectors while the heater
is off. to avoid catastrophic absorpt'on losses.

As a result of such considerations, AIM layers should be centered In the 70-80 km
altitude range In order to be useful for practical communication or radar applications.
Even so, there are other issues that must also be resolved before the viability ot the
AIM concept can be fully investigated. Many of these have to do with factors which affect
the structure and stability oa the AIM layers, such as thore associated with techniques
to enlarge and shape AIM layers and by the effects of winds and shears on the resultant
ionization.

6. ENLARGING AND SHAPING AIM LAYERS

Because of the very high ERPa that would be required to create AIM layers using a
ground-based heater, It is certain that the heater antenna(s) would necessarily have very
large gains. As such. the initial AIM patch would be very small, most likely much smaller
than the size needed to reflect RF beams. For example, an AIM patch at about 60 km
altitude would need to have a diameter of the order of 1 km to efficiently redirect anSsignal with a beamwidth of 10.

The possibility of enlarging or "painting* an AIM patch arises out of the very low
duty traction required of a heater (crossed- beams or focussed array) to produce
ionization at practical altitudes. For crossed-beams it is possible by slewing the beams
to synthesize a mirror much larger than the beam diameter. The scheme Is analogous to
the raster used to synthesize television pictures. The layered structure produced by the
aross-beasi approach (see Figure 1) has prompted suggestions that Bragg reflection might
enhance its effectiveness as a radio wave reflector. Although possible In principle, the
practical problem of keeping the ionized layers parallel. espcclally if scanning beams
are used to enlarge the ionization region, may be a formldahle task. In addition, if the
layers are produced and enlarged by antennas that have a limited capacity for movement.
the foot-print of the RF retlectiona may be unduly restricted, much like those associated
with RF retlections from meteor trails. Depending on the application. such restricted
scattering may limit the usefulness Oa such AIM-ba3sed systems.

Enlarging an AIM patch size by electronically scanning a focussed beam beater array
has inherent advantages over crossed- beam approaches. Numerical simulations show, for

* example, that by scanning such an array over about a 1 degree arc, and by Increasing its
frequency slightly throughout the scan (thereby effectively moving the focus of the
antenna up) an ionization layer can be produced having a length of about 1 km and a tilt
Of about 45 degrees. Thus, In concept. It should be possible to produce a very large
""tilted" mirror by scanning the array both horizontally and laterally as depicted In
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Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the results of a simulation of this afrequency chirping*
approach in the horizontal direction for the 300 MHz array having an ERP of 156 dBW that
was discussed earlier In conjunction with Figure 6. In Figure 12, the heater is initially
focussed at 70 km usihg a frequency of 300 HHz. Then, as the heater frequency is
Increased to 310 MHz, the location of the peak moves to approximately 71 km. Studios
Indicate that a full 1 km x . km patch could be achi•ved by the technique in about 100
milliseconds. Similar mirrors could be made in any direction, i.e., over a full 360
degree region above the focussed array using the approach. Such a capability makes it
especially attractive for large area communication or radar coverage.

The concept of Opainting* an AIN patch to control its size and electron density
profile (and hence its RF reflection properties) is a very important one, which requires
further Investigation. It is certain that such painting will be needed if praotical
applications of the AIM concept are to be realized. There appears to be a number of
painting technique" for generating artificial layers of ionization, depending on such
factors as beam step-size, dwell-times, pulse lengths, peak power, single-or-multiple
scans, etc. To date. howe~sr, relatively few comprehensive numerical details are
available which can be used to adequately assess their overall viability. Especially
lacking are sensitivity analytes of the numerous interrelated parameters that control
patch-ionization characteristics, including whether 'ultimately) a "mirror" can be created
that will have the necessary spatial and temporal coherence for specific cotmunication
or radar applications.

7. AIM PATCH NOTION, WIND SHEAR, AND TURBULENCE EFFECTS

The structure and stability of AIM layers also depend on such factors as winds,
shears, and turbulence. The effects of winos on the frequency dependence of the
reflections are especially Important for radar applications which rely on Doppler
processing for clutter rejection. The major factors to be considered include patch
motion, wind shear, and turbulence, all driven by motions o.? the neutral atmosphere. It
is not anticipated that motion of the patch, as a whole, will degrade the performance of
most AIM-based systems. However, if a wind shear exists at the point where the patch is
created, the patch will not only move, but will also be altered in orientation and shapo.
Because vertical shear ia generally more severe than horizontal shear, it is expeated to
be the dominant source of shear-induced effects. In general, more research Is needed to
assess how such wind effects will impact the generation and control of artificial layers
of Ionization In the atmosphere. Needed are wind, shear, and turbulence data in the 70-
80 km altitude range, over horizontal and lateral extents well under 1 km, and vertical
resolutions of a few tens of meters, or less.

8. AIR ENVIRONKEMTAL ISSUES

Because of the very high transmitter powers required to produce ar.ificial layers
of ionization in the atmosphere, and because the any notion of atmospheric or ionospheric
modification Is correctly a sensitive one in general, a number of environmental issues
associated with the AIM concept must be addressed. For example, the eleotromagnetic field
strengths In tae vicinity of the AIN heater must be assessed. In general, however,
because both the crossed-beam and focussed-beam approaches produce very strong fields only
at very high altitudes !in the breakdown region around 70 km. for example), it should be
possible to Insure that the field strengths 4.n the vicinity of the heater(s) are below
approved standards. Of course, interference with other RF users would have to be
addressed as well. Anotber issue that has not been adequately addressed is one of the
potential for collateral damage to apace craft, such as satellites that may be passing
above the heater while an AIR plasma cloud is being produced.

Even more Impýrtant, perhaps. is the way in which the atmospheric breakdown could
affect air chemistry. Recent Soviet and U.S. studies indicate, for example, that because
of the very high ionization rates that are projected, large amounts of nitric oxide would
be produced in the breakdown region of the atmosphere. Since It is established that such
molecules art as a catalyst in the destruction of ozone, it is necessary to fully
understand the altitude dependence of such effects. For example, what are the effects
it the breakdown Is produced at 70-80 km. compared to the effects if it ir produced at
50 ko, etc. To answer such questions comprehensive analyses 'f the product'-on rater., loss
mechanisms, and circulation of the excess nitric oxide from high altitudes down to the
ozone layer must be understood and quantified. Although preliminary research shows that
nitric-oxide synthesis for an AIR-cloud produced at appropriately high altitudes does not
appear to be sufficient to be of environmental concern (Milikh. 1990), more detailed
analyses of the inbue is already underway in both the Soviet Union and the United States.

I 9. AIM APPLICATIONS

Potential applications of artificial ionization regions as discussed in the Soviet
literature include enhance.d long-range communtcatiens and radar coverage, secure military
communications in the presence of natural or mai-made dicturbed environments, radio
reflectors for improved conventional high-frequenty telecommunications, new satellite
communications techniques, and controlled ionospheric modification for Interference with
transmissions through the disturbed region.

I.__ __ __ __ _ _
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Recent U.S. efforts support the technical feasibility of creating artificial patches
of Ionization in the atmosphere whlch can be exploited to greatly enhance the capability
to detect and track targets having very small radar cross-sections (Figure 13). The
focussed beam anproach to creating such layers appears especially promising for such
applications, in that system contigurations can be envisioned providing a capability to
detect cruise missiles and other small targets over relatively large coverage areas.

10. AIM PROOF-F-OONCEPTS FIELD EXPERIMENTS

In soe. ways. AIN theoretical and numerical research, and laboratory chamber
experiments to assess the viability oa ths AIM concept, are approaching a point of
diminishing returns. The logical next step is to construct a prototype grounc-based
facility for atmospheric ionization research. Such facilities have been proposed and
described In some detail in a number Of recent Soviet technical articles. However. it
is believed that no such facilities currently exist. Such a step would require a
considerable investment of technical and financial rerources.

Two approaches for field experiments are being investigated In the U.S. One would
Involve the use or the 300 m radio- telescope antenna at Arecibo. Puerto Rico (Figure
laa)1 the other would employ an array of as many as 50 twenty-tour-meter dish antennas
(Figure lab) to ionize a 12-20 meter diameter spot at 70 km altitude so.d. with limited
scanning. enlarge it ("paint") to about 200 meters In diameter. Neither concept has been
tully analyzed, however, to adequately assess their technical merit or implementation
costs.

11. SUMMARY

The following summarizes the state of U.S. AIM related research and the direction
It may take over the next few years:

(1) In a general way, the technical feasibility of artificially Ionizing the upper

atmosphere has been proven.

(2) Important practical system applications can already be envisioned. For example, in

concept, an AIM based radar could be operated at a frequency chosen to optimize target
detection, rather than be limited by prevailing ionospheric conditions. This. combined
with the p.astbility of controlling the radars wave polarization to mitigate clutter
effects, could result in reliable detection of cruise missiles and other low observable
target?.

(3) Comprehensive theoretical/numerical codels, required for the detailed assessment ot
the AIM concept. have been develrped and validated, in part. with experimental data
obtained in high power RF experiments conducted in laboratory chambers. These are"available to Investigal' the large number, and a wide variety, of complex interrelated
physical and system p' rs that must be understood and quantified in order to properly

assess the technical , .. ,'lity and system desirability of the AIM concept.

(4) Asthough there .jx i.. to be a number oa techniques for genrrstlng artificial
*Mirrors*, inc.luding tk, r Ased-beam and focussed beam approaches discussed above,

relatively feo numerical ý.talls are available which can be used to adequately assess
their overall viabilitl. Especially lacking are sensitivity analyses of the numerous
interrelated parameters that control patch-Ion'.ztt1on characteristics. Including whether
(ultimately) a "mirror" can be created that will have cha necessary spatial and temporal
coberence for specific :ommunication or radar applications.

(5) In addition to the Issues associated with the technical viability of thc AIM concept,
a number of potential envlronmental-iupact issues have b3en identified. Although it is
thouqbt that these wl~l not prove to be serious, because of the very high altitudes most
likely to be associated with the AIM concept (above 70 km), they must be adecuately
analyzed and resolved before any field experiments or the conuept are conducted.

(6) Althoujii they would require relatively larve technical and fiiancial resources, AIM
proof-of-.:oncept field experiments could be conducted using available tecnnology.
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Figure 1. Schemvtio representation 3tf the crossed-beam approach for generation and
maintenance ot an artificial Ionospheric mirror; (a) concept, (b) layers oa ionization
resulting from Interference pattern produced by Intersecting beams.
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(ref. VNHARMV, et Ai 1984)

-F tgiur 2. Crossed-beam microwave laboratory chamber experiment.
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Figure 3. Focussed-beam approach for Figure 4. An array focussed at 70 ta
generating an artitficial Ionospheric alt.tude.
mirror.
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Figure 5. £ffective-rOflat~d-poaer Figure 6. Evolution or an AIN cloud for a
requirements for useful i" ,zation 300 MHz her1•er and a 10 microsecond pulse.
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Figure 7. Control oa ionization using establishment and maintenance pulses.
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Figure 8. Epstein layers used to approxl:nate calculated Ai profiles; (a) for in TH

layer peaking at an altitude of 61.4 km. (b) for an AIM layer peaking at an altitt-e of
72.5 ka.
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Figure 9. Computed reflection coerricienta
for layers at (a) 61.4 km. (b) 72.5 km. and
(c) 80 km.

I

Figure 10. Comparison of reflection coefricienta for beam-off and beam-on conditions;
E Epstein soft boundary model (a) at an altitude of 72.5 ka, and (b) at 90 km.
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Figure 11. Concept of painting Figure 12. Power density (dBVW/2) contours
(enlarging) an artificial ionospharic of vertical scan witb heater frrqpncy.
mirror.
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Figure 13. AIN over-the-horizon surveillance concept.
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DISCUSSION

A. WRASER-SXITH, US

The altitude range of interest (60-80 ka) covers a wide range of electron attachb'ent
lifetimes. Above 70 km tlae lifetimes are measured in seconds, while b4jI]w 70 km the
lifetimes are likely to be measured in milliseconds. This will be an important
factor in your choice of altitude for tha mirror. what. kind of lifetime are you
hoping to achieve?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The answer has to do with the specific application envisionsd. More specifically,
however, we have been interested in a survaillnce application in which 0.5-1 sac
lifetimes are attractive (see paper no. 36). For that reason, the 70-80 km altitude
range for the "mirror* is desirable. On the other hand. artificially produced
ionization could provide a unique means for investigating ionospheric procrsases over
the 40-90 ka altitude range, which is a difficult region to study remotely, from the

round or space. For this application (a geophysical probe), measurements of
onization lifetimes themselves, including their altitude dependence and thbir

temporal and spatial properties, would be of great interest.

J. SZLROSZ, CA

The speaker's reference to Canadian research requiring high power microwave beam
powers is concerned, not with ionospheric/mesoapheric breakdown, but with microwave
powering of ar. aircraft for radio relay, flying at 22 ka. The comment I wish to
make, however, is that an additional item should be added to your list of
difficulties associated with Alh, a.id that is the need to consider environmental
effects. For focnusaed bean powers of 140-170 dBW, power densities outside the bean
are also of concern, e.g., to aircraft flying near the microwave transmitter
facility.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

You are correct, and I would have taken a few ninutes or environrental issues but for
time limitations. Some of those issues have been considered (end they seem to be
manageable), but a lot more needs to be done.

W. %. FLOOD, US

Have you considered the effects of tropospheric turbulence on your ability to focus
an array of separate dishes? A fixed focus correction wi)l not do it at GHA
frequencies if the antennas are well-separated. Oblique incidence increases the path
length in the troposphere, making the probies worse than at vertical incidence.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

We have only begun to look at the problems associated with using an array of dishes

for proof-of-concepts experimerts. The issue you raise is valid, and must be
considered in any detailed assessment u! the technical viability of that approach.

S.......• .. i



Physics or RIF Breakdown lor AIM Applications

X. Papadcpoulos, T. Wallzce, P. Vitello
R. Shenny, K. Tsang. P. Lalloment

ARCO Power Technologies. Inc.

Both a simple rest paorticle approach and a complete kit ctic calculation are used to predict the meel 'it
production rate of lain RF signal wider conditions apprcpnri ate for an Artificial IonosphericlMirror (AIM) system
Theits predictionyr are compared with each other and with experimental dasta and found to be in good agreement

The test particle based formula i; incorporated into a model which calculates the one-dimtensiona! vertical
electron density profile cre:ated by a :round-based RF heater, and the performtance of a baseline heawe design is

1. Introduction
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ionsperticimitetkf the pise requirem.ent s adthe uoe ofrequencyaptersiztion. Os the pthysra hand, analytit descri5by
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2.5. For concreteness' sake, section 2.3 focuses on the rates for a neutral density value of 2 x 10t1 cm-3, which
corresponds to an altitude of approximately 70 km. The ionization rates a=e generalized to other almtudes in the
form. of universal curves with the introduction of scaling paraneters in section 2.5. Section 2.6 presents an analytic
derivation of the ionization rates based on a test particle approach, compares them wit, the computational results,
and discusses the underlying physics.

2.2. Kinetic Modeling

The kdnetic calculation is based on the numerical solution of a differential equation for the isotropic poricn fo of
the distribution function ffr,v,t) of a uniform weakly ionized plasma [2.4]. When the qutver energy is below the
energy required for ionization, the isotropic portion of the distribution is responsible for all ionizat'on which
occurs; therefore, it is the form offo which deterntines the ionization rate. At quiver energies below 2-3 eV, the
form of the isotropic portion of the distribution also determines the rate of collisions which ex.ite optical
resonances and cluse dissociation, and the rate of collisions wl~ich result in attachment . Since these are the
dominant energy and electron loss mechanisms, fo may be usec to accurately calculate the net rate of electron
production. The differential equations goveming the lime evolution offo e [21:

a1 2,av 5 m 3,, viaVI+wJ.

Soi. a so + $9.1 + S,*.' + St, + S9, + Stu (2.2.2)

SZ._1 8[+At (2.2.2)

2vW2 v • At a. ]

SLO ~ ~N.[(c+ rkj)f#(+ ev) txV1e+ er)- efele) c~'e](2.2.6)

SP. -(Uc2 c,,m(v) + N,ý Y~•v)vfo (2.2.7/)

S . " j Ni v" FA(v,v')fo vi.(v) av- (2.2.8)

The set of equations (2.2.1-8) above are those which were srived numerically. The major assumptions required in
the derivation of these equations are listed below:

* The quier energy is below the threshold energy for the dominant loss processes, so rates of energy
loss and electron production rates are determined byfo

* The plasma is locally uniform, and diifusion operates on much longer timescales than ionization,
so transport may be neglected.

* The fractional ionization is low, so electron-electron L..d electron-ion elastic collisi, ns. as well

as electron-ion inelastic processes such as detachment and recombination, may be ignored.

* The number of molecules in excited states is low, so stperelastic collisions are unimportant.

* The electric field is iapidly alternating, so the time-averaged field may be used.

It. addition, in the implementation of the numerical solution, the neutral atmosphere was assumed to consist of
molecular oxygen and nitrogen only, excluding other trace neutral constitnents.

~i



To solve the equations for the distribution function numericitly, it is nccessary to transform ftisx into an
equivalent set of equations on distriete time and energy (or velocity) grids. One method for performing this
ffatiformaiotio is the finite-difference metWo; it may be developed very ;imply from the definition of the
derivative. Because the equttions to be solved are first-order in time, tn.s will yield an equation for the
disgribusicis function at a given timiestep In termsa of the function qt the previous tirimesep.

Mo*elin of Ioniastion in die atrncsplere is accomiplisite by scutg the distn-bution function to its hnItial value, a
Maxwellan at the anrtenrt electron temperature. and calculating successive distributiors by applying the finite-
difference equation repeatedly. This will result in at time history of the distribution function, which may be
lisdepisatd over velocity to give the electron density, and which may also be usecd to citiculate average collision rates
fmr moenatumn-tnransfer, attachinent. and Ionization.

lb: set of eqimztoiss (2.2.1-8) may be approximated by a finite-difference equation of the fount

(T + U) fo 2.2.9)
At

Here the eotrimnumss turiclionfo has been replaced by the vector fo, a one-dirnensional array which spprexaeriates hte
value offo at discrete energies; the timne derivative has been rtplaced by its d:ffercnce approxiatioan: and the
effects of the- electric field and of collisions have been combined into the mac.ices T and U. The main. T 'n
tridiagonal matrix representing hth effects rf the electric field, elastic collisions, and rotatoioal iielastic
collisions, all of which appea In the original equations as terms containing the first and second tirmu-7 of fo
with respect 10 C. The otter ir-.lastic processes cause discontinuou3 change!s in electron energies and canot be
represented In this way; their effects are combined in the upper triangular matrix U. This is a fully implicit
eqwsasini because the ope~ratr representing the energy derivatives are applied to the value of f0 at the succeeding
timestep; is is uncondtidonally stable and convergent to the solution of the corresponding diffarentisl equation.

A valuble check on the accuracy of the nume.iral simulation is to compute the energy bslsrce. Because tire cross-
section for eatch Proce~ss is available and the energy loss due to each event in known, the energy absorbed by cja:h
process may be computed on eacti tireestep. The energy lost by the electric field may also be computed and
conspared tot the sum of the energies absorbed. Agreemnent between the two to~als was excellent, typically with

en;leanthan .Ol1'.

2.1 COasparlsoss of Kinetic Computations and Experimental Data

Derivingl tionzation rtaes from the experimecntal observables in, with the exception of one recent experitnent (l-I.ys
eali. 1937), a convoluted process which involves a gear degree of uncertainty. The most relevwat data are derived
horn Pulsed experiments f5-91. in these cspenmexts, the ioinization rare is computed by fixing ueie power density
And tocrtiasing the puLse length until *brckdown' ceesur. Two definiuorts of breakdowrs arm used:

"* when the ratio of Cie final to the originAl ne;.ctron density itr

-42 lcý(2.31)

"* when fth electron density reaches the critical density (i.e. the plasma frequency
eluials the wave frequency):

The ioniuaton rawe V., is then computedJ by assuming that over the p~itse length the ele,-o-sn trunsportcr v- oih~r

o0111W Wne neg1lgible VAn that the ionization rate is independent of time, so thatl

-n)expv..fi) t7-33a)

(2.3.3b)

Equationi (21-3) 1s often written in the form



v- -Li (2.3.4)

whiere P is the gs presutcr. The value of v.,IP Is determined by varying the RF power and pulse length until
breakdown, as defined by either of equations (2-3. 1) or (2.3.2) occurs. When definition (2.3.2) is used, the initial
electron density is either assumed to be I CM-3 or measured in advancn. It shuuld be noie tisat for historical
Seasons the ýonlzation rates detennined from the microwave experiments were presented in a format that makes the
Interpretation and scaling of the results difficult. Namely, the plots give v,./P as a function of E,IP. where E, is
an effective Plectric field defined by

E E.. (23.5s)

s.. 5.3 x 109 P (2.3.5b)

The confusion and possible pitfalls in using the vuiP vs. E,/P format will be diszussed later. In order to
facilit~at the comparison of the numerical results with the experimental results, the ab.jve format of presentatiun
was maintained.
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Figure 2.3.1. Comparison of Kinetic Calculations w~lh Experiments

Figure 2.3.1 presents a, summary of the early experiments along with the values determined in the numei~cal work.
Given the uncertinties discussed above, the agre-ement is remarkable. Even more important is the comparison of
the nunteracal results with the recent experiment by Hays et. a1. [101. shown in Figure 2.3.2. This experiment was
unique in thait instead of using equations (2.3.1) -(2.3.3), :hte ionization rate was monitored as a function of time. it
should be -oted that the experiment was performed in the presen.~e of a longitudinal magnetic field, and the
microwave frequency was adjusted to resonate with the electron gyrol'requency. Under thesz conditions, the



physics of the elecuun eruirzation Is simnilar to the one In the presence of a DC e!ccLric 1`l16 with anplwude two
tames 184r than te RF "Le4 (10].

104

104 "E3 0 Kinetic Calculations

0 lieas,-.'nrents from (Hays etal., 1987]

104o 1 1

0.0 5.0 x 10 -1' 1.0x0 -1 1.5 x 10 -13

EIN (V cm2)

FIgure 2.3.2. Comparison With Directly Measured Ionization rates (Pure N)

U.4. RP lonizatlon at 70km Altitude

The kine&t equation given ir, section 2.2 above was numerically solved ovcr a wide range cf frequ'ncits. altitudes
ad poer densities. For concreteress, -C dis. ,ss here resutLs relevant to air density of 2 x 1015 cm-

3
, which

c; tpon dns to an. alttde of approironately ?0 ium. Filvrzs 2.4.1. 3 show the time evolution of th electron
distribution functon fle) at intervals of 200 n. for an inci,•ent RF frquency of 300 MHz and powers of 300 W,4n 2

,
3 kW/rnz, and 30 kW/m 2

, respectively.

For dte owest power density case, shown in Figure 2.4.1 below,fte) reaches steady stae after Ppproximately 2 s.
In thi ase, the Incident power denmity %%s below threshold and breskdovn did not occur. The eerry Ioss due to
the vibrtonal excitation of molecular Na ac-d as R barrier that prevented generation nF significant electron
fluxes pass 2-3 eV.

-1
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Figure2A.1. Evolution off for Powe r DWty of 5W W/m
2

Figure 2.4.2 shows fte) for 3 kW/m
2 

RP power density. Recent Soviet studies (2-3] pedict a d-reshold power
y of 1.8 kWM 2  

for 3 0 M N = 2 x 1015 cm-3. Howver.o u results indicate that even at 3 kW/M2
.

although thete was signiicant electron flux above 5 eV, few electrons reached ionizing energes. As will be
discussed in a future publication, the optimlstic results of Borisov et. al. [2] are due to their neglect of 02
dissocation.

TO 74 I.

Cnrqy (.V)

I .igure 2.41 Evolution offo for Power Density of 3 kW'rM
2
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Fi-ure 24.3. Evolution off0 for Power Der try of 30 kWMm
2

Increasing the power de4tsity to 30 kW/n
2 

(Figure 2A.3) resul' L• ,in nifiunt electron fluxes reaching energies of
20 - 25 eV. ionizing bo" 02 nd N2 moeecule. The evolution off/e) is self simitu in energy and only the total
ebctcom density a, Increases with time. The distibution reaches a self similar state in approximately 200 ns.
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Of pdari intmest is the rate of ionization as a functien of RF frequency and power density The results of the
computanoma am zhown in Figur 2.4.4, for the 70 km altttude case. Figre 2AA indcaes a scuing of

(2,4.1)

i along with other scaling Issues is the subject of the rxt section.

23. Ionization Rates and Efficiency Scaling Considerations

Based on the self similarity off•e), the results of section 2.4 can be genert"lized to produce universal relations for
Ionizaoton rates for any combinbatlon of S, o), and N. To accomplish this we rewrite equation (2.2.1) in the form

at it- ,.- at--• a-W.0
D f (e , w.t 7 Me 252

3 1 +eyw

(2.5.3)

Th elastic ectron neutral collision frequency v/c) has a maklmum value vm= Siven by

v.a -3 xl0H l (2.5.4)

This value is reached when e a 20-30 eV. For the frequencies of interest for AIM, where >> v,,u. equation
W2.1) can be written a

-ACT I 3  0 4e(C)N y.LiV41)) (2.5.5)

T. V.9(15.6a)

.. kt -8e .(e) v.=. (2-4.6b)

Lt(f.(e))u x Wo'Wl,4e)) (2s.e)
3

Notice that in equation (2.5.5), the altitude dependence enters through the normalized time -r. while the RF
frequency and power density dependences enter through Z. It is. as a result, expected that the dimensionless
ionization rate v,,/v, will be only a function of . The computational results confirm this conjecture fo.r o
>> V . but show a factor of two difference when w = vr We will retun to this point lafr on.

Ui. Analytic Approxla.-zlon - A Test Particle Approach

The physics underlying the Ionization rates and scaling presented in section 2.5 can be understood by examining the
RIF Acceleration of an electron in the presence of inelastic lose. The energization of a test electron in the presence
of RF waves with w>> vv can be approximated by

•.v#,)! (2.6,1)

In the presence of wnly ionization losses, the effective ionization time is the sum of the energization time to
ionizing ergies,; and of the time "eo. to make an ionizing collision onc2 the electron energy (e) > Bi•, I-or the
moderate values of (e) (i.e. (e) < 4-5 eV) of interest here It is•asy to check thatc is the longe time scale. As a

result -
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S .5  LC (2.6.2)

SWe approximm the colision frequency by (Kroll and Watson, 1972)

• ~~v,(r) - v--g(C) - V.. • 26

wbae Is in units of eV. Asmrmin that ioniaton occurs near 25 eV energy, as seen in the computtions, we find
fmm equistlons a2.61) utd (2-6.3)

V. 1.• 4(246.4)
I

From eqir aiora (2.S.2) and (74.),

(2.6.5)
V- 35

The pw.nce a( other inelastic losses, shrwn in Figure 2.6.1, reduces the Ionize bon rate to a great extent. We can
comrpute the effect of i.eisstic cofli:ions within the tev particle theory by noting that from Figu-r 2.6.2 that there
me two main barriers to eect'on enerfization. One is between 2-3 eV and is due to N2 vitrraioral losses. The

c m one is between 10-20 eV and Is due to molecular di~socatrion and optical emissions. Ionization losses
beI dw'.lr"jnt near 25 eV. We car. accousc for the inelastic losces by inuooucing a probability Pre) that und-r

Sdoe R.F acio the electrn wili be s=c'rased through the loss barriers and undergo an ionization collision. As a
* reauL

.1-Pne(2.6.7)V,.,. 35

On the basis ofFigure 2.6.1, we can write

PMI)- P.-,01P4) (2.6.89)

where Pb'Z refers to the vibrational band and P,/e) :o the dissociatlon-optical excitation band. We calculdte

first the K, vibration effect P,,re).

Since the band Is relatively narrow ,-,e can approxlmate the vibrticnan excitation rate vib by its value at the
Svlratoril peak e rn .,cwt, In this range the value of the diffusion coefficient in energy space DC = <4,

2
/1r is

*D�((e.i) = )r•,b.) (2.6.9)

As a rants the ener diffusion time through the width ,b or the vibrational barrier is

a .. - - (2610)

If -C. = I1v,, is the average timer ao excite vibrational states, then the probabifity P,,b(() that an, electson wilt
ft vibrmonal brrier is given by

SV.

{: h......_ ...

Pan ex (2.6.11)+Rom (26.-1)w fn
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From cross-section data we can determine that vjiejd - v,(cijV,., rib 2.6 eV, and A,i" 1.0 eV. Making

the substitutions, we find that

The losses in the 3-8 eV ran ge are much smaller and may be ignored. The remaining barrier is due to both optical
excitations and dissociation; it occupies the range between 8-20 eV and reaches a maximum near 14 eV. We can find
the probability P.,,r) of penetrating this barrier by using an apprcach smilar to the one above. In this case
vWF(,V) - 0.2 v.(etA eP, 14 eV, and .- 6 eV. For these values, we find that

p e p [-'•l-C (2.6.14)

The total probability that an electron will cross both barriers and reach the energies necessary to ionize is given by

From equations (2.6.7) and (2.6.15) we find

Substituting the value of vu forn (2.5.4), and realizing that for quiver energies above the ionization threshold
VW- vj we arniva at

V.-_9.0 X 10-7 j exp[H IV exp [--h2J.7

Fg4u 2.6.1 compares the prediction of equation (2.6.16) with the kinetically calculated rates presented in section
2.6.5. The agreement is excellent over more than four orders of magnitude in the rate and two in power. The
results deviate for ?> 4-5 eV. This is expected since at such power densities the energization time becomes smaller
than the time for ionizing collisions.

In concluding this section, we should comment on the factor of two differences in the ionization rates between the
0 >> van and 0- vmsw situations. To extend the range of validity of the equation toward the Oa- v. regime,
observe that the effective quiver energy of an elactren at energy e is:

ze) ----- 1(2.M-18)
1 + V.18YW2

rater than Z We can conjecture that equation (2.617) can be generalized from o > > v. to the w- v.~ range by
subntituting the appropriate valbe of effective quiver energy into each term:

v -9.0 x 10"'Z25 eV)ex t{- /- it exi-•/ = , (2,6.19)
I *V Uj2.6eV)J j V S14 eV)

rom (2.6.3) and (2.6.18):

C (26.20)

where

A(,) (2.6.21)

'"!Ii; _________ _"
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This extension reproduces the behavior of the numerical results for W - v,,,. The case of o,) < v. wll be

preented elsewhere.

101
Altitude.) kibn

101

A I -r '-mtJ'-(Wire- )

1061 01

Figure 2.5.1Cmprio of Analytic Approslmaslon and Kinetic Calculations

3. AIM Formatton Model

Tfla formation of AIM clouds in the ionosphere by ground based RI' was studied thi-oughi the use of a one
dimenional simulation. The code models the breakdown and formation of AIM clouds by solving .he coupled

pr Oapon and ionization equations, including nelt absorption, for a microwa, e pulse propagating upwards. The

model is a fluid rahe than a kinedic one, ignores transport, and usos the iorication rate equation (2.6.1"/). A

dedoddesuipdon of th mechanics of the one dimessoa code can be found in (1].

The eedI c¢• the altitude of the AIM cloud reqluires the use of a foctrssed heater antenna. If the elements of

the b~aer w¢•x dout ovra w id~ dere.,t esired losi on ofthe Al Mcloud bin the near field ofdse¢heater,

where focusing '.rough phase correction of individual elements is possible. The result is a ver',ically inceas•ing

S~~ eekcac field from the heater antenn at a ,.ontrolled altitude.. This method allows b.,makdo•,n to occur Kg higher
altitdes, thereby increa.ing AIM lifetime and decreasing abSoroidon effects The reCualic g electrons denity

! profiles have a very shurp gradient, which further reduces absorption effects, and fine control Over the poe•tio• of
the breM oakwn M pounce.

One di.ensonai son uiLtion revealed a long pulbe effec which increases the gradient of the plasma cloud. 'hereby

redimng the abuation of the rcdar sdgal as it reflects from the parch. A each altituode there is a threshod po.er

Sdens/ityS- As a lonia puls (> S pasc) of microwave energy propagates upwrds in the atmosphere ed ionization

etaked pltc, selfabsorption of the pulse decrs the field s trength in the pulse. Moreover, the areas with the

Tighest induced elecu'on density will absorb more of the pulse. Eventually, the area of .ooe ak ionization wil a bh.esob

so much of the pulse that ove remaining power density will tall below o c • At this point, futhea r ionizadon ctan

i;~ ~ ~ ~~hr fJyoc~rb~was n d -o ro nth ophae: coreton of peakiuz elemto entsv/ Tis p osb es The eeondniypa ovetclywtdnbrgngtcosrothpitwerteutnu", o erdensulty is a.- vmcFigure 3.i no

eonly ocur bfeld In front ofite pinn t byof eallec ati sd iye. This m.-5es tho e a lectron denit peak dighe

aelticadesy wtherney bingring At closertite pont whereasn t bop~n fethe unattnuaro poweroz densityis-.Fgr31sow

One fmaonoaoedimensional shpsreveale md eb a lonec pul se, ate whic inre ses theg~imn fte sa plisa lud .rreuigte.1dno h aa ia si elcsfrmtepth tec liueteei hehI oe
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DISCUSSION

E. . D~t.us

I amcurious about the effects of dissociation Of N A 0 The formation of N0, in
particular could offer a mean* of sconditioing .thil msesephers, opening the way to
ionia..tion at lovper energies than would be required for "fresh* ataosphare. Also,
at low oltitudes, where r/m 2,> 1 no ionization vill occur but m A 0 will be forme.
In this case No could else be produced in the upper stratosphere, with consequent
loee of 0 3. 1* this a signiticant process?

AfUTOR'S REPLY

Not foi ous case in which the ionization is only about 10-8 (i.e., 10
15
/cs

3 
neutrals

and 10 Ice Ions) and the ionization occuL-, in 10-20 as. Time scale* and enezgatics
"oaily show that NO, 0., etc. processes do not play any role.

W. T. ARICSR0OM, US

In response to the question by Me- 'cm on No production 412 threshold reduction,
sustainnzant calculations by Zinn inoicato - N0 levels of 10 *but no significant
reduction in power thresholds.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

This is consistent with our results.

S.RIPIM, U

The focused bean has an intensity profile
similar to that in the sketct.. Won't the
breakdown patch be dimpled due to this profile, I1
and what conse9quence. do*A this cause?L

AUJTHOR 18 REPLY

The 2-0 profile of tho AIm layer is created by superimposing many single bean
profiles (i.e., painting, sea rig. 1). IVae to clamping am discussed before and by
properly painting a smooth layer results. For details see AIX paper on Thursday.

Fig. I
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1. Summary
Detailed laboratory measurements and theoretical modeling relevant to the

production, geometrical description and decay of microwave-induced air ionization for an
supper atmospheric RF reflecting layer are reported. It is found that breakdown thresholds
am adequately predicted by fluid models and simplified scaling models with refinement by
kinetic models being important at lower pressures. Repetitive pulse sustainment has been
d-monstrated to be straightforward with a commensurate reduct;on in sustainment power
levels. However, establishment of a convenient breakdown geometry for specular RF
reflections, other than a single layer in a crossed beam geometry, was not obtained. Detailed
density decay measurements qualitatively support simple estimates of decay times and
indicate ionization dwel! times of tens of milliseconds. Chemistry ;tudies indicate three N5O0
species will be produced. Further study of these colluteral reactions is required to establish
whether adverse atmospheric consequences can result. However, large NO production
does not appear as a concern for relatively small, low repetition rate. proof of concept
atmospheric experiments. A realizable proof of concept experiment is found with simple
optimization criteria which is corroborated by laboratory measuiements and theoretical
simulations. Tail-erosion appears as a potentially severe limitation in atmospheric
experiments beyond the proof of concept level, suggesting use of multiple-beam, systems.

2. Introduction
High power microwave radiation is under consideration for use as an ionizing agent to

form a radio reflecting region in the stratospheric/mesospheric altitude range. The
iomization region is referred to as an Artificial Ionization Mirror (AIM). An AIM could
conceivably avoic the following constraints of reflection rom the ionosphere: i) limitation
to - 30 MHz reflection frequencies. 2) erratic vnriations due to the ionosphere's natural
origin, and 3) reduction of a IHlind 'skip* area for high frequency reflections. Work in this
area began in the Soviet Union in the 1970"s and continued into the 1980's with a
benchmark paper by Ourevich appearing in 1980 [Gurevich. 1980; Borisov and Gurevich.
1980, Vikharev, et Al., 1984]. Work in the United States began in 1986. The ultimate utility
of the ionizing process is dependent on many issues including: choice of altitude and
frequency paramete:,, atmospheric attenuation, ionization geometry, ionization threshold,
and sustainment of the ionization layer. These issues were reviewed by Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in a
report submitted to the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) in 1987 (Armstrong, et aL.
19871. Pursuant to this report an experimental program evolved which consisted of fi'-e
research campaigns conducted at the LLNL high power microwave laboratory [Byrne. 19861
over the course of two and one-half years. The campaigns consisted of the follo',ving:

AIM-I Jun. 1987 Diagnostic Development & Testing, LANL/LLNL
AIM-Il C ". 1987 Single Pulse AIM Measurements. LANLILLNL
AIM-Ill Aug. 1988 Repetitive Pulse AIM Measurements, LANLILLNL

AIM-IV Apr. 1989 Low Density Decay Measurements, SRI/LLNL

AIM-V Sep. 1989 Sustainment Chemistry Measurements. AFGL/LLNL

(Armstrong, et al., 1988; Eckstrom and Williams, &989: Hunton, 19901. The present paper I
summarizes the results of these experimental and theoretical reseirch campaigns, with

emphasis on AIM-I and 111.



The experiment goals of AIM-1l were to 1) measure ionization thresholds for single
and mulý;ple layer (formation. 2) characterize the geometry of layer formation., and 3)
de;,rmine density atud efiective collisioi rates in the ionizatuion layer. The AIM Ill resesrrsh
campailn, performed in the same experimental geometry. was dedicated to repetitive p'llse
oreration to explore the issues surrounding prolonged or "sustained' AIM istoduction
accessary in many application scenarios. The primary issues to be examined Inclided: 1)
reprodtucibility of breAkdown gesoietry, 2) utility'of prev~ous pullses in reducing the power
threshold for breakdown by subsequent pulsvs and 3) ionization persis~er.. or decay.
These two campaigns are desctibed in Section 3. An expanded discussicn or~ ionization de.ay
is presented in Section 4 in the Loatex! of AIM-IV low density measurements. Secstis It
onstains a discutsion of ionizzeion molecular byproduct& mteasred in AIM-V. A diScUssik,,

of theoretical modeling Is given in Section 65. Extrapolation of laboravory treasureinessr and
theoretical predictions is made to an atmosph.-~ric demonistration experimtert in Secisw 7.

3. AIM Characterization and Sustainment
The AIM-Il and AIM-Ill experiments were. dotected primarily to crossed mticrowave

beams, for localization of the breakdotwn, in c-md~sonis of low pressure air. The exserimenis
typically consisted of a high power (-10 MW) 7.856 GOIs mirro'vavt ;'sals focti;ed in a
pressure chamber onto a refiect;-g plate nrieniteed at 45' ta the incident beamr *ucb that the
E-field of the beam was in the plane of the refector. Thiý ;eometry simulate% two Oiase.
locked microave beams intersecting as W0 with respect so each other. The resulting air
breakdown pattern cons~sted of ionization layers at surfaces of constructive interference. A
diagram of the exp-rimeaisal geometry is shown in Figure 1. The diagnostics employed
consisted o!: 1) incident and transmitted mi-rowave power from incident directional
coupler and magnetic probes in the reflecting plate. 2) alde'.iewing optical Imaging and two
color photometry. and 3) cross-layer double-paiss i-hand inserfercme'ry. The p~asmeter
space explored Included pulse length% of 75 to 1780 ns. pressures fromn 0.01 to 3 Tort, ai~d
linter-pulse periods from 2 to 30 ms during repetitive pulse operavion. Pulse engthts were
defined as the 90 % po-wer widt.h. in which the 10-90 % power rise and fall times are
typically 55 and 93 ns, respectively. The pressure range a..s conitrained by the desire to
operate from the low-!st breakdown power threshold, which occurs under watched
conditions of microwave Crequency smparable so collision frequency, to as low a pressure
or equivalently highest alsmoude as possible with the vacuum and power constraints of the
apparatus. We first describe threnhold measurements which are compared to previous
measurement! and discussed in terms of optimization. Breakdown SCOMetry is then
d.scribed, with a discussion of density and temperature mpeasurements follou~Ng.
Repetitive- pulse sustainment discussion conclud.es this seciicn.

Microwave breakdown is generally described by attainment of plasma densities high
eamllsg to affect the di-rivmig field -. generally on the order of the critical electron density in
laboratory scale experiments. For the cw case, it is expressly defined as the eonditiomt
where the ionization rate is equal to the effective electron lots rate. For breakdown to occur
with microwave pulses of finite kngth, the ionization rate must not only exceed 6We loss rate
bet must exceed it sufficiently that the electron density attains a certain value is a timte
shorter than the pulse duratisns. The pulsed breakdown definition is ambiguous as she
breakdown densasy value may be defined different~y by different observers. In dhe present
work, thtesls,'!d is defined by a detectablc departure of the transmitted pulse ferom the
incident pulse at the end of the pulse's *flattop'. This criterion appears so occur at
appro~sm-itely 1010 cm- 3 as indicated fro.m the it-band inteifterometry. In practice
breakdown definitions are less meaningfal when the pulse risetime is finite and comparable
so the pulse length; i.e.. the field amplitude is not constant. :n particular. 'time to
breakdown' for our sho~ter pulse data of 75 ns is problem-itic within past definitions.

Typical time histories of data are presersed in Figure 2 for conditions of I Tore
pressure and 75 ns pulse length which show the timing of breakdown, as well as the
appearance of light emissions and denrity buildup. The klyst ron -prodsced maicrowave
wa%eforlns and resulting breakdown behavior were observed to be reproducible to within a
few percent. However, calibration of she power measurements is known only to about 30 ~.

* ~A plot of peak power density, inferred at the focal plane for the incident (dark tU=c) and
transmitted (light dotted trace) microwave pulses, is shown in Figure 2s. Note tha severe
attenuation of the transmitted pulse appears at arourd 120 ns into the incident pulse in
association with the formation of a breakdown layer.

Analysis of the attenurtion and phase measurements of the i-band intzrferorneter
[Staldcr and Eckasrom, 19~99 results in the density history displayed in Figure 2b and an



estimate of the peak momentum exchange rate of v, = 1.6 x 1010 21. The density decay
inferred from interfetometry was measured for different pressures and is pre'.ented in
Section 3. However, the post-pulse decay measured with the intetferometry is much m,=r
rapid than the dominant decay found during the extended interpulse period, as discussed
below.

High speed (300 ps resolution) photometer measurements of emission In the second
positive band system in N2 (C anlu . B #3nlg. x. - 3371 A) and the first negative band system In
N3a (B 2Z.÷ -. X 2Z6.4, I = 3914 A) are plotted in Figure 2c. Because the 3914 A line is not
pumped significantly during its relaxation because of tow electron temperatures, its
relaxation rate is a good measure of the sum of the spontaneous emission fate and the
quenching rate. The experimental results are in good agreement with the values A39 14 =

i.6xl07 r t and Q3914 = 5.1x10"10 cm3 r t . The light emissions data is modeled to provide a
characteristic electron energy in Figure 2d [Tunnell, 19891. The model is based on a three-
state coronal approximation in a fluid model [Roussel-Dupre', 19891 which is simplified with
a steady-state scaling law (Tunnell, 1990). The characteristic temperature results from
predicted ratios of 3371/3914 emissions, which is generalized as a function of total electron
energy, ET - (3/2) kTe + (1/2)mv

2
rms to allow for energy dependences both during and

after the microwave pulse. This *characteristic energy' represents a best effort attempt to
estimate breakdowr "temperature' with limited diagnostic information in a transient
environment. The restrictions on interpretation and use of these estimates is discussed in

the theory section below.
Summary incident power densities and fluences for breakdown thresholds are

presented in Figure 3. As expected, minimum power and fluence requirements occur near
the matched breakdown condition at - I Torr, with breakdown powers rising over a factor
of 100 for shorter pulses and lower pressures. Lowest power requirements result with the
longest pulses and lowest fluence results with the shortest pulses. Breakdown thresholds
are replotted in Figure 4 in terms of Eeff for comparison with previous measurements and
theoretical predictions at different frequencies. Eeff is defined as Erms/(l+o02lv2)1/

2 
where v

is the collision frequency. The calculated thresholds are described furthe, below. The
present measurements are found to agree well with previous waveguide measurements of
Byrne and August, with some departure of the waveguide measurements at the lower
pressures. Thir departure may be expected due to the large mean free pa,hs of electrons
under these low pressure conditions, which could result in collisions with walls. Summary
measured median emission ratios are presented in Figure 5. Anomalous behavior of 640 ns
data at 0.01 Torr in Figure 5 is suggestive of possible breakdown difficulties associated with
energetic electrons escaping the breakdown region and penetrating the anechoic material on
the walls of the vacuum vessel.

Figure 6 shows typical variations of breakdown geometry with pressure for single
layer formation with 75 ns pulse lengths. It is observed tha, sharper density gradients and
greater inner layer structure occurs at higher pressures with a more diffuse and smooth
structure occurring at lower pressures. Figure 7 shows multiple layer formation for a 75 ns
pulse at 0.1 Torr and a 400 ns pulse at 3 Torr in which the microwave power is increased in
excess of the single layer threshold. Again, greater structure is apparent at the higher
pressure, in part due to high reflectivity from initial ionization layers to form a modified
interference pattern and additional intermediary ionization layers.

Repetitive pulse experiments fro.n AIM-Ill were performed in the same experimental
geometry as AIM-Il. To achieve repetitive pulse operation, the triggering arrangement for
the klystron system was modified to allow bursts of microwave pulses with a repetition
pulse frequency up to 500 Hz (interpulse period, IPP, down to 2 ms) and sequences up to
100 pulses leng, once every 2 seconds. Moreover, there was the abilit, to step the
microwave power an arbitrary amount between any two pulses. This capability allowed the
operation in three modes: mode I consisted of constant amplitude adjusted to threshold
conditions on the first pr'se (but in excess of threshold for the 'ubsequent pulses), mode 2
consisted of the first pulse amplitude adjusted to threshold while subsequent pulse
amplitudes are reduced to a constant level consistent -With repetitive pulse threshold

conditions, cnd mode 3 consisted of constant amplitude reduced to below a single pulse
threshold value but consistent with a repetitive pulse threshold conditions, resulting in slow
buildup of densihy to breakdown conditions over several pulses. Emphasis was placed on

operation in modes . and 2. The most significant change in diagnostic measurements from
AIM-Il was the incorporation of an array of fast digitizers to record the data from three
pulses, arbitrarily chosen, in the fast sequence of repetitive pulses. Typically, the first three

t 'pulses were recorded since they exhibited the greatest change in behavior from pulse to
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pulee, Comparison of the third and I(Xh pulse found little difference In breakdown
parameters.

Mode I operation is qualitatively made ciar in the images presented in Figure 8 for
0.3 Torr. 640 ns pulse length, and 3 ms IPP operation. Pulse I displays a single simple AIM
for-,arion typical of threshold condi'ions. Pulse 2 displays multiple AIM structure typical of
power levels above threshold conditions. The structure after pulse 2 then slowly evolves
over tens of pulses to that meen is the figure in which a more diverse distribution occurs.
This evolution is indicative of high Ioniution levels driven during the pulse duration which
are partially refractive and reflective and lead to more complicated structures than
determined by the initial beam geometry. The latent ionization after each pulse resembles
this complicated stru.;ture and therefore leads to a slowly changing initial condotion for each
subsequent pulse. However, the most dramatic change ,.-rurs between the first and second
pulses in which the tw=an initial ionization "cvel experiences the greatest increase. An
anticipated result of mode I operation was that the structure would evolve to become
diffuse, structureless, and reproducible, so as to offer more utility. This result wa, not
obtained.

A more reproducible breakdown occurs in mode 2 operation, as displayed
qualitatively in the images of Figure 9 for 0.3 Torr, 640 ns pulse length, and 10 ms IPP
conditin!,. All AIM structures out to beyond pulse 100 are observed to be composed of
simple single layers, with later pulses Indicating a more diffuse distribution of ionization
assoc;sted with an enhanced local ionization distribution.

As indicated above, mode 2 operation constitutes the ability to run at reduced power
levels because of the latent ionization from previous pulses reducing the required increase
in electron density to reach breakdown conditions. By construc;ing the ratio of power
between the second and first pulse in mode 2 operation, a measure of ihe effeccivenes of
repetitive puliing on power reduction is arrired at for sustainment of an AIM. Figure 10
presents this ratio as a function of sevesal IFPs and pre-sures. The greatest reduction in
sustainment power, a factor of as much as 8 dB. is obtained at lower pressures where
ionization decay occurs most slowly. Desoite this power reduction, absolute power levels are
still significantly higher at lower pressure than at higher pressures near matched conditions
(I to 3 Torr). Hence. even though there is an c;ficiency improvement with repetitive
pulsing at a given pressure, the optimum pressure still appears near the matched pressure
condition.

In mode I operation a significant chAnge in timing of breakdown occurs between the
first and second pulse. This timing difference can be used to infer an average decay rate in
the long interpulse period between the pulses and, hence, the ionization density available
for AIM applications. By -ssuming simple repetitive exponential density groa-h and decay,
estimating initial and maximum electron densities, and me'-suring times to breakdown, we
m:•y estimate decay rates and minimum sustainment density. As an example for the
conditions of 10 Tort and 3 ms IPP, we infer an interpuisc deca) time constant of 380 Igs,
and a minimum sustainment density of 4.3 a 10" cm" 3 . Though the growth rate is
dependent or power, the decay rate is no". Hence, decay rates inferred in this manner may
be cornr.red with other mea.,ired d-i-ay rates, as is done below for example :ases. It is
found that these inferred decay rates compare favorably with those measured directly in
AIM-IV for low density decay. The change in decay rates from the rapid post-pulse decay
to the slowes interpulse decay is discussed below in the context of electron attachment and
other processes.

4. Ionization Decay
Decay of the ionization aiter the nlicrowave pulse is of critical interest in assessing the

utility of the ionization layer. Three me3surements of decay have been performed: I)
direct i-band interferometry of the layers formed in AIM-Il and AIM-Ill in the immediate
post-pulse period with a sensitivity range of - I X 1010 to -! RlO t 2 cm-3 , 2) infeired decay
rates from changes in breakdown timing during repetitive pulse operation of AIM-!l1 in the
extended interpulse period with low accuracy but a large eftective range of - I a 105 to - I I
10 10 cm- 3, and 3) direct miL:rowave cavity perturbation mearurements of low density decay
in AIM-IV which is representative of the interpulse period with a sensitivity of 2 a 105 to I
X 107 cm- 3 and high accuracy. The most substantive of these measurements is the cavity
measurements in which a cavity resonant ast 329 MHz was placed at the focus of the s-band
beam without a reflecting plate. Measurements of the plasma-induced shift in the resonant
frequency and Q provided determination of the density and collision frequencies (Eckstrom
et al., 1987]. A sammr" of these measurements and simple estimates of expected
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mechaaisms contributing to the decay, are shown in Figure II. The AIM-Il post-pulse
Jaerferometry results are depicted by a bold upper line. the AIM-Ill interpulse inferred
decays at a few representative high pressures are shown as x's, and the AIM -IV interpulse
eavity measuremeats are 6eplcted by a bold lower line. The large difference of decay rates
between si• post-pulse period and interpulse period is expected as a result of the change In
dominant decay mechanisms with cooling temperature and declining electron density. As
"en is Figure II, 2-body dissociative attachment to 02. and dissociative recombination
appear to dominate at higher pressures during the post-pulse period. During the interpulse
period, it is observed that 3-body attachment and detachment contributes strongly to the
decay rate at high pressures with diffusion dominating at the low pressures. As inferred
from the more precise cavity measurements, the useful plasma lifetimes during the
iaterpulse period are in the range of 20 to 40 ms at the lower pressure ranges of the AIM
experiments, decreasing to about I ms at 30 Tort.

S. Sustainment Chemistry
Changes in the air constituent- during and after AIM breakdown are of interest for

two areas: 1) contributions to variation !a the threbhold for breakdown, and 2)
contributions to nitric oxides which would contribute to catalytic depletion of ozone at lower
altitudes. The first concern is mitigated by the expectation that upper atmospheric winds
and breakdown induced turbulence would replenish the breakdown volume with a standard

air mixture. The second concern has a potential environmental impact that must be
carefrlly resolved by a combination of laboratory measurements and modeling of ion
production rates, a well as comprehensive global atmospheric convection modeling. In
AIM-V, chemistry measurements of high repetition breakdown in a small volume
waveguide configuration were performed with both mass spectroscopy and optical
absorbancy [Hunton, 19901. The repetition rate of breakdown was typically 315 Hz with I
ass pulse lengths and working pressures varying from 0.3 to 200 Torr. Previous optical
absorbancy work !Askarjan, et at., 19881 had indicated substantial production of NO2 at
similar energy depostition rates, but over a limited pressure range above 100 Tort. The
present measurements corroborated previous high pressure work, but extended to examine
additional chemical products under more appropriate conditions for AIMs: lower pressures,
lower microwave frequencies, and higher repetition frequencies. Indeed, the present
absorbancy measurements proved insensitive below about 20 Torr which required the
spectroscopy measurements to examine the AIM pressure range of interest which typically
extends from about 3 Tort to below 0.1 Torr. Three primary gaseous products were found
is the spectroscopy measurements: NO, NO2 and N2 0. In Figure 12, time history results of
NO2 formation are shown from simultaneous aborbancy and spectroscopy measurements.
The typical experimental cycle is shown as coosisting of a 10 minute repetitive discharge
period followed by a 10 minute inactive period during which the microwaves are turned off.
Mass spectra were recorded once every minute. A summary of all three species formed
under different conditions is presented in Figure 13. Whereas N02 is formed predominantly
at higher pressures, N2 0 is formed at lower pressures while NO is formed under all
conditions. Though the mechanisms leading to NO and NO2 are well documented, the
formation mechanism for N20 is somewhat uncertain. However, the appearance of N2O at
low pressures is suggestive of a dependence on the energetic electrons present in low
pressure microwave air breakdown.

6. Thioretical Modeling
"Ise ordering of the-retical review associated with AIM laboratory experiments

xnesses here from the simplest and most tractable models to the sophisticated and most
detailed modeling: steady-state scaling laws, fluid time-dependent simulations, kinetic time-
dependent simulations and, finally, inclusion of extensive chemical reaction sets.

Steady-state scaling laws for breakdown parameters, (e.g., ion-ration rate, momentum
exchange rate, electron kinetic energy or dri: velocity, and electron thermal energy) are
desirable in reducing the complicated coupled dependence of the parameters in the
equationz describing breakdown. Steady-state scaling laws are arrived at by first refining
the scaling dependence of breakdown parameters on Eeff/P to include the electric field
dependence in collision rates, and then by repeated running of the fluid model for constant
fms microwave field values to arrive at steady-state parameter dependence. Since Eeff is
dependent on the collision frequency, implementation of this new universal recaling law is
"less convenient than previous simpler scaling laws, necessitating an iterative tabular
Interpolation. however, the results shown in Figure 14 of frequency insensitivity



substantiate the applicability of this new scxlin!. The resulting waling laws for bre.dcwn
parameters are usable with square pulse envelopes for rapid solution of microwave
propagation and breakdown over large propagation paths associated with AIM scenarios, u
seen in the example of the next section, or for rapid survey of parameter space for obtaining
oltmum conditions for particular experiments. Cavcats implicit in the use of these scaling
laws include: I) the assumptions of a steady-state and a square pulse require transient
effects associated with finite rise tjirns to be explicitly modeled; 2) the use of an effective
field assumes that en Z v in order for the rms electric field to enter into the scaling: at high
pressures when v >> em the instantaneous clectric field defines the plasma properties; hence,
an average rate must be calculated to characterize the time to breakdown accurately; and 3)
kinetic effects are generally Important in predicting breakdown thresholds particularly at
high field strengths and/or low pressures and low field strengths and/or high pressures.
Figure 15 displays an example of kinetic effects influencing the ionization rate.

Time-dependent fluid models were used to investigate the mean properties of the
breakdown plasma produced in the laboratory experiments. Both I-D and 2-D models were
utilized [Rouisel-Dupre' and Armstrong, 1988; Mayhall, et al., 1988). The I-D model results
are briefly described here. The fluid equations are derived from the Boltzmant equation
assuming a shifted Maxwellian for the eleCtron velocity distribution function. Appropriate
moments of the Boltzmann equation are performed to obtain equation; for particle,
momentum and energy coneratlon. In each case, the collision integrals which incorporate
elastic, inelastic and ionization processes through energy dependent cross-sections reduce to
rate coefficients. Electron spatial diffusion and ponderomotive effects are neglected. These
equations advance the local fluid parameters in time with E being ,ttermined from a I-D
wave equation which describeo field propagation through the fluid. Introdicing an ara
factor into the wave equzfion that changes along the path of propagation and making use of
Poynting's theorem results in discrete terms which provide the effects of reflection,
propagation, focusing and fluid coupling. The fields are advanced in time and space with the
current density being determined from the fluid equations. In the present experimental
simulation a distinction between propagation directions in the equation is included by the
introduction of left and right propagating components of the wave field and corresponding
area factors. The area factors are obtained from measurements taken along the 2-D
propagation path and folded into an equivalent I-D simulation. Optical emissions in the N2
3371 A and N2+ 3914 A bands are calculated a& described above.

Detailed results from I Torr calculations, based on the incident waveform cf Figure 2,
are shown in Figure 16. Figure 16a shows the time history of the microwave pulse at a
quarter wavelength from the reflecting surface. This waveform correspond, directly to the
transmitted pulse in the experiment. Note that severe attenuation occurs at approximately
150 as into the pulse in rough agreement to the value of 120 as measured in the
experiments. An additional feature is the existence of a significant tail on the transmitted
pulse, in qualitative agreement with the data. Plots of electron density, mean kinetic erergy
and thermal energy vs. time are also shown in Figures 16b and 16d. The calculated
ionization and momentum exchange rates are vi = 3.1 a 10s s-1 and v. = 2.0 x 1010 .t.
respectively. Plots of the volume emissivity are shown in Figure 17c. Note that the
aormslized peak of 3914 A preceeds that of 3371 A by about 15 ns, compared with the
measured value of 23 as. In absolute mvgnitude the 3914 A emissivity is calculated to be
about a factor of 87 less than that of 3371 A while measurements yield ratios of from 2.5 -
6.6.

At this point In the analysis of data we find that the fluid calculations of the
breakdown times (ionization rates) are in good agreement with the experiments at I Tor'.
In other simulations at 3 Torr the Pgreement is less satisfactory while substantial
discrepancies exist at the lower pressures. This trend is supported by previous microwave
breakdown measurements as well. Figure 4 illustrates this fact quite clearly. Note the
significant scatter in the data taken at low pressures (data above 200 VlcmlTorr were
generally taken at pressures < I Torr). Note also that the kinetic results are., on average, in
better agreement with the brmekdown times at low pressu'e. The transmitted pulse shapes
decay at a rate faster than predicted at 1.0 and 0.1 Torr, suggesting that the collisionality of
the plasma is higher than predicted -- perhaps due to the existence of anomalous wave
particle interactions. The decay at 0.03 Tort is less than predi-ted by fluid tieory, a resul
that could be explained by kinetic effects (see below).

The photometer measurements often yield intensity ratios significantly different from
theory. We believe that this discrepancy reflects our inability to completely model the

- temperature relaxation of the plasma accurately with a fluid model. Both emission pulses
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as in good agreement with the simulations in terms of the rise in intensity, the time of the
peak intensity, and the decay of the pulse (maximum discrepancies of 30-50 %). The
observed delay In peak emission is consistent with a 60 ns life time for the 3914 A
transition. In both experiment ad theory the decay for 3914 A is consistent with
quenching and spontaneous decay rates. However, for 3371 A the decay rate is less than
expected and suggests the existence of additional heating or enhanced excitation. In
general, it appears that 3371 A emission is very sensitive to the evolution of the electron
energy tail which may be influenced by conduction or diffusion effects not inciuded in the
simulation.

Kinetic effects were studied through detailed solutions of the Boltzmann equation for
air breakdown, which yielded highly non-Maxweliian distribution functions under some
conditions. As an example of kinetic effects the calculat.-d ionization rate is shown in Figure
15. For energies less than 7.5 ev the icnization rate is higher for kinetic calculations due to
the presence of a high-enmegy tail while for greater energies t:te ionization rate is less due toSrunaway depletion of the tail of the distribution function. The fact that the computed
ionization rate at 3 Ton" (electron energy of 5.7 ev) is less than the measured rate and

higher than that measured at pressures less than I Torr (electron energies greater than 10
ev) is evidence for these effects. Similar results are apparent in Figure 4 where the

jalagreement betweei cxperiment and kinetic theory is better than with fluid theory at low
plesture. To the extent that the excitation ratios shown in Figure 16 are indicative of the
relative line ratios, kinetic theory would predict a lower ratio below 20 ev and a higher one
above 20 ev than fluid theory. in qualitative agreement with the experimental results.

Finally, air chemistry computations have been performed for various AIM geometries
which take into account 55 chemical species [Zinn, 19891. For the conditions of 120 ns
pulses separated by I ms focused to result in critical density breakdown at atn altitude of
approximately 45 km, it is first found that the neutral gas is heated to temperatures
exceeding 5000 K. These high temperatures would lead to strong turbulent mixing of the
air. Local NO production rates are found to be - 6 x 1013 cm-3s-1 at this altitude. This rate is
significant with respect to detectable local ozone depletion if the breakdown volume
approaches - 104m 3 . Figure 17 shows calculated NO concentration evolution over the first
few seconds of sustained breakdown. Under conditions of low pulse rate operation in this
altitude range or high pulse rate operation at higher altitudes, NOx concentration
enhancements appear negligible. These results are preliminary and require further
refinement with global atmospheric convective models to confidently resolve existence of

Scollateral atmospherIc hazards.

7. Atmospheric Experiment Implications
The laboratory experiments and theoretical modeling provide the groundwork for

Srudimentary design of an atmospheric experiment, given an optimization criteria. Several
optimization criteria are available depending on the application and availability of
resources: frequenicy selection, pulse duration, power density, pressure (altitude), fluence,
or breakdown size. Cost is chosen here as the driving factor, which is assumed to relate to

- breakdown cross sectionil size and required fluence. We first make use of the scaling
relationships referred to above in establishing optimization criteria for micimized fluence,
check the criteria with the laboratory measurements, and then combine the criteria with
electro/riechanical constraints of existing resources to arrive at a minimum proof-of-
¢oncep, experiment. Finally, a simulation of the approximate optimal conditions is
performed to include self-action phenomena.

Fiuence optimization begins with rewriting the simple relation~hip of fluence, F =
(E2 rms/377)vDO, in terms of the breakdown parameters Ecff/P and Vm/iO, and optimizing with
respect to these parameters. All other breakdown parameters are then obtainable from the
scaling' laws. The breakdown time, taD, is arrived at by assuming a breakdown criteria of
l0 electron density gain, and using en empirical formula for ionization rate derived from
experiments [Ali, 1988]. The rms field is rewritten as tL.e effective field. Optimization of
fluence with respect to the breakdown parameters obtains the matched condition described
earlier, w = vm, and the primary optimization criteria of Eeff/P = 0.029 (V/nifl). A summary
of optimization criteria may be written as:

P%11 = 0.75 f(GHz)
Eeff(Vlm) = 0,029 P(T)
F(JIm 2 ) = 0.4 PMI)
ToD(ns) 132.0/P(T)

• i
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"Reduction cf the breakdown arcs to minimal size requires maximizing antenna gain;

i.e., maximizing antenna size and minimizing wavelength. Though there is a tradeoff here
with respect to t'." expense of pro-duction of energy at different freqtiencies, re-icw of
available resoure suggests minimal equipment development if use of the Arecibo
Observatory 300 , antenna dish in a single beam system and the Stanford Linear
Accýlerator (SLAC 2.8,6 GHz klystrons are utilized. Choosing f = 2.856 Gliz results in P = 2
T, Eeff - 52 kV/m (14 MW/m2

), F = 0.9 J/m2
, and 'tBD - 60 ns. Checking with the measured

optimum condition~s for fluence In Figure 3 verifies these parameters (where the single
beam fluence for a two beam system must be multiplied by four to obtain a single beam
system equivalent fluence). The diffraction limited spot size of the 300 m dish with this
frequency, focused at 60 km is 22 m, located at - 45 k'n altituda. This results in a required
radiated pulse energy of - 340 J, or -0.9 ki initial pulse energy assuning - 40 % efficiency in
pulse compression and transmission. Current SLAC klystrons produce 30 MW in 10 its
pulses, or - 300 1. Hence, a minimum system would consist of 3 ea klystrons with pulse
compression. Different pulse compression techniques are available, but the maximum
compression demonstrated in experiments is - x .00 [Alvarez. 1986; Alvarez, et al., 1926].
Hence, 100 as pulses should be obtainable, as an approximate match to the above
optimization. Thus, a minimum proof-of-concept AIM atmospheric ezperiment m;ght
consist -of 3 klystrons, the Aercibo dith fnruted to give : 22 in spot size with 3.6 GW pulses
lasting 100 ns. Alternatively, a 430 MHz frequency choice (an established radar frequency
at Arecibo Observatory) results in a higher altitude and lower fluence requirement, but a x
10 increase in energy due to the reduced antenna gain. Further power conditioning
development appears required to employ UHF frequencies in an Arecibo-based
demonstration experiment.

To examine this scenario in greater detail, a simulation was performed with a
simplified version of the I-D fluid code in which the high frequency limit (tc << tic) for the
plasma dielectric constant was assumed. The results are presented in Figure 18 showing the
fluence enhancement, or gain factor, over initial 300 m aperture fluence, both without
(dashed line) and with (solid line) breakdown. The enhancement without breakdown
represents the near field focus from the 300 m dish down to the 22 m focus spot. The
truncated enhancement with breakdown represents the attenuation of the tail of the pulse
("tail eiosion*) by the electron density buildup resulting from the front of the pulse. This
phenomenon is similar to the pulse attenuation seen in laboratory data of Figure 3, but is
associated with [u= path lengths and low densities only found i, atmospheric experiments.
Even with the indicated severe tail-erosion, density gain is observed to be - 107. a

Satisfactory value Ior initial experiments. Electron temperature: rose to - 12 eV. A four
klystron simulation was also run to attempt additional density enhancement. However, only
a factor of x 2 increase in density was obtained as a result of even earlier onset of tail
erosion. Hence, tail-erosion is observed to be a strong limitation in single-beam systems.

8. Conclusions
Laboratory measurements and supporting theoretical modeling described here have

demonstrated the feasibility cf producing and maintaining a microwave-induced ionization
layer under upper atmospheric conditions within existing technology constraints. However,
critic:l issues of tail-erosion of the microwave pulse over long atmospheric paths, control of
the ionization geometry for specular RF reflection, and management of collateral
environmental, biolagical ard electronic hazards, require further review in the context of
specific atmospheric experiment designs.

This work performed under the auspices of the US DOE and supported in part by the US Air

Force.
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Figure 7. Multiple layer breakdown geometry for 0.1 Tort (!ef,) and 3 Tori (ni~ht)

Figure B. Mode-I breakdown evolution. Figure 9. Mode-2 bre~down evolution.
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D. PAPADOPOULDS, US

I would coment that I view tall erosion as one of the beneficial items, since it
allows us to control the shape of the layer and avoid reaching critical frequency
with its associated uncontrollable structure.

AUTOIS8 REPLY

Ta*l esoeici ht~tin the conditions dt.scussed in this paper, jccy a.% densities of
10-10 ca-. This affect prevents accaes tc densities of 10 -10 cam wvt.ch are of
interest Li maxtimixnq ionization lifetimes and accessingj higher ref;•ic

frequencies. The.se densities are still wall below the critical density of 10 ca-ifor ponditiut considered in this paper. Tail erosion contribution to the shape ofthe layer depends on the specific systay dea.ign, but• appears to necessitate mutltiple
beaus or extremely large apertures for higher traqr-ancy systems.
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lakes finite time for the plasma to build u an tihs. mai•imum absosretiftipuahe energy by lth gesurened electo aliws app r m the

tail or the pulse Consequentely, the leaditng e*g of ie pulse is ad alecAd Bletween 2 to I1w I.. de pulse appers to suffer maximum tal

isoa, d henc" only the Wery O .w leading li of the Pulse cat pos dwoglih the camed (Fig 6(c)). The tail eresion bocom" weak

Agi Wo safuther inas a the Preston (FPig. 6(d)) aid eventually anshti*(Fig. 6(e)) oatm the pressie tbecomnes sno.lo (S 0.5 tiler) that

k lcakdi wa tdueshokd fs,,r exce.eds thep i power otdie laddm apubl-.

>5 :rs : j

(d)W O0.45 urn (e) P.Ol i () iooff 4 ir

FirI. 6Ptlae sqssgaiing bue*h chanibe at dlifesent air pressure at differen prests=

Ill. IRAGG SCATTERING

The Plsa layers genterad by the two maned trisowane pubes ae uc for th Bragg ca:tring ts.Mly Thc.sati distituion of
the plasma laYM is r•st measured with a Langmruir dule probe. Thi is done by using a miscrmwive phase shirter to move the plaura

layers seroM the probe. The peak density distribution for a spatini period is thus obtaincd and pres-ned in Fig.?. The rmrslt shows that ice

14-e i0&lW Produced verY sharp Plasma lIyeIs wit ry good patial pericolkity. A Btragg scauttersg expcrimcsit has thati bee a tucdd

dexnt%,l as follows.

-...... b. r...i •

- a-

-d " -I " -

Fit T. Prb MCKU,..Me or" tk "lsapa csiyd.'~l. Io Fill I. Microwave StaggI scatteti:ng exper•iment sctup

(k- duwctrtio vatc to the plasma lbyt' Meauememm is frumthe

oi



1-wua,-wS a Fig. I a bbok dimam CC ted b uguencm CUV. to -Jkua, 10 the LýIbiy maus lot Plamea gesicts ft c to*

k tao&k. Plets1Lu ChJNtbe). a w microwt1.e i'zcraor (44OI- is1 a usd t)~o rn~a a irs wsw thiA Is amcud uat immecbm

thrughb a C.- imius. 7e ai~rmdo angleo a( te trs wive wasa mzpet 1o &Demal ofc ple layers is 45 degrac ew e.Ihe S-baa)

hwP 92 kxawid ai vigbu g ruefi Mdjarr ide u ;A be died ASl the MOM or the Prau .ýWzns irs &4 wd oseirmta In

ss.mns Feficam mechwAm from the cutoff rkc&Adi meckiutsm. th Irus wave us we~x ski tmqu!Mi) imp mmý- kigbcor the UPka

c~t qussyC~nsecaeedy. the sos wave winl be sewved by the $-brAs horn 91 even abik de 1k lassma rt3 no u mrh m or"h

pomm. 9 mesd mix eawetlatwo medusiqe is sused. T1k musowse compcrwsut aed for ".je canelto n at e s h ow,, m dietapaps

(Fi. It) As HP VOCU NWaY= (2W5613) is used (c e oreeding the so t~rs signal. Its is otod taUoeoe the juciav (*tsrczionsal

co;* fkvec dee~a Onl OCK wii *- Lrq~wsiadWI towe tha 15 db soeeisoos of U dumuo,~al ceokv we ame to

as ejevmscm. CORW4edy. die weturttions of the wile oigal duue to the pwrmte of Oie Plasm,.L which in Piseiple in diesets

hawy loeve ar th wsoing tlitta. Is godicrd by 13 ca vice db ad wi-, mu afTfc. ft etmezoemo of the Bragg seew" low,

Fig, 9. Speui~n~t sislyr CRT dispoiy. (a) No signal Ls received whe the plasma ix off-

(b) The zpotn of moftered uk-msl dmcrbwd when plairw 12ym t u mem

Puea-tsaed m Fig 9 arc ft m"-u of tic specuum mulyten for two cases. Fig. 9(s) showsw t n sig, A1 is gocatd wbe. them as

no pbunat Hosees. m apprecuble scauctng sopAl is deirdted. as thowe m Figý 9(b) uthcererthe ilKM flarm es am fa Ise- The

fuequcncy of the os wave is 4.01 Cilt. whtich is much bigeer than die cutof frcqietscy A clewr signsm of Bmrt wastrig bas been

Suaie.The iroypecul evolsusm of th sa"esiognalgt bes alga hm measured. The reul for a its wave wosh fretvseaey 6A 0H, a

pesersaci a Mg, 10(a). For corw iiaeie. crv of the two mksacle pulses ( bot awe 1.1p) usd fat pwat rusa g ioses is dow in Fig,

H~b) As amcan am, th wacorg signsalcnitdmies to persst ar abo~l0ut IODP te the brcoajwst pubes am atoe off. TIU eauk

vidcaw that t ehee comae scten.Spreos ems be vea, elfectee eses when fte plasm ua well below (. 2ordeoof mqusisd)thecuod

beqwaasv Of he "r ware

w it)
Fog. Mll TU tigne donsauo mesasamneut oft il atereed signal sad the atuceow~mpelc uted for plamosa geneation, Io~AaIdivmjus

(a) Gowth ald decay of the maccod signal ome a IC(Au tise aintrval. (b) 1. Ijas pulse oseepe Aobws at Me sat tm scale

The nest qcloos~i is how tOe expesimemea results ctuorpae with Lbe theory. Considering a san of N PeroWl p~am slob, with

5hk= asmilactmneatind. ant using ft BeaU cossuetA 2dsio 0 - n). whe-re 9 is the angle oi Bragg scacsg ). Lis th .sodesgt of

ik sometd -cs, wid a*us a poUvee integer, ft mnienng (reflection) coefr~caco So( wane intensity is derived wult-Wially and eupeewil as

fS E,sP=( ~k?,2oýsin(nxe/d~no ld)2flsin N~jsin Ely (1)



uwuemEtad Ereree dierind aiplittude oflesti wave aSwndemg k,.Mardii ee wtne m be, and
haa Uo lost WmexW 'in55 fta aidm 0.~t.2 . Tis reletoncefiientu Is thnplane as 2 tunction a the ten wavel

bqmovcy Fitg. 11. By -weepng the fti wM he quency. such a depwAmce Is dho dietemined experinievotaly in arelatively smifl

fttmy "u (4.3 Oils to 7.3 0112) aS rsnd; d bit . I I forcm aTb.~e frmvuncY deynsks ces rof utpu intensityo cie sweep
Leumi Vi de mispin of the wectdsing hon (S-WWhaS taed2 beenh esamined and Itaen inoac counat in calibsting ow, imtcmmty of
** e w seiignalts. Though a msansei eight layers canbe rosed eniy oft. of dim have tignittcaiit ooc~ br alig tline ofsight

bthiefee ody these l*yercan signilicandly contribute lodie Uano Iseig pocemBss.Dedess at ucst~hrsedabsolute mgnitude. detwo
fimulens depeindencies we shown to agree with tact other " wellt Bit noted thtthedseparastion d between die two Adjacent plasma baye"s
Is u laU a Ve wuveksgdiI th e asesiwise epulse ad invteol betwe fte propagation directions ci the two intersecting 1xitbuswidi

" "Illosl d . )A1 sin (Wil Using the Bragg condition 2&it 9 - it., te optimists frequency for B*sg scueserlnt is gIN= by

fsrfsn(#/2)W.n S (2)

b thde presn experiment, 5 0. and thus f. This idlcue dhat the faeeency ofidhe tast wam. which satisfies the BrsgS

endtio forthieracuei experimnental arrangesnen,, iteua lofm nte Ieqisescy and its htinnonicscithcbicaldown put=es Comequeqsntly. die
btesislosm wase cat rob e filtered out andretegies $vcy Mong noise.whiiel pie es any,.steausigfsl test i Dagg scttring at thes

reenies. US in fact. also, in the neigttbcslmod frequency regienst. Mdseughdie eptimarm frequesncy region for Bugg icattering is not
"Mmammd. -lssheles the corsistency betwnen prediction and experimenetal renits psey lead as to conclude_ based ons the maximum

Illwafral refieaction coefficient. thAt plasmia layers can Iadeed ho an deidesh Bang rflhtor. especially It more layers can be prodeoced for

U-Nif pwpI

Pig. II.Thedcprskd cofft mnere ctivieyScfptasmlalyesoawsrefitquery.Esprnimerssl
UWdwONOtical results. The Odboo the veriscal axis is a btutary refience

IV'. PROPAGATION OF II.GH POWER MICROWAVE PULSES THROUGH THlE CHAMBER

The. PrOp"gi- C hi gh powner microwave pulses *IOdire)te atmosphere has been a r~jbect with considersble scientific itss
3

This i eas e bre itsluwn- produces loizato pheessen dut ran radicy moedify wase propagation. essizatioo gives n rietos space-

lift deedseP12Mi which atiemuasto dieal of dt he puls but lrdy affects th leain a be caueo dth finite time tor die ptsensa to
bauid up. A mechanism wkitch is catted - tail eroviont plays the primary rle, is limiting transminssiont of pWieO-1 .1

4 
Mroe"". the

avolisuear and nn-teeM xiFcclx broaeghe about by die spaceeeus depeadow plumi also play impoust roles it daeenmining fte pr motm ne

4a~nal mii uss
3  

hrfray meaningful dhow6Wa effort requires a self-crausisetis desctiption of die propagation Pecess
CusQw-eraly. -t experimestal effout could be amoreinL-.mand USmud

rBasically. 6M we ctwo lfabnda eaW issnes to ho addressd One concerna dieMey-stm Pulse haracatrLezlc for maxsimums carjy

wtrer wthreh lie asosp-00r by thdinpuse The s condmcass is maximizing the ionizations in the plasma mail following the pulse, in

gM0131, Vimt two C(101=011 we mnIssarete anditiestbe considere Ibge isr Tis tobecause in order to minim ise die evrgny loss in the pulse

befre eacin th dntiaiiuton ha topreni di momewe ienesiseitnzuion the hkgougme air. Otherwise, the over*=ns

pitsm. can ntoil die proPagtion ofth din sm ais part or the PAWs aid cause die tail or dhe pulse to be ere.dd vta lhe reflecticus process.

Mthi procce. Is bersevtd to be far niec sevm in casting tad ersison Vis the norrss pro=es attributed to ionization and heating. once this



The purpsoe a of c ex perimmWtz efyos i s to wom" fte~ fundaeotil bebooior of biut ers k dW as doe qRSOM of how

Fi LTi niinof tecroe pubso of four cono ~vrely eetpl; 5,s AO. A a3r t~txo dw u a oei t ftmh6 hr m-

l~fbkowpsonure (a)Anmyliode A0 hdowt bckuftttxM-nom-eeicsr. 1) A~I l.54~(c) A22AO.(dl A3-3AO

Tail era-onpeso me suron is dmonared bythem hupente d nFigure 12, xlrer 1.1ws pvb ilibues.et~vl

limancdng rm spithude, we ioostihied iruo O chibt o arpezfre n side end neeioed firm tIre Ot:ýIte uide Toe torn pulse bm

mpku& e wlow sthe !.eskdloin threshicid& and bence, ntiIseptctohswe". Corneoerdy. the meeri'ptzed *~e

imditeouled from that of tesruimiued pujlse Once the surpluita exceeds sthe brtckdo"n iheerild, (rort tail erosics occured 6o die linger

mgitdiss pouses n is oberved by fte su"ecburqoe Pmpes x (Flti- 2b) 2(d)). This is beojsue the0 mnie terease zno r

field ailowsow clate elees, w" ssds at te he pulse, to bittld op. No. Wofoatcus on usne twt two pimumte (Fl;02(e) sod 12(d)). Patsis

hvse been eeoiedteosgly in bodh cies. I'oimms & clew distiction b t rem ft se hv 3is noticed. Ineow. case prigtotei-

-iur (Fig. Me)). she ereateo no trie sill of tse polse L. not cceepleteý In fr wods, sthe soctitel pultc wiftezids ofmgiawtL

In doe adine ecs (Fig.l12(d)). a lare portion of sthe pu!eisi mo t or loss et cesoylosy during the finit0 rreeptopnx period. Obriodey k

isa mlffresw mechaiss rsp~oesiblet foto sheerectd ease. The lonrseson freq-tiseny becomes so ar,- In N1 second c sms *at f etss

paorion of fte polse and cjme etas mmr wo-re sW1l ersion. Insumnoerrsy. tw 5l.:ni~jf69e folr &to tase ll Osiona we lins~fid

V ~~~One ig doe im mummstira by &esie nlf-:eacoe moe-incsu V.frnL I?* ofter one Is cened 11on selc'non b7 Uft vX-tgoorreed oaea ft

phassa seseams Thewe tiro prao~mzi we &)-o verified by fte renwrlec poeire level misor-,md for msh cise. As town, In Figmr 13. Use ut

Ushof (MgLM) vi) 13(d)) p-=mod onth IS o eFigure ar le teflteeied poie L" corr';prznlg to liett. rerel omd p ls e U

(FigsL13(a) md13(c)). AihovmbyO Ictano f pictures (Figs. 13(c) and M3d)). vntooerget!c-6cs and complet ves

1%~ 13. Receind pahms an corrvpsnýie reilemid pubme (a) limilop. o n~r~esved pulse. (b) Reflected pulse CNwTDSug vs cot (a).

Cc)serird et wsh arerincdet enyiset flsstina f ne (a. 8)Oteleiel p~t e troyrd metowae)



Mqumledpowerbrgeruieqarldagnerdea las nm ht oed pae unI esdtedp li eicn us hs
rharlcally sil can bmae d =3y. Ibus. 00Ci tical powe Pt cat be &5atmlr hUs critical power marl in geneal with the pressure.
Mcatcrevacmii s made to oaetrunne Itb fitateansal depedeny on the Peewse m itasown In Figure 14, whete P.PdJ~c is the crtitcal pewe

wemallind an doe brakdoww lthaahel powe lat wnew depessdetmclesane 6Pe pramie d pauea wISW S an w Isbn inigS. Due to the

in amoso das poew ofoor sricrovoawe Iclity. only region of 0.2 to 10 ar for the crthical powe is "sumintl Heveriticleas. thit is the

P~.14. The dependence of the aommalteed critical power NPMC/P on Veannfo 1. LIll palse.

Our Italy indiCAte that increase of Pulse SMiPItD& may noehct to inreasem the energy vanusferhty the pulsct.i ihs mabecause two
ME osoatio mecat isms am at play to degrade dhe energy vamfu. A desnsainis presented in Firtne IS, where the growth trud dec" of

aigglow estluteed by electrmn threough air kt~reaown by 3-11ss pulse see e~.aeded fee two different power levels. In l'igwr 15(a) thr power

bv hids below the ctiticul powr- and the airglow glow for the coatir 3.1is peele or the initial puelse width. As power is increased t-yend the

ltibcal value, the Lalejl growth of the air5glw, becomes fadier as go"in 1tFigure M5(). Howewer it is also shows in Figvrm 15(h) that sl'

*g~uw INAtAMe at ADA the SIfe m level u tha of Figur 154a) Moroaver. the airtlow already ststs to dwy even before the 3.ps porwt
k oldher words, cutoff refletonee b~semng in the second cue limits tie crogy transfert1y teplbs el, 7be addlitional energy aidcj to the Wuse

IIIwadsed by Vslciea.re Way 1 ! w h Peiroblemshei s c ft 0lowrift v epe f hepus e of thepmsr teplsewid thso thaem e

pquaeb o an be milubizol.

IS- Te grwth CCXY0(013=41*00% pp" r 01110).Pl of3N dunration and At two different level PI for (a) mid Ffrba

and kar causing si reeak1ow,wa hn Pz4Ps - I.2 M e lowa trac of each photo reprei the time dependlence of the microwave pubse.

7Me hoetuml Sacslu lpste ISi.

V. LUkT.TME OF ]ELECTRONS

FWPnar pctica Purpost. the lifti-e of piams generated by micowave pulses:I ivtasterssi Sltice in tie application, e.g. use of
ph$ as areflector of 07114 radbs, Oute would rneIquite that the plassat is suastained At Or abov Certain electruts density level (e.g, 1O

7cm-
3

orderiorofsagn-tdhigherse than mof theaPpeai) larbugmnow*glsme(cg abouat I secofft opernation time of the rtshr).it could lbe

dw by using r~elitit-v PCL-ta Howeve. it plasma decays very fMasma would have to onsat h daty cycle or microwsee ficiltly (i.e.

Itso repetition ease of the pulsO) It imiplies tne mome power is seeded is the operation. T1h3is Oit te trantslated as Oma motm espetsii'e

alles. -e facility wil be equire Sai Mare ramitli cost will be reasled. Out the other IMMd. if plama is shown to have desired long
.die u eret ehoelg Is already rest? for required spcificatiow. The design or the system hecomnes straigliirorwar and mar

4 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ r thn.ewbohle syes eat c bejusairedto be ecoomisicly feasibloai ex spesitive



hpsereual. Acere we three P1em work together lo causetthe deay of the plasma. They atm electron diffrsro, eloeetrcatr

amobskaatioa, sai atuchimeng or electronis to ft actuor! molecules. For theease of I lore back trortod pressure. eeso- car ollti~m

kileq c Ix abaoutlo M Th1a free electron dilftosas ~cffdcsratD k stmted to be aboul 3aI1
4 

cm
2
jaec. Thus, the diffieintif forrme

g ioae t at wit eaualyfront tecenterof(tbehr sbt obe athe aide walts is calculated to be about 20 ms. It the ariobylir dract istaleas

hail eaurt. *a diffesi drow ets even lwee aid is in doe orde or aeccan There:fore, we simply ignor the diffuionic d[ as Ow a

demadeca rae IaAc p dw Skine the cusie froeqttey of microwrue puteba Is 3.27 G Hz. the peak electon dens 7ity by sli

manowave pales is In h orde ~or 1011 co-3. Thsrs the 6elteartton recomobination rate is alwaiys smofaler tan the Acelctesn suachaaoftrma

whose samrionn valise x I sort pnoozre ti air Is abtout 1.41105 cm* . We therefore exspectht (bthe intitial dc..iy rote CTie. sc sasimset,

docaty rate) of to 4deeo, is at searirrised by do electron atobeenicti rute an is somewhast bowdoed by Nst value 1.4x 105 sx-
1
.

As given by (1). Stan scattertng ociefticioeft S of wave bntensity to directly proportional to nc
2

- Hlence, the Bragg scouerinrg

esterimcsaiwls the A poudtr plo=o layers described in seccill also proveides a way for amc~~nci easeurremsent sonA thescrporoll

cvokatkm ofPM ptis lemtoa density. Using 60 rensult shown in Fig. 10(a). of cthe rnpocl evolutior of the scatterng signal from a wtea

wm teiA elecon deny TM afte Ace breakobwn pul~ses bone kacwd Lbeoaglt ( Le. Ace initial decoy rate ) is evoluated to be 6s00 cIrl

Which is coosESa~ter ath dinsoctdvc aondtsserr rat. It 03lto 0 thoSbat Ae Cleeror&-tldnity after 7CWa I$ reduced by a factor of Aoata 30.

Siffiltry. the elctron decay mae is also reduaced over a fxctr of 0 from Ace initial deca rote. in thit density level (.3sI69ca.
3 

Alc decay

mae is consisame with Ace recomnbinsationr Io rat. This is realted by the fact tbat whben errugh ne~galive mor'lec i ansore pmrsdred thiough

dAc lewomnt attodtsterit proessrth 6c tactirrett rate ror ,lectron regerretatos is increased and ecvcroisly bat;re-i oil Ace elmc"o satatberer

bem rise. Thus. Ace dearbor- cinctron l(em mechanismts Is xifteJ to the reenrobinelim process Orn Ac oftbr bund, the atrsacmrnisw pro=e also

plays Ace role to redtuce Ace recto, i-Ateiont addifusono basnei of electrons. Trrexih Ac alutcbmrirn process Ace excess o~ftree elecrmons is

rasa sacred by attacl-isg ttsrrsaclv so the lohw tobhility neutral mrecule: and then relcored to be the soueze of frce electrons ortc syterme

heowneAcr Paf"is a need fo bthe balanee setmoeg all tLre process involved. Wben sucb a botirrue Is reached (c &. 7ki~ point of Fij. 10(a), free

election densiy will only decoy at a reatatinely slow rat deteermined by Ace recombination proeeru srkl dce amnbipotar diffuucrro pnreo.

W06(h Ac arrajsbl" power (-.lmww of sweep mierowavoe ssserator ansd Ah c deoeirrg f2Litity fHP syrCtrar srtyree M93( ), Ace

BRalig 2aziedu areasuisnerase Is no lorger ~sentifie 1 the eteetrms 6erniny a th Ac J ae r iae lCC decoy fromn ito yeah (ie. Fig 11()1The

crehaireo of lcitron density at hoser timne is ttos, destermnired by a Largmurol doubte probe. Thc resin Insurpov or asgmunir le~eark xaroroe

is loo ear~m Vat Ae docary of eleca-in density ftr Ac thealance of procers is reached is indeed earnd mrainly by Ace crn mrbir pecrec

Assn alditioessl payoff, Ace probe sneawarnerrte car also provirie Lbc infetrmerson rat electron temreprorore. The difrreolty with LanrniuratIpecre

amaciamirat a icat Acdo presoene of sepuatnely charged rrsedeailesto Maeith Acion density is set quite Ace time as Ahec~c elctro erity. lThe

presne of mcgstivey ehrsred rntolocrte clot compylicates Ace rebraorslps arrnion Ace electron density. electron temesrpature. said ar derniy

cm "kis a slicath. For lastantac. Ace sheath fsttrrt~il charges its sipo whea tAc denrsity of segatinety charged molecules bteco mmucha

lrgiee Oma that of frme telntrorts. it ems be mornitored ciespinrenrafly by Ac direction of current flow tbronh a groondcd sinrgle parrbe. We.

Acrefuwer. rept oly athyeA resultotsr Acdi time intervil in wbich Ace percertasge of regoanely cbarged rsrteertet is elrectiecty hrw. SIM"rw in

Fig.16 as Ae Lmrgrrruir doable preobe erxAstmrrent of temporal esobhtirt of electron temperature Tc(t) during tAc runt 1lP4 right aller Ace

Passin through or A athe rowzane Pulses. It shtows tbat electron temsperature is heated by Ac mricrowave pouses M aou Ic lV and ocreares

qaiebly afer te Acn areoa e is turnerd orf. The decay rate is aborts 105see which is conrsistent with Ace electroan errry Ions ris via eleews.-

na oal slhsoe. The cotrsetyoindmg evodusica of eletion density can be draws fronthAc result or Fig. 10(a).

am-

A---

I~ & Lamrivrrtl 6ouble probe avsceninetwi of lesporarl evolution of eceoto rurraraturore Te(i)



1'u uout report th essecmmeme for loops period start"n at lms &u trating o(f the mkcrwave Ithe V-1 chtaracteristics of the

Loangasir 4cafe probe v fow thiferets tmes am pieeseaed in Fig, 17. Theme Curves ,SSVII a sam slope a IpO jaidicta dign aUl the specia

attm gt hve he*mahal0ersj qmlkaun id avea m petwe-30k. However.these enveseswa a different cairiens levels.

It Waicsate that tat density still varies with tim& Based asthe ulsatdton levels of thos cares. the0 evitof cit density with lime is

demnwincdt in this time issera'l (lmsil. low) eleesum density con be assumed to be is the om order af mpkuddoamthe ion density. 7he

evolution of electma density Is this determined and plotted as Fig. 18. The decay rasate of0 See
4 

is indeed consistent with the

icceisbinals rm atu Mt density le-vel.

- ~ -- - - m -11-011

- '~~A - - -

LSENMt

r C I

Fig. 17. 71he V-1 characteristics of the Largessie F4 It The evolutien of electron density in

doublen probe at four different times *tbm ioeva '(lstsj.lms)

We have shotwn that in the density region of isnterest dae decay mue of etecen density is govertwd by the electro*-iou roeoibination

ram. Owsed on this decay rate. repetitive palse with a repetitiont roe aboute 250 sec', wig sullien for maintainsing the electron densiy to a
kd which is high enough for the 0111 Wras applicatlants M~eaover. the pulscs used ter maintasining the ptasnai can be much

slinrr shm the rest pair at triggering pulses which have to uor the lonlugion feam reltvely tow bahgroimd electron densiy. Therefore,

ale require siceawave power mid energy fec plausa generation aid its sustainment cast be shown to be within the stue atthe art atctstent

Vt. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Posms layers gienerated by two intersecting eirneruwu palmsam wsued for the study of Brag scattering. The experiment is

etuslucted in a large chaunhre with a microwave abstrber so Than the microwave rellection firont the wall can be minimized. Hence, the

exoaeemen cutbe considered to besa labonakwy simulation ofoonecepsualized plasma layers gemesled by high power radio waves in the u~pper

saamtdier, as invcstigated theoretically by Gurevicit

We frust determsine the chwsnatcsisac of si breakdlown by powegust microwav pulse. This is msainly because the plasmia genersted

.mer the wall adjacent to the microwave hoes cursert erosion or the tail of the incident pulse and the pulse becomes ton short by the time it

nuches thiecentro region ofthe chunec.to casnesx u~peiable ionization. However, this peoblom is easily overcomne when the scheme of two

itacsscting pulses is used for plasma generation. In this approach, elth pulse has its field amplitude below te kneatdosan threshold to avoid

lie oilt erosion. Howeve, the fieltds in the intersecting region can add up and exceed the breakdown threshold. Ths scheme is most effective

regho ththeditcton erpndculr shtevbsetin tiesamteeagtpobtwen bm ntrsetinaplse.amte.cpralelreant laerswihwhhiheswomuVn htehheanwapoarsarensadarecoemat. n hiscae, he av filpsattserutnsiinwathpeten n te itesecin

separation "ONa-5il5 carn be generated, This result is shows a ing. 1.I ~ ~~~Sincesthereawe oeietodes involved itthe curren esperimene of air breakdown, we can dewr nie the breakdown threshold rield as

a funtction of dtb air pressurre within the accuracy of microwave probe mearttrentent Two Pusctte breakdown curves for the cases of 1. 1 and

3_1ws pulses we deter hited as shows in Fig. S. The appeaasex ofia Pselten minimum cut be explained as fth result of breakdown by a short

polse. which is eqivatentm t a dc discharge with short separation between electrodes (I~e. short eloctr~m transit time). The result thut the

6breakudowit threshold by.a lonter pulse (33ps) is lower than thut by shorter pulse (1.113) 4'es wtitht the explanation. The ct-sracterwsic or

the curve is also coufirsted pronorsexrogicafy by the varies degrees of tail mrotion of the sante pulse passing through the camnt%-s at

diffecren pesre.usut thew in FSt. 6. by5

Anmoptical puobe hot been uaerq to monaitor fth growth and decayof* w b ir avgertd lcmsTo
peoccesse re. i Ia geanrl. responsible fo the airglow. One in threugb the elecrrem-ion recomuination and the other one is thlmagb imPact t.
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DISCUSSION

I. M ,US'

X don't quits understand your equating of tail srosion with formation of a critical
density layer. After forming en &rtificial reflecting layer, why does the ezperiuant
just not assumne a geometry similar to the one discussed in the preceding paper? in
this case the interference pattern would clearly be very dynamic, but this would not
be epivaivlent to traditional descriptions of tail erosion.

AUTWORI S XEPLY

In our case, whep cutoff layer is formed, the% reflected pulse has different
characteristics from that by an inserted conducting plane discussed in the preceding
paper. The differences are
1. Pleasma cutoff layer is not equivalent to a conductor. in the layer, the electric
field is maxisu.ý instead of zero.
2. The reflected pulse* has shorter pulse lengrth than the incident pulse because the
leading part %-,' the pulse can always penetrate through the layer.I 3. The cutoff layer has a size equal or smualler than the pulse's cross section.
Therefore, tlhe -odga effect car. significantly deteriorate the shape of the ref lectead
pulse.
4. Experimental evidence- when cutoff layer is formed (as indicated by the anomalous
reflection), thre breakdown induced plasma loseaa the expefled interference pattern.
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Space, Telecommunications and Radiosciencs Laboratory

Departmant of Bloctrical Engineering
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Stanford, CL 94305 USA

This paper discusses upace-borne, non-electronrgnatic mothods of modifying the 2- and
1-regions of the te.-reotrial ioncr;hero. Of theao, the most well-understood is the direct
injection of chemical vapors into the ambient sodium. The first injection of barium clouds
into the upper atmosphere over two deczdna ago has led to evolution of understanding of
complex electrodynamic procac-is .•ctinq in thc iononphore and spawned extensive studies of
small-ecale plasma instabilities, Modification to teo iononphere can last for up to hours
from such injactiorne. Other vapors have also boen relesard, including water vapor, BY, and
more noxious gases, in successful efforts to alter the chemistry of tne ionosphere. In
another direction, injec.tion of high amu gmems fron orbiting epacecraft have been made in
attempts to understand the non-claurical innization prococtca invoived in the critical
ionization velocity (CtV) concept. The results seem to indicate vhat for CIV to act in
space, large quantities of injected gas are req'iired to achieve a nininun interaction volume
density. However, in these and oth-r exparimentm, it has btcn found that the potential CIV
effects are supplemented by a variety of associated classical processes also acting for
thee ma gaese. For example, plasma disturbrnces are associated with neutval gas releases
When charge exchange to arbient ions occurs. This leads to the fo.-ation of
electrostatically polarized plaoca clouds around the nautral gas-emitting space platform
and these crcate large disturbznces in the ionosphere.

Direct modification of the ionosphere via energetic electron bam" has also been
undertaken from rocket and satellite platforms. Re•ults indicate that the process of
electron energy deposition In much more cocplox than previously thought as a consequence
of the need to take into account charging of the Isunching platform, the retarding effects
of ubh•taitial electric fields near the bean, and atmoopheric scnttering in the ionosphere.
Other forms of ionospheric modification via ion beams, energetic neutral particle beams,
x-ray sources and Nov particle bea"m have also been proposed, but several of thes remain
to be consm ated with experiments.

DISCUSSION

.T. S. 311*053, CA

Clearly your calculations of the electron densities that your high energy beans might
produce at low heights (<30 kck) have not taken account of electron loss rates, since
you did mention lifet mas of milliseconds. I think it might be useful if you could
relate what you might do to what nature can do. During pery jarge solar proton
events the electron densities at say 45 km fo not !IceeS 10 cm . Your speculated
Lnstanteneously produced densities were 10 to 10 a . Ac 40 km I suspect that
electrons will disappear almost as fast as you produce thea (lifetimes < 1 as). Can
you Comment?

AUT3OU S REPLY

The hilh irttial electron denmities are quickly reduced by electron attachment to 0
0 •0 ,• 0 + plasma then decays via diasociative recombination over a period Ai

i1'0 1o l ;?r &..aeconds. Natural solar proton fluxes, in contrast, are in uasi 3
ec'ilibrrium so that production - lossj In this situation the densities of - 10 cm"
indicate production rates of - I cm- sec-.

2. P. 31330?, us

Concerning ionospheric modification muzý.ting from transmitters in apace, the high
frequency portion of the space shuttle Waves in Space Plasma (WlSr: experiment is
scheduled to fly on the Orbital Manoeuvering Vehicle (OKV) test flight in 1995.
There has been renewed interest in this field using data from the Alouette and ISIS
topoide sounders stimulated by the new theoretical roproach introduced by V.
OsharoVich (JQeomhva.es..,,•2, 316, 19871 94, 5530, 1989].

AUTOOR'S REPLY

Thank you for the added information.
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1 . J. 3TcRtOr1, UKl
Pursuing S. Seirose'es coxent, A. von Mial, in a paper publihed in th€ August 1989
issue of Planetary and Space Science, reported some unusual radar achoes from heights

of 45 to 50 ka at Scott Base, Antarctica. Such phanomena, vhich might be due to

solar protons, could, perhaps, be used to cross-calibrate some of your predictions

of middle atmosphere ionization profilec.

We appreciate this information.

a. RIPIN, us

A plasma ejected at orbital velocity can either continue to TxI drift in the originslS~direction a&d see.d, or, perhaps, the internal polirization fields can be shorted out

due to connection to lover layers of the ionosphere by the B-ficld. The question in,
what actually does occur in these types of releases?

AUTEISOR REPLY

both processes occur with esroion at the outer edges of the plasma cloud f forward

motion continuing within the core.

I .
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Al08a'a celtioal Ioebsitlon velocty (CM) dbebsrge h~es rise to rspid Increare in celctrve density. Te eft"Me of CIV bas
60111 pew In the 13bonUtoy. If CLTV occurs 14 sp::r, there wcuId b-- (msrcrtint cowtr-M Nlot only would eleu mwelic w.3w

Amp tl~ with two pr'ton. the prcpr af critica bValzacir ek~ (CrVrit sut nin a ri whe trhe bc21ear ellct) Vf bentwen
a mrsn go a am mzvdm ptuce ra ewe~ds t a crtiucalun -AoIV Lua4 rapid l .nrizi occurs Ab ucritica orft [A ut2 196am
wih &Wsm byi~lc ." pa theh rengyohe wuud b withtee Itheirc ionfzzti energy. h eCrr he h let o
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Ataeizt b154 say Nart cidi the Ibea o esthat lk~db Ioalmt seoiyn ( 4 waty 100%u lotization tha bontfr wmpt V beftw

afCI aetracco ki aw lapenipbred plasma morbes a arnlnd Iodry V. Aapi aontlren u oth rapidionli wion In Sa. CI dscorg
dow pham ewit Ing fth Ykinelenry of the disc trab with mtei do W nsse rart En hacdp.r2dest s h anahr a

Sab the 6botoeeye f m~aa FroptPhieon. lIs dl1M mse re a na 19 mportantig 19f2 lu Ced the ertle t canory berttnd Undaeratf

aprpilf waeitloa [AIi and Murad, lS59,. srzcocrft ahlasts may andeqp3 CIV ~lonf=1i width may resul kn chetmic
moiia~d, of the molecular species in the srpcrecrlt evimroseaet, aned in genetrutiots of radiation slgssurum [a addtt CIV cay

so the vupoet of Ica epeeilts in the tonznpin-re.
h aw yea wt, there hare been nerny atteirnris to ptoue the enlatennee of CIV Lu apac is forexamprle. Newel M, Tor'bers.

19M Haflh=a 19Mj AZloveas reported tteOgtr4 of pczffrl re~s sot tu a, with the c%=?!ioo of Pore'uple [Hierrdel IM] -.a
CRl2 rrbebxs,19 l~stanbak-mtelen as iI, wnco Wca AL 19--l exý,trfnseeta wtich reported about A-.4 sod 4% tafticel
wiodly, kxzltdm of the bairlaw dosid impect-vey. ADl of these te-: eapalezirts, hase esspified practically the am method.

do ~ped clorg aptoelo of barui rn tw trontrium I2 the lonoepbere (FIr. 1).
* etIn ibpapo. we propese a bew CIV rpernimeat designed with a better spaor condition for CIV 10 o n. Ilk proyeaed

aimiIdiffern bo, the oenwmdtonal uses in tWa Instead of using a ahaped chaurge barium errloa.z, we propose 10Im mulitiple
pubm. Umlee them Coadodtlo, we ho" wo be abie to Ulaltx CIV In Spewe and to Natleve a laliher level of ionuutic wbw a CV

L ?VTUM RL01

be the spoar CIV ego enta wilt: g ibae dtre plealot of barium or stroustivaL the neutral pa beam kn ejedaed Isa slingle
paue soew. lhe aestual gas devaity drop rapid" as the beam expands, When the neutral dentsity Is low, so bIto a robability
of knsazanin. Them, If CV bn to occur. It sewa take place: in the high denaity regioo weat the exptlosin pointL 0s the ntae hand,
tSM poke Cwatali Un abe dort IV this region. Siner electrons ane accelerated mailtsy along Magnetie field fineet, the eitcanc heatits?
tdoe k n mlac by the en.ma tim of the paune wIth a OMw fagnetl &Ael tine Since the line Is essentIally atilovary. the etets

th aeda~aapprostimasely. TbIn meem that when the paine Is too shart deleuons do " ave tamw time an
earrrlad~a~arsmwV ea ae cne.To Improve the beam esnperintest design, we pie powe using multiple -eb aeprared

byPCmmk Inlookami Is a CrV dleehatrye ii b aceemau inn 51atl Townaebjt criterion [Breasting, tga

whore asn Is the neattral druifty at distanea a from the explosion point, a It the Icitfrtion cross vtco and ve do idoy of a
Aw haeleacis Ausangt a anetral beam hItm a etnitaslln shape, a(%) drops so s.

wbmar~20) Vvsrsttt~m In gven
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kof d this dsistac thebemdensloty tt, lws rti oiain hi I c . dsac htte h

trmaeled - e h oersa cdthan afta itne x%)byidwihV )i o ahld
On the n ether han , thar deutratl o bea of sto 0 shr .t rmale as ordterN-3 gi 300oi AMl a t esaelciy Vs

as it simply an resu~rment tha the Inaction ao to-~ c.The cicadi~estenouheo ht evecrnsto byTe energityd Eor isea ndabov, te neutra.
B eyond" rk te be am 186 densthe I tar low ton tsspes eat dicate That ith puks oocu.Te duratio isIc tha t mae pas d hsans

ORte te hend durationg "D o sf O the order of t agntudea Is elcrder bton sutaie5 In the Ioniztonsphere ~ames and

hpadpoucis,198, M" ca l, 196ýThis leads one to suspect that the fladle matro of the pulse could affect the outcome o
seaxperimest.

*Ou On sa1 thereftre impose two critical distances, one (xc being governed by the first Towntsend's criterion (Eq.2) and another
(16) by the aecond Tow-Acend's criterion (Eq46) The CIV Cmanin 5aie n between the two critical distaa.~ The length (Lnxc-x.)
of this domala could be an Important factor affectintg the outcome of the ezperlnsent. If the length Is zero, CIV cr am noccur I
aIs ima short, the Ionization level achieved would he too low ewa if CIV occurs.

With multiple pulses separated by gapu. the disadvantage of insufficient electron ensergization time (r <Oe an be overcome.
For, tIe luceceding pubes may continue the heating process left behind by the pteceeding pubses. Tons 3t r- o and failingi
WehNd a pulse may continue to energize electrons in the following gpp, albeit the energy supply will fae awa for loeg gaps

2 II4UIATION

We bane performed computer simulations on CIV ia single and multiple pulse brain lIAI et al, 19ilO] The techtnique, which
99 Med lor thense tmulstiont to estsettially a particle simulation code [Birdsall and tantdon, 1985; Machits and Coesti 1986h. has
Ween deacritsed earlier WcNeleil et al 19Mt2. In these simulations, fth coilisiocal proc~en~ conridered are charge atcitange and ground
OWale oniation. Both electrons and ions ame initially utalotMni and ions are energized through charge exchange. The electrons and

* Iouba are reprrsented by *clouds of charge' whibch an move through one another In response to electric field crratsl by charge
separation. The simulation Is ofe-dinmiesonal In fth dlsplacemnt, llwing an electric field in only one direction. A magnetic field
Is applied In a dlirection ainsost perperoicutar to the electric field with a asmall angle 6 - v'mM.where m Rod M art. the electron
said bon mome respectively. This angle Is choean to allowr for wasamvm growth rate of the modified two4tream instabi~ity. The
simulatiou parameters are shown In Table 1.

TABLE L SOI.ULATION PARAMETERS

ParaeterValue

Issiis Number of Particles Me - 8,92
Number or Cells -51
Time Amu -0
la"t Debye Length ICell She .

Ion ~ ~ ~ ý MiiElcro4~
TniltiAnleo Magnaretiecy Fiel -ew

Bram Width f System Width JIL - . IS.05 All
Dran Velocivy / critical velocity VJV. - 1.5

7WWes r wes are she in Figures 2. Ion (upper pariels) and electron (lower poea) veloci ties are pltotted as functions a
&bm= 7he neutral beam travel from MIf to right. The total bum width bv the tome VT all fouir panels. Elmctrons In a pulse are
pining energy a the teat transfer energy to them vin pitoes wave, When the electron energy reaches the ionization energy CO.
baiutiazon of the nwombl begins to occ.r. 7Ue new deletrous are of low energy when created and they are being energized to higher
veocties. As a result. a spread in cebnoon energy ocurs.

Flgm 3 shows the ionixation rates (s"oe) of she four case In Figure 2. In the stultiple hears cases, Ionization rate increases
howlerad get eff the ground earlier than in the one buam cue. cme. Notice that the asynspietc totizalion rates In ad thsree CUte
sem about the same. This means that MPBs may he most valuable in iismriiog a CIV disc-barge.

Filur 4 shbows fhe phase apace of the newly created electrosiss. Electron buting ocoars eve, between the pulies becamse somse
emm loagig behind a pus still hav-e etwrg to energize electroma Suecertiseg pulses continue the beating prmces le" behind by
ath proceeding pulses. in Figure 4, Pa~en that moat of the new electrr'ns are crested ny the third pulse. This meants that if the thizd
puef mwer absent, the electrons energized by previous pulses would not have any buam neutral to 1o0t11e

We base suggested aelig MPB to improve the coeditioo it* CIV space esperiments. MPB is better than a single puhse beam
becme of more tfllsilt mse of hot elecrons. For borse beam atom species, such a bariuma, with sulbstantial line excitation
propesties Viewel esan Tonherr, 1951, the mse of pelses with gppe may help the electrons, which are beingf energized, to survive the
excldaton window energy rang [Mc~eil er A IM,~ PaFndqpesda 19901 so that electron iosnzetton energy May be reached In a
succeeding poll Fimbtermoree a pukse beans altows more beam Closts. 7he MPS method applies only to the high density regime

nea the erploeic pout.
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FIGUR~E 1. Barium beam tenmtted by me&=s of shaped charge explosimt.
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FIGURE 2. ton (upper panels) and electron (lower panels) phase space plots for one.
two, three, ard four pvitses. The ion velocity is normalized to tI-e beam velocity V. The
electron veo it s normalized to that at which an clectron would howe kinetic energ
equtal to Ihe ,onut..m potential.
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• DX8CUSS ION

S D. j,"MmMMl~,08

i have two cormants and a question: (L) The results of the Ba experi~uste are
consistent vith our theoretical understanding of CIV, which requires 2 x 10 /cu for
low altitude B e*xperinentst and (ii) The Soviet ACTIVZ program observed Xe CIV at
1500 km altitude. The question is: Nov vith a 1-D code can you describe the proper
evolution of field aligned FAXCS which requires a 2-D dens* E. cpectrum.

or code is 1-D in position and 3-D in velocity. it is similar to Kachida and
Goftrts 'a.

W. MiM, us

Did simuations include self-consistent electric fields in the code?

Teel.

£U~~,S UPL
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Plw=m Density F4nhancements Crett_- by tbs, lonizatiun of
the Euth's Upper Atmosphere by Artli&ia Electron Beams

Toasti INsuUsr? AND PS;Tzs Hi. BANKS

Spvwe* Thiecseseeajcstiee, sad ZedjW~eecksr oleleoaserp Rsits/ Uraiperify. Slanfo 'd, CA 1410:.4055

Aleda'ct. We present anulyticalcalculations sod expermnn 2. The CHARGE 2 Experiment
Wa o bvenittnns rvl&Lizg to V%@ lzttractior with tle Earth's
Upper stoochcriof e!?ctrcn be!ýr- emtitted fromt low altituide The CRAROE 2 payload coositste. of tWosections, a mother
scsroofet.O The probrlem i dv .'! bytwo coup!ad m-nn~ear and & daughter sectIon, W"iz Were ttectrically conneced by
diffrential equations intas ~ ~~ (elonog a magntic field an insulated tether. The experiment Wes designed &,j study
line) and 8ow-rinlg dijr~r~titl n-vIsm fU The ecinatios phenomena related to ekectzen beam ernnmirgna from spaceeraft
we mNv namoriczy, using the t:IS stmoroephric model Lad 86 welt as the electrodyirn- aic interaction of a tethered -ypetar
the Ml ioncpbecic model, The resunts froM thre model cow,- with ambient "OSPheric Vl'1-tve [Sealai ct at, W81I. During
pare wel with recent ob~enveitio from tbe CHARGE 2 sound- the flight, the two sections drifted &part in a direction roughly
iag rodc4 an-ciimriat. Two enpecte ofthe beram-neutralJ atmo- PtrPrindicultr to the sp_-cvcrxt v'.locity and to theearth's mxg-
sphere interactir arn d:ucrucud: Fiest we inveztistte the Elits netic field. Apogee wn, e. 201 km altitude and the mazximum
an the eleceroz beam curret that can be emitted from a Space- separation distance of the two payload* was 426 in, reached at
craft without arbetantial papcecraft cha.rging. This question as the end of the fliit.
loiportant becvnze the charig.0 of the epaw intt to poc1itiv A Schermatic drz,n,i of the CHARGE 2 payload ae shown
poteattoin lirnts tbe current and the escznpo enerl;7 of the htirn ia Figure 1. Thbe rnqth~r ca~ried an el~ctron beam accelerator
ellectrons and thereby limits the ioninutlc of the neutral alrno- emitting bennun with el-rtma rric of I hrV and currents up
sphere. As an examrple we Aind frum CHAP=E 2 observations to 48 mA. Return current3 a-re collected by hoth the mother
and froan the inr-1e calculations that below Lbout 180 it (Im) and the dau,,.tcr (11?) durinru bewo in;ectiori. The elet-
secondary eie-trenr gnnes±zd thtovgh the ioai=Cotin Of the tron beam current (k.)was rorneured by a Roguwuki coil
aon"r stm='nhorv b7 1.10 keV electro basins from ewnding a"d the tether current (1,xit-) w&3 mtnarured by a tether cur-
rocket#, conar.,ltey balrtrcs the beam current, thcrnby allowing rn oio.Anrigta h emecpdtemte
the eminiono CC Very ligb berm currents. Second. the amonlint payload, we have ID= ~ and luis.. - lh_.
at pleami production in the beamo-streak is divrcud.* Revaclts
are shows flee s~ectccd Wljas of the beam eneri Spaceraft Thea tether impedance Wass relatively low (4 kfl) in certain
velocity, and spacecraft altitude. experiroental sequences and the tether current was typically

les than 6 mA. As a coonscuence, the potential difrerovnc be-
1. Iskroduction twee the t'cu vsyl'nzA' urns les then 24 V end sanal compared

to the potentials of 7CO -C V teached by the mother paylnsdi.
Use return current to an electron beam-einitting speracraft Thius the two pyo' rine at sLurnet the samoe potential dur-

* will, in general, have two components mirizing from conipletely lng these particu]lr scr~cnoes. Since thei daughter was Sep-
different proctnbce. The firtu carr.onerA is the "drrnic' current &atsed by up to rveyrtl hundred meters from the mother ir!

* that flows from the amihical. plauma 1o L charred conductor, the direction ptcpeneiculr~r to the Earth's rougnetic fi'ld and
* which we will refer to as the passire current ri'Lensir eel therefoce was well outside of the disturbed region Around the

Altsaiett, 1924; Feted *ad Joteaea 1Pel; Parerr @ad Msrhy, beam column, the daughter return current represents a me&-
1967] T. saccond component, the active current, relies no sureaneit. of the psasive return current. The return current to
the electron beam or the charged spacecraft as a genrate" the mother conta"n both a pensive and an active component.
of reter, current tloctroc Experunuts performed &oem the Fkigure 2 shows the fraction of the beam current collected by
sPace shutl~e (Waiermsan el at, 1sZ.:31 And rockets [Wrarkler et the daughter as. a fuaction of altitude. The labels SQ2 thraugh
at, JVS; My era et at, I90ME have pointed out the importance SQ6 mark the berm enninsion Ptriurocse performed during the
of this cornpornie. The active current mony be generated by £;gbt suenbered in tim,-eeqiiertinl order. Also indicated is the
a De11a-PIACMnA Initeratno (BPI), a Brain-Plasm Discharg ratio of ths daughtfr collecting area to the collecting area of
(BPD). a Beam-Atmowphere Inrctica (B-42), or a Penning both payloads, AD/A,.g~. At high altitudes, around 250 kin,
type discharge (PD). Far a review are Lases" [19882.

The CHARGE 2 tethered rocket experinsent bas provided
the first diret mocaturevm.nt Allowing to difrerotiate between Mohr 1* POM
the active and paseive comnponents of the return current, at
lenet foe tije altitude mrane from 100 - 260 km [Myers et at,

* 1969; Gilchrist . at. el,9I=. Onte important result Was the
* Obeee-uiiom that at altitades below about 180 kmn, the active

component of the retain current seas able to competely hal- - 2
ancc* the beam current. The obaervations indicated to us thatA
the SAl was S. likey candidate for the generation msechanism
of the actve current. As we will show below, the BAM return '
current i directly pronportionoal to the beamn current. As a con-

* sequence, below 180 km very large currenta can be emitted
with aelatively little charging of the spacecraft. The limit on 0
the current that will escape a Spacecraft as in this cs. cawes
likely to be spatecharge effects in the beam as discussed in *d
recent comapute? Simnulations [Wasiftee 12M0. .-- Am

Thin paper presents a summary ef the results presented at
the AGARD coaif-nace held in Bergen in May, 19M. Paut CWV pawa
of the material relating to the CHARtGF 2 reaults is girve' in
more detail in Nes" ee t at. [19n5]. 'lbe Sollowing section D81e M
describes briefly the CHARGE 2 experimesint @and the observe a-AS
&ions of the return current: to the epsotcrsft during electron
beam emissions. Then follows a description of the maethod do-
veloptcd to study elentron fluaes generated by utileIn- electron Figure 1. Configuration of the CHARGE 2 pay-
beams. The BAl return cirrent is estimasted fioe the conditions load and the electron current system around the pay-
of the CHARGE 2 experiment &and found ia good agreement loud during elect-on bear.. emissions. 4_.. is the
with observed values. Finally we determine the pluems den- emitted beam electe-u current, l.,.ý, in the electron
sity enhancement created by the emiasion o( an electron beam current in the tether, 4Vj is the return current to the
esnitted at 200 hkmn altitude from a moving space platformn moth"r -.ad ID is the return current to the daughter.
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00 0

0 AD IA,,W1

________________________= F &urS 't*e iteration scheme uerd to soive the
0. ~tw cuped non- lineardfedreata equatiowl of the

GA 0. 02 0 CA unteeretteaiiiing fluxec

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ee t~z Tehrt emcretrto ) is the cross section describing the 1cms of flux in
Figure , a. ahfunctinor balticurre. tQ rto,' teeergylw range 2 to E + dE, &I (s,r, is thi. acm section

Ie~s..fs,...,as fuctio ofalttud. S2 ~describing the elastic back-ecattering of electrons, Q(s, 8) is
SQ4 marks in time-9equential crder the experimental the electron production rate in the range E to E * dE due to
sequences performed during the flight. Alec indicated ionization processes and castar~ing of electrons down in energy
is the ratio of tire daughter collecting area to the total fom higher energy bins, and L(E) describes the lcomr due to a

collctin eia ofMothr ad daghte, A/.4se~j. flnte epacecraft velocity. 'The -c sections take mbt account
Ionization of the atmospheric neut~ral species, backacatter of
electrons by neutral end charged particles, elastic and inease-

the tethear current approaches 0.3 times the beam current. This tic collisions, cascading of electrons down in energy etc. The
value is close to AD/As~sa, indicating that the two payloads coordinate system is chosen such that the X-axis is along the
Collect return currents roughy in proportion to thear areas, magnetic field with 0" atroeaming in the positive direction. 'To
whicit i to be expected for passeive cretclcio.Thus account for pitch anges effects, an average pitch angle of 34.700
at high altitudes, whers the ambient plasma density is large in used. 'The equations In their detailed form, excluding the
and the neutral density is low, the Payloads Mainl callect term describing losee due to finite spacecraft velocities, are
currens from the ambient plasma. 'The return curenots and discussed In detail in Bahest aL 1171 hnth qain
corresponding spacecraft Potentials observed around apogse were solved for the case of aurvtsl electron beams interacting
kav bern found ia accordance with the model of Parker and with the Earth's upper atmosphere.
Murphy [Mva's ed aL, 1989; Moniell df a, 1IM0. 'Th scheme adopted to solves the two coupled differential

As she altitudse decreases, the current collected by the aquations is slimn in Figure 3. 'The altitude domain is divided
deaghter derenases such that by en altitude of 180 kmn sad into two regrcc we is between the lower altitude boundazy
below almoet Do current is colected by the daughter. Aseuzb. (70 kin) and the spacecraft altitude, and the other is between
ing that the hesen escapes the near snvironment of the mother the spacecraft altitude and the upper altitude boundary (9000
payload, we conclude that the active component of the return kin). First, the differential electron flux of a beam emitted
curen, which Slows directly to the mother, increases wi-b de- fren the spacecraft is te'.med at the spacecraft altitude. The
creasing altitude. Since the ambient neutral atmospheric den- beamn may be emitted either up or down, hut let us assume in
ty asho increases with decreasing altitude, such as altitude the following that the beam is emitted down. 'The fluxes are

dependence is suggestive of a BAl pr, -amn In the following sec, then determined in the region between the lower boundary and
tiowe. describe the method developed to quantify the Sam the spacecraf altitude in the same way as was dons for the case
Venerated by DAL of auroral electron fluxes. Next, the upward return flux found

S. 'he Bam-tmoshereIntracton Mdelat the spacecraft altitude is emitted upwards, end the flux

Th code developed to stuy the interaction of an electron
beam with the Earth's upper atmosuphere solves, two coupled
AM rstcder uce-linear differential equations in the forward and
the backward flux of electrons streaming in the direction of the

rambient magnetic faied. 'The equations coupling the forward
differtential energy flux, V", and the backward flux, V. are V1 fipeceafti

z, dz"(s'

dlx

r,) dzB)Q'z E) {B4(z,) (1) oi

__ _ rd ,E)(,B Figure 4. Illustration of the kcm of eiectrn due
to a finite spacecraft velocity perpendicular to the

-- t~,jr~ . )- Q-(#,E) + LR(s)(. E) (2) magnetic field.

1-4
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iia) CHRhe2bKmispheres overener~Y. Since the fluxa ani therebry the BAI
________________________ return currents arn prcnrtiomal to the emnitted beam curT*1nt it

is coireunient to de'ln the ctin fattot A *e the sum atheb cut.
40 rent densities from both directions noreaijued to the emitted

beam ctrrent density,

~ E lThe passmw return current to the mother estimated by the
NASCAP/ LEO code [Yandell ef @L, 191,01 is shown is Figure

20. ce s afuenction of the obtirved reumn current. Foe mos~t of the
values the mode currett is lower than the obeerved currentt

Q ~Extreme differences can be wren, especially for the data point
amaked with an acteriik. This obs-rvation was performed at

10 a Iciw altitude during the downleg. Here the model current is
0 lass than I mA while the ob~tevrd return current was Mf mA.

00 0 Figure Th ahovi an estimnte of he return current when the
SAl current ie added to tl.e passive current. The BAI current

b) ~~a __________ Tesnfouind fmmterelation A

where A is the shteth area. As ca be see from Fgre. m,

al~ight!7 larger than the obcanT4ved enin
The vaines sh~own in Fi,-urcs 5.7 have been cak'ulated wn

sminng that onel a&=:-.!I fracti-n cftk t ahe cle y h
30 e~~pamrscrat. As X-scorerd in Nra'~ert ef aL [1NUI the Lheat

a0rea of the mother in abcut 12.8 m2' when chz .t 4C2 V.I ~With the monritioni that the flux-tubt crcee-eetieall area is

gmown in the llux-tubu and thus tee values ohows in Figures M-

20 0% Lm lightly orerestirntned.

00

0 0 20 0 0 NIW eAmor= -- o

LEO ~~.. estmaua) 2-I Th models inAbeoveiae

Fiue3M oe etmtso h return currents.o

upwards and in the opposite direction to the beam it wiP oh-a
mom a taux corres,ýovding to the value of the upper branch of -
#,_ at the spaceeraft altitude. Ile downward flux ahown in T
figure fib is continuous because so beam electrow~ wee emitted
at 10 *V.

As csa be man front Figures fla and 6ib, energeic electron
flexes ve gwoerated along the mag&setic Soeld rct to consider-
able dirtanica. from the spaceraft. At low altitudes the easo- Souftfltls IL
tron fluxea approach weo and become oman- directina b.- Rockeft T.~
cause of scattering in 5..- destan.stmorsphere. The upward flux
decrease rela~irely slow~y witn altitude. This effect in caused Spam___Station _

by a decrease in the ambient neutral density orc an increase in
the mean freepiath which allow the electrons to escape almost Spece Shuttle
freely. Similarly, the downward electron flux increases fBum ea-
antiUly vero at hizh altitudes to large vaulne at lower altitudes. ILBO Se~lenib
The creation of electron fluxes extendtrg along the direction
of the magnetic field both above end below the payload to
distance@ far beyond the payload potenti&l feteath region is in0 to 20 0 40 Sa
qualitative agreement with optical observations made during
the Excede 2 [O'Neil #I &t, 1978) and the Echo? 7 (Wiackr ti V
at., 1989] sounding rocket experimewnts.-'IThe current denaities, JBAIx.), at the Ilsoaecaft location, Figure S. The BAI gain factor Ama a banction ofs.. cans he :ound by iztteg;atin& the return fluxes from both the spaoacrzft psramrateý v..
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ghe~g-2 I A Lt. ude 260 k 4. CHARGEf 2 Model Calculations

As example of the differential energy I" spectrum ob-
0. teined at the location of the mother platform when located

at m altitude of 280 kmia is aown in Figure 5. The two compo.q
sodse of the fluxes shown are the fivx streaming in the direction
of th beam kodown) and the flux etreaming counter to the beam
(up). The downward flux consists of two contributionsathe pri-

ii navy electron beam which ismosme with a peak at the beam~l; energy, and the flux incident from above #he spacecraft, see
at lower energies.

'ijo-,The fluxes as *function of altitude and for fixed entrgies
'd we shon i Figure Oa for the 1-keY electron beam energy

and in Figure fib for 10-eV electrons. The spacecaft altitude
* * isagain 260 km as indicated on the figures and the beom is

emitted downwa~rdy. The downward flux shown in Figure Oa
is discontinuoua at the spacecraft altitude. This fact simply
refiecte the location of the beam source at this altitude. If
aimed downwards, a spectrometer moncsted on the spacecraft

* will observe a value of the bac~k-scattered flux corroepoundi
to to at the spacetraft altitude. If the &pectrometer ia aimed

1 4t og E 1V)orpe-2

caftalttd (280 kin). The beam is emitted down-
ward with an energy of I kaV and a current of 100
mA (the Auxto scale linearly with the beam current).
The primoary beawns seem sothepeak at IkeVin the
downward flux.

#do.n'u
aquatism we solved in the region from the spacecraft altitude
and to %he upper bounary. The downward flux generate j
atthe spacecraft altitude isadded to thebeamflux and the
peocedure in repeated until satisfactory convergence is reached.

The equations are solved for the highest energy bin first I ;- ;;krcIC c: ..---------
and progreesing downwarda in energy, because wanixatio and
inelstic scattering leads to source teenS in l~owe-enegy bins..
The various couvec-otions are reed by the code from a farge

ecartaining the crose-eectionm in tabulated form. The energy
range covered.i from 0.25 eV to 44 keY.

*The seffc of a finite spacecraft velocity hae been approx. 5-
mated by the inclusion of the bee term L(E) in equations (1) Lo 9 ImS ID i
and (2). The lose term can be determined from the follow~ing
consideratoion illustrated in Figure 4: The beam is assumed to
Ali a volume with the dimensions dsdy perpendicular to the

Magetc ied.Th saccrftvelocity component perpenulic- bjChar-ge-2
sda tothema ic iet, '.L.Simrie to a perpendicular

*flax *O through the area elment dads as amenin the space. E-10 eV
aaft reference system. This flux is lost to the beam flux-tube
and the loseterm can beaexpressedase

AE) (3)

boeo 91 is the particle velocity along the field.
The electron beam flux is modelled by a Garussian distri- * na

batise in energy centered around I keY and with an energy
width of 10%. For the CHARGE 2 simulations, the beam is as

ýAma to fill a flux-tube with a dimension perpendicular to thejV
tmagnetic field of 10imx10 m, which corresponds to about 4 _j

beam eletron gyro- radi (for 90 deg pitch angle). This choice
of beam column width mini accordance with oheervaticias oh- F C J d
tained in the Spacelab-2 experiment flown on the space shuttle
[amxk ef #L, 1989] and in the ECHO-7 sounding rocket exper-
imenit f Wisklor so &L, 1989]. The beam is emitted downwards
fae the range of spacecraft altitudes and corresponding per- ______________________________________

pendicular velocities obtained in the CHARGE 2 experiment 0
and itis asumed that themother ollects onlya smallfree.. -?256 7 10 ti

tooftereturn fluxes. The MSIS/86 model [Btdis, 19871 isLo #med for the neutral atmosphere (N2,,O and 0) and the IRILo 9 i a 1
e I .

[Bilhtze, 1988] ie used for the ionosphere. The models
astoecorresponding to the local time, seamo, geographic Figure 8. The differential electron fluxes as func-

location etc. of the launch. The IRI model of electro densities tion of altitude for the same parameters used in Fig-
compars Well with the electron densities observed durnuz the are 8. (a) 1-keV electrons and (b) l0-eV electrons.

Sigt Impcr, 1989]
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& Plasma Derulty Enhancements

F~rom the discussion in the previous cect'-on it is clear that
the BAI return current coll-cte-d by an iconophetic spacevcraltI v
depend an the size of the currenat collecting area awound the
spwrzft aswell a the wrlotty oftheeptrecnalft. In general, lb I A
we expect the faster moving obiting spacecraft like the space7
shutt*e the planned US space station Froeeclom, and low Enrth -7
orbiting (LEO) satellites to eccict less BAl currents than the W a"S
slwer siscving sounding rodret psyloode. On tile other hand, .X
both thes space suta" and the shuttle hae" very large current
collecting arte.. Both of these effects w~e contained in the
equation foerLb. Ices term (eq. (3)), and cen be described by
a single Parsaetar P, .. . . . . . . . - - -- - - - - -

In Figure I is shown the gain factor A as a function of a'
ixc three d:,zrrnt altitudes. In this case, the goin factor is
separale into two parts deacribing the flu;:e returning from
abovs and bt!ow ths e~acetrr.Tt. As ex~tded, when a' becomes 0r
larg, A decrerse. Sirnilnrly, *ubro the altitude increnres, A 2 3 7
decreare. At the bottom of the ýj~re is indic..ted the range Log PLasma DensLt.4 (c. I
inso' that can potntWaly he 2cýýerv by the vurious iinnoaphric
spacecraft. An array of 10 clirrtron ~-,jrt r.eng the spac* gta-

lio0 my Ex instance reenit in a lzrrs vmrte c( d, any 100 ms. %TI.. ionocyeric orbits] vtoicity is t) F unjly 7 kraz` with per-
Pandicr-t vroior (to B) dco~n 03.5"'. Ile minimnum 1- 0 keY
of P is th,!n 35 a- .

In order forthe BAI current to balancethe beam current A I
must be somewhat larger than I. Frcro Figure 8 we entimate 700 .-2
th at al200 km altitude, a spac.rrest with a Y of 50 *-1 will
Just be able t,- cooiL-ct the cornpr!cte return current from the - WS a
SAL. The pinurna dror-ity enhenncem-et in the beam colluron
resulting frmm beam emienirnj frc'm fuch a spececruft is shown
in Figureeg. Tbe besm curreiti I A, aed thibeamenetr gyis I
keY (9s) and 10 keV (9b). The crce~rtrctionsal area of the beam
Sszxtub.e is scaled with the energy in order maintain a bewam
radius that is 3.5 b-eam electron Lacr-mr radii, Also ahown . ..'--- -----------
for reference with a thin lire in the background ionospheric
density. The model atmosphere is the same- as the one used for
the CHARGE 2 simulation, which is a model for local midnight
at 3? latitude. _

As can be seen from Figure 9, substantial echancements
of the plasma density is created by the beam. Thin beam-
Produced density enhancement will decoy firit to N04, through
rapid reactions ofN' 01" and 0with theneutral consti- 2 3 4 5 7tuents N" 0,Os and 0: Utýe NO" is lost via a dissociative Log Pbonroo OeensLt& 1cm Irecombination reaction of the form

Figure 9 The pluams density enhancement cre-
NO+ +t N* + 0' (atsed by a hewm emitted fromn 200 km altitude. The

Using the dissociative recombination rate, OD, to represent the bean current is I A sad the beam energy 1 keY (a)
MAe of the decay of the density enhaniment, &a aprxmt and 10 keV (b).
density dependant tins. constant is

tmons fluxes incident on the spacecraft from both hemispheres
lb ~ ~ ~ i I/ ~ ~ () iin qualitative agreeruent with observations [Wiackfr ci &L,

at lb 7.7 x 10'/n. seconds, with1 n. given in salts of One of the main shortcomings of the model is the uncer-
elecr0Qs/cm'3 (B*ak. &ad GilCkri4y 1985]. The tune Constant taifty of the -Toseectional area of the beam flux-tube and
is &hout 7.7 second for the maxinmum density enhancement the variation of the electron fluxes across this area. A more
see in Figure 9b for a 10 heV beama When the density he rigorous treatment of the problem would involve Monte Carlo
decayed to 10' cin', the time consrtant is abovt ne minut*. techniquse to determine the dimension and the distribution of
111" densty is stil a factor 100 Larger than the background electrons across Lb. flux-tube.
density around 110 kma altitude. We hae" shown that the BAl proces, below altitudes of

about ISO. 200 km altitude, may supply a return current to
.Summary a spacecraft, which completely balances the beam current. In

this case, very large currents may be emitted without disrup-Uinder the simple assumptiont that the beam flux-tube he, tree charging of the spacecraft. This allows for the generation
a Sos-ectional area, of 100 r-s', the observed active return of substantial plasma density enhancements at ionospheric E-

Orbnt to the CHARGE 2 mnother payload is featd to bg in region altitude*. The decay of those through recombination
lood agement with the BAl model. This supports our ss. base a density dependent time scale. foe a plasma densitysamption that the BAI is the domnin ant process generating the enhancement Ytwo orders of magnitude lage than the back-
active compon~ent Of the return current at these altitudes and ground E-region plasmas density, the time scale is of the ceder
flinfoeces CIt trust in the BA! model. We find that the pee atone minute.
dictions from the model of electron taxes extending to large Acrhewlcdeiments. The experimental work was sponsoreddistances in the ditrection of the emitted beam as well as in by NASA and the Air Fbrce Geophysical Lahoratory underteop~,iowi direction is in qualitative agreement with opet- NASA grant NAGIW-1506, by NASA coder contracts NASa-
Cal observationss performed in past exper-iments (O'Neif cl14 3535 and NAGS-=0, and by RADC under contract FI9fiSS-

970, Wiackler ef aL, lP~q. Similarly, the predictinat dof ln. W9l-"0.
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DISCUSSION

a. if. uiE=Nw, no

Bid you observe any anhancements in the background piasaa deinsity duringj elsctron
beam injections on the CHARGB rocket?

AUTUOUS REPLY

noe instronant capable of masking these observations refused to cooperate arid we have

noo information, unfortunately.

B. lflDOPVGWDS, us

All the spectra you showed are consistent vith what was obser-ved in the .7SC chamber
mid hI.10 as well other experiments; under beana plasma inatability and BPD conditions
which clearly invalidate single particle dynamina. Nov do you justify the anaiysis?

Se ~m no evidence for SPO in the CtARGE-11 experiwents. The return current
Variation with altitude is well explainesd by classical electron scattering in the
atmosphere. UPO is not required for current balance.

W. BURIM, US

In the EZH 7 experiment, 36 keY eslectrons were emitted bcth up and down. The
vehicle charging was greater than 5 kV in both cases. I suspect that At 36 key beau
$taps at 95 km where the scale height is small differs from Norbert's 1 keY beam that
stops near 160 km 7.era thes scale height is long.

LOUMsO' REPLY

Calculation of the 5010-7 results should be made.
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SUMMARY

Th. esesut devetlopinent of comparatively small electron tinear accele.atoeu (linacs) now makes possible a swo
class ofion~ospheric moodification expcr'mpnts using beams of relativistic electrons. These experiments. can
potestially provide much new Information about the interactions of natural relarvisjtic electrons with a-ther
particles in the upper atmosphere, and it may also make poessbl. new forms of ionization structures extending;
downt froms th. lower ionosphere into the largely unionized upper stmosphere. In this psper we investigate the
cou~quences of firing a pulsed I A, 5 Mey electron beanm downwards into the upper Atrmosphere. If a smrall
pitch auige with respect to the ambhient geomogetic field is selected, the beamn produces a narrow coluam of
msubsantial ion~zation extending down from the source altitude to altitudes of - 40 to 45 hkn. This column is
immediat~ely polarized hy the natural middle atmoephere fair weather electric field and an increnaingly Large
"poetial diference is establdised hetwoen th, column and the snrrounding atmosphere. In the regions between
40 to 60 hot, this potential can amo~unt to many tens of kilovolts and the associated electric field can he greater
than the field required for breabldown and discharge. Under these conditions, it may he possible to minitite
lightning cizlozharget adong the initi.1 ionization channel. Filamontation may also occu. at the lower end t.. drive
further currents in the pairtinally ionized gases of the smratosphere. Such discharges would derive thei~r energy
fromn the earth- ionospher o electrical systern and would he sunstained until plasma depletion sand/ýr electric Peli
swdustý .u.rought the difrharge under control. It is likely that this artificially-trigg, red lightning %ould produce

eajaurahte low-frequency radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Previouts experiments with elec~tron beams in space have been limited by practical conqiderations to relatively low particle
energies: To the best of our knowledge the maximmimm electron energy yet usedi in a conventional space experimnwt is of the
order 1 40 k,'. The motivation for the present .4tmdy has come from a realizaction that linac electron acceleratort have reac~hed
a state of technology permitting relatively small units to he mounted in paylcarls suitabte for spacecraft. fflux, it is now
worth considering the full rang. of consequences of using such a beam for a variety of purposes, including the creating of
plasma density irreigularities in the lower ionosphere and the probing of electrodynamic regions of the middle armosphere.

In the following sections we describe the possible consenuences of operating a moderately powerful (- 5MW peak power).
relativistic (-. 5 M~eV) electron accelerator fre a satellite cr rocket platform. In soch an experiment, a beanm of rtlativistic
electrons fired downwards from space will cr .1., by me~ns of electron impact ionization, an ionized column whose length and
cros sectional area will be set by electisi .)etgy loss and scattering. As discusnsed later, owing to the relatively smAIl cross
section for electron interaction with mat' r at relativistic energies, a single pulse frim such a beam will penetrate to thy ~over
messephere and upper stratosphere, rn- -..oing a dense column of free electrons and positive ions. At mesosphericfstratomphe-mic
altitudes the electrons are rapidly V' . via attachment rezctions with 02 to form 0-. While the coluimn is coon.iosed laigely
of free electrons, it can scatte- -. ctroroagnetic radiation ard, surprisingly, may even initiate an intense upwar-d traveling
electrical discharge simrilar ' ý igttning.

Before phassing to the calculatious of beam interactions, however, it is informanive to compare the ionizing elfectn of electrons
and photons. Generally speaking, electrons in the energy range I to 5 MeV have appreciably smaller interaction cross sections
with matter than easily obtainal-le EUV plinot~ons or X-rays. Even hard X-rays, for which theme are as yet no convenient space
payload sources, only penetrate to the altitude isange of 50 to 60 km. Thous, if there is a need to produce appreciable ionizetion
as deep as the upper stratosphere, relativistic tlectrons ame the logical choice.

Another factor relates to the net energy flux carried by electron beazmns. Unlike high energy photon sossrces, which have
a generally broad beam divergence and accompanying r-' energy diminutioa with distance from the scurce, electron ",ean~m
are const-atined to remain geometrically confined, varying in intensity only in response to changes in the strength o. t's.
magnetic field and transverse spreading associated with scattering by atmospheric particles. Thus, it can he expected that a
relativistic electron beam, if injected at a small pitch angle with respec:t to the geomagnetic field (and arsuming adequate r,,ace
charge nseutralization), will remain confined until it bas lost a substantial fraction of its initial kinetic energy. Furth,.mnore,
a surprisingly lage fraction (- 20%~) of the initial beam energy will be expended in producing atmo-pheric ionnirtioo along
tosepath of the beasm.

We owe describe the ph, nical processes which accompany the firing of a pulsed relativistic electron beam downwards along
a magnetic field lint into the middle atmosphere. Consideration is given to the resulting altitude! profile of ionization, the-
conversionm of the initial atmospheric positive ions and free electrons into ans end pmroduct state of positive ions, electrons,
and negative ions, and the pounihiiity that the resulting beam column of icoizAtion may lead to a high voltage breakdown
condition mimicking, to some extent, natural lightning.

2. IONIZATION COLUMN DYNAMICS

2.1. Ionization Produiction Rates

Consider a relativistic electron beam of current I composed c, monoenergetic electrons of velocity v fired parrallel to the
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Figure 1. Average energy per particle ofS 5 MeV tlectron beam penetrating verticatly into the middle atmosphere.
Details of the calculation are given in Appendix A.

local geomagnetic field. We assume that the beam emergeL from an aperture of area An and expands slowly with distance
along the magnetic field such that the area of the '6eam is A, at a distance s from the source. The beam current is assumed
to be pulsed with an "on" period of t seconds each pulsing cycle. As the beam travels downwards along the magnetic field,
ionization is produced through electron impact.

Following the treatment of 11], the number of ionization pairs per unit path length in air at STP produced for each incideit
electron is approximated by the ionization formula

dN 45 ion pairs
P2 air - cm (

where the. ,+istance a is measured along the local geomagnetic field and $ =v/c is the ratio of particle velocity, v, to the speed
of light, c. Equations of greater detail also exist and are discussed in Appendix A.

As the electron beam moves downwards into the atmosphere, each electron of the beam gradually loses kinetic energy as
a consequence of inelastic collisions with tue atmospheric gases. This effect is shown in Figure 1, and it is based on the
equations in Appendix A. The figure gives the average energy per particle of the incident beam as a function of altitude. For
altitudes down to about 70 km there is little energy loss. Below this point, howe'ý.er, the exponentially increasing density
of the atmosphere, coupled with the rise of energy loss rate with decreasing electron energy, dictates P progressively greater
decrease in beam particle enesgy. By the time that the beam has reached 40 kin, virtually all of the original beam energy has
been deposited in the atmosphere.

Using the results of Appendix A, it is po.sible to compute the lcal rate of energy loss per unit distance of beam travel
as a function of altitude. The typical profile of energy deposition is shown here as Figure 2. The interesting result is that
the rate of energy deposition is generally proportional to the neutral gas concentration and that a large amount of energy is
deposited in the atmosphere at the end of the beam penetration. This arisa-s because of the large increase in beam energy
loss rate at low electron energies. The consequence is that there can be a substantial increase in local electron density in the
terminus zone of beam penetration. This general effect is discussed in more detail following a discussion of the effects of beam
scattering.

For a beam of current, I, and projected area, A., normal to the magnetic field, the local rate of production of electrons
and wis per cm3 per second, q, is given by toe expression

CnID sec (2)

where n is the neutral gas concentration a• the observatico point and no iZ the concentration of the atmosphere at STP (n5
2.67 x 1019 molecules cm- ).

Knowledge of the area, A,, of the beam at any point in the trajetory is an important part of calculating the local
ionization production rate. As individual clectrons pass through matter, minute deflections occur as a consenuence of Coulomb
interactions with atmospheric atoms and molecules. These deflections are equivalent to the introduction of perpendicular (to

* the local magnetic field) velocity components to the beam electrons and small displacements of their gyrocenters so that after
many collisions there can be appreciable spread of the beam. ThiM effect can spread the total ionization production over a

* + significant azes, lowering the local enhancement of the electron and ion density.

I-
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Figure 2. Relativistic electron beam energy ios, rate shown &a a function of altitude in thlt middle atmosphere.
The peak deposition at th, .nd of the path is due to the rapid rise in energy Ios which occurs at low electron
energies. Detail of the calculation are given in Appendix A.

There is extensive knowledge of electron scattering in various materials, including air, e.g.. 121. Using standard approaches,
it is even possible to compute the angular scatter effects of low "ensity material, where perpendicular transit is an important
part or the final beam area distribution. Howeve;, up to the present time we have been unable to discover any methcd which
adequately takes into L:count the onfining effect of a magnetic field on a strongly peaked (eaergy and angle) electron bweam.
Figure 3 illustrates this situation by following the trajectory of a single electron. As it leaes the source the electron initially
travel, direc:ly down the magnctic field. At some point, however, it suffers a scattering collision which changes its pitch
angle. Such scattering interactions conti•ue with increasing frequency until the electron has lot all of its initial energy. As
a consequence of the accumulated angular scattering, the electron may be substantially deflected in i lateral direction with
respect to the original magnetic field line trajectory. This behavior is indicated in Figure 3 by showing hypothetical scattering
collisions and the envelope of an electron's helical motion.

in this situation, we find that the traditional calculations of ele. tron beam spreading are incorrect since they ignore the
confining effects of the geom•gnetic field. Walt ct al. [3] have attacked this problem for the cae of a non-peaked relativistic
electron bewn, and they derived analytic expressions for the ionization rate asi a function of altitude, but the results may not
be accurate for the case at hand.

Calculations for the highly peaked distributions considered here could be made in a guiding center formalism which would
take into account the gradual outward diffusion of electrons resulting from scattering. However, this new work has not
been practical within the limits of the present study. Instead, we use three avproximations to the electrt beam area.: An
area which corresponds to no scattering by the atmosphere (A. = r/4m2), an area which corresponds to the gyroradius of
the relativistic electrons at the energy of the source (.4, = 2

2
r imn), and the full scittering predicted from non-mtgnetic,

conventional scattering equations (A, = 10s m
2 

at 5U km altitude). In addition, we simply assume that at the very end of the
beam penetration there is a substantial spatial blooming of the beam as scattering asumes great importance ir. the last few
kilometers of beam travel.

The result of these assumptions is to give the model of the region of electron beam ionization enhancement shown in F igure
4. The overall shape of the ionization region produced by the beam can be compared with that of a mushroom anchor: A
long, increasingly thick coiumn of ionization eventually meets a thick, radially broad cap, a consequence of electron scattering.

We Dow return to quantitative calculations. Using the energy la rate, altitude profiles of the p!lasma produced by single
pulses from an electron source can be made taking into account the full range of energy degradation process. Since charged
particle recombination operates on time Scales of many milliseconds, a bearn pulsed with relatively short, micrusecond bure-ts

will give a net production of new ionization equal to the product of the local production rate and the iteam on tim,. The
newly introduced charged particles then decay accoeding to recombination and other ionic and electronic reac'.ions with the
gases of the middle atmosphere.

Figure 5 shows ionization production rate as a function of altitude calculated for a I A, 5 MeV electron bears poised on
for 5 pseconds with different assumptions about the beam area. The production is proportional to the neutral gas number
density for most of ire path, but large ionization rates obtained near the end of the beam show where scattering is impo'tant
with consequent large lateral dispersions.

The initial burst of new ionization from a relativistic electron beam can have a high "contrast" with respect to the pre-
aexisting, background plasma. Figure 6 shows typical day and night electron densities for the middle atnmospheric regions. Also

included is the new density calculated above for a single 5 psecond burst. It can be sn that the beaim-associated ionization
can be much lacr-er than the ambient ionization for altitudes depending on the particular beam crow sectional area.

1~1
L"
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Figure 3. Schemattic view of the efects of small angle scattering no the pitch angle and latesJ deflection of an
energetic electron initially moving parallel to the local magnetic field. Each collision enlarges the gyroradius and
mome the gyroradius defining the electron motion.

Msore complete analyses of electron beam penetration must take into account beam divergence aris ng from the finite range
of pitch angles at the beam source, the confining feature of th~e magnetic field, and the important el;ecs of eOectron scattering
which accompany traversal through the atmosphere. A description of these ia given in Appendix A, which -provides the basis
for the iornization production rati dibcussion of thI section.

Makw Sftestdu

Figure 4. Mustratiwg the penetratoan of the electron beam into the middle atmosphere. The plasma. density of the

It isassrd that the beam is law rL~ed parallel to the local magnetic field.
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Figure S. Ionization production a s a function of rJtituie for a 5 .3e'cond. 5 MeV, I A, electron bea.:t %r three
different beam cross sections. Contotir A is for a variable beam cro.s section due to atmospheri scattering without
a magnetic field. Curve B and C a.%umes constant ,.rosu rection radii of 602 and 0.5 meters, rppe- ively. The b02
m radius represents the relativistic gyrcradius of a 5 McV beamn.

2.2. Plasma Chemistry

The initial ionization create-l by the pulsed electron beam consists of positive atmocpheric ion5 (0., NV•) and free se••-ndary
electrons. Once created, the positive ions will undergo reactions with the ambient ga&es of the atmosl heme. resulting in a
variety of final positive ion products which can be computed using atmosphere chemistry co,,es. Typically. large cluster
poiitive ions wili begin to firm in competition with dissociative recombination, a pvocess which is rapid a: th high plasma
enstities of the uarrower models of the ionization column.

The secondary electrors, in contrast, undergo two more stages of activity. First, those having significant energies will
have subsequent additional ene'gy losse, including optical eycitation and impact ioni"ation of atmospheric gas.s Electrons
of lower energy will cool to atmospheric temperature by mean. of various inelastic collisic., with atmospheric gases and,
thereby, become paxt of the background D-rer'on and upper stratosph..ic p!asma.

Isay

90 IA

130
B C

IFigur-i 6. Comparison of initial ionization enhancement produced per unit volume with the averwge ambient
deintity of the E- and D-regions for day and night conditions. Curves B and C are defined in Figure 5.



224f ~Since it is the electrons that interact mc~t strongly with eectsomagnetic radiation, it is important to understand the various
processes which agect their density decay. On the cat hand, seconihinstion with ions occurs at a certain rate ins propoition
to the ion concentration. The time constant for this is set by the dissociative reccmiriination coefficient, a, and the density o'
ambient ions. A usseful expression for the time constant f"r eissociative recombinatious is giver, by

where OD is the dissociative recombhination rate, given by

where T is the electron temperature. Typical plasma densities of 10' to 10 cm-' within the heams-produced ionization

column give dissociative recomnbination decay times of soccunss or snore. .

snmore important loss process for cold electrons is attachment to neutral 02 to form 0j ions. This three-body reaction
progresses according to the reaction +iO O+a04 V()

which hasa a rate coefficient [41, givens by

where T is the temperature of the background neutral attinoephere and n(02 ) in the molecular oxygen density. Calculations
show that such attachment of free electrons becomes a very important process below about 70 km dititude in the mesosphere.
As shown below, it is the primary limitation on the lifetime of free electron densitiey. arising front the relativistic electron
beam experiment.

To understand this effect, we must consider the omerall balance between electrons and 0j ions. While electron attachment
removes the free electrons, there are several reactions serving to liberate them, including pho¶.odetachment (in sunlight) &Icd
reactions of 0- with Os and 0. For the present models, it seems rea-ronable to ignore these last two reactions: The 0 and 03
densities awe sufficiently low in the regions between 40 km and 70 km for their detachment reactions with 0j to he ignored.
Thus, to nsodlJ hi time-dependent electron density in the beam column, we can approximate the real situation by considering
only electron attachment W 0-i and photodetaehmeni in sunlight.

The photodetachment of electrons from 01 is expressed as:

02 +hw-02+e (7)

where the rate coefficient J 0.3 se- at zero optical depth 141.

Table 1. lFlectron -Negative lon Fga~ilibrium

Time Constant.

Height (km) Time Constant Is,,.)

30 1.2 x10
40 1.9. lO'
50 2.3 x 10-2
602Zx1-
70 1.9 X oo
so 3.3 x t0

Competition between electron attaclimes't and photodetachment can be studied l'v a simple time dependent model of
ionization loss which ignores recombination. If there is an initial electron density. A'a, at time t =0, the electron density at a
later time is given by the expres-sion

n- = [ - rk(l -e-sIr)] (S)

where -P is a time constant for reaching equilibrium conditions, given by the expression

T(J~k)'(9)
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k is the attachmert rate for equation (5), and J is the zero optical depth photodetachment rate for 0'. Values of r ma a
function of altitude are given in Table I.

Figure 7 shows the time history of the equilibrium ratio of electron ierqity to initial ion density, 7, at se•eral altitudes. It

is clear that even in daylight electrons at low altitudes will quickly be transformed to negative ions.

From the 6oegoing we can conclude that an appreciable concentration of free electrons can be created by aa initial pulse

of relativistic electrons. However, these will disappear by two major processes: (i) attachrment with 01 and, at a slower pace,
'.y (is) recombination with positive ions. At altitudes above 70 kin the lifetime of the electrons is long, measured in terms of
seconds. iSelow T0 km. attachment becoi.ies increasingly important, much that at altitudes of 50 km free electron lifetimes are
measured in terms of milhiseonda, even in daytime.

U 4O In
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Figure 7. Showing the ratio of equilibrium electron to initial ion density, -, as a function of altitude. These
resultq demonstrate the idea that free ejectrons are rapidly :rrnverted to negative ions at low altitudes

S. ELECTRODYNAMICS OF AN IONIZATION COLUMN IN THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

It is well known that the midrde atmosphere plays an a. tive part in global electrodynamics, serving as a conducting medium
for the spatially disprrsed currents arising from thunderstorm activity throughout the world. Although the largest values for
the atmospheric electric fields are found within the troposphere near the earth'" surface, in situ observations indicate that
substantial potential drnp- are still possible in the upper itratosFhere and mesosphere. Using several different measuring
methods, Maynard and Iale and their co-workers have found, or. ocacsiicn. elctric fields on the order of volts per meter in the
D-region, implying that there may be total potential drops on the order uf W.'s of kilovoits oser distances of 10's of kilometers
[5.6J.

Within the context of the pr-sent study it is appropriate to inv,-stigatr the interactions that might occur beoween a transient.
highly conducting ion;zation column and ambient electric fields of the midille atmcsphere. This is done it the following way.
First, we asume that the ionization column is produced instantaneously with a certain altitude profile of electron density
and beam area. Next. under the r.ction of the existing atmospheric electric fields, currents will be established in the column.
leading it to charge at a certain rate to the potential of the highly conductirg ionosphere lying above. At each point along
the column the potential difference between the column and the surrounding atmosphere will also rise. At some point it
may be the case that the associated electric fields are sufficient~y large to accelerate ambient and ionmization colemn electrons
to sufficiently large energies to cause additional ionization; i.e., breakdown will occur. In this situation, a discharge would
be initiated with the po-sibilit) of subsequent large currents ocruring in the ambient mediun. and the conductiig ionization
column. Such a disch.rge., the equivalent of lightning, would continue until the ioniiation column-associated electric fiela is
redced below the breakdown level of the atmosphere.

To proc-ed. we first compute the resistivity and charging time of the beam-produced ionization column. This time is shown.
for typical parameters, to be somewhat less than the time for loss of the electrons due to attachment. Next, a computation
is made of the breakdown electric field for conditions within the middle atmcsphere. Using a model for the distribution of
electric potent:--! a.uig the ionization column Lad typical values of middle atmosphere electric fields, it is shown that it is
likely that some portion of tae ionization coluno will establisf. electric fields which exceed 'he threshold for breakdown. This
then leads to discumsion of subsequent effects which are important to the magnitude and duration of the discharge current.

3.1. Resistance aid Charging of the Ionization Column.

We consider a simple model where the ambient electric field, E, is parallel to the vertical ionization column.

When the iouization column is created, current will pars along it with a magnitude set by the resistivity of the column ard
the magnitude of the external electric field. Owing to its high conductivity, however', th- interior electric field will quickly
change, introducing a Ont potential difference between the column &nd the exterior atmosph-re. If the rolumn were periectly
conducting. it would achieve the same, uniform potential as the ionosphere. Figure S ill jstrates th;s situation in terms of
equipotential contours in the v.cirity of the column. Owing to the high electrical conductivity of the column, the local
contours of electrostatic potential are altered, producing large potential gradients in the viciniy oa the cclumn.
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STo begin the computation of the resistivity of the ionization column, the relationship between the Iocal vertical current
density, j, and the vertical component of the local electric field, E, is given by

ji - E (10)

where is the ordinary Pedersen conductivity of the ionospheric medium. If we then assume that a current I passes throughSaa aa~aA of the column, we have

am Men I-- (vA)E

Next, we adopt the staudard expression for the conductivity:

1- (12)

where no is the ambient electron density, Y.. is the electron-neutral collision frequency, m. is the electron mass, and e is the
magnitude of the electron charge.

Futrther progress c•a be male by noting that the electron-neutral collision frequency and the initial electron density created
by the beam electro.,s are both proportional to the neutral gas density. Thus, if we normalize our results to the values of
initial electron den-ity n,0 and collision frequency &,. at some reference altitude, we can write the relation between column
current and electric field as

I[ tf2 A E (13)

To obtain the resistivity of a column of length L, we note that if there is a voltage V present over a distance L, Eqn. (13)
becomes

V = (14)

so that the column resistance per unit length, r, can be written as

nt.e2A

Values for the collision frequency can be obthi- _J from the CIRA reference atmosphere [I1. Normalizing to 50 km altitude,
using these values and the electron density from Figure 5 gives a resistance per unit length of

r = 35 fim-' (16)

or, for a total length of, say, 40 km, a total coiumn resistance of 1.4 MW.

From this, we find that the resistance of the ionization cd)umn is substantial and that a potential drop of about 20 kV will
result in a curent of tens of milliampen . In this situation, the time constant for charging of the column does not follow
from the usual transmission line equations of electrical charging: They apply only to cases where the resistance per unit
length is a small part of the line impedance provided by the capacitance and inductance per unit length. In this instance
another approach is needed, and this is discussed in Appendix B in terms of a diffusion-controlled electric field. The result
applicable to the present circumstances is that the time constant for the beam column charging, r,, can be approximated by
the expression

Vs.

(17)

where P_. is the electron-neut,'al collision frequency and w•, is the plasma frequency. For the situation outlined here, the time
constant for charging of the column is on the order of 10's of pzseconds. Thus, as seen from an attachment +ime scale of 10's
of milliseconds, the ionization column rises to the ionosphe,ic potential very quickly, leading to the electrical model shown in
Figure 8.

As a consequence of these calculations, we see that not only does the electron beam pulse create a channel of highly
conductive nlasma, albeit for a relatively short time of 10's of milliseconds at low altitudes, but also that the ambient clectric
fields of the middle atmosphere will drive current within this structure, bringing it quickly (on time scales of 10's of pseconds)
to the potential of the overlying ionosphere.

3.2. Electric Discharge of the Beam Column

As the potential of the beam column rises with respect to the background, an electric field is generated within the
surrounding medium. This situation was illustrated in Figure 8, where we showed the equipotential contours of th~e middle
atmosphere as they have responded to the increasing potential of the beam-induced plasma column. The concentration of
potential contours near the lower tip of the column indicates the increasing electric field there, and opens the question of the
possibility of creating the conditions necessa.y for an electrical discharge.: i -

i
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To resolve this possibility, two separate issues must be inve-tigated: (1) the magnitude of the breakdown eectric field in
the middle atmosphere, an,' (2) the magnitude of the electric field in the vicinity of the beam structure. Each of these is
prese ted in the following sections.

1. T7e Brecldsows Electric Field. Electrical breakdown occurs in a partial',y ionized gas when the local elc.ctic field is
sudciently large to accelerate ambient electrons to ionizin, energi-,, typically of the order of 15 eV. The tendencjof ele~tric
kdd accelerated electrons to rise in energy towards breakdown energies is opposed by electron collisions with the ambient
neutral gas: In each energetic electron-neutral coll;sion the energy imparted to the electron by the electric field is largely
last. The problem in it. simp!est form, then, is to compute the energy of an individual electron under combiued effects of the
accelerating electric held and the momentum lost in electrcn-neutrsl collisions, in fact, more accurate theories of breakdown
wonl include the distribution of velocities of the electrons, and the fact that it is the high energy portions of the electron
veocity distribution function that lead to the initial avalanche ionizations that result in electrical breakdown. However, for
this discussion, the simpie n. del of breakdown is probably sufficiently accurate to indicate the magnitudes of"Ids needed.

We wish to compute the energy acquired by an electron between collisions with neutral gas particles. If thene is an ambient
electric Mid of magnitude E, the velocity, v, after a time, t, has elapsed since the kst collision is

, = (LE• )(18)

where e is the magnitude of electron charge and m, is the electron mass. The electron energy, t, then follows 0

I m,(eE)2 t,2 ()

If s,_ is the collision frequency for electron-neutral gas collisions, the time, T, between collisions is T = 11fs- and the
relation between electron energy and collision frequency becomes

e2E2) (20)

If we .dopt a value of 10 eV a the mean energy of the electron gas to acquire between collisions ti, initiate the ionizations
necessary for breakdown, we arrive at the desired relation between breakdown electric field, E&, and the collision frequency
between electrors and neutrals:

E& x -- (volt m-n) (21)

I •
Ra

Figure S. Electrostatic effect of introducing a conducting plasma column into the ambient middle atmosphere ft
is assum-d here that the ambient electric field is uniform and vertical. Note "he large electric fields which surround
the region near the surfase of the ionization col-,mn.

..-" 1
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Ml"g 9. Showing the dc brukdown electric ficld strength as a function of alttude in the middle atmosphere.

Tg.ie 9 plots values of Ej as a function of altitude in the middle atmosphere. The results indicate that relatively small
kds of 100-1000 V/m will initiate electrical discharge in the regions between 50 km and 70 km altitude, the zone of principal
interest in this study.

L Eectric Fields Near the P•ums Column. Figure 8 shows the general situation of electric equipotential contours near
the beam column. Up to this point we have assumed that the beam has a geometry set by the initial pulse of high energy
eectrorts; i.e., that a long, thin structure is created with the diameter set by atmospheric scattering. Furthermore, we have been
able to show that this plasma stricture will rapidly charge itself towards the potential of the overlying ionosphere, yielding
progreively larger radial potential differences between the plasma column and the ambient ionosphere as one progresses
downwards. Now, however, a difficult problem ariser namel[?, how to estimate the local electric field. If the potential changes
rapidly with distance, then a large electric field will be prese.t and the conditions req-ired for electrical breakdown may be
present. If, on the other hand, the potential is distributed over a large radial distance, only weak fields will occur and no
cataclysmic breakdovwn effects can be expected.

The core structure of the ionization column is determined by atmospheric c..itering. In the absence of accurate numerical
results in the literature, we have estimated that the beam will at" eve a diameter that is much larger than the source area,A., but substantially less than one gyrodiameter (600 meti- for a .z MeV electron). In fact, the column will not be uniform

in radial dimension. Consequently, the potential 7f the ei - it the beam will be higher than even the outside edges, indicating
that the correct calculation for the distribution of electric potential must include not only the time-dependent effects, but
also the dimensionality of the -lectron distribution in the radial direction. This difficult task lies beyond the scope of the
present work. Inst-ad, we can indicate the possible values based on typical potentials and characteristic radii of the ionization
column.

For example, if the core of the column has a diameter of 2D m, and if there is a 20 kV potential drop, then it might be
possible to have a radial electric field of I kV/m within this extended zone. According to Figure 9, this would be sufficient
to create breakdown above 50 kin. On the other hand, if the diameter is 200 meters and the pote rtial drop only 10 kV, then
the radial electric field will be on the order of 50 V/m, which is probably too low to meet the requirements for breakdown
except above 74 km altitude.

At this time, lacking knowledge about the actual distribution of electric fields in the middle atmosphere and about the
redistribution of ficlds which will accompany the establishment of a conducting column of ionization in the same region, we
cannot state categorically that electrical discha ge is an inevitable consequence of the relativistic electron beam experiment.
Part of this uncertainty can be removed by more thorough calculations of the electrodynamics of the column. But, in the
face of poor information about the spatial and temporal variability of middle atmosphere electric fields, it will probably not
be possible to have fuil confidence in the breakdown hypothesis: A suitable in sit% experiment will be needed to test all of
the complex factors.

3.3. Consequences of a Discharge.

It is interesting to speculate what might happen if, indeed, it is possible to initiate an electrical breakdown at some point
in the column. In this situation, we first expect that additional electrons will be liberated to carry current. This might occur
through the formation of filaments or leaders which would extend away from the column into the surrounding gunsea. The
subsequent rush of free electrons would produce an electromagnetic pulse whose principal frequencies would be deteriained
by beth the duration of the breakdown and any characteristic oscillations that might accompany the formation and decay of
leader in the gas.

The general effect of the discharge would be to transport electric charge aloog the column. With sufficient fields, such a
discharg could conceivably extend the full length of the beam. HeatinE of the atmosphere would be a slight consequence,
andoptical emissions would provide a way of seeing the development of the discharge process.



The decray of the discharge %ould be determined by the change in locs.l potent~al aaid electric kIedc!. As the region of
enhinced density grows ini size, the potentia~l droo will become spread out, lowering the electric fleid strength until it fails

hbelow that required for breakdow-n. However, since this threshold depends on Altitude, A complicated patter of discharge
might result, with prolonged discheirgt occuring at hitiier altitudes along the beam column. CounterinZ this sould b~e the
diminutic, of the locall felds2 with altitude ,. one approaches thzr conducting regions of the BMayer.

4. A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT

As srtated in the lutroduction, curient technology Is available for a rockset-borne relativi!tic electr-n beam experiment. The
goal of such an experiment should b>e to *asses a variety of phenomena as~ociated with firing a hilh energy beam into the
atmosphere. These include: (1) the fo)rmation of a hiohy ionized column of icnination extenmbrng ( wnwarcls to the upper
stratosphere, (2) the formation of a large lateral cap of ionization at the end of the beam travel, as *mplivd by Figure 4, (3)
the time dependen~idecay of the free electrons in the column, (4) the possibility at creating a lasge sczle electrical discharge in
the triddle atmosphere, and (5) understanding the phyiics of the interaction of the encrgrttc particles with the atmoophere,
as seen in the geometry of the beam and the character of energetic particleu reflected back into space.

The mnot suitahe experiments wrould be doce with the nighttinne launch of a recoveraLle rocket payload At White Sands
Yissile Range. The rocket trasjectori could be chicatr to mainimizre the cross-matgnetic field velocity, permitting t~ze acceleraitor
to fire mauy pulses into the same gen.ral region of the atmosphere. The payload would consist of the accelerator and various
osi-board detectors, including those velatv-d to me surir'g the performance of the pulsed beam, the electrical charging of the
rockcet, and high energy particle detectoes capable of meaauritrg the fast backscsatter of electrons from the atmo-phere. Otheir
remnote diagnostic devices could rlso be flowni on the rocket to permit characterization of the ionization column, as soten
from immediately above. Ahese coi.lvi be optical and UTV detectors capable of seing by-product radistion arising' from beam
ioteractions with the atmosphere &,.i Ircndb~n4 radio receivers.

Cooiedinasted ground ohecenations would be ezuvrtiial. Optical isnagers woula be needed to provide informnationi about the
geometry of the beam, while rtdazs of variros freqlut-rcies could'probe the ext-!nt to which the column ionization interacts
with the incic~ent radiotion. B-ood-band ýadio wecivc-s wcxld also help to tunes. the emission of any in~tial electrornignetic
radiation (expecteci to he weak) and the pom,-ible stro~nger c uission3 foflowing frmm an electrical discharge.

A adsematic view ef the eorp-firsental situation is given ijs Figure 10.

Ews"4 bm
B ON Deft "ue Pssan

Figure 10. Illustrating the geometry of a relativistic electron beam rocket experiment. Ground sites provide
optical. radar, and radio measurements of the beamn charrcteristics, while diagnostics of the rocket measure ýe-
Licle charging. backsacttered electron and ion fluses, and image photon emission from the underlying ionizationj structure.

5. CONCLUSION

There are many interesting features of relativistic electron beam euptriment7 in space. Here, we have focused on probisms
relating to the intervtion of the beamn with the atmosphere to produce ionizatior enhuncements. It is teen that the high
energy of tbe beam elcctrons means that interaction with the middle atmosphere is possih!e, Land that there are a nun.hsr of
subsidiary phenomena which inay come into play. In the face of substantiid theoretical uncerteinties, firm understanding of
the physical consequences will require an experimental progara invnlving, at the least, sever,] rocket Rlights with supporting
ground and space cobservations. This should be done in connection with an extensive theoretical antiysis of the impvrtant
features of beam production, scattering, and electrodynamic consequences.
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C APPENDIX A: IONIZATION PRODUCED BY THE BEAM
The process of calculating the ionization produced by a relativistic electron beam in the atmsosphere can be divided into

two pars. First, the energy loss of the electron beam per unit distance (dE/ds) as it penetrates through the atmosphere
is calculated. It is assumed that most of this energy loss is caused by impact ionization of the neutral background of the
plasma. An immediate result of this calculation is the penetration depth of the beam and also the ionization per unit length
M a function of distance. The second part of the process is the estimation of the lateral extent (i.e., the extent perpendicular
to the local geomagnetic field) of the primary be&n, which enables us to derive the resultidg incident primary electron flux,
4(s). Both sets of calculations are necmary to estimate the ionizatiou densities that are to result for the relativistic electron
baLm.

Given the show, it Is straightforward to estimate the ionization rate, q, at any given altitude from

dE4s" t(A.1)

where As is the required average ionization energy, which is assumed here to have a value of 35 eV [4]. Assuming a short
duration poise, the value of q in (A.l) can be multiplied by the 'on* time of the beam pulse to estimate the additional
ionization or Ionization enhancement that is created by the relativistic electron beam.

In the following, the two parts to the ionization calculation will be discussed separately, but it should be kept in mind that
both are necessary to provide the final predictions of electron densities as a function of .ienetration. The results presented are
intended fcr use with relativistic beam energy levels up to approximately 5 MeV, although it may be satisfactory for some
applicatiurs for the energy to extend up to the 10 MeV level.

A.1. Energy Loss and Ionization Rate Per Unit Length, dE/da

The penetration of energetic electron beams through the atmosphere and the ionization produced by such beams ca
be straightforwardly calculated for non-relativistic electrons with energies greater than I keV. For example, Rees [7] used
experimentally verified energy distribution functions to calculate the penetration and ionization deposition versus altitude.
These results are useful for first order calculation in the lower energy ranges (1-300 keV). For beam energies above about 0.5
MeV, where the electron kinetic energy is approximately equal to the electron rest man, it is necessary to include relativistic
effects in these calculai;ons.

Both ionization and penetration calculations start by estimating the electron beam energy loss per unit path length and
assuming that all of the energy loss goes into ionization at that altitude. A form of the Betbe equation that account, for
relativistic effects can therefore be used [11, where

dEi s0sc ' 1 2E+moc' f'E"- 2

and where E is the incident electron beam kinetic energy (MeV), ro is the classical electron radius, NZ is the number of
atomic electrons per m3 (Z is the atomic number and N is the number of atoms per mSn), moc

2 
is the rest energy of the

electron (0.51 MeV), 02 = (v/C)
5 

= I - [(E/m2oc) + 1]-2, and I - (II ± 3,Z eV.'

The original Bethe equation is basically a summary of detailed quantum mechanical calculations of soft collision energy
loss between an energetic particle and bound electrons (by soft or, conversely, hard, we are referring to whether the struck
electrons are initially considered bound or free). This was later extended to include relativistic effects. Although the Bethe
equation is calculated assuming soft collisions only, it has tb-en found to be an adequate first order estimate of total energy
loss from both hard and soft collisiors when it is extended to cover all energy losses up to the maximum possible loss per

collision of E/2. This has been done in (A.2).

The use of (A.2) to estimate dE/ds ignores contributions to energy loss from bremsstrahlung radiation and straggling
effects. However, for electron beam energies up through 10 MeV, radiative losses remain at least an order of magnitude
lower [1]. Also ignored in (A.2), is the effect of electron back-scattering, which would decrease the incident flux at any given
altitude but which would represent an additional ionizing electron flux contribution in the reverse direction. The effect from

t back-scattering is not expected to be significant except near the end of the electron beam path. Figure 2 shows the variation of
dElds as a function of altitude for a 5 MeV beam, while Figure 1 shows the actual energy of the 5 MeV beam as it penetrates
the atmosphere.

A.2. Primary Beam Electron Flux, 0(s)

SWhile the loss of electron beam energy, as the beam penetrates the atmosphere, plays the principal role in determining
penetration depth and ionization per unit length, it is the radial expansion of the primary beam that sets the enhancement

densities that are ultimately achieved within the ionizati'n column. Factors that can play a role in determining radial
expansion include initial beam source divergence, confining magnetic field forces, and electron scattering from interactions
with the neutral atmosphere. How these effects interact becomes a very significant paysical and computational problem,

especially for the case of narrow energetic beam source. Walt el aL [3] used a formulation of the Fokker-Planck diffusion
equation to, in part, predict radial expansion of auroral flux. Their method was not considered to be easily applied to
distributions that were strongly peaked in either energy or angle; precisely the situation under consideration here. Another
complimrentary approach integrates the diffusion equations using Monte Carlo techniques, as in [8] and 131. It is implicitly

assurmed that the primary beam and secondary flux electrons all behave independently, following single particle motions, and
Wieract only with neutral atmosphere particles and the earth's magnetic field.

The work of Walt et al. 13] indicates that typical perpendicular-to-B diffusion of an aurorml (n-n-reiativistik) flux with

broad erergy and angular spread is on the order of an electron gyrnradius; a result that is indicative of the confining effect of
the geomagnetic field. That the magnetic field should still be necessary to confine the radial expansion of a narrow relativistic

"___________________ ________._____________
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moooeiegtic electron beam launched nearly parallel to the field in a tenuous atmosphere is not necessarily obvious. After

all, w beam energ increases the scattering cross-tections decrease (101 and highly focused relativistic beam generators ame
available. As will be shown, even in tenuous atmonpheric conditions present for upper stratospheric and higher altitudes
(neutral atmosphere molecular densities are at least three to seven orders lower than STP density levels), the relativistic
electron-neutral elastic sattering colisiona still can cause subhtantial radial beast diffusion without the presence of the
goomagnetic Meld.

To demon|trate this fact, standard equations collected and published by the International Commission on Radiation Units
and Measurements (ICRU) can be vtilized to predict radial beam raparsion [21 in a reference atmcs;here [11] due to small
ag& scattering. Small angle scattering assumes that any large angle scattering events are relatively infrequent and Can

theeslre be ignored. Fundamental to small angle scattering calculations is the fart that the mean square angular scatter for
sad: electron-neutral collision is statistically independent and thertfore additive [12]. This fact can be used to eutimats the
mean vquare radius of a narrow Gaussian electron beam as a function of penetration depth, a, given by

;3(8) - P.+ !W, + -O',I+ (a - s)
2T(u)du (A.3)

where is the initial mean square radial spread of the beam, W. is the initial covariance of the simultaneous rmdil and
angular distribution, P is the initial mean square agular spread of the beam, and T(u) is the change in mean square angle
of atteTing per unit length, u, given by

T(u) - E~ddf - Y 4rr'N ))5~l~ , (A.4)

wfiers
du , . ( ' ++ I+

2A- 1

0- or 1, which.,ver is smaller (A.S)

and

a-7-
tL = 1.1 30 * A (A.6)

and where A. is the nucleon number, a is the fine structure constant (1/137), D,,,i is the cut-off angle due to the finite size
of the nucleus, given by the ratio of the reduced de Broglie wavelength cf the electron to the nuclear radius, and e.i is the
screening angle due to the screening of the nicleus by the orbital electrons and is given by the ratio of the reduced de Broglie
wavelength to the atomic radius.

As indicated in (A.4), T(u) is the sum of th-! mean square angle scattering contributions from each neutral atmospheric
constituent. Mean square angle scattering for each constituent is proportional to its respective density and the square of the
nucleus charge number. For a narrow, well focused beam, the integral in (A.3) completely dominates radial expansion snnd
nseed be the only term considered. The integral weights scattering that occurs early along the path of the beam more heavily
than scattering occurring near the end of the integration path.

Figure A.1 shews the predicted rms beam radius, assuming an initially narrow (I cm radius) 5 MeV beam focused at
infinity with no magnetic field, as it traverses vertically down from an altitude of 119 km. As seen, the beans spread due to
elastic scattering would be substantial; well beyond the gyroradius for 5 MeV electrons (602 in). The somewha. surpri_;ng
result here is that significant beam spread is predicted to r,.ur even due to zLe scattering levels present in the highest hltitude
portion of the beam path where collisicns are the most infrequent. For example, in transiting from 119 to 118 kin, T(u) has
the average value

T(u) - To = 1.26 x 10-' rad
2
/m (A.7)

In transitirg one kiloimeter the rms anguiar spread of an initially columnar beamn would thus increase to ampproamately I
millsradian. Without any additional scattering collisions, this angular spread would cause the average beam radius to increase
to approximately 80 m after penetrating down to a depth near 40 kin; substantially less than a gyroradius. 'If instead, T(u)
was mairtained at the value in (A.?), the integral in (A.3) could be straightforwardly solved resulting in an approximate mean
squa. radias of

;I,)
L376~ T (A.8l)

which when evaluated at maximum range gives an rms radius of 460 m. However, since the beam must penetrate at least ten
*Wale heights down to 40 km ýfor a 5 MeV beam), T(u} will increase correspondir.gly and so would the rms radius as shown
in Figure A.1, without the presence U the magnetic field. Placement of the bears &ource at higher or iower altitudes would
modify the integrated mean square scattering And therefore the resulting radial s,,read shown in Figure A.1.

Even with the reduced scattering cross-section of a relativistic electron beam, each primiry electron experiences many
elastic small angle scattering eveats a., it penetrates through the atrinephere [i0]. This will cause substa,.ial spread in the
angular distribution function descnbing the primary beam flux, even ior the, case of a focused narow beam, directed down
the magnetic field. Therefore, without the preserce of the magnetic field, it would not be poesibin to kecp a narrow, focused
relativistic electron beam from having significant radial diffusion as it penetrated the atmosphere. .'•"

I-.- -.- _______ -----.--
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Figure A.1. Predicted rms beam radius versus altitude for a 5 MeV electt on beam with and initial I cm radius.
It is assmied that no magnetic field is present.

The problem of specifically including the confining effect of the magnretic field's Lorentz force with the statit.cal behavior
of the electrons, due to elastic and inelastic collisions, is much motv complicated, most likely requiring the methods of [3], [(5],
or [9]. However, it is probably safe to assume that the electron b-am will not spread much more than a gyroradius, following
the results of [3], at least until the beam penetrates sufficient'y deeply into the atmosphe-e to an altitude where large angle
scattering collisions become significant.

There are several assumptions that have been made Xi generating the above. For example, straggling and reflection effects
have not been included (although most reflections t :nd to come from deep along the electron path [3, 10]). In the above
analyss it has been implicitly assumed that the primary electrons, having identical initial conditions, all penetrate to thli
same final altitude. In actuality, different primary electrons in the beam will penetrate to different altitude* and possibly be
reflected based on their unique collision history. Thix would have the effect of spreading out the very pronounced peaks that
occur at the end of the beam penetration in Figure 5 over several kilometers or to reduce the incident flux somewhat.

We have also assumed that all secondary electrons produced, which on the average have suoficrent energy to prodece
approximately two additional ion-electron pairs, will stay within the same location where they sere initially generated.
However they can easily move along the geomagnetic field lihes within a mean free path before generating additional ionization.
This wi', aso have the tendency to reduce and broaden the pronounced peak observed at beam termination in Figure 5.

Finally, under certain conditions it is predicted that the mean square scattering angle will reach an equilibrium value, so
that much beyond 0.3 to 0.5 of the mass weighted range the electrons will reach a state of full diffusion and a rms value of
approximately 45 [2]. The explanation for this is that elctrons scattered over larger angles are rapidly lIst from the beam so
that the largest depths are only reached' by electrons with nearly straight paths. However, for the case under considerati-on
here, the stated mass weighted range is only reached at approximately the last atmospheric scale height. Further, the effect of
a confining magnetic field was apparently not considered, which should prevent large-angle scattered electrons from moving
more than a gyroradius away and leaving the beam.

To summarize, the neutral atmospheric densities in the mesospheric and stratospheric altitudes under coisideration here
are sufficient to cause enough angular spread, on an initially narrow electron beam, such that without the presence of the
magnetic field there would be substantial radial diffusion of the beam flux. The elastic collisional effect can be thought of as
random walk of the primary electron guiding center. Therefore, for a first order estimate of the column ionization density,
we would propose to use the initial beam energy gyroradius to set the primary electron flux and further assame that the flux
is uniformly distributed within this gyroradius. Thiq is the gyroradius curve (curve B) of Figure 5 where a much narrower
column radius (0.5 m) is also included (cuirve C). In practice -e would expect to see the actual ionization enhancement start
with values near the 0.5 m curve and then move towrds the "y:-racius curve as the beam pcnetrated into the atmosphere. At
the end of beam penetration, it may also be that the primary electron beam will diffuse .lightly beyond a gyroradius, causing
the resulting ionization density to dip below the gyroradius curve. Finally, we would expect that a variety of 4ffects, such as
electron straggling, will tend to broaden &ad reduce the peak levels of ionization predicted at the end of beam penetration in
Figure 5.

7. APPENDIX B: RELAXATION OF AN IONIZED COLUMN TO UNIFORM POTENTIAL

Consider the ionized column shown in Figure B.A with the initial ambient potential profile in Figure B.32

The tlectromagnetic equations governing electron motion in the column are

V.E=-ne/eo (3.1)
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Orolt of Electron Gun

Ionized
Column Helght(z]

Figure B.I. Ior,ized column in the lowcr ionosphere and upper atmosphere produc-d by a relativistic electron
Learn fired downwards from within the ionosphere.

-- (B.2)

where to :a the permittivity of free space, -e is the electron charge, sr is the electron mass, and is and v Am the electron
density and velocity, re-•pctively, and

ov eE 7TVn0.
-- = -- v=0 (m?.3)

in this last equ;tion b is the electron collisitn frequcncy and k is Boltzma•r's constant,

We will derive two solutions to the above set of eqnsations, first using an approximrate approach and then a mre general
approach.

B.1. Solution for High Electron Collision Frequency

When , is very much greater than the pis.ma frequency the left hand sid,- of (P.3) can be ignored. Rearrangement of the
remaining equation gives

riEe kT~n
nv =~ (B.4)

I'mr s'fl

Substituting this into (B,2) gives Br_ neE kO0 = V . ! eE LT V , . ( B.5 )

which, when we substitute for is from (12.1), gives

Rearranging this latter equation gives

V [E +" v-'E -±V 2 E] =0 (B. 7)

where w = (ns/eur• ) is the plasma freouency and v, is the electron drift velocity. One possible solution of this last equation
is

8E w 2
5' I- = 0 (B.8)

Let us now assume c one-dimensional solution in the vertical, or z, direction, so that we have

OE-- E, +L -E' = 0 (B.9)

Then, given an initial eonstant value of E, or E.u, in the column, the solution to (B.9) is

E,= E,oe.[-,.,'/j (D.10)

In other words, the E, field relaxes to zero in a characteristic time, to, equal to vlw,. If we takes' Y 103 %,c-1 ad wy = 10'
W-3, we have

to... 10- e



B3I. Solution for the Gtneral Case

In the general cue the governing equations are

an -nOV.v (v.12)

where m is the electron density, and
ov _ - n - noy.

Taklng the divergence of (B.13) gives

no- V. v) _ - V'qnm - n°&V' (B.14)

Writing (M.11) in the form

n -(eo/e)V . E (B.15)

and substituting for n in (B.12) gives

V. n 1E AV\ E
noat n- o - t, (*.no)

Ufwe now sub•titute (1.15) and (B.16) into (B.14) and sim.plify, we obtain

a +E aj _ _w2E + E(0.7)•-bF + V T- w W

We mow write E = E(1i, where z is a unit vector in the z-direction, upon which (B.17) becomes

82E + 9 wE =0

Final Potential Profile

HEIGHT (z)

Figure B.3. Initial and final potential profiles within 'he ionized cnlumn shown in Figure B.1.

which has the solution

Ei) = E(0)exp[-~(.,+ rISA 4,12)tI21 (r. 19)

If j# < 2u, the solution becomes

E(t) =E(0) exp4-ivtj2]e-p 14:T 2 ~t/21 (B.20)

and if Y > 2L.,:

andifv>2,E(t) = E(0)-ept-wI/vI] (B.21)

where this latter equation corresponds to (B.10) derived previusly under less general conditionss.

I
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DISCUSSIONI

T. JO01US, UK

Us there any physical reason why the experLment you described'could not be done from
a balloor with the beas directed upwards? Clearly there would be astm advantages
(power capability, etc.) in doing it this way around.

we welcome a balloon experiae It would enable us to carry a large number of
batteries for power and would . ale us to study almost all the beam/atmosphers
interactions if the Dalloon could be flown high enough.

. S. IAM, Us

Tony, have you computed any light emission levels that would be generated by theme
types of beams? What types of optical signatures do you expect?

AUTHOR'S RTPLT

We have only mad* some informal computations -- estimates would be a better word -
of the light esisaionc. It appears that practically all of the known emissions will
be stimulated. In my discussion today I largely ignored the role played by secondary
electrons and one of their roles is to stimulate light emissions.

D. PAPADMOPMWS, US

a key problem with RED injection in a low density plasma is the issue of establishing
equilibrium with respect to bean self fields, pinching, dB/dt induced currents, etc.
Have you looked at these conditions and what they imply with respect to the type of
currents and energies that can be stably injected?

AUTHOR'S RIPLY

*e have looked at all these conditions, but only briefly. We found no indication
that any of them would affect the stability of the beam under the conditions I
discussed today. Please note that the pulses were restricted to about S isec in
ftration.
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Electron gyro-harmonkcs generated
by spaceborne artificial electron beam

D. Mourenan a C- fb ln
Laborlstake de Physique et Chimie dc r`Ena'ironnemect 45071 CrlYan Cedex 2, Fn=m

ABSTRACT

Reaukl oa high-frequency wave, generated by the PICPAB (Phenonmena lrduxed by Charged Parltle Beams)
experiment flown on the Spacclab-1 shuttle mission are prcsented. Then we propose an interpretat•a for the wave
generation mechir:= vza tcd sztbh such an experiment.
This e eriment comrisz•'d both ecktron and ion chl:rztors u( a few keV energy installcd on toard the space
shuttle and associated vs-h e-zrby dis-noetic hz.truments such as platma and wave "a.yser,. First, the observations
wre compared to previous restuts obtained in similar conditons and they are discussiJ in the frame of ,riona beam-
plastna interactions models. T'e main features are electron cycklron harmonks which appear modulated in
amplitude with maxima cvcurirg near the harmonics of the upper hybrid resonance. An interaction between the
return flux electrons and the ambient pl-sma is thought to have generated the first cyclotron harmencs close tof..
ad after son-finear saturation and trapping processes, the entire spectruw. By mean of a non-inear singke-wave
moezk developed anfi/eally and ohlted numerically, we fimally recover most. of the experimental fetures.

INTRODUCTION

Nmerous active experiments aimed at studying charged particle beam-plasma intcra6tions have been conducted
im the past 20y•Jars ISzrxzewicz, 1985]. They had first been carried out on rockets, but the shuttle era opened ne
opportunities, aDo.ag in particular the investigation of wave production during elestron beam injection for a wide
range of plasma conditions [Sha*'aWon d aL, 19,4].

The major scientific objective of PICPAB (Phenomena Induced by Charged PArticl Beams) experitmnt, which
was launched on board the space shuttle on Novembcr 28, 1983 as a part of 'he SPACELAB-1 payload, was the
tUdy of the interaction of an artificial beam of energetic electrons (8 IeV, 100 m.A) with the ionTsphere 'Nghin

er t, 19S41.

According to many previous experiments, we were expecting to observe wave emissions mar the plasma
frequencyf,, or the upper hybc:s Jf.. which arc very close to each other in middle latitude F-region, and possibly
some celctron cyclotron harmonics ,,, Nevertheless, a careful examination of the data led us to thrd laoveyr that
mot of our spectra were made of cyclotron harmonic series I" a kind we had necer heard bcfo-e [Mowrnxs # a.,
19L19J with the noticeable exception of Kelkget at. 11982L, wbo reported a partly alike absrvation ia a laboratory
experimen That puzzling kind of spectrum %nn be described as follovws. Severa! successive cyclotron harmoaica are
gathered together, appearing -n pericdic packets of dewrrasing amplitude, with sucessive maxima cccurrýng near
the plsma frequency and its harmonics. Cyclotron harmonics and f, harmonics have often been observed
independenty oft ach other in the past. However, both features had never been reported simultaneoasly. A tcntativt
explanxation raised from the fi-t that these waves are electrosatic ia nature, and are thought to propsate inside an
extremely narrow regon at the edge of the primary beam cohalmr Therrfore, this kind of emision could be
observed solely close to the beam path. Furthermore, a very good frequency resolution has been revealed to be

5 needed to pick out the cyclotron harmonic structure from the packets nearf,, and ni!, as well as a wide frequency
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range of analysis to covet high harmonics of the plasma frequency (up to 4 or 5).

TU papir an attempt to describe the generation mechanism which we think is responsible for the observed
w&veL

in the forthcoming aection, we give a brief description of the experimental conditions. Then, we present the

main observations, along with some considerations leading to a single model of wave production. This linear model

is developed and applied to the observationnal conditions. Finally, a non-linear model is shown to explain most of

the remaining results, namely the harmonica generation and power law.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIOYS

Spacelab-1 was launched on November 28, 1983 in its nominal 57* inclination orbit at an altitude of about
240 km.

The PICPA,' experiment comprised three packages (fig. 1). The accelerator package was installed on the pallet.

The diagnostic package, deployed in the scientific airlock about 60 cm above the Spacelab pressurized module was
instrumented with a magnetic and an electric antenna and associated receivers for covering two frequency ranges

(SFL and SFH), respectively 0.2 to 11.4 Mliz and 2 to 92 MHz, in 144 equally spaced steps. Both packages were
controlled by a processor unit installed in a rack inside the pressurized module. Tbe electron accelerator could be
operated either in low current (10 mA) or high current (100 mA) mode. The accelerators could be operated in the

so-called pulse mode (pidse on during 20 ms) or modulated mode (pulse on during 40 ms, modulated at 500 Hz),
with rate of 3.75 e4 in both cases.

The iuteraction of the shuttle with the ambient ionospheric plasma, at a velocity of about 8 km/s, is known to
create a region of depleted plasma denrity, extending in a wake-like structure at distances as large as 250 m
downsream of the spacecraft [e.g. Gumett et at, 1988]. The plasma conditions encountered by the beam were

therefore depending on the spacecraft attitude : when injected upstream of the shuttle, the beam encountered an
almost homogeneous medium, but when emitted at 90" or more with respect to the shuttle velocity vector, it first
had to cross a low density region before entering the background ionospheric plasma. The different methods used
to determine the value of the background plasma density are detail- d in Mourenas e, at. [19891.

HIGH-FR•EQUENCY WAVE OBSERVATIONS

Ressilts
As noted above, we can classify the wave data in two major categories, depending upon whether the plasma

density is homogeneous or not along the beam trajectory.

In the following, we shall refer to !he spectrum of the HF electric field displayed in fgure 2, which is one of
the most significant ones, obtained in the homogeneous case [Mourenas et a!, 1989]. The wrapping curve, which was
obtained with a frequency resolution of 660 kHz, sh,-ws thcpf, harmonics, while the sharp spikes occuring very near
nf, forming the actual spectrum, are displayed with a better resolution (82 kH/z). The character oi the emissions
has been determined to be electrostatic, with the noticeable exception of the fundamental electron gyrofrequency,
whose magnetic componen, cannot be neglected. Here, the plasma frequency was well above the gyrofrequency
(4, 3.4f,). In the remaining of the paper, we shall call F, such as F. = Nf,,, the 'fundamental frequency', closest
tof., whose harmonics are observed.

After careful analysis of the data, we have concluded hat these rles could not be produced inside the electronics

itself, IndefA sometimes thi. intensity of the harmonic linespF, is higher than that of the fundamental, a fact which
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cannot be expained by a non-linear effect inside the elzaronkL Moreover, the k',,e reached by fundamental lines
is often lower than the required level to produce harmonics by nonlinesrity in the elie-r vma We conclude that
these* harmonics we really produced in the medium. In most casts their amplitude - which fmaches 0. V/m near

fo. when the angle between the electric anteana and the Earth mapet-. field is close to 90'- is dectsing when
the ambient plasma density is increasing. Wc have found that ,he amplitude of individual pF emissions follows a
power law E(pF.) p"4' (fig. 3).

Iaimpretatioa
In fac, the type of waves we measured seems to be intimatel- linked to the shuttle neutralization process.

Indeed, a vehicle emitting an electron beam of 100 mA into vacuum would charge up to the acceleration voltage.
Here, the amb:ent thermal plasma provides a return current proportional to the effective collitrg area of the
shuttle. Part of it is made of supratbhermal elcmrons accelerated by the charging meCloniMs. Recent resulh [Frazk
e €./, 1989] indicated that a return current could also be produced by an ion acoustic instability driven by the
primary beam. These return current electrons would be more efficient th.a the primarybeam electrons in interacing
with slow plasma wsves, because of their somcwhit smaller velocity.

Young et at. 11973] have shown that emis.sLion very close to nf,, can only be, excited by mean of an interaction
between ionospheric electrons and a less dense electron beam, whose distribution function has to exhi•bit some kind
of anisotropy. Namely, either a temperature aniFotropy or a loss-cone like anisotropy is necessary. However, in the
peculiar case of the PICPAB experiment, as well for the primary beam as for the return current, vehicle charging
fa"vors T ,> 7 , in which case cyclotrcn instabilty cannot be triggered by temperature anisotropy [Mik ailovsi,
19741. Thus, we came to assume the cxistence of a loss-cone like distnrbution. Besides, after-effects in both wave and
return flux measurements showed that emissions could be ebserved up to one millisecond after the heam was shut
down, well correlated with ueutraization return fluxes, at a time when the primary beam had travelled a few tens
kilometers away from the shuttle. This is another strong argument in favor of a wave generation mechanism
associated with the secondary beam of returning electrons. This assumption is also supported by the observation of
the same waves during beam injection par.Jlel to the B. field, in which case it would be unlikely that the primary
beam could exhibit a Ioss-cone structure at a so short distance from the accelerator.

It should be nowed that Belmont [1981] has already reported some simulatios with a hot ring distnrUtion,
showing the occerrence of instabilities in the vicinity of gyroharmonies for a parameter range very -cle to ours.
The non-Maxwelltan perpendicular velocity distribution needed for a pronounced loss-cone like distribution, such
as a helical beam, could have been achieved by the effect of the radial electric field, due to the unneutralized
primary beam, acting on the return flux's electrons which are supposed to flow at the edge of the primary beam
column. Indeed, according to the r-view by Linson and Papadopoulos [1190], transverse fields of the order of several
volta per meter could be expected with beam intensity similar to that of PICFAB.

In the peculiar conditions of the PICPAB experiment, such a wave generation mechanism occring in the
vi•dniy of the primary beam column edge could lead to an explanation of the lack of previous observation of the
fiee structure inf, harmonics. Indeed, due to the strong plasma inhomogeneity at the edge of the column, these
waves won't be able to travel on a long distance perpendicularly to the magnetic field, being rapidly and strongly
cyclotron damped as Bernstein modes are. In fact, if the wave normal of Bernstein modes is known to be restricted
to directions quasi-perpendicular to B0 field, the wa,'e energy propagates longitudinally as cylindrical waves around
the source [Gonfalone and BlgOtiu, 1973], in a direction where the density of supa ath-rmal elecrons is supposed to
be homogeneous. Furthermore, one must remember that the space shuttle is flying thrcugh the ionosphere with a
velocity of about 7 km/s when emitting the primary electron beanm. Then, to be detected on board the same moving
orbiter, waves have to suit a certain *rendezvous condition. In fact, the perpendicular cucipooent of their group



veociy must be equal to the perpendicular component of the shuttle velocity.

Moreover, it is always assumed that for beam.plasma experiments in the ionotshere, the interaction region can

be eonsidered as homogeneous over a great distance (few hundred meters) a ,t the magnetic field line, whereas

sharp ithomogeneities can be observed transversely within a short distance (kw, len the Larmor radius of the

primary beam). Hare, it is worth noting that if the "rendcz-vous" condition can be met, the wave amplitude will be

bounded by the parallel interaction length alone. In inch a case, we would get rid of eventual damping caused by

pependicular inhomogeneities of the medium, and the whole beam-return curmnt-waves system would be motionless

is the perpendicular direction in the shuttle frame. This would infer that unless being very close to the beam column,

o fine structure if. harmonics could be detected.

WAVE FOLLOWER MODEL

eIu -
We aim here at recovering the generation of the very first part of the spectrum, i.e. only the first cyclotron

harmonica modulated in amplitude around the plasma frequency. The new section will treat the subsequent non-

linear evolution of the same kind of instability, leading to the generation of harmonics of this first packet, in a way

similar to that adopted by O'Neil c al. 119711 to explain f., harmonics generation.

In the present model, we consider a helicoidal electron beam travelling through an uniform magneic field in an

infinite homogeneous plasma. Ion motion can be neglected, since we aim at studying high-frequency emissions. The

perturbations are assumed quasistatic and in the form of plane waves : esp( - [ .- kx - k;z) ), wherex and z are

perpendicular and parallel directions with respect to the B. field, respectively.

We shall consider either (i) complex w and real It (CWRK) to determine the branches (w, k) o! instabill'y and

their growth rate -r -m(-)/I-1, or (bi) rzal w, k1 and complex k. (RWCK in order to find out whether the

instabilities are absolute or convective and ther, in case of convective waves, to evaluate their group velocity vs and

to obtain the spatial growth rate lm(k±).

We start from the usual quasistatic dispersion equation

I + C + C - 0(1)

whren p and . are the plasma and beam susceptibilities, as defined by Hwnri [19611. With the further assumption

of a Maxwellian distribution for the plasma electrons, we get :

I+, Wa +0 w- nwa
e, -'•2 [(1+ -- Z(- ) exp(-A)4.)] (2)

Fk3 Ikv,k Ikl,:Iv..

with A - k,' vY,'12w., where v% is the backgrvr!d plasma thermal velocity.

/.(A) are modified Bessel function of the flrw kind and Z(C) is the plasma dispersion function [Fnied amd Conu,

19611. The return-beam distribution fun-don is chosen as

fb = nf•(vD) (1/J,) ex-p(-[V/ - U1/v) (3)
where Uis the directed team velocity along " and the transverse velocity distribution is assumed to be of the loss-

cone kind, in the form (A the Dory-Guest-Harris function

f,(vD) - f )(v) = O(1/,rV) (v/Vd)' e'p(-.r/VJ 2) (4)
Making ue of the formalism adopted by Seidl [1970], it follows that
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"S"o - E[! + (S. + . )z(--) (5)

whee - exp(-sX.(a) (1.Ov +rn) + v..,(Q.')I
"'- (.Vg2 .,f)÷ lv-1)

Thoug exensive work had been done in this field, our particular parameter ranre had net yet been invet;gated
in detr.&t. Indeed. the previous numericalJ czcsticns have been done for a ratio of beam density ove plasma
density greater than oue, what leads to (n + !/2)f,. emissions Vshoup-Abdao'a end Kennel, 19731. We shall see
below that the lower expected ratio (0.01) in our case will help also to move the instability region from the usual

(A+ 1/2)f,. to nezr nf,,. This could have been exp.cted from the work by Young etal. [1973], at least when k1/ is
Offieiently small, or from the careful stvdy of expet ýment'i re.-41 in space and laboratory [Koom.r and Cohen, 1982;
Benstrin et a!, 1975].

Equation (1) has been soltved for n1/n, - 0.01 and Vw/Vm n 30, which are values close to tdose of the
experimental conditions. Indeed, the secondary beam density and temperature have been grossly estimaied to lie
in the range [Moumas eta!., 1939]. The ratio f,,t - 3.5 has been selected to agree with the conditions generally
encountered along the shuttle orbit. Finally, we took V.¶ = v.12 and U m 0 for most of the simulation runm. As for
0, it can be shown that in case of cyclotron harmonics, it has to lie inside a narrow band close to 90. The lower limit
for # can be described in terms of cyclotron damping due to the cold plasma electrons. Similarly, an upper limit can
be determined by noting that small k//are linked by the resonant conditions to high beam electron velocties T7hus,
the lower k/l, the lower the number of resonamt particles.

Comparson of the model with the experiments
First, we haw drawn the dispersion curves for the above defined parameters. It appeared that the emissions

were effectivel Bernstein modes, whose growth rate was sipnificant in the vicinity of nf_, and negligible near the
haM-harmonics. Now, as the waves fitting the 'rendezvous condition* are the only ones which should be detected,
it is of considerable interest to find out whether v, can effectively fit v,,. As the angle between the shuttle velocity
vector and the geomagnetic field was observed to vary from 30' to 87 during the mission, we get 3.7 < v, < 7.5
km/a. Measurements provided by the electron temperature probe [Ingrcy er at, 1936] indicate that v, was lying
between about 145 and 175 km/s. Thus, we must look for Yr, values such as

1/40 < v,/% < 1/26 (6)

Ia a further attempt to try our model, we consider the whole spectrum as it can be predicted in the experimental
parameter range. We aim in particular at recovering a growth rate modulation similar to the amplitude modulation
lbserved in the data (figure 2). In addition to the parameters which have been already determined, we maintain

lyj I fxed by the rendezvous condition (I s,j I- 0.04 Y.) and determine the growth sate for each cyclotron
hartonic. That is shown in figure 4, where -y is plotted as a function of the ratio f,.,. We can notice there that
each mode of order n, with thi sole exception of mode 3, reaches its maximum growth rate and rises apon all others
when (n-ly.,, f,. < nf,,, then otherwise decreases. Thus, according to the present model, it is expected that, for
instance, the wave near 4f., should dominate the spectrum when 35 < f,,& < 4-3, accompanied by smaller

amplitude waves near 3f. and 5f,.

Intmraton length
To complete this work, we have to find out whether these cyclotron modes could eventually rech growth rates



high enough to lead to some subsequent nion-linear generation of (at leaist) the largest among them. Examiningth
rae=co o4.a bcoc nfgr ,wt w -,v 147 km/s and Y-s aY1 O0.44 v. we obtain
a ouinuf-4 45f ihk,-067 . y-730 n mkv 6.610'3 . (we have in addition

The time needed by tew to gofrmthe nielvland trectho ln-ear reiecorrespondst
abu 0cfoldinpperiods. Ilat isphegowithtime t.required for the x - 4mode to enable the production of

its harmonics (9f,. 12f,.4 is about 5.4 ma. At that time, the parallel distance covered by the wave is
JD/-Y,/ t. v,,!./tn(v. . B.). Here we have (v5, BL) - 8'. th us we get D11 - 250 m.

The above Wilts are consistent with the experimental conditions. Indeed, first a gun pulse lasts 20.8 ms and the
catire Erequency range analysis need 19 ma to be performed. Therefore, one can vxpect to observe: the mode 4,
which it oesnidered here within one: single pulseas it occurs Second, a longitudinal growth length of about 2-50 in
it reasonabl supported by measuremnents made by several rocket experiments. For example, Facobsen f 19821, with
the rocizi experiment Polar 5, repotted some observtions related to hgih energy beam injection in the P-region,
showing that the suprathermal region extended up to one hundred meter up and down the accelerator along the
Scomagaetic fiel lina

Thus, at least for the linear step of wave generation mechanism, Lt. production of the first cydlotson harmonics
aroundf.,, the agreement between theory and experiment appears to be quite good.

NON-LINEAR EVOIrIOIN
momd

In the previous sections we have underlined that the instability was growing in time, and not in space, in the
shuttle reference frame, in the perpendicular direction with respect to tie magnetic field. We &Wnl therefore consider
is the following an absolute instability. Intrinsically, our work is an extension of the single-wave model previously
developed by O'Neil et al. [19711 int case of a linea instability non-linearly saturated by trapping. Howevr, the work
of thesn authors as well as subsequent experimental and theoretical works [Seiud i aa, 19761 were restricted to
either strictly or grossly one-dimensional problems, therefore excluding any magnetic field effect It is obvious Lhat
this cannot be a proper approach to our probleem, since we wish to consider cyclotron Bernstein waves.
Consequently, we have developed a new analytical model which can apply to a two- or three-dimensional problem.

We consider a simple model of partice in cell, which must be solved numerically. TheC cold plamsm is treated
like asinfinite homogeneous fluid, while the beam consists of N discrete charges which are initially uniformly
ditrbuted in space. To facilitate forthcoming calculations, we assume that the beaza exhibits a ring distribution,
La., a Dirac distribution in perpendicular velocity what represents the limiting case of a Dory-Guest-Harris function.
We take wae that the condition Ev, - Eu', -=0 be satisfied, given that the steady magnetic field B. is aligned with
ten---axis. It means that we shall have an isotropic or quasi-isotropic velocity distribution. We shall hereafter consider
a system with a 2*/k. periodicity imposed by the fact that we write the potential in the form O(r) - exp~ik. r)
mit k. = (k, 4 k,1) as before. Thus, we get a 2s/k, periodicity in the plane perpendicular to B,,, and a 2or/k,,
periodicity alonig the z-axis. The beam is distributed uniformly on a layer perpendicular to the z-axis. Similarly, we
could have diosea: a umiform distribution along the B*-&ltd fine. However, the interaction of a beam with a single

wmin this directions leads to the case studied by 9Neil d aJL 11971] in one dimension. Accordingly, we should
dusrs beam particle trapping the limiting case consisting in a delta function charge density p(z) - S(4) In the
present:case, a we ameworking in the EmitA Ic<c A,, (whee A - 2sr/k and k- kA) we can expect the much faster
perpendicular trapping to dominate the dy namics and insure non-linear saturation of the wave amplitude before that
any motion of the electrons along z becomes perceptible. Moreover, it has been shown [Mourenas, 1989 that taking
into account either one or L perpendicular beam-particles layers does not make any difference in the linecar growth.
rawe calculation. Therefore, we chose to use a one-layer beam configuration.
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The beam plasma system evolution can be described as fobloa. Intially, it cxJbits a finite number of resoiances,

which row exponentially from the thermal notse leveL The fastest grow•.ir.n wave will rapidly exceed s neighbors

mplikude, and will dominat, the interaction dynamics. Hou,,er, after a fir"c period of Unea growth, the bcam

electrons wi be trapped and be& to zdillate in the wavet trouGhs. Indeed, when the wave aimpatude is large

enoogh, the linear growth rate - becomes of the iame order of n::nitiz:de ms the bea ,rctrons trappýng frequency
i•. and the wave profil does not undergo many variations while an important part of the beam partides change

their directios, therefore loosing their ability to exchange energy with the %ave. A general stabilization criteria reads

[Marw e, 1971]

"7 1 er (7)

where a- L
DPurg trappfn the beam-electrons orbits becomc very non-linear. The perticles bunch in space pediay, what

indces the hrmonc generatica.

Some time after the stabilization of the faatest-go0ing wave amplitude, otller excited waves will reach the same

level. Thui, the prob!iam invohcs mny wavs and a pr cpcr d:•,ripfi•o vull rnl'.e s e of a quisilinear theory. The

peesent model is onlf valid for the initial stae of the non-linear evolution, but it is ufflcient to prividc an

appropriate description of the growth, saturation and harmonic production methanisms.

Bask equtations
Fst" A we have to formulate the nenu-encar Pocison equation to oa.Tn an expression of the temporal evolution

of the wave potential 0(r) for the frequency w ) and the wave veetor k.. To this en we expand the background
plasma contribution terns around the solution (w., k<D of the linaar equation (Le. Poisson equztion without the
beam charg &edecity term) tsndr the &Asumption Tm (w) < u). . De-ta~Is of the calculations can be found in MOUWW
(1989]. Then, we get for the plasma csarge-der-sity the fotlowing exprvsson

#'(A.) - (2n/,Y/m .. )exp(- A) E 1.(%)[ A.(w.) + (wo- t.)(aAj3-)J 4,,) (8)

where A - (kvjto.,)'/2 and A.(w) - 1 + (w,/kl,,v)Z[(t - n w.)/1k,IvI and wing usual notations.

eahn, to calculate .(t), we need to apply the inverse Laplaoc transform. To this end, we take foc the potential a

formulation simlar to that of equation (9) of ONei! e atL r1971] in case of Cercnko• emissiot,, in one dimension,

excpt that we work in a coordinate system moving both along and around the B.-field line, with the initial parallel

and radial beam velocities. In this reference frame, 0(t) can be expressed [Mourenas, 19891 as

W(t) - Z EOX) exp( . iJfo - kllv11 - mw.) dr) (9)

Then, we set . - k,,v,1(O) +pw, - pw,, what corresponds both to the previous linear theory and to experimental

results. la terms of the following dimensionless variables

T - to. t ;1 ,(o.m,,/lV

ft = wjk11 . ; 0. -,.Iklv

the plasma charge-density can be rewritten as

,,"Y) - 12 el exp(-.) n,/m.'j E I.(A) { -(: a'/a T I Oý. +

+ 0(7) cos(7) kyV,(O)/k,, v. )f 2t. + Z(C)_)( - 1 + 2fn(.)i
+ 4K7T[ I + ýp•C)fl + Z((,_)( ,0 4 Q0ln -p + 200l.0 DI} (10)

To complete the Poisson equation, we have to determine the beam charge-density p*(l). Assuming the above-Smentioned distribution, we get

--I.
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^7/t) (enIN) EC exp(- #r,•(7) - kltZA(•) (1

whe no is the beam density, N is the total number of charges Introdaced in the simulation box and X, Y, Zj ae
t&e coordinatas o individual beam partices in the new referen•e frame. Fainlly, from equations (10) and (11), we
ea express the potential evolution in the form

8/eTr - [4 + B cos)] 7) + C E eV(- I I ,(x7) + k/ZX/7) ) (12)

where A, B and C ar constants which can be easily deduced from (10) and (11). This is simply a power balance
eqation. The energy gained by the wave equals the ener lost by the beam Oast right-hand side term), minus the
emu dissipated by cyclotron damping (first right-hand side term). To describe correctly the beam-plasma system
evoluton, we fhther add the YM equations of motion of the N beam charges, what we formulate as foDows

S'a,18 I I (ekjbp.i) * 7) + C.C - 8 Ylr

81I 4-. - k 1tmrs,'(7) + C C. (13)

when we have sed the fad that* can be written as 0197) - exp(ik~X(7) + ik 1,Z(7))O(T). For now on, we
shall impose VI(O) - 0. However, we could have considered a finite positive value. The only difference would have
consisted in the appearance of some new oscillating term with no signiftant irnluence on the potential ampli'ude

Nlwerfca calculations

FundanmaW wave wmplkude evaosm

The four differential equations of first and second order derived above (Le. Eq. (12), (13)) have been rewritten
in the laboratory reference frame in the form of seven first order differential equations involving X OX/r r Y
8Y/9I, 4OZ/ I T and 9. Thcse seven equations have to be soIvd simultaneously for each of the N beam electrons,
for the one sinl wavelength system with periodic boundajy conditions as described above. To this end, we have
med the Hamming predictor-corrector integration scheme [C•w mn et a4, 1969] which represents a good
compromise between stability and precision.

To initiate the program, we assume that the wave amplitude has already grown linearly from a very small value.
The integration start when 9 is still within the linear range (0(0) - 10"2 ST), but with an amplitude large enough
so that the program is not overcome by significant errors before the saturation is reached. DurLig each run, the
momentum was conserved to better than 0 1 %, all along the 2000 to 20000 time steps. The program has been
xitten for a SUN MS-1306 work-station, and the integration time for one step was about 4 seconds. To keep the

rn time from being too prohibitie while maintaining the required accuracy, no simulation was run for more
than 20000 steps. Moreover, we have checked the exactness of the initial portion of each caur by carefully
perforiing the same calculations with a time step ten times smaller.

We have performed a simulation in a case corresponding grossly to the experimental conditions. We chose
n/, = 0.23,kp,, = 0.5, A, - 033m, 4 -89.90, w - 3.5 w.,andwe have considered w. in the vicinity of 4&.
The ratio V,(o)A• - 113 was chosen so as to ensure an initial growth of Ie wam amplitude [CJmwford dt a/,
W94 The potential evolutioni displayed on figure 5. TU ear growth ete as wel! as the saturation amplitude

agree quite well with analtical estimations. For instance, we read in igure 5 that e4s4rlm, - 7 1 m' e4, while
we am calculate

I
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EOU f, . "- k*. U(7/a)' + 7A*. 'v/a] (14)

w gives e4 . - 10" (0.22/a' + 1/2).

Thm, taking a - 0.3 gives a good cetimat:. One can s•e on fiare 6 thx -f is propotiocal to nwhile
di eeo•utioa of the beam charge-density, which describes the trapping of the beam clccboiL, is plotted in l•ture
7. It woulld take the val"e of unity if the beam electrons were cotcentraeed on one single X value, and would be zero
if they w•e uniormly distrIbuted over one perpendicular wavelcr~ib. In rijire 7, it appears that the electrons,
WtiaDy smoothly distributed, are slowly trapped togethet as the wave anpli:udc grows exponentially. But their
cydotronic motion detraps them, causing oscillaticns in the beatn charc-ncnJty, which evertheless remains at a
hg value, whu the wave reaches the saturation. From equzations (20) and (21), we rind that the ratio ar/i,, would
it between 1/15 and 1/4 for nn. vny ing bctw=en 2.10- and 10. Such small values seem to be compatible with
cyclotron wave generauio. Indeed, it means that trappitg effecas would t.1ke place over a much greater time scale

than the cyclotron motion, thus appearing only as perturbation effects on the closed orbits of beam partic=.

Hwm.o,-j Mmt&-m:
During the trapping process, the anharmon•cities in the bcam particles orbits cause the growth of the harmonic,

(,,., a•.) of tie beam charge-density. Indeed, the periodicity of the system implies that there can exist only
harmonics of the fundamental wavenumber, and the cyclotrcn resonance ccndition for the beam electrons
S- q W. - kHpll implies that w/w, - k/k, - n for the harmonics. From the Laplace transform of Poisson equation,

., (nk,)' 0(-ok) - p(nk.) + p'(qok) (15)

In order to determine the ratio 0(nQ/)/0(k.), we need first to know the variation of the charge density p'(nk.)

a a finaction ofi. Using equation (11), we have computed this quantity, in the same case study as in faure 4. We
obweve that p'(nk.) follows roughly a power law c nWO with u evolving from 5, when trapping is sO small
(T - 05), to 1 when saturation of the fundamental wave amplitude is reached. This can be explained as follows
Before that trapping occus, the beam charg--density can be calculated by mean of a power Wpansion of the
fundamental electric field. Consequently. p'(nt.) must dacrase- exponentially with n. On the contrary, when trapping
cnnt be neglected any more, the expansion is no longer valid. In the limit where p'(X) - S(X), the charge density
woud even become independent ofn. Thus, the decrease in the exponent corresponds to increasing trapping effects.

NeA we calcul ae ".(nk,). To begin, we take n - 2 and we solve (15) with p'(2k,) - p(k.)/2 (Le. p'(nk,) a n'
a estimated numerically near the saturation) and e(2k.) - G(2kQ0(2k.), where the function G(k) includes terms
of equation (12) which are independent of 0 and have been numerically detcrmined for (2u,, 2kQ. In the small
beam density case (n./n, = 0.23), we have obtained 4(2k.)/O(ko) = 0.02 Furthermore, we have. observed that the
ctrbution of the background plasma to the harmonics could be neglected. This last result can be easily understood
when noting that the main wave frequency is taken to lie very dose to an unperturbed Bernstein branch, while

harmoics (n.. ak.) are soL Th7s, the plasma can be considered as non-resooant for the harmonics. Finally,
repeating this procedure for any integer n, we have obtained the following power law for the considered case study

IE(,k.) I - 0.16 ,0" E(.) I (16)
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CONCLUSION

MeAsurements of high-firequency were made on board SPACELAB-I durirrg atificial electroa beam injection
lfrom the shuttle bay. The most unusual kind of spectrum is considered here, Leo, packets of lctrou cyclotron
waon occuring at successive harmonics of a frequency F. dose to the plasma frequency.

We have shown that the first electron gyrofrequenzy harmonics modulated in amplitude, with a meximuns near
f,,could be explained in terms of an interaction betw'en the ainbiie~ Marwc¶-lia plasma and a neutraliation beam'

whmose distribution function must be of a loss-cone Sind.
A aumecrical resolution of the dispersion equation has been undertaken, with the experimnental constraint that

the wave have to fit the "rendezvoue condition with the Instruments flying on board the orbiter. The observed
electron cyclotron emissions, as well as their amplitude modulation around the fundamental of the plasrna frequency,
we fiad to he easily explained by such a linear theom).

However, the observation of successive harmonic packets around pF., reminaitc to be interpreted. Toth", end,
a two-dimensional tingle-wave model of the non-linear interaction betveen a fini-te size ring beam and an infinite
homogeneous magnetized plasma is presnted. A system of scaled equatioons is developed and then solved
aumerically. The solution shows that the econusdered single F. wave puwes expon'-uiaaly at the linear ow~h rate.
thea the wave potential saturates due to beama electron trapping. saile producing a power law spectrum of the higher
pP. harmonics of the electric fild very similar to what was observed experimentally.
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DISCUSS ION

a. P. ImMSON, us

Wnat range of plasma to gyro frequency values were covered by your experisertal
conditions and what was the value c.rrespondinq to the resuits prQcented? Aiuo, how
different ere the frequencies Of these waves from the peak frequencies of the
Bernstein modes -- called the Q resorances on Alouetto end ISIS top;siCe sounder
ionogroms?

AUTHOR8 RrPLY

While the ratio (f./f ) varied betvwen about I and 9, the results presentod here were
for 3.4, and the n f waves wa observed was similar in the rane 3 to 9. When
this ratio vie about 1, different kinds of eisesions orcurred, depenolrng on the
background plasma density lcvel and iihoaogeneity. The freq, encies of 'he re',ort*ed
waves here exact hermonics of the electro.n qyrofreqiiency, thus very different from
the Q resonances, at Aeast for the first ones (in pArticular, 

4
fce and Sfce),

4i
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VEHICLE CHARGING IN LOW DENSITV PLASMAS

B N Machlum and J Trhim
Norwegian Defence Research Est

P 0 Box 25,2007 KJELLER, Norway

INTRODUCTION

Studies of electrical charging of space vehicles have been reported in a number of papers in
the last ten years. Th7lse studin are bead on charging due to onhoard electron and ion
accelators as well as chaing due to thermal and energetic electrically charged particles
impinging on the surftce of the vehicle. In spite of this significant effort made in the field
both heoretically and experimentally, the vehicle charging prrblem is far from being
completely undertood.

Part of the problem relates to the effects of the plasma dismurbances created by the beam.
Several atte•mr have b=n made with a varying degree of success to simulate space plasma
processes in lazre pla-s. chambers. Tie celebrated studies in the large chamber at Johnson
Space Center in I•,oun by Bernstein and collaborators (1) show that the plasma may be
very disturbed in the presence of a beam of fast electrons by a "BPD" process ("Beam Plasma
Discharge"). This preess was expected also to explain phenomena observed in the upper
amiosphere and possbly various aspects of the vehicle charging. However, there are still
some doubts as to w'ather the BPD really occurs in space, and the significance of the
laboratory simulation experiments conducted in the past remains obscure.

In this pap we present a number of high vehicle charging generated by electron beams and
discuss how this charging depends on the characteristics of the plasma environment. Also,
some results from a simulation study of these problems conducted in the NDRE plasma
chambe are reviewed.

ELECTRICAL CHARGING OF SPACE VEHICLES

By emaly rocket-borne electron accelerators, such as Hess' artificial aurora experiment (2)
and Winckler's first ECHO rockets (3) there was a general fear for an excessive vehicle
charging associated with the electm injection into the plasma, and large sails were installed
on the vehicle to enhance the return current area. However, noither of these spacecrafts nor a
senes of consecutive rocket and satellite payloads in the ionospheric F layer displayed any
excessive charging. In fact, in most cases the payload potential was limited to a few per cent
of the accelerator energy (4).

The unexpected low potential of these payloads was never really properly explained. The
various types of returm currents from the environment which contribute to the neutralization

of the vehicle include (i) electron and ion currents from the undisturbed thermal plasma, (ii)
" secondary electrons generated by the beam, (iii) background efectrons eergized by the beam
and the charged vehicle and finally, (iv) secondary electrons generated on the spacecraft
surface when it is bombarded by energetic particles.
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If the thermal. undisturbed plasma environment played an important role in the reutralization,
we would anticipate that dhe vehicle potential varied with the density and temperature of
these electrons. The thermal return currenit to a satellite surface AX may be derived from the
following formula (5):

I,- (10-1 N.) (r./I60G)'n A' (mA)

¶ For a background plasma density N.= 1011 m-3. and temperature T.= 1600 K the total current
armounts to only I mA on a return surface of I m2. It is difficult to envisage how this low
current could possibly contribute sigiificantly to the neutralization for beam currents greater
that say 10 mA. Therefore, for many years it was assumed that the vehicle is neutralized by a
current carried by newly generated secondary electrons or heated background electrons rather
than the thermal electrons in the plasma.

Unfortunately, simple formulas are not availlable for calculating the return currents from
plasmas Ionized and heated by the particle b-.ams. This plasma may not have a thermal (6) or
isotropic distribution. Furthermore, the relation between the plasma density enhancement and
the beam current and energy has not yet been established in regions where the atmospheric
density is so low that Ionization produced by non-elastic collisions between the beam
particles and atmospheric atoms can be neglected.

The question is now whether the disturbed plasma environment is always capable of
neutralizing an electrically charged space vehicle. The answer is negative. In fact, the first
spacecraft to obtain an excessive charging due to on-board particle accelerators was the
SCATHA satellite (7). Later, the SPACELAB I payload od SIS was reported to reach a
potential sitcdlar to the beam energy during the electron accelerator operaticn of the Japanese/
US experiment SEPAC (7).

More recently, the USSR acceleratow rocket Gruzia-Spurt electric field monitors indicated
that the potential of the payload exceeded the electron beam energy during part of the flight
(9). This effect, which at first appeared as some sort of a "perpetual motion" and explained as
an experimental error, has later been referred to as "supercharging" and treated in several
expersiental and theoretical papers, some of which which we return to later.

Why some of the electron accelerate: carrying vehicles show high charging, whereas others
are charged to moderate potentials is still an unsolved question, although certain clarifications
have emerged from recent theormtical studies.

The highest spacecraft potential up to now was observed by the tethered Mother-Daughter
rocket MAIMIK. For beam currents higher than 80 mA and elecrtrn beam energies equal to 8
keV the accelerator carrying Daughter payload -vas charged to more than 12 kV(Figure 1).
Tlis measurement was based on several diagnostics instruments, including a tether voltage
monitor, several return current spectrometers and electric field probes.
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NAIK CIWAING

bumt, cumAI (10

The MAIMII( rocket dwat have been thoroughly studied, and it was conch~ded that the high
chziging may have b=~ caused by the exceptionally low density of the plasma environment
(10). fn fact, the density was only 1010m4 Tr his conclusion is very significanz. since most of
the previous studies have assumed that the return current from the undisturbed plasma is too

*low anyhow, and hence of less importance for the neutralization process.



Figure 2 Observed potential of the acc.elerator rocket Gruzia-Spurt vs beam current for
dtree different background plis,-ma ders.ities. (11)
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Figuzre 3 Obw~ved potential of STS as a function of background plasma density during
micction of electron bea.'ns from the spacecraft. (12)
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More recently several workers have discussed how the background plasma density affects the
vehicle neutralization. Managadze et al (11) have analyzed how the Gruzia-Spurt rocket is
charged in different plasma densities, and indeed found that the highest potentials occur in the
most tenuous plasmas (Figure 2). Also, in hia PhD thesis Hawkins (12) demonstrates how the
charging of Spacelab 2 varies with the density of the environmental plasma based on the
VCAP experiment (Figure 3). He finds that the potential of this fairly large vehicle was
inrised significantly then the background density was reduced below some 2 * 101 m-3.

VIfte space vehicle potential really is reaching a value which exceeds the beam energy, one
would like tq) ask two relevant questions:

1 Which physical processes in the plasma allow the potential to exceed the beam energy?
Is this result based on an erroneous interpretation ofthe observations, or is it real?

2 How is the plasm around a highly" charged vehicle modified during "super charging"
events?

The suprharging problem was first treated by Vý ngley and Pritchett (13), who utilized the

"V'tual Cathode" concept originally ptoposed by Langmuir in the 1930-s. They found that
an electron emitting body in a plasma may indeed be charged to a potential which is slightly
higher than the beam energy. More recently Manc :l1 and Katz (14) have proposed another
model based on th- assumption of an energy spr ding of the beam under the influence of
electrostatic waves set up by the beam itself. Therefore, there are several ways to approach
this problem, but the final solution is not yet reached.

Remote effects of the bih vehicle ch'rging on th, environmental electric fields was
measured on the Moter payload of MAIMIK up to several tens of meters from the Daughter
payload for beam currents greater tha 80 mA (15). It is interesting to see how the field built
up during the first milliseconds, when the shielding was being created. Later in the pulse the
cbarged Daughter was scretned by the plasma. Hence, the Debye shielding distance does not
n=aUiy have any meaning during the initial part of the pulse.

Anodtr intereing effect of the plasma screening is seen in the temperature disturbances in
the remote plmsrna. Examples of the observed temperature ehancements at distances of 15 -
25 m normal to the local gS:omg•etic field vector during electron beam injections are given
in Figure 4 (16). For beam currents les: tha.n 80 mA the temperature increases with increasing
cwrent. For higher currents the electron temperature is almost unaffected by the beam. For
these cturents the Daughter payload is supercharged (Ref Figure 1), and the plasma near the
payload probably screens the Daughter potential, which means that little energy "leaks out" to
the surrounding plasm.

I
Ii
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Figure 4 Observed temperature enhancements in the electron plasma at distances froml5 to
25 m from the accelerator rocket MAIMIK as a function of beam curent (16)

Up to now I have discussed how the plasma environment influences the vehicle charging in
the upper part .4 the ionosphe,-e. Further down, in the E region the interaction between the
beam of fast particles and the neutral atoms plays a much more important role. ile effect of
the background density of the neutral tmosph -re is clearly seen in Figure 5. Here the
Daughter potrntial is presented for various beam currents as a function of altitude. The results
ame based on an -eight chann'.l Retarding Potential Analyzer of the energy distribution in the
return cwu t. Above 150 km the vehicle potential exceeds 3.2 keV for beam currents greater
tthn 0.32 A, whereas a 20 mA pulse charges the payload only to a potential of less than 85 V
even at 10 ki. On the other hand, below 120 kmn the neutral atmosphere is sufficiently dense
to allow an adequate production of secondary electrons for neutralizing the accelerator
payload even for the highest beam current, which amount to 0.8 A.

I!
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Figure 5 Observed height variation of the MAIMIK potential during injection of beam
currents from 20 to 800 mA. The results are based on an array of eight Retarding

Potential Analyzers with fixed energies between 12 and 3200 eV

;n the previous paragraphs we have discussed the charging of a space vehicle which are

emitting fast electrons. The resiprocal problem has also been investigated, i e charging of a

vehicle which is bombarded by beams of fast (auroral) electrons. Gussenhoven and

collaborators (17) showed that a satellite may be charged to several hundred volts in polar

region when the background plasma density was sufficiently low (See Figure 6). This finding

is in excollent agreement with results from electron beam experiments on rockets.

i
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Figure 6 Observed variations in the potential of the DMSP F7 satellite (lower curve) and
the background plasma density (upper curve) (17)

LABORATORY SIMULATION OF VEHICLE CHARGING

In order to investighte Gussenhovens et al's results in more details a laboratory study has
recently been started at the NDRE to simulate how an object embedded in a beam of fast
electrons is charged for various background plasma densities. I will comment very briefly on
sorne preliminary results from this study.

SThe pl•m chamber consists of a cylinder with a cross-section of 80 cm and a total length of
; some 2 m, arnd the backold plasma density can be varied between 109 and 1012 m-3by an
Argon Kauffman plasma source. Helmholtz coils arm installed around the chamber to vary the
magredc field between 0 and I Gauss.

Small objects (10- 20 mm in diameter) of different materials are installed in the chamber and
bombarded by fast electrons with energies between I and 20 keV and a current density of a

few nA/cm2. The beam is emitted in a direction parallel to the cylinder axis, and the
potentials of the objects are monitored as fu.ction of the beam current and energy,
background plasma density, magnetic field intensity and object material.

It



The first results from these studie-s indicate that the object charging depends critically on the
background pLasma density and the material of the charging object (Figure 7). For
beckground plasna densities higher than 10"1 m-3 all the objects are almost completely
neutralizeid when exposed to a 6 keV beam of electrons with a current density of 5 nA/cm2.

.1000

(VI
Flux :5x10" A. cm 2

Energy :6keV
Pressure: 1.0x10"smB
B- field :0.0 Gauss
Metal sample diam- I S mm

-1 n.

Cu

0 •
Al

CL

AuD Au 1a,. •S~AU

-1.0

-0.1-~____ 
+____ 

____I0 10oW 1011 10

Background electron density m"3

Figure 7 Relation between the charging of metal objects (151nm diameter) and the
mmrowuning plasma density. The objects, which are produced from different
nmtals, are exposed to a beam of 6 keY electrons with a cument density of 5
nAA=2

Wbhe the density is decreased below 1011 Mi3, the potential hicreases .apidly, and the
aluminum and copper objects are chrged to potentials up to 100 V negative for the same



density. For other materials like silver and gold the potentials arm signifiranty lower for a
given plasma density. For a background plasma density between 1010 and 1011 m-3 t-4

aluminum object is charged to a potential which is almost 100 times higher than that
coinisting of silver. We interpret the difference in terms of material--aepcndent secondary
electron production of the ob.;ects. Hence, vehicle charging problems may be reduced by
selecting the right metal surf., e.

We believe that these studies may prove to be a valuable tool for understanding how the
leertron beam density and energy and the background plasma parameters control the vehicle

charging, and we expect to publish the first deosiled results from these studies early next year.
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IDISCUSSION

W. BURKE, US

In conducting the laboratory experiments, the beam energy
should be varied. The efficiency of secondary electron
production depends on both the surface characteristics
and the beam energy. Below about 7 keV the secondary
production exceeds unity and the DMSP and SCATHA satellites
never charged. Above this electron energy severe charging
was always found.
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ATEMACI

The planning and conducting of coord'ir.ateol &Wae and ground based ion..pheric milifirat,,.
experiments are discussed. Tne purpose of the-.e experiments is to investigate (1) the nonlinear '.TF
wave interaction with the ionospheric plaamaa, b d (2. the nonlinear pr,)paqgft~i..r of VLF waves in the
HF tocille sonraphere. It is expected thaf t! f '. :.uced ionospheric density striations can render
the nonJiner mo~de converi,,n of VLF waves r-- .o-, er hybrid waves. l.,wer h~ybrid waves ran slut he
#e.ited parniet-i~saly by the XTF wav-es in the absence of the denisitv striations if the VLF wvave arr
intense enough L~h.aterary, exps-rintrnts are pls~r~ed for crooschevkirti the results obtained foe. the field
experiments.

1. Intrsodictic-i

The abstract of this paper was submnitt" about one year ago, respoinding to the annnunsei
for the AGARI) Conference in Bergen, Norway. At that timae we weer proposing co-.rdinated space and
ground-based ionospheric h.-atinx experiments at Areciho), Puetto Rito using the Soviet ACTIVE. satellite.
This is ajoiast U.S.-3oeivit Spa,-. Plasma Physics Program sponsored by NASA in the United States. The
ACTIVE satellite, placed in a high inclination orbit with it4 !s.-rigee at the altitude of 500 km and it.
ape-gee at 2.500 kmn, carries a VLF transnaitter operated at frequencies near 10 Kilt.

Since December 17. 1I8 we have carriedl out several experiments at Arecibo w-hen the ACMiVE
satellite readied its perigee position. The date. dour ex-periments are: 17, 22,.28 December, 1989 and 17,
2D March, 1990. Osur Arecibo experiments involve the following groups: M.C. Lee of MIT and his threr
graduate students: KAI Cnroes, K.L. Koh, and C. Yon; USAF scienttists: W.J. Burke, H.C. Carlow,

J.L Hedscher, P.A. Kosewy, and ElJ. Weber at the Geophysics Laboratory; S.P. IKuo of the Polytechnic
University; L MI. Duncan and his graduate studeno: K. Dighe from the Clemson University; F.T. Ojuth
of the Aerospace C.orporation; M.P. Sulzer of the Arecibo Observatory; and U.S. Inan of the Stanford
University.

We will first describe the setup aid scientific goals of the experiment3. Then, the theoretical
baa-kgvr~snd and the diagnostics fro the proposed experiments will be discussed. Cornmers.c is the
experiments will he followe.! by a brief dcscription of the planned laboratory simulation of field epripermecs
at MIT. A summary will he finally given.

2. Actiw, Experiments with the ACTI'.E Sa:ellite

Meineated in Figure I is the scenario of active experiments with the AC.tIVE satellite at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico. The Arecibo HF Hleater first transmits radio waves vertically at a frequency (say, 8 MlIx) less

F ~than the peak plasma frequency in the F rejgion. Short-scale (typically, meter-scale) ionospheric density
striations can he excited in a second, while large-scal (typically, hundreds of meters and kilomneter-scale)
dessity striation. ait generatec4' n, tens of seconds. Then, a VLF wave is launched from the transmitter
onboard the ACTIVE satellite, propagating through the HF modified ;onrspheric region. The scientiic
pals of these experiments are to study the nonlinear VLF propagation through the HIF-heated ionospheric
region% and to inveestigate experimentally the os-isible nonlinear interactinns of VLF waves with ionospheric
plassnas. Active VLF wave injection experiments have be-n condu~cted with ground-based tisntl

fort the study of VLF wave intercion with energetic chargred prrticles in the magnetos~phere inn?, eg~,

HeliwU4 1963 and references therein]. The possible interaction between VLF waves and the ionospheric
plasma. received little attention. However, it is shown theoretically that intense lower hybrid waease and
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plasma density striations cam be favorably eyalted by either injected or lightning-induced VLF wavs [Lee
and Kuo, 1984]. The wavelengths of the excited lower hybrid waves (or field-aligned density striations) are
found to be a few metrs in the lower ionosphei, a few tens of meters in the upper ionosphere, and a few
hundreds of meters in the magnetosphere at L=4 [Lee and Kuo, 19841. Observations of VLF wave-excited
lower hybrid waves in the ionosphere were actually indicated in the elperiments of the Franco-Soviet
ARCAD 3 satellite [Berthelier et at., 1982; L. R. 0. Storey and F. Lefeuure, personal ommunication,
1984] and others [e.g., CGhmyrev ei at., 1976 & 1986[.

3. Theoretical Backgraand

Distinct VLF propaFytion effects in the HF heater modified ionosphere depend no the scale lengths
o( the HF-induced ionospheric density striations. As elaborated below, the nonlinear scattering of VLF
wave is most eflective by short-scale (meter-scale) Oensity striations [Lee et ,t , 1987; Grvesa et •L, 19881.
It is also our intent to study the VLF wave propagation in the prewnce of large-scale density striations
whose sale lengths an comparable to the VLF wavelength (- a few hunare&- f meters in the F re"ion).

For simplicity, the VLF wave transmitted from the ACTIVE satellite is assumed to propagates along
the Earth's magnetic field in a ducted whistler mode, whose wave electric field is represented by

4 = (i + ij')Eoexp[i(koz - wje)] (I)

The HF heater-induced ionospheric density striations are denoted by

,, = 6Ae*;kY) (2)
Alter solving the equation for whister propagation in the presence of density striations, the scattered wave
field is found to change from a circulas ly polarized into an elliptically polarized polarization, vis..

4, = (( + aj)Ep + iElE) exp[i(k.2 - woe)1 (3)

where E- arnd Elp designate. respectively, the field intensity of the circularly polarized component and
that of the linearly polarized component; they are related by

Ea2(k E1  2E_ (4)
Ae N., To

where A and A. are the scale length of the ionospheric density striations and the wavelength of the whistler
wav, respectively; is the fractional density fluctuations caused by the HF heater.



We cam Me, frnia (4) that Fp is negligible when A -V )., leadinst to a aoildinesg oisS.eium
f ~Of Pehetraniagnetii waves into electrostatic m-te waves. The wavlengths of whistlre, are of .wAe 4.a

by undreds .4 meters In the i6in,*pherv. ll.'nr, the 11F hesterl-ndoced various, especially, the vet. -

tw atlliebre sesr ill ee.siortsecalbrtenoftestted avwih.densaity striatsins can effectively render the nontlinear mode* coxirrriiks of a VLF (whistler) 86.0
hims an electrostatic (low"r h)Wrd) wave. Then, the scattered wave carries a la&e perpewndwult usm
vector Introduced hy the short-erake density striatlioo. It W expected that Ini situ intesurenwist.wihh

peaed pecru ceterd a te crrir feqr - [Gtyvs t &., 98i~llR. The spectral broadin..1 4
hisjrted nueswdironenaic VIXf .rc.. was rcprnite in BII1 et &1. 11991', and Inian and Bel119MIl. Ps ni
iowipheric eff~ects are assciatedi with the appearaiLce o( l,,iwer hybrid waves. 11.e lower hybrid swsco

arcelerate Pecytrons elyect~vvly along the Earth's magnetic Mied. This process cause the intwat esr

of neutral psalckes anti Langmuir wares, leading to Inte~nse airglow aud a broad heighst dittriliutisiv

siaiaiesl lama ins.These expected usirapheric miffects carn bit monitored by fadare said anal sly

We aft asow int,-"Wte its the VLFP (whistler) propagstitm In the disturbed ionoisphere havinglam-
* ~scale densiaty stosutmnus. Tr- distin~guish it termr the sftere said nonilinear scattering process, the MF leater

glhxild be operated in M'V iroip Vin1 , enrough to excite the large-scale de~nsity 6tristions. Then, tuesadtf

* beat" to let the short "&si&density wisriouins.eleay be afew scennds The p-Altion Gfthe ACMlE &4e6
can be distart from the HF modified ionospheric region However, we should m~s sure that ttsrVLF
elgual. after its transionoapheric prt-pagat4ion to resid the ground, is detectable above the backgrosisdlVi
sawo. Severs! VU rver r*.-% will Ile deployed ontet ground at the estimated footprints of the transisdis
VLF (whistler) signal.

In suldteio to the mieline-ar scat tering process, the hywer hybrid wares can he produced by parsnstric
hintabdilites it the ineideA whistler wa-aes %re intense entRugh !e" and Kano, iggi1. The concerned phy"rs
pewiaes inrolves a fiur w'ave inte&ration dewi-isW by the following wave frequenicy (wt) and wowashtls

()matching relatitins.

0, s -7 Wi, hW +

where t6e subscripts ci. an sd s represent the incident whistler wave, the SVAok.'/Aoi- Stokes rnmpesets
afth. lower hybrid sideland. and the mnnwexitauutly excited tileal-iigned seri-trequency made, respitisdy.

Tbe parametric inittatli'y Is rlisraxtevited by a two dimensional process and the excited lowIiswioricy
saude 6s a purely grmyinl rmode, Hee-ore, both the Stoke and anti-Stokes components of the loser bywsi

* ~~waves bare 1.. he taken into account in the analysis of the instability. Further, whistles pmvpagatineslansg
the gponsagnritic ftel. pi-vides the most favorable symmetric configuratio~n fore the, four-wave inesartios
Process ts) occur

The concer.wd instabilitv is driven additivelf by two types of nordinese effect which ace prediiiiiiaa
in diflrent frequency diomains 4f the whistler (VLF,) wanves:

(a) Prsqeilopdicy, &tl" 1

whierein the no-scllatory heasting curr ent to be the dominan nonlinear eflect. Here A (isa) %, C.
* s~~s (sup) (le, w-t we the kion (electron) mass, electron thermal velocity, speed of light, elect"s Conar)
* ~~plasma fir-quency, electron cyclt,.r~n frequency and lower hybrid resonance frequency, epeci-*. The

threshold field Lio exciting th parametric instability in this frequency domain is found to be

* w~hesa illts defined by (I +s (Af/m)(k*/&.)
2

j1,'1I

(b) Penspuriary dsraenas 2-

h~e 4 the thermal pressure forcm to he the domin~ardntmclinear effect. The evrswaponifing thrvlls firld
hi the following wirn:

0l R5{. e/fe)mne)l ( + 4n!.
2r,/k1

4xA)lI)]lP1/tnjI/
2

Thse Vowth rates of thne instability swe 5, em by

- O5(..A~,21n.)jF2 - 1) foe Oj C 10

-y 1.4(X .2 j12/ for ly > (e

wbew LS is the -!Pcident field intensity a( the whistler wave normalisedl by the threshold Amid 4t the

isasbihity. Based on these characteristics of the pewrastric instability, the followinig predictions m be

*sd for the exprmv wt&I corrobaratmiots



Vst* to on, alcer both Stokes ami anti-Stoe conespo"en of lots" hybrid wave. are excited, we
expert tha In situ measurementa will de~c a spect ally broadened signall with peaks at a discrete sel
vi fr miencs. cri both sides of the nomninal carrier frequency [Crove et &L., 19W). Secondly, from (6):
&~ a 11 + (Um tsb9/l-(/)lsk)(l/p)1and (k. & fib): y at k3, it is dlear that the

-Atrtatitae a( plasm& mods. with larger wave niumber. Is. (i-e., small scale lengths, A#) requires lower
theuholds; conasequently, the ahoet-cale modes can be quickly excited. to the upper Ionosphere, the
threshold SA" ae typically lees than 1 mV/es and the growth rates are about I Its for Rg - 30.

urns excited lowe hybrid waves hve" a zeo perpendicular phase velocity, because both the Stokes
mWsadati-Stokes conlpironts of lowe" hybrid waves wre excited simultaneously by the parametric instability,
losllo to the kemaston of a standing wae" pattern acros the Earth's magnetic field. However, the excited
lwrha..,k4-W waves con propagate along si Earth's msakitetic fiel. FRom the dispersion relationa of lower

krAwaves amid whistlers, we fin the "up velocity a( the lower hybrid waves is related to that of

2 + l(U/m (k./hk.)J( dhs A.i~v 0

If the in-situ measuremefts of VLF waves are carried out, It ia expected tl.t a significant delay exists in
detection of the whistler wave and the excited lowe" hybrid waves. We note that a strong emission line
at the lower hybrid resonance 'requency (1711) was detected and the expected delry between the excited
mode waves and the whistler pump wae" waa indeed observed In the rocket experiments during lightning
sitewn [Kelley et al., 1985; Usc' et at., 1IM9.

Ik ia expected that the field Intensities of lower hybrid waves excited by the parametric instability are
much greater than those produced by the nonlinear (mode conversion) scattering process. Strong elect ron
acoeesaetioss by lower hybrid waves in this ceam may yield intense airglow [Chemyrev ci ,i., 1976 Efi 10861.
Conusemsmendy, a very broad heigh kt dari~tion of enhanedf plsma fines ran be detected by redoes [Carbton

=t aL. IB62. The growth time of the instability can be determined by varying the pulse duration and
uninigthe intensities of VLP waves, mirglow, and plasma lines recorded on the ground.

4.('Comments on Planning and Conducting of Experiments

Rased on the nomninal oirbital information provided in the Research Announcement on the ACTIVE
Spacm Plamsa Physics Proerem distributed by NASA, an analysis of the ACT'IVE satellite's orbital
characteristics wee carried out to determine the frequency of favorable observing periods, at Arecibo. The
saellite performs about 12.5 revolutions per day, giving approximately 25 passes when both ascending
sad descending nodes are considered. Every five days, after some 62 revolutions, the orbital ground track
has drifted -3* eac-t and repeats the cycle. The result is a fine sampling of lon~tudes by ACTIVE in
a relatively short time period. The orbit simulation predicts that 59 passes would occur over Arecibo
(18-r N. lat., 293.4* long.) at elevations greater than 4V in a 60 day period, for an average of about one
biewaki pass per day. 16 passes were found to be loss than IV from senith over that period, 12 of these
wI'm 'ocnrated in a 20 day subset of the 60 day simulation.

Tie smualations show a relatively large numher of Pasesn in the near vicinity of the experimental
site hof inrest. However, the optimum conditions for our experimenta require the satellite to reatch its
perigee position and overpass the Arecibo 430 M~zle rdar beam. Therefore, we only found a few days
appropriate foe experiments in the past Decemnber (1IO9) and Mardi (IW90). The coordination for the
axpennuenta was very difficult, stemming from the following fact: the orbits of the ACTIVE satellite are
swaly setdby the solar activities during this solar nmaximum period. The satellite ephemeris has been
carefually monitored. Nevertheless, we uwer not certain if the day was good for experiments or not until,
sometimes, a couple days before. Yet, a nine-date's nootice was required for scheduling the dates foe the

Crotund-becod optical imaging measurements with the AFGL All Sky Imaging Photometer (ASIP
11) were proposed as part of the coordinated diagrioctics during the RP transmisisions from the ACTIVE
stellite Fast electrons accelerated during these transmissions can cause impzct excitation of various
spectral species. Optical emissions (artificial auroras) frrv' these 4pecies can then he detected by senui',ve

imaging systems to yield information an the location, intensity and energy of the electron fluxes. For
lestance, the excitations of the 0 (ID and IS) states of atomic oxygen are rroduced by fluxes of electrons
with energies exceeding 1.96 and 4. 17 eV, respectively1 and lead to optical emissions at MWA0 and 5577A.
Other possible pioese include excitation ofthe 0 ( P 5P) (threshld energy of - 9.6 eV and radiation

o f M74A) and X2ý (ING) (threshold - 18.7 eV and radliation at 4278A). Thus, optical measuremei*a
at mltiple wavelengths can be used to detect draral.eri-tics of the spectrum of accelerated electrons, at
Sod in the sense that several threshold energies have been exceeded.

The ASIP employs a variable field of view withi interchangeable lnenes covering 180*, 90*, 400,200,
and 1?* full field. A filter wheel rotates up to four Interference filters into the optical axis of the images
by vacteseive exposures. An image intensifier is used to increase the gain followred by a 512 r' 512 CCD)
(diarge-coupled device) for signal detection. Some unique aspects of detection of optical emission features
from a mowing satellite must be considered, as compared to detection of these same features generated



by as Fled patad-besed tratusmitter. hU mrain diiffrence is ielaled to expesurv time. Pot awmulag
smadit the fiactor bimiting the exposure time is th. moation of the satellite (the mnotion of the baee. of
esedwated allactsis) sirces the ASIF 11 detector. Fri a iNielte at 500 km perigee, With a eanval,
edmeity of km/stc. the amWlte vwl change arrith wra, 1 at rati at.15"Isec near tlhe horin., and do
be - Wls/c now the wusdb. Asmrt-Ing a 40* fied ofview lew an~d that 5M0 CCD arxee sam wad"

herl.,.. Plr 180. &M at vriew lens, .hoac times Increzee to .45 oecfpixtil and 2.4 sec/pixel, mepwrtivly.
Thus, sia"Jal tooolutlon Is sarofierd ka Sor-g" expeaure times with the 150' lens. A dark baekliposnd
is wooded for t.2 optical measuremords of fPF induced ionceph:-rc effects. Unfortunately, awe uteut
je~a for expertms-ta 0. Arer~Tho ocewured in late aftprnoon or eczriy evening when the sky was AMil quite

Grownmd-heud Vl-? rerrivee were used to monitor the signal transmitted fromt the orbiting ACTIVE
uslallist. Doppler elftb at the si.-al fequency due tW the orbital velocity (of the orelee of TOM =/a)
end issclinatio (83 *) is sm~al (af tie order of ±0.25 lHs) and depends on the direction of the obaom
ridetive to the aete'lite, motion. Thus, the receiver should have a bandwidth of at least 400 Hs In order to
voawd the traossatted signals. Idenfy, a receivlng ysytram might conuist of two orth-Zonai loop savieanas,

asci leading a low-noise, 400 lit beodwi~th arnp!:Acr/receivwr whose output voltage is downoonverted to
buasbood the two ouatput wittz-vs are sampledl si =ltansuAly (both in-phase and quadrature phase) sand
digitally stated to oputer memory &At a rete au-Melect to Insure no aliasing occurs (> 800 H~z). The
crusend-loops &&:ow the detterninalion of direction oarmrival a( the sign&ls (but have ±I80 ambiguity). In
Inse samaoda, 11110 amipts will have bern recunede, so on 800 point discrete Fourier tra-sform (DFT) Ma
be mdcuitiale fu the 400 Ils bznd, eswl pcirA Separated by 0.5 Hs. tn eflct, the two hd`in ltneaios
hass mswvwd th bandwidth from 4C,3 lTz to 08 lIN and improa-ed the SN~R by N0 dB. Should a greater'
Sit f be requilaed, longer inirtc-iton timas could be used, but the time resoluticn of the satellte signals

wudbe oorsepoodlrwgy coarur.

71wheo~tabe mT cumputing spectrumn anslytcer (Nicolrt Model 448), delpoyed at Arecibo to
montor the tranvtri1ttd Vt? wa-ves, provile diC~iWa eam-linll a( the VI,? sipnal. These spects-am

haluavew selactable bn--Az of 10, 50, 100, 500,1IK, 2K, l0K, or 2201K Hs wide. They calculate a
4W0 point spectrun: friom 1024 time sampkg Tot nominal bnndwidth is 1/400 of the frequency range, for
sueamplal, if the 5SW Hs band is dioscrl, @a&h ePF-tral point Is separzted by 500/400 Hz - 1.25 Hz. Other

rinstueot featuresindIcude mevera avertengg moded, such So selection of number at spectra avernged, sand

We1sw har, actseserded in reccoeding t.-sipmttted VLPt? igals yet. The cateflite-horne, transmitter
am operated In obe-sceod on and olve-second of mode for the experiments. It took about haiffa seodr3
dw satellite to man across the railer beam. It was lib-y that the Signals happeneed to he not transmnitted
uhs the Satellite passed over Arecibo. Another possibiflty wae that the trammyitted Signals were so wesk
hat they could not be dmitigpuixhed frme the bnchground noise. This possibility arises from the fatthat
tin AC~rIVE eatetlite is unfcmnuatl~y not woihiog ma originally planned. The power input to the Namnsen,

pinudto he 10kM (with 80 A of current into the antenna), was reduced by two orders of magnlitude.

It inbhlly, to produce oonlinwt Ionospheric effects, with this weak Vt? transmiutter. We haos
¶hswl difilernt schems to conduict Arecibo exper-mects. In car .een erperiments performed in lae

Mw Said sory Jusl (19M0), we cloccentratrA on the radar diagnoois dt the near field effects of the VLF
binrdeltter. Sam Ineresting phenomena were observsed and the data are currently being analysed by
On toesa WT graduate Students: ILM. Groves, iC.L K~oh, sad C. Yon. The results will be rlpactd

-w el"s Iter.

L Plowesd Laboratory Sinmulation

A loep arperia~eWna p1lasm device canled the Versaisle Toroidal Fhiality (VT?) is currently under
onostractime at the MIT Plasmat Fustio Center. The constructloc materials have been taken from the
alisoinhuad IMT Tarm mirror nachine and the ISX.B fusion device of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

h is a stuadent-powris project in the Sense that its construction involves five graduate students and twenty
moderpsdwot Students. Shown in Figure 21.s the ross-eectional view di the VTF device. This plawsm
davim has; 18 toroidal field (1?) coils and 48 larg side, top and bottom ports providing accss it probes
tbraillout the pLasma volume %or measurements of turbulent densty fluctuationas, pluasm waves, aod bu&
parmeters so&i as elecron temperature and denzity. T-v contrusction of the VT? is w omapletion
ead tse &aee plasmnse will! be produced shortly. The main purpose of constructing this VT? dev in ito
endecd laboratory study of nonlinear wae" propagaticln and interaction with magzaetoplaussa, mimdeltn
&d expow- [Lee end Paurkr, 1900].

The VT? device an -mint Steady-state plasaluss which ame radially hnognalbl, quite
ar m aog the axial direction. it in projected that preliminary experiments to cbaracterise the plaisma

wW he rre outol this summer. Schemastically illustrated in FVgure swe plasma, density (Me), magnetic:
Ilaid losengity (D.), and the fractional deinsity fluctuationl (AP) as a function of ra&o (RIt in VTV.
Theaplme derwity proffie 1. controlled by variation of location of the cyclotron resonance lays- Ths
nmetic field decreases inversely with redo.u. The puasma density fluctuations remai approsimstely
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Constant throughout the device. However, since plasma density drops sharply near the wall, the fractional
density fluctnations range from a few percent at the center to nearly fifty percent near the wil. These
lboratory plaswas with inherent density fluctuations can simulate the disthj)ed ionospheric plasmas for
the concernd nonlinear ".ave propagation and interactions. Further, the near field effects of the VLP
trnmiter can be conveniently studied with this large plasma device.

IL SummaryJPannin and conducting of coordinated spac and ground-based ionospheric n•odification experi-

ii..' _______



sAM 04 Arecibo, Puerto Rico ame dicuseed. Although several experiments we"e carri-,d wt at Arcibtho
is Uke past D~ecember (')89) and March ( 19%0), we have not got significant results -'et. We n~li. thst
the ACTIVE satellite I. not working is ori~a#l~y planned. Therefore, we have .2read~y planned allterr.
Waiwv Ice,. for the proposed erperimerts. Somne irterk-stlng phenomnens were see~n in 4he May-Juat
(1900) expe~ritents. Tim results will be reported after we azconiplith the data analy-iis and interpretatioa.
L~boratory simulation o( the Ribd experiments rill be conducted with the ne-v Ve~rsatile 'Coruidal Facility
(VT?) at MIT. The rrosscdiezl of the reau!ta obtsined fecm the laboratory and fit~d expenritewt wil he
ssswseive to the andrwta.ding o( the concerned nonlinear wave-plasma, lIn:L.actions.
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grante NAG &.1336 and NAG 5-10fi8, that at the polytechnic University bv the NASA grant NAO 5-1081.
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1) Ionoepheric electrio tiold samplitudes of 1-3 mV/a arm not unreasonable overhead
major VnZ transml•ters, bavi•q IN radiated power.

fas as the PmA-V fatellite is concerned, the power Input. tz the antenna was
to be10 k*, with SO A of current Into the antr.a. The phyzlcl fact Isthat the cur-ont Is down by a tactcr oa 10 to 6 A. Nobody really knows what the

radiation etficiency is, so it does not make too much sense to talk about radiatedIpower.

Al•fime ZIULT

Y) Tes, we expect that powerful qround-based VLF tranamitters can excite lover
hybrid wavs. via the proposed instability mechanisa.

3) Thank you for this comment to clarify Dr. e41rose's quest~ions reqardinq the input
pwmer to the 4ntenn4 and the radiated power.

MJOZMS, so

to the VL? wave tunad to nearly the local :M fretqency of the pertulbed bottom-side
Ionospheric plasma?

AUHI1t'8 UPI~t

go, tie wave fr*-iency of the inctdent VLF wave is 10 klo, while the lower hy'brid
resonance frequency in the ionosphere is 5 kiz or so. However, the VL? wave
freuency it within the vave-frequency range of the lover hybrid waves. Hence, if
the VLF wave ts Ltense enouqh, lover hybrid raves can be parametrically excited.

- -
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SUMMARY

Wave-partide sad wave-wave interactions associated with VLF ground-based transmitters are
reviewed. The topic covered include: particle precipitation, amplification and triggering of new
ceim'.ons, and exdtation of resonant frequencies.

L INTRODUCTION

Numerous VLF ground-ban'd transm;t,-n oerated between 3 and 20 kliz, have been set up aml
aome the world, mainly for the purpose of radio-navigation. They are known to induce wave-particle
and wave-wave interactions within the ionosphere and the magncto-phere. The aim of the present
paper is to give a short ove:view of those interactions.

Many advances in the understanding and in the discovering of new phenomena are due to
controlled wave-injection experiments Most of them have been conducted from the Siple antenna [1
and references therein], but other active experiments have also produced key results [2 - 81. At the
present time, a set of n-,w phenomena is induced by the powerful Alpha transmitters located in the
USSR (9. -1.

In the following the phenomena are gathered into three classes: particle precipitation, amplification
and triggering of new emissions, and excitation of resonant frequencies in the medium. Phenomena
such as the quenching of natural emissions by a VLF transmitter are excluded from the present review.

L PARTICLE PRECIPITATION

21 OesrvArllO

Some of the first indications of wave-induced precipitations of radiation-belt electrons were
obtained by observing secondary effects of electron precipitations, such as X rays, enhanced D-region
ioization and optical radiation [12, 13].

Direct evidence of particle interactions with man-made waves was provided by observations of the
enargy spectra of e!e'trons in the drift-loss cone [14 - 161. Observations of modulated precipitations
of electrons in the bounce-loss cone were made during Stimulated Emission of Energetic Particles
(SEEP) eqeriments [17, 181. Two main features characterize the energy spectra of precipitating
Ldectrona. Fir-A, peaks have central energies that decrease with increasing L shell (electrons above 100
Key at L £2 and below I Key at L > 2.5). Second, the width of those peaks is very narrow (less than
10% of the centrvl mneroy).

.. j



Few o!mtion of protons Feltarions by man-made waves have been reported [20 -21; 271.Th1ey concan the energy range 91.150 Kev.

22 Line m~wi

The Dopler4hifted rewmancc of a whistler-mode VLF wave is geneally considered as being
resposiefor the precipitation of enar.ic particles [28]. The mechanism i6 known to work with non.
cohrent (ELr/VLF hiss) as well as with coh'erent .whistleis, ELF/Vt! chorus) natural emissions.
There is no fundamental difference with artificially injected coherent waves.

The gyroresonance condition is written

v + KV a NO (1)

where v is the Doppler-shifted frequency of the wave, K is the wave-normal vector, V is the electron.
resonant velocity, N is an integer and 0 is the particle DTofrequency.

In the cae of electrons, 0 is equal to the electron gyrofrequency 0.. Mort authors consider that
the only active resonane is the first-order cyclotron resonance ( N - 1), which is known to be more
A&M in the equatorial region and for K vectors paralle, to the earth magnetic field B,, A dtxting
of the wave requires v < 0,12 all along the field lkie; then equation (1) implies that resonant electrons
move opposite to the wzve-propagation direction.

As a result of the interaction a pitch-angle change is induced b. the wave. The electrons are moved
into the bomce4oss cone. After one or several bounces, depending on the characteristic parameters
of the particle and of the altitude of the mirror points, the electrons are precipitated.

On generally uses equation (1) to estimate which resonant electrons may interact with a given
wave frequency at given L value. It allows for instance to show an L dependency that is in agreement
with most experimental observations. An exception was noted by Kovrazkin et al., [20, 211 on
AUREOL-3 data. For those pLticular observations, the authors surgest a Landau (or Cerenkov)
resoa•nace obtained by setting N-0 in equation (1). Such a resonance could be more efficient ou. of
the equatorial plane [29]_

At first sight the problem of the VLF-wave-induced precipitation of protons is more difficult to
ove. It seems impomible for a VLF frequency to match the proton Syrofrequency. Now, Shkylar [30]

made two vecy important remarks. First, %ave propagation at large 0 values (with 0 - ( K, B.)) allows
equalities of the form -s 0, cosf, with 0, the proton gyrofrequency. Second, as distances in velocity
space between different resonance modes (different N values) are very small, multiple resonances may
be taken into account.

2.3 NLER.,CAL UIiATMo

A complete understanding of the elect-on precipitations requires understanding of the followingpoinf

(a) the L dependency of the energy spectra of the precikitating electrons in the driftloss

(b) the telationship between the flux of precipitated particles and the power 7f the
transa'() itted Ve F waves;

(c) the unarwness of the peaks in energy-



Severa] simulations of the first-order cytcltron resonant intetaction of energetic dectrons and
coherent VLF waves were carried out, based on motion of a resonant electron into the pctntil
tbowgh of a wave. The motion is estabished by superimposing the adiabatic motion of the prdtice in
the aeenbce of the wave to the Lorentz force equation. It is written [31].

dVa B V~ & A
- a (-)Vsmnt - - - (2-a)
dt m 20 az

eV E6 WB I V UVj aa.
- -)(V.+-)sint + - - (2-b)
dt m K 20 az

dl eB, ( Cost
.- . .-- KV.-(- )(V.+--) - (2-c)

dt m K VJ

with V, and V, the parallel and perpendicular electron velocities, e and m the charge and mass of
the electron, R. the modulus of the wave magnetic-ficld vector, and # the comp!ement of the angle
between the electron's perpendicular velocity (V.L) and N,,. A flux of precipitated electrons is obtained
by computing for a full distribution of particles the wave-induced cb-n7cs AV, and AV,, and so the
pitch-angle xattering over the time intervals where the rezonarze conrdition (1) is satisied.

The computer simulation approach u-sd by Inan et a!. [32] is ba.ncd on the approximation 'f the
full distribution of particles by test electrons aTpropriatcty distributed in encri-y and pitch an;e. It was
extended by Chang and Inan [33] to the quasi-relativistic electrons (> 50 Key). The results are in
agreement with thc. measured energy spectra of the precipitated electrons.

An im rtaoant concept developed by 1lespalov and Trakhtengerts [34] and Trakhtengerts [351 has
been recendy reviewed by Vi0lalon et al. [36]. It supposes that a maser instability is produced by the
interaction of a hot-electron population (> 40 Key) with first-order cyclotron waves near equatorial
regions, and that diffusion occurs over time scales that are longer than particle bounce times and the
-roup-time delays of the waves. The resonant part of the energetic particle's distribution functions is

described within the framework of a quasilinear theory. The equatoria~ly generated waves may be
partilly trapped between the two hemispheres, the reflection coefficients at the top of the ionosphere
being possibly increased by heating the foot of the flux tube.

A full distribution test-partice simulation was carried out to determine the precipitated electron
flux that wo,!d be induced by a Lar.dau resonance interaction [37]. It is shown that for typical
parameters the resulting precipitation fluxes are much smaller than those induced in a gyroresonance
interaction.

I AMPUFICATION AND TRIGGERING OF NEW EMISSIONSI
3.I I.OsVA=i

The eristence of triggered emissions was discovered accidentally by Helliwell et a. [38] during the
maiination of natural events. New emissions (risers, faflers and hooks) were triggered by dashes in

man-made Mor-se code signals, transmitted from the NPG (18.6 kHz) and NAA (14.7 kHz) stations.
A few years later, Kimura [39] discovered that new emissions w.re also triggered by the omega (102
Mflz) signals, jlthough much less power was transmitted (100 W instead of I MW for NAA). Some of

-ose new emissions were preceded by intensification in the signal, but amplirxction of the order of
10 dB was observed in the absence of triggeing Since that time numerous observations have been



Made, partkulay from the Siple cotrollcd-VLF.wave-injectio experiment [1, 41,421. Signal growth
was observed tobe as much as 30 d&. A triggering occurs abo•e a given threshold. Reviews of the
observations can be found in 11. 39, 42, 43, "1. Surprisingly, similar phenomena have never beendetected in laboratory plasas.

3.2 Rwac smmo

The bas physics were reviewed by Matsumoto [45]. The motion of an electron in a whistler wave
is given by the set of equation (2). Due to the mirror force, JVJ, incr.eases as the electron travels
along the geomagnetic field toward the equatnr. At a given point, called the firit resonance point, it
retiufees V,. aVa.V Then, depending on its initial phase value, it may be trapped. Here, a trapping
meaMn that the phase oscillation of the e!ectron is bounded. Under certain conditions, established by
Helliwell and reformulated by Nunn, a trapped electrnn can stay in resonance even in an
inhomogeneous magnetic fidd. A detrapping occurs when the electron moves away from the equator
and encounters the second resonance point where I VI - IV,1. An untrnpped electron continues to
be accelerated by the mirror force till its meet the equatorial plane, beyond which it decelerates. Such
behaviour is easily understood from computer simulation studies [46]. When many resonant electrons
are taken into aocount, several of them may be phase bunched around a certain angle. The phase-
bunching concept has been used for a calculation of a nonlinear current in many works [45 and
refeences therein, 47, 54]

Several theories have been proposed to exp lain the triggered emissions. Man authors refer to
insts-lities caused by a distorted velocity-distribution function of reronant-e!4xrons after the
interaction. As an example Roux and Pellat [54] suggested that a hoWe or a beam in the spatially
averaged velocity distribution is created by the presence of untrappcd and suddenly detrapped
electrons at the ezd of the interaction zone. Other authors stressed the importance of the nonlinear
current associated with the phase bunching. In ord:: :a explain a self.-"staining exponential growth
of triggered emissions, Helliwell and Crystal [47] and later Helliwell and Inan [48] proposed to include
a feedback effect between the simulated emissions and the incom=rng resonant electron. They

ncns ted a model where the interaction region is treated like an unstable feedback amplifier with
a delay line.

3.3 NumucAL 52a4niAT

A list of features of artificially stimulated emissions that theory should explain is given in [45]. It
has been recently rephrased and completed in [52]. To summarize, numerical simulation studies may
be consistent with:

(a) the observed triggering signals (narrow bandwith, duration, threshold)

(b) the observed growth rate and the conditions for the termination

(c) the observed triggered signal (frequency/time variations)

(d) the geomagnetic periods of most active triggering.

At the moment, no simulation has been able to reproduce all the above characteristics. However,
each one brings new items of information. As examples, three studies will be considered.

In a computer simulation based on the interaction of a coherent wave propagating along an
homogeneous magnetic field and counter-streaming high-energy electrons, Omura and Matsumoto
149] demonstrated that a rising tone is caused by detrapping of plase-bunched electrons.

S..... A kinetic theory has been used by Molvig et aL [52] to simulate the triggering of whistler emissions
but only fallen are produced. The emission process requires an inverted population in the
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_ed -dv welocity-distribution fuAion, sufficient ampLitude for trapping in the tr,-e=L xa1,
density in the resonant portion of the distribution function such that the ri m Trtrent

can offiet c ica

Numerical simulations were recently performed by Nunn [53] u-,!nS a Vlasov hybrid simulation
tedmcnue. The partxe population is de=scried is a continuous Vlb.ov fluid in phaze space- It ws
ound that, provided the linear growth rnte ez=:cs a rrin-dirm of about 80 dB/s any initil pulse that

is lon; enough and re nonlinear amrplitudes t/ th e it rcnrles the equator vw.' tri;;r a riser
wth the same sweep rate. For a narrow-buad eni-on the rate of ch.ange in frequency is due to an
sakive term corresponding to the detrapi4- of electrirs and to an inhomogeneous term. For a
brader bmndwih the frequency appears to rise due to succsive generation of the nat uppeaWlebead

4, EXTATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCIES

4.1 OmvA=M

Sias injected from Iound-baed VLF trarsr!Lttr, operated between 10 and 15 kMz, are
mo bsy oerved to broaden as they tnavr.se the ico h-re 155, 58, 10] and the m=gnetosphere

a,9 at Lvalues =Ua than 3. Ile eaaron of the •.:,, v•:.h racuts in a proportional increase
a* 4ial-to-nose rat, m4ay be 2s lrge z3 1% of the cmsrr frequency. T7he transmitted frequency
sems to be always above the l=-1 lower hybr,d frequency. The nature of the broadening is thought
:o be ekctrostantc.

From time to time, aidebands at , and ., are observed around the transmitted frequncy i [10,
601 with similar amplitudes. Bikherence aalyn.-s petforned on scvcral observations made by the
AUREOL-3 satellite luvwe demo'ntted that ph.se rel• t'ons,%_hi e•.•!ed between the transmitted

y-1~a14 wside bardand anatu~Al emL-n obacved a' , - 50OHzThe lag stthe
S frenueny distance between the transmitted frequency and each side.band[l0, Ill.

Arlration of H% He* and 0 iota, a=co pnied by enhancement of natural VLF emiions
(arotmd 4Hz), have been observed on CCSMOS-1809 in =,,siatien with injections of a coherent
wave from a powerful VLF transmitter operated at 19.1 kMz [9]. A possible interpretation consists in
a parmetric decay of the tranzm,tted wave into a lower-hybrid frequency and electrostatic ion-
cydotron wayes; the two produced waves are generally considered as good candidates to accelerate
ions [61].

Other observations suggest stimulztions of geornmgnetic pulsations in the 0.008-1.0 Hz range [62],
and enhancements of ELFVLF waves [63] from powerful 'UF ground-transmitters.

4.2 BR,.e smvn•

ThM cmmon denominator of the above observtion is the ezcitation of a resonance frequency,
and more speifically of the lower-hbrid frequency.

Several authors [5, 60,641 sugLest tlhat high-amplitude electrostatic waves, with a lower freueny
cut-of at the lower Jxtrd resonance, are ec.ited by electromagnetic VLF whisder-mode waves
propagatingtrough regins of the ionosphere and magnetosphere where magnetic-field-aligned pisa-
density irregularities exist A theoretical model, based upon passive linear scattering in a cold
magetoplasma has been developed by Wll and Ngo [64] while Groves et al [651 proposed a
awalinear scatterhig. Several hypotheses uere put forward on the origin of the plasma-density
kregularities, but those irregularities have never been seen at the L values where the interaufiow take
place, atd particularly by the AUREOL-3 high-time-resolution plasma measurements W66].

-mm ------,-, -
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1adepwdegofmvy oubm"tRIda% Rnd eid ey[7sue 61 ddiat VW
pomdlmsint.1w d ~od=c a" MA94i, considered as a three-wave intcnt in whiCh the

MWW ~ ~ 4i dmsEoab * owav&W andaion a lkqeof claftloa If the
ua~ktod wave has a %rq~c CAd wave number K%, the coasuvatloo of e=Vr and
momnumn th.%* deca = wve, ao.

94 st+ I;(3-b)

A sb~ar model was usd by Clamyrev at AL 611 to cphbl the COSMOS-1809 observtions
Howeve Lee sand Knoo18 and Grvs et al. 165) have show that a fo-rwmv paranietrk
is more ilirel, since kha a lower ftheshold and is more coosigeat with the yummtric

abeve n sataeslta

bn the two cases, the lower hybrid waves soe~te hav larp wave voctors. A broadening is the
resub of the Doppler effwc producead by the movemotnt of the satElte in th4 medum.

AUREOL.3 sidebands being prdcdaes much hither ftha the lawer hybrid-resoance,
a model has been developed by Sctna~ t al. 69] based on the excitation of sidehmnds due to non-
Unea cotpling betwee a VLF tran.'niittu 4nal and a natural ELF emlasi~a

At the present time no munlcal simulaion is pavaabe.
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U. a. luxa, us
The irreguiaritiou required by the linesai Mods coupling Model can be as small as tons
of meters or smaller. Does &*CAD- teve ti-e time recolution to measur& such
Irregularities?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Very high resolution measaurements are performed by the ISOPROSE exp eriment embarkced
an ARCAD-2. There is an operation sode rith a time resolution of I an, which means
aspatial resolution better than 20 a. Irregularities of the size of teng of meterm

are found In the light ion trough region (see Beghin at a1., kj ,- e.1, 229,
1985). but they are never observed in the high plasma density region, even at tha
lovest ARCAD-3 altitude (400 kin).
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Camses and effect* of Interactions between energetic electrons &Wd idhitltr-mode
tives In t he coupled u~mgntosphere- on~oepere-etmoephere system

NJ Itycroft

Head. College of Aeronoutlcu.
Crenfleld inetitute of Technology,

Cronflolad.
Bedford MU43 OAL,,

U. K.

The physical mechanism of a cyclotron resonance interaction between trapped
energetic electrons end whistler-madI waeas In the magnotoophere to discussed.
Not only do the electrons haw* thir pitch angles reduced in this interaction, so
that they way be precipitated Into the upper atmfosphere, but elsa the weves can
be. amplified. Such a flux of precipitating electrons cam, either by direct
lonloation or vim broemstrahlung radiation, cause a plimple to be produced on the
bottom of the Ionosphere. That can significantly modify the amplitude andlor
phase of very low frequency radio signal* propagating In the Eorth-Ionosphere
tobe"gI do. Various experimental observations that demonstrate the reality of
Ouc% effect* arm presented.

Cor'nwall (1964) end Oungey (1943) Coneidered theoretically the interaction
between %Aletier-mods (slectromagnettc) wave* and energetic electons trapped In
the Earth's magnetoophoer, the van Allen radiation belts. ontce (1964), In a
paper full of physical insight, discuseed the energetics of this cyclotron
ecOOMence Interaction. Ha showed that the whstlter-mode waevs can be ampl~fid
sonellrrebly by taking a littie energy from the transverse motion of the
electrons. This reduce* the pitch angles of the electrons, such that swm of
them might be lost from the radiation belts end precipitated into the upper
Metow are.

SlectromagnetIc waves In the ELF (< 3 k~z) and VLF (3 to 30 kHz) bands aer
radiated by man-made transmitters and by Lightning. These radio signals - and
atmospherics (or spherics for short) - propegate several thousand km In the
Eerth-lonoophers wavegutde. They can also penetrate the lower Ionosphere to
propegete In the whitlter-mod. elong geoommgnetlc flold-sitigned ducts of enhanced
piasm. density, from one hemtsphere to the other. As they propagate through the
amgnetoephere they arm dispersed. This accounts for the characteristic curved
ynswmlc spectrum (frequency ye time) ofr a natural whistler. The dispersion Is
used to find the electron density In the equator lel plane (Park 1972; Tercasi
at a.1. 1949).

5 .Cyloat=o resonance Lintaracttons hoten staolc lctraons and whIatter-

Energetic electrons, gyrating about geoomagnetic field Lines, bouncing beck and
forth fram one hemisphere to the other, and drifting eastwards In longtude
Namee, 1968). can Interact with whIstler-mode waves. This wava-perticla
interaction is explained by a cyclotron resonance interaction. In wh~tch the
aves or* amplifted (perhape by S0 dB, Netllwail 1983)1 alsimltaneously, the

electrons have their pitch angles, reduced The equational piano Is generally a
preferred interaction region since there waves will resonate with the Lowest
energy oelctone (Rycroft, 19791 Goldberg at a.1. 1987).

*ycroft (1973) presented the first direct expersAental evidence for such an
interact ion. F~g. 1 shows veyn-numbered whistlers, recorded on the ground at
South Ulat. Scotland, and a burst of eiectrons of >45 key recorded aboard a
rocket launched from South Ulat. The Interaction occurs on the L-3. 3 field
line. (The L *ahli of a georagnteti field Line Is approximately the distance
from the centra of the Earth at which the field Line crosses the aquatorimi
plane, measured In Earth radti.)

Ftg.2 shows diagrammsatically the Interpretation of this observation in terms of
ehalf hop whistier Interacting In the equatorial plans, causing the pitch angle
of > 45 kay electrons to be decreased such that they are precipitated over South
Ulet. In the process, the half hop whistler It amplified, to rufiected in the
southern hemisphere and received at Sotith UMet as a two h~op whitlterl further
$multiple even hop whistlers arm evident. The ~gyroresonance condition In the
equtorial plane Is. for a dipole representation of the geomagnatlc field
Cftycroft 1974. 1976). with MI In key. N in cm'r end wave frequency and cyclotron
frequency (f end 

9
a..) In k~z.I. ~~W Ha______Nq -3. t6 Cfs.. f)*/f key cirr.
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This relation tos hown graphical ly in Flg. 3 ta~n from Nargroavaa (1979). F Ig. 3
shows W1 Neq as a function af L-volue for dtfferent wave frequencies f. With
this model equatorial plan* plaaare distribution given in P1g.3b, for either
normal of magnmetically disturbed candttiome, WN to found as a function of L-
value end sho.wn in Ftg.3c at a wave frequency f a 3 kHz. Considering that th.
whistler shown In Fig. I Interacted at 3 ki'z on the L - 3. 3 flux tube, with an
equatorial plane electron density of 330 cnr*, WN a 25 keV. Alternatively, at
I kitz, WN - 100 key. The highest energy electron* are precipitatad *ttner just
outside the ptoamapeuse or in the inner magnotoaphera.

PIC.4 showa that slectrona of 25 key penettrata downr through the upper atmosphere
reaching 83km altitude (Thorne, 1977). whereap. 100 koV electron* reach down
further. to 75 km, Thare they can create extra lonLeation, making a pim~ple on
the bottom of the Ionosphere. Alternatively, they produce breffestrahiung
radiation which penetrates deeper into the middle atmosphere before producing
lanleet ion,

The %yroresonftnca interaction hea been f~enarattead by Rash at at. (1984). F ig.
1lb showe esaentilaly the aama physical situation me Fig.2, but with the
Illghtring tr. tha gout% and the move receiver In the southern hamlopharez rather
then In the Nerth. Fig. So showa the situation for a southern observer In which
the gyroresonent arid pitch angle acettared alakctronsarea rafkected In the
northern heniisphera, wak~ra thi rr~gnettc mirror field strength to graeter, enti
Vwecl~pitatod In the so'jthdirr hemisphere, In association with %Aitsttr-mde waves
from a lightning discharge in the North that have propagated a half hop aftar
the gyroresonant interact ion.

ftesh at al, (0904) provide useful raoutta on the difference In arrival time
betveeon the **%etater made waves end the onergetic eleetrone for these two cases
Lccurrlng on the L a 4 flux tube. Fig. 6 shows the travel tine difference At, a
positive value of which indicates thot the whistler-rmode waves* arrive eariler
then the eletctrons, fnr different densitiee In the oquetorisi plane at L - 4.
On the laft a diffusive equilibrium plasma distribution model for the
plasamaphere te assumed, wherece on the right an L- distribution It taean a)
and b) are as in Fig. SO) end b). The main result te that the waves and the
eletctraon will arrive essentially ainiltareously at a certain fraouency whtch
for 6) Ia near I or 2 kill, but for b) is near ? or 8 kHz. Gyroritsonence et
frequencies other than these will give a time delay between the electrons and
waves that have Interacted. such that a time difference of the order of a few
second@ may be tnterpro~cd to give the gyroresonance energy, WI, If the
equaloriaL piane electron density, N,,, Is knowni from whistlers.

oif5~n& absory tonal evidence of rvclolran raioac intearctions In the

*A manifestation of the precipitation of energetic electrons by whistlers io the
so-celled Trtrmpt affect (Iman and Carpenter, 1987). A lightning flesh in the
North (see FIg. 7*) toe ducted through the magnetosphere (see Fig. 7b) end
precipttates electrons in the North end South. Such a iocetlsed precipitation
region changes the Rode structure for VL.F waves propagating In the Earth-

*ionosphere weveguldo. Signals from a transmittper Tv to a receiver R1, or from
To to Pg*. would be affected, whereas those from Ta to R, would not. Such Trierpi
effectis are madke manifest as changes In the amiplitude and/or the phase of VL..
signals from transmitters on the Earth'a surface that are received at other
ground stations. Such effects have been modelti~d by Tolstoy at mt. (1956).

* ~Fig.& considers the situation with the "i transmitter at Sipte. Antarctica,
transmitting at 3.79 kilz on 15 July 1952. Signals propagate In the Earth-
ionosphere waveguide to Halley at -s4.3. Signals przopegottng a similar distance
either to Paimer or South Pole Cross 1-ehelatt. The amplitude of the Siple
signal received at Htlley. shown In FIg. 9L, Increasee at 1930:3S trT, about 2
seconds after a whlettar (whose ope~trogrem is showni In Fig. 9d) was received at
Halley (Hu.rrom at 6 l-., 1988). This aeplains the increased amplitude of the

neturel 0.15 to 2. 5 k~z ignmal at Halley (Fig. 9c). Ties recovery timen after the
to,eneient I-l~s, am is evident In Fig. 9b) Is typical for the 0 region.

ma t al. (19880) have inveatigetod Triepi events at lower 1-shells between
non end -3, caused by more energetic electrons (..iov). They have also
crriedered the geographic variation of Trlirpl events, explaining them In terms

Of preferred Precipitation on the western edge of the roe-ton conjugate to the
South Atlantic Geomafgnetic Anoemaly. This effect I* illustrated in Fig. 10, due
to Sheldon" at at. (1988). In which the equatorial pitch angle, I eq. of
electrons Is plotted against longitude. As electrons drift eaestwards, they or*
preferentially precipitated at geographic longttudes between 270* end 360* E.

fMen at at. ((988 b) present further evidence for whistler-electron interactions
near Lai.6, having ltcetad the positions of the causat~ve cloud-to-ground
lightning dtscharges, as ahosm In Fig. 11 by crosses. These are close to the

- . greast circle path of the diagnostic VLF transmitter signai at 28.5 kHz. and near.
Ita mild-point. The initial recovery time is only -Ia, indicating more energetic
(..MaV) precLp~tatton to deeper Into the denser atmosphere, followed by recovery
on a 10a time acats.



Sentsetion profiles and amplitudee of the diagnoteti . tranomitteor *trotl have
been successfully modelled (see, fig. 12) at different L-shoiis. ,parties5are

laown at the time of the precipitating elotlotro burst Ct*0), and et 1.9.20 and
W1~ s~ends thereafter.

Laftlie (19808) has considered vt*let tight fleshes testing a m~illsecond from
the upper atmosphere at L-.&. as being due to lightning in the conjugate region
triggering precipitation of &@ NoV electrons from the inner radiation belt.
Short *Aration buret* of precipitating energetic electrona have been observed at

Lml~l bi Voss at ai. (1984). Succeesivet burst* correspond to the bouncing
motion (period .0. 4 aeconda) of a bunch of electrons. Vempiet (1908) hes argued
againet this, interpretation based on an interaction in the equatorial plene,
using concepts discussed by Rosh at at. (19114) samngat others. LaBelle (1988b)
counters, this criticism by Suggesting that lIghining from the southern
hemisphere causee a wave-perticie interaction int the northern topeid. ionosphere
end then the mliilaacond Liep. flash.

Vows at at. (1904) presented satellite observations of burst* of electrons
)IQ00keV (upper curve in Fig. 13, for trapped electrons) and >45 k*V (iower curve
In Fig. 13, for pracipitating electrons) near L-2.3. Simuattaneouaiy with thla.
whittlrer two received at Potlar Station. Antarctica. asio at L-2.3. These
eatoilitedground observations confirmed the rocket/ground data obtained by

ftycroft (1973) one solar cycle earler,

Such teatalilt data show bursts of electrons, bouncing beck and forth between the
northern end southern hemispheres. These occur just after a whistlter, and the
precipitating energetic eiectrons cause a pimp~le on the bettomaida ionoaphere
which explinsn the TrImrpi effect obeerved.

Lohrey and Kaiser (19W9 and Cowdan end Ad.,. (1908l s~b) received at Dunedin, in
Now Zealand. 22.3 kms radio signals from North West Cape OAC) in Australia.
5750 km away. They expiain aome Trispi avanto se &light departures from great
cI rcle propagation In the fort h- Ioncephere waveguids, and than forward scatter,
.1ith a chersctor~ottc polar diagrem, from the pimpie. This week scattered
aigne interferes with the great circle path signal, %Mich leads to both
Increases and decreases of ampilitude and phase.

The interference between the direct and pisple-acettered Signals is shown in
anether way in Fig. 14. E being the phesor of the direct signal end a that of
the scattered signal. Because tha totter my hays any phase with respect to the
foruma, its tip traces out a circie.

Pit IS shows two nighttime Trimpi event*, A and 3, with vary different
amplitude and phase cherocteriattica as expected from this phasor modal.
Systematic changes over the night indicaet that the precipitation region drifts
pelewards by about 4 Wmhour.

A model, for the pimple, he, bean constructed. ea a two-dimensionai Gaussian
height perturbat ion on the bottom of the Ionosphere. This was placed 1200 km
from Dunedin. It causes amplitude and phase perturbations of the right size*
their sign depending on the pimple's lateral displacement from the groat circle
pathl +- Indicates a range of diapiacemsnto for which the phate change to
positivea end the amplitude change to noaet~ve, etc. There, to asome indication
that a perturbation region stretched along an L-shali way be better at
explaining the reaultts then a region of circular cross section.

Armstrong (1987) has -4d the coo* that one whistler trigger* another about 9
seconds later. 140w could this be? A poasibie mecheaien,, illustrated In Fig.
16, is 41) that a northern hemisphere lightning discharge (2) Launches whistler-
mode waves into the wagnatosphera, (3) electrons cyclotron resonate with the
wave, and have their pitch angles reduced, (4) the one hop whistier is reflected
In the Souttý and the, bunch of electrons which Interacted near the northern
atmosphere, and CS) they create lonisetion in the atmosphere. This could reduce
the resistance of the air column, above the thundercloud, causing a lightning
discharge to the ionosphere when the two hop whistler is received (Rycroft,
197). This triggered lightning discharge than produces more whistlesr.

Armstrong (1987) hoe published the spectrogram (asee Fig. 17) ofr a whistler W
which generates echoes with a 4 second periodicity and which evolve Into bursts

ofr almoet constant fre..uency. To triggers whistler We at the some times as

estmation Ea. (not labelled). There is a I second deaiy associated with the
triggering process.
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Attention has bean concentrated here on tha effects Of electron P.-ec 1 tttlem
triggered by twipuletwo l~ghtning, a powerful source of broad-bond w..oLti,&-,~de
red tat ton. A wen-wade ELFIVLF radio transmitter (Koons at at., 19411 Var1vois.
1983) or powe pLine herwmontc radiation (Tatnell et at., 1983; Butoaugh, 1980)
sech producing narrow-bend whistler mode radiation could Cause the PPrecFltttlOn
of energetic electrons. It is not yet clear %whether 0 naturat whisotler Io were,
or* less, effective then a short (or tong) pulse of narrow-bend %OIetter-mdod
r adlatton, of consatnt frequency, or of slowly changing frequency. Neither to
it known wrther a wan-made putse of ELF (though not VLF, from energy
considerations,) bnlottor-mwod radiation could cause )100 kaY electron
precipitation to generete energet~c brenmestrshlung radiation or avalenche
effect. above a thundercloud end trigger a lightning discharge to the
ionosphere. (DAngeto (1987) has considered brwasstrahlung; X-ray geneartion In

the atmoaphere from 3-100 keY electrons produced by Lightning.) Also. natural
b.lgtler-modo radiation termed chorus (Oltven and Gurnelt, 1968) can cause
energetic electron precipitation effects (Rosenberg at at., 1971). Clark end
Smith (1990) haves reported the Trtwpt effect caused by quest-pertodtc VLF
emissions. Thus there Io scope for further experlirantal Studies as well ge for

theoretical end numiertcal modellIng investigation*,
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Fig. 2. aOlgram illustrating the
F~t me. wa gyroreeonence Interaction in the

equatorial plane between energetic

Fig. 1, Diagram showing the intensity Of electrons and a half hop t oetLer

precipitating electrons of >45 keV (frow Rycroft, 1973).

Observed near 100km attitude
at the ttme of Some o tven-nunoered
hop Aulstters (from Rycroft. 1973).
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&-• &-•utw(from Therte, 1977).

S~L-eotue for a gyroresonanca Inter-
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• ~(b) Model ptas p1~ei-c electron

deneity distrtbution. (c) Derived

paralltel energy of gyroresonant
electrons (fr-.n IHergroavee, 1979).
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qUc,.c, /1,.

Fig. 6. Differences in arrival time, At, for

sghietiara and energetic electrons
that hove undergone a gyrore*onent
interaction in the equatorial plane
(where the electron density is Neq)

Fig. S. Diagram similar to Fig. 2, but with at L.4, for different values of the

the %hlstier receiver in the Whistler wave frequency f. (a) O A

southern hemisphere - see tett end (b) or 8 refer, respectively, to

(from Rash et Ie. , 1984). In (a) (a) and (b) In FIg. 5 (from Rash

the lightning discharge it In the at at. 1984).
NOrth and In (b) It Is in the South.

id go .. ....

ii -- / s .. ,

Fig. 8. Map, from H arrn t el. (1986),
showing propagation of a VLF signel

Fig. 7. Diagrm, from Inan and Carpenter from the Siple transmitter parallel

819e7), showing (a) a diagram to L-shells to Halley Bay (HB), and

similar to F1A.2. ene also showing across L-sheits either to South

the signal from a VLF transmitter T Pole (SP) or to Palmer (PAX

in the North propagating to a
recolver R In the South, (b) a

perspect ie diagram 2howing
pecipitit ont A* causing a Trltmpy
event on the signal from T, to R,,
end (.) a diagram showing how the
"wevegutlde propagation is perturbed
by a precipitation region of size d.
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''182. ev, dot on the spectrogram
(d), causes not only the enhanced
0.5-2.5 kHz signal -2Corded at
Halley Say but sts. the Trtffpt
event evident in (b) at 1930:35UT
(fromp Hurreon et at..* 1986)
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Fig. 13. OtMaervattonS by Voss at *1. (1984) (1968e) illustrating the change. in

of" b~urste of" etectr•s -Xwo ad ewptttude endaphoms, of" a wmaevlptaeSwith whlt I I b O-lrverd at Pafmer -signal (E9 du to scamttering from a

90`0 text, pimple on the bottco" of the
: t Ionosph'er e (0).

Fig. 16. 0Iegram, from Rycdoft d1987)

Fig. 13. Phase (left) and monptttude (R) of illustrating how precipitating

tiavegu.lde signl*l from NMiC In energetic e~lectrons due to 0
Pt~ltltIIreceved I Oundlngyrorlesonent Intelractionl with 0

Now Ze dl~c, a lc t td withTlp half hop wit~llter Nay trigger an

everits (frc4% Dowd~en and AdamS, up:ward propagating lightning
1958a).discharge.

Fig. 17. Expertfantet evidence, from
Al~ntrong (1957), for one wt~tt~er
triggering alnot her.

a .'.
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PAPE No. 27

DIlCUU1tO6

I hbe" a question ,oqarding the suggested feedback process by whi.ch lightning
u ducted VLr whistler* which in turn induces particle precipitation ordirectly interacts with the low~r Ionosphere, which then may trigqer a sub**Vent

lightning avcn%. If I understood correctly, the lightning source needs only to be
withir about 1000 km of the duct insertion location. The subeequent ionospheric
distubance, either from the one-hop VLF or precipitating particles, is rather semal,
on the or•er of 50 ka or less, and may be far removed from the initiating lightning
storm. Thus one would expect such feedback events to be quite rare, and at leastSlightning events mentioned by Dr. banks.

It is generally believed that the lightning needs to be within 1000 km or so of the
mognetoopheric duct for whistler excitation. Also, the perturbed region is likely
to be of the order of only So km. For these reasons and, perhaps, others too, such
feedback events are extremely rare. I believe that more experiments are needed above
thunderclouds when the whiýler propagation path is along a geomagnetic flux tube
whoes Linospheric footprint is above the thundercloud.

P. M. Sum, US

Pool Waits, a Space Shuttle pilot, haU reported visual sightings of multiple
lightning discharges over distances of several hundred kilometers. Could this be
related to the proaressive precipitation of energetic particles arA stimulation of
subsequent discharges?

AD1' I UPL•Y

You have made a most interesting suggestion. My Initial reaction is that could be
the explanation if the interval between the discharges were a fey seconds, and if ths
magnetic latitude of the phenomena ware appropriate for varl energetic electron
precipitation. Rowever, the explanaticn may also lie in the natural progression of
discharges from different charge centers within a thundercloud.

P. MOSTY, US

Might some of the observations be attributed to VIL besIa of the 0-region, leading
to ch"a-es in the effective recombination rats, and henceb w e effects?

See reply by Ines.

U. S. M., US (Zn remponse to a question by Paul goaesy.)

Then are basically two classes of ionospheric disturbances associated with lightning
discharges. The larger class of events exhibit a distinct delay of a fracLion of a
second between the signature of lightning and the onset of the ionospheric
disturbance event. In such cases, the whistler-induced precipitation mechanism is
cnsListent. In a smaller sat of events, the Ionospheric disturbance appears to occur
within few tans of ms of the lightning discharge. Such events could very well be due
to heating of the lover ionosphere, as suggested in my paper in the Kay 1990 issue
Of •SL. At this meting, I also learned that An can result due to Ar resulting from
heating. This, I believe, mans that the lightning associated events in the latter
category can be explainad as a consequence of heating of the lover ionosphere by
lightning diucharges.

5 L�Adlo ' S RIlLY

no reply needed.

_ _-
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fit,'ý-anqle scattlring interactions of electranN-ntic waves in the EL1P/VrJ beands vie. r~
electrons, as forsuistel by genne~l and frttedk Ill, describe the dyrvexics of the freshly filled
radiation belts flux tubes. The natu'tsl er'istence of a 'slot' region with wlectron fluxes below
the Wwwnnl-Netachek limit requires non-local waemy arces. We describe a met of planrmad active
experirwots in whichd VEY? radiation will be injected from ground sand space based trsnsitmdi in
conjiuictirui with the CMsat'llite in the rpAiation belts. These experiments %rill mesure the
intensity of wwaes driving pitch-angle diffusion and the electron energies In %yrores~onor with
the mwwse. An ability to reduca, the flux of energetic particles trapped in the radiation bellts by
ertiicial maws could i~mprove the reliability of microelectronic components on earth-obeevfrx
setallitee in siddle-atitixie orbits.

LE (W see=
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*0 P ermittivity of free Spce

0a Pemeility of Mre Spec@

Lowr Hlytrid Prqurcy

U Pe Electron Plamiss Frequency
Oce'l Eectron, Ion Cyclotron Freuenoy

One of I "yic's major suicess stories of the 1960's was the development of the Ovanry of
pitch-angle scattering of energetic electrons trapp~ed in the earth's radiation belts by RZ1VL
radiation (1!. This theoretical model postulates that energetic electrons moving along magnietic field
lines lnea the equatorial plane of tine magnetompiere see law-freryjency waves Dioppler shifted to their
locl qyrofroquenies. In ctnf-puernt, Syroreacruvnt interactions pprticles diffuse in pitc angleIalong sutrfacej of constant rtu-so velocity. Particles diffusing tsrd the loss cone give vp small
amonta of alergy to we" growth. tiw model is self consistent in the sense that sewes responible for
pitch-aqgle scattering grow finm backiground fluctuation levels due to the free energy contains in the
ansiotropic pitch-angie distributions of trapped particles. if the anisotropy of the trapped dstribo-
tion falls below a critical level growth ceases.

Duifv aeignatic storm the radiation belts fill up with traoped, energetic particles frs bot
L - 0 to L - 1.5. In the hcask fnllowing storms the flux of trapped electrons in the slot betow L
2 to L. - 3.5 fall to the thresholds of detec-tor sensitivity, well below the stable trapping lizit of
F~ssel and Pasetk. Trapped protons do not show slot-like distributions. Lyons and! cowtrs 12!
recognized that waves responsible for the pitch-angle scattering of slot electrons nwAd rot 9M self
conistently finm background fluctuation levels. l~ather, they can be injected from neon-local saoucse

ar__ e! *till pitdr-wqgle scatter trooped electronsa into the atmoepi ric loss cone.
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The sources of zLF/VL? waves are multiple and their relative importance for magnetospheric
particle distributions is the subject of an orgoino research. The waves envisaged by Keniel and
1at.chek arise naturakly out of background fluctuations by selective amplification. AtVo"4;er ic
lightning produces broad-band EF/VLF missions. Part of the radiation propagates in the earth-
ionosphere waveguide and part accesse5 the magnetoephere in field-sligned ducts. Studies of lightning
induced precipitation abound in the literature 13 - 53. lbs Stanford group has pioneered techniques
for monitorinq lightning induced dumping of the radiation belts using the SM Albany network.

Another major source of VLr? is radiation. The Stanford group has made numerous studies

of amqitospheric effects of ULYW trsanmi~sions trom the Riple station in Antarctica to Aaanetic
connjugate points in Canada 171. The intensities of waves mitted from Siple have been measured
directly by the wave detector oeperiment on satellitee rear the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere
[11. A series of successful experiments were conducted in the early 1980's in which time-coded WI
emisiona fro US Navy tranmaitters were c-mpred with electron precipitation evets simultaneously
detected by the SEEP satellite (9). Vampola (103 investigsted the effects of a powerful VLW trans-
mitt.! at Corky on radiation belt electrons and suggested that it maintains the inner teaches of tthe
slot.

The purpsee of this paper is to describe a group of active experiments that will be condcted by
Geogbysics Laboratory scientists after the lairch of the CRRES satellite this summer. In these
experiments, low-frequency waves will be injected into the magnetosphere by several different methods.
Instruamntation on CRRLE will monitor$ (1) the intensity and interactions of the injected waves, and
S2) tha dynemics of electrons and protnsa near the loss cone. l object of thees esper ists is to

estsblis the feasibility of using active techniques to control the flunes of energetic particles in
this Slot. A human ability to -ccelerata or maintain slot depletion would allow earth observing
satellitse to fly in orb,' no rw considered too hezardbis till. Sam Based Radar would profit from
this capebility 1121

In the following sections je first review criteria for pitc.h-angle scattering trapped particles.
After summarizing the ctpabilities of aiM instrumentation for measuring wave-particle interactions,
we describe three mshods of wave injection using ground-based WI and HF tranemitters, snd VLW
trans•issiona from the Coviet ACTIVE satellite.

To understand slot dynamrics it is necessary to corwider whistler mode proMastion in the radiation
belts and its interactions with energetic particles. The waves of interest are in the ELr-vLr (0.3-
30 kHz) bands. Two empirical facts are used in our simple models: (a) It* earth's magnetic field S
is approximately dipolar, and at the magnetic equator is given by

(1) 3(eY) - 3.1a 10 e 0

whers L is the standard magnetic shell number. (b) The background plasma is dominated by cold
particles stoee density is approximat&3 113,

(2) N(cm)) - 3 * O * (2 / Q.4

Ihe high-energy particles have densities that are < 1 •a-
3

. Thus, wave propagation is well described
in the magnetized, cold plasma limit. The whistler wave is a right hard mode that propagates aling the
magnetic field if its frequency w is less tnan the electron cyclotron Oce and greater than the lower-
hybrid WtU1 frequencies at all points.

As illustrated in Figure 1, whistler waves in the radiation belts in two distinct modes called
docted and unducted 1141. Dicted waves propagate alorn magnetic field-aligned plas"a irregularities As
In weveguldes. Vbves injected into a duct can propagate fror one hemisphere to it conjugate and back
many timeG 3153. Unducted waves observed in the magnetosphere never make it to the ground. Ray-
tracing studies 1161 show that as the waves propagate away from the equatorial region t0e contributions
of ions to the dielectric coefficient grow in importance. As unducted waves propagate to locations
along magnetic field lines %here their frequencies approach W Elf their wave vectors turn and reflect
b•ck toward the eqjator. The process is analogous to total internal reflection at optical frequencies.
Not being confined to propagate in a single magnetic shell these waves suffuse throughout the plas-
masphere as a broadband hiss.

For waves and particles to interact strongly they munt satisfy a resonance condition

(3) w -kv + NQj = 0

wtwe r5 is an integer, v the compornent of particle motion along the t&-gnetic field, w and k are the
wave frequency (in radians per second) and the wave vector. In the nonrelativistic limit the cyclotron
frequency for electrons (e) and ions (i) is OCei -•e B / moe,ij s here e repre-ents the nlerontal
unit of charge, S the magnetic field and m the mass of an electron or ion. A rarticle must see the
weve Doppler-shifted in to some harsonic of its gyrofrequency. Figure 2 depicts whistler 

i
nteractions

with electrons and protons. Electron interactions occur at the N w - It -2o ... harmonics and require
that they travel in opposite directions to the waves. Protons ir-eractions occur for positive values
of'U with the protons traveling in the same direction and overtaking the waves.



DUCTED UNDUCTED
VLF VLF

Fig. 1. Ductmi and ixidurted w.*,ist~lor waves in the "wnetope~r..

fwdispersion relation for whisitler waves propagatingi along the sognetic field near the squ&-
tocial PlIN. to apprOxiffitely

(4) 
62 4 EC

%two #Ap l02 1/2i' the electron pisaaa frequenc;I ard C0 Is the premittivity of free
; .ombningoquT.9(3)and (4) shows that VAn energy of reroonant electrons is

por protons the resonant ffnergy is

~0 A . 32/ 2 j 0, n is the magnetic energy per porticlo &Md i" is the perveAbility of free- spce.
in planninrg active wxpsrirpents in the radiation belts we estiniate th using the dipoars maag~tic
fields orl' the cold plasma densitles given in equations (1) and (2). To stud~y pit&h-agle ~scttering
in a given energy range the only free parmsneters that roamin are the wave frequency ant! the resonance

hsiuii rJ*er N.

Fig. 2. bkorait interacttons of whnistlers vi~ti protons and electrons.



COR iCosbined Release Radation effects Satellite) is scheduled to be lamr-delds In Jurae 1990 into
a 170 inclination, geoetationary, transfer orbit, As its name. sLgests# CPM! has two mission objec-
tiveae to study the effects of chemical releases at high altitudes, and to understand5 the Interact.ions
of advaned microelectronice coanents with natural radiation environments. Iflsiled descriptions of
the comtehensive scientific payload on auPan have beon compiled by Gussenhoven "a Coworkers 1171.
For the studies discussed below three instruraents are germane and are described briefly. These are the

Lorw DW lases Analyser (LZM'), the Planes wave blurlaunt sad a LAngmuir Probe.

Vhe LEMi expenisment was dosigned to meastre the threse dimensional distribution function of ions
and electrons with energies, betwelen 10 e'v sad 30 kay. The particle distribuitcn functions are measured

by two 2W0 sperical electrostatic analyzers. Rach sensor consists of two concentric spherical
plates. On on edge the spae between the plates is closed of f except for a 5.60 by 1280 aperture. A
.ideradmevwel plate is place at the other edge. The energy analysis to achieved by changing theIelectrostatic potential between the plates. ?he instiument focusing tos uch that particle pitch engtle
are imaged on the sticrodwmnel plate to an accuracy of better than I degree. The particle positions
are divided i.to sixteen So bin can be resolved into eight 10 zones. ft~caus the limited telemetry
does not silow the full data set to be transmitted to ground# a m~icroprocessor has been programe to
select deeired sampling patterns.

Partielee t04t are In resonance with :. given mew sof can be identified by imeans of a correlator
devices [III that measuree the time of arrival of electrons or ions In an 90 sector with a high-
freq~aucy cloc. The microprocessor then preforms autocorretlat ions to identify bunching of the
particles. Wuring active experiments the microprocessor will select the bin closest to the direction
of the local magnetic field to study the dynamics of particles in "e non the atmospheric losesz
and identify the moew moee responaible for resonant pitch-angl acattering.

The Msassive Wav Experiment was designed by the University of tow to measure electric sind
magnetic fluc-tuatlone over a dynsoic range of 100 db using a 100 u tip-to-tip dipole end a search coil
maglmetawmetr. The inatnutnents will operate in swept frequency and fixed-filter e.The Swept
freqmeny enalyier covers the range from 100 Nx to 400 kHz in 128 step. Tor maew frequencies in the
WS band both electric sad mmurnetic spectra be eximlied every 16 a. The fixed filters will be used to

compile a 14 point spectrum with center frequencies between 3.6 lix anod 10 k~tz eight times perseo.

The Lsngmzir probe experimint c=sstst of a 100 a tip-to-tip dipole that uses spherical sensors
each containing a pcezmlifioir with a 1 Pat: bandwidth. The instrtzeert can be used in either a los-
Impaednow moe to wsxure the plasma density or a high-limpadance mode to measure electric fields. It
contains two microprocessors, one controls ordinary operations and the other a "burst swry" device.
The burst memory holds 192 kbyt~e armS can be filled with data from the Plsasm 11kw and/or La, nit
Prob Tqpeiments at rates up to 30 kitz. The moasured parameters and collection rates are controlled
by ground coasaard. Data of the desired kined will be continually fed through the burst mmary as a
buffer. When the microprocesmor recognixee some specified event, it will save a wall monmt of pre-
event data sod proceed to fill the burst memry. A rapid increase in the wave Activity meassured near
the central frequency of a fixed-f ilter channmels will probably be* used to trigger burst msry data
collections during the experiawnts described below. After the mory is filled, data will ae slowly
loaked to tt-a emin tape recorder for later trasmission to ground.

CRRES

rig. 3. FAY&e injection experiMets fft. *01 to CIS.
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Is this asMtian we discuss a nuitet of acti• v tachtIgqueo for Injieting sn! diap- ,nq thittier
W in to radiation belts. The oxprilmort conCept Is illustrated rchematica;ly in . ure 3.
itonIa mius to transmit enrgy intu the radiation belts may operate in either the VU or HF ruc"

mW my be either gr oun6 or mpace based. Pot aisplicity we first co.aider tt- came o trarsmia-zo
grem the polar orbiting ACTVE satkilita. TIris allows us to illuxtri&t the principles that Ypl to
eqarivent planning end "ally estend to grd-beaad tranasisaions.

98•C TfIVE satellite was laurrthd on 20 Septterr 1985, into polar orbit with am apogee, paiiMe
d inlination of 2500 It, 500 Ian and 83o, re"pectively. The prime x•ptriment is a Vt. qewerator that

powers a single turn loop antenna o: o0 a dianter, lhe emitted .requir-/ falls in the ravxe fra 9.0
to I0.5 1:11 ad it c otrlli• by ground ca.and. There are viiht preprogreew1 on/off amivvin
sqece that my be selected. Because the loop antenna failed to deploy propertly the e•ittad p~w
Um W70V is well below its planned 10 kW value.

Lba rates of orbital proceasion :or the ACIVE and C satellites are - 1.65 and 0.47 de7rees
p day. This iml ies that within a few tonths of launch the orbital plares of the tw spacecraft will
werlap Cvorably for oni- tIrr1 experiments in which V". radiation can be emitted fram kWtrI ad
twived by C . Sinoe A•rIVF charr~ea n•getoic latitude quite rapidly relative to the near a**-
tocial t, it is necessary to determine the useful locations for coryJucting transmisalon and pit.'h-
anle scattering experrents. Figire 4 plots the equatorial cyclotron and pla "a frequercies der,:,d
for the mignetic field and plasma 3 iutics given in euationo (I) and (2) as functions of L. Us also
Indicate ACTIVE's emission .ard. The figure i.idicates that thie rad!3titon can only prowate to the
equato. for L shells lees than 4. At greater dastaoee ATIVE's radiation cannot re.uch CR="L .

I
2 4 6 S

L L

Pig. S. t•nergies of electrons resonant with
fig. 4. Electron cyclotron and plasna fre- tCrr'J anisztons f~r N - - I and - 2, at

qwmIc at the muagnetic squatcr. the magnetic equator as functions of L.

Using eqations (i) ad (2) we calculate that tie masqTic energy per particle is 50 kaV/ L
2

.
With an mission frequency fran ACTIV• of 9.6 kr.z, the ratios Ocm/w id 

O
ci/w are 90.4 /0 amd

0.31/W-
3
, respectively . In Figure 5 we have plotted the energies of electrons that are resonant with

9.4 kitz wvwa at the equatot using eqjation (5) for the first two harmonics. At distances I. > 2.5
) 3; the enerTy of resonent electrzns is in range of LEPt's sensitivity for the M - -1 (- 2) hsardic

interaction. Higher harmonic Interactions can be 6etect-i by hfgh-•nergy detctorx but with courser
pitch-angle resolution than LEPA. At off equatorial latitudes the magnetic energy per particle
i'cremse leading to higher energ!ie for reactant interactions. Note that CIMES can detect resonant
interactions resulting from directly injected woves only if the two spacecraft are in opoite
hemispieres. Resonant interactions ca, oonur at tha location of -RRES with the satellites in the sme

oimpatinee if the waves undergo interr.al magnetosperic reflectiona. Protons interacting with whistler
waves mtt-a• by A•TIVE at the first haamonic must have energies > 1 ?Mv. Higher harmonic interactions
take place at Iown energies.

There are two me• a for injecting VLF waves into the magnetosp~here from the ground, directly
fram VLF tranemitters or indirectly from H? ionospheric heaters. P14ay direct WV• injections ae
salredy bean cited. The Siple transmittcr had flexibility in its emitted frequencies. Hweever, Siple
was closed uben Untarctic ice uiusW the station. Imhof and cowrkers carried out esperie.nt using
VYI t:a.nauitters at a nreter of fixed frequencies used by the U.S. Navy. These can be repeated with
CM. Conestet with SEM •m•urcments (9], frnguerecive > 20 kHz will interact with electron in

* ,If's awrgy range at L > 2.

lndlrect injections of VEF wsves into the radiation belta can be accorplished by two methods. • h
first is through noduiaticrn of ionotspieric currenta and the second through beat waees. Iorospheric
Cursnt adulations hae been achieved by a aoulatad heating of the D region of the ionosphere 119-
201. T-W ba!ic cocept is that the IP wayne heat the ionospheric elect•rons and thus increase the lato-

tw.,-Ic OoJndutivitv. If the aplitude of che heater is mdulated at VLF frequencies the Ionospieric
currents are also wdaulated. turning them into a vertual antenna in space. Trakhte1erta I21)

I __,



a suggested that this tachnique can be adopted to turn whiole flux tubtes
- Into a maser-like device in which injected waves grow to largo

a mplitudles. Quantitative conditions required for growth with parallel
w eve propagation have been axplored by Villalon and c%*arkera 1221.

e Ionospheric current modulation techniques have the advantage of
-flexibility over fix*] frequency transmitters. Ioov.-r, while waves

saitted from virtual ionospheric antennaa have been detacted at the

I grond little is known about the efficiency with which they traneit

W - a mcod matht for indiroct VI.? injection involves the use of
beat Novee. Di~fsero*f sectrs of the Arecibo antenn~a can radiate at
selected frequencies who differefoce lies in the VL.? range. This also

_________________ providev flazibilitl for studying resonant interactions in LEPA's
-*enM range near I. - 2. 1hu Mr hester also provides a sears for

to enhsncing thbr efficiency of move injections. If the ionosphere is
FINOWW"M bested for about ten minutes prior to VI.? turn-on, it develops field-

aligned thermal striations 1231. Induceds Irregularities can arh~nce
VLF? transmission through the ionosphere either along artificially

11i9, 6. W'ezies of *lacý- created ducts or off strategically located scattering conteac. Figure, 6
trons and protoaw resnant plots the resonant energy of elactrons and protons at the first
at tefirst h armonic with harmonic at L -2assafunction offrequency. asaonant electrons in
ithistlara at XP2. LZt,'s range of sensitivity require Injected maew frequencies > 20 kiz.
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DISCUSSION

In a paper yonu co-authored with Dr. Villalen you uugqeated to heat the foot of the
flux tube where the interaction takes place. Do you plan to do it in your C8IM
expriment?

AITT"lO$ Rt/PLT

2be C experiments are designed for aingla-hop whistler*. To heat the conjugate
point for the Alfven maser vould require a two-hop whistler. If it happeun, RRZS
could ae it.

___ ~



MODIFICATION OF TIHE WOWEX IONOSPHERE IN LIGHTNING.INIUCED
KL9CTRON PRECIPITATION EVENTS AND THROUGH VLF HEATING

by

Uniss S.Iaa
STAR Labowastory. Stanford Uuiverrssy

Stanford, CA 94305
USA

Diaser m achatlaws k- hic VLF %vves ft go. nivi asd - ,modifth nighttime lower ionspe (!)-region)ami
(,,.0 izY) e6kctous out of the nsdix~iot belts in gyroresonant interactions with whistler waves issnhed by lightning discharges. A
woodi pasoor Involves direct up-ard coupling of lightning electric ields as the lower ionsphere leading to intense electric fields
md snization enharerments. A third process is the heasting of the lowe ionosphere by upgosarg VLF waves from gswnd-based

mwnlnand lightsning. leading to up to 10D% increase in electrons temnperature at 8090 km altitudes (1).

1. IMOSPIIERI MODIR~CATION IN UGHTINON-INDUal) ELEC'MON PI1ECIP17ATION (11T) EVENT
A na wada body of evidence hot recently mserged Mniating that the nighttime loewe Woosphere Ib regularly disturbed by

aarsc(>40 keY) eL rn. burststat aim weprciviuvi' out of their trapped uuduajon belt oebits in gyraresonant interactions with
Nghilagpnetsdwhistlers. While electron precipistaw. bursts ha.e been observed as satellites 121 and on rockets (3A],. the

ovua wlehing evidence Ice the occtm-cnce chusctrisida amt Vgegapitic distribution at LEP events and the causative association o(
do atervedIstcpberlc risxane with whlstle= and lightnirr. have bect obtained by means of groud-basd VLF emam oteening
of do sighttdme D-trowz [5, 6.7.8B.9. 10, 11, 12. 13, 143. Eanspies of pround-based signomse of LEP events wte shwow In
11m 1. together with the locatic" of cessetve Ii-bsting that wan avaible for thw ease 1111. Th: characteristic VLF signatures of
*an -eart ate essiuonly referred ton aDIY*i events and involve a rapid (< 2 s) onset Molowed by a relatively longer (10-100s)
saway. surprserting the reccenbinetio Lrs1-cr astcitment of th- enhanced secondarsy iorilsetioo prodaced by the energetic electrons.
Mwe syple density proffles of ionespberic distlrushane in events observed at mid Ihstises CZ2< L < 3) ane believed so be as shoawn
bi fgure 2 tI51. Both amoplitnle and phase of the atzhionoopheric signasl exhibits basically sistillar signatures as shown in Ftgure 3.
%A differeaces in the ampliUde and phtse resposes itflocting the altitude ptufle of enhanced ionization (161-

Is do pin few years, Stanford University his developed a network of VLF/LP remote tensing observations hin the nrhr
knisupheme, distributed across the amntiaerWa United Steen. and at Palmer Station, Antarctica, as shown in Fgre 4. Observations
at locationts in the noth of sigrtZI frtt 6 diffrrrttt VLF tatttttttes (we Table 1) is used to monitor knwosyherlc disturbances
owersa con or nwa a crisscrossing art of subiocorpheule posts, with the potential for 'Imag;ing' the loaionand usct: of the

krimbed oeptriegioss
As atLe~ Wlutanting the postshle we VLF data for such Imaging It *Aown in Figure .S Here, the top pod ishon a 30-win

apetln of events observed on the 48.5-SA path on 10October 1987. Thee ents sea clearly identifiable on the basis of their known
Is , . signature mentioned above. The simultaneous record- of the NAA-SU signal (lower pasuel) shows a peelsurasion at
almes do same *6e with the first and largett evens on the 4" SA path occurring a f- ISOs. (lbs drop in the NAA signal level

huen-M8310 s was recorded atall statios &and is 3tmibused to interreption c( the uansmissson at the source.)
Tm doosincity of the two events at higher resolution is IWutaned at Figure 6. The leM hand panels show a 200-s dataseee of

*6 413-I3A wdf NAA-4Uulgsssh, as well a- the amiplitude of the 483Jsioj.I5 kI~z channel as observed at Stanford (485-SU signal).
Wbib anhsoberaerlatic amplitude chtnMe we obscrved on the 483-SU path, this channel is useful assa mesw of identfying caurstive
salo atmospherics superimposed on the ek :ively weak trasminnter signaL Iss the eame sbown, a clen isolated spike in the 483-SU
clsuel bn apparently enincident with the Ttirpi event on dhe upper two panels. The pantels on thes right show a further expanded
vacsion Of the data In this 10-s record displaying the raw daos with no times aveaging. the radio, antmospheric is clearly visible in
the 485-513, 48.5-SA. and NAA-SU channels. lbs Tsimpi event in the 48-1-SA channeml displays all the classical features, including

a-1.28 delay between causative anneuphesic and event onset, as well an to - 0.5 a risetine indicative of the duration of the
preciglatwd burst, consistent with the predictions a( tlsretical models of whistler-indued pitch angle scattering andprcitio
of eleutins [1l7] The simult~aneous Tesimpt evens in the NAA-SU channel is less well deflind but basically has the same temporal
dinurcteistic3 is the 48 5-SA event

lat areocianon of radio atmospherics with li-Iimpi eventoes is generally established on the basis of repeatibility of the
ipatues. Sismilar reberic signanne (sharp pesak precedinig the event onaet by-1I a) wer observed in at least one or morm of the
voadves channels fec all the events obsraved on the 4&S-SA signal that ane displayrd in the upper panel of F~gure 5.

The simutanweityr of the events observed on the 48 -SA red NAA-SU is cossetwith an ionopheric disturbance in the viinty
a( doe crossing point of thene two paths subý=c xc cartaih ansumptions as discussed in 1181- Equally important in this consideration
it the dabesc of events on mny of the othmer VLF paths that were observed on SU and SA on this day (no data was available fronm
Ljd for :0 Oct 1987) and 1H1; and AR observations had nor yet started in 1997.

The association of observed events with ticted whistlers horn the magnetosphere is shown in Figur: 7. Heme a 25 mainute
Iof Tt~npi events observed on sbe 4&.5 k~b signal as Huntsv-ille (HU1) are shown oh. the top --nd lbs first two of these

at., shows in fth kmisves panel at higher resolutio stogreter r-Ith the associated ducted whisteim (middle panel) observed at Palmer
Stauk^s Antsuctica. The lsinrpt events we very well defined amplitude ct anges of up to 20%. Fox the case shown, the whistler data

wsonly available diring synoptic periods of l-n'inute out of t,.- y five.
The pommial mse of subiostoepheric VLF data extract information concerning the shape (altitude prosil , of the secondary sonization

in d dismstsal region is shown In Figtre &. The sals panel shows a seams of events on the 48-5-K L signal consisting of negative
apiuechanges, except tor one evens which. exhibits a positive change in amplitude an well an in unusual recovery signatmure. The

Iand third panels show thsi event at two different resolutions, beote illstrating the overall recovery as %ell an the sharp initial



ftm porio that takets pl~ac withina the first second after the anmplitude change. Such erxceptsorally rapid recoveries have ia the
pas been Inseirpieed as being due so I&V elecatrns that penetrate to and create ionsizastion a altitudes an low as 5L,-70 kn f14 The
boosma mw ael s&Uhow she 48.5 kHz signal otserved at Arecibo (AR). witht atriking difrerences in stnignan The amltairc~ange
aMAR Is negative, followed by a typical exponentual recovery. The. differences In sigruisrres between AR and HU wte intr~oit to

be do m &as8 high a-nay (deep penutdrting) component of the precipita:iosi bunt. Which produces ia liton.d at l0W altist3* anid
selyetvey perntes die higher ordser wavegsskle modes. 71h-se smodes adid up o pro)duce a positive amapltude C.ange at MIL By the
dm te slipal reaches AR, the higher order mode. are attenuated anid the signal Conrists; of lower order mtodes wisicb =m is
amald"~ 10 ionizarticin the lower altitu'des. It Appears that she diversity of wAveguide modes available on these relatively ist~ VLF
pdats my reveail suds inoration concerning the energy spectrun; of she precipitation, especially whes usaed in conectiti with
qlvanria ve modiels ofi VLF propopicin ina the eart'i-ionosphe~re wavegluide [I151

2. bUSIONOSTPlER1C VLF EVIDENCE OF DIRECr UPWARD COUPLING OF UIGHTIMNG TO TIE IONOSPHER
Whil miany Thrpim events display the temporal feature (onset dr~ay and duration) consistent with that expectedi 08 ft basis

of a kig altitudie whistler-particle interation [17], either early (onset delay < 50 ms) or fast (onset duration < 50 ins) ceme have
beeas repealed 111, 12). While the quantitative mechanisms for such phenoriena are not yet known, they mtay be a st'sesniocn of
Isrsonrpheric beating prodluced by the Vii' enr&M front lightning (1) tovether with other types of direct coupling of hominng creegy
up ms the lwer Ionospheme Io this aubs-ectioss. we present two examples of such events.

ftgure 9 shows three of a sequencre of events oskerved ont 13 May 1987 that were previously reported (121. Thea capso is melt
.ztplartakiry and mtome details are provided in the origiral paper.

Figum 10 shows a econposite illustriaiiou of en isolated event at both low and high time resolution as well as a map 6owing
"ay the perturbed subkinrospheric paths. The left hand p.nels show 300J-s records illustrating the perturbittionsi on the NSS-LM.
NAA-SA, NX#-SU, and NAU-L.M paths. Superimeposed on the latter signal is an intense impulse, La., a radio atmospheric. that
wonds we clearly arstong odvrr %witer rnpu~net. A smaill amplitude increase is nsevertheless clearly visible. Thie assciatios of this
amasspberic with she NSS-LM everit unase at higýh resolution Is shown sin the eight hand panels, toaether with the output oa( 2-4 kI-z
peek deaeter (used specifically for detecting spherics) at LM, which also registers the intense radio atmospheric. While Or initial
part at the response on the NSS-LM signal is probably thc interference of the spheric energy in this channirel, the delay betmeen the
peak of the radio wnep rrdan the event =wet cou!d at most be as long as the duration of the spheric. or < 200sss. We wet that
6e onse delay prdicted by theoretical modcls on the basis of whitiler-electrons mscatoinS for the "sell of the presumed perturbed
vegioss Is - 1.5 a [17]. On Otis banis, this pcmrtintaion event is not likely to be caused by wlsiitier-irsluced pitch ingle qsmasing in
the craV erhere." but L mere liltly to be anothzr exaxnp!e of direct coupling of lightning eriergy up to the iorwophtere Because
of the Interfemrece fran the tpheric, we cannrot dctorrine wt-ether the risetime (if the event onset is unusually 'fas:'. Ilowe'er, the
events does appear so fit the category oif'early' events as reported befovre (11).

The evess ilustrated in Pigmse 10 was an iscliated one, with no similar amplittude changes registered on she NSS-LM signal (or
as my of sibe oibeir thiree signas shown) during the 051),0-60 UT period on this day. In spite of this, the likelihood of ft evens
be~ng a chance coL-acidence between the spheric and VLF changes is small, since the observed spheric was by far the most intense
doaing this same petiodx Furthemore the SUNY-Albanny ea~t coiast lightning detection netwo'rk measured isolated clomud-o-ground
ltighnng activity within the 200x290 kma region encompassed by the paths during thin hour 1191. The data appears vs indicate that
a - 200 x 201 Iam regions of sh- ionnophete enco~mpassed by these four signalIs is directly perturbed in an individua exer While
atsaples of such direct coupling observed on individual VLF paths have been previously reported. this result is our first glimpse of
dkg siz of the regiorsi that may be affec-ted.

3. VJNOSP9EIEPC MODIFICATION THROUGH '.IF HEATIING
A conrmlled wave-injeenisas experimnirt with a 285 huez trarnsnirte having a radiated poweir of 100 MW has recently revealed

evisieace of kineospheric Istating by the VLF waves Ill. The iontospheric disturbance caused by the injected VLF signal wra; demoted
by maom of the transfer sit its modulation to a second VLF signal in she same mariner as the Luxembourg effect [191. Ctlimlittionts
b!icate that the observed effect can be attributed to re-sult in a 30% enhsnementes in the election temperature atuB5 kri. This proeess
Woso sepesentsa D ew me=n of direct coipling of ightning energy to the ki*,er kcsolpher. In this paper we briefly summarize this
.amesly reported result Ill end also present an eanrepie of data no previously shown.

The VIE' vave-inijecdor; experimcnt was carried ou during Spring sod Fall 1989 in order to stimulate the pircipsstisrnit of
electroiss fronm the inner radiation bult. It was fuund that the amplitude of the 24.0 kflr NAA transmitter ('Masine) signsl observed at
Painter Station (PA). Antarctica exhibited she nrdulation pattern of the 23.5 kHz NAU transmitter (Aguadils Puerto RicoLt which
was being keyed nigtloy for 0335-03.50 UT anJ (Y735-0750 UT with a 5-s periodic format (3sONt2sOFF). The NMA-PA great-circle
path crossed within <50 kmn of the iorrovplscre above NAU ýFigure 11).

Sugierposed-epoch and spectra analyses of the various signal amplitudes s'sceived at Palmer were conducted as search for effects:
of fte 5-s ptricaicitry and the results for 21 Oct 89 are shown is Figure 12. Here, the NMA-PA signal clearly exhibits she 3s ON/2s
OFF patin, in terms of a decrease (0.07 dBl) simeultaneous (analysis: indicates <20 ma*) with the keying OFF of the NAU signs] at
t- 3s. The NSS-PA, as well as otheir t'rsismitter signals observed at Palmer, did not show asny evidence of 3s ON/2s OFF Leying.

Mhe spectral analysis as shown in the bottomn panel shows the 5-s pesiodlicity as a clea (>10 dB ahove background) peak at 02
HL. Data from other 15mis periods both before vid after the perioid shown were simsilart3 analyzed. mnd sno evidence eof spectral
geeks (>3 dB above backgmndua) wer fosarssl Similar analysis on the amplitude or the NSS-PA signal did sot show any nigaisnre
of the NAU keyintg.

Analysis ef the data irri tshe two 6-week periods of keying espetisiens in Spring and Fall of 1989 ficas~exa that spectrallpeaks
>5 d8 above background as 0.2 Hz: were observed on the NMA PA on the average about 1-2 times a weriks Is is not clear wtsewr lack
ofia spectril signsaturre is due to the absnce of nearing or the seative insensritivity of the NMA-PA aignal toa alocalired disiattance
relatively far away fromt the receiver.

The fsequenaty dependene of heating is shown in Figure 13 (11. Via sotoe that the pertsurbationsi at5 khe. is msaximnsm for 50-W
kftL with hsearing decreasing rapidly beyond 60 kHz to <10% for >300 kHz. There is a broader maximumes for she 30 Ian altitude

wid h e chansge in collision frequency As't- 2D% for 4-90 k~lz.
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Theoreuical work on NP heating of the D-region typically cons"de came with the wave frequency being mucli smailer than the
deactow ebo~m fleqisescy (w. >aY) [20). In our work~ -w consider the full magneso-ioese expression that does nor require W >.a'
Fbr Men VLF amwp, in lnd AP' ctinspuxrble to P', indicating that the besting effect is mnore sigiificant than for >200 kHz [I).

MWe Mapisude of the heating wave newr 85 km fMr the cuse in Figure 12 is estimated to be -12 mVfti. Since sttAsient electric
Aid fin. Homleing of up so 50 mV/tn have been observed in the ionoo mer [21), localized enhancesnents In v 'msiud be readily
produced in association with lightning discharges representing a new means of direte modification of the lower Ionospheri plawsma by
Hominag. Lighiassociated conductivity chan~es observed an rackets and u~nloons [221 can thus be due to the kcalized hearing
eC&M mad soni of the observed rapid changes in subionosepheric signsl amplitudes as shown in Figures 9 and 10 may be caused
by asodilcatloni of the earth-Ionospheire waveguidc: mode structure due to the enhanced a'. However, effects involving slow (10-10D
a) recovery am likely to involve other mechanisms (leading to generation of ionization enhancements) operating in conjunction with
heaiting, One wcit possibility that needs; to be further investigated in die modification of the effective recoimbiration rate during
beating, which may lead to an enhanced density (241.

Thme ability to sobstantially heat the lower ionosphere with VLF signals could lead to a new set ofcontmolled experinments to evaluate
do PEfet of Wonospheric disturbances of known configuration. Comprehensive [ground.{radars) and rocket-based] measusemnents are

ww needed in ora~e to fuly unmderstand the extent of the effect. conductivity changes resulting froes die heating could possibly be
gaieted so generate ULF waves Powerful VLF tramntmters and thunderstorm centers may be a continuous mceof heating for
*At cveshem kionopheric regions. The possibility of 0-region heating by VLF transmitteirs or lightning leading to the formation of
whistlerr ducts needs to be evaluated. New experiments are now planned with mome powerful transmitters such as the NAA facility
in C111e1. Maine.

Actoedeis This remseach at Stanford University was suppcrted by NSF geant DPP'86-11623 and A7h188-04273 and
by oNR V= WWI 82-K-0489. Thbe NAU keying experiments were arranged by R. Q oier of ONR coursesy of the U. S. Navy.

TABLE 1. VLFA~.F Transmitters.
Cal rig n Thritter Feue nty MadeLnid

NSS US)N MaryLanda 21.4 AtLM 39'IN 196'
NPM~ USN1 Hawaii 23.4 k~z 21*N 158'W
NAU USN4 Puert Rico 28.5 kHz l8*N 67*W
NAA 115N Maine 24.0 kHz 45*N 67*W
NIX usN washington, 24.8 kHz 48N 22?W

USAF Nebraska 453 kHz 42N 98*W
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DISCUSSION

.7. 8. n21ost, CA

Your association of sharp onset events seen in VLT transmissions with lightning is
very Interesting. Z cqestion, however, your interpretation that this event is due
to heatinC. At the higher USA/lower Canadian latitudes (L - 2.5 to 4 say), Canadian
VI•F propagation data over paths of near to L - 4-6, for those paths where we had a
30 1M0 riometer near mid path, showed that all events were associated with riometer
ebeorption. This would suggest that the lightning induced events are associated with
particle precipitation rather than heating.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I believe that the larger subset of the events we see are indeed due to induced
electron precipitation as evidenced by the distinct time delay between lightning and
the event onset. However, the events that do not exhibit this delay are likely not
due to precipitation, as I discussed in my talk. The L - 4-6 events that you speak
of are most likely occurring outside the plassapause, where both whistler-triggered
eA p-taneous ELP/VL• chorus emissions aru known to precipitate electron bursts.

N. C. LEE, US

I would like to point out that observations of VLF wave-excited lower hybrid waves
in the ionosphere were indicated in the Franca-Soviet ARCAD 3 satellite experiments
(Berthelier et al., 1982; L. 1. O. Storey and F. Lefeuvre, personal communication,
1984). Lower hybrid waves were detected when the satellite passed over VLF
transmitters. Further, enhanced •irglov was measured (Chmyrev et al., 1976; Chmyrev
et al., 1948).

G. SAI•, US

I noticed that you placed the perturbation near the location of the mode interference
for your simulations. Is this a coincidence or are you saying that this is the only

location that produces a significant event?

WUiO' S REPLY

the range of flux levels in precipitation events is quite large so that I think
detectable VLF perturbations would occur even when the disturbed region is sear a
signal maximum along the path. However, modeling clearly shows that the largest
amplitudes are observed where the disturbance is near a minimum.
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For the lightning induced effects on VLP propagation, are you postulating a chan•e
In electren temperature or electron density? Can the measured recovery time
O0netanta help determine the cause?

&MR=* PIPLY

For lightning-induced electron precipitation effects, we believe that a change in
electron density (ge:neration of sacondary ionication) is involved. For direct
effocta of the XP fields from lightning, I suggested in my paper (GrL, Ray 1990) that
a change in collision frequen-y (i.e., in temperature) was involved. However, at
this meating, I learned in Dr. Jonesa' tutorial talk that change in temperature leads
to change In density because the recombination rate im altered. Thus, It occurred
to me that lightning would also cause electron density changes which would then be
consistent with observed recovery rates. After talking to some of sy colleagues
(Duncan, losaey, Field), I an further convince4 that lightning-induced hasting is the

mechaneim for these VLF events without dwlay.

P. 0SN1, Md

Wave you c•apred the effects of the events on VL? chse, as well as amplitude? Is
ene a more sensiitive *detector* than the other?

AUThWol'S UP1LY

We conduct phase meamurermnta on a selected nimber of our stations &.n- the results
are contained in a PhD thesis that vas completed by T. Wolf in Jan 1990. basically,
obesrvations in the mouthern hemisphere indicato that phane ".y be as much as 10 dB
more aensitivn than arplitude in response to a given ionospheric disturbance.
NPaver, in the northern he2isphpre, fr reasons not yet well understood, we find
that amplitude may be just as (if not more) sensitive an phase.

I• . "
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IONOSPSIUIC CHEMIlCAL ULEAS9$

P. A. SI#WADT, V. A. SCALES
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SUNNART

lesmcpherie planes density irregularities can be produced by cheeical releases into the
upper atmosphere. F-region plasma modification occurs by (1) chemically enhancing the electron
m r density, (2) chemically reducing the electron population, or (3) physically convecting
the plam tree one region to another. The th.'ee processes (production, loss, and transport)
determine the effectiveness of ionospheric chemical releases in subtle and surprising ways.
Initially, a chenicel release produces a localized change in plasma density. Subs',quent
processes, however, can leand to enhanced transport in chemically modified regions. lonospoeric
modification by chemical releases excites artificial enhancements in airglov intensities by
exothermic chemical reactions between the newly crested plasma spcdea. Numerical models have
been developed to describe the creation and evolution of large scale (>1 ke) density
irregularitiwt and airglow clouds generated by artificial jeans. Experimental data compares
favorably with these models. In general, we find that chemical releases produce transient,
lerge amplitude perturbations in electron density which can evolve into fine scale
Irregularities via nonlinear transport processes.

1. 1 DUoCaTI

The Ionosphere is the primary msdium for redlo veve propogktion. Natural irregularities
can degrade a cemmunication channel by inducing eaplitude or phare fluctuations as a re.pit of
multipeth mixing or scattering. Artificial modification of the F-region can be used te generate
artificiel density structures, control existing irregularities or to study processes which
gevern their evolution.

Artificial ionospheric irregularities can be g#nerated by the release of neutral substances
into the F-regioe. The generation of localized density perturbetions can be understood in terms
of the electron and ion continuity equations

7123Y * Pi -L (1)

where the subscript 1j' refers to electrons or ions, n is the concentration, v is the
velocity, PI is the production rate and Lj is the loss rate for the plasma species. -Chemical
releases carl directly affect the right side of the continuity equation by enhancing the
production by photo or collisional ionization of neutral vapors. Or chemical releases can
accelerate losses through electron attachment or dissociative recombination processes.

Imediately following a neutral gas release, the dense neutral cloud *snowplows" the
background plasme. This coupling to the plasan occurs by sedifyirg the transport term
|f*(navj)] in the continuity equations for electrons and ions. The velocity of each plasma
specili Is determined by the equation of aotl~iu

wmi

where Pj - ajkT5 is pressure, PS - njej is mass density, T1 is electron or ion temperature, aj
is mass, qI is charge, ! Is el.ct1ic flo11, ! is amsiont magnetic flux density, £ is
gravitatiolial acceleration, uia is the electron- (o-r ion-) neutral collision frequency, U is the
velocity of the neutrals , vji is the electron- (or ion-) Icn collision frequency, and i-, is the

velocity of the other plasma species. Most of the terns on the right side of (2) can be
ertificially changed by a chemical release. Resting of the plasma can occur by several
processes Including collisional Interactions with the neutrals and energy dissipation by plasma
ves in the interaction. regions. The resulting increase in plains pressure will affect the

flow. Polarization electric fields at the edge of expanding clouds accelerate the ambient
electro and lons resulting In nonuniform flows.

This paper is an overview of the relative effects of :,roduction, loss and transport on
large scale Ionospheric modification by chemical releases. The next tLree section discuss
chemical mechanisms, parallel and perpendicular transport, and the effects of injection
velocities an the interactions. The results from computer simulations are compared with
experimental observations when possible. The last section sumarises the relative effectiveness
of various eboaical release for production of ionospheric irregularities.
2. I•WMS OF 0 1 a tICAL BXLRA.Sm

The chemistry of ionospheric depletion chemicals has been discussed in detail by Bernhardt
119671. Bare a simple compAriso, of the chemical processes is and* to illustrate the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the different classes of chemical modification In the Ionosphere.

____7<



There are foar elsses of initial reactions in tho tpper atmosphere folloving a neutral sat
release. The first 'Is 1 e o1idatlon. Atomic oxygen is the most abundant species betveen
aboUt 250and 60C km altitude. It can react rspe ly with the released material to yield
aibhtances which my be less effective as loncspheric ,.od¢flers. This reaction has the form

1i a 0 •10 * T (3)

where IT represents the injected substance and XO* is the product itf the reaction which may be
left s an excited state. Airglow emissions from the excited states may interfere with other
light emiasions wvhch are related te the ion-electron chemistry From the point of viev of
ionospheric modification, the Class I neutral reactions are unwanted because thoy reduce the
efficiecy for Ionosphtric modifiM.tion and they produce airglov emissions which contaminate
emissionm wied to diagneoe pllASSA chemisaty.

The agent class of reaction is the upper atmosphere Is photoinnlsation. This reaction is
gameatteally repreeeted As

IT . Lvw T .e" (4)

When easily Ionizable materials auch as barium, cesius, sodium, Puroplum, etc. are released it
gmalight, photoisnisation yields enhanced ion and electron concentrations. Optical diagnosis of
theoe teleasoe is poebible If the parent r-eutrkl end or the prod.t't ion fluoresce in sunlight.
The reaction for bartum Is

U # kv # &a•* #" - w. 0.036 $-1 (5)

The primary dieadesntage for the Class I1 reactions is that sunlight is required to produce the
Ionospheric aodificatira.

The third class of iono-pheric modification reaction is the posttive-1-n, moletila charge

transfer. This reaction takes the form

IT 0 4" XO' + X (6)

share 10* Is a positive molecular ion which can rapidly recombine vith electrons. The
diasociative recoebination reaction is

][0"* a- "4 X* 0'O (7)

share e and 0* are excttý.d otates. The sequence of reactions for a C0 2 release at thermil

speeds is

*D2 4 O* 402• .- 0 k, 10-9 cX-
3  

(a)

W * - 4 0(10) * O(3t) k2 - 10-7 c.-
3  

(9)

-34D) 4 O(3p) + hv(630 na) J * 6.) x 10- 3-l (10)

wetre 010) is the lowest eiteed stalte of atomic oxygen which yields red-line emisslons uran
transition to the ground OC( ) state. Closs I&7 reactionn eventually lead to electron density
redoctions after the molecular ione (XO0) has recombined. no ptamIry . itstion of this class
of roactiol is that at two step process [reaction (6) follL-vwe by (7)] are required to prococe
electron density reductions.

At orbital veoeitlee, reaction rates car change becaiuse of the .dded energy of injectis.
For kinetic eaergles on the order of 3 .V, the C02 reactions are

CC2 + 0* 4CC2 * n0 kI' - 6 x 10-10 cm"
3  

(8')

CO)2 + e- 4C Co* + 0* k2 ' . 3.8 x 10-7 ca"
3  

(9')

Optical emissions from excited states of carbon monoxide, vhich will not be excited for low
energy releasee, can provide experimental verification of the importance of reactions (8') and
(91) for C02 releases from orbiting vehicles.

The fourth class of reaction directly depletes the slectron concentration by dissociative
A electrom attichsent. The fore of this reettion Ia

IT +e" a- X- + T (11)

where r to the negative Ion dissociation product. The reaction with tri-fluoroeethylbroelde is

C132r * a- 4 Or- * C 3  k3 - 10"' co- 3  
(12)

Cooperiing reections (0) sad (12), we see that the initial electron attachment reactions can be

me hudrered times more rapiA then the initial ion-molecule reactions. Complications arise from

the temperature dependence of the euectron attachment reactions. Below the activation energy of
reactlon, the reaction rates decrease rapidly with temperature. The activation energy for (12)
Is O.096 el. Too negative ion created by the Class IV reactions either resets with the atomic

I- Ofie •X, 0' (13)
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m ecoe photo dissociated

the mutual netralisatica between Ir- and 0* IS thought to proced mas folio,.,

Ere0 ara.e k4.10
4 cM-

3  (15)

tMe pbotedetathoost reaction from color illuminatios for the bromine anion from (12) Is

kh' # v 0 re * s-.27 6- (14)

The primary limitation for ioncapherle modificitilon from electron attachment reactions is that
they met be conducted in darkness for long lived effects. 3nhanred airglow from the excited
states Is (13) and (15) can provide a diagnostic of th. chemical and physical processes In the
medIfie( plsma.

The motion of the plasm following a chemical release can he conaidered to terms of
parallel mand perpendicular transport relative to 2. The two directions tend to he wienupled
owing to t4e relatively large parallel conductivity which askew tha easpitude of the sabipolar
electric fields oriented parallel to 2 much less than the magnitude of the polaritation fields
sevres the "magneti field lines.

The details of the numerical mods'. of Parallel transport Is described by Bernhardt (1991.
The distribution of iocited species along magnetic field lines is computed from the equations of
memtiouity (1) admomentum (2). Only variation along the sagnetic field direction Is
coamidared. The inoirtial terms on the right side of (2) are dropped. The spatial distributions
of the ambient species We and 0*) and the chemically produced species (fl* or r) are computed
self consistently vith chemical reactions and transport. The ambipolar electric field (1) Is
calculated assuming constant current density along!

Sgamiltions hae" been carried out for the ionospheric modification with Clase 11. 111, and
IT chemical c'ections for Ieese at W has altitude Into an F-ragion plasm with~
undisturbed deft Ity of 3 . Or cm . To illustrate a Class It reaction, the release of I0
atoms (23 kg) of barium vepor was simulated (Figure 1). The production enW loss terme for the
continuity equation (1) are ta av,110(7

V2 -0, L2 - 0 (18)

P3 -altalej tI, 3 -O (19)

Shurn the subscript 1. 2, and 3 refer to aelctrins, V., and as* Ions, respectively, nIeaI is the
bansn neutral concentrstion;,and vi - 0.036 £ s- th ISMigtion rate due to sunlight. The
barium iam concentration reoanhe a maximum of 3.6 x 10' ca-16t the canter of the cloud. The
diffusion slnng then magnetic field line causes the goa Ions to extend 70 kilometers from the
release potnt 9 minutes af tar the release. The 0* ions are excluded from the canter of the
barium cloud end are compresied at the aides. The electron concentrations io the sum of the
peeltive ion cancentretic 'a.

The e0 depression at the center of the barium cloud Is a result of the amipolar electric
fields at the edges of the cloud. These fields reach a sexismo of 6 tfYlm and are oriented to
Lamp the mobile electrons from escaping from the region of high density barium. These esem
fields mill exclude the positively charged 00 ionse from entering the barium region. This
process Is called the olectroatatic snovplov 13chunk and Ssusxscevics, 19861. The fluxes of all
species are directed outvard from the center of the cloud because the 0* Ions are being carried
along vith the expanding barium placsm. Figure 1 also shows a 402 Increase In tht parallel
conductivity at the center of the cloud which Is such smaller than the 20-fold Increase In
electron density. glactroo-lon collisions limit the magnitude of this conductivity.

f ~The electrostatic snow-plo, of ambient 30 ions during the Places barium release Is Shown
Is Figure 2 jIhrcIsI and Stuscsesnvicz, 1983). The esoancteent of No* of about SOX at 149 ka
altitude (designated by the arrow in Figure 2) can he attributed to sabipolar electric fielis at
the edge of the barium cloud.

The Class III reactions Initially reduce the 0* density. The production and loss terms int 1) for the relaise" of carbon dioxide at low velocity have the form

P1 .-O0 LI -k 2nR3m 1  (20)

t2 -0, L2 -kl NIC021n82  (21)

P3 -kI jcD2 ( 1 f, L3 -k 2 3 n1  (22)

whtere t'? submcrip~s 1,2, and 3 refer to this electron, 0*, and 02? ion concentrations.
reSpetivelYI mIC0 21 ise he neutral carbon dioxide concentration i anod k2 are the reactig
rates gIven in R!) and (9). The ionospheric modification 12.8 seconds after the release of10
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Figure 1. Coaputed densities, fluxes, conductivities, nd sabipolar electric fields for a solar-
illuminsted barium release in the ionosphere.
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molecules at 3W0 Le altitude Is illustrated in F•gure 3. At the center of the cloud, mot of
0 ions have be converted into 02* ions. Recoebination of the diatomic ion vith electrons

produces a 15% reduction in the electron density. The bole is being replenished by field
aligned fluxes of 0 and P. toward the center of the depletion. The molecular ion concentration
is redueW by both chemaistry and by outward fluxes. The parallel conductivity perturbation frog
this release is meligible and the sabipolar electric fields are relatively week (less than 4

• pyle).
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bwring the PASh sponsored Spacolab 11 experiment, the Space Shuttle Orbital Maneuvering
lebeptee (0KS) engines ware used to deposit 280 kg of 002, 510 u, 82, CO nd 92 molecules into
,the F-layer ever Arecibo, Puerto Rice. Figure 4 shown the evolution of the localized depletion
!!!rIthe peak of the layer as meatsured with the Arecibo Incoherent scatter radar. The observed

damltyderesionisconsistent with the numerical models Involving Cleass III reactions end
emipolar diffusion. The Initial density enhancepeets at the aides of the holt are a result of
the collisional Isoowlov wthich is not included in Figure 3 but has been described by Bernhardt
art &I. JIM a'bI.

ARECIBO, PR JuLY 30, 19 6:0UC44 UTf (01.00:44 AST)

w

a.EMTON CONCENTRATION (cm-S)

Figure 4. Ionospheric profiles showing the eaVoltion of the hole produced by the Space shuttle
ON otne burn ,ver Arecibo, marto Rica.
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The class 11 reactions procluce such larger perturbation* in electron density, plasma
fluxes, peralltl conductivity, and electric fields (Figure 5). The love terms in the continuity
e*"ties for the electron attachmeant releases are

?I-0, LI . k3 n(CF39r) nI (23)

P2- ., LI -kj n3 n2  (24)

P3- k3 n(Cl 31r) al. Lj -a k43 "2 (25)

where k3 and kAare the reaction rates in (12) and (15), respectively. Mine seconds after the
release of IV 0 molecules of CF1Er, nearly all electrons vithin a seven kilometer radius are
Otthache to form Br- ions. The ambipoler electric field strength Is 110 0V/o vith a polarity
that Inhibits electrons from floying in~to the center. These fields coapreas the amabient 0n Ions
toward the center am ahown In Figure 5. The steep gradients at the edge of the modified region
produce electron fluxes that are a factor ten greater than in the previous examples.

RELEASE: 1026 CF3Br MOLECULES
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Figure 5. Simulation of the release of an electron attachment material In a uniform plasma.

Near the release point, the electron concentration is reduced to the point that ions are
only carriers of electric current. This limits tho parallel conductivity reduction to tvo
orders of magnitud. The class TV reactions are preferred for experiments which need the
maxiawua changes In longitudinal conductivity. In viu msueet ere made with the NKtL
langiruir probe flying through thin ionospheric hole created byrtrhee release of 30 kg of C? ~Br
do ing jhe NASA sponsored PIrZf-l experiment. The electron concentration was reduced from 3 x
M ~ca-to less than 15 em- in a radius greater than 15 ka 1P. Rodrigues wand C. S. Lin,
private commuication, lI90.

As illustrated by reactions (13) and (15), mutual neutralization of the neglative and
a positive ions leaves the products In excited states. This can produce airglov the can be

recorded from the ground. Ve do not have any images of mirglov excited by a C?3Br rrleass but
we do have data acquired by an intensified =D carars for an SF6 release. Figure 6 is an Imaoe
of the sirglov cloud produced by the P6 release which occurre" during the NASA/oston
University SFIMl-2 axperieent IFulford at :1., 19971. Negative ions orm created and destroyed
according to the following reactions vith SF6 in the 7-regina.

21 6 .+ SF6 or SF5" (25)

9r6-+ Or -0SF6 0*(26)

SF5 - + O.* .5 SF3 +oe (27)

Natual neutralization of SFG6 and or ions by reaction (26) yields excited 0( 5 P) states and 777.4
am airglow jlernhardt et al., 19061. The airglov cloud fills the region Initially depleted by
the electron attachment reactions.
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Figure 6. 777.4 at airglov emissions for a nighttima, 40 kg release of SF6 at 252 km altitude
dorian the 28 April 190 SPIr -2 experiamet. The miume intensity is 160 Raylaighs.

At night, field aligned pl•m flow provides the recovery mecht.nise for iorospheric holes
produced by the CO2 and CF3 Ir releases. Tes ainutes after the C02 ralcet, the computed plasma
depression has a full vidth at half amsaxa of 92 ts with a maximum reluction of 28Z. Ten
minutes after the CP Dr release, the diameter of the hole is 120 kb and the naximum reduction is
651. In general, electroo attschaent msubstunces am more effective ionospheric modification
agents than are those which initially react with 0#.

4. POIUFICOI.AR IRdMUUV

Cheamically produced density irregularities become polarized by collisions with neutrals
that are moving across magnetic field lines. The resulting electric fields cause lxS drifts of
the leee and olectroer and produce a distortion of the cross-section of the eodiffed region.
The cross-field motion of ionisatlon enhancements from Class II reactions has been extensively
studied log., Scannapieco at al., 19741. Tw dimensional simulations of this flow have been
studied for chenical modification produced Sy electron attachment (Class IV reactions) by
Bernhardt J191M) using a numerical model. These simulations included the effects of electron
attachment and mutual neutralization chonist-y, self-consistent electric fields, and three-
speies plans transport but lon and electron inertia [ie., the right side of (2)) were
meglected.

The remslts of these previous studies are briefly summarized as follovs: Pederson
conductivity enhancements such as barium ion clouds and positive-ion, negative-ion clouds becooe
polarized by neutral winds. The polarization fields cause motion of the clouds in the direction"of the neutral wind. The down wind side of the enhancement steepens and eventually splits
(bifurcates) into field aligned ,-regularities. In contrast, the polarization direction is
reversed for Pedersen conductivity depressions such as initially produced by clear III reactions
or by Class IV reactions after the positive and negative ions have mutually neutralized. The
plumx cavity drifts across I in the direction opposing the neutral wind.

SA computer simulation of the ionospheric hole 30 minutes after the release of 30 kg of SF6
into the F-region is shown in Figure 7, reproduced from Bernhardt 119881. Contours of the
field-flne-integrated Pedersen conductivity are sbovs as a funk Ion of the coordinate axis
perpendicular to S. The ambient neutral wind is taoken to be 200 m/s In the x-direction. Plasma
drifts up to 45 m7s are found inside the bole. This causes distor~ion and bifurcation of the
originally smooth contours. This U Gradient Drift Instability produces irregularities on the
upwind edge of the cavity.

We will now pr"est several new results feroe study of the release of electron attachment
chemicals (sea class IV reactions) directed at orbital velocities across the ambient magnetic
field. A similar study for the injection of materials which photolonive (see class II
reaectiom) has beam studied by Mitchell at al. 11951.

.1 _
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Ficure 7. Crmputed contours of Integrated Pedceren conductivity for a plesa hole created by
tb1.10 else of 30 kg of b06 into the ?-region. After 30 minutes, the aabient neutral wind
'.lari.- the cloud, steepens the upwind side and causes it to bifurcate.

The neutral cloud e-ving perpendicular to 3 begins to attach electrona to forn a ntative-
Ion poolztie-ton plazsa clojd. because the negative-ions ave created vith Initial cross-field
mementum, they becoe polarized. As electric field is aet up across the plasma cloud that
cauBes it to !x! drift in the direction Of the neutral cloud. The distance the cloud -vs
acreo, the maanetic field is an iaportant aspect of the "skiddinge process. Collision with the

* hackroeund neutral particles viii cause t~e neut"al cloud as well &A the plasma cloud to
eventually awov down and stop. The radial expansinn of the clouds initially depends on the
release tesperature end, as collislonal interaction with the background becones important, on
the te "prature of the atmosphere.

To study the*e processes, ve have developed a tvo-dimensional plasma simulation. It is ma
extension of the one described by Bernhardt [I188l which was lialted to lov speed flow where the
metrel wind dominated. In this simulation code the effects of the ion inertia on the right
bMed mide of (7) have been included. Inertial effects become important at sufficiently high
altitudes in the rarefied atmosphere whee the Ion neutral collision frequency becomes smell.
Generally, when the time betveen ion and the background .vUtral collisions becoses on the order
of or larger than Characteristic time scales of the phoenoena under Investigation, these effects
met be Incorporated into the theoretical modal. Inertial terms in continuity equation
imtrodu*e an effective inertial capecitance that causes (i) the Initial potential to decay at a
slower rate and (2) the region of highest potential to lag further behind the neutral cloud.

Figures 8,9, and 10 show the results of the simulations with and without the effects of Ion
inertia for the release of an electron attaihaent materiel at 7us/s across the magnetic field.
Is the figures, the magetic field I is dire ted gut of the paep. The background plasma density
(coeposedof 0. and a-) is amzumed to be 4 ca

3 
while the background neutral density Is

4100 em-". The positive and negative Ion-neutral colli2ion frequencies are 0 61 and 0.14 a-&,
respectively. The left rides of the figures show (1) contours of the plasma Pedersen
conductivity which are proportional to the ion densities and (2) the plasma flow vectors that
are determined from the US velocity. The right sides contain contours of the electrostatic
potential.

Figurr 8 illustrate* the evolution of the con•uctivity and potential after I second tn the
simulation. The material is released at the point (0,0) in the simulation boy. initially we"e that the neutral cloud attaches electrons and forms negative ions. This produces an
enhancement in the e•ductivity of the plaxsm and leads to the generation o! an electrostatic
potential. Figure 9 ahows the collilioi dominated case where ion inertia has been neglected.
After 16.7 second* in the simulation, we see that the plasma cloud has expanded causing a
significant mnhancement in tl' plasma conductivity and has moved roughly 30 ka. At this time,the plan velocity is less than 100 a/s so the plasma cloud hem essentially stopped moving with
respect to the noutrals. The maximum potential has decayed significantly from the initial value
of about 200 volt. Prom the neutral cloud contours (nct shown) we determine that the region of
largest conductivity is essentially collocated with the region ot largest neutral cloud density.
This is true in the inertial simulation as well.
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figure S. Field-line integrated Pedersen conduictivity (mMt), velocity field (km/9) end
electrostatic potentiel (V) from the Initial Injection of an electron attachment vapor at
orbital velocity (7 km/a). one second after release, the maximum plasma velocity hall a

magnitude of 3 ka/e. The electric Potential reaches 200 V inaide the negative-ion cloud.
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figure 9. Integrated Mtersen conductivity (oalt), platsm drift velocities (km/al) end electric
potential (V) for a simulation without Ica inertia. Sixteen seconds after release, the Maximumflow vector bas a magnitude of 0.02 ka/s. noe peak electric potential Is 12 V.
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Figure 10. Integrated Federsela 'endluctivity ( ho), plaesta f 1ev velocities (km/n) and electric
potential (V) for a simulation whsichs includes ion inertia. Sixteen seconds after release, the
maximum flow velocity has a magntude of 3.1 km/a. The peak electric potential is 30 V.
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Figure 10 illustrates the evolutioo of the planma cloud including the efft:•.s )f ion
Inertia, 15.7 seconds after the release. The main differences between this and Figlre t are
that the potential has decayed with a significantly slower rate and the region of the stri•rgst
potential laks behind the region of highest conductivity. Duo to relatively strong elc'ric
fields at the back, a shear In the gx5 velocity causes the cloud to bifurcate. This behavior
should b•. observable in egperisents. In general both the inertial and noninertial simulation
mrus sho that a plasma cloud created by injection of electron attachment materials at orbital

velocities may skid several 10' of lo across the magnetic field.

Ionospheric modification by cheetcal releases provides the means to generate large scale
plasm Irregularities. Chemicals procuce localized density gradients n0ther by enhancing or
reducing the electron concentrations. The magnitudes of the density changes are determined by
both chelmcal processes (ie., photoionization, photodetachment, electron attachment. Ion-
molecule reactions, and dissociative recombination) and transport processes (is.. inertis,
diffusion, and [x% convection). Ambient neutral winds and electric fields vill transport
modifinJ region away froe the release location. Nonuniform velocity gradients can steepen the
density grao'ento and may eventually yield small sce structures. Releases froe orbiting
matellites may be different from low speed releases fo. *o reasons. First, chemical reaction
veits and reaction products are dependent on the chemical injection steeds. Second, the
i)ectlon velocity can stimilate velocity-shear (is., KIelvin-Helmoltz) instabilities which yield
itregularities in the modified ionosphere.
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DISCUSSION

xtycarr, UK

In your interesting esmulation of the disruption of field-oligned currents in the
auroral region, at what altitude is the CY3Br released? Now do the effects expected
vary with the altitude of the release?

AULTHOR IS RMLY

"Tio release of C fBr should occur in the ?-region near the peak. If the rqlease
OCcurs above - 400km., the gas will expand too rapidly for chemical reactiens to be
effective. Release* below 130 ks vould yield localized changes in both rarallel and
perpendicular (Padersen and Hall) conductivities. Chemical deposition on discrete
Birkaland current paths in most easily accomplished for releases betveen 200 and 300
k, altitude.
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Cot article 6crit des observations per Sondagt f3nosph#rique MY de perturbations produltes par des esplo-
alone chimiques puissantee (piusleurs KT). Ceo expirienes oant 6t6 ofPectuieo A deo distances de lordre
do 30 A 40 km du point d'esploclon. A ecau, . ldoapriinteiton d4! I& i dco•issonco do denstt6 atmosphd-
rIque lotsu Paltitude augments, las ondes scoustiaues issues do telles explosions Sont coract~ris~ea
pear 4s pr-epri6e d'ondes d• choc lor-lu'elles attoignent Vionosph4re. L'#volution de it perturbation a
Wti ftudiir ds to r~ginn 2 inf~rieure Jusqu'& Is rigion r2 en utilisant 8 friquences do sondage. On

montre qu'une couche 3 sporadiqt- occultante subtt des fluctuations do petite Echelli ot devient sent-
transparente apr4s :j passage de Is perturbation. Plueleurs fronts d'onde aves des carsctAristiques dit-

fPrent.. ont #t& suivis jusqjsen r~glon Il. Dens In rgion 9 inf6rleure, Is perturbation produit des
stfatificstions sur lasquelles let ends. radi. sent psrtiellement rtflchies. Lee Echos do rigion I
subisset une modulation d'-aplitude eves ure p~riooe do l'ordre ie 2 secondet persistent environ 30 a1-
Putts. Les variations de IS hauteur de r•flexion et de letfet Doppler sont leo plus toportantes on
region Ft. LVnnoe pord son csractbre d'-ja de chon an r~glon f2. et Is signature do is perturbation eat
*loes cell dune ende psaudo-sinmusotdale avoc une longuour J'onde do plusieurs dizaines de kilom6tres.

ARSTRAC? e

This paper describes observations by WF lonospherie sounding of disturbancee produ.ed by powerful chant-
cal explosione (several KT). Theeo experiaments were performed at distances of about 30-40 Im from the
explosion point. Becouse of the amplification due to the atmospheric density decrease with increasing

altitude . the scosetic waves froc such explosion@ are characterized by shock wave features when they
ranch the lonorphere. The developsens of the disturbance hos been studied from the lower I region up to
the F2 region by using 8 soemding frequencies. We show that a blanketing sporadic K layer undergoes
Smill Scale fluctuations end becomes seal-transparent after the posstge of the disturbance. Several
msve fronts with different proaerties are followed up to the Fi region. In the lower 9 region.

the wave induced stratificatlons on which the radio saves are partially reflected. The eSchoes totally
reflected in the 1 r-glon undcrgo an amplitude modulatlon with a period of about 2 seconds, persisting

about 30 minutes. The varlations of the total reflection height and of the Doppler frequency shift art

most noticeable in the F1 region. The wave loses Its shock wove feature in the F2 region and the dis-
turbeace signature is then that of a pseudo-sinumotdel wave with a wave length of several tens of kilo-

msters.

I. isNrhoJcrlo

Les effete des ondes acoustiques issuoa de Sources explosives puissantes au Sol ont felt llobjet d'1tudes
intensilv, dons lea anwE-s 1961970. Ces ondes e'ot seplifties lois de Ieur propagation ve-ticale et ont
des carrattristiques d'onde 4e choc Iorsqu'elles atteignent lioncsph~re. Ce. sources peuvent produire
des Syst•se d'onde itindrantes qui perturbent l'ionoph~re sur une ichelle de distance sussi ixportante
que Cell. do I& circonffrence terrestre (voir leo articles synthAeos do Yoh at Liu. 1974. et do Fraoris,
197). Las dlffsrentes source. scoutiques rarbles de perturber VIonosph~re ant #ti d~crites par Blanc

(1985).

Iti int~rft nouveso seost manifest# lorsqu'il s #t# sueurA quoe coo surces puissent perturber le systwe
ataneph~re-ionosphhre-agntosp'.Ere dens son enisemble. One variation isportante du chaep 6lectroesgnotique

Oberv#e Par Satellite ou-dessus d'une explosion de 250 T, a EtA interprft#e co~e r~sultart d'une onde
do Alfvon escinte en r4giln 3 par lsonde acoustique i•sse de "'explosion (Gakhberg. 19P4). Les sod#les
Gnt COnfirw4 Is posgibilatt de tles eoffts (Jacobson et Bernhardt, 1965, Jacobson 1986).

* A. english version of this text is available (cont-ct the authors).



144 matures des *rrete lonoqph~riquea on son@ proch. mont peoz nombr*-uas Ct "d lieitent t welt A l'Stude
des effete dae ondoe do choc direct*@ (Sorry at al. 1968, Jones at Sprocklan. 19,4, Pittevey at @I. 19M151.

Le but d. I* preanto communication *et dleffectuar me. syntih~so dos rheultate do daux ex;4ri,,ocos 6. son,-
datat ionoeaphirique vtrtic I fra'miich* an none pr.,ch. d'expioaione chImiquas puiasantoo pour &tudi.: dune
mantirs tr#m d~taillA.. lee effete directe et Indirect* do Ponds do choc ou niveau dos diff~rentos r~gions
de iVionoophkrs.

2. ZS1JLTATS IXPFlRII!TAUX

2.1 L~ikt~r!tilos . j*xrjrincec

Doux exphritncees nt Wi rhmle&'ea dane to cadre d~un programme do collaboration du Laboretoire do. tdtc-
tion at 6. G~kphysiquo du Commicssriat it i1nargia Atosique (Prance) at do I'Ateaospheric Science Group du
U. Alamo. National Laboratory (USA). Les explosions (approximativaeent 5 KT d1A1FO - aammoniu nitrate
foal all -), eppoeide Minor Scale at Misty Picture ont eu lieu A Whit. Sand Misscue Range, Now Mexico (USA)
1e 27 Juin 1965 at to 14 Kei 1987.

Loe r~oultato prhgentie dons ce rapport *ont coux qul ant dt$ obtenuo par Lino eapfriance 6. eondat lono-.
sphhrl"u vertical effectuhe I one diatenco du point mource do Vordre do 30 & 38 ia. Le but do laodV-
rienra Ateit d'ttudier Is str~ucture fine du milieu lonish & partir du mondeur P8V fooctionneant simultand-
ment our 6 frfquences do soodage. cijoimmes en fonction die conditions ionosphfriques fournies per dos
ionogrome~sc (Herbreteau. 1979). Desutre. dhtallt *xphrimantaux cot At& fournis per ailleura (Blanc at
Nickiel. 19-" Blanc at Jacobson, 1981).

La. rheultats dmoutres exphriences 6. sondages ionooph~riques affectuhes A plus grand* fistance pour cam
deja mins explosions ont 6tA dhcritos par Jacobson mt al. (1986. 1%.d~) at Fitzgerald (1988.

2.2 Interactic. en prdmence P~uns couch, Is occoltanto

Lort 4s I& p-el rexp~rlence (h 18:M0:00 V). lee conditions ionomphiriquma nitalent pas feworeblee
ps-ce .lu'ne couch. K sporadiqxe* (Is) Intense ne parsettalt poa d'obtonlr dam rhfiexionm au niveso 6. It
c~gion F.

La figure 1 prdmento ll'trplitude d~un 6cho obteno I Is frhquence de sondxge 4.590 Mmz at correspondent I
one rhflexlon so nivexu de I& couch. Km. Amnt is passage de Is perturbation, on observe, on 46cho stable
obtero par r~flexion vertical. our Is base do I& couch@ Km at. A plum haute altitude, dos irrhgularitha
de fo'tte ac~litude, dont lintensith decrott lorsque Vlatitude augment@. Ces irrfdg'dacltks aublenent
6eS fIuct'xmRtiOr3 teeporeiles at spatiaies uur des 6challes de piosicurs seccondem at do 5 A 10 its. Ces
6chos sa ;roduisecrt iur It bane paetdo-ondvlatoire at irr~gulibre de Is couch@ Ea, lebserc* de eirecti-
with des ante"nes pcrmaettant d~obtenir des rhfiocions obliques jusquI& des angles de lordr e 6 50 degrds
do pact et d'sutro da Is verticale.

La passage de Is perturbation a., traduit par deux effete

- au niveau de Ia couch. Is eile-eisa, doxr diminutior. broaques de L'aniplitude 6. l'hho procuites par Ie
passage des fronts avmntý at arrilce 6. Il'onds I& couch* Is reate smee-transparente, arcs to passage do
P'onds.

- mu nivtnu des i"rriglarltfs (i s. produit uxj chantgeovnt d. Is structure irrdguliire do mtlieu so niveeu
dun front dords qui apparaft A 18:2S:30 TU. I* front pout Itre sulvi pendent environ wne minute sur
one vingltain. de kiloe,6treis. So viteaxe apparente. dhternximfe per lee variations de hauteur 6. rdflexion
par umitA do te,'ri aet de lPordre de 500 a/s (figure 2). Lon icrrgularitha appearissent AI&i suits de ce
front mont caracthris~cls par des 6holheli tomporelles, at apatiail" do i'ordre de 1-2 8a t 1-4 ka.

Afin 6. ddtersiner let caract~ristiques 6. cotte structure. der. aoslyseo spectrales do l'mrplitude de ce,
irr~griaritte dchantiilortn6es A trois hauteurs 6. rdflexion dlffhrontom (115. 120 at 125 Win ont #th effec-
tu6**. La figure 3 compare lee apectres avent Is passage du front dWonde (18:25:00 1'U) at aprdts 1. passage
du front (18.215:30 h 115 km at 18:28:00 61i25 is). Lea diffdrents spectres Weont pam &id normsaliisd It
apectre de reftrence reprdsontant lie conditions non perturb"e5 a 6tf nuperposA our chaque spectre en trait
fin. Loa caractdristiques des spectres srablentt prochee de spectren do turbulences, at ii n'apparalt pan de
pics I des frdquincrt bien d~tersi-.des ;la densitd spectral* eot plus important&s prd, Is passaee du choc
danes Is band. frdquentioll. considfrfe.

A 115 km A&8*:26:X0. on signal Ptsute frdquence (a. 7 Kx) apparaft :ii @'&Sit d'r, rtsidus 6. iVeffet Doppler~m. tra (et OuPplA wntaire (figure 4). Ike analyse ditsilltm de cm trajet (Blanc at Ricke. 1989) a montris
qu-il $'*&it probablefsent du front dWonde qui avoit #t& obseerv A plus grand. distsnce par Jacobson et al.
(1987), et qul ast propagemit A one vitasme supereoniquo (50O s/el A bae" do la coouche Es.

2.3 Interaction dane doe conditions io~noEhhrl ae nomasles

L~ore do Ia dou*tism experience (16:00:00). lea conditions icoosphhtriques 01tmixoC noresles at lea diff6-
coetec frhquencec du eondeur cot 6t* cihoisies de Ia~oc I obser~ver ies vffeto 6. Is perturbation dana lee

diffdr~entes rdgions 6. Ilonosphdre.

x Interaection ai niveso d~une couch@ Ea non occultante

La figure 5 pr~'s..,e lts variations de l'amplitude des 6chos au niveau d'une couche Es non, occu-.tarte. qui
pr#xentait des flctuations s"Otguflilres mu moment 6. Vaapdrience. La fr~luenco 6. mondage utiliske
(4.130 M~z) me r~flkhisxait Partiotlesent sour catts couch*, Is niveau 6. r~fiexion total.sa on ituait an
rdgcon P A 270 is..



Una perturbation Important* appersit AIM 3 W6O~9 1. Oif'tdrefts treast@ grossiressot P4r"11610s amwiper..
posest wi trejet principal I un 6cho so forms winuitt & beas" altitude (,m90 ke) at persists on ps-1 plus
dlue ainute & one hauteur Presque constants. Lee Carectirietiques de cot #Cho acne Giffdrontea Ge cellose
Gas 6hoa des couches to habitunlsoment obsorvee* dane i'ionosphit5 infdris-ws i altitude Infdriou'e a

dutepar Ie hobo ecaustique 1one analyse plus "it&11160 a 4th oublI64 par ailleurs (Blomc .t Nickel,
it",).

La figure 0 prdsitst Lee rdsultats Goune analyso de In perturbation de ihobho principal, lee dene dia-
gmehauteur Ge r~floxirn-tsmep montrent roepsctivaemnt t

is1 puissance spectral. avec un weull en amplitude 6lisinant to bruit, done on filtre spectral 11alt& A
doe friqutess Doppler 6e -1 A -9 Ma (pati. infdrieurs do Is figure).

toi friquseee Doppler evec on scuil at un filtrage eimlevit* is nliv~u do gris I* plus intense tepid-
oent* Gee frquencea Doppler do -g Hz, ls niveau Is plus foible des frdquencea de -1 Hs (partiesup$-
riewso do Is figure).

Doux trajeto Giffronte, correspondent & des viteasses apparent** Ge lVordre 4a 450 at 200 a/& mppareiaeent;
Is trajet otaervd I* dernier not eorsctdried par lee frhquenees Doppler lea plus importantes.

Pour sleu 94parer lea diffhrents tasjetes, ua snalyaq sisilsire a 6tU effectu~o avoc 4 filties apectraum
Giffdrente doe1 - S. -3 -.5, -5 -? at -7 -9 He (figures 7 at 8). Lee trajeto cot des caractiriatiques Gif.
fdrentes

- Is Gernier trajet apparrissant meat eelui quL a I& mitoesasappersnts I mainos Alevis et I* fr~quenee
Doppler I& plus Important* (N -8 A -7 He).

- is trajet qui mppraisssit avant our Is figure 6, 6@F vitosee mppsrsnte Is plue grands set carsetir$94
par use fr~quenco Doppler maine Important. (5 -5 Hix).

Ceo reusrques iodiquent que Is premier trajet coriepepnd probablsemnt & one rbflexion our on front G'onde
qul pdnltro an r#gion Fl. La plus foible velour de I* fr~quenct Doppler set Is signe d'une valour plua
faible Ge 1'indiee da rlfrection iIs second trojet set pretehiaaant nbtonu par rdflesion partielle
oblique our un front qui se propage A pl-us baseso altitude, I& frdqueno Doppler determine ibirs Is vi-
tesse du front. lI'ndic* de r~traction #tant proobs e doluniti.

0 Interaction en r~gion 3

La figure 9 pr~sents Lee variations do In hauteur do rdflexion doun 6cho de r~gion Z obtenu pour I& eise
expirianee.

La partieseupdrioure do Is figure repideento to passage 6o iPonde do choc, on distingue, do Is &Bse ae-
Mi~ra quo p lcddemment, diff~rs-its trajete.

La pertie Infdrisuro reprisents In aele signal, avec Gee 6ctiellee diffdrentoo de monutre A visualizer
plus Largaemnt lee phdhnceinec pr~c~dent et suivent is passage Ge I& perturbtiston. Cetta figure sontre on
changesent do Is structure Ge 16c?.o au moment du passage du front Waonds, ii subit des fluctuations
d'amlitude avec Gee pdriodicitde do l'urdro de 2 seewides. Con; fluctuations persistent plueieura Gloas.ie
Ga smintes. Uine analyse publihs mwa ailleure (Blanc et Jacobsen, 1969) a montrd une diformation biistd..
role des spectres Ge 1-offet Doppler correspondant A cot eWet.

Inerion an r~ion r

Lee figures 10, 11. 12 reprse~ntent Lee Echos obtanus pour Is eise espirience A plus haute attitude cur
isa frdquencee 4 Ga odcgr 4.130 Eli, 4.700 Nita, 0.410 M~z.

Sw Is premilre Ge coo fr~quences. on distingue une ddcroissance brusque du niveau Ge rdflexIon puie on
signal coeplexe, composE i'un milange G'une oscillation Ge grande caplitude et de diff~rent, trejete sisi-
lairae one trajete Ge rigior E. Ce signl meat euivi 4dune scwillation Ge p~riod. Se Vordre Ge 10 seconds*
9*1 Be Prolcong pendant wiviron 10 minutes.

Lee effete mont extrfeement complexss our Is frdquenco 4.700 Mez. On lictingue Geux augmentctionc brusque$
Ge Ls a iuteur Ge rdflexion des 6chos pouvent Itre prodtites per I. rasnage dee fronts avant at arridbre Ge
Ia perturbetion ;lI prEjence d'une 7mall~e d' ionisation ou passage de chacur Ge ceo fronts pout produire
one augmentation trio ropide do I& hauteur, Ge Ie mmeg maenire que lea vallhes d' ionitation au niveou dee
frdqunces critiques des r~gions 9 .u F1 our on ionogcmrbe. Ce signal seat suivi d'une oscillation Ge ph-
n~ode Ge p'ucieurs dizaines de secondes.. A des heuteurs Ge rdflexion trio isportantes, Ge l'ordre do
S00 ke, on trejet 6uppl~mentaire apparalt, qui pourraic Stre expliqud par une rdflexion oblique, main
1Vorigire du rh~flecteur, front G'one,, frrtftularit~st inatabiliths, no pas 6t& identifie..

Sur Is frdquence 4.410 Miz, le signal eat difffrent. Sous Ileffet du filtrag* de lVatmsaphare, La pertur-
bation A plus haute altit-jde eat plus simple ; ile aso compoase Go Geux augmentations brusque* de Is lieu-
tour Ge r~flxiee, et Ia perturbation eat sodhlicable par une ride d~ionisation pseudo-sinusotdale
(Blanc, 1984, Pittewcy et al.. 1985) ; s lcogueur d'onds, set Ge lPordre Ge 54 ko ai on suppose one vi-
tease Ga propagation Egale a 6w0/0mi.

Les outeure remercient Lee Glfftrentec pereonnos du LDG qui cot particip# sue expdritncee at su traitement4"desGonni.. arhcialement L. Herbreteau, D. Raoux, A. Le Roy, R. Raseclou St D. Girsud.
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DISCUSSION

n. JWIn. n

go sav vary aimilar Ionospheric events following an exploelon at a chemical factory
in the UK (publixhad in Nature 1972). Thera ware acoustic wavea of large amplitude
but ye did not observe the goneration of gravity wavea with periods greater than the
Burnt Viacala period. We found the H Docppler technique to bc. more sensitive to
transient events such as these explosions then the conventional hb(t) method (i.e.,
phase height changes rather than group height changes).

AVTMOIBa REPLY

Fr the first part of the question there is probably a thresholdr tha yield of the
explosion has to be hqh enough to excite gravity waves. For the second part, phase
oesuraeenta are indeed more sensitive, but it in necessary to thoroughly study the
disturbances and the wave forse to have both phase and amplitude data.

J. a. aDlJtOSE, CA

You have certainly showed very clear and complex effects of grand level, powerful
chemical explosion* on traditional h' (t) records, similar to those used by man early
researchers to study traveling ionospheric disturbances and other naturally occurrinq
phenomena. My queation concerns what new physics can be learned &bout such
observations?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The wave form deformation when the altitude increases can be usud for studying the
filtering effect of the atmosphere, but It would be more interesting to study the
secondary effects. The long duration spectral anomalies and the formation of
stratifications in the lower ionosphere are not understood. Their explanation needs
nay theorotical approaches. These experiments can yield also useful data to study
the formation and the prcpsgation of acoustic gravity waves which can propagate Over
largae distances. Jacobson (1987) observcd a gravity wave with another experiment of
CV ionospheric sounding at 250 km from the explosion point.
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LABORATORY SIMULATION O1 HIGH-ALTITUDE DISRUPTIVE EFFECTS"

B. H. Ripin, 1. Grin, C. K. Manka, 1. A. Stamper,'
B. A. Mclean, J. Resnickb R. Burris,C 1. Crawfordd, J. D. Huba ard G. Gangsii

Space Plasma Branch
Plasma Physics Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375-5000

USA

SUMMAIRY

Disturbed ioospheric and space conditions are simulated ;nd studied with laser-produceAi plasmas in the
Naval Research Laboratory PHAROS Laser Facility. nl.rnse laser pulses, containing up to 1500 joules in 3 tics
produce plasma energy densities over 1 Gigajoule/gm, comparable to those occurring in nuclear detonations. The
expansion of these plasmas through a background ambient magnetized plasma simulate high-altitude nuciear
explosion (MANE) effects, as we.l as supernova shock and other energetic space plasma conditions. In this paper
we focus on effects. such as blast-waves and plasma instabilities leading to nonuniform and disturbed space
environments that can affect space-based communications and sensor systems. The laser experiment is useful for
investigation of mechanisms accompanying less energetic active space experiments also, such as chemical releases
and particle beam injections. In this connection, we describe laboratory experiments demonstrating the existence of
the large larmor radius (LLR) insiability which caused the pla.. via structuring observed in the 1985 magnetospheric
AMPTE-barium release experiment. Extensions of the LLR-instability experiment into the nonlinear regime and
towards parameters scaled to model very high-altitude nuclear explosions (VHANEs) and several CRRES chemical
releases are outlined. We also discuss space related laboratory experiments on blast-waves, plasma jetting,, MHD
turbulence. Finally, the NRL Space Chamber program is described.

INTRODUCTION

Laser-produced plasmas provide a unique laboratory test bed for investigation of energetic space plasma
processes. These can range from natural phenomena, such as supernova shocks, solar wind interactions with
comets and planetary magnetospheres, to man-made distuibances, such as active space experiments like chemical
releases, space particle beams injections, and high altitude nuclear explosions. Laser-produced plasmas can be
kirmed with energy-densities that range from nuclear-detonation-like (-10(f/cc) at the high end, down to strong
coupled plasma whose kinetic energy falls below its interparticle potential energy; plasma [' (P - kinetic
energy/magnetic energy density) can be made with values less than unity to several hundred; plasma temperatures
span the range from I eV to multi-keVs, and directed velocities from zero to over 108 cm/s. These conditions can
be generaey achieved with good control, reproducibility, and diagnosibility.

Decaue of the great versatility of laser-produced plasmas, many ionospheric, space, and HANE-related
phenomena can be studied best in the laboratory. We discuss several experiments which, hopefully, will bring
some insight to these processes. Here, we briefly discuss: sub-Alfvenic plasma expansions across magnetic fields
(such as the large Larmor radius instability), blast-waves, cross-field plasma jetting and pLismoid formation, MHD
turbulence, and strong coupled plasma production.

PLASMA PROPERTIES

Several distinct plasma components are generated in laser-target interactions that are useful for space plasma
investigations; th,:se include: Ablation plasma; Ambient plasma (magnetized or unmagnetized); Ifighly-
accelerated solid targets; Shocked target plasma; Strong coupled plasma. A schematic of sources of these plasma
components is shown in Figure 1.

Ablation plasma is geerated direcdy in the laser-solid target interaction. Laser energy is absorbed in the

plastar on the front of the target near the critical density (1021 e/cc for 1.05 pm Nd-laser light). At high incident laser
irradiances, e.g., above 1013 W/cm

2 
the ablation plasma has the highest specific energy density material achievable

in the laboratory, of the same order as in nuclear weapon detonations. It is the high yield to mass ratio which
allows early-time MANE phenomena to be simulated in the laboratory. Of course, since the amount of material
involved in the laboratory is of order micrograms compared to megagrams for a nuclear device the laboatory
explosion is vastly miniaturized. We will describe the scaling between HANEs and the laboratory simulations in a
later section. The ablation plasma subsequently streams away from the focal region with velocities ranging from 106

:: to over 109emis, depending upon irradiation conditions.t.2 Ablation plasmas become w~indl-like, in which most
energy resides in a relatively cold (few-eV), but energetic (multi-keV) ion component after expanding a few

.. "I ".\ .. .. .- ,,
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atillimeters fromn the focal spot. Ablation plasma has many characteristics of nuclear weapcn, expainslid and the

solar wind4 except that it is muds smaller in size.

Ambient background plasma can be formed simu'taneously with the energetic ablation comlpot ent by
bleeding gas into the chamber at pressures tip to 10 Tort-; the 82as becomes photoionized by laser-target initeraction
radiatio'n irki the vicinity of the targets o., over a larger volume, by meins of a preio.nizer device. Ambient plasmna is
typically cold (about I eV) with no net velocity. The ablation plasma streams into the ambient media and caus-s
interactict-s that irmulate many magnelospheric and ionospheric H-ANE processes that can be studitd in the
labor"tr. At low amebient plasma densities, collisico'less coupling instabilities can be examined while at high
pressures collisionall phen men&t, such as blast-wavesA can be generated.

The expansion of the ablation plassma puts tremendous pressure (lens of Megabars) on the remainting target
material, acting much like a rocket exhaust. These high pres-ures can accelerate the remaining noarly sclid-den-sity
target-foill to speeds over 100 km/s.7 Such targets undergo accelerations of 1016 cm/s 2 or more at high density and
are susceq~blr to hydrodynamic instabilities, such as Rayleigh-Taylor.

8 Device ccirponents and casings undergo a
similar magnitude accelc~ation during de~onation; we are attempting to understand whether and by bow much
these disassembly Instability nonrtuiformities seed lAter-time structure. This dense plhsma/target component Is
also being used to generate and study high Mach number MMD turbulence similar in appearance to that seen In the
Fish-bowl high-altitude test series.

Shock waves set up In the target interior by the high-pressure laser/pita~ma l'npul-.e can create still aonlher
distinct pLasma component. The shocked material is dense and of low temperature. It expind towards the laser
&*ke the ablation plasma, but is denser and s~ower (V< 106 cm/a). The amount of shocked plasma generated can be
conitrolled by adjusting sht, target foil thickness or by using special target geometries such as cylinders. The HANS
anAlrig to this shocked-plasm-a occrs when there is excess mass present in the Vicinity of the detcnaftix such, as
rocket casings or RV materials. Shocked-plasma has been especially useful In our studies of moderaite-0 pliasma jets.
Plasmat jets are clumps of plasnma which can travel many gyro-radii across magnetic fields; they may be involved in-
HANE cross-field jetting !,uch as observed in STARFISH and other high-altitude tests. jetting is a Phenomena
comnmoni to asymmetric exapnsions.

At the other extreme, an especially low energy-density plasma (strong-coupled) can also be made using
lasers.

9 Strong cstupl&-d plaxmnas have the property that the particle kinetic energy is less than the interparticle
poteisrials. Strong coupled plasmas occur in Iupitmrs core, planetary nebulae, railgun plasma armatures, and in
aspects of conventional and nuclear explosive detonations, to name a few.

SCAUNG FROM HANE TO LABORATORY

There are obvious different-es in leng'h. time, and densiti scales between MAINEs, apace plasmas and
laboratory plasmas. First, it s! ould be understood that there is no unitversal scaling law that will guarantee
faithfully reproduction of all details ot a MANE event in- the laboratory; scaling must be specific to the phtenomenon
under investigation. For collisional or collisionless dominated plasma effects. scaling laws are obtained by casting
the appropriate governing eq~uations leg.. MHD, Viassov equatiens) in dimtensionless form;~ the dimensionless
variables thent define the scaling relations

For situztions where binary collisions dominate the expansion, such as occurs at altitudes below 150 km.
"sling paranseters fall nat-irally oust of the dimensionless equation for a strong shock wave, t0 tongotire'

t showed
that if the debris velocity is h,;d fixed (to minisin-ie velocity dependences of ccstlisional cross sectionsl then most
paras'seters scale sith the ervigy ratio of the field-to-laboratory explosions, i.e., Y - Ef/Ei. Debris nass scales as Y1
length a&M- time scales as Y /2 and ambient baýckgrounid dens-ity scales like yU'2. Y-3hlbfrg derived the gSweralized

colliaion~al scaling relatic n that applies for arbitrary velocity ratio and showed that this sdme scaling held for



Rayleigh-Taylor instability driven turbulence processes occurring in collision dominattd expantsions.12 For
solttoleiss processes, the'appropriate scaling relatiin~s stem frvm the dimensionless Vlasov equation or dispersion

relattions for the relevant instabilities. Longmivre also derived a tnuumber oi these scaling laws in Reference 11.

Soaetimes. it is often difficult to saiisfy 01l of "h scaling laws simultaneously arid an educated compromise
Is thens needed. W minant parameters for the phenomenon are picked for accurate scaling and the less crucia
variables ane allowed to deviate from exactitude, as long as they ame still in the proper regime. One example of this
is scaling of the magnetic field strergth from the field case to tI'. laboratory. On one hand, B can be scaled such that
tOw Lermme radii scale proportionally with lengths (e.g., YI/ 2), or. alterniately, 9 can be scaled ý* that th magnetic
enrgy density scalei with the rlasma energy density (eg.yl/4); the former requirement mandates megagauss field
strengths while the latter case only kilogauss fields for proper scaling. both can not be satisfied simultaneously.
"Tus, jugement is Used to chooYe between tht m In another example, radi~tive lift-times are fixed and do no scale
with the collisironal scaling rules If radiation is iport'WAnt to A particular prol'ern then it must be given special
treatment. lor instance, we have seeded the arn-atent gas with high-Z cornstituents, such as Xe gas, or used mixtures
of gases to increase radiation loss foe specialized cases. A beneficial feature Of laboratory expi riment is that
individual pasrame~ters cin be widely % aried and wcaling assumnptions can be reliably verified. In practice, parameters
can be chosen that provide good simulations for most needs

L.ARGE LARMOR RADIUS INSTABILITY

The large Larmor radius (LLR) instibility is an good example of a space (and, very high-altitude nuclear
explosion (VIIANE)) phenomrena, that was scaled to the laboratory. This instability was first observed in the March
1985 AM'TE barium release experimernt in the tail of the magnetosphere (about 12 earth radii away).") Markied
striations appeared as the barium plasma expanded to its mauximum radius (radius at which the excluded m..gnetic
field equaled the plasmas kiretic energy) even though the barium ion Larmor radius was very large (about equal to
the tuagnetic confinement diameter). Huba and Hassam developed a MHD-lIike theory"',1 for sub-Alfvenic
expansions in the large Larmor radius ILLR) lim't. In this theory, the electrons mre treated as being magnetized
since their orbits are quite small, but the ions are considered unmagnetized rince they have Larmor radii large
compared to wavelength and density gradient length dimensions and beciuse the iime scales of interest are fasteir
than an ion cyclotron period. The LLR instability is the analog to the conventional MHlD Rayleigh-Taylor
(interchange) instability but has a much faster growth rate, i.e.,

whr h H rwhrt $W tz -kl.1k1rs. (1) de

where tc M~lDgrowth ate is~%ttm IgL~ 
t/2  is the "Ilatability wave number, and L. is the density grain

Length in the expaneing plasma leading edge. Dominant unstable wavelengths are slightly less than 1,. yielding
LLR instaraility growth rates factors ani ordar of magnitude higher than yNHDt. A laseir-pl~axsms experiment was
launched at NIRL to ve-ify the existence and properties of this Pew Instability using the ablation plasma expanding
into across a magnetic field (up to 1n k.06,1 Figure 2 shows two examples of the unstable plasma structure; the
photo on the left is an example of structure near the end of the linear phas,- showing the well-developed flute
strucrture, and the photo on the ni~ht is an example of the, very unusual -structure seen later. in t-I nonlinear Stage.

The nonlinear structure does not really saturate, but rather it continues to expand outward at approximately the
original plasma speed even thiough it is well beyond the magnetic stopping distance. Eventually, the flutes take on
an erratic structure and even appear to bifrcate. It appears like eac.h flute til, is acting like an independent plasma
let.

FIurer 2. Two examples of the LLR instability seen in the NRL eAperiment. Left side shows instability n-ar
the end of its linear stage (10 kG. 376 J, 99 ns). The right side shows some fasc-nating bi'furcation-like structure
appearing in the nonlinear stage (10 kG, 30 J, 90 its).
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9LLkI itssatbillty, or Its reitives. can have large potential impact upon systems operating in tHeYANE
eeeimit. Sever.2l StflO engagement scenarioss ~cur between 1500) and 3000 kmn altitude. If instabl* occurs here, it
represents a mechanism throup)' which nuclear dekris would be thrown many times the magnetic conflnermsnt
radius fre~in the burst point in a very structured manner MAterial would be injected Into a host of L-shells which
could affect remote satcllhtes as well as precipitating into the atmosphere over a murh wider area thtan predicted
w~ith tociverttionsl MHD codes. Injection of nuclear decay betas are coin)iictured to be particularly dangerous to
satellitesIS4 The scaling of the UIR instAbility Into the MIANE regime Is somewhat urcertain at this point. Two

f criteria for Instabiliky are that- 1) the Lartor radius to density scale length ratio must be greater than unity, and 2)
the magnetic Lvonfinement radius, Ri0, needs to be g-eater than the density scale leiigth and the critical radius for
ortet, ke A c.ritical radius was first noticed int the experiment where it was obsoerved that thei LLi Instability only
appered brm'nd a specific expansion distance (-2.5 -3 on) w~hich was relatively indepenideit of ouignetic flied. Asn
apressiolt lir the citical radius, Re, is

Where M is the total plasma mass, nit is the ion mass, and Z is the Ion charge state. These criteria Are clearly met lor
VHAI'Jts above 7000 kin or, potc'nt;slly. Itn multiburst situations. A note of caution, these onset criterria are not yet
firmly estiblished for all LLR situations and even when not satisfied, the usual MHD Rsylelglt-Tay'or Interchange
mnode may w~ell sti be unstable It is ttill An open question whether single or multiple VHA5JE Inursts will be
uinstable suire VIIAN'Es are In the 11500 to 3000 km altitude range Since Larrnor radii are small compared to
magn.-lic confiriernont radii here (p)/rb< 0 1), boh the theorya.nd e-.periment needs to be extended into the finite
L.acior raduiu rr~irne. The most im-ioArtan t parasmeter appears to be the ratio of the expanding debris-shell front
density gradient, L,.. to the ion Larinor radius, p,; it pm/Ln ratio is large then the VIIANE nuy be unstable even
fthugh pm/Rb<<l. P'arameters in the MRL experiment are being adjusted to explore this regime currently.

further details of the linear growth and nonlinear development of this experiment can be found in
Refierence, 16 Anid 17.

HIGH MACH NUMVEX SHOCKS

Mhen an ambient plasm, is introduc-d, the Mach nunmtAr of the ablation plasma goes from sub-sonic (or
Pab-A~lfvrMC When 0 > 0) to super-soni1c Makch numbers of hundreds are easily produced. Additionally, when the
ambienst gas prex-urr is above OS5 Tort (for Vd - 5s x 

7 cm/s) coilluxionAl blast-waves are formed A good exasmple of
the variety of phenomerna that can appear under there circumstances is shown in the dual-time. dArk-field
slsadowgram (ba~k:it witth Laser pulses at the indicati-d times) shown in Figur- 3 Very strong, thin. energy and
Mioettune~i conserving shocks are s"-n in the laswer side of the target as the ablation plasma ssweeps up the ambient
itedis 6 These shocks behave much like ideal VonNeumann-Sedov sho~kstO but do exhibit significant deviations
froms the simple tho". At least four imnporlý-,mt unresiolved areas rermain which affect H-ANE interpretations. First.
tdt role of radiation loss from tlie blast wave/bubble .ystem has been briefly stuidied previously, but is deserving of
a eecnnctend elfo>rt; it was found that radiation transpo-t can indeed affect the energy balance and stability in blast-
wave expansions. Second, the Agreement between theory And experiment on the transition into the collisional
regime (betwAeein G.1 and 1.0 Tort) is good 19-:0 But, coupling efficiency in the tranmition regime is found to be v,.Ty
oensilive to assumrptions in quAnt; ties such as the ionizAtion state of the rtebrrx and batkground media as well as the
shape of the velct-ty distributions and more detailed measurements are needed to remove Ambiguities. Thi'd. the
limporature of the raaiesiis within the bubile region has been ambiguous; in some measurements it haf been
high, as expected in idea~l blast-waves, and in other measurements it has Appeared much cooler (eg', few eV)_ Since
the bubble L-terior of a -y - 1.2 blast-wave can contaiLn up to 00% of the total particle energy. thme concern is not just
acdemic. A hypothesis thet fits these observations is that the prompt hot Ablation plasma forms the blast-wave
sftruture and thci !low cold dense material spewed 'rom the shocked port-ion Of the target fills the bubble later,
Fourth, th.e eiteral question of under what circumstances blast-waves3 are hydrodynamically stable mr unstibte has
not beiet answered. Ideal blast-waves in uniform media Air inherently stable. but, theory and simulation of ideal
tief-slml~ar blast-wavs-. suggest that hydro<;ynamic instasbility sets in if the ambient density falls off with radius
faste tL~an rG, where ot > 3, and/or if the effective ratio of specific heats is below somne value (eg.. 13).2122 Non-ideal
blast-waves are also sasceptible to hydrodynamic itestability if, foe instance, radiation loss rates frorn the blast-wave
front ame sufficient to crea'e an adverse (Rayleigh-Taylor unstable) pressure /density gradient profile, or if non-
neoigibie debris mass is present to form d pusher region behind the shock frosit, Gross instability and turbulence
has indeed been found in the NRL experinmentt in the region bebiad the target;SA this will be discussed fuither
below and in Reference 23. In addition, then tront-side blast-waves have been induced to go unstable by forming
then In higls-Z (highly radiative) ga~ies. such as Xe.24

More wick needs to be done in this area since knowledge of blast-wave! [nstability physics is needed to explan
the highly structured photcsgcapas of HANEs taken in the Fishbowl series as well as to explain highly structured
aSupernsova remnants, such as the Crab Nebula, seen in optical and radio telesc-ope images.
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Figure 3. Features of a laser-plasma ambient
media interaction in the collisional regime.
Note the sharp blast-rn, regions of
turbulence, and the aneurism. The lawe is

incident from the left (36 1, 5 Toff N., Al 13 gm
thick target,. 0- 0 G, t - 55 ns and 155 nsil

Notw the small scae-length turbulence formed behind the blast wave shocks (hazy region tust inside the
bubbtes) and the groas large scale-length turbulence formed behind the target. Finally, one type a 'aewism'
hosre has bean shown to result from a cylindrical shock caused by lascr beam warming of A channelM or by jettingStar~etmateria.

TUKIULANC

Is ft Section the nature of the large scale turbulence that appears behind the target (e.g., Fig. 3) is briefly
deseribed. A much more complete discusnion can be found in Reference 23. Turbulence (or turbulent appearing
sacture) Is ss in a wide variety of HANE, natural space, and laboratory situations.

The turbulent structure is most visible in the laboratory when optical diagnostics sensitive to small light
dduecgone, suds as dark-field and phase cntrast shadowgraphy and holographic interferometry are employed.
Structure is also observed in the natural optical emission image of the turbulent region, but the shorter wavelength
components bend to wash out.

The turbulent pjtma Is generated when the highly accelerated target foil (a - 1016 cm/s
2
) pushes into the

abie backgiound gas/plasma. The accelerated material has high Mach number and speed (M - 100, Vt - 100
bka/s) with respect to the ambient media. Turbulence is not observed when the target foil is accelerated under high
vac uum ondi0•olon, nor when the gas density is low (i.e., under collisionless conditions). Even though the
ace reW fail is kown it undergo Rayleigh-Taylor hydrodynamic irutability during acceleration•S the turbulence
se at late times (>100 ns) does no: appear highly correlated with the initial target Rayleigh-Taylor structure. This
was decssrated by comparing results from otherwise similar smooth and pregrooved accelerated targets. The
tsubulaea persi"ts for long periods of time (- microseconds) compared to transit times of the debris through the
background gas; Figure 4 shows a time sequence r the turbulence taken on separate shots. Observations, such as
rmetded in Figure 3 and 4, are densitometered, digitized, corrected for film response, and Fourier analyzed to obtain
the imtulence powe spectral density function. A typical one-dimensional spatial power spectrum shown in Figure
5,& bas a k-2 1 scalng (equivalent to a k-.

2 
two-dimensional k-space power spectrum dependence) in the inertial

rap betwren an outer sale length of 1 mm and an inner scale length of less than 20 Irn (true inner scale length is
not resol'rable).

23 
For sake of comparison, Yolmogorov tr~'bulence [big eddys decaying into smaller eddys] is

,aterIasd by a k 5i3 power-law spectrum between the inner and outer scale lengths. Eventually, we hope to
s letely characterize the nature and cause of this turbulence and apply the findings to relevant space situations,

sudh as supernova remnant observations.

It is possible for plasmas to propagate large distances across magnetic fields, distances much greater than the
S magnetic confinement radius or ion gyro-radius, in many space and laboratory situations. This cross field motion

isn't possible for isolated charged particles which are constrained to their gyro orbits, but plasma clumps can act
collectively to circumvent the applied magnetic field force. The Vo x Bo force on a plasma moving across magn,.-ic

r field Bý with speed V0 causes a polarization electric field Ep to form inside the plasma. The plasma then responds
to the Epx = Vo force and the plasma can continue forward at its original velocity. Charge is continually depletee
at the boundaries in this process due to the decrease of Epin the boundary layer, and the cross field motion will

sevetually stop when insufficient plasma is left to polarize.
26 

But, plasma depletion rates are generally low and the
plusma can travel great distances across B.
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Figure 4. Sample phase-contrast (top) and bright-file (bottom) time sequence of the turbulent region. The

brget is a 20 pm CH foil, laser eiergy is about 300 J, and the background gas is 5 Torr of nitrogen.
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Figure S. Oe-imensiona power spectrum of the turbulent regcn in a typcal shot.



Figure 6 shows several examples a cross-field jetting observed in ows experiments.273 0 The top leit image is
a me-resolved (-I1r shutter timne) photograph of a high-A jet produced bimply bry aperturing the ablation plasma

with a cylindrical mask to allow plasma sectors to flow across the magnetic field. The top right image is another
tlme-reso!ved photograph of a moderate-A jet produced by firing the laser beams into the erds of a small glass
cylinder and ailowinil an asYmmetric plasma to squirt out its ends across the magnetic field. Finally, the middle and
bottom photographs are resonant dye lawe sbadowgrams showring a low-P barium plasma jet squirting acros the 3.
field and structuring "lou the mAgnetic Wk~I.

e it 31-1- 10 kG
'. j~-60

52v

A.11,

fFigure 6. Three e'camples of cross-field plasma jetting. Top left: fligh-P WO1) ablation plasma jets (aperture
plasma) with V9-. 5 x 107 cn/s, 10 kG. 90 its. Top right- Moderate-P (-1 ) cylindrical tai get jet, V0.- 5 x 106 an/s,
10 kG. 1000 ns. Middle left: Low-P (-0.05) Barium-jet with V0- 1.06 cm/s, 10 kG, -1000 ns. Middle right.
Schematic of polarization e!ectric field config~iration leading to cross-field jetting. Bottom: Same as middle left
except that view is now from the top, i.e., cross-B kiew; note the fine scale a-field aligned structure.



There are several notable features of our laboratory Jets: 1) They occur if the plasma has an asymmetric
expansion. 2) They propagate great di.tances across the magnetic field at nearly their initial speed. 3) They tend to

pinh ownatther eadnthde, hrbbybrdu to curvatr of thc Internal pdanartl-.on electric field. 4) The ' often

teconfiguration of the iuistability. This experiment is the first observation of the now instability.2 ' The
shtcu Inis obviously robuat and Is expected to occur in many natural and disturbed spsi'r situations where theie
ar eoiyshears. TI. phenomena occ-urs not only near the lower hybrid frequency, but at other plasma

ftqecnas well. For Instance, nonlocal velocity shear irstability may explain the enhanced broadband noise in
Incyclotron range In the Auroral Ionosphere13 In the absence of sufficient relative drift velocity to crosi the

Drummnond-Rosenibiuth current driven ion cycloi~on Instability threshold criteria. The Instability seen around the
peihr fthe cylindrical jets (moderate-ji cases) has a much longe-r wavelength !han that of the low-D case, but

Coultiori allowing vcses plasma Jsttflng to occur appear In many natural and disturbed space situations.
ThIS obviousdy apist AE and must be tAken into account to properly predict where the debris will travel
sad how it wil atcue

VE00
P~r& J1 UnStobto Shozir R.-Clon
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Figure?7. Nonlocal velocity shear instsbility geometry. An electric field gradient perpendicular to the applied
magnetic field causes a sheared plasma velocity perpendicular to both the electric field and magnetic field in
reponse to the E x 5 plasma drift. The shear velocity instability develops in the shear region with wave
munabers of order kLE < 1.

Nil. SPACE PLASMA CHAMB~ER PROG RAM

The Space Plasma Branch at NRL is building up a new large volume space chamber facility. The Space
Chamber will incorporate a large 'up to 1.8m x 5m) low-energy density plasma ( T. - 0.1 - I10 eV, ne - 103 - 1010 c/cc.
BE6 <I100 Gauss) for experiments requiring much lower densities and larger dimensions than the NRL Pharos Uaser
Faeitity. Space Chamber experiments can be run in either steady-state or pulsed mode (where magnetic fields of -I
LG !an be imposed on the volume). Th.? larg~e size of th? Space Chamber plasma enables investigations of space
phenomxena without the interlerence of boundary effects, it permits detailed diagnosis of wave phenomena using
probinsg techniques, and it allows in situ, testing of spare instrumentation before launch.

Figure 8 shows a schematic of an experimental arrangement designed to study the nonlocal velocity shear
inistability near the ion cyclotron frequency. The experiment consists of a large magnietized plasma with an electr-ic
field gradient imposed perpendicular to B. The gradient scale length, LE must be l0p or less, where p is the
appropriate gyrarAdius (pi for icrn cy-lotron-like modes, and pe for lower-hybrid modes). The particular
carnflg-rzticri shrwn in Fig. 8 with concentric biased rings tos seup the radial electric field gradient, would drive the
instability In cylindrical geometry. The magnetic field strengths required are only 50 gauss for ion mcdcs (H* at
le'V) and much less fne the lower-h> brid modes The potential difference in the shear layer need only be of order 10
volts for the parameters essumned here. Weak collisions with neutrals would be tolerable, and even useful, for
ionospheric simulations. A variAble axial current can also be imposed. The plasma parameters needed cxii be easily
achieved in the Space Chamber.
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NRL Space Chamber Unstable Plasma Geometry

Figure 6. Possible ex<perimental arrangement for driving a velocity shear Instability in cylindrical geometry.

Left, the Space Chamber with plasma source, axial magnetic field, and bias ring to create the electric field
radient. U~i~t, the plasma geometry undergoing instability.

S~In addition to thue above traditional types of space chamber studies, we plan to direct on' or more beams from
the Pharos laser Into the Space Chamber to permit stuPy of high-eergy plasmas in a large volume apace-like

setting. One investigation anticipated is to examine the physics of the formation of artificial or disturbed radiation
belts. HANE Induced-belt formition and evolution is undoubtedly a complex dynamic process. Consequently, it is
important that modeling efforts be guided and validated wherever possible by experiment. Some features can, in
principle, be tested with active space-based experiments; but these are risky, expensive and infrequent endeavors.
Laboratory experiments, on the other hand, can provide relevant information in a relatively inexpensive and
flexible test-bed. Figure 9 shows a possible experimental arrangement to study radiation belt phpnomena. A beam
hom the high-power (-ITW) lharos Nd-laser is focused onto a small (mi diameter) target suspended at an
approprlate point (latitude and altitude) in a dipole magnetic field inside the NRL Space Chamber. This creates a
burst of plasma, witih nuclear-like energy density, that scales much like a miniature HANE, with comparable debris
velocities, blast-wave formation, magnetic bubble formation, temperatures, and disturbed 'nuclear' conditions to a
real HANE. Suprathermal electrons with energies of several hundred kW7 generated when the laser beam is
focused to over 1014 W/cm2 has many of the salient properties of KANE fission f3-particles. The ambient magnetic
field can be adjusted and scaled to other characteristic dimensions, such as the magnetic containment ,adius Rb and
radius of curvature of the magnetic field. For instance, HANE-As have pe - 100 m and Rb - 350 km giving pe/Rb -

S• Optional Axial B-field .Ta et.."

recessional

Figure 9. Experimental arrangement for study of radiation belt phenomena. Th.e large dimensions of the
space chamber ensure that boundaries do not dominate the physics while the energetic laser-produced plasma
provides populations for the dipole-field (mock radiation belt region) with large Larmor radii.

_ ~ ¾. --. ,.. -_. -- _"
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kw x 104 int a 110kG Reld this ratio is comparable to the laser case where Rt, - 3cm and p, - 20 min (10 kGi. The
rAtio of PR, so the dipole field dimensiotis (eg.. to the earth radius R~,) can also be cormparable; eg., Rbo/R, - 5~ x i ? for
I4ANl and - 10*1 for the Iabotatoy cai-e if Riab -30 cm is chosecn. Scaling can be made even more preciseieiwe
fabricate a Stronger magnet. The large dimensions of the NRL Sp.sce Chanbcr (I1Am x 5mn) ame necessary to isdate
Sthe artificial belt nmagnetic field lines from the walls and to minimize boundary effects. The chamber cc- be
operated either under high vacuiun, -10-7 To"r, to eriulate to pressure in the radiation belt regicn, or witn gas bled
in to provide neutral collrsicna characteristic of lower altitudes. In addition, axial tragnetic fields and exterral
plasma source (aolar wind simulation) are als planned for the facility and can be utilized if needed. lInitially the
O~efxperint Will be Used to lnVcsti&3te Single-burst events, but eventually, multi-burst scenarios can be examined

ewhens a second Ptsaroi. bear li- broughst Into the F~a-lity (Pisarois has 3 high-power beisms). An extensive a&my of
diagnostic equipment is available in the Phsro; Facility to make detailed measurements of the artificial belt
kirmatloa and evolution; the'ai diagnos4tics include: optical and X-ray streak cimeras, multi-frame fast (100 ps)

inensified fr.-.mlng cameras. inulti-f-ame laser schlieren shadt-wgraphy, holographic interfercmetry, dye laser
recnitand msonraesona~nt proibing bcam, space and time resolving IR opti~al. UV and X-ray spectrogiaplts/O94AS,

io n lcn particle detectors, magnetic field prot"', 6-Cl-l oscillcsicope, etc~.. eprmnseal s Y

The Space Chamber should be completed inFY90 and available frIiileprmnseryi I
Experimients using one Phasros beirm in the Space Chambez Facility could commence later in mi9.

SUMMARY AN"D CONCLUSIONS

lAser-produced plarmas can be made with priramnrtera of HANE. Aspects of early-time HANE shocks, and
sorne jet-like features car. be emnulated in the I co~ntory. The intrc.ictions of these plasm.~a with magnetic fields and
other Plasma compin-ri"-nt r,.uce many phcno-zcncna which resembnle thos2 observed In the Fishbowl series of
atmospheric tests. Akhough it is naive to believe that our experiments are miniature slmulatinas of H-ANE
phessoasena. laboratory investi~.stions certainly aid iýn their understanding.
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NRL Space Chamber ntbe Pasa Go er

Figure 1 Posible experimental arrangement for driving a velocity shear instability in cylindrical gaornetrv.
L~eft, the Spaee Chamber with plasma source, axial magnetic field, and bias ring to create the electric field
Ipadieest. Right, the plasma geometry undergoing L'•stability.

In addition to the aboyve traditional types of space chamber studies, we plan to direct one or more beams from
the Pharos laser Into the Space Chamber to permit st.udy of high-energy plzsmas in a large volume space-like
setting. One investigation anticipated is to examine the physics of the formation of artificial or disturbed radiation
belts. HANE Induced-belt formation and evolution is undoubtedly a complcx dynamic process. Consequently, it Is
important that modeling efforts be guided and validated wherever possible by experiment. Some features can, In
principle, be tested with active space-based experime-nts; but these ace risky, expensive and infrequent endeavors.
Laboratory experiments, on the other hand, can provide relevant information in a relatively inexpensive and
flexible test-bed. Figure 9 shows a possible experimental arrangement to study radiation belt phenomena. A beam
from the high-power (-ITW) Pharos Nd-laser is focused onto a small (mmr diame'er) target suspended at an
apprpiate point (latitude and altitude) in a dipole magnetic field inside the NRL Space Chamber. This creates a
burst of plasma, with nudlear-like energy density, that scales much like a miniature HANE, with comparable debris
velocities, blast-wave formation, magnetic bubble formation, temperatures, and disturbed 'nuclear' conditions to a
real HANE. Suprathermal electrons with energies of several hundred keV generated when the laser beam is
focused to over 1014 W/cm2 has many of the salient properties of HANE fission •-particles. The ambient magnetic
field can be adjusted and scaled to other characteristic dimensions, such as the magn:etic containmernt radius Ro and
radius of curvature of the magnetic field. For instance, HANE-•s have pe, - 100 m and Re - 350 km giving pel Rb -
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DISCUSSION
V. S. iAn", us

-I an very interested in your dipole-like field configuration to simulate the7
radiation belts. Are you irplyiNs that the gyro radii of th. particles produced by
the laser burst is much smaller than the chamber dimensions? What would the
estimated lifetime of such particles be?

AITYMORIS REPLY

Tom. The ton qyro radii range upward from - I cml with 10 11: magnetic fields: they
can, of couarse, be m.ade arbitrarily large by decreasing the field. This is to be
comp;aired to the chamber dimensions of about 2 m x 5 a and typical radii of curvature
of the dipole field lines of 10's of centimeters. Thus, we should be able to dial
the system in and out of adiabatic invariant preserving conditions. It will be
interesting to see if we can configure the exiperiment to test whether VLFy-liks RY can
precipitate out the energe~tic plasm~a trapped in the dipole field, as suggested by
your paper and others in the conference, such as Burkels.

The li fetime of the particles in the dipole field should be lot-s compared to theI ~ longitudinal and azimuthal invar~ant time scale% if ve can achieve the desired base
pressure of the chamber, S 10 torr. crudely, mean free patha for ion-neutsal
eoIliaions should be 10's of kilometers. on thesother hanij4 thl charge exchange
procaaas may be stronger, with ctoss-sectionis perhaps up to 10 cm -la I so, the mean
frae path for a chuarge exchange event may be as short as 100 a and the corresponding
meen collision time for charge exchange is of the order of I mas.
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P.A. BUNNRAAD, us
IZ there any evidence of coupling between 1) Z-reqion disturbances, and 2) the ?-

reqion or the magnetosphers?
WtRI RE$ll UPLY

- have no data in the uaqnetosphere. But Ockhberq (1943) published an observation
o an Alfwan vave in the magnetosphere with the satellite Aureol 3 above a 250 T
explosion. Unfortunately, it nas not been possible to make correlations with
satellite data for our experiments bec-&use the tims of the explosion is chosen+- Im:€O ng to the meteorolog;ical conditions.

3+ . S<:W!ICNER, 38

Now does the time scale (.u time3, J= time) of your laser produced explosione
compare with the tine scale of IMP (electromagnetic pulses)?

AUTNORIS REPLY

We observe two types of electromaqnetic pulses in our experiments. The first occurs
from the dynamics of the laser-produced plasma formation which has a time scale
comparable to the laser pulse duration, i.e., with nanosecond rise and fall timese
this would correspond to a prompt IMP caused by the time varying thermo-electric
,.orrsnts in the explosion. The second type of disturbance we see corresponds to the
hydrodynamics of the expansion of the plasma distorting the ambient magnetic field,
an analog to 101-tMP, which occurs on tens of nanosecond time scales. We do not
generate TRE or system IMP effects induced in satellites in this experiment.

. +----- ,I * - .
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Modification of Tropospheric Propaga~tion Conditions

04 jelkIMeteorological Insti'tulle of HalrMr~u?9 Ur lis sityj S~un esstraste 55, 2000 Hamb-irg 13 FRc.

That propagation mechanisms of ulta short redio waves and microwaves (10 mi I mm) art governed by the
Compolvition of the troposphere and their space time structure of the refractive index field After a short discussion
of the natural environmental parameters condensed in the complex re'ractive index, some ideas and exaarplel of
men madir changes of the propagation properties of the lower atmosphere are given

Useful effil"S are obtained by chaff clouds concerninrg conirvniniatioil channels, masking of targets or meteo.

..ologcal research A wide field of possibilities st'emn, to be within the %cOpp of weather rnodificalton experiments
Bu ue to the huge variability of cloud and rain parameters only mirror propagation cringles are to be elipecled

A isuccessful application of remotely determining atmospheric temperature profiles is the modulation of the
atmospheric refractive index field by -sound ways-s, ard iracling the accustic wave front% by an Doppler radar (Radio
icllti Sounding System.- RASS)

0.1 and alga slicks on water surfates may chang~e the r~fef(!i or scattering ard emssicin properties for radar waves
They also suppress evaporation wvhich rmay rinfuence tlýt ovefonmenil of tnop:cal ilormns but just so evaporation duct
propagation of microwaves

1. introduction

This paper will give a review of at-tempts or foirided ci- I bittes to modify the non ionized atmosphere (tropto
sphere, tower stratosphere) These lo~se layer. ')f te~ a-- C'piT er. Are respOr*'.t)e for the most propagation effects
of ultra short red~o waves and microwaves (wave Ieng-! ,".e il0 m and I m,,i or freguences between 30 GHI
and 300 GM,) In contrast to the vv-de -onospheiic'i- (c..'on ivsiirhes, here io special coordinated research
program% are running But it is a very interesting Iteld ir-d the.- arte A lot of cicsbilities for radio propagation
purposes, tome of which are well establsi-ed. orisis are or,' ideas or i..'oretical p~oposals In this lecture only the
general directions can be touched. two Doii!s vv : it d:%cu%.eci. a 1,!t.e t,- more Modulation of tl'e atmosphere by
sound wavesand the effectsof slick cove'edi water sur

1
.iccs lrpsp~r'h thv'-es at Hamburg University)

2. Mkcrowjvrpoaqaticn in f, o-'nzdý@m~p~~

2.1 Characterization of the mediumi

The propagation properties of elect romag ret-c w3,- Ocr '1-.-"dium 'atmosphere" are moistly described by the
refractivet index n Hence the analysts of trans,-.s.oi iý -cs # .(jnat amplildep and variation in transit time) over
a given pathis corrmonly perfornmed by describ n-o tilE #?~d.i',j- ,ince with atransfer function defined by

for propagation of plane-wave radiation with fer~ev-'y . o..i!he diidnicC L (c is the speed of the light and X., the
vacuum wavelength) The dirtlensionliess. generally cc,- piex, 14 ý, inidex is written as

. ý ",- I _(2)

or reduced for air toea refractivity N in unrtt of partt per million (or N , ts0 because the refractive index of air is only
slightly greater than unity

(,' '~~ " 10 ' (3)

Foe nnn-ionized air, the refractivity consist of three components

N = N *dN(,) - X-N)v ~
namer", a frequency- indepe ndent refractivity N0, (valid for v <c 10 GM:) plus vario it spectra of refractive disperson
d"00s. and absorption effects N" (v) due to resonances of cixyg en and water vapor within the microwave domain As
welt-known, ths ! ecvidependent first term is given by half empirical formulas (e g from Simstr and Wein.
traub, 1953) and can beca'-lculat ed inastraighik inward manner by aid of available meteorological parameters ~p
total pressure in mb, T temperature in K, e water vapor pressurem inmb;.

i77,p 6,' 3 75 l0lit(5

t* T 7 T 2

The first two terms are the result of induced molecular polarization of air and water vapor, respectively, the third
term represents the effects of the permanent dipole moment of the water vapor molecule (Debye-term). Included i
the comiposition of dry air are 0 03 % carbon dioxide.



The Wfpsitivity to atmospheric patameters. under the assumption of the ICAO Standard Atmosphere, may be red
from

AN a V 3p- I I7.53'4 $3e ,iAw~i

The niet eq~uation gives the surface conditions for optical waves. Note here the very small influence of water vapor

the overalt error usinq Eq. (5 at sea level amounts to 0 S% The error for an improved equation (Thayer, 1914) will
range from 0 02 % for dry air to about 005S% for extremely moist air.

The effect of the most present trace gas carbon~ dios de, constantly increasing, may be estimated by the odd~tonal
taris (Thayer, 1974)

3NiOCi -0 40 lcr
A doubting of the actual value of 350 ppm (p Co, 0 0354 mb) results in an increase of N by 0 16 N-units ( 005S %) A
short-term variation by an order of magnitude corresponds to t1.5 N-units.

The absorption! and dispersion effects for frequencies > 10 GHz (up to 1000 GHz) afrt contributions from vieveral lines
of wa~ter vaporr7MT&-n-d -ixen - (44) resonantes avid may be formulated as (Liebe et &It. 1977, 1978. Liebe, M96)

where S is the line strength and V or V* are shap factors, The N'- term has to be completed by some corrfttons due
to wing terms or cluster effects Liebe (198) has given a computer program to evaluate the dispersion and
absorption effects. Some examples of dN (v-) and N (v) for three different humidities and two temperatures as
functions of frequency are coven in Fig. 1. Absorption bands and window regions are recognizable Within the ab-
sorption bands anomalous JCTirS0?ion Occurs

The refractive index of air mnay be chznped by admixed particles or hydrometeors (water drops in clouds, fog, or
rain). From a two-phase mixing formula for sphe~i~e~viir) within a host iiiiateriial~ior) (UlabyCt al , t986)

I +

where r,,,. ertu Ci are the, elative dielectric consti~ats of the mixture, air (host) and water, respectively, and V. is the
water-inclusion volume fraction, follows (approximately) for the contributiotw of droplets to the refractivity N

61 -DOG-N(9)
* - 2

Here n is the refractive indlex of water, r the number density of droplets per unit volume of air, and V the volume of
an individual droplet. The real part of the complex index (water is a lossy medium) is shown in Fig. 2 for diffeient rain
rates as function of frequency. The contribution may reach some N-units for very intense rain, The shewn refractive
index cui ves are determined by the frequency behaviour of water.

Plasma refractive effec ts can be ignored within the tower atmosphere. A part from lightning channels with an
electron concentration up to 101a cm-3, the tropospheric air contains a number of positive and regaistve (so-called)
small ions (cluster ions) built up by hydration (for instance. H-3O* (H-20), or 02 (H20).,. n up to about to). The
number density near land surfaces amounts so 103 CM -3 ard to 102 cm -3 over the oceans. The contribution to
refractivity (real part) maV be de~termined by (Hartmann et at.. 1984)

I-ie: (10)
N, - le avjA 1-.2.3

wheice j - I corresponds to electrons, j=2 to positive ions, and j . 3 to negative ions, r is the number density, e
electron charge, co dielectric constant of free space, and v the frequency. Using St-units for the physical constants it
followrs from Eq. (10)

N, 40.3 10' - *Zi; ~.a~uiiAd l)

N t3 .IS, 3 wpm xdiiidiimuii (DOW
t3 2

For the mass of the ions 122 amu was assumed, the density is in in-
3 

and v in Hz. The contribution of the ions kr2 j1000 cm- 3) amounts for a frequency of 1 G6Hz to .2 - M07 N - units (-0.08 N-units for the same number of electri~ns),
that is to say, the correction is only of academic interest



For completriieneq. also a term for nomlinear (it rtenvityr-dependent) rtfractve index contributions may he givenMartainet*I # 19a8)

X_ *i . 101 s'1  
(111

*live rh it the density of esch gat fCm 1). 1 the rrrtvýnsity of the source (GW/m2 ) and y (Y) is the nonlinear indexcoefficient Thesw effects are reevant fo- h,ght pe~ak power later or malier propagation' through. the 3tmocsphere.Since, for irrstarnce. tl-e iiiitenst~y in thre center of a (G aussian ) beam it h~gher then at the bordi r. a beamn-induced4refractive rindex gradient may lead to sell fc.~ustong phenomena.

The composition of the air and the prevailing structure of the tropospheric refracive index field (mean and fluc-
I ailing com~ponents) in spaice and time determine the propagation mechanisms as refraction, scintillationdcngI. " 'i~n, multi path propagation, Katoririg, and absorption (Fig 3).

(fact type of propagation hat its special loris of signal arnplitud,-, change of polarization, variation in transit time or
phase shift. all ceipendent from the generally complex ind frequ ncy-de pensdent refractive index, To modifirthprfo"ag'ation m'neduium on-e has to change the refractive index either by chanrging the composition of the air orbaltering its structure An essential role may also have the refractive index and the structure (smooth, rough, layereof the underlying siurface of the earth

L~d~tfl3 tlg', acte IndeM ofair

J! C~anps cof~thereAlrefrao-isre irndex of air
The natural variations of the radio refractive index of the atmosphere is extremely lar;e ars well in space (s worldcharts of N. Bean ei atl, 19681 as in lime (diurnal and annual variations up to 60 N-units) Special topo~raphicalimrnluced effects oin the meleoorolog cal environment, travelling weather systems with strong frontal lines, or othersto'm typis provide for the ever alt erasing refractive mndpx fierd and its propagation effects. So an artificial changeof theflinurronmental refre-ctivity of the air by changing the temperature, or the humidity, or the suspension content
it a hopeless operation.

e2l a horrible Scerario as the nuclear winter following a major nuclear exchange (1000.- 10 000 Mt nominal) wouldledto adecisive modification of m-ncrnwave propagation due to the new refractive index structure of thetroposphere and lano surfaces Tremendous Amounts of smoke particles (say 200 million tons) and dust (say up to1000 isillont tons) would bre injected into the troposphere and lower stratosphiere of the Northern Hemisphere(among other things) and encircle the earth From' numerous "sensitivity experimentso, mode!ltrs (t. Pittock et al.,1985) found a cooling of thestirf ace of mid continental reg-ons of 10 -40 degrees down to absolute values of -25' Cwithin I or 2 weeks after the e'xc hange (Fin 4 a) An analogous cooling occurs in the lower atmosphere; above aboutS km. on the other hand, a strong warming sets in (Fig 4 b) temperatures in the Northern Hemisphere's 10O- 20 knmaltitude range wilt have increased by M0 C or more A very stable atmosphere is the consequence with strong verticalrelfractiviy gradients This would be thre hotbed for Mul'tIle p-slh propagation due to ducting and reflecting (top ofthe clo,idsl effects Also the change of surface properties with frozen and perhaps inc-i1-covered ground (persi~ting
-forseveral mrounths) influences. the propagation coniditions considarably.

g;3 Non linear effecfx

The propagation of high-energy laser nr maser beams through the a lmotphere is subjected to a wide varievy ofeffe-tos (Martin et &1. t1988. Zuev et al. 1985) besides the well known linear phenomena, such as absorption, scat-ter-no. and diffraction from densityr-dependenit refactive index gradienis several nonlinear, i e. intensity-dlependent.processes set in Worth mentioning are ronlinear thermal blooming, self-focusing (self-trapping) of laser beams,stimulated scattering. air and aerosol induced breakdown effects or beam induced plasma.

Some, practical applications seem imaginable. The vaporization of fog or cloud droplets by high-power beams maycreate a communicatron channel or may open the possibility of clearing areas from tog or water hazes in the atmci-sphere Opto-acousitic sensing o' atmospheric parameters analysing the shock wave following the opitical breakdownof the itrr has been propoted But the most possibilities are yet in the theorretical and experimental stage.
4. Absqmton and emithsion of the atrno Pftelenoixo

4. Natural effeicts

Microwave absorption and emission in the troposphere is dominated by 'n arid water vapor. Other atmospheric.ase an!olUtants as 0), S02, N20, NO2 , CO, CH4, NH-3, OH, HNO3 CIO, among got ers have also several absorptionnes in thre microwave region But due to their small concentration at sea level and the large pressure-broaceningeffect, by the major, gases contributions to thre microwave absorption spectrum are negligible in comparison tooxyg~en and water vapor. The situation is demonsitrated in Fig 5.
On the other hand, however, the st'ong attenuation within the absorption bands of oxygen or water vapor (say near60 GHz, 118 GHz, 183 GHz. 325 Gf-l) allows controlled communication links for small distances.
The atmospheric attenuation cinceases essentially it cloujds fog, snow. or rain are present. An imrsIon may vieFig 6. The prediction of rain attenuation in space aritV647ian -important,_ut very difficult, task for all radio 7 inkoperators.

The absorption properties are also responsible for the generation of atmospheric radio noise The noise effect playsrnmetimes a larger role! Po degradingl signal-so-noise level foi low-noise systems than djoe' bsorption itself. At fre-quencies above 1 GHzr the emist~on from the gaseous atmosphere (HIO, 02) is a significant source of external noiselimiting low noise communication or navigation systems (see Fig. 7a) Again clouds and precipitation enhance theenvironmental (thermal) noise of the atmosphere (see Fig 7b) F or very high rain rates thre ntoise temperature cor-resoends to the enyironmental temperature BcOO,% 500 MHz other radio noise sources begin to dcnrinaie as grilactivnise, man m.nide noise, or atmospheric noise generated bys~erics, wrhich are wide band pulses radiated by lightning



4.2 ,Modfication posslbtles

The increase of minor constituents of the a'mosphere (e.g. CO2 problem) by human activities is a relevant problem
for questions of climatic change because most trace gase belong to the greenhouse gases. But the influence onmicrowave attenuation or noise generation ooze away w;t'iin the effects ofthe natural turbulent environment.

Short-term propagation experiments with an artificial injection o0 absorbing gases into the rather turbulent lower
atmosphere promise no success. Perhaps 3 method of laser weapon counter measure by placing strong absorbing

gases in the laser path producing so thermal blooming may be considered.

At a first sight, experiments which change the clouJ and precipitation conditions of the etmosphere may appear
promissing or propagation questions due to, the strong interaction of microwaves and hydrometeors. This topic isclose connected with the wi e and complex field of weather modifications. With few exceptions, weather modifi.
cation refers to the artificial modification of clouds. Experiments in cloud modification consist of seeding the clouds

with some material, and are usually undertaken with one of following goals in mind: (1) to stimulate precipitation
(rain or snow), (2) to dissipate fog or clouds, and (3) to suppress hail. The activities are worldwide. Varying degrees of
success have been rerorted for each type of experiment. However, it is very often difficult to obtain convincing
evidence that an experiment was successful because of the large variability that characterizes clouds. Nevertheless,
evidence is emerginq from a few carefully regulated experiments that, under the appropriate conditions, modelt
changes in cloud structure and precipitation can be effected by seeding. Due to these general uncertainties and the
wide natural variations of cloud or precipitation parameters in space and time an utiliza'ior. of these results for
radiowave propagation appeared not necessary up to now. Eventually the steady ircreasing employment of mm-
and sub-mm-waves may alter this situation. From Fig. I8 may be deduced how small the modification of attenuation
(for different wavelengths) will be, if the rain rate is changed by a moderate (sey30%) amnunt what may be
expected by weather modification efforts. The effect on noise temperature may be seen from Fig. 7b.

$. Admixture of chaff

Chaff - a cloud of many dipoles or thin aluminum foil or metallized glass strips released into the air -was used for the
first time (in World War II) tc. produce large reflecting areas for radar waves. In this way the radar cross section of a
target (aircraft) behind the cloud can be reduced. But with chaff also communic3tion channels, especially for over-
the-horizon links, can be established via scattering processes at the chaff cloud. Today the theoretical and practical
experiences are sufficient to use a chaff channel when there is only a short-time need for a communication purpose
and the meteorological situation is unfavourable for a troposcatter link (Lanpert, 1976).

For remote sensing of the vertical wind speed witisin the upwind tube of thunderstorms disposed chaff may be
tracked bI Doppler radars.

* Modufilation of the atmosphere by sound waves

A special preparation of the atmosphere is carried out for a remotz sensing technique to get temperature profiles of
the atmosphere. This method is a combination of radar and acoustics and has been given the acronym RASS: Radio
Acoustic Sounding System (Marshall et al. 1972, Peters et al. 1983). Briefly, a sound packet directed ,ertically into the
atmosphere is tracked by a Doppler radar, and the speed of the acoustic packet provides the environmental air
temperature. An acoustic wave travelling through the atmosphere may be viewed as a local condensation of the air
followed by a rarefaction. Their density variations cause a change in the refractive index of air that Watters back a
small part of the electromagnetic energy. The sound speed is related mainly to the (virtual) temperature T which can,
therefore, be derived from the Doppler shift of the scattered signal.

ir 4 ?s (12)

where vs is the sound speed (mA), f0 the Doppler frequency (Hz), A. the radar wavelength (m), R the gas constant, y
the ratio of specific heats of air (- 1.4), M the mean molecular weight of the constituents of the medium.

Acoustic sources with wavelengths ranging from 1.5 cm to 4 m have been used. Also different modes of RASS
operation has been tried, i.e. pulsed or consinuous acoustic sources and/or pulsed or continm.ous wave Doppler radars
(Peters et al. 1993). The method makes use of the enhancement in the backscattering by matcising the acoustic wave-
length to half of the radar wavelength (Bragg scattering condition) and by making use of the focusing effect of the
spherical wave frcnts, Rut the horizontal winds displace the ace stic wavefronts. Thereby the focusing effect is
negated causing a limitation in altitude (lower boundary laycr, say I kin). Aligning nee antennas in winddirection
with a movable radar receiving antenna on the leeward (for instance, mounted on a rotary system as in Hamburg)
may enlargte the height range a little bit. Large aperture antennas or arrays of antennas and low-noise receivers may
also bx effective. Experiments in Japan (lazudi, 1988) with steerable radar beams to allow for the effect of the
horizontal displacement of the acoustic radiation by wind get tlnperature profiles up to 22 kim.

Acoustic sources with wavelengths ranging from 1.5 cm to 4 m have been used. Also different modes of RAS
operation has been tried, i.e. puised orcontinuous acoustic sources and/or pulsed or continuous wave Doppler radars

(Peters et &l. 1983). The method makes use of the enhancement in the backscattering by matching the acoustic wave-
length to half of the radmir wavelength (Bragg scattering co;idition) and by making use of the focusing effect of the
spherical wave fronts. But the horizontal winds displace the acoustic wavefronts. Thereby the focusing effect is
negated caLsing a. limitation in altitude (lower boundary layer say 1 kin). Aligning the antennas in winddirection
witha movable radar receiving antanna on the leeward (for instance, mounted on a rotary system as in Hamburg)
may enlarge the height range a little bit. Large aperture antennas or arrays of antennas and low-noise receivers may
also be ef ective. Experiments in Japan (Mazuda, 1986) with steerabie radar beams to ailow for the effect of the
horizontal disp!acement of the acoustic radiation by wind get temperature profiles up to 22 km.

Some examples of measurements may demonstrate the eminent efficiency of the method. Fig. 9 shows a time series
in a fixed height measured simultaneously by RAS S end an electric thermometer. In Fig. 10 a, a RASS-temperature
profile is comp-red with a radiosonde and in Fig. 10 b with a profile determined by a 58 GHz - radiometer (angle
scanning mode). With modem systems a height resolution down to 10 m may be achieved and accuracies up to O.1 KS(Peters et al. 1988). Also atmospheric systems, as developing or dissolving temperature inversions or weather fronts -
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ma be observed continuous~y and analysed i.- dotal. Fig. I1I gives the passAs~e oftr cold front. in Fig. 12 a profile up

toI lkrn(Masudla, 1983) is sihcw.n gained with a high-povier monostatic V HF - rsdar (1 3.4 ml with a steerable

bearn and a high-poweir acou-.tic source.

The preseince of oil layers or monomolecular films of or-yanic or _rtificiaI material may effect thn! properties of the sea
surface in several ways. The emi-sion of electromsagnetic radiation and the scattering of radar waves art. changc-d

and a modification of air-sea interacti-n processes (as evaporation) sets in. There are three types of layers to
distinguish Whereas thick mina oIl athes normally are a consequence of tanke~r accidents, natural momo-
molecular films produ~e6 by ~a'nkýlocn eýn ii oýccurvery often in coastal regions of high biological pircductivity, andaritific-il mho-nclavers formeb oleyl alcoh-'l filmis are tsed for scientific eliperiments. The monolayers have ai

kutha 2 liters OilJicks;-rrei typically several mm thick.

7.2 Emtsionoltle sufctfbrltgrness eprt

The rigtnes tepertur isprooortional to the emissivity of the surface mattsrial and its ohysic-sI temperature.
Theemisiityofa soot srfae s (s he relciiy ucinof t:,, ope ieeti osat fIeitn

surace Gee~alyIhPdieecticconstant of an oil layer is vrr'cn smaller than that of sea water, and the emissivity
andso he rigtnes tmpiratrtconsequently greater. However, becausk of multiple reflections at the air-film

an imwinterfaces, standing wiaves can be set up resulting in an brightness temperature variation having a
gron depndere anthe layer thickness (Fig. 13). So measurements of m crowa-'e radiometers installed at -rmlanell

or satellites can be used not only tn devtect the presence of oil slicks, but also; to. # imate its thickness (if using vt~o or
more I equencies).
The influence of mcrncola en is somnewhait different compared to the thicker oil films. As mentioned, the btigitress
temperature is a funýcion of th- cc~mplex diel-ctric constant of the upper layer of the Ocean. However, the thickness
of the efficacious la3yc. is of the order c! the penetration depth, which, for sea water, varies between I1cm and I mmt
if the frequenic increases from 1 GI-z (30 cmfto 2GHz (1.5 cm). That .;ieans, the microwave brightness temperature
should nourmal'(y not be reffected by a monomolecular film. But experimental investigitions with airborne
radiometers at 1.43 and 2.65 GHz yieid a somewhat surprising result (Alpers et al. 193?). The measurements show (s.
eamplne in ig14) that at 143 0~ theV brgtns lerne e drtops dow byý severa lsen of de rees, whereas the

brghnes e-iertue t .6 Hz inteffetd Thi npista t14 n(1c)tcensiiyo h im
coeed rea t' "eI alcohol is- etrml sIll '7 milar to ametallI'c laer The effct was interprete as am-oatrear~'u 

'yt 
wa bewe 12fi 6kos

aT cla ufc u o aggsatrn efet ofte rough esu t hat an T a f4 m ii n Th daTn cu of th

wav stutre h by oil fim or ote fim redce t inr he ofbighnes tep.,dra,,gtu e beause t'fimcoee
ovurfc he e nm,,ter Cluatin if the difrec inatnateprtriprprinltodihs

temeraur) be tween 1ii2 vred a 6 nd i-resrae ie i.'.A diinldces ftebihn
dtim rature to due tofluthe otewfact tt e fimaterihibit the gsnrfateio nes ifnfoam and s thie ap wich is aso contyratlredo

ba tdeand sprae ded.o Bacc g-icatoterelsfinguethwi- td effects ofafimo the bog utcradomf rmaign htessa" girg oumtuortea
be stgnctre fyorl freuniems beor 3Che fims ifdce the windseed of below 10 ms (~Tee4 K). AthighauerI fird vereds h i

%licks breaks up into small iret:Nes and become ineffectiv. Then a radiometer cannot work as an oil-slick monitor.

Surface films of o6l or biolooic~al or artificial material i'.'..ance the scattering effects of a rough surface by damr rig
out the ocean waves So ot~e dletection and monitoring of oil spil:ý or other slicks Pt the sea surface by !ada -s is
possible (De Loor et al., 1978). Experiments were cr'nducted with artificial monolayer .in wind wave tanks and c Sýr
the open ;ea. Fig. 16 shows radar cross sections fo. a 9.8 GI-iz radar cof a clean water surface compared with a til n
cooredsuracecariedthrughinaherindwav throunghmbr (ein th9e5.wBlowa wndvpee of13k inprssin o bi sctteed nery b th fim8i5obervdato3wteardarcros sctinsdorohe l 1a3anmslck
covered surfaces become equal. At this wind speed the slick is 'washed down" by breaking waves. Open ocean
experiments confirm the depressi,-n of radar cross sections. The maximum measured difference between a slick-
covsred area and a non-dlick-coivered atica during airborne experiments over the North Sea at a frequenci at 13.9
CHze (K-shnoeruB et at., 1978) was 7.3 1 3.5 d3, which implies that about 80 % of the energy of the surface wave
component with a wavelength corresponding to the Bragg condition is lost by dlamping effects. These sp~oothing
effects may become important for the interpretation of remote sensing resulIts or surveillance of ;.olluted ocean
surfaces-

f 7.4 etrdatky.;-4 evspratfon

A surface slick not only damps smallf surface waves but modifies essentially Air-sea interaction parameters astdynamric
roughness length zo. the turbulent fluxes of momentumn, sensible heat, latent heat, and other exchange processes.
Of some importance is the retardation of evaporation E (the suppression of the latent heat flux). Practical interest
exists in the field of hurricmn abatement, conversion of water in larger water reservoirs or lakes, and reduction of
duct propaqation through the evaporation duct above the sea. Exper~iments on Lake Hefnier with IMonolayers result
!rs a reduction of evaporation of about 65 % (Mansfield let &1., 197) From this, S5 % are due to molecular barrier
effects of the film and 10 % to wave damping effects which dlecreascz the roughness parameter zo. 7he b~ulk
aerodyr.ismic method of the meseorolcigical boundarylayer theory gives for E
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where E is the rate of evaporation per unit araand time. p the denrsity of air, a tthe v. Karman's constant, ul the
mean wind velocity at a level z, near the surface (say 10-rn), 26 the roughness length (typicaally 0.018 cm), q, the
specific humidit at z,, ;.nd q 0sle saturation v3:ue of specific humidity for the surface tempeiture. Using typical
values of z0 and ul from an experiment with artificial sea slickcs on the open oceans (Barger et al., 197(j). one can
confirm with materiars that modify wave clarameters only (no barrier effect), th,3 expected 10 % reduction of
evaporation. The main effect is given by films that act as a barrier to molecular transfer and reduce the gradient of
moisture (q I - q0)

The flux of moisture determines the refractive index gradient (via the moisture gradient) above the sea (s. Eq. 5a).
The thickness of the ewvaporaticn ducta. which controls the propagations (at low elevation angle) of radar and micro-
wavesiabove the sea in about 80 % of time may be approximated by (n.eutral conditions)

N%,- N, ~(5

where Ni-No is the refractivity difference bretween the measuring height zi and the (saturated) surface, and lhr0 is
the curvature of the earth (*0. 157. 10-6 rn-l. The thickness vari~ generally between 0 and 40 m in temperate and
subartc latitudes. Supordetection ranges or field strength enhancements for microwaves (up to the multiple free-
space level) are possible (s. Fig. 1P, but also, especially within the horizon, very low field strength levels (so-called
radio hole-) may occur. Under neutral conditions (TI - T0 . 0) a retardation of evaporation of 60 % by a mnonolayer
reduces also the thickness of the evaporation duct by Go ¶6; for non-neutral conditions a smaller temperature effect
(s.Eq. 5 a) has to be regarded. In Fig. 17, a 50 % reduction of the duct thickness would compresi the whole scatter
diagram betvwen a thickness of 0 and 10-m. and a field strength between -Sand SOcdO For radar or communication
systems in c~ostal regions of high biological productivity. natural monoilayers may disturo the propagation conditions
in a noteworthy way if microwaves are used.

SCondudlnli remzr*s

Summi~ng up it is to say that in the field of modifying microwave propagation in the non-ionized a mosphere, there
are a lot of ideas but ttere are only a few relastic applitations. Tthese may be the admixture of chaff,)rn~dijation of
the atmirnphere by sound waves, or the utilization of surface Mlmt (for instance within the scope of monito~ring
ocan surfaces). An influence on tropospheric propagation could be better attained by the methods of Electronic
Counter Measures.
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f1-T- 3: dry (RH -6 5 ). 2: humid (RH . 50 %) and 1: saturated (RH - 100 %) air at sea level

for temperatures of -5°C and 351C ever the frequency range of 15 ... 350 (Giz (A1 : 20 ... 0.86 M)
after Liebe. 1981; es: saturation pressure; -Sw" absolute hu•idity; solid and dotted curves referto two different models of the additional contrbutions of te continuum spectrum.
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a:Calculated sky radiometric temierature Fl.b rightness temperature TB of raining
otSerlzenith angles In the 0.1 - 100 U4, 171.171-- function of rain fal1l rate RR at three

regions (Standard Atmosphere with 7.5 g R,
3 

absolute frequencies and two zenith anglIes I. Rain (Marsrtail-
huidity) (s. Ulaby et &iL. 1981). Palmer distribution) is combined with a cumulus

Cloud, Cloud top 3 km (Richter. 1981).

MAtl

Fig. 9: Coamarison of RASS and directly measured
.. 4- 0) temp~eratures (height: 114 a, 2.5 sin

averages) (Feters et al.. 1983).

T.- 1, 0.05. £. 11.30 - 1.10

Fl.8: Rain attenuation roefficient as function, of
rain a-Fte or water content (Setzer. 1970).
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b:Cca'artssc' of a RASS temp)erature pro- 10 a: Comparison of a RASS temperature pro-

Y ± a 5 4 rdo-nerpo4l Pees TIa-nUa Radio-sonde profile (s. Peters et al.,
al.. 1983). 1083)
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Fig. 13: Increase in anterna temperature due to Fig. 14. Brightness temperature at 1.43 Giz and
TtiF8T1 spread over a smoth water surface In a 2.5 C& as measured by airborne radiometer sy-
test tank as function of film thickness (imeasure- stemi during a pass over a spreading oneo~lecuiar
mets and calculations) (Hololinger, 1974). oil film (Alpers et al., 1982).
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Fig. 15: Depression (of antenna temp9erature in- cross section of a clean water surface (upper
crease due to the presence of oil on the water curve) and of water surfaces covered with hexade-
surf.z.e as fun'-tion of wind speed. The Increase cai:ol (triangles). oleyl alcohol (pluses), and
(ccapred with a sanoth and clean surface) Is CII'iAS (crosses) ts function of wind speed; In- -

caused by oil. roughness, and. foam (Ihllner, 19M4. cidence angle 54% VVE polarization (Feindt, 1985).
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Ionospheric Modification and Imaginable Systoo Applications

by

Hf. .1. Albrecht
FGAN - Neuenahrerotr. 20 - -5307 Wachtborg-Werthhoven

Germany

This paper attempts to review the nowadays predominant area* of imaginable eye-
too application* of enthropogenic modifications applied to the Ionosphere. Ro-
levant conditions are indicated, such as the natural systems ee'viroomeflt, areas
of possible modifications, and aspacts of compatibility and interference. This
discussion than loads to resultant criteria of applications to systems and re-
quired support measures.

1. Introduc:tion

Ever since the effect of wave-interaction or ionospheric cross-moulation bet-
ween two radio transaissions, or the so-cs lied Oiuxembour24-fiffact", was first
vsrified In th, early 19309 and publtshowd in 1933 (1.1>, there has bsen no
doubt that the entire field of changing tho ionosphere by artificial moans ro-
presents a fascinating area of research. The use of this region of the Earth's
atmosphere - and thus a classical propagation medlum - as a hue* labor~tory has
certainly yielded a considerable amount of Insight into physicil process"s in
the ionosphere, etnd promises to bw of suct- service In the future.

Further development up to the early 1970a and the establishment of ground-based
high-power facilities to "heat" Ionospheric regions led to a wide spectrum of
results which also Indicated some preliminary concepts with regard to a system-
oriented evaluation <1.2-

Within the activities of the A3(fiD Panel cnt Electroaagnetic Wave Propagation, a
number of scientific %*stings contained, In their proceedings, contr-.butionn on
t~he subJect, as. for mxacple, those hoel, In 1973 <1.6)9 1976 (1.7), 1977 <1.9>,
1979 (1.9), 1990 <1.10,1.11>, 1982 (1.12), Ii93 (1.13), 1989 (1.14>, end 1989
<3.15>. Of theref the one in 1976 <1.7> actually concentrated on the topic of
artificial modification of propagation media.

Compared with the early investigations, continuing research and more advanced
technology have augmented the dita reservoir in the field of ionospheric modi-
fication. IonosIpharic heating at various power levels and chemical releases in
the ionospheric region have been, documented in a large number of review papers
<0.9.21.16 - I.2Z>. Reference is also mado to relevant chapters In recent edi-
tions of the Reviews of Radio Science which are issued at triennial Intervals
by the International Union of Radio Science (U.R.S.I.I (1.26 - 1.31>. In an ap-
ProPriata section of this paper, more detail* are to be suemarized with respect
to systoft-rol ated aspects.

Apart from modification experiments for pure research, the importance of *yet*a
applications incr-eases, also tit proportion to costs of Investigations. At the
same timet the chances of seriously considermn,. actual engineering applications
Improve with the progress made in a detailed knowledge of physical processes
initiated by modi-'ication oxperiwants, and thus with their relpoducibility. The
still rather dynamical development and the continuous augmentation of results
suggest that anticipated systea Iaplementations are served best by Identifying
general boundary conditions connected to such applications; It will be atteep-

ted to meet such an objective as well as possible.

A summary cif the natural propagation conditions encountered by systems I% fol-
lowe by sections on areas of possible modification, end on compatibility and
interferencel then criteria of system applications and required support emeasu-
ros are addressed. In addition to publications in the open literature, the ma&-
turia, used for and the contents of this paper consist of unclassified and gon-
orally available information kindly *uppl.ed for this purpose by the USAF Goo-
physics Laboratory and the Allied Radio Frequency Agency (ARFA) as well as doe-
natentation o4 the Comite Consultatif International do Radiodiffusion <CCIR> of
the International Telecomeuni cation Union <ITU>. .?



rf 2. Natural Propagation Environment of Systems

to caiider the effecs of Any aodiflcatci t i undoub tedly essepnttial to lu

at the approojriata codtin pealr'gticn theiabsqneo.1o or pri or ta Sulch I sa- _
niultmo.T discuss the sycaapiations of ionospheric modifications,

the nc tural propagation environmen encountered by typical system cateqories
sh al, tu bo used as a guide1l.n..

The overall: frequency %, )actrum of Interest extends up to about 1000 T~zl table

11show~s the nodmenclIa ture generally considered valid. am well as typical system
fesatures. As a Suamary of -,ropaqgationgffects onallpaths other than those do-

*pending on ground characteristics, fig. I illusntrates t he atmoapheric propaga-

t tioni environment end its effects within the epectrum 10 k~lz to 100 GHz (2.1>.
* or the troposphere, a distinction has been made for typical altitude ranges of

clouds in lower, medium and upper heights. Icnosznharic lpyers are also indica-
ted, as well as orbital altitudes of geo-stationary satellites anti the &con.

I ffects reswwaling reflections in the ionosphere arm the governing factor up to
frequenciea of about 30 M~z, wth some partial transparency In the lower fre-
quaxi-y range. the range of ionospheric scatter propagation and aeteor back-
scatter may extend up to 100 "1l a higher limit would be valid for artificial-
ly produced scattering.

The prioirred spectral range For comounicatlon via end remote sensing from Sat-
ellites end other spacecraft coamences at about 100 f%4z, above about 10 6142,
high signal sttenuation may be experiencod due to precipitation end to absorp-
tion by tropos~ph'.ric gases, e.g. by oxygen around 60 cGl-. Of far *)ore impor-
tance for this review are tonovpheric scintillations which may severely affect
space-Emrth propagation paths in the lower part of this spectral range.

2.2 Typical System Areas

Basicalsyg application areas -3# electromagnetic wave propanation may be subdi-
vidod into communication* rsemote sensing, and navigation. Typical propagation
paths may be identified for &ny one of these categoriec, yet that of comaurics-
tions includes oll possible kinds and thus allows to discuss the largest poiss-
blo variety. rig. 2 depicts paths In taers of frequency ranges and special foa-
turin., much as distances, band..idths, end predominant medium parameters or cor-
responding limiting characteristics in very general terms. This brief review
concentrates on system areas susceptible to tonoopharic modification.

The loft-hand column* referring to line-of--sight <L-O-So and groundwave paths,
Is included for comnletenes' sake*. Applications addressed hereby are Certainll,
"esential to cover relatively snort ranges, up to the, order of ICO km, end re-
for to a majority of systeesi on the other hand, the chances of influencing
thee by svtificial modifications In the ionosphere are rather minute.

The seacond column in fig. 2 deals with classical propagation paths using ef-

facts resembling reflections in the Ionosphere. Worldwide distance% may be cov-
ered at relatively n.-row bandwidths. Depend Ing on a number offactors, such as
"diurnal ion IzatIon changes end effects of Solar act ivi t , the propaga tIoan con-
ditions are rather variable and influence the reliability of systems unless de-
viations, from noroal conditions can be predicted and allowed for in an adsq4uatG
end timeoly manner. Pwrformance conditions have been known, for decades (e.g:v2.2

- 2.4>1 artificial Sanen of improving Circuit reliability would certainly be

welcome.

Using long-distance paths In the IF-range aso an example and Imagining, ideally,

a cuoncentric structure ef a constant-al
t
itudo ionosphere, such large distances

would be cove-ed by several hops with intermediate ground reflections, each hop
being goomeazrically limited to about 400)0 km. 0.ýweve,-, a more realistic concept
is that of an ionospheric layer structure with Inclinations with respect to the
Eabeth~s surface end/or horizontal ionization gradients. This is one basi1c for
chordal -hecp paths wh~ich do not touch t,., Earth's surface and show better System
performance with loes path lose$ they were investigated and verified in the
1950a on long-distance paths from Australia (2.5, 2.&>s reference is also mad0
to more recent reviews of such chordal-hoP propagation (2.7 - 2.9).

Features of another typical application area, the use of scattering, are ilius-

trated in the third coluen of fig. 2. In V'ile case, the so-called scatter vo-
lume In the ataospherv Is illuminated by a high-powe transmitter, and the en-
orgy scattered towards, the receiving terminal is ueed for' communicatilon links.

uhereas tropoept'eric scatter propagation is employed rather widely, the here

moe relevant ionospheric scatter has not led to as Many application:. In this

case. irregda1rities or variations q4 electron density in about the height re-
gion of the D-loayr are onr basis o4 a scattering voluJ%%, providing channels 0-1

moderte bandwidth cver max'mjus distf~nces of the order of 1000 km (2.10>.
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In addition, and roughly within the last-mentioned category, the passage of so-
tewor through the atmosphere causes a short-lived existence 0f ionized trails
which lead to Intermittent reflections, useful for burst communications, Modern
methods of signal processing have Ilicreased the possible usefulness of such ap-
plications. Furthermore, diffuse ref lo!tions may be due to tho sporadic K-lay-
erl or due to irregularities in the upper F2-layor <2.11,2.12>.

The right-hand column of fi1g. 2 illustrates the features of paths betwwon the
Earth~s surface and terminals in space. In principles they roeusble line-of-
eight paths on frequenciet In the range of atmospheric tran~sparency up to opti-
cal wavolerngtho. Nowadays, a majority of worldwqidr system application* uses
Earth/space paths.

Severe limitations may be present with various applications in this category;
they depend upon space orbit, frequency, and geogra-4hical location of surface
terminals. Of particular Importance are constant and/cr variable attenuation
(fading) and also time-delay errors encountered In the atmosphere. Limitations
are due to irregularities of various nature# electron-denclty fILctuations,
turbulence, and clouds for higher frequencies. Within the scope of this review
paper, the *#ffects ef scintillations due to ionospheric irregularities are of
special Interest (2.13 - 2.16>.

2.3 Prediction and Adaptive Operation

Above-mentioned typical propagation chararteristicS indicate that, in practi-
cally all causes, limitations are experienced with regard to the desirud opera-
tional reliability of systems. On, the basis of decades of research and eligi-
neorinq eiiperiance, numerous mathematical model$ and moprational simulation
methods arm now available - and the optlieitati~n process continues. These ap-
proaches allow the prediction of average behaviour of the relevant propagation
environment. Timely predictions of - and thus the Appropriate response to -
short-term veriations of propagation cond~ticns aer *tit! difficult <2 17 -
2.22).

Modern technological developeent prcmimes to permit significant progress in op-
erational management of systems. The implmentation of real-tiva Qhann*I analy-
*to ma-d automatic selection of optimum operating corditions vwil' result in a
favourable influence on per~rfmonco and adaptivity of systems <2.23 - 2.25).

There is certainly room for further improvements with pred±.tlons aVS with adap-
tive oqeration which sesem to represent an additional chance for artificial No-
dif~cation of propagation media. A system-oriented approach it, the engineering

* development of appropriate metnods appears to be a ,promising remedy for At
least some of the problems encountered with present systems.

3. Oreas of Possible Modification

3.1 Predominant Activities

Although a kind of artificial modificatlon is also possible in the tropospheric
region of the atmosphere, the emphasis is In this paper directed At esperimentS
in the ionosphere, and, it. particular, at the employment 04 their results to
improve the usability and reliability of operational systems.

As has already been mentioned In the Introduction$ the historical basis for mo-
dification studies had beeon the identification of cross-modulation effects
about 60 years ago. Work In this field has continued and yielded a iargo quan-
tity of results <3.1>.

Further development of high-power tranismitters, and thus the possibility of ac-
tually "hosting' ionospheric regions from sources lucated at the Earthse sur-
fae, as we.ll as progress with chemicai relesase, have led to the present state
of the art. So far, research interests have largely predominated; Activities
will probably - and hopefully - continue for the benefit of 'uidanin Our know-
ledge on possibilities but also on limitations of approaches employed <1.1 -

1.,.4-1.25,3.2>.

A number of reviews and contributed papers have referred to recent investiga-
tions and can be considered to provide full documentation on the state of re-
caarch achievements up to this juncture. Activities proceed in several geo-
graphical regions; as an examaple, fig. 3 mirowa Approximate locations of moms
high-paowr sources especially established for Ionospheric modification experi-
sents.
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Considering the ulti..atia objective, v~ the following brief Ldentificat~on of
modification arjas ham to take into accocnt some criteria for system appl~ca-
tliot5 which seen to be fundamental and are to be addressed laters-

- contra3lability
- compatibility

and - cost-effectiveness

In view of the larU*~ samount of material published on Ionospheric modifications,
and regrettably, the referencme cited in th. following suearsres can only re-
present oxaroleo Intdi..ctlng a relevancy to systic aspects or providing apra-
priate croot-referenceov without any claim of chronologI-:aI completeness.

3.2 lummary of Results a-id Trendo of High-Power Source*

Results and trends In the field of Ionospheric aodification (1010ODO) by high-
pouwor sources cay be presented In various ways. &,ItaLle guidelines for the
intended systeoc-rief.ted sumouary cay be altitude or frequency rangec. o.er
the vsrsti1itr- of po.ssible effects does nAý facilitate a categorization &
systeect&d as would perhaps be desired.

Fig. 4 represento an attempt of Such a display. Effects may be found in various
stmospher~c attitude regions and are not necessarily restricted to the heigits
shoimp someo of the approaches cay develop tho required systea feasibility in
the future. Physical processes 6-c only In.dicated to identify the methods Isee
references for detailsip key-worde refer to the following modificationsi-

a Absorption cay he produced and cay affect passing signals (3.3,3.4> (Sea also
section 3.5 belowil

& Radio waves cay be igenerated at very ton frequencies, us..ig various proces-
sem. such as the modulation of passing Ionospheric currents, polar or equatori-
al electrojet, and non-linear wave Interaction. Effective ELF/VLF pow.er ralia-
ted is ronsiiiered low <3.5 - .>

5The apparently largest effects -of rather versatile influence upon all sorts
If systems are those producing 14'/'AeVLbF-scattermngj geographical conditions

have to be taken into accounts-

- in general, the production of a Scattering volume casp hove the facijlitatintg
or poo~tive e#ffect of allomirg t"o establishment of an HW('AFLiHF scattering
link ca.- at least the improvement of an emslting ones

- A related modification cay be considered on W~ if scattering regions can be
placed at suitable distancesi froe the end-points of a long-4Ittanc. path, such
that a coire persistent chordal hop propagation path cay be initiated and caIn-
tainedl at* advantages have alreadly been mentioned in section 2.2. Experimental
data Of ouch codification osperiments have been reported t3.9)1

- On the other iVdnd. scattering within a region affecting Earth/space paths is
an esawsle of a disturbing or n,,gative action, or even a ahielding one on VW,
LWF, and higher fre0iue.:ieS. as has also been indicated in section 2.2. Again,
results of relevant experiments have been rsported (3.10 - 3. 12;1

: Other propagation characteristics of ionosphere and magnetosphae say be
changed. Effects in higher altitude regions, Instabilities in the magnetosphore,
have been addressed In the literature (.i- 3.15>.

for coapletenes.' sake, the concept of an artificial Ionospheric mirror ('At')
should Slan be listed. lHigh-pcxser heating is to be imed to create patches of
Ionization St about P-layer altitudes. These may lead to an effective reflector
for signals (.&.7.Appropriate future research work should clarify &as-
pects of feasibillityi successful results would Indicate that direct control of
the propagation aedium cay thus be achieved.

The Capabil~iv of producing artificial ol :al emissions had already been sue-
mada~ed "mny years ago <3.18>i further progress aight lead to sasking effects
by emissions in optical and Infrared ranges <3.14>

Literature also contains first references to the interpretation of results in
visw of possible engineering applications <g.ll,23l5.To coinfirm sy%-
tee feasitil ity, more studies are essential in all relevant areas.
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Apart froe intensity and duration of effects, the basic criteria mentioned ear-
lier ose section 3.1) are important for a concideration with respect to eys-
tee-=riented parameters. Of these, the controllability would, for example, be a
particularly critical feature if the initiation mf perturbations of aOme per-
sistence, such as as:netic storms, would be possible and would even be planned.
- On the other hand, the artificial pioduction of irregularities seems to be
most advanced at this juncture; it may thus represent a promising area of actu-
al cysts. applications.

3.3 Summary of Results and Trends for Chemical Releases

Another important category of ionospheric modification employs chemical relea-
ses. The production of depletions of Ionization in the F-region and other ef-
fects by rocket launches have led to appropriate analytical studies (0.19 -
3.22). Such ionospheric "holes" may also extend to larger areas. In addition,
travelling ionospheric disturbances have been found in the F-region as a rock-
ot-induced perturbation.

For research purposes, injections of sub, tan•es hayv been made for the last
three decades? they have contributed significantly to the knowledge on physical
processes in the ateosphere <3.22 - 3.25>.

Again, the question of duration of effects i5 iaportant. In this regard, re-
sults eeem to indicate that the persittence of disturbances d," not extend
largely beyond the period of the actual occurrencer in other words, effwctc Pay

be somewhat controllable. As in the cxs,, of high-power sources, the results of
further studies sh;juld allow more definite conclusions re;ardinj system appli-
cations.

3.4 Aspects of Availability and Cverzll Effectiveness

Questions of over&'- effactiveness and availability arise with particular re-
gard to a system-oriented use of ionospheric •edification. For examWle, the
geographical availability seems to remain a serious problem. Data bases ase to
grow on relevant requirements of power and duration of the modifying action.

Basically, sufficiently mobile modification equipment or a proven effectiveness
of remote modification by "heating' at obliqum incidence would ý.@ needed. Ex-
periments have been mentioned it, the literature (3.16,3.26,3.'>'). It it not
knoorn if results may be satisfactory for the purpomes here ador-seed.

The geographical availability mi.v also be assisted by an in-situ modification
from spacecraft within the Sono.phere, by energetic charged particle or photon
beams, or by the release of neutral gas <3.28,3.29).

A possibility of increasing the overall effectiveness is the coabination of mo-
dificatizns by high-power radio waves and chemical releases. Relevant concepts
have recent!y been addressed <3.16,3.30>.

3.5 Inadvertent -cification in the Ionosphere

Any unintcnded influodca of systems upon natural ionospheric conditions may be
recognizri as a kind of system application of artificial cdificakions. Any
such anthropogenic and electromagnetic "pollution* of our planet% atmosphere
undoubtedly requires appropriate monitoring and even the termination of trans-
missions, if ntcessary. In addition, proper recoqnition and an&lysis of effects
and their results yield additional data on modification effectiveness.

DCemical releaues as a consequence of rocket launches lead to modifications al-
ready mentioned ini section 3.3. Effects seem to ollow a regular and largely
predictable pattern, and way thus be considered reasonably controllable and lo-
calized <3.19 - 3.22>.

An emple of inaJvAsrtent modification by high-power sources Would have been
represented by the energy-production using solar power satellites. During this
concept's popularity peak in the late 1970s and early 1990s, several studies
addresed possible effects. These may comprise a modificat-on of the Ionospher-
ic plasma through ohmic heating by the passage of & high-power microwave beam
with the possible consequence of increased absorption for passing radio wavey
and alSO the formation of irregularities with results already discussed in pre-
vious sections. An additional effect could have been acting upon thii propaga-
tion path of the microwave power beam itself. However, all these effects in the
ionosphere should be of a localized nature <3.31 - 3.33).

Mide-band absorption produced by radlo waves has already been mentioned '"
section 3.2). There is the possibility that such absorption may also be caused
unintentionally. Data of studies may allow an estimate regarding the severity
of effects (3.3,3.4,3.34,3.35>.
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The chatt does not specifically aention the use of art.ficially ge••eDrted ELF-
V&F waves or modifications afof.ting prpagation in these freq;uency ranges.
Prosent VLF systems, for example navigatiQnal nets, are fully operational and
profit from the relatlis statility of natural propagation conditions but impro-
veento may still be pussible. - Future ELF-generation studies may damoistrate
relevant system maturity and thus provide a useful asset to systems in this
frequency range.

For Ionospheric long distance paths, the establisheont of chordal-hop paths
oese sections 2.2 and 3.2) is considered a potsibility, while the ionospheric

layer may also b2 transformed to effective stzleldo or, at least, to abaorbers
for such pro*pagation paths.

Ssýatter paths may actually be made possible by sedification effects or they
oay, at least, be astsited in their operational perfroanre cavailability, re-
liability, bandwidth). A destructive action is again that of disturbing or even
tAielding scalter.

In the case of Earth/spoce paths, negative conseqjencps sees to be likely with
irregularitiez causing scintillations, attenuation or even shielding, as with
the other system areas.

Ww of the critial questions still to be solved it the availability of modifl-
cation faci tltie wh•enever and wherever they are noeded to support systeas.
r'ros the standpoint of systems, they are in fact tools which are to bu adapted
tV systee requirements. In the interest of future applicstipuas thero is opti-
miss that the continuing resedrch work will improve the possibilities ci equip-
ment mobility and remote Modification by oblique heating.

]he above considerations should be considearad prelaminary in view Qf the pre-
sently still rather devslopmntal stage of ionoopheric modifications, as yet,
it appears to be difficult to retch a kind 2f systee maturity. In addition, the
necescary adherence to operational criteria eight furthermore be disadvanta-
9VOA faxr the present possibilitlto of implementing artificial ionospheric so-
dification.

5.2 Operational Criteria

There can be no doubt that any application of Ionospheric modification to sys-
tems should asi at their improvement. At thm sam time, coordination and compa-
tibility are essential with respect to the system to be improved as well as to
others using the same propagation environment. A•pectS addressed in previous
sections thus lead to a kind of recomsended menus for operational planningi-

(a) Analyze existing propagation assets and Identify relevant
problem areas

Wbi Identify ionospheric modification method* to mitigate con-
ditions found in (a)

(c€ Analyze methods selected under (b) and assess their

- CONTROLLABILITY
"CO~fATIBILITY w.r.t. to other services

and -- COST-EtfECTIVENFSS

(d) Adapt ionospheric modification to actual needs (a)
to comply "ith results of (c)

(eW loitor cperation to maintain full compatibtlity

(I) Terminate operation when natural propagation cond'tions
are adequate with respect to (a)

bMith exception of the rather "alf-explanatory requirement of cost-effective-
ness, the aboe itses are in fact a suamary of the views expressed in the pre-
viout Sections of this paper. The list represents an attempted compromise of
the uhdoubtedlv controversial requirements of, for example, the use of high-po-
wer sources to Increase 2f fcts and compatibility with other services.

V

*
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n1SCUSSION

A. FRAMSE-SMITH, US

Dr. Albrecht, I would like to add to your fine review by 1) pointin-; out the
ionospheric modification capabil!ty of the power tranamission ay3.eas in use all
around the world. They radiate, in total, a very large amount ot energy at 50 and
6C mz, and at their harmonics. This radiation peretrater up through the ionosphere
and interacts with the energetic charged particles in the radiation belts, causing
then to precipitate out into the ionosphere, which is modified. Next, 2) I would
like to stress the importance of the polar region and the need to separate it out
from the rest of the world aC a region for modification. The reason fcr this is the
occurrence of major natural modifications such as thoEe that accompany large magnetic
storms and solar proton effLcts. Any man-made modifications will have to compete
with these natural modifications.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

Thank you very such for this comment. It will certainly be increasingly important
to analyze the effects of man-made modifications.

V. GORDON, US

Ionospheric modification has been part of basic studies of tle upper atmosphere.
Kilitary support of basic studies has led to communication systems of value to
military with important spin-offs to co=ercial] communicationa.

AUTHOR'S REPLY

I certainly agree that the use of the atsoophere as a *laborntory-without-walls' has
contributed significantly to oiir presert knovledge on the propagation medium and has
thus aesisted greatly in the improvements of systems.
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Artifical Ionospheric Mirrors
hae Radar Applicatkons

Robert D. Short, Tom Wallace,
Clayton V. Stewart, Pierre Lallement, and Peter Koert

ARCO Power Technologies, Inc.
1250 24th Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20037 (USA)

Abstract I
Recognition of performance limitations associaxed with traditional skywave over-the-horizon (OT11)

high frequency (HF) radars has Wcd a number of investigators to propose the creation of an Artificial Ionospheric
Mirror (AIM) in the upper atmosphere, in order to reflect ground-based radar signals for OTH surveillance. The
AIM is produced by beaming szuffcient electromagnetic power to the lower ionosphere (around 70 kin) to enhance
the in situ ionization level to 107 - 108 electronslcm3 . thereby providing an ionized layer capable of reflecting
radar frequencies of 5 - 90 MHz. This paper presents a baseline AIM system concept and an associated
performance evaluation, based upon the relevant ionization and propagation physics and in the context of air
surveillance for the cruise missile threat. Results of the subject study indicate that a system using this concept
would both complement and enhance the performance of the ci'4ting skywave OTH radars.

1.0 ALM System Concept

Strategic air defense depends upon detecting and tracking potential threats approaching at long ranges,
allowing adequate time for assessment and reaction. The threats of particular current interest are penetrators with
small radar cross sections, including air launched and submarine launched cruise missiles (ALCM and SLCM).
These threats will become more important in theater warfare as well over the next few decades. The ability to
supplement current wide area surveillance with reliable, all weather, continuous detection and tracking of low
flying, low observable targets is essential to the successful implementation of both strategic and tactical air
defense.

Recognition of the performance limitations associated with using the natural ionosphere as a radar
reflector motivated a number of investigators to propose the creation of an Artificial Ionospheric Mirror (AIM)
in the upper atmosphere, in order to reflect ground-based radar signals for OTH surveillance 11,2]. The Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) has sponsored a comprehensive study of the ionization and propagation physics
associated with AIM. An important element of this work hWs been the development and evaluation of a system
concept to provide reliable detection and tracking of low RCS targets. The AIM is produced by be-uning sufficicnt
electromagn..tic power to the lower ionosphere to enhance the in situ ionization level to 101-108 electrons/cm 3.
thereby providing an ionized layer capable of reflecting radar frequencies of 5-90 MHz. This paper present, an
AIM system concept and a performance evaluation, based upon the relevant ionization and propagation physics, in
the context of air surveillance. Results of the subject study indicate that a system using this concept would both
complement and enhance the performance of existing skywave OTH radars, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The performance characteristics of a stand-alone AIM. system are highlighted by

. 200-1200 km detection/tracking ranges (depending on target altitude),
* azimuth coverage over 3600, or any fractional sector,
* beam grazing angles of less than 10 degees (f'fr 65-80 km high AIM),
. good horizontal polarization control,
. operation at RF's in the HF to low VHF (to about 90 MHz), and
* 90% detection probability of a -25 dBsm target at 1,000 km range. providing .30 dB of margin for

typical Ikw observable (LO) Otht projections at VHF.

The performance of a normol skywave OTH system can be enhanced by providing an additional AIM
sector (Figure 2). wtich has sustained operation in the VHF band independent of time of day, latitude and
ionospheric state. An AIM adjunct to a conventional HF skywave radar can offer substantially impro\,edtperformance with regard to:

P filling in the range hole that exists out to about 1000 km duc to the minimum HF hop distance,

• mitigation of auroral effects in polar directed surveillance sectors,
. sustained operation through periols of ionospheric disturbance,
Savailability of the upper end of the HF spectrum during the diurnal ionospheric cycle, a.id
. improved detection of LO targets through frequency selection and positive polarization control.

-!
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Fi~ure 1. An AIM-Based Radar as a Complement to a Skywave 0TH Radar

In addition, an AIM bused system is not restricted to the 1ff band, but can opc rate in th, to%%er VHiF band, 'A hi It
has severAl advanta4es over HF.

"* less crowded band permits broader bendwidths, better resolution and increased sensitivity.
"* lower noise temperature allows higher sign~al-to-nroise ratios.
"* operation nier resonant frequen'cies for cruise missile type Ltrgets, alIc".ing long range &t-uticri ot

otherwise very difficult to detect threats. as illustrated int Figure 2.
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North Lookdirg Linuted
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Figure 2. AIM Provides an Additional High Resolution, Highly Available Surveillance Sectorr

Specific issues influencing an AIM system design fall into one of three primary categories:

. hat design issues, which determine how well one can control the production of an AIMlxt ar.
. Fpropaigation effects, which alow one to assess the quality of the reflected radar al~ (eg.
absorption, wavefront distortions, doppler spreading, and Faralay rotation), asd

. Environmental and opeirational requirements, which determine the th'eat and mission con:..Xt m
which the AIM system must perform.

Here we present results concerning each of these issues, examining those most critical in determining the radar
system performaxec.7
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Results hra themortcal analysis and anuerical modelling indicate that a useful AIM consists of an
WIoizd byer. with saf electrons deissity gradient incr~itng with altitude fronm the anmbient state to a density with
plusa brqtsency car Jindng to the radar frequency. The AIM layer ki oriented with an inclination (- 400-450)
and bas adistt curvaus n ton&How the radfr wave to refrac over a 150 elevation beamwidth, providing range
coverage from 200 to I=20 km. In addition, the AIM azimuth orientation Ls Ircrementally stepped over the
deake regs of mfevlllms.

Flgtf 6 IDustrste ft syftem timing dependence between the AIM heater operation and the surveillance'
sequence or the raftr. The Size and orentatdon of the AIM relative to fth spot size of the focussed RF heater beam
(-6 in diameter) require that the AIM creation be performed with a scannming procedure. As Figure 3 indicates, a
complete AIM is formed by moving the heatrW focus alorng a stepped sequence of horizontal sweeps, The altitude
at which ionization occurs is where the power density exceeds the breakdown threshold. Positive control of this
altiude is achieved by using a large, partially filled, wray and focussing the beam so that the AIM is formed on the
front sife of the focus. The focal position Is contiroled to follow a surface contour having the desired azimuth and
elevation orientation ant! a alight evvtirure to allow for radar beami divergence over the range required for
surveillance This procedurre Is referred to as 7painting" and is; notionally illustrated in Figure 4. Based on current
understanding of ionization Physics and technology. a typical AIM will require on the order of a 10 to S0 ms to
paint.

atm Sam Vu*j 5UP , II

7-(

ADM

FIgure 3. AIM Syste truninglDiagram

A central issue concerned with evaluating the feasibility of the AIM concept is how reliably the AIM
can be created within to*,erances; necessary for useful reflection of the radar signal. Issues that directly impact
usefulness include: size, shape, orientation, uniformity, smoothness, peak electron density, steepness of the density
gradient, and density lifetirie. in order to adequately address these issues, a comprehensive understaading of the
phenomenfology (validated experimentally) and a careful analysis of the healer system design parameters as they
impact plumsa formation control are needed.

Results of investigations to data indicate that the AIM can be created using current technology, with the
necessary radar reflective characteristics to provide wide area surveillance and ealy detection and tracking of the
ALCM/SLCM- threat of the future. Specific results of the system trade-off studies are presented in the fo'lowing
discussions.
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Figure 4. The Laege, Sparm Heater Can Paint a Smooth, Homogeneous AIM Patch

2.2 Vertical Electron Density Profile Control

As indicated above, altitude contvol of the AIM formation is achieved by utilizing a Large focussed heater
array, so that ionization begins on the front edge of the focus (power density is increasing with altitudc).
Breakdown initiates w!.ea the power density reaches a threshold level (-30 kW/m2 (@ 70 kmn altitude and heater
frequency.fh- 425 MHz). and rapidly increases in ionizztion rate above this level. As the number of electrons
increase, absorption of the heater wave reduces the power reaching attitudes above the critical altitude until it
drops below the threshold. This "self-abscrption" mechanism limits plasma frequencies to well below the hcat~
frequency. Figure 5 illustrates a time evolution of the ionization process as a function of altitude. This figure
clearly shows the limiting of the peak density and the steepening of the electron density profile over time.

This w-epening is due to the fact that self-absorption causes the ionization to stop at the higher altitudes fArs and
then to walk down toward the critical altitude.

While many factors impact the resuilting electron density profile, the major ones within control of the
system designer ame the heater RP, dwell time, and the power density gradient. Increasing the. heater RF reduces the
absorption rate, allowing higher peak plasma densities. Longer dwell time allows the the profile to walk further
back toward the criticcl altitude, hence increasing the final density gradient. The third factor, power density
gradient, dete.-miries how rapidly the power density is increasing beyond the threshold density and consequently
how much absorption is required to reduce the field strength down to the critical level. While higher power
density gradients produce higher peak plasma frequencies, increased gradients are obtained at the expense of smaller
bean widths and thus smialler, bsnization areas.
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23 Heater Control Errors

Since neutra and electron density spatial variations are less than .05% over AIM scale lengths [31, the
primary source of plasma Irregularities are due to heater scanning and control, Here we present some rough
measures of sensiuivity between the uncertainties in generating the individual heazer element waveforms, theresulting perturbations in AIM breakdown location, and the impact on radar system performance. Deviations inwaveformi generation at the element level result in corresponding deviations in the desired power density profile inthe breakdown regiont. Thrm specfic potential sources of error are considered:

. simple additive noise,
. amplitude distortions, and

9 phase distortioP

Potential causes of these errors include quantization errors in the digital circuitry, digital-to-analog conversion
error, power amplifier gain deviaions and distortions, and timing errors in the waveform control circuitry. Each
of these factors is considemnd relative to what is readily achievable with current technology and how these
performance limitations impact !he patch integrity.

Results of this analysis indicate that although the power density/breakdown dependencies require
relatively ccurate control of the power density profile (e.g. to within .003 dB, which corresponds to a SNR at t"
focal point of 68 dB), the large number of independent heater elements results in significant integration gains (e.g.
a configuration of 40,00s , elements reduces the 68 dB requirement at the focal point by 46dB to only 22 dB at thcelement level). For a surveillance radar a operating at 50Mhz, the patch irregularities indicated by the cumulati e
error are on the order of.06 wavelengths. As indicated by Greene's analysis [4], an aperture with rms phase errors
of this order will experience minimnal performance degradation (< .3 diB reduction in gain, < .2% increase inbeamwidth, rms beam canting < 10% of the beamwidth). Furthermore, when path averaging of the radar wave
within the plasma is taken into account, the results indicate that the net effect on radar performance is negligible
-.02 dB).

In the following section, we examine the relationship between element waveform errors and errors in
plasma breakdown location. Each potential error source is related to an equivalent element waveform error. These
two relationships are then combined to determine the sensitivity of the AIM breakdown location to each factor.



U. AIM Variations Due to Finite Step Heater Scanning

In5 the following disctZ- :,anl, we address the issue of AIM Irregularities due to Lhe heater's finite step
beam modtin in the direction of .e AIM inclination. Figure 6 illustrates the step scanning of the heate beam
along a short segment of the AIN contocr. In this figure, the he=ee dwells for a given time, i seconds, and then
steps the focal point a "hr of a tcarwidth in the cross beamn directon and a corresponding distance in the bore-
sight direction. 7Mi dwell and step process is repeated tor the extent of the A-IM. As Figure (1 shows, while the
desired constart ellectron; density contour Is a tine inclined at 45Q* the actual contour due to the quanrization of the
beam step has a ripple that oscL Wtes about the desired cotntour. This irregularity in the AIM will produce a
corresponding ripple in the phase front of the refracted radar wave. Thle extent of wavefront ripple will depend
both upon the maignitude of the contour ripple, as well as the depth of the plasma density. A deeper plasma
provides more refraction and correspondingly mome smoothing of the AIM irregubarity, thus less phase front
distortion as aiscussed in earlier sections

the objective of this section is to quantify the magnitude of these contour fluctuations and determine
what beam step sizes are required for acceptble radarx performance. These irregularities are studied both from a
theoretcal perspective, as well as from a straight-forward numerical simulation of the heater step scanning and
corsequent ionization along the desired constant electron density contour. Quantitative re~ults are provided for
the analytic derivations and compared to electron density irregularities produced by the numerical simulation.
These results indicate that, within the nominal parameter regime for the current AIM conceptual design.

1) the magnitude of electront density irregularities falls off rapidly for paint step sizes less than 1/2
beam width and
2) a 1/4 beamn step size produces a dens; ty flurtuatior, with mazgnitude less than .1% of the average and a
corresponding location fluctuaton less than .J m.

Figure 7 shows the quantitative tradeoiff between the heatters scanning step size and the resulting electon density
fluctuation and corresponding altitude fluetuation for the heater parameters given above. As this plot indicates.
the density flucsation drops dramatically as the scan step size decreases below the half beamwidth size. For a 1/4
beam increment. density flu-mueions are less than .1%. with corresponding location errors less than .1 meter.
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t 3. AfIM PrOnniWntn Effect

3J RBaciground
We begin out ussion of te rsdar system performance with a brief derivation of a radar range equation

appropiat for AIM detection analysis. The AIM geometry differs from that of a traditional radar by the

Introduction of the reflecting layer in the propapdon path. This layr intercepts the radar beam and refracts the

intercepted wave toward the directlon of the target. Accounting for the reflecting aea, losses during the
reflection ipoces and tMe two phases of spreading loss (pre- & post.rflection) make up the major difference

between an AIM rng equation and a L of-n t, monostatic radar,

The mkvme mdar sysem parnetes are defined below,

Pwu average uansmited power k - AIM altitude
P a-verag received power R a range frort. the AIM to target

Ga " m it an-ms pin 9 a rcidence anqte at the A!M

I - RF frequency (Q - wasvelength) D1. a zimuhRll dispersion off the AIM
A, rxdiveperrna D,- elevation dispersion off the AIM

1 u. angleowveillarec.erage w a AIM width
T" anotime I w AIM length

-" 0 dwell time L -a AIM one-way absorption

Ls - radt system losses 7p - one-way Fraday rotation Ph,/ PIA

-, target cross section V - grazing angle at surface

As azimuthal beamiwidth T - total effective noise temperature
(imcludin aunosplv-ic noise)

The appropriate expression for received power can be best understood by considering four segments of the radar

waves propagatior to an back scatter from the target. These four segments are transmitter-to-patch, patch-to-

target, tioget-to-peach, and patch-to-receiver. The power density at the end of each segment is summarized by

p, 21 - , .. (1

LAxhaJ L4,R L4xR
1 , t4h X

In (1) the effective AIM reflecting aperture and gain, Ap and Gp respectively, are given by

An, a , w cos(O (2)

G,=-. 4.. (3)

For a coherent dwell, the signal-to-noise ratio at the radar is

S, R . P"T (4)
k T

Subst.:iting equation (1) into (4) and combining terms gives

[P, G, A,'G,2giA, Tdl

L (49r)k'R " (5)

Equation (1) assumnes that any losses due to Faraday rotation during the wave's transit is negligible (i.e.

1s,:< 1). However, in the came of clutter backscatter (particulaly sea clutter), even small amounts of rotation can

reit in significant increases in clutter returns. This is due to the large differences between horizontal and
vertical clutter cross sections (orA and o,,). Typical ratios are on the order of 20 dB or more. Taking these cross

sections into account, the signal-to-clutter ratio (prior to clutter cancellation) for a horizontal transmit and

horizontal receive configuaion in sea clutter is given by

SCR .W(6)(c 6A r .R
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where 8 is the radar waveform bandwidth, and c h the speed of light. As will be discussed below, the small,
predictable amount ef polarization rotation imposed by the plasma layer allows an AIM system to exploit the
large difference between horizontal and vertical backscatter.

3.2 Absorption and Dlsperasio Losses

Figure 8 illustrates the loss tade-off between absorption and beam dispersion as a function of patch

depth. In this fsgigre the electron density prof'de is a assumed to be linear with altitude and Ute patch depth is
mneassred ai the distance from the amblent density to the plasma der.sty corresponding to the critical deraity (ic.
o," cs). . -.

3.3 Faraday Rotatlon

Depending on the gcographical location and orientation of the patch, the geomagnetic field will cause
aome amount of Faraday rotution of the polarization of the reflected radar signal. In some cases, such as a system
viewing margets over land, this may be of little importance. As discussed in Section 3.1 scattering cha-acttristics of
sea clutter are strongly polarization dependent. Figure 9 shows the HF vertical and horizontal co-polarization
cross sections for a moderue level sea state, based upon a widely accepted mode; for beckscatter from the sea [5).

These curves show ou• to be on the order of 20 dB down from cr,,. Thzrefore, the preferred polarization for
reducing sea clutter returtm is a linear horizontal electric field. From Equation (6) we see that as lung as the
Faraday rotation can be kept to less that 10% (ie. yp < .1) the horizontal backscatter will be the dominant -lutter
return. This assessment assumes that the po.arization ,eparation is limited by the rotation in the AIM, rathel than
At the transmit and receive channels.

0-
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AIM Gradient, D (m)

Fjg=•8. Typical Trade-off For AIM Lo;se= vs Depth of AIM Cloud

Compqlutations using typical proffies produced by simulations of the plasma formation process sh~w
rotations of as much as 2-3 radians for the worst-c=s location and patch orientation. In these cases, it may be

necessary to precompensate for Faraday rotation by adjusting the polarization of the transmitted signal. Because
the amount of rotation depends only on tCe depth, location, and orientation of the patch, the amount of
compensation required can be computed or determinod by experinent and applied each time a patch is created. It is
important to note that sry AIM radar system which scans in azimuth, and which uses polarization control to take
advantage of the aifference in sea reflectivity, must already have the ability to transmit varying polarizations; so
using this capability to compensate for Faralay rotation does not &dd additional complexity to the system.

I, *

i': i ]
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4.0 Projected Threat and AIM System Performance

in af0et to qantify the potential performanc of an AIM based system, a specific surveillance mission
cand ttd tlhra was selected. Because of the potential use of this type of system as an adjunct to a traditional

skywave OTH radar aid the importance of the mission, we have selected the continental United States strategic
defense as the candidate mission, aid the corresponding threat is a low-flying air or sub launched cruise missile.
Selection of this mission ind threat rsents a number of challenging problems.

-to-

-. Horizontal Polarization= 40-

.70 ,A " F" A" A" Z" 9W"

Target Range (kin)

Figure 9. Sea Clutter Cross Sections for a Moderate Sea State

First, the surveillance environment consists primarily of long-range (beyond-the-horizon) air space over
the sea. In nrder to provide OTH coverage, the AIM will be created at approximately 70 km altitude, giving a
down looking beam. The corresponding grazing angle will vary from 0' at the AIM horizon (- 1100 km) to 15' at
200 km. Therefore, as Figure 9 ilustrates sea clutter backscatter will become a limiting factor as the target closes
in range. In order to help reduce the sea clutter, a horizontal polarization is preferred.

The second issue to be considered is the relative geometry of a low-flying target over a conducting surface,
such as the sea. As is well known, this geometry can give rise to severe multipath nulls. An effective approach to
dealing with multipath is the use of frequency diversity. As the transmit frequency is changed, the multipath nulls
move in range (with the exception of the first null at the AIM horizon). This effect is illustrated in Figure 10,
where a single frequency multipath response is compared to the average response- due to a transmit frequency that is
hopped between three requoncies: 43 MHz, 49 MHz, and 54 MHz. As these curs.s illustrate, the use of frequency
diversity all but eliminates the multipath nulls.

Finally, the radar cross section characteristics of a cruise missile play an important role in how well the
radar will be able to de=ect and mainvzin a track on the target. Figure II shows a numerically calculated radar cross
section of a cruise missile like target at grazing incidence. The target consists of a metallic cigar-shaped cylinder
with metal fins. The dimensions of the target approximate those of a typical cruise missile. While the resulting
cross section calculations do not exactly match those of a real cruise missile, they do give a good indication of the
relative dependence upon frequency and polarization. As the curves in Figure II indicate, resonance occurs in the 50
- 100 Mh range, with a consequent fall off as f' below this region (corresponding to Rayleigh scattering).
Additionally, for low grazing angle, closing geometries there is a strong dependence on polarization, with
horizontal polarization providing froen 10 tc 20 dB advantage. Therefore, the positive frequency and polarization
control offered by AIM can be used to simultaneously exploit the cross section characteristics of both the target
ard the sea clt•w.
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4.2 A Baseline System and Its Predicted Performance

Baseline Heater:

This section describes the current baseline heater system and describes trade studies that have been
performed to arrive at this baseline. There are two rather distinctive approaches for simultaneously obtaining the
high FRP, achieving the positive field gradient needed for controlled breakdown, and controlling the plasma cloud
with sufficient precision that it may be used for the radar application:

I) a lare solid-state phased array, or
2) high-power tubes (klystrons, likely) feeding several dishes.

Our cu:rent understanding of the phenomenclogy and the available technology leads us to favor the solid.sute
approach for the Full Scae Engineering Development system because of its greater controllability, likely lower
life cycle costs, and greater reliability. The tube approach is curr-ently favored for an atmospheric proof of
pinciple deooz:rsation because of its lower development coS.

Based on our study of the plasma creation process and associated control requirements, formation of an
AIM that will efficiently reflect HF/VHF radar waves requires a heoeea with baseline design characteristics as
follows:

"* He2ter freency in the UHF band,
" Moderate (about 10%) frequency agility.
"* Effective radiated power of 156 dBW.
"* Dusy cycle of 0.I.5 %,
"* Average power of I - 5 MW, and
"* Flcxible and accurate control of the E field focus.

The current b..seline concept for the heater antenna consists of a large, phased array (about 4 km2) with solid state
tansmxit elements, each iadiating at it nominal frequency of 425 MHz. While the number and placement of the
antenna elements is still subject to a detailed design, the gereral trade-off is one of increasing the number of
elements (ie. radiating aperture) in order to reduce the required heater energy per AIM cloud. As the array arem is
filled, it becomes more efficient in terms of placing radiated power at the heater focus, consequently requiring less
toal radiated power.

I ____



Baseline Radar:

The baseline AIM radar consists of aplhased army aperture operating in the 30 - 60 MHz range, with an
ERP of 98 to 104 dBW. The radar will operate with a ficquency-swept FM pulsed waveform, where the pulse
width is chosen to match the 540 km two-way propagation time, from the radar to the initial range of survcillance.
This will provide maximum average power, compressed range resolution, and co-location of the transmit and
receive aperture. Table 1 summarizes the perlinent mrdar/patch parameters for 25 MHz and 50 MHz b=elinc
design

System Parameters HF AIM VHF AIM
Average Power 1.2 MW 1.2 MW
Antenna Aperture (Gain) 250 x 250 m (37 d1) 250 x 250 m (43 dB)
reueny 25 MHz 0 MHz

Bandwidth IOU_ _ _ 100 kHz
Effective Noise Temperature 13.000W K 7, 0• ' K
System Losses 10dS 10dB
Size Patch Parameters _ .__ xb_____.4___x2.UksizeLx 3. kmn l.4 x2.0 kin

Altitude 70 km' 70 km
Inclination 406 to450 40* to 450

r .4 dB )5.5.dB (one-way)
Relative Polarization •VV/- .24 (1 -28dB
Bea i.e io.5I az, 15,e 1.5" az. 151el

Table 1. Two Baseline Radar Configurations

Baseline Performance:

Figure 12 indicates the expected performance of the two baseline radars shown in Table 5 using AIM
against tMrgts at 200 - 1,000 km ranges. These curves illustrate the sensitivity of the radar detection performancc
in a moderate l1vel sea clutter and in noise. All AIM and system related losses have been included in the analysis.
The minimum detectable target is defined as the minimum radar cross section required for a probability of
detection exceeding 90% with a false alarm rate of 10-3 (- 100 pre-tracking false alarms per scan). As can bc seen,
the VHF radar has over 30 dB margin against the target illustrated in Figure 10.

10
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Coherent

DwellS~~Nominal 25 MHz Target wl
0 . ................... . .2s

S25 Mhz System 
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Figure 12. AIM Detection Performance Pwvoides 30 dB Margin at VHI.
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5.0 Summary

As the results in this paper have indicated, the operational geometry and radar characteristics of an AIM
based surveillance Lad-r cen provide system performance that is well suited to the long-range detectior. and
tracking of small, low-flying =terges, as exemplified by the ALCM and SLCM threat.The basic questions
concerning the feasibility of the AiM conce-pt all relate to how reliably one can create the AIM within tolerances
necessary for useful reflection of the radar signal. Issues that directly impact AIM utility (size, shape,
orientation, uniformity, smoothness, Peak electron density, steempress of the dnztity gradient, and density lifetime)
have been addre.sed above. White some uncertaintie still remain, efforts to-daie have reduced these uncertainties
to the extent that th- appears to be rno phenomencloglcal issue preventing realization of the AIM concept. This
Is based upon extensie physics :iudie.s and system trade-off considerations. Results of these investigations

Indicate that the AIM cm be created using current technolngy, with the necessary radar reflective characteristics toprovide wid- are su-veitlance and eaily detection and tracking of the ALCM/SLCM threat of the future. Bsed on
there results, the next phase of effort should include the careful design and planning of an atmospheric
demonstration of the AIM concet.
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DIzCUSSION

*. L. SOWMh, US

In addition to a sharp profile onset to reduce absorption, there are other fnatures
of the AIM patches which will be relevant to its use in a radar. For example, have
you considered patch turbulence or the noise temperature of the patch? Alos, Vwt
sub-clut:er-visibility (scV) do you envision for your 25 or 50 Mlz radar? Over the
horizon (OTH) radars at HT would require about 6O dB.

AU'THOR 1 REPLY

Yes, vs have looked at quite a number of other effects: turbulence in the patch and
the effect of wind shears on the position of the patch are important questiona for
which there is not a lot of experimental data to provide answers. We have no reason
to expect turbulence at 70 km sufficient to cause us problems in our Doppler
procersing. but there is not a lot of available data to shoy definitively that these
problems do not exist. The SCV that we need is poing to be somewhat less than for
OTh because we have polarization control and OTH is forced to operate with
essentially random polarization. This is a key feature of this system in that it
gives polarization control and the ability to operate against a 20 dB lover clutter
cross-section. Typically we would like to operate at 50-60 dB SCV, although there
is no fundanertal reason why we couldn't achieve a SCV similar to that of OTH, the
only liait would be the coherent integration time limiting our frequency resolution.

W. ANSSMotG, US

Collateral effects can sometimes be viewed as damaqfrn or as applications, and there
can be a long list which many in this audience haven't heard of before, but such
lists would take too long and I will try to restrict my questions to the application
hare of radar, but a longer list should be discussed later. The intermediate radar
range discussed here is also covered by airborne radar systems. Coverage of an
airborne system•i < 4% of an AIM system but to mobile. Please coment further on
comparison of AIm and airborne radar systems.

AUTHOR' S REPLY

Airborne radar syste-- suffer from two major limitations when coupered with AIN-based
radars. First, current airborne radar systems are incapable of detecting small RCS
targets, wtich an AIN radar would be capable of detecting. Second, although an
airborne system could, in principle, be built with performance similar to an AD(-
based radar, it would still suffer from the cost and logistica burden imposed by the
need to keep many aircraft aloft constantly to cover the same area.

S/ - ,J
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ElectraJet Moduladtn EL Commmaatliam

IL ,fats opoulost , LA. Sbanny, L SusIana, K. M*aIna P. Staboulb

ARCO Power Tecnogoes Inc., 1259 Twenty-fourth St. NW, Washingto, Dr 200

Absrct. lIU causes for the inefficient conversion of HP to ELF waves by ionospheric heting observed
in mont experiments am examined. It is found that for the low frequency HF range -5-4 MHx used in the
presat experiments the modified conducta•ce saturates during a fraction of INe • Irradiation cycle. As a resut
most of the HF energy is transferred to procems dta do not affect I*e conductance slgnifi:antly. This was
experimentaly confimed using the HIPAS facility. Tedniqtm relying on fas HIF antema sweeping by which
die efficiency can increase by more dan two orvder. Lf magnitude am presented.

1 Introduction

The potential fo using the ionosphere as an active medium to transfonr prund based HF power to ELF
power and its significance to submarine conmimlcations was first noted in an internal report at the Naval
Research Labormy (Papadopoulos, 1973). The briginal prenise was that when the ionsmphere is irradiated
with an electromagnetic (em) signal that contains two carrier frequencies w1 and w2, the ionospheric plasma
acts an active, nonlinear medium producing signals at the frequency difference (! M W, - W2 (Fig. 1). The
effect was experimentally confirmed for the first time in Gorky USSR (Germantsev et &3,, 1974). In the course
of subsequent experimental and theoretical studies (Kotik et a;., 1975) it was found that for the HF powers used
the effect ws strongest in the presnce of ambient ionospheric currents, in which case the frequency conversion
could be accomplished by either the two frquency tedcihnie or by simple amplitade modulation of the HIF
carrier at the desirable low frequency. 71-e experimental and theoretical work in 6, seventies was conducted
pIedominmany in the USSR (see Belyaev et al., 1987 for a comprehensive review). Following the success of
the USSR experiments Stubbe and Kopka (1-177) suggested that the high latitude ionosphere could be a much
mote efficient frequency converter due to the. presence of strong electrjet currents. A powerful HF facility
bul by dv Max-Planck Institut fur Aeranomie in Ttnmo IForway was th dominant site of experimentation
In the 80's (Stubbe et &i., 1981, 1982; Barr and Stubbe, !984a~b; Barr at al, 1985). These experiments were
extremely successful in producing large ELFJVLF signals on th gr••ud by amplitude modulation of the HF
power incident in the ionosphere. The Tromsc HF transmitter operated in the frequency range of 2.5-5 MHz with
an effective radiated power (ERP) of 100-300 MW. However, in the context of ELF submarine communications,
the results were rather disappointing since the overall HIF to ELF power conversion efficiency was found to be
of the order of 10- while the conventional ground based ELF facility in operation at Wisconsin (WTF) has
a conversion efficiency of 10-6. Tle purpose of this paper is to examine th reasons for the low conversion
efficiency and suggest tcchniques trade which HF facilities similar to thd Tromro facility can improve their
conveoion efficiency by two to three orders of m.gnitude. In addition to the theoretical results we present
below preliminary experimental investigations using the HIPAS facility in Fairbanks, Alaska, which confirm
dvthe otikcal premise f.ir the inefficiency of downconversion and dvc suggested improvements. This paper
cc t on frequency conversion in the low D-region of the ionosphere (< S0 kIn) whern the -HF power,

for the low frequency (f < 5 ML~z) and low power density (<I - 2---W) range Is absorbed. Even larger

efficiency gains can be achieveo by using higher frequency (f > 5 MHz) higher power densities (>5 - 1o-n-)
ru itters in which case the F- power is absorbed in the lower E region (85-"5 kin). This topic forms the

subject of a separate paper (Papadopoulos et al, 1990a).

2 SanaIne ELF Generation and Scaling

lie process by which the HF power is converted to ELF in the lower D-region where the ambient electron
neutral collision frequency 'or momnenturn transfer vo is smaller than the electron cyclotron frequency fl is the
following (Chang et al., .991). At high latitudes the solar wind interaction with earth's magnetosphere results
in the creation of an electromotive force (emf). Since. at high altitude the magneti' field lines are equipotential
lines, the high altitude electric field E = Ei,4 maps in dv lower ionosphere where collisional processAs allow

vfor t generation of cross field currents. Two types of currents flow across the mag•,tic field , =

t pemmle., address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryand, College Park, MD
20742

i~ c
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The Pedersen current

ei, q, , (2.1)

in fhe direction of the electric field ., and the Hall curent

perpendicular to . and B. In eqi. (2-1) and (2.2) op and C7H are the Pedersen and Hill conductivities defined as

.:(
-M mf 2 k1 + Via/)2 (2.3b)

where a Is the ambient electur density. h is "dear that

Charge neutrality requirts that the ambient lonolpheric currents be diver~et' free, i.e.

V. -0= (2.4)

Periodic electron heating at the HF modulation frcquency w, leads to a periodic cenductivity modu!ation in
the beated volume if w7,, S 1 where r€ is the electron cooling time. In order to maintain the divergence free
condition imposed by the quasineutrality requirement, a pota.ization electric field El builds in the modified
region to maintain the divergence free condition, i.e.

k-. + m (.)

lmrduc-ing the height integrnted conductivity f, eq. (2.5) withEj = -VO becomes (•hang et al., 1981)

8 ~t + , _'P)+,, 6-H0
O/ ay 5kPO y, Ozay Oay 5

(2.6)

Figure 2 abows the difference in the height integrated current J1 and the electric field El before and after the
modification for a Gaussian modified region with radius R; it and E ame the sources of radiation at the low
frequency ;,. From eqs. (2.3) and P >> f we see that the fractiora change in Hall conductivity is larger than
the factional change of the Pedersen conductivity. We, !hus, examine the modification of the he;ght integrated
HaIM current only. -f the HF absorption occurs over a region 6z 1- a, to zero order the radiating current will be

J, ( !.!! (1-.). (2.7)

where vF is the modified collision freqjier -y. Taking as L2 the horizontal area of the heated region we find that
the raiatsg source at ELF is an horizontal electric dipole with moment M

M . (E..)Lz! ! 9  1 -'2(.8

The reaon for the inefficiency of HF to ELF converion can be ideatified by rewriting (2.8) as

M = (E~a)L2Angl (2.9)

n~a. fl (, _v~o

._
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Notice that Y T,, where To is the electron temperature, which in its tun is proportional to HF power denity
•P.O

wben; rY is the absorption height, P0 the ground BiF power and G the antenna gain.
Figure 3 shows the saturated value of Aajr computed using a kinetic code as a flmction of the power density

S for a.: HP frequency of 2.8 WhO (Papadopoulos et aL, 1990). It is clear that an after an initial linear binr
with S satur.,es. Further ircrease of S or equivalently of the ERP does not produce additional modification.
For the 1romso heater S m 2 mW/rn2 is above the optimun value resulting in waste of the HF power. The
behavior seen in Fig. 3 can be understood on the basis of eq. (2.10). For low values of S, we can write

VF 0 V,+ AV

with AY/P. << 1. As a result

,ie
2 n) A~V

A urM e- 2 -- S (2.12)

For higher values of S. and AuH saturates at the value

S%3 ---- (2.13)
MV.o

For the low power density regime from eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) we find

M -(E,,a)L 2 S

S(Ea)~ 1PG - (EIa)P, (2.14)

where we used L2 
- •. Namely the ELF power scales as P.2. However, for the high power regime

Af -(Eva - (a)-i(2.15)

Namely for values of S larger than saturation, efficient ELF production requires smaller values of G, which of
cows result in larger radiating moments. This effect was first noted in Chang et al. (1981). Returning to FrIg
3, we note t: it A& deviams from linegly at 90 $ 5 x 10- 4W/IM'. For the 1Ms facility P. s IJMW,
P.G P 150MW and S m 2mW/m2 . It is obvious that an HF to EILefficiency will increase by a fcto of 16
(i.e. b) if we decrease the pin of the antenna by a factor of 4 so that =S. -r .5ntW/m2 at 70 km.

The final factor that could affect the conversion efficiency is the scaling of the absorption height a with
power density. To examine its effect we rewrite M from eq. (2.9) as

M = EoL2 AE (2.16)

Arf = a(au) (2.17)

For constant pin L2 cors ,t, and

SM ,: .. (2.13)

Figure 4 shows the scaling of AET- as a function of PO from a numerical comnputation at 2.8 MJIL It is clear
that the scaling of the ELF to the HF power is weaker than linear.

3 Efficiency Increase by Antenna Scanning

FRu-ther efficiency increase can be achieved by relying on the following basic non-lineaities of the electron
heating in the ionosphere.

(i) The value of v - T, reslting in fant (exponential) electron heating.
(iiThe cooling ra decreases as a functon ofT forT. in the range of 60O0K and 2000K (Fig. 5).
(ii)For S. >.5mrW the heating is of the naway type for T, < 20 K and thus very little energy •• waisted

in excitation of rotational levels.
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This technique again reies on the fact that M -L2 n nmajor efficiency increase can be waconplished by
Increasing the modified area L2 by electronically scanning the HF transmitter. The underlying physics of the
efficiency increase can be understood by referring to Fig. 6a,b (Papadopoulos et al., 1989). Figure 6a shows
the tetrqpemature variation for the case where a single spot in the ionosphere was continuously irradiste by the
HF over a bne jrE•LF wh e reL1r - 2. The periodic modulation in the tempenns' rersilt in modulating the
conductivity vnd the wonot harlc current, which is the basis of the ionospheric ELF antrnx=i rigure 6b sows the

etre variaion i we rsen shortp lse of duration 1.2 x l0-3 ry with a repeiion rAt of 5 x :W2r
over the half perlad instead of irradiating it *~ntinuously. The resultant temnperature was only 2 of the One for the
Emidard case, resuling loer conductivity variation by a factor of 2. However, the .F energy expenditure
over the r7p time is 40 times lower, resulting in extreme increase in the efficiency of HF to ELF con,'ersion.

The validity of this concep was demonstrated experimentally using the HIPAS facility last surarrw (Pa-
padopo•los. 1990b). Figure 7 shows the relative field amplitude measured on the ground for pulses equal
with r .5 rELF For technical reasons only nonrepetitive single pulse irradiation could be performed at
f = _L = 833H-. For the cases where 7p > .25 TEj, the value of B measured on the ground was independent
;f the 'F energy per rEzp, indictive of efficiency improvements. The technique by which this concept can
lead to niuch higher ELF powers without increasing the ground HF power or the antenna gain was discussed in
detail in Papadopou!os et al. (1939). The scheme shown in Fig. 8 relies on scanning of the HF aneitema very
fast so that it can irradi:te other s•pts during Ats off time rOFF increasing the effective ELI- antern area. The
estinated inmrease in efficiency wbs of the order of 400.

4 Sur&mmy end Conc!uzljcn

bi this p2per we identified the c-.uses for the low efficiency of HF to ELF conversion ohserved in the
recent Ionospheric experiments. It was shown theoretically and experimentally that for low altitude heating the
conductivity modification saturartes at insid,-nt power densities of the order .5 - Im". Increa2 of the power

,Wdensity past the .5-n- results in excitation of molecular lines or eleLt•r. heating but weak increase in the
oand=,ctnce. A technique was suggested by which the conversien efficiency can increase by more tOan two
orders of magnitude.

Work supported in part by DARPA and ONR (K.P.) and in part by APTI internal funds.
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PAMU NO. 37A

U. a. innl, us

1 would like to point out that I shave in my talk (yesterday) that substantial wave
energy can be deposited at - 95 ka altitude with 60 dBW at VLF frequencies and
resulting in conductivity changes of factors of 3-5. 1 think this represents an
alternative scheme for qenerating 072/ZLW in the ionosphere via heating by modulated
VLFvaves.

wAMMS REPLy

If It in possible to heat the electrojet region at 90-95 km preferentially with VLF
waves, It will be clearly a technique competitive to BF and a proper trade-off study
should be conducted.

t



IKVKSTIOATIOM OF THE POLAR ILECTROJET CURRENT SYSTEM
USIM3 RADIO WAVE HRATINQ FROM A GROUND-BASgD FACILITY

by
D. f. Warner. A. J. Ferraro

Coamunications and Jpaco Sciences Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State Univers4ty
Universtty Park. PA, USA 16802

m. 0. Brandt
Physics Division

Office of Naval Research
Arlington, VA, USA 22217-5000

The High Power Aurorel Stimulation (HIPAS) heating facility has been used to
modulate D region ionospheric currents at high latitudes, producing very low
frequency (VLF) radio wave emissions. The behavior of these ionospher~c currents can
be deduced from a comprehensive study of the VLF signals received at a local f!eld
site. This paper examines the relationship between the VLF magnetic field strength
measurtd on the ground and the intensity of an overhead electrojet current for the
purpose of enhancing communicetions. The mapping of the polar electrojet current
free the I region down through the D region, where it can then be modulated by the
beater beam, is Investigated. A finite difference solution to the electrojet sappirg
problem is presented in which arbitrary conductivity profiles can bi specified.
Results have been obtained using a imople Cowling model of the tvlectroet. These
results indicate that for electrojets flowing between 100 and 110 km with scale sites
in excess of 100 ka, the mapping of the horizontal current density can be completely
charactoriaeJ In terms of the Pedersen and Hall conductivities. This indicates that
the mapping becomes independent of scale sizes which exceed 100 km. A promising ewi
diagnostic technique., fr stdying lonospheric D region currents, has been
implemented using the HIPAS facility. This technique involves high frequency (OF)
beam steering for localized VLF generation in the mapped region below electrojets.
beom steering has been uied to estimate the strength and current distribution of the
polar electrojet, and for charting the movements of overhead currents.

1. Introduction

The generation of ZLF/VLF signals by modulation of the dynamo current system
using the RF heating facility located near Arecibo, Puerto Rico, has been reported by
Ferraro et *I. t11 and Ferraro et &l. [21. Railiation from a heated and modulated
equatorial alectrojet current system was detected by Lunnen at al. 131.
lonospherically produced signals resulting from periodic plasma heating of the polar
eloctrojet current system have been studied by Stubbe at &l. 141. Rietveld et &l.
[5), Rietveld at a1. [61. and more recently by Ferraro at &l. [71.

A series of ionospheric heating experiments have been conducted at the HIPAS
acility near Fairbanks, Alaska, over a period of two years from June 1987 to August

1-169. The transmitting s7stem consists of eight indi.,idual HF hesting transmitters

e iich feed the eight antennas that comprise the NIPAS heating array. The NIPAS array
has a total of eight crossed-dipoles, seven of which are equally spaced around the
crcumference of a 340 foot radius circle, with an eighth one situated at the center.
Ionospheric heating is achieved by modulating the HF continuous wave output of the
t-'anemitter.

A reconfigurable XLP/VLF receiver was positioned 47 Im west of HIPAS at a
UV.ivorsity of Alaska Geophysical Institute field site (3). A polari•mter was set up
at the receiving site in order to monitor the polarization characteristics of the
incoming ELF/VLF signals at the ground. This polarimeter consisted of two orthogonal
loop antennas, one with its plane oriented in the magnetic north-south direction and
the other with nta plane in the east-west direction. The comp)nents of the ELF/VLF
signals which were intercepted by each of the tuned loops would undergo
I.-9emplificstion and filtering. Lock-in analyzers then extracted the in-phase (I1
rl quadrature (Q) components of the signals using narrowband coherent detection.

outputs of the lock-in analyzers were digitized by a data acquisition system for
a- .Iysis, display, and storage via a microcomputer. Highly stable crystal frequency
standirds were used at both the transmitter and receiver locations to insure precise
frequency coherence and sampling accuracy.

Experimente were carried out in which the RIPAS heater beam was conically
"scanned at an angle of 30' with respect to the vertical. The total time to complete
one of these scans was two minutes. Some conical ucanning VLF deta Is presented gad
interpreted in this paper.
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It. The Downward Mapping of the Polar Electrojet Current

A simple Cowling model was used by Werner and Ferraro (93 to represent the polar
electrojet current. The potential associated with an electrojet current was found to
be

S•z~~y.•)~.d-oi (0,X + 0,Y) •Z()( )

where
2W2

"W1  (2)

The parameters A, and 1 are the spatial wavelengths in the geomagne. east-vest and
morth-south directionsl respectively, of an electrojet flowing at an altIltude of a.
te spatial wavelength& deternirte scale sine of an electrojet and are related-by

-) A 2.,(z) (4)

The function Z(s) appearing in Eq. (1) is the solution of a boundary value problem
characterized by

Z(O) -0 (6)

Z(z) - 1 (1)

where
kq -Te

A1(8)

Is the effective wave number of the electrojet. The generalized form of Ohm's law
for a plasma in a magnetic field is used to relate the current density to the
potential function given in Eq. (1),

here (9)

e- r --.. !e/O (10)

I* the ionospheric conductivity tensor. The term o is known as the direct
conductivity, a, the Petersen conductivity. and o| the Ball conductivity. An
expression for the normalized magnitude of the horizontal current density is given by

-Z(Z)4 
V

where

.- .,ee(z.,)O (12)

and

113

/ - - l
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is the Cowling conductivity. The corresponding angle of the horisontal carrert
density, measured in degrees south of west, is then

S -. [.- (r,),(z)- ,(),•f') ta-

[.(Z~d,(X) + (14)~.(i

The boundary value problem described by Eq. (5), Eq. (6), and Eq. (7) must be
solved numerically, with the exception of a few special cases of the conductivities
[9). A finita difference scheme was used by Werner [101 to obtain a numerical
solution to this boundary value problem. The ability to specify arbitrary
conductivity profiles has boen incorporated Into the numerical mapping model. The
differential equation Sq. (5) can be approximated at sasa by the difference equation

• z•~~7.1-2.,+•_ p7, -7_ •,°
... 2sisN (153

with the boundary conditions

zw I-I (17)

where

hIe,1 ,)-Ine,(z1 ,) (13)

S• . .,(z,) (13)

II x, (i- l)h for 1- 1.2.....N +I (0

Figure I shows some normalized horizontal current density profiles for the altitude
range between 100 km and 60 ka, Profiles for several different effective wavelengths
are included. (daushed curves), while the solid curve represents the profile to which
the horizontal current density converges with 1, >100 km. This curve isScharacterized by

for 1.1001an (22)

which only depends on the Hall and Petersen conductivities. The current density
profiles of Figure I were obtained assuming the presence of an intense magnetic *torm
during sunspot maximus daytime conditions. An slect.roet source height of 100 km was
aSSued in accordance with the results of KAnmide and Brekks Ill]. The ionospheric
conductivity model corresponding to sunspot maximum daytipe conditions was adopted
from Hughes and Southwood 112).

I11. The Ambient and Modulated D Reglon Current Densities

The VLF ionosphmric source can be treated so an incremental volume element

Ax~y~x with a modulated horizontal current density of jJkj centered at the altitude
of maximum heating. For typical experimental conditions, the extent of the effective

rdaiglayer At Is approximately I km and the layer is assumed to be centered at" 7•0 ka. The current density of the modulated ionosphere Aj can be related to the
current density of the ambient Ionosphere J, by I ,.
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u-[. F..r,.-'T-I]11J.

where &/ d'°Fe(4

J (• r.)-.(TI (24).

ror a vertical geomagnetic field, the ambient (unprimed) &nd the heated (primed)
conductivity tenoare are given by

ec r - - -l -- -, 01 '(28 )

[ a o "1j'

'1'3 'lei 'I *2 01)It follows from Eq. (23), Eq. (26), and Eq. (2?) that

O ~0J
If we lot

I "Ia_'TTT- 21 1
\ ~en+ I 30

ale,~# (c.'+Of,~

*162

(30)

then the modulated horizontal current densities can be expressed in terms of the
ambient horizontal current densities in the following way

L- FJ-1, (31 i

Using Sq. (31), it can be shown that the magnitude of the total horizontal ambient
current density and the total horizontal modulated current danaity are related by

Wit! 'T(32)

V;

v.~
* a



The horisontal modulated current density may be estimated from the intensity of
the VL? magnetic field meaured on the ground. The value of a are determined using
ionospheric heating theory 113). 1141. The ambient horisontal current density can
then be calculated from Eq. (321. Finally, the strength of the electrojet current is
can be found using the results of mapping theory Eq. (22). Figure 2 shows a block-
diagram of the model developed to study the relationship between the VLF magnetic
field intensity measured on the ground and the -trength of the polar electrojet.

IV. tstimation of Electrojet Current Density

The Alaska meridian chain cf magnetosetors was used to confirm the presence of
an olectrojet over the HIPAS facility when heating experiment, were in progress. The
Alaska meridian chain consists of several flux-gate magnetometers located,
approximately, along a line or constant geomagnetic longitude. each magnetometer
meamures three components of the earth's vector magnetic field in a coordinate system
in which the H-component represents magnetic north, the D-component represents
magnetic mest, and the Z-coaponent points down towards the ground. In general.
currents flow in the east-west direction in the high-latitude ionosphere.

figures 3, 4, and 5 show the H-, D-, and Z-traces, respectively, for July 22.
19o1 (15). The magnetometer stations of greatest interest are Talkoetna (TLX) which

is south of Fairbanks. and Fort Tukon (FYU) which is north of Fairbanks. At 0335
local time (1135 V'T) on July 22. the HIPAa HF heater beam was being modulated at a 5
kis rate In the vertical position. The corresponding B-field intensity measured on
the grotind was 0.68 VT. The magnotograns for this period Indicated that there won a

negative perturbation in the H-component measured at the FYU and TLK stations. There
was no perturbation in the D-component measured at FYU sad TLK. The Z-component was
positive to the north (FYU) and negative to the south (TLK) of Fairbanks. These
measurements indicate that there was a westward traveling electrojet present over
Fairbanks during this time.

A VL1 3-fi•ld of 0.88pT corresponds to a horizontal modulated current density of
1.72 x 10 A/km . asmuming that the altitude of maximum heating is 75 km.
Papadopoulos ot &l. 1141, evaluate the level of conductivity modulation at various
ionospheric heights as a function of incident HF power density. The value of Lei and
Aoi, and hence al and &I can be found from these jurves P musing an altitude oft75
Ism and an HF power density at this height of 1mW/eo TLe corresponding values of a.1
and a are 0.6255 and 0.3526, respectively. Theme modulated conductivity values
! d t conjuLction with Eq. (32) imply that the horizontal ambient current density

Jh at a, 75 km altitude was 2.4 x I10 A/ks'. If it is assumed that the electrojet"
as flowir.g at an altitude of 100 km and had an effective wavelength which exceeded

,00 ka, then Figure I suggests that the strength of the electrojet J must have been

4.9 A/kma. This olectrojet curront density is within the range of values reported by
Kamide and Brekke (Ill.

V. The Conical Scanning Experiment

A promising new diagnostic technique, for sttudying ionospheric D region
currents, has recently been implemented at the HIPAS facility (16). This technique
permits a localized cross section of the ionosphere to be probed by steering the HF
beater beam. The VLF signals resultin4 from this beam steering are monitored and
recorded at a field mite on the ground via a coherent detection scheme. Thin bem
steering diagnostic technique was successfully demonstrated during a HIPAS
ionospheric heating campaign which took place in July of 198P.

Scanning of the HIPAS heater beam in a conical fashion was investigated during

the July 1988 campaign. The conical scan was primarily used for diagnostics cr the
Ionospheric current system in the vicinity of the HIPAS facility. Under ideal
conditions of a uniform overhead current, the signature of the VLF received on theSground resulting fro~m: conical scan should exhibit a certain characteristic shape.
Any deviation from this shape may indicate the movement of a current into the path of
the conically scanning heater beam. Since the position of the heater beam is known,
it in possible to use the conical scanning technique to pinpoint the geographic (or
geomagnetic) location of the InfluxIng current.

The geometry illustrating the conical scanning mode of operation is shown in
Figure 6. The location of tue receiver site is 47 km due west of the HIPAS facility,
I.e. d=47 km and *'a270*. The coelevation 6 of the HIPAS heater beam is fixed at 30'
while the azimuth $ of the beam is incremented 18' every 6 seconds with geographic

amt #- d') as the starting point. This produces a conical scanning of the beater
beam which traces out a circle in the ionosphere above HIPAS once every two minutes.

An incremental volume of current radiating in free space was adopted to model
the VLF ionospheric source. The incremental current volume was chosen because it can
be used as a basc unit to construct more complex radiating structureq. The VLF
source model telsat the magnetic field strength measured on the ground to the
strength of the modulated horizontal current density at the altitude of maximum
heating. T"is elementary source model was used in th. analysis of conical scan data.

Typical VLF magnitude and phase data obtained from a conical scan is shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. These measurements were made from 0558-0600 local
time (1358-1400 UT) Just prior to an electrojet event on July 21, 1988. The
transition of the heater beam from a vertical position to the scanning mode is
visible during the first few seconds of the conical scan data and should be
disregarded. The frequency of VLF signals generated during the conical ,canning
experiment wans 6 kHz.

The dashed curve appearir.g in Figure 7 represents the normalized field strength
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that weuld result from a uniform ionospheric current flowing at an altitude of 70 km.
The magnitude data is not exactly symmetrical indicating that heating by sidelobe Imay produce YLI radiation which interferes with the radiation generated by hbotin8
from the min bea*. Figure 9 is a current sap showing the relative intensity of the
ionospheric currents associated with the g-W conical mean magnitude data of Figure T.
The length of each line segment in the currcnt aar to proportional to the ratio of
the measured conical scan data to the theoretical values for a uniform current. It
the length of the line segment is less than one unit, then the ionospheric current is
weaker than that predicted by the uniform current model. And if the length of the
line segment Is greater than one unit, then the ionospheric current is stronger then
that predicted by the uniform current model. The coordinates used for the current
sap are geomagnetic.

The results presanted above suggest that conical scanning could be used for
communications purposes as well as diagnostics. The heater beau could be adaptively

steered to the region of the ionosphere where the strongest current was detected by a
conical scan. This procedure could be repeated periodically to account for any
changes in the location of the sost intense current brought about by the dynamic
polar ionosphere.

Figures 10 and 11 show the VLF magnitude and phase data resulting from a conical
scnmade during 0434-0436 local tine (1234-1236 UT) on July 21, 1988. 

T
he magnitude

date for this conical scan reveals that the strongest current was located to the
geographic north-west of RIPAS. If this were an adaptive conical scan the heater
be"m would subsequently be parked at a coelevation of 306 and an asimuth of 324'.
The current sap corresponding to the K-V magnitude of this conical scan is shown in
Figure 12.

VT. Conclusion

The relationship between the VLF magnetic field strength measured on the ground
and the intensity of an overhead electrojet current has been treated in this paper.
The currents that ore being ardulatei in the D region amp down from the K region
where the electrojet source current flows. A finite difference scheme was
implemented to find a numerical solution to the electrojet mapping boundary value
problem. This numerical mapping model accommodates arbitrary conductivity profiles.

The VLF source was modeled as an incremental volume of current radiating in free
space. This source model relates the magnetic field strength measured by a ground-
based receiver to the strength of the modulated horizontal current density at the
altitude of maximum heeting. The associated ambient (DC) current was then
determined. Finally, using this information, the strength of the polar electrojet
could be estimated. The results of this analysis agreed favorably with values of
electrojet current densities reported elsewhere in the literature.

The use of the HF beam steering VLF generation technique as a diagnostic tool
was introduced. Results were presented from bean steering experiments performed
during an slectrojet event which occurred on July 21, 1938. Conical scanning data
was used to infer ionosp'eric D region currents.
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DISCUSSION

L. WNlCAf, US

I think this Is a very interesting concept for application both to study of the
electrojei, itself and to improvement of the ELF qeneration technique. I was a little
confused about the approach's ability to detect and locate spatial variations in the
electro)et vhen in the introdu-tion you assumed essentially no spatial variation (A.
2 100 ka).

AUTHOR'S REPLY

It's a different use of the tern. By spatial variations I meant movement of spatial
location, so if the electrojet had no spatial structure, I.e., van spatially

* hoaogeneous, but moved in location overhead you could track that spatially
homogeneous eloctrojet. If in fact one had a very fine beam then one ýould also look
at discerning spatial structure in tho elactrojet, which would De a finer resolution
kind o ameasurement.

i
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SUMMARY

One explanation for the oeramusoo of HPl sideband, during two-frequency heating experiments is based on the
leetraction berweess she beat frequency wave and the HIF waves. To test this, simultaneous HW side-band and ULF messertonts
have beess maend using fth ftlirlea at fth National Astronomy and loncepltere Center at Asecibo. Pueto Rico. The ULF

.e mdastcniqe galsrn e findings ame discassrd. At the came of the ULF receiving qyarern ame three mutuallyt
perpendicular mswenet nos. For moat sterlims only fth band! 0.5-2D Hz is utilied Althoc,;b basedl upon a limited data
set, uindrdeases heefatg has ykieded no sipns of UJLF productico in die kitncsphere. This is acit turpriring. since the achievable
field strengrhe duriq ng rdmalut betting ame well below the pre&Adicedthebcld required for beat frequency wave production. 4

Poosi mpovscvnee to the Arecibo HIT facility. if undertaken, and the resultiig increases in effective radiated power could
greaty improve the chancesa of exciting this mod-- Althousgh HW swelling near the reflection height can amplify the fields

signficunl duingova~wheating. nu, sipns ofULF have been csreathese times either. T is s possibly aresult o

geometrical liuiratticim imposed by this type of ionspherc beating

B ACKGROUND
Far she peas half d~two-frequency heating experimrents have been conducted at the Arecibo Observatory, Puerto,

Rico udln dot higl-power high-frequecy facility at Isloat. Most of the observations have centered on the getramfion of HP
netbndi . bory aterthey were fiars observed. two processes: which could account for their production gained attention.

Oue of these is dot phase modalation theory9 and the othae is based on fth mixing of the beat frequency wave"A5 with the HF
signals. Is is thet aecondl process tha involving ULFP wave generation in the Ionosrphere and the measuremnent of the ULF signal

daftig recent HW sideband expertucensa, which is discussed here. Aseention is focused on the design of the receiver system and in

SYSTEM DESIGN AN D CALIBRATION

Is do lirst eitpesineat~hiptsig solely to measure the UiLF wave stron ULF signals we= observed at the beat
miiunyand attributed to Ionospheric mixing of the two BF signals. A few yewts lapsed beflor this initial experiment was

repeated is IM5 in conjunction with the HF sideband studies. Since 1988. experimental campaigns hauve been conductedj m U and consist of aPproximatly 15-30 houm of heater time each yeas. All of the HE sideband experiments to date which
haeincluded ULF1 messuremntee hav rsted a transportiable ULF1 receiving station situated on Mona Island. As shtown in

Figure 1. this station is located atbtat 140 kmnsounthwest of Arecibo and is accessible by boat or small aircraft. Since only
greneraor power is used on the bisnd and there =e no major artificial soarces; of electrical noise, thsis site is nearly ideal for
measuements is this lower bansdof the frequency spectrum.

The receiver sys is diagrated In Figure 2. As the core of the receiving system ate three Electomsagnetic
lamnstrsise Model BfL4 magnetic field sensors arranged along fthre mutually perpendicular axes and buried to minimize
useclsanicsfy Introduced mintfesence. The senors =e designed to covri the frequency band ftrom 0.1 to 1000 Hz. The sensors
crsaini a preamplifier which is powered by a remotely located DC power supply. For ULF studies in the bond between 0.5 and
20 Hit the signals fro om fa asrs ame persaand filtered so eliminate components related to out AC power systems. Once
Shared. the signals are amplifed and emecn on magnetic tape. Although HF sideband measurements are atepted at difference
iequencies (I~e, f s p to -2 kHz. sImultaneous ULF studies at frequencies above 20 Hz are not typically done. In the rare
instances whes substes eatrm pr fth signals we preamplified as before, but no furter signal conditioning is performed.
At these, higher frequencies aminog recordings on tape are not mad-- For all studies. real-time signal processing is accomplished
using -n lewleu-Packard Model 3561 Signal Analyzicr with 80 dB dynamic w*ip

To the past we have experienced problenms with the linearity of the sensons when subjected to arultifrequency HF fields.
To shied the senason frn these fields, they arm wrapped in a brass wise cloth and then insulated fromn tie ground, and any ground
cmrets by being placed in PVC tubes. The msensr and the electroic associated with the sensors are electr isclyIslate fo

* the remsainder of the receiving syse by optical isolators. Toensure that the system behaves appropriately, two portable low-

simulasing teH&Ms hrfound on Mona Island from waves launched at lalote and reflected by the ionosphere.
Futhiermore a HW receiver is operated during the experiment adtelvlof the heater waeon Moaw recordied. Since these
juoedsmes wer aot followed prior to 1989 and the system has been shown to respond nonlinenelly to muldtifrequency 1W fielS

whnnot configured as described, albeit only when the HF field strengths mr ee the high end of those expected on Mona Island
du&ring ovettlense heatin& all prior results besed on pre 19M data should be viewed with caution.



ram S&pntII imp~rrnmd to mi~r Hlrcl"es on 01-e ULP receveraytza trmar it=;t Hrezeiezrm m vtsemd
in 1919 &M ftI local FP sow~s in 19A 7.-Th fir--Zi- firnmt and cJ'etr dits ame given on:x and an =e nescoxa!2,4an.1~

aoUglze from MpZ.8-0 dznin; prx~xdz of r'-dn- !z! I~ ...... shwn no si:zns of ULF wave £nnerldon Th~ese dm wer
akes is the morning tnJ tvc-a~-1 eroved the tir.- of surnir and s,,':-ct and cccn.nliW only abcout 4 bowsn of drne daring

Iw F sy operlmd it fula czwiry. UL'. four urarznirtzrs at 100 VW erch. Th: fact dwa I" wta wo detnted ahse 6
Is p~Wh" 20 mrq~~in at t77'" field tM.V'2is 'n t" iom-neexxa %; .tout Invoking foctsing instabiltes3 Is <M5 V.e fla
bdeakaJ fleMantr Wzvnd for beet wavra exciftaca in d%3 F re _-ca :a rastmatn at --S V/rn, or rcaijily so ord C
mogsads V~ than te~ field streng~ acenlevx wilt die Arecibo synsnrn in an und-rdense ionop1=-v free brm focusig
jumhies, ah Puap n rare nocnaion wbin field apification occurs due to wave focusing and uthe prope: teomemeal
exaedmos an sadiflod wouild the Arecibo syenei unde its cwrstt conflg'amdon yield an ionosphniczl~j pvdird UL~waw in
- w I n, oa:7e In Wis reprd, r. v Y'od impovments at die Axtdbo HF facility, If impleentend, and theaizecizeed
haUMNIn bifctve rademd pam will be bene1-i to this &Wi sirn.Iaro progw"una dezigne to deternine tbretolo' and 1ndo
tA~ac - '- 3 HP indadced pherwon-nL To subs~nda'1y finerese dhe Mtr infiiy of exciting die brat fEmquency wan node.

oma imxowuemma io tha heating facility sluoni ncW d a mhlnruo 6-10 dB io~t"n in die effective nadited powe.

lbs Asdon Is Aotly bet= In an overden lenon'Phcre btz dit rfloctn level where awmIng' of the EP wav
canses signtfic= Itc= aesin fte fl-!J v e~ib (1-3 Vhi4. If die r-ccc---ry is zIlo mnrifactouy. whklt may not be do cae a
Vsucally kncidem wave dhea beat hrqruecy cf~fcns In the feno of UJLF wnve prcdctxIon cceild ponntinfy o~tz dzinin diw
sub Hield $=.-Abs Increase beyond daore =nrs!!y enc=md.! Abcutt 24 bourrn of data has been collected d&r=g ova~as
pwlc. IVe kiting was corduced at r&)is end as fre .&iýs of 3 and 5 Wt~z %1uh differenc frequencies beteeun 0.1 W~
37 HL. IF onecome of Noi study is the same &3 for the und-nrdcene cee, that is. no ULF was obcnave4 Cieometrical Emblon
Ma" be inpart responsible for this.
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DISCUSSION

A. VnAu-SXITN us

You may that no ULF signals were observed over the past two experiment periods.
overver, it is possible that UL? signals were generated and that they were Just too

weak to be detected by your instrum-nntation. War your measeureent eystem calibrated?
Can you say what the noise amplitudes were in your band of operation when you were
unable to detect ULF signals? In other words, how small must the ULF signals have
been for you not to be able to detect thez?

AUMT',"a S REZPLY

The measurement system Is calibrated prior to each experimental campaign (under the
assumption thst the sensors are up to specifications, since they are not calibrated
with the rest of the system). Concerning the second qucntion, we have all the
information required to determine the noise amplitude. Hoerver, I cannot provide the
value at this time, since it has not as of yet been determined. One additional
point: the receiving system does alQ provide the lia•ting noise, therefore, if thej excited UL? modes are at a strength greater than ambient, we would detect them.

C%

I

I
I

I
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MODELLIN AND RnmnigirAL USOLTS

Paul S. Argo. T. Joseph Fitzgerald.
John M. Wolcott, and David J. Sieona

Los Alamos National Laboratory
* - Atmospheric Sciences

Las Alamas, New Mauex 17545

We have develope a computet mode~llng capability for predicting the affect# of localiged
electron dansity portuebatione created by Ionospheric chemical releases upon oblique, nevahop NF
propagation paths. We hsa-. included a 3-D determlinistic description of the depleted or enhanced
Ionization. including formation, evolutinn, and drift. Tha coda uses a homing ray trace technique to
ealculate the energy propagation path# through the modliaed innoaphre, wad hence can predict multipath
effects. We participated In the M00& Nickel Carbonyl lalsaea Experiment (NICARS) Ionospheric chemical
depletion campaign ia October of 1969 to validata this code. Ws will present preliminary results of
this experimeant bare.

Our TRACKER computer program 'tracks* the threeadimensional paths of radio waves through model
ionosphere. by nmuerically Integrating Hamilton's equations. The Hlamiltonian method. by ueing
continuous modela. avoida false caustics and discontinuous raypath properties often encountered in
conventional raytracing methods. In addition to computing the ray path, TRACKER also calculates group
path, phase path, geometrical path, and Doppler shift (if the time variation of the ionosphere Is
explicitly Included). This program is an extension of the three-dimensional HaMiltOnian integration
code developed in the late 1960a by 1. Michael Jonas and J.X. Stevenson, commonly referred to as the
Jnams code. go hae" substituted a modern linear differential eqtation solving routine (Hindmarsh.
1980) for the Runge-Rutta solver tn the Jones code. 17ACXU calculates, gradients in the index of
refraction explicitly, thust allowing for non-analytic ionospheric forms andl perturbations.

Raytracing codes cannt to gensral compute the raypath that coorects, a specified source and
receivet. loaning' Is tsually achieved by launching a fan of rays, at small "azimth and elevation
increments, and linearly interpolating to find a ray that reaches the receiver location. Since we need
to find raypaths that arrive at the receiver within a fraction of a wavelength, TRACKER includes a
formalism to treat this homing proolam as a differential equation. In this case the one dimensional
zero crossiWg of the r-syfans are calculated (azimuth and elevation aer treated independently). These
are solved sequentially and iterated until a homed ray of the require eccuracy is found.

The outputs of the TUCKER raytracing program are tailored to the study of propagation! through
Ionospheric perturbations. figure I shows three rays, directed Into a pair of chemical releases, with
the Ionospheric plasma density contours showu. The depletions are evident, as are the effects on
propagation. These effects can in general be describid as those of a focusing lens. Figures 2 shows
the usaltiplicicy of patha that can be formed by a pair of chemical releases. Two of the five paths are
disturbed low and high rays, and the other three are new modas generated by the focueing affects of the
depletions. The time delays and signal screngths from seach made can be added to provide an estimate of
imiltipeth fading.

UXCSSZ W12UM AND PUZWMNAT N&EMT$

To vali~date, our model, we participatel in the M&SA UICAUE campaitgn. This campaign consisted of
two 300 km altitude chemical releases finm a single, rocket launched at Wallops Island, Virginia on the
night of October 23, 1989. The chemicals were nickel carbonyl Mi(CO~)4 ) and trifluoromethyl bromide
(CF1Zr). both chemicals reduce electron density by dissociative attachment (Bernhardt, 1968).

Our experimental sites consisted of HIP transmitters in Florida and Barmudad and NY receivers InOhio and Nova, Scotia (Figure 3). These locations were selected to place the oid point of the NY
-propagation path near the ionospheric depletions. The receiving stations were Instrumented to measure,
changes in the propagation channel as the Ionospheric depletions developed. The transmitters and
receivers were locked to Rubidium clock* to give very high frequency stability. Each trsnsmitter site
broadcast four cm frequencies simultaneously. with frequency separations ranging from 10 to 71~ kiz.
The reiceiver sit"e consisted Of spaced arrase with antenna separations ranging from 50 to 750] a. The
received signals were reduced to a beat frequency of 10 Hz. and digitized at a rate of 100 at for later
anlysis.

In addition to the, R? bisataic links. we had supporting diagnostics, Including optical sites at
Dock, North Carolina. and Wallops Island, Virginia, a digital 'onosonde at Wallops Island, and the
Millstone Hill Incoherent scatter radar. There were also In alto plasma diagnostics on the daughter
payload that pease-i through the releases a few secoeds (and kilometers) behind the release payload.
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sew aw

Fiue3. Rep shoving the two ff' tranesission pethe. The circle indicatae the location and expansion
of the ascond chemical telseso.

The first (nickel carboyl) canister eleased its conent sowly, instead of in e bur~st as
iatended. so it did not produce the pierced dapietion. Int situ measurements showed strong local
depletion effects from both releases, end the Wallop~s island icoosonde showed a ne refleetion

following the CF38r release from the second caiater, indictitng that maJor ionospheric change had

Treeting our 37 receiver arrays as radio teles~opes sod 'istog Doppler filtering. we haes been
able to construct a fairly complete picture .1 the CF3•r created depletion. In general, the release
behdaved aa expected in tht it appeared es a€ larget focssing lena to our probe radio wvses. As the
depletion grew end filled in, it ceatednew propagation mods on the Florida to Nova Scotie path,
which interfered with seigal following the eigi~nal path end enerated strong fadinge. 8y using h
81spced antennae at the receiver site we have been, ebl to specify the ernvel direction of th new
sig~nals. and in all cuees they closely matched the model predictions.

W e mnlyxe our ow signals by easmning the time behavior of the Do'pler power spectra. TiesSvariations in the ionosphre result in small Doppler shifts .f on tranmissions that depend on the

Sexact ray patth. Negative Doppler shifts correspond to increasing phase path. Nultipati. often appears
as8 oultiple peasks iJ the power spectra with different Doppler shifts for each componsent. Te time
varititon of the en•trod of the peask reveals the t~eqionl evelution of the ionosphere salog that
p~articlar ray. Moreover, weak modes may beome apprent becaus they are Dopplor shifted sway from

Sthe nmore dominant modes. Our method of nalculating the evolution of the Doppler power spectra is based
eon the short-term Four~ier transforS. We divide the totel time series into suh-intrve~le (10.40 s) overSwhich the spcr persteble. and calculate the spcrmiiigthat suh-interwal. Theoent of
the sob- interval is adjusted to give edequsta frequency resolutio withot smeasring producec: by changes

dering the sub-interval. The sub-window is then advanced soee fraction of its length and a new power

apsrtnlm calculated. The results may be visualized as a three dimns~ional gray acale plot which

displays power as a function of frequency and time-.I ~ ~In this paper, we will only ezasine the data set for th Florida to Nova Scotia path beginning atS1:43:02 UT and extended to 2:32 UT. The second release occurred at 2:04:13. giving us approximately 26S mim~tes of data following release 52. A disturbance corresonin to a weak node with a relative high
chirped negative Doppler was o2-served almost imeediately altar the second release. Thia is illustrated
in Figure a, which displays the Doppler spectri. versus ties after the rocket launch (1:58:00 UT). We
used a 40 asubv-interval to calculate the spectrim every 6 a. The first mode associated with reloea'e

;: 02 decreases in Doppler with time and it alppears to cross the Doppler track of th preexieting mods at

'• • 600 ls , finally stabilizing at a Doppler of shout 0.1 Mxr. The epectral peak for this mode is •

etborypaths for at least 20 nirintas. We note that there is a significant increaase in signal i;
af~th er 600 a on the mode at about -0.2 Mx Doppler. A more detailed picture of the spectra .

.. 1. ......... .

........... ....
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Figure&. Cray mcale plot of the Florida to Movs Scotia data plotted as Doppler shift as & function
of time, with 0 tim being the time of rocket launch. Th. 60 db grey scale Is shown at the
top. The negative Doppler excursions at about 400 e result frot the second release.

between 0 and 1500 s after launch to shown In Figure 5, where the apetra were calculated every 3 e

"sIng a 40 e wfAdo,. There is a cleor transition in the width o! the spectra before and after the
release; the width before the release is appro•tmately 0.1 Hz vwtd1 afterwards it is 0.3 HKz. oe would
s..pecc to eboerve this effect as an increase in the fading rate after the release.

Doarin the period before the launch, two peaks In the Doppler spectre with a separation of ebout
0.1 nns indicate the presence of two modes, which we ascribe to low ar.d high rays. We note that the
transmisslon fr•quen"y wTIa too high to support two-hop propagation, and it is also unlikely that two.
hep sporadic I propagation would have been possible. No sporadic t was cb'-rved at this time period on
the linograms recorded at Wallops Island. The bcoad noise in the spectra at the 10 to 20 dl level
Slrewiding the peaks is highly correlated between receivers and is likely to be produced by phase
jitter sn the lubid'.m frequency ndarde [Jacobson. 19901.
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AN=i OF AURXYAL 0U FIMMU-UOYA SCOTIA PATS

?be elements at eauh receiver station which shared a commn frequency were phase coherent and
therefore couli be ueed as a synthesized radio telescope to determine angle of arrival. The Nova
Scotia array (Figure- 6) consisted of six elements with a maz1.ami aperture of 7*4i a in the tranavera.
direction and 365 a in the lonýýitudinal directivn. Sim*e the inineal elevation angle for the Stanley
receiver wes about 90. the effective earidional aperture was approximately 60.a. ASecus there wee
only *nso. lswnt off the transverse axsa the angIe of arrival estimates art subject to attasting
(different elevation angles giving sawe phease).

Angle of arrival eassurnoents obtained fro. the rereiver array In gova Scotia clearly Indicate
teproduction of aximuthal aultipath following the second release. The signals fro* the various

raeivelrs hae" unknown phase shifts ýhie to circuit and cable length differences; we therefore cannot
dmcarminad abenlutedirection of arrival. flowaver. when phase ahifts eam conatant for the duration a
data set, we nan dtersmin relative angle of arrival. lWe select a time period during which the spectra
are quiet an assum that the elevation angle io that given by ray tracing through a model Ionosphere
corrected using the Vallope Island iorogr~ame. From the aeasured phase differences during this time
period, we can find the relative phase changes needed to alipn the brightness to the Louinal direction
of arrival. We than correct the whole data net using thea.* phas" norraztione, and our calculated
directions of arrival will then be relative to this mominal ray.
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To Florida

0 00 0 0
- 250 m

Figure 6. Sche•atic layout of the Stanley, Noya Scotta spaced receiver array.

ror the Florida-Wova Scotia path we assu•- that the elevation angle of the noeinal ray is 9*.
Iay tracing indicates chat the nootril ray vwo.'d errive fra sli&htly vest of the great circle path due
to ionospheric t-lts. go seleezed a time period fren 100 to 200 a after lstch, when the spectra
showed only one major peak, to determine the yhaze corroecton. The brightness during that time period
is shown In Figure 7; the peak in the lower center, Just above the horizon, represents the ity; the
diplicate peak at ein(eta) - 0.925 it a grating pattern (uzuslly called slcasing in time aorias data)

vtaed by under mempling !n the longitudinal ditrccton. This could have presented an identification
problem since this phantom peak cannot be distindrished from the real peak, but it is unlikely that
trs would arrive with sulh 4 high eleVAtion angle for the conditionS during thin *xperimert.

zero tLme: 1S58: 0 chs 0 4 5 6 7 9
STANLEY/1!43 13.60MHZ CHS

150 to 190 seconds; -0.20 tc 0.20 hz
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Figurel•' 7. brightness plot of the Stanley array data. XLt is ohý asimuth angle. with 0* directed

toward the tra~mtttor in Florida, and *to is the zenith angle. The brightness peak it. the

1. er €.-otet is t1,A tundlsturbod ray. and the peak aboe Lt Is a result of allegingt du to
insuff Ilceon emCnceo coverage In the elevation axis.

/ :,'j
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. casnnot obtain an accurata direction of arrival for the weak disturbance occurring imediately
after the second release. However. once the power in the negative Doppler peak increases we can
identify a direction distinctly to the east of the nominal path and at about the same elevation angle
(figure 1). This direction was obtained between 390 Lnd 420 a after launch at Doppler shifts between
-0.8 and -0.6 Ha. The peak near 0 He shoved no significant change during that time. The direction of
arrival of the new mode remained displaced to the east ad at somewhat lover elevation anle compered
to the nominal direction for several minutes. Thus the second reLease immediately formed a weak,
rapidly varying path, with the negative Doppler shift indicating that the phase path wya increasing.
This now mode gradually decreased in Doppler shift while Increasing in strength to form a relatively
stable path arriving from the east of the nominal path. During approximately the first 175 8 following
the release the nominal path remained undisturbed, indicating that the release wes in between the two
ray paths and had a diameter of less than 40 ke up to at least 175 e after release.

zero tUme: 1:58: 0 chs 0 4 56 7 9
390 STRNLEY/1:43 13.60MHZ CH9
390 to 420 seconds; -0.80 to -0.60 hzt " Ii.. ~...... ...

"1 d
C;

a;

-. 1-U0.0 .004 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 O.W C 0.01 0.0 3 0.04 0.05 C.
eLn(sedl

Figure B. Negative Doppler peak with dir-tion of arrival to the east of the nominal path and at
about the sam elevation angle. This direction was obtained between 390 and 420 a after
launch at Deppler shifts between -0.8 and -0.6 Hz.

During the period from 550 to 630 a. the Doppler shifts of the two modes overlap so) that
filtering is impossible. The most likel~y Interpretation of figure 5 is tkat the modes cross during
this time period. and this interpretation is consistent with the direction of arrival of the mode near
0 Hz Doppler between 750 and 800s. which is displaced towerds the east (Figure 9). The sods at at -,ut
-0.1 Hz Doppler is displaced to the vast (Figure 10) during that time period; 100 a earlier the same
mode was displaced a somewhat lesser emount to the vast (Figure 11). Apparently, by 150 a the new mode
had stabilized in phase path so that the Doppler had decreased to "lmost 0 He, bu4t the direction of
arrival remained displaced to the east. Sometime after 550 a the original mode started being displaced
to the west; the negative Doppler indicates a growing phase path conasiati~t with such a displacement.
Indeed, at 750 a there is a third mode displaced towarda the east with a somewhat higher elevation
angle than the other (Figure 12).

Betweon 750 and 1500 a the spectra are highly structured but consistently show modes displaced to
the east A well as a mode that moves increasingly to the west with time. Apparently the eastward side
of the depletion remained relatively stable while the westward side, after reaching the nominal path at
shout 550 a, continued to exr'and to the west for the duration of the data set. During the period ft "m
1000 to 1500 s . the increasing displacement moved to the west with the speed of approximately 40 a/*
transverse to the path. The directions of arrival of the moat positive Doppler mode during the same

peidromtic -d displaced to the east with a relatively low elevation angle.

--- - -- - ---- .
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The first NICAI chemical release did not produce a wide eptead Lonoepharic depletion due to
falreo the canister release vechanism. The second relsaso produced a significan~t ionospheric
modification that lsted for at 16ut 1200 a, and was seen by our HF diugnostic paths &a well as the
Wallops Island ionoscroo. We hae" beae e to construct a fairly complete picture of this depletion.
In geeral, the reseas* behaved as expocted. !n that It appoarel as a large foctiusIng lena to our probe

sadi wVaves. This Iona created at least one additional HP path.that passed around the east sida of Che
depl•tilon while the original path remainod on the vest side but was deflected by the expanding
d&lep~tIO0. Mhs experiment also desonstrated that our TRtACKM code ca successfully sodel Ionospheric
4besicat depletions. " well as HY propagtion throug th"a.

lernhard., P. A., C:oss-I Convection of Artificially Created, legative--on Clovds end Plasma
Deptossiona: L•w-spead nlow, Journal of Cephysical Iassarch, Vol. 93. No. At. pp. 8696-8704.

Of-a sb, A. C., ULSO and LSODI, two new initial valus ordinary differential equation sol-ors, A-
£IVId Nwslecter, Vol. 11. go. 4, 1960, pp. 10-11.
Jecob"on, A. 1. . Loe Almoa National Laboratory, Private ossmmication, 1990.

Mhie work was performod under the auapices at the U.S. Department of Energy.

Discussion
6. TACCONl, IT

Generally speaking, thu artificial ionization (daterministic) you introduce in the
natural meadium (stochastic), should intentionally produce an improvement in the
performances of a relevant transmission channel.

t AUTSOVs REFLY

Only under very special conditiors would a chemical depletion guarantee an
isprovement in a transmission channel. in general, the aultiple modes excited vill
create fading and decrease the performance of the channel.

ANMSTRONG, US

The modeling of ray paths auggenta dominant rays from the odge of the depletion. Can
this result be used to infer the ray path convergence in otLer locations and hen-a,
the 'lrnsing" efficiency of the depleti.,n?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The ray paths are selected by the model, and hence are very model dependent. The
rays will ueet very stringent conditions, including Lackground modeled ionosphere,
magnetic field, and modeled disturbance. This leads to the finite number of rays,Swhereas in the real case many more rays will find the right conditions. The model
could be sot to run a simple qoosntry to confirm elasaing". Our data, however, showsj only a few rays that are Doppler separated.

I--........- 1.
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L. OC= (M)I Radio science and Ionospheric effects have traditionally been affiliated
with military applications for many, many years, including teleccomunications, radars, and
other tu.•s of rc~ote sensing, although those applications have not always boon anticipated.
In the spirit of the comments which Prof. Gordon gave in the opening session, it behooves
us to recognize th.t we live in a world where political changes and associated changes in
military posture and mlma!ona are evolving much faster than anyone could have anticipated
even just a few years ago, i."4 that it's Inevitable that those changes will have acne
influence on military applications f-sr R7 and other formi of ionospheric modification. We
should b-gin to think about how those cma.-"es might affect what we're doing. With respect
to ionospheric physics changes (our future that we cln look forward to) and new
opportunitkes that are cominq up in the next few yearp stat we're aware of, I think we
should recognize that this seeting is in some sense a transition, from ionospheric
modification being a sultidiaciplinary science to one which is becomin7 more
lnterdisciplinary. Although that sounds like semantics, we hate had .n this room all week•i presentations, not only from the *shetoe'#, (the RFP ionokphsric modification peeple), but

slso from the chemical release coarunilty, the wave injection (paiticularly VLF) c=.rtInity,
and evan the bean injection people represented primarily in the taik of Dr. Banks. So we're
seeing thmt the community in a sense is coming together a little, in.luding both the physics
and chemistry of MF heating, other "F heating, the microwave work of artificial ionization,
beams, chemicals, and wave Injections.

All of th•s Is at a time when there are new facilities becoming availa',le within the nextdecads. In the MY world, we're seeing possible upgrades to Arecibo, definite upgrad:5 tobe ccvletcd very soon at EISCAT, and a transition of the rIflCAT heating facility into the

more gencral SISCAT co~un~ty; the opportunity that was ne-ver there befor• to make ute of
facilitiLs in the Soviet Union to extend both the power and the frecuency range in which
aoe of thoce experiments car be conductedi now facilities boing talked about in Alaska in
the next few years, use of nondodicatad facilities like the Voice of America transmittinq
eiter and even further down the road, perhaps the possibility of microwave breakdown
experiments using Arecibo or a more dedicated facility.

In the chemical release world, there are many new opportunities coming. One that has been
mentioned several times during this symposium are the CRIRES releases which will be both from
sounding rockets and satellites this coming summer. Others include a new rocket range being
built in Puerto Rico in conj-tnction with the Arecibo observatory, and the opportunity for
satellite experiments, not only for chemical releases, but using space platforms for beam
Injections and wave injections. I hope members of those communities will present their
future plans in more detail than this quick summary has.

In nonlinear physics, speaking mainly to the high power 1Y community, one of the very hot
topics in the coming years will be to address the issues associated in the debate of what's
really happening. ts it weak turbulence, or are most of the phenomena we are seeing a
result of strong lamInar turbulence? Tremendous theoretical gains over the last several
years hp.ve now challenged the experimentalists to go out and prove what's actually
happening. I look for rapid advances in that area, and full well believe that once the dust
has settled, we'll f!.,d that there are no winners or losers, but that weak and strong
laminar turblence are contributing in different regimes to the variety of phenomena we see.

imilarly, nonlinear plasma physics questions are going to need to be addressed in
expaerimnts like AIN. This artificial ionization cloud, were we ever to produce it in theatmosphere, clearly could have a number of instabilities that we haven't anticipated.

And finally, it was a pleasure to hear us discuss at this meeting some of the environmental
questions which are coming up, questions that we haven't asked ourselves very often in the
past. We're becoming more aware of putting significant amounts of power up into the
atmosphere, that we have in the past waved our hands and said that if everything see" to
recover within some often undefined time scale after we turn it off, it mist be okay. But
we are beginning to get to critical regimes, both in terms of ionospheric modification by
high power radio waves and the ability to deposit large amounts of chemicals. If P.
Bernhardt were here, he would tell you, so in his absence I will, that he has gone through
an extraordinary list of exotic chemicals that might be deposited, and environmental
concerns are important there. Again, I would like to hear from the beam and wave injection
communities -- their thoughts on the matter. But it's a pleasure to hear that we're
beginning to ask the right questions about the environmental consequences, both ET1 and true
atmospheric environmental effects, of our experiments. And so with those opening remarks
I would like to open the floor to comments from the audience as to where they think the
physics of ionospheric modification is going in the coming years.

S. sXmsou (US)t I would like to respond and make a few comments pertaining to wave
injection from space vehicles. As was mentioned after P. Banks' talk, there are still plans
to do a WISP (Waves In Space Plasmas) experiment. The portion that is being planned is the
high frequency portion. This is really designed as an experiment to study certain plasma
physics and geophysics problems in space on a short time scele where we are looking for
specific solutions to specific questions. What really seems to be needed in addition to
this, in the long range, is something that's in a monitoring nature. Dr. Albrecht, toward
the and of his talk, made several points: the number one requirement is to monitor the state
of the ionosphere, to know what it's like, what conditions can we expect for propagation,
and if modification is necessary, we usually have to start from that point, and can know
how to modify it. Now this problem of monitoring often comes up in meetings I attend. Infact I think it was the ACARD meeting in Munich where the topic of geophysical monitoring
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and the need for such monitoring to know the stata of affairs was discuessd. It's always
hard, at least from my experience through the NASA end, to try to get any program approved
that has anythLn• to do with monitoring, becruse usually things are qeared toward specific
pbysica -- you have to go out and solve a spucific problem. I think that there is a need
for something like the topside sounder program that we had in the Alouette/fXIS days, to
monitor the ionosphere on a global nature. Ironically, the great success of the
klouetta/I8S1 program - I think there are over 50 satellite-yearo of sounder data available
-- ba lmost been a kiss of death for trying to get something like that approved in the
future. When one talks about any program in the future to do mora ionospheric modeling,
the question is, OWell you know you have so many millions and billions of Lonoqr=s, why
do you need any more?" The other point is aozatn.nq D. Muldraw reminded me of earlier, that
the amount of power from a topside sounder at a distance of about I km is equivalent to the
radiated power deposlted in the F-region from a ground-based heater. Xany of the plasma
phenomena excited by the ISIS satellites occur well within that 1 ka region, so there is
a lot of interesting plasma physics that can be studied in regions where the field strengths
are mocb stronger than those from ground-baned heaters. If there is Dome way we can sell
this to get missions of that type going, it would be good for global sorphology and also
for ionospherio physics related to specific ionospheric modification problems. The probleA
is, to try to get any sounder on a catellito with pacaive instrwnents is almost impossible,
because the passive people do not like an active instrument on board. What's really needed
1. a dedicated system vhere the primary thi.g is the aounder. And I think maybe we should
think Ian the future of somehow trying to get back to those days again when we can have a
state-of-the-art scunder designed with present day equipment.

To. DmmP23 (0S)s Bob, let me respond to something that you reminded ma of. The challenge,
maybe even greater than the one you described, 1 on the chemical release side, at least
in the US. The latest announcerent of opportunity th&t came out of NASA mz-ecifically
excluded chemical releases which were to be used for basic plasma physics studies in which
the upper atmosphere was a plasma lab. So the basic physics Wid4 of active experiments
often falls through the cracks somewhere between applications &nd thcee vho identify their
mission as studying the atmosphere as it exits and not as a laboratory. Both in tarAm. of
topeide sounders and memo other active experiments, it's very hard to sell to some of the
funding agencies.

D. VAlXWAVOP (US}) Listening to you and to Bob, one thing th.t comes to mind in terms
of wave plahma interactions and issues of strong and weak turbulence, is the commonality
of this subject in termt of electron beam injoetion, In terms of ionospheric modifications,
and in teors of wave injection in space. Now ve went through a long period in the '70s in
which We debated whether weak or strong turbulence was the relevant issue in beam plasma
interactions. Finally it turned out that strong turbulence dovinated in almost every case
that we could measure the data. Weak turbulence was alost a set of measure zero. Even
in Type UI! radio bursts with 10- N ,Mýtlf e a a density ratio, strong turbulence dominated.
There is a lot of understanding thaO €chcliaectly transferred because in the beam plasma
interaction you have a very long wave which is electroetatic, bnt long waves, electrostatic
or electromagnetic, behave similarly, that's the dipole approximation. The thing we didn't
have there is the density gradient. In the experiments that can be done with the means that
ob isa suggesting, you have the injection of a high frequency wave without the gradient,

and you can study both decay instabilities and strong turbulence in a homogeneous medium.
And then the strong/weak turbulence issues come along. And then finally, in the experiments
in Arecibo and the other HF facilities, the strong turbulence is induced mainly because of
the large fields created at the reflection point. The Scandinavian experiments should
provide us also with the opportunity of studying that in an underdense fashion in terms
of the 

2
&d underdense Raman scattering. So all I wanted to point out was the commonality

that runs through all these subjects.

L. DUC (US): I might point out I was pleased to see a talk at this meeting that was a
unified theory of turbulence by Dr. Xj~lhus who talked about how weak and strong Langmuir
turbulence might actually be described in a common framework which I think is a promisirg
stop forward.

M. UBSflEK (US): I have three comments on vhat I have heard this week, particularly in
the R7 area. One is that I think the theory of RF interactions in the ionosphere is not
well developed and is way behind the laboratory plasma physics community. There is some
crossover that Dennis [Pepadopoulos] has talked about, that we misht take from the small
scale laboratory plasmas and transfer to the space plasmaa, but there is very little
norlineer work that has been done for the large scale plasmas, particularly in the thermal
"If-focusing instabilities, etc. It is very crucial to make some more gains in this area."A second comment is that when you have small scales you have very short time scale

=eone, and when you have large scales you can have very long time scale phenomena. The
connection between the two, how they interact and how you bring a unified picture into the
program is going to be very important in the next few years. The third point is we really
have to know what the natural ionosphere is doing before we turn the heater on, especially
at high latitudes, and how one might affect the naturally occurring irregularities with the
beater and vice versa, and try to come up with some kir.. of a self-consistent analysis of
the problem. Those three areas I think are going to be very important in the next few years
and we at NRL are looking in all these areas. In terms of theoretical advances, that is
whor they are going to be made.
L. OURMS (U1): I would like to second your last comment, which was that high latitudes
'are qoin to be tough. We could fill volumes with irreproducible results obtained at
Arecibo where the ionosphere is relatively calm, so at high latitudes where the environment
Is a lot more variable it's going to be really tough to decipher what's happening.
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t. S0M (V1)i I really mutt take exception with those last comments. X think cne or t1A
thin•q that has not com acrows in this meating, and I'm very disappointed that it hasn't,
is the trceer.eus amcunt of wor% that has been done at Trcnn. We've been heating the
jLonoaphere at T•?c'% for a-lout eight years now. We are well avers of the things that you
have just mention.ed. Vu are weil aware that the preconditioning of the ionosphere is
Implurtant. I would take objection with you that the theory of BY interaction is not well
understcodi I think it to well understood. I think It is a great shame that tht German
group has not shown up here. I think if P. Stubbe, and Kopka, and the people from Lindau
were bare, you wuld have beard e lot more about tltat kind of work. So I really dt' see a
danger hat, of the wo•k that has bean done at Troaff# being ignored and the whole *wheal'
ein rediscovered in Alaska, and I think tlat is a very dargerous situation to get in.

I think the papers that have been published, particularly in JATP, ar2 not well known on
the otn*;- side of the Atlantic, and 7 think the people involved in the planning really ought
to look very hard at what has been publieh.ld, all in the open literature I might saw, using
the highlighted heater. It's a great shame that the Germans aren't here.

L. OUNCZ (US2 I think, Tudor, that Mike's (seakinen] corments were primarily directed
toward the theoretical side of what's been done, basically that there hasn't been the
parallel corputar simulations, numerical silulations, that have gone on in bean plasma work.

1. LOf2ROh (ME), With regards to some of the new facilities that are being talked about,
in the center'- of what you were saying, Lavis, about a changing political and therefore
defense related environment, What character would the new facilities take? One thing I'm
bearinq that distruces ase a little ir that they're focused for a particular application
and not nec',assrily for versatility. I would suggest two sa*as that haveo:'t been mentioned
hare that vould be new horizons and that would require some vereatility in the new
fac!lit!es. An AIX facility has been discussed primcrily in the context of a reflecting
layer, while a urov MY heating facility would be prinarily an ELF generation instrumant.
both of thcja facilities, if they vwre to be built with their higher power carabiliti-s,
have the pttertial first of doing beat wave heating at plann resonances on the topnide of
the ioncophero, wvich I find an esp*ecially intrigiing pcoasibility, with different density
gradients and different conditions than have been prer;ioualy accessible. Second, if the
MY facility is high enough in frequency, and if the AIN facility (if it were UHF) had good
phase coherence, both could be considered as potential radars for accessing much higher
alt

4
.tudes, up into the magnetosphere. 3oth these possibilities I think are extremely

intriguing, are within the realm of operation of thcee new facilities, and should be
considered. (Pef: Thid6, HISCAT Propomal, Swedish Institute of space Ptysic.).

N. slOU c (SC)t I'll make two comente along the lines similar to both M. Reskinen and
T. Jones. Experimentalists for the past few years have refined techniques that were
developed over the last 10-15 years, so what people do for plasma line measurements in 1990
is completely different than what used to be done in 1974. There has been great
experimental devolor,.nt done both in Trom•o, and In Arecibo and other places. Hlvever,
I think we've hit a limit fran the exparimantal point of view by the fact that we're limited
to the ground and more specifically to the backscatter condition, where wa sit down there
and look Pt what's goinq on at a finite frequency at a finite wavelength, looking at 35 =
structures, and ignoring completely htat may in reality be happening in the ionosphere.
I'll just take two examples to make my point. There is need for lore cozprehensive teas-
type of experiments, where simultaneous measuresents are done, backscattered yes, but also
bletatically and specifically from space. There's a great need for some kind of ionospheric
type of satellite, or a shuttle type of flight, that can do simulta-.zous measurements of
what's happening in the ionosphere while the radar is measuring backscatter on the ground.
That kind of three dimansional information, that can masure spatial and temporal evolution,
can then go rnd lead the theoretician am to whether indeed thermal self-focusing is due to
micro effects or macro effects; this is one example as far as ionospheric modification.
A second example would be ELF generation, where for years now we've been sticking up loops
anywhere frcm 10 to 500 km from where the modification region is. For ELF purposee, this
is near field. If we indoed would like to know if we do generate ELF, one would think of
what happened for instance with, I think It was, the ISIS or the GEOS satellite where Gordon
James captured the ducted waves on the satellite. You would then go to global measurements,
go to the conjugate point, go under the transmitter, go to all such places and make
simultaneous measurements to really validate a system of that type. So here are two
examples that tell you we've reached a limit if we keep doing the came type of experiments
that we've been doing so far. Incidentally in ionospheric modification, again to the credit
of the Europeans, the EtRO experiments generated an incredible wealth of information from
in-situ measurements, and we should head in that direction as a suggestion for the future.

1. JZOS (SM)I Could I lust comment on that? I don't went to be blowing trumpets about
Tromso a.id the facility there, but the HERO experiment is a good one. There are two rocket
ranges the-e. Ther, is Andnoy and Esrange. The instrumented rockets have been flown
through the heater, a volume to measure electric fields and some particle precipitation and

energies and so on. We have EISC'AT which is the only tristatic incoherence scatter radar
in operation at the present time which gives you good handles on electric fields which you
can't measure elsewhere. We have the STARE system, and SABRE can look into that area, and

slso we hav" all the usual ground-based instrumentation. So I don't think you can say that
that system is under-instrusented. Maybe we're not doing the right experiments, but
certainly the facilities are there.

L. DVVC" (Us)l A comment I would like to add in addition to Merit's [Shoucri], and that
is nc,<t summer, summer of 1991, when the rocket range is installed in Arecibo, there will
"be a sarias of eight or nine rockets flown during the campaign. Six or seven will be CRRES,
and another two rockets are non-CRRES. Four of the CRRES chemical releases and one
instrumented rocket wtich is not officially part of the CRRZS campaign will all fly through
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the heater volume, and are in fact MY experiments. There is one rocket inappropriately
namd the SOLITON rocket that Mike Keiley and I are on and Lee Alamos is on as well. It*8
intended to take very rapid measurements as you fly through the heater volur. One of the
preblems with measurements of Hm effects from space, at least from a satellite, is that you
90 through the heater volume very quickly and aso it's important that allowance is made for
very fest data rates. One of the limitations of the past was, some of the Interesting
physics is on very emil s•a.es that wers not previously resolved.

V. g, I ()i I think what I want to say is relevant to what Levis (Duncan) talked aboutt
waVe injection. Dr. Armstrong talked about versatility of the systems that you put together
and opportunities for international collaboration that are now facilitated in the present
climate, and I would like to announce to the community an initiative that Otanford is in
the process of putting together, and has be ýr the last year and a half, which involves
an international ILl/V;F wave injection faciaty in Antarctica. This Is a really major
undertaking for us. We're in the process of putting together a proposal, and have already
demonstrations of significant support from our Soviet colleagues and colleagues also from
Japan ad the US. We had a workshop at Stanford last year, and we put together a report
which is available which describes the detailed scientific opportunities in the area of
w~av-particlo interactions, heating of the lover ionosphere, heating of the upper ionosphere
at altitudes of 1000 km or so which leads to production of 4on conics which is a subjectthat wasn't discussed here of course but is very interesting in torse* of the coupling

between the ionosphere and snotoaphere. Basically, the facility involves antennas strung
out on the Antarctic ice (about 3000 a t~ick) and the antennas are 200 km long. There are
five of then "oearsted by 20 k which operate at frequencies as low as 500 Hz; it's rsonantSat 500 Ma. And I think it is an alternative scheme for generating ELF -- not too low in

S the SLY ranne, but at 500 Nz and above. By varying the antenna lanqth, it can be made to

operate at higher frequencies all the way up to 500 kHz. So I think the canlity to in4dct
rays over a wide spectrum into the ionosphere and look at their effects will be there, and
I would like very much for members of this cornunity to participate in this. We are in the
process of putting together proposals; we're envisioning a facility like EISCAT that will
be usable by members of the coznunityi and we hope that ve will get funding support for this
from the Division of Polar ProgLams. I hope also that nations that are participating are
going to get their own funding. So if you have any questions, please let me know.

J. 3l33.025 (CR)t Stanford University has been carrying out experiments like that for the
past decaJ•e. What new do you expact to learn?

V. IXI3 (08) I That's a very good question. The past experiment was basically a
demonstration of capability of doing this conjugate experiment at 5 kHz to basically 2.5
kIa and at very minimal radiated power, in the range of I to 3 kW. What we are now aiming
at is a very substantial increase in that radiated power, by factors of ten or more, so we
ar talking about 40 kv at 5 kHz. Predictions are that precipitation of particles ftam the
radiation belts at L-shells of four to five will become feasible very easily within the
perameter ranges that we have, so we can produce artificial aurora and investigate the
response of the ionosphere to the artificial aurora. We can study the generation of lover
hybrid rays at altitudes of 1000 km and look at ion conics. we can look at possible
triggering of AKi for example. There is a wide range of scientific issues that dere not
addressed by the previous facility, and I would like to talk to you more about thoje and
send you the report.

9. DVP• (33)t I'm not an expert in this area. I'm on the periphery of the p s
communication engineer, but I wv)uld like to pose the following question to those of yct ý4o
are involved with the modeling of the ncnlinear aspects. All the affects that we are
talking about in this symposium are highly nonlinear effects, and as you probably know, in
the last 5-6 years there's been a revolution in the analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems.
It goes sort of undo: the name of "chaos' but it's actually far more revolutionary and
fundamental than thati that nonlinear coupled equations have a bekhavior in which the phase
space produces fractal trajectories, which then indicates that some of these nonlinear
phenomena which we thought were predictable in the short term, like weather patterns, like
precipitation initiation in the meteorological sense, are now known to be physically
impossible from that analysis, from a theoretical viewpoint. This also implies that unless
you are able to define the initial conditions almost to an infinite resolution, you cannot
predict the performance or the evolution of that particular nonlinear phenomena. These are
just beginning to be emerging from the work of people like Leon Choi at Berkeley and some
of the other people working in nonlinear dynamics. I would like to know your comments on
whether you feel that perhaps somebody should look, or perhaps somebody is looking at this
effsct, and that these highly nonlinear effects have some chaotic trajectories in phase
space that perhaps indicate some of the work is being done unnecessarily or without
understandi- a4s chaotic nature of the coupling effects.

M. 1X[ZSU W (08)8 Some oi the parametric instabilities that have been invoked in
ionospheric heating have also been studied in laboratory plasmas, in particular laser fusion
plasmas, these have been looked at initially in terms of nonlinear dynamics and chaotic
behavior. Particularly at the University of Maryland several people have looked at it
there, and *acm other places also. I don't think it's been applied tc the ionospheric case,
but it can very easily be.

D. PaU OUMoi BO (SV}) We do have an active program of chaotic studies of ionospheric
responses, and today actually, I was supposed to be giving an invited talk at the AGU on
exactly that subject with respect to the AE index and the KP indexr one of my colleagues
is giving tt because I an here. There are a lot of things that are very, very important and
It's not so much the unpredictability. By looking up (certain factors] of the AE index,
for example, we can find out the lenath of predictability. We can find out the substorm
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time scales. Thsee methods right nov are being used very. very etfectively in understanding
the couplir'g of the solar wind to the maqnetoophere and to the ionosphere. That's one part.
On %he micro physics we have looked that the collapse essentially is a chaotic phenomenon,
namely when the wave turbulerce Wind, 'there n Is the plasma density, exceeds one-ninth, then
what you end up with is a very chaotic behavior, and a very broadband signal comes out of
that du'4 to exactly chaus, so it is not neglected. I think we have about five people
working right now at the University of Karyland on that srea.

Lr. DMUN (991l Very good, that was a nice question as well. Nov perhaps vs can move on
toward the more applied side of all of this.

*. SLm0B6 (C1al I'll start with a few reastrk. My remarks will be slated to my own
personal feelings and fror a Canadian point of view. Canada is a high latitude nation.
in fact we own a significant part of the disturbed ionosphere. The dip pole and the L-
shell or corrected geomagnetic pole both lie in Canada. Ionospheric modification i Aot
my field of expertise, excett I know quite a lot about the basic physics of the phrncuana
because the subject and I have been around for quite a long time. But this doesn't slop
me from makI.D a fer remarks. I guess I can't lose too much. If I say something tool i.h,
this perhaps will atirulate some discussion. If I should manage to make it say something
provocative, this will also stisulate perhaps even more intererting discussion. I intend
to addrese not the nhysics of the phenomena, but mainly the application of it, ard from a
Canadian high latitude polr. of view.

We at the CozmunLcat, one Research Center in Ottawa, have tried very hard to get in to this
subject field for a number of years. When I cay *tried very hard," I mean ftr- a ground-
based axrarimental point of view. Gordon James togethAr with Don Huldrav have looked at
interactions of waves in space from the ISIS and Aloustto satellites, and Dcn Muldrev has
participated in ar.alysis of Arecibo data. We intended to do t-he ejoer type of experiment,
to measure electron dor••ities in the D-region. But in 1961 v'*en we turned on our relatively
low pover then, 100 kV transmitter, feeding a 4-dipole antenna array, the first day we
turned it on, 1o and b"hold there was no ionospheric echo. In fact there was only one echo
froe 4S km. We were right in the middle of a major soast proton event which had oxtend.,d
as far south am Ottawa. I can assure Dr. Papadopouloe there are going to be many occasions
in sunspot maxinum years when his superb method of painting ELF antennae in the sky just
won't work because his peintbrua-h won't get there. In the final develo7ment of the 2.66
Ms systte which I just referred to a moment ascl, we had a 40-dipole antenna arratf end
powers up to 1 XW and durations up to 10 mo. Ton sillisec was the largest capacity that
our power supply could handle. We had an estimated radiated power of 60 dnw. We had other
operating frequencies: 4.6 and 6.2 M0(z. The latter employed a 100 ki transmitter and 128-
dipole array. At Ft. Churchill we had at this frequency a 100 kW transmitter and 128-dipole
array. We could msure electron density profiles rnd winds in the mesoaphere. We never
observed wave interacticm effacta, although we did try. we looked at pulse distortion (We
thought ;arhaps there might be something interesting in this). Yor the 2.66 PH&
transmitter, we didn't need to use a receiver, and the transmitter was a perfectly
trapezoidal Vilae so we could connect an oscilloecope to the antenna, and at full powor.
the I-region echo was running around a third to half a volt across the input terminals of
the oscilloscope, so there was no distortion in the receiver from the pulse. We increased
the powers up from the 100 kW to 1000 kW of transritter power, and while the edges of the
pulse did round a little bit, there was nothing exciting in that. Ne looked for the third
harmonic which miglht be generated in the ionosphere, but there was no detectable third
barwmoic. We set at the foot of the field line that passed through the heated region and
looked with our aaaxLnu transmitter pulse duration, 10 2s, and full transmitter power. We
used a 440 MHz transmitter: 1 kW feeding 32, and in the ultimate end, 64 ten-elaemnt ragis.
Jules ?ejer had speculated that sitting at the foot of t-he field line we might see these
plasma roonance lines many d8 stronger. Well we saw no discernable signal. go much for
our attempts; it was a bit disappointing.

graqg scatter has been mentioned in this meeting a number of timest it's very aepect
sensitive, and if we produce field-aligned Irregularities in Canada which one can Bragg
scatter VHIr/F signals from, field lines in Canada are almost vertical, and there's nowhere
ln Canada where we could in fact set a transmitter and receiver and see reflections from
thee field-aligned irreolarities. If we did have a powerful heating source in .anada,
we would produce ref-lactire for our neighbors to the soutb, the US, who might find s- .;%tiro
Interesting in this. All this leads me to the general remark: wave interaction Is a very
Interesting subject. A great deal has been learned about it, and we've heard some of it
at this meeting, particularly about the placea, using it an a tool to measure the plasma,
and enout energetic particle precipitation. But from a comunications point of view, I
wonder if there's anything practically applicable.

My particular interests, I guess, are sort of in the possibility of ELF generation. Getting
the signals to the places where they need to be at the eloctrojet is qoine. to be impossible
under a number of occasions on sunspot maximum years because of polar cap absorption events,
and in other years due to high energetic electron precipitation, relativistic electron
evenMs, which produce ionization so low down that any transmitter power which we've used
in Canada (and I've mentioned some of them) have not produced reflections from the
ionosphere on many occasions. The possibility of using VLF transmitters. we heard from the
K Maryland group, wasn't a very good method of producing ELF bocaii the of. '-Is wouldn't get
to the height where they needed to get to, to use the electrojet as an ._.tenna. But I
wonder bow thorouglly founded that kJnd cr an observation is, and have we really looked at
the Ideal experiment&al situation where ,ou have a VI? transmitter runring a megawatt of
power at the highest latitude at which V.' transmitters exist at the present time, and you
are transmitting on a pair of fa'eqscie. whos separation sight be something of the order-I



of 100 35. I guess to be useful we have to know, "Is it detectable?, Well certainly it
is, or certainly it would be, but is the amplitude useful, and would it be there for a
siqnifioant amount of tim? From a point of view C! a researcher in the high latitude
region, it doesn't look to se like there is A great .rture for ionospheric modification
being useful for a communication means.

0. UUPAWOIcWO8 (s) : The point I want to make is vith respect to wanting to put the energy
where we have to. There is no reason to put the energy•at 90 k if I have a lot of
electrons at 50 km. The beauty of tte ELF generttion is that if I have a lot of electrons
at 50 km, even if it won't go to S0 km, it will be absorbed at 50 km; it will modulate, and
it will give me as much power as I would hive gotten at 90 km. All I need is an electric
field - an electri.' field of the order of a few millivolts per meter which is very, very
low and has very high probability of occ-urrinq. Actually urdý'r nuclear conditions, I will
have the best ELF generation system ever becruse I will hay, 4 lot of electrons low down,
so I do not believe that this is a restriction. With respect to really getting the whistler
range, the low frequency range _p, I believe that it's a very good idea to be looked at,
and especially with respect co the bit excitation, because the Manley-Rowe relations are
very, very good for that possibility. We have not looked into that point in deta.l.

9. ZNoIS (CU)I I would like to take up something that I. Selrose mentioned in his
presentation. I think it has been somewhat of n disappointnent to me, personally, in this
meeting that we have spent most of our time, as far as systems sr concerned, talking about
0TH systems and introducing the artificial mirrors, and we've talked a lot &.,out ULF
generation. We have not talked very much about anythine else at all, and I think there are
many more things you can do with ionospheric modification than just those two possible
applications. For example, we did hear a little bit about lenses; I know L. Duncan, for
example, has done much work on lenses and introducing HF signals into ionospheric ducts,
the generation of new ducts, and the long distance, low attenuation propagation of HF waves
in ducts, and the uses that cne can put these kinds of propagation to. I just wondered if
there were people in the audience who felt, like I do, that perhaps we should have opened
this up to a much more wide ranging discussion as far as the applications are concerned than
we have done.

4. tICCOWI (IT): About the coiwmrnication aspect in application, we can consider for
instance a medium, or the spcce like a medium, as a part of a cosmunication channel. The
modification with a deterministic procedure of this development of the medium can probably
produce certain efficient effects in the improvement of the final transmission channel.
So I wonder whether some artificial modification could be introduced into the, generally
speaking, *transmission channel* in order to improve the communication properties of the
channel.

a. SMUT (US)si I think Dr. Jorea brought out very well that Tromso has done a large number
of experiments which are extremely uell funded compared to US efforts. In order to get
funding in the US at this time, I believe that one has to come up with applications. Like
Dr. Jones said, we have to come up with things which are specific. The Defense Department
is not willing to pay a lot of money to enhance most communication system capabilities, and
most icnospheric work does demand quite a bit of money. ELF and 0TH radars are two areas
where more monies could be spent. The ionospheric community haa not coma up with enough
applications through the years, and that's the only way that there will be support for it.
Otherwise it will just be research for semi-random indivIlual ph.,sics issues, without the
methodical approach behind it, and we are not going to get anywhere. Hopefully the
Europeans will keep getting funded and we can moderate our own sponsors in the States to
maybe come up to speed.

W. OORDON (OB): I would like to Lake two points. First, responding to the last c&Amrent
about the applications that come out of the work that the counmunity dues. I thought we had
agreed that the basic studies that have gone on over the years have produced military
systems, communication systems, that have been remarkably useful in Canada, in high
latitudes, across Europe and many other places, that are still in use in some cases and have
bad spin-offs into the commercial world that matter. The other point I would like to make
has to do with the spin-offs. One of the most important commanication applications say,
in fact, be satellita communicatlon and the TV news that's carried by satellite
communication worldwide whore you can see the events taking place in Tieneson Square, in
Dresden, in Romania, wherever. That I think is the most powerful force for peacekeeping
that there is. And it may be a twist of the military purpose, but if the military has a
funct3on to deferd us and to defend a peaceful world, it seems to se that this is an
impoctant rontribution that they have made through years of contributing to what amounts
to basic science.

T. JONES (U0): Yes, can I just add ore comment, not to what W. Gordon has just said, but
just going back one step. One of the interesting things that people who work in satellite-
to-ground systems are concerned uith is scintillation, both in amplitude and in phase, and
one of the techniques that they have rncently been very concerned with is what is known as
ionospheric tomography. This is essentially the transfer of medical imaging tecnniques to
the ionosphere. It is similar to brain scanning. and with the placement of a numlor of
sensors you can do the same thing with the ionosphere. you put a number of receivers on the
gro-nd, you have a satellite as your source, and then you mearure the image on the ground
of the scintillators. Low why hasn't anybody done this for the heatVA vulume? I mean this
seems such an obvious thing to do that I would have 'bhought stsebody, especially the
satellite people aersgat us, wOd have come up with ideas of imeging both the RF heating
and perhaps the chemical releases. The application of tomograpbh technique3, I would have



thoucht, would have been a good thing to do both from a scientific point of view and an
applications point of view.

p. noSa (US)a With regard to a subject that Tudor Jones briefly mentioned earlier, there
are plarm in the US to uso a heater to generate field-al.irned irregulariries in the
ionotphere for the purpose of scattering MY signale from rqround-based tranasitters into-
and out of elevated ionospheric ducts. Ths ducts are located around 250 km altitude in the
Ionosphere, and are net usually accessible to ground-based HF signals, becaise of the-r
normal propagation asegls. The use of the beater-generated irregularities will provide a
controlled mechanism for accessing the ducts. Observations of the signals will be made on
a satellite that will be launched sometime in the next year or so. Such issues as the
efficiency of coupling HF energy into- and out of GCcte and the propagation characteristics
of XI waves in elevated ducts, including such things as attenuation ratse and Hr bandwidthe
that can be sustained, will be investigated. The temporal and spatial characteristics of
the ducts will also be studied. Such daia will be useful in assessing the potenial for
exploiting ducted 7F modes for long range communication and surveillance applications. The
program is being conducted by the US Air Force's Rosa Air Development Center.

a•uym 408)s With regards to tomography, just a mcnth ago at the Ionospheric Effects
symposium in D. C., there ware several papers given about the theoretical modeling of that
and description of a system. There is no hardware in place for it yet, but certainly there
is thought going on in that area, anti Is prise and ready to go.

I. F'fl.aa"-ffITV (IO3)o I just want to make a sort of general comment based on Tudor's
[Jones) observation that we may not have had as many people here as we could have talking
ionospheric modification. In fact I've been very impressed with the big cor=unity of people
here talking ionnapheric modification. In fact I have been following ionospheric
modification for many years since I worked on the Platteville heater array in Colorado.
But one thing I have noticed over the many years since I did become involved is that
although there is a big co=munity of interest, there is no formal manner in which in which
this can express itself; we all act ae individuals doing our variuus bits and pieces. Nov,
it so happens that I am Associate Editor of the journal Radio Science, and one thing I
think wo•ld be interesting would be a special issue in which there might be some overview
papers dealing with the progress of ionospheric modification over the years, with ocoe other
smaller papers pointing out the future of various activities in this area, so that there
will be in one location, something dealing generally with ionospheric modification. Now
I am not trying to compete with the AGARD Proceedings, which I think would be very valuable,
but this "would be more of a series of overvime type things for people interested in radio
science generally. I'm just talking about this -- it wouid have to be taken up by the
editor, Allen Waterman -- but if there is interest, I'm sure he would consider taxing some
action on that.

T. JOIMS (IM)t Let's say something to that. Foat of you are aware of the Suzdal meetings
that are held every two years, one year in the Soviet Union and cne year in Western Europe,
organized by the Soviets end by our Gorman colleagues at the Pax Planck Institute, Lindau
who actually built and operated the Tromso heater. So I think there is this very important
meeting every two years on ionospheric modification and I think the proceedings of that
ometing are available. .".re have now been two or three of these meetings and I think they

have been very successful meetings, although I've never been to them.

L. DOWCAN (03S, Meybe I could clarify that, because the proceedings are not published from
that, but the papers are avail&ble. This is the year for that meeting, but it will not be
held because of the General Azsembly. It has been delayed a year, and so the Suzdal
meting, which normally would have fallen on this year, will be held next year, and plans
are well under way; Prof. Gordon is also one of the organizers of that symposium. It's a
p•ecial for•u primarily for heating, RF ionuspheric modification, although we were just

discussing today that it may well be appropriate to broaden the acnpe. The next meeting
outside of the Soviet Union may well be held at Arecibo or someplace. It is not strictly
Western Europe although the last meeting was held in Troess.

J. nIZnon (CI)s I would like to return, before we close this afternoon, to my comment
about generating ELP using a VLF transmitter. It suddenly occurred to me, after I stopped
speaking. that the station, Cutler, in Maine, in fact has two antennas. I believe that the
transmisision systes is in fact duplicated. I believe there are two 500 kVt transmittors
which can be operat&1 in parallel Into both antennas. Presumably they could operate, if
we could persuade the US Navy to do so, a 50C kV transmitter into each antenna system, in
other words, transmit on a pair of frequencies separated by an ELF frequency. Also, I would
like to make one comment about the paper by Dr. Noble and Gordon. The one thing that was
particular noticeable in the slides that we saw was the insignificant small size of the
coils which were used in that receiver. I know a little bit about receiving ULF and ELF

, signals because we've looked at it. In fact we've built equipment in Canada to do that kind
of thing. Sox.e people use a device called a SUID magnetometer which uses cryogenically
cooled coils so as to get enormous sensitivity. We've alvays baen of the opinion that you
didn't need to go to that extent, but oa the other hand, we have used in receiving syrtems
that we've built, antennas which are significantly large compared to what we saw in the
photograph, as used at Arecibo. If I can recall the numbers correctly, maybe not exactly,
we use one meter loops; we had crossed loops (in general we use crossed loops so we can
measure in the two planes). They were aircore loops, and they had something like 640 turns
of copper vire on then. You could hardly lift one of the loops. You had to be awfully
careful with them so that there would be no wind-induced noise whatsoever. They sort of
had to be on sandy soil and not shake too much. The house about then mustn't touch them
so that they had to have no wind-induced noise whatsoever. In other words, one does need
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to taks a great deal of care, and I think Dr. Paoble hed suggested that, in fact, they were
going to look at the sensitivity of their system. My feeling is, without looking at the
numbers, just at the pictures, i* that the sensitivity was perhaps not quite adequate,
altbuq he did saty that tb•ay could see human resonstooa and things lilk that. Anyway, I

wold urge perhaps if there in any interest in the US -- HRL people or whoever -- to maybe
at &east think of the possibility of the Cutler, Main* etation transmitting on a pair of
frequencies during certain intervals of time.

B. W *e (=) £ These sensors actually were compared vith the SQUIDo an- ini this bend they
are every bit as sensitive.

9. IM (VI): I'm quit* Interested in your comment, Jack [Bolroael, becA ,sve have already
talked to Gracen Joinrr to use the Cutler, Kaine transmitter to generate both ELF and ULF.
Scan go, I think, with the praevnt modulations available on it, as far as 30 HS, but this
Idea of using tw* generators to drive them separately with maybe 100 Hz or so separation
Is also a good one. I don't knov that Gracaen viii be able to do this for us, but I have
already written to him and discussed in detail the use of NAA. We have used it in the past,
so I don't see a problem with it, but that's the appropriate transmitter to use indeed.

V. POST (•5)s I don't want to speak for the Navy, but in the 1970s I believe that they
triad such an eaperiment. using the NA.A transmitter in Cutler, Kaine. I'm not sure of the
overall results, but I believe they have been reported in open reports out of the Naval
Research Laboratory.

L. WM IN (US) Unless there is anyone with a burning issue, we'll close the paenl
discussion and mov on to the closing ceremonies.

j
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